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PREFACE.

'T^HE articles contained in this volume are

-^ mostly concerned with Mythology and Folk-

lore in the Avidest sense. Though many of them

were published a long time ago, it will be seen

that the alterations which I have made consist

mostly in corrections of mistakes and misprints,

such as happen to all of us in the course of

a long literary career. I should often have

liked to alter more, but as I had to deal with

stereotype plates, this was not always easy.

The general principles, however, which many
years ago I laid down for myself in the treat-

ment of mythology have remained unaltered,

and making allowance for the over-confidence of

youth, I can in my old age, and after carefully

considering all that has been said by other

writers on the subject, accept nearly all the

theories on mythology which I threw out in

the earliest days of my literary career. I am
quite aware that views of mythology different
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from my own, some of which, as I formerly

thought, had long been given up, have been

revived and defended again with considerable

learning and most persuasive eloquence. I my-

self have felt the persuasive charm of their

advocates, and I am far less inclined now to

say that the views of those who differ from

me are altogether erroneous. This is per-

haps the most valuable lesson which advancing

years impress upon our minds, that there are

few errors which do not contain some grains of

truth. It may seem at first sight very strange

that scholars working on the same materials,

and all equally anxious, it may fairly be supposed,

for the discovery of truth, should have arrived

at such divergent, not to say contradictory con-

clusions as to the origin and the true purport

of mythology. But after watching the conflict of

opinions for many years, I am at present rather

inclined to say. How could it be otherwise ?

Mythology is like an enormous avalanche of

ancient thought that has carried down with

it not only snow and ice, but rocks, trees,

plants, and animals, nay, even many fragments

of human handiwork. It is but seldom that

we are able to examine the deposits of such

an avalanche in their entirety and, as it were,

in situ. In almost all countries we find that

these glacial deposits have been carefully col-
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lected and arranged for us, so as to be ready

for our inspection, in tlie cabinets of a museum.
Nothing is more natural therefore than that each

explorer should have his attention attracted

by one class of objects, made ready for liis

inspection, and closely connected with his own
special studies. And thus it happens that while

one student sees in the avalanche nothing but

water, snow, or ice, another has eyes for stones

and sand only, while another again cares chiefly

for the remains of trees and animals deposited

in the morain at the foot of a glacier. Dif-

ferent observers may therefore be led to fix upon
diflPerent ingredients as in their eyes the most

important, and students may assign different

causes to the origin of an avalanche, nay, many
explanations may very plausibly be put forward

as to the first impetus that carried it downward.

In the end, however, a more comprehensive

examination will lead to the conviction that the

principal elements of an avalanche are snow
and ice.

It is the same with mythology. We seldom

find mythology as it were in situ, as it lived

in the minds and in the unrestrained utterances

of the people. We generally have to study

it in the works of mythographers or in the

poems of later generations, when it had long

ceased to be something living and intelligible.
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The systematic classification to which most

myths have been submitted before they reached

us, though it may be helpful in some respects,

is nevertheless as likely to be misleading as

a Hortus siccus would be to a botanist, if

debarred from his rambles through meadows

and hedges. Nothing seems more natural

therefore than that in examining the various

specimens of mythology, carefully collected and

arranged for their inspection, difiexent students

should have felt absorbed each' in his own
special department, losing sight of the general

character of mythology and of the surroundings

in which it was formed.

If we keep our eyes open to survey not

only a portion, but the whole of mythology,

we shall find that whatever detritus it may
carry along, its original constituent elements

were words and phrases about the most striking

phenomena of nature, such as clay and night,

dawn and evening, sun and moon, sky, earth,

and sea, in their various relations to each other

and to man.

These snowflakes of early thought soon

became hardened and changed into ice by
inevitable misunderstandings, inevitable,^ I say,

because, as we are now able to understand,

they sprang from the very nature of language,

^ Chips, vol. iv. p. 168.
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when once in the course of tradition words had

been deprived of that intellectual heat which

from the first gave them life and meaning. It

was the study of the Science of Language that

led to the discovery of the inevitable character

of mythology, as a natural phase in the deve-

lopment of thought, when once incarnate in

words. If I may claim anything as my own,

it is this discovery that mythology is an old

and strange affection, not only of our thought,

but of our language also, an infantine disease,

as I called it and call it still, inevitable, and

therefore, though in various degrees of intensity,

almost universal.^

Mythology should in consequence be treated,

as I have tried to treat it, however imperfectly,

as a chapter of the Science of Language, and

as a chapter of the Science of Thought. It

belongs to the Science of Language, because

that science alone can account to us for the

process which deprives roots and words of their

original transparency and animation, making

them hard and solid, till by constant friction

they become mere pebbles, opaque and colour-

less, but for that very reason perhaps better

adapted for the issue and the exchange of the

more abstract thoughts of later ages.

That the germs of decay are inherent in

^ See Chips, vol. iv. pp. 597-8.
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language and affect not only the phonetic body,

but at the same time the significant soul also of

words, is a fact that has been fully established

by the Science of Language, while it fell to the

Science of Thought to show how our words

constantly react on our thoughts, and mould
them, nay, restrain and fetter them, till the

sense of truth within us protests against

being kept captive any longer, and casting off

the old fetters creates for itself new wings,

strong enough for higher flights. The ravages

produced by misunderstood metaphors and by

the unrestrained sway of Polyonymy and

Synonymy ^ have been shown to extend far

beyond the limits of what is usually meant by

mythology. It is most important to observe

that the same influences which we see at work

in ancient times in producing the stories about

gods and goddesses, heroes and heroines, pervade

nearly every domain of ancient and of modern

thought, nay, that even our own religion and

even our most modern philosophy are not quite

beyond their reach.

Some of the words which we use most

frequently date from the earliest period of

language and thought, and though they have

often been defined and refined, they have seldom

been altogether freed from the spell that be-

* Chij^s, vol. iv. p. 78,
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longed to them from the first. Take such

a word as deus, or French dieu, with its

Teutonic equivalent of God. True, it means
no longer what was meant by the Skt. deva,

or the Latin deus, the bright agents of the

sky, but it still seems to retain something of

its original meaning of a power residing in or

above the bright sky. Without thinking or

knowing why, we still lift up our eyes towards

the sky when looking for God, nay, till very

lately churches might have been seen crowded

with people who implored the Deity, as the

Vedic i^ishis implored Indra, to rend the clouds

and to send down rain on the parched earth.

Though Christianity has given us a purer and
truer idea of the Godhead, of the majesty of

His power, and the holiness of His will, there

remains with many of us the conception of

a merely objective Deity. God is still with

many of us in the clouds, so far removed from

the earth and so high above anything human,
that in trying to realise fully the meaning of

Christ's teaching we often shrink from ap-

proaching too near to the blinding effulgence

of Jehovah. The idea that we should stand

to Him in the relation of children to their

father seems to some people almost irreverent,

and the thought that God is near us every-

where, the belief that we are also His offspring.
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nay, that there has never been an absolute

barrier between divinity and humanity, has

often been branded as Pantheism. Yet Chris-

tianity would not be Christianity without this

so-called Pantheism, and it is only some linger-

ing belief in something like a Jove-like Deus

OjJtimus Maximus that keeps the eyes of our

mind fixed with awe on the God of Nature

without, rather than on the much more awful

God of the soul within.

The influence of language on thought, or, to

put it more clearly, the influence of old and

petrified on new and living thought, was no

doubt more powerful in ancient than in modern
times. I believe that its silent but irresistible

power had been recognised by Hindu philoso-

phers under the name of Apta-vaA'ana, i.e.

traditional speech, for which they actually

claimed the same authority (pramana) as for

sensuous perception (pratyaksha)and reasoning

(anumana), thus recognising the fact that, like

the oyster, the mind has to live on in the shell

which it has built for itself. It is curious how
few among our modern philosophers have paid

proper attention to this determining influence

of language on thought, and how apt they are

to pass by questions connected with it as mere

questions of words ;—they might as well say,

mere questions of thought

!
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We know, for instance, how important an

element in ancient thought or mythology is

that of Animism, in German Beseelung. Why
was a soul ascribed to the moon or to a river ?

The ordinary explanation amounts to no more

than that it was so, and that it was very natural.

But we know now that it was not only natural,

but inevitable, inevitable in the historical growth

of language, which was in reality the historical

growth of our thought. The moon could only be

called or conceived by means of one of the pre-

dicative roots. And when the moon had been

called, for instance, Ma-s, the measurer, from the

root m 4, to measure, it could only be a masculine

or a feminine, for neuters were a much later

invention. Hoots were all or nearly all ex-

pressive of actions,—as a matter of fact, as

I said, as a matter of necessity, as my friend

Noire added. Hence a river could only be

called and conceived as a runner, or a roarer, or

a defender, and in all these capacities always as

something active and animated, nay, as some-

thing masculine or feminine. Hence we have

river, from Latin rivus, and this from the root

sru, Greek pew, to run ; we have Skt. nadi,

river, from nad, to roar ; we have Skt. sindhu,

river, from sidh, to ward off, to protect, rivers

being natural barriers and frontiers, at least in

ancient times.
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It has sometimes been supposed that the

ancient thinkers and name-givers supposed that

every river must have a soul, because every

other runner had a soul. But such a roundabout

process would involve a real Hysteron-proteron.

The very idea of soul as a predicate belongs to

a much later stage of thought, and had to be

elaborated by a long and difficult process. To

ascribe a ready-made soul to a piece of water

may be called very natural, but it may with

the same right be called also most unnatural

and violent. I fully admit that Animism is

the true key to many secrets of mythology, but

the true key to Animism is language.

But although the ancient words and phrases

about the great phenomena of nature form the

fundamental stratum of mythology, although

Zeus and Jupiter no less than Dyaus (masc.)

were originally no more than names of the sky

conceived as active and therefore as animated,

yet when the stream of mythology had once

been started, there was hardly anything that

appealed to the curiosity of primitive man that

could not be carried along by its waves. It is

bv ignoring the immense capacity of mythology

that students have been led to such different

conclusions, derived from one or other of its

numerous ingredients. Some students have

thought that all mythology is solar. Who
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that reads the Daily News or Longmans
Magazine has not heard of Solar Myths?
They have served to fill page after page of

newspapers and journals from day to day, from

week to week, from month to month, from year

to year, till at last people have grown wellnigh

tired of solar witticism. That there is hardly

a mythology without Solar Myths, who would
deny? That there is hardly anything else in

mythology, who would afiirm ? Yet, because

some of my earliest contributions to Com-
parative Mythology were devoted exclusively

to the special subject of Solar Myths,^ I have
been represented again and again, even by
Mr. Gladstone, as a Solarist, as teaching that

the whole of mythology is solar. Suppose an
astronomer were to write a book on the sun,

would he be supposed to have denied the
existence of the moon and the stars ? Would
other astronomers accuse him of ignorance,

and claim for themselves the credit of having
made the brilliant discovery of the moon and
the stars in the sky? While I am writing
these lines, I read again in a daily paper, that
the theory of Solar Myths has become un-
fashionable. I hope it never was fashionable,

for nothing is so apt to ruin any scientific

theory as its being fashionable. We know
' See Chips, vol. iv. p. 151.
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how Darwin's theory has suffered from nothing

so much as from its having been, for a time

at least, extremely fashionable. Scientific

truth has nothing to do with fashion, nor with

anything that is purely personal. Mannhardt's

mythological researches, both in his first and in

his second period, have never been fashionable,

but they contained for all that some very

valuable truths. Because I did not say much
either for or against Mannhardt's mythological

theories, I have been accused of wilfully ignoring

them or disa|)proving of them. This was not

the case. I confess that they seemed to me
and still seem to me too exclusive, too much
confined to one portion of mythology only, and

as this was a portion w^hich I had never

cultivated myself, I naturally abstained from

rushing into the fray. Non omnia ijossumus

omnes. I saw it was hopeless for me to try to

gain a knowledge at first hand of innumerable

local legends and customs, still more to acquire

a scholar-like knowledge ofHottentot and Maori

;

and who would venture to deal with Hottentot

or Maori mythology without first acquiring such

knowledge, or without securing at least the

co-operation of those who had acquired it ?

There is room for all of us in the immense

gold-fields of mythology, both ancient and

modern, both savage and civilised, both solar
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and lunar. We have read of zoological and

botanical mythology, and we might have

equally useful works on astronomical, on reli-

gious, nay, even on philosophical mythology.

To me every new contribution is welcome, as

lonof as it is worked out in an honest and scholar-

like spirit, whether it comes from Mannhardt,

from M. Gaidoz, Mr. Frazer, or from Mr. Andrew
Lang. The last writer has for many years de-

voted his great powers and his able pen to

the popularising of the often difficult and com-

plicated labours of Mannhardt and others. I

know that he has also employed his gift of wit

and facetiousness in criticising opinions which

do not please him. But why not? He knows best

how far a scholar may go, and he knows better

than anybody else that ridicule is never used

as an argument till every other argument has

failed. He certainly possesses far too keen a

sense of the humorous to imagine that all

opinions which do not please him or which he

has possibly misunderstood are ipso facto

wrong. He has worked hard and he has suc-

ceeded in rousing a widespread interest in folk-

lore, nay, I am afraid he has even made it

fashionable ; but for all that we must not

forget Diversos diversa juvant.

That there are historical ingredients also in

mythology who could deny after studying the

VOL. TV. b
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Legend of Buddha, the exploits of Herakles, or

the Sao;a embodied in the Nibeluno-enlled ?
^

That the \Yorship of ancestors was di"awn

into the vortex of mythology is shown clearly

enough by the fact that the splits of the

departed were supposed to migrate to the West
or to the East, to the moon or to the sun,

there to join the company of the Devas, nay,

to assume themselves a Deva-like or divine

nature. Only it stands to reason that the

Devas must have been elaborated first, before

the Pit?' is could join them and share in theu'

divine attributes.

That philosophical ideas also found entrance

into the most ancient mythological pantheon

who can doubt after reading of Themis (Law)

as the wife of Zeus, the daughter of Uranos

and Gcea, and the companion of the Moirai

(shares, fates) and the Tliree Sisters spinning

the threads of human life ?

Nor must we forget that here as elsewhere

demand created supply. As in our own time

a taste for Zola's style has created an abundant

crop of Zolaesque novels, not only in France,

but even in England, a taste for Homeric poetry

would naturally call forth ever so many Homeric

^ See Das Nibelungcnlied, Siegfried dcr Schlangentodter.

und Hagen von Tronje, eine mytJiologische und historische

Untersuchung von Fredrik Sander, Stockholm, 1895.
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bards reciting new Aristeias and describing new

sieges and destructions of towns after the

pattern of the Iliad.

If, then, we are asked how it is possible to

distinguish these secondary myths, whether

they are connected with the reUgious worship

of a nation, or arise from philosophical specula-

tions or, finally, are the result of mere poetical

imitation, from the original stratum of physical

mythology, it must be confessed that in many

cases this is extremely difficult. There are in

fact many questions in the Science of Mythology

which cannot be answered at present, and which

possibly may never be answered ; but that is

no reason why we should give up the attempt

of answering some of them at least.

The most valuable aids which we possess for

deciphering the ancient monuments of mytho-

logy are etymology, analogy, and psychology.

Every one of these levers has been used with

great effect, and we have had in consequence

three methods or schools of comparative mytho-

logical research, the Etymological or Genealo-

gical, the Analogical or Comparative, and the

Psychological. The third is sometimes called

the Anthropological or Ethnopsychological

[Volkerpsychologie) .^

If we can analyse the name of any god or

^ See Clifford Lectures, ii. p. 484.

b 2
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hero etymologically, a great step is made

towards discovering his original character.

It", after we have perceived a general similarity

between gods or heroes as described in the

Veda and as known to Homer, we discover that

they shared their names in common, making

allowance only for phonetic changes, a new
light seems suddenly to burst over the dark

picture of the distant past which we are trying

to understand. No one who has not worked

himself in this field can imagine the joy of the

discoverer, can understand the difference it makes
to him when he thus feels the ground safe under

his feet. I can only describe it as something like

the relief which one experiences when meeting

an acquaintance after many years, and feeling

convinced that one has seen the face before,

though trying in vain to recollect his name.

As soon as he tells us his name, we know the

man and all about him, and neither strange

wrinkles nor white hair can prevent our recog-

nising our old friend.

That VaruTia reminds us of Ouranos or Oura-

nos of Varu?za is quite true. Still, this is very

different from saying that the birthplace or the

original concept or naming of the two was the

same. But when we find that the name of

Varu?ia can be traced back to the root var,

which means to cover, to surround, and which
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as a name of the sky must in Sanskrit have

meant the covering sky, just as the Skt. name
of a cloak, var-utra, meant a covering garment;

and if we find that this name can in Greek be

represented by Ouranos, we feel that we are

standing on firm ground. Both Yaruna and

Ouranos must have been names of the same

mythological concept, names of the covering

sky, whatever changes happened in later times

and in different countries.

No evidence is older, or can be older, than

the evidence of language. I believe it has been

said that etymology is often uncertain, and that

comparison has sometimes proved misleading.

Does not the same apply in an even higher

degree to the deciphering of Babylonian and

Egyptian inscriptions, of Vedic hymns and

Avestic Gathas ? nay, to every branch of science

that is not absolutely stagnant ? Does it not

apply even to Physical Sciences w^hich like to

call themselves exact ? Does not Weismann
differ from Darwin ? Were Lord Kelvin and

Huxley always agreed, even on facts and

figures ? Etymologies allow at all events of

argument : we can produce our reasons for or

against an etymology, we are not obliged to

submit to mere authority. Those who cannot

form an opinion for themselves would naturally

keep aloof. Nor would any mythologist trust
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to etymology and comparison by themselves,

without looking for further help and confirma-

tion. It would not be enough, for instance, to

prove that Varuna means the coverer, and

that his name comes very near to Ouranos,

unless it could be shown at the same time that

what is told of these two deities contains real

traces of a common origin and of the same

original conception. No one doubts that the

Greek Ouranos means the wide over-arching

{ovpavo<? €vpv<5 virepOev) sky, the husband of

the Earth. Hesiod says that the starry Oura-

nos was meant to cover everything (Theog. v.

127), and that he was the eSo9 a.cr<^aXe9, the

firm seat of the gods. Almost the same expres-

sion is used in the Rig-veda, where (VIII. 41, 9)

we read of the dhruvdm sadas Varunasya,
the firm seat of Yaruna. As to Yaruna, his

character in the Yeda has been far more

developed in an ethical sense than that of

Ouranos, who holds a very insignificant posi-

tion in Greek mythology.

Yaruna contained the germs which in the

Avesta developed into the purely spiritual and

ethical deity Ahuramazda. Nor would it be

right to say that evidence of this spiritual

character, at least in its beginnings, was alto-

gether absent from the Yeda. In the Rig-veda

Yaruna more than any other god influences
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the conscience and rules the hearts of his

worshippers. Even in later times, when he

had become the deity of the West and of the

waters, he is sometimes called simply Pra^etas,

the wise (Vishnu Pur., ed. Hall, V. 88), while

the Buddhists call him Manas vin, spiritual.

In the Pig-veda, V. 85, we read that Varuna

spread out the air in the forests, that he placed

strength in the horses, milk in the cows, wisdom

in the hearts, Agni in the waters, Surya (sun) in

the sky, and Soma (moon) on the rock.

If every deity must have a physical sub-

stratum, what other substratum can be found

for Varuwa except the over-arching sky ?

If the sun is called the eye of Varu?ia, what
can Varuna be but the sky ? If sun and

moon are called the far-seeing bright eyes of

VaruTia, what can Varuria be but the sky ?

True the sun is also called the eye of Mitra

and Varu?2a, but this is due to the dualism

which, according to the Vedic poets, pervades

the whole of nature, and which finds expres-

sion, as I have shown elsewhere, in several

of the divine pairs of Vedic gods, in what I

called Correlative Deities.^ In these divine

couples one of the two often stands for the

other, nay the two are often expressed by the

name of one of them put in the dual. We may
^ Science of Language, ii. 607 seq.
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still perceive, however, that when Mitra and

Varuna are invoked together—and they are

most frequently invoked together—Mitra is

the bright half or the day, Varuna the dark

half or the night.

That Varuna was conceived as the god who
covers the earth as a roof covers a house, may
still be perceived in some verses (Atharva-veda,

IX. 3, 18) which were used in consecrating

a house. Here the roof made of grass and

covered with straw is likened to the night as

covering the world, while the opening of the

house in the morning is described in the

following words— ' What Varu/ia has firmly

closed, Mitra shall ojDen at early morn.' '

Though Varuna may sometimes share in the

bright character of Mitra, yet it is he who
'makes black the things that were bright' (VIII.

41, 10) ; and even when he is said to have given

birth to the sun, this might well be said of the

dark night from which the rising sun emerges.

In some of the creation-stories of the Poly-

nesians and Melanesians ^ we are told that in

the beginning the sky and the earth were torn

asunder violently by one of the gods who
generally represents the sun. During the night

' Atharva veda, translated by Griffith, vol. i. p. 437.

^ Chips, vol. iv. p. 311 seq. ; Senart. Leg. clu Buddha.

p. 314.
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the sky was supposed to be lying on the earth,

so that earth and sky could not be distinguished.

It was the rising sun which seemed to separate

the two and to bring everything into sight. In

the darkness of the night what is not seen is as

if it were not, and thus the daily recurring

event of the world becoming manifest by the sun

was changed into the myth of the earth being

created by the light of the sun (Rv. V. 85, 5).

We read in the Ilig-veda, VI. 70, l,that Heaven

and Earth had been separated (viskabhite) by

Varu?2a, and in I. 96, 2, the poet says :
' Agni

with his brilliant light has created (a (/anay at)

heaven and the waters.' This Agni, the light,

is sometimes called the son of Dyaus, but the

same Agni is also said (I. 96, 2) to have by his

brilliant light created, that is revealed, Dyaus,

his own father. If then mythologically the

Varu^a of the Vedic poets and the Ouranos

of Hesiod are clearly akin, we have now to

approach the question whether their names also

can be shown to be to all intents and purposes

identical.

The equation Vdruna = Ov/3a^'d9 is one of the

oldest discoveries in Comparative Mythology,

and has had the support of the most eminent

scholars, both from a phonetic and from a

mythological point of view. It ought not there-

fore to have been set aside with a coeur Icger.
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Everybody would admit that what we expect in

Sanskrit is Vararia, not Varuna. But even

thus, it is well known that in the U?iadi-sutras

Varana is actually given as a parallel form

with exactly the same meaning as Vdruna in

III. 53.1 YiQ know too little as yet of

Sanskrit literature, and more particularly of

local dialectic forms, to feel justified in setting

aside such evidence as of no consequence. The

disregard of the authority of native grammarians

has been severely punished of late, and it will

hardly be suggested that the old Sutrak^'it

wished to lend his support by anticipation to

our mythological equation.

But even if this dialectic form had altogether

vanished, it has been shown ^ by Dr. Julius von

Fierbinger that Varuna as well as Ovpav6<; may
be traced back to a fundamental form *varvna,

in Greek FopFavo^;, Doric 0}pav6<;, in Sanskrit

varuna. That var may appear in Greek as

ovp is proved by ovpo<i = Fopo^, a watcher, by

ovpov, water, Zend vchxi, Skt. v4ri ; by ovScop

(Boeotic), Old High G. ivazzar; and in Greek

itself by such forms as ovXaC, Att. oXai (oX/^at).

It is useless to ask whether in Sanskrit

Varana was weakened to Varuna, as Darme-

^ Uwadi-sutras, II. 74, Varawo Varuwo vnkshabhedas

Aa ; Varuwo dikpatau taraii.

Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxvii. p. 475.
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steter supposes, but the accents seem to show

that the two words were formed independently.

I hope these few facts may induce our sceptical

friends to be more sceptical and circumspect in

future. We see in such words as dharana and

dharuna that both ana and una were used side

by side for derivative purposes.

There are cases where we have mythological

names identical in sound or nearly so, and

where nevertheless we cannot admit that the

gods who bear these names were identical in

origin. This ajDplies particularly to names

occurring in languages which are not cognate.

Ra is a name of the sun in Polynesian dialects

and likewise in Egyptian,^ but no one would

think that the two are genealogically or his-

torically connected. The same applies to the

Polynesian Maru, wind, and the Vedic Maruts,

the storm-gods. But even in cognate languages

similarity, nay identity of name, does not always

prove the identity of the objects named. The

Avestic Varena ^'athrugaosha has been

compared with the Vedic Varuna A;atura5ri

or y^aturanika. The phonetic similarity is

complete between Varuwa and Varena. But
Varena is simply the name of one of the good

countries, the fourteenth, created by Ahura-

mazda. It has been identified with a moun-

' Chips, vol. iv. p. 595.
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tainous country south of the Caspian Sea or

Dailam. There is nothing mythological about

it, except that Thraetaona was born there who
defeated the evil spirit Azhi Dahdha. Darme-
steter therefore calls this Varena very happily un
Varuna encore materiel, and he translates the

Daevas Varenya by Sat/xoj'es ovpdvLoi, les demons
qui semjya^^ent du ciel.

There are on the other side gods with

different names that can nevertheless be proved

to have been in their origin identical. I have

heard at least no valid objections to the

identijBcation of the Vedic Varu?ia with the

Avestic Ahura, as proposed long ago by Both
and Darmesteter.^ The equation of the Vedic

Mitra-Varunau and the Avestic Mithra-Ahura
seems sufficient to silence all criticism.

The Asura Varur^a, as Darmesteter points out

(p. 68), has the sun for his eyes, so has Ahura-

mazda ; Varu?2a's son is Athar-van, the son of

Ahuramazda is Atar; the wives of Varu7za

are the waters, the same is the case with

Ahura ; VaruT^a forms a Dvandva or couple

with Mitra, so does Ahura with Mithra. Still

the case is a peculiar one. Ahura, Skt. Asura,
is an epithet rather than a name of VaruTia in

the Veda. In the Avesta Ahura in Ahura-
mazda has become a name, and is no longer

' Darmesteter, Ormazd et Ahriman. p. 65.
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a mere epithet. But there seems to have been

no break, the concept of the deity preserving-

its continuity in tiie Veda and in the Avesta.

In that sense therefore we may say that the

Vedic VaruTia is the Avestic Ahura.

Lastly, we have to admit that, in spite of the

greater accuracy of phonetic laws, it is some-

times impossible to say from which of two or

even more roots a mythological name has been

derived. As it would be difficult on purely

phonetic grounds to determine whether neffyrj-

aofjiau is derived from 4>'^ivo) or <^eVa>, it would

be impossible to decide whether such a noun as

'Ecrrta or 'Io-tlt] was derived from the root vas,

to dwell, as a kind ofVastoshpati,^ or from

vas, to shine, from which vastu, dawn, morning,

vasu, bright, &c.

Hera, again, as the wife of Zeus, may be

traced back either to svar, sky, sv4ra = Hera,

or to vasr4, from vas, to shine.

A still stronger case is that of Fors and
Fortuna, which, as I have tried to show, may
be derived equally well from the root bhar, to

carry, and from the root ghar, to shine. In

cases like these the mythological evidence

alone can enable us to decide between the

two possibilities, and in our case that evidence

^ Cf. Vasty a, a dwelling, and vesii-hulum, which has

nothing to do with vesiiarium, &c.
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is SO strong that the more plausible derivation

of Fors from ferre will have to be given up.

Nothing M^ould be a greater mistake than to

imagine that because there are phonetic diflS-

culties, whether real or apparent, in identifying

mythological names in difierentAryan languages,

therefore the deities bearing such names have

nothing in common. Considering the phonetic

ravages to which proper names have been ex-

posed in all languages, it is extraordinary that

the names of gods and heroes should on the

whole have resisted phonetic corruption so

well.

That V?•^tra, the demon destroyed by Indra,

and Orthros, the demon destroyed by Herakles,

were originallythe same, ought never to have been

doubted. To say that the o of Orthros is wrong,

is to ignore Schmidt's sixth rule of assimilation,

viz. that instead of ap, a\, pa, and \a, there ap-

pears in ordinary Greek op or oX, as representing

a Sk. ri or low-toned form of original er or el. The
provision that v or Fo should follow directly or

separated by consonants, is hardly justified, for

the evidence is very limited, and we find not only

opvvjxL but also opcopa, 6pcrLve(f)'q<s ; we find not

only 6p66<i, which is no longer to be derived from

Ardhva or Zend eredhwa, arduus, but likewise

'OpOia. But even if there were a slight vocalic

anomaly, the material evidence for the common
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origin of Yritrsi and Orthros would be strong

enough to counterbalance it.

That Athene was originally a goddess of light,

particularly of the morning light or the dawn,

would remain true, even if it could be proved

that the h in Ahana is what is called palatal

or assibilating, and admits as its Greek repre-

sentative X oi^ly? ^^^^ i^ot 6. But it is well

known, or it ought to be, that there was a period

when the final h of roots like ah was as yet

undetermined, and varied in consequence between

gh, dh, and bh. Thus we find nah, nabh, and

nadh
;
grab, grabh, and gradh

;
gab, gabh,

and gadb.^ If it can be shown, therefore, that

the root ah has actually developed in one or

other of the principal Aryan dialects a dental

final, the question is settled. The root ah, as

we see in aha compared with ahan, expressed

originally, like the root bha, the cognate concepts

of shining forth and speaking forth.- In the

second sense it appears in the old perfect aha,

and it there discloses its final dental in ^ttha,

so that Pacini, VIII. 2, 35, actually teaches

the substitution of ath for ah. Darmesteter

went still further, and tracing the same root in

ath-ar, fire, Zend at-ar, he derived the name
of Ath-ene from it, though in a different sense.

' Science of TJiought, p. 365.

^ See Brugmaiin, Griech. Etymdlogien, p. 49.
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I allude here to those cases in passing only,

because some of my friends have expressed

their dissent. I have discussed them, how-

ever, far more fully in a work not yet ready

for publication, but which I hope I may live

to finish. For the present what I have said

must suffice to show that I was not unprepared

for those purely phonetic objections which are

so easy to raise, but so difficult to substantiate.

I am too old and too much occupied to be able

to answer every objection that may be raised

in journals and newspapers, and it was from

no want of respect that I declined to answer

them. Nor am I frightened by the often-

repeated cry ' Again the dawn ! '—Yes, Again

the Dawn ! And why not ? I like to avail

myself whenever I can of the admissions of

those who do not agree with my theory of

mythology, and what stronger agreement with

my own views of the omnipresent Dawn could

I have wished for than that of Professor Brinton,

who in his ' Myths of the New World,' p. 91,

says : 'When the day begins, man wakes from

his slumbers, faces the rising sun, and prays.

The East is before him. . . There is the starting-

place of the celestial fires, the home of the sun,

the womb of the morning. It represents in

space the beginning of things in time, and as

the bright and glorious creatures of the sky
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came forth thence, man conceits that his

ancestors also in remote ages wandered from

the orient ; there in the opinion of many in

both the old and the new world was the cradle

of the race ; there in Aztec legend was the

fabled land of Tlapallan, and the wind from

the East w^as called the wind of Paradise,

Tlalocavitl. . . As the Dawn brings light, and

with light are associated in every human mind

the ideas of knowledge, safety, protection,

majesty, divinity, as it dispels the spectres of

night, as it defines the cardinal points, and

brings forth the sun and the day, it occupied

the primitive mind to an extent that can

hafdly be magnified beyond the truth. It is

in fact the central figure in most natural

religions!

If it had not been for the occurrence of such

Mexican names as Tlapallan and Tlalocavitl

I should have thought the whole of this para-

graph w^as a quotation from some of my own

works ; and yet I have been told that anthro-

pologists like Professor Brinton and others have

completely knocked the bottom out of my
system of Comparative Mythology. I could

not wish for better opponents. At all events,

in spite of all that has been written against

the etymological or genealogical school of Com-

parative Mythology, I still remain true to it, nor

VOL. IV. c
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have I been deserted by any scholars who are

able to form an independent opinion on the Veda,

the Avesta, the Homeric poems, or the Edcla.

With such names as Bopp, Bm^nouf, Benfey,

and Pott among the ancients, and Darmesteter,

Michel Breal,von Bradke,01denberg,Bloomfield,

and Victor Henry among the present generation

to support me, the time has not yet come to

strike our flag. I feel, as I always have, the

strongest sympathy for that more comprehen-

sive spirit which animates the analogical and

ethnological schools of Comparative Mythology.

Still I always feel qualms of conscience wdien-

ever I dabble in the folk-lore of people whose

languages I have not studied. Every scholar

knows the mistakes to which we are liable in

analysing Vedic, Avestic, Greek, Roman, and

Teutonic mythology. Yet here we are dealing

with languages that have been studied for cen-

turies, and to which we ourselves have devoted

a considerable portion of our lives. Who, then,

with the smallest remnant of a scholar's con-

science would venture to speak confidently

of Maui, Manihozho, Michaho, Tlapallan or

Tlalokavitl, Hinenuitepo or Tamanuikita-

Rangi ? However, I have no doubt that

future folk-lorists will not shrink from the

arduous labours necessary to enable them to

speak with authority, and I fully admit that,
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taken en masse, the similarities between the

folk-lore of people the most heterogeneous pro-

duce even now a certain effect. We cannot

help feeling that when the same apparently

irrational stories are told in the Arctic and the

Antarctic regions, in Niflheim and Muspell-

heim, they cannot be quite irrational, and we

feel encouraged to look for some rational

motive in both. If that motive turns out to

be due to our common human nature, the

ethnological method assumes quite a new in-

terest, and may in time lead to very important

results. If those who follow the ethnological,

or what Mr. A. Lang calls the Hottentotic

method, would only be outspoken and say in each

case when they compare Hottentot and Greek

myths, whether they look upon the similarities,

such as they are, as the result of our common
human nature, or as due to an early community

of langua,ge, or, lastly, as produced by mere

transference in historical times ! It would then

be possible to examine the facts and to arrive

at really valuable conclusions. But this is

hardly ever done. As Mr. A. Lang, however,

has limited the field of controversy between

himself and Mr. Taylor by pointing out^ six

classes of myths which can be shown to be

survivals of the age when the ancestors of

^ Academy, 1884. Feb. 23.

c a
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the Greeks were still savages and cannibals,

let us examine each of these classes and see

how far the Hottentotic method is really supe-

rior to the Genealogical in helping us to under-

stand them. Even before that challenge was
given I had been informed that my etymo-

logical explanation of the Daphne myth as

a Dawn myth was uncalled-for, because of the

well-known belief of savage tribes that men
and women can be changed into animals and

trees. I ask once more, How does that help us

to account for the change of Daphne into

a laurel ? When we compare Greek and San-

skrit mythology, our object is not only to find

out similarities, but, if possible, to explain them.

Simply to say that the Hottentots also believe

in the metamorphosis of human beings into

animals and trees does not help us a step

beyond the fact, known to all of us, that the

Greeks do the same. But if two people do the

same thing, it does not follow that it is the same

thing, till we know why they do it. Unless we
can show why the Hottentots came to believe

these metamorphoses w^e are only explaining

ignotum per ignotius. We should be dealing

with curiosities only, not with facts of scientific

value. A large number of such similarities, of

changes ofhuman beings into animals, trees, and
anything else, have been collected by Chinese
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writers,^ but I doubt whether, numerous and

curious as they are, they would help us much.

Let us now examine one by one Mr. A. Lang's

six critical points.

I. The belief of the New Zealanders in one

god swallowing another is supposed to throw
light on Kronos swallowing his children.

Granted that the swallowing story may be

illustrated from New Zealand sources ; but can

it be explained by them?^ If we could dis-

cover a key in New Zealand to unlock the

Maori myth, and if that key fitted the Kronos

myth also, we should all be delighted. Till

then, we can only say that there is a rusty lock

in New Zealand, and a rusty lock in Greece,

and that surely is very small comfort. There

are many kinds of swallowing in ancient

mythology. In India " the moon is not only

swallowed, but actually disgorged again by
Rahu. Even in our own time we can hear

such expressions as that the sun drinks, i. e.

swallows the water or the dew of the meadows,
that darkness swallows the light, that the sea

swallows the rivers. Every one of these dif-

ferent kinds of swallowing might have become

^ See Sitzungsberlclitc dcr Kaiserl. Akadcwle der Wissen-

scliaften in Wien, 1871, July; Phizmaier, Zur Gcschkhtc

der Wunder, p. 846, Von den Verwandlungen.
^ See. Professor Tiele, Le Mythe de Kronos, 1886.
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mythologised in the East or in the West. But

if we read of a special case like that of Zens

or Pelops or Tantalus II, we gain no help

from all these analogies, whether from New
Zealand or from Africa. In Greece we are

told that the gods did not like to swallow

Pelops, even after he had been cooked for them.

Demeter only ate his shoulder, but afterwards

the body was put together again, and as the

shoulder was missing, it had to be replaced by
ivory. Hence Pelops humero insignis ehurno.

He nearly, though not altogether, shared the

fate of his grandfather Zeus, and is, like him,

called Kronios.^ Cannibalism seems, in fact,

to have been hereditary in this family, for

Atreus too had Tantalus II, the son of his

brother Thyestes, cooked, and persuaded the

father to eat his son. -How does a swallowing

story from Australia help us to explain these

terrible Greek myths ? If it is any help to

anybody to say that the Greeks when they

formed the myth of Kronos or Tantalos nmst
still have been cannibals, nay, must have been

in the habit of cooking and eating their chil-

dren, let it be so—who could prove that it was
not so ? But even then we should have ex-

plained half the myth only, the swallowing

part, while for the disgorging process we
' Pindar, 01 iii. 41.
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should probably have to appeal to a still more

primitive race of savages.

II, The descent of Greek families from Zeus

under various forms and disguises is to be

explained in future by a reference to Toteinisin

or Otemisin. Let it be so, but let us know
first in what sense Totemism is here used.

I have shown on a former occasion that in its

real sense, as used by the Red Indians, an Otem
is represented by something like a signpost at

the entrances of different clans or settlements.

It is generally, though by no means always, an

animal. Such an animal became the sio^n or

ensign of a clan ; the members of such a clan

defended it in war, regarded it in consequence

as sacred, and in the end claimed it as their

very leader, or as their ancestor. All this is

perfectly human and intelligible. Nor would

anybody deny that what happened in North

America may have happened in Greece ; but

beyond this we cannot go. Though there may
have been Greek families supposed to be de-

scended from Zeus {Aio-yeveL'?) , the reasons for

such a belief need not have been the same.

We know how many reasons there were for

it in Greece itself. And it is curious to observe

that the descendants of Leda were never called

Sivans, nor those of Europa Bulls, nor those of

Danae Gold-showers. The Arcadians claimed
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Zeus as their ancestor, but they never wor-

shipped Zeus as a bear. It was Kalhsto, the

mother of Arkas, who was believed to have

been chanj^ed into a slie-bear, after she had

given birth to Arkas. If we like to believe

that the Arcadians had a bear for their Otem,

by all means ; but we know, of course, that

they might have been so called for many other

reasons also. Had the Dukes of Anhalt-Bern-

burg a bear for their Otem ? Plad the Orsini

a similar ancestor ? If the Hessians or Chatti

were called cats, had they a feline Otem ?

Did the Hessians abstain from eating cats,

and did the Jews at a very early time worship

a })ig as their Totem, because they abstained

from eating pork ? In its strictly scientific

sense, Otemism exists in North America only.

If we like to use the word in a more general

sense, Ave must say so, and define it accordingly.

That was the reason why I thought it useful

to work out the etymological, i. e. the original,

meaning of Totem or Otem, and this, I believe,

has ])roved more useful than anynumber ofOtem
stories. We must never forget that there were
many sacred animals which never were Otems,

and that there are many tribes called by animal

names wlio never knew what an Otem means.

III. Stories such as that of Cupid and
Psyche, of Urvasi and Purtiravas, are in
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future to be explained, we are told, by the

infringement of a tahoo. Here again, we have

to point out that a taboo is hardly a correct

name for every kind of prohibition. Prohibi-

tions have many causes. The prohibition put

by Bluebeard on his wives is hardly to be

called a taboo. The condition that Urva.s-i

should disappear whenever she had seen her

husband naked arises from the natural reason

that the Dawn vanishes when the sun throws

off the garments of the morning clouds, just as

by another Vedic metaphor the Dawn is said to

expire as soon as the sun begins to breathe.

Such conditions cannot properly be called

taboos, they spring quite as often from the

knowledge of inevitable consequences. The

story of Cupid and Psyche, however, seems to

me to lie entirely outside the enchanted circle

of popular mythology. It is rather a philoso-

phical myth, and much more recent than the

stories of Kronos and Zeus. Besides, even a

taboo has generally a reason, and Hottentotic

scholars should at least try to discover it, and

not be satisfied with a mere name.

IV. We are told that anthropologists alone

can tell us why fire was everywhere said to be

stolen. It may be so ; but if they have dis-

covered that the thief of Soma was simply

a thief of fire, or that the bird was a fire-eater,
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they ought to let us have the facts which

might perhaps help to settle. the controversy

on the oriofinal character of Soma now carried

on between Professor Hillebrandt and Professor

Oldenberg.

V. We are told that myths of Hades and

the Home of the Dead are found all over the

world, and that the lowest savages possess

theories of Hell. It would be strange, indeed,

if they did not. The really interesting point,

however, is the creation of these hells, and their

marked diversity in different parts of the world.

Each country seems to have its own pet hell,

and few people would like to exchange their

own for anybody else's, whether it is a hot hell

in warm, or a cold one, in cold climates.

VI. Myths of the origin of death are likewise

said to be iniiversal, and we can hardly wonder

at it, for death is very universal. Death may in

some countries be sujjposed to be due to a

broken taboo, to witchcraft, to the eating of

an apple, or bathing in a forbidden pond. Yes,

but does all this explain the arrows of Artemis

or of her brother Apollon ?

What is really interesting in the conceptions

of death among different races, whether civilised

or uncivilised, is not so much their general

agreement as the differences and the causes

which gave rise to each individual myth.
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So much for the six strong points of the

anthropologic study of mythology. Every one

of them, I am most willing to admit, contains

some truth, and the system, if carefully worked,

as it has been, for instance, by Mr. Frazer, can

produce and has produced very valuable results.

The danger begins when it is represented as

' the only solvent of mythology in all parts of
the ivorld.' That it certainly is not. Much
as I owe to the learned works of Bastholm,

Klemm, Waitz, Tylor, Bastian and others, so

far as mere facts are concerned, we must never

forget that what the Science of Mythology is

aiming at is the discovery of the Hyponoia, the

thoughts underlying every myth.

Ammonites and Belemnites had been col-

lected from many parts of the world, and their

similarities could escape no geologist. But not

until their organic nature had been discovered,

not till the Ammonite had been recoofuised as

a petrified cephalopod and the Belemnite as

the petrified shell of another cephalopod, did

these curiosities assume a scientific interest.

Let anthropologists collect as many myths as

they can. If they do it conscientiously, like

W. W. Gill, Callaway, H. Hale, Hahn and

others, with a full knowledge of the language

in which the myths are handed down, their

labours will be most useful and help us in the
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end to realise our highest object, namely, to

discover reason in all the unreason of mytho-

logy, and thus to vindicate the character of our

ancestors, however distant.

This is the true charm of the Science of

Mythology, this the only excuse why serious

students devote their time to a study which to

many seems childish and useless. I have been

blamed myself for wasting my time on mytho-

logy. All I can say is that this study gives

me intense pleasure, and has been a real joy

to me all my life. I have toiled enough for

others ; may 1 not in the evening of my life

follow my own taste ? I see much more in

mythology than appears on the surface, and

I believe the time will come when this is fully

understood. And although I am glad to have

lived long enough to witness the triumph of

some theories which, when first uttered, were

widely and fiercely condemned, I hold to my
old belief, that Truth is in no hurry. I there-

fore take couras^e to send out these old contribu-

tions to Comparative Mythology once more,

in the hope that they may find new friends,

and that those who are not yet convinced by
my arguments may continue to criticise them
in the same spirit of fairness and with the same
pure love of truth which most of my critics, and
certainly the most learned and judicious among
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them, have always displayed. In this way
alone can we hope that our knowledge and

understanding of mythology may be really

advanced, while ill-natured and ill-mannered,

and generally ill-founded criticism can only re-

tard the progress of sound knowledge. I know
I shall be told that there are many repetitions

in this volume, but I do not see how that can

be avoided in a collection of essays which were

published from time to time. Besides, I hope,

it will be seen that when the same question

is discussed again and again, it was either

because some criticism had to be answered, or

because some stronger arguments had to be

produced. I care for the establishment of the

truth, so far as I can see it ; I care very little

for any personal triumph. The Science of

Mythology has, as I firmly believe, a great

future before it, not only in the narrow field

of mythology, but in the wider spheres of

religion and philosophy. Though I may not

live to see all my hopes fulfilled, I am satisfied

with what has been achieved so far, and I know
that those who come after me will carry on the

work which I have to leave unfinished, with

greater ability, with profounder learning, and
with far more eminent success.

F. M. M.
Oxford, Aug. 14, 1895.
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ESSAYS ON

MYTHOLOGY AND FOLK-LORE

COMPAEATIYE MYTHOLOGY
(1856.)

Phcedros. Dost thou see that very tall plane-tree ?

Sokrates. Certainly I do.

Phcedros. There is shade there, and the wind is not

too strong, and there is grass to sit, or, if we like, to lie

down.

Sokrates. Lead on then !

Phcedros. Tell me, Sokrates— is it not from some place

here they say that Boreas carried away Oreithyia from the

Ilissos ?

Sokrates. So they say.

Phcedros. Should it not be from this spot ? for the

waters seem so lovely, and pure, and transparent, and
as if made for girls to play on the bank.

Sokrates. No ; it is two or three stadia further down,

where you cross over to the temple of Agra—and there

you find, somewhere, an altar of Boreas.

Phcedros. I was not aware of this. But tell me, by

Zeus, Sokrates— dost thou believe this myth to be

true ?

Sokrates. Well, if I did not believe it, like the wise

people, I should not be so very far wrong ; and I might

set up an ingenious theory and say that a gust of Boreas,

the Northwind, carried her down from the rocks in the

neighbourhood, while she was playing with her friend

VOL. IV. B



2 COMPAEATIVE MYTHOLOGY.

Pharmakeia; and that, having died in this manner, she

was reported to have been carried off by Boreas from

thence, or from the Ares peak—for there goes this story

also, that she was carried off from that, and not from this

spot. As to myself, Ph^edros, I think these explanations,

on the whole, very pleasant ; but they require a man of

strong mind and hard work, and a man who, after all, is

not much to be envied, if it were only for this, that when he

has set right this one fable, he is bound to do the same for

the form of the Hippokentaurs, and again for that of the

Chimsera. And then a host of such beings rush in

—

Gorgons and Pegasoi, and masses of other hopeless beings,

and absurdities of monstrous creatures. And if a man,

not believing in the existence of these creatures, should

try to represent each according to the probable explana-

tion, dealing in a rough kind of philosophy, he would re-

quire abundance of leisure. I, at least, have no time to spare

for these things, and the reason, my friend, is this, that I

cannot yet, according to the Delphic line, know myself
;

and it seems to me ridiculous that a man who does not

yet know this, should trouble himself about what does

nob concern him. Tlierefore I leave those things alone,

and, believing what other people believe about them, I

meditate, as I said just now, not on them, but on myself

—

whether I be a monster more complicated and more savage

than Typhon, or a tamer and simpler creature, enjoying by
natui"e a blessed and modest lot. But while we are talk-

ing, my friend—was not this the tree to which thou wert

to lead us ?

Phcedros. This is the very tree.

This passage, from the Introduction of Plato's ' Phte-

dros,' has been frequently quoted in order to show
what the wisest of the Greeks thought about the

rationalists of his day. There were at Athens
then, as there have been at all times and in all
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countries, men who had no sense for the miraculous

and supernatural, and who, without having the

moral courage to deny altogether what they could

not bring themselves to believe, endeavoured to

find some plausible explanation by which the sacred

legends which tradition had handed down to them,

and which had been hallowed by religious obser-

vances, and sanctioned by the authority of the law,

might be brought into harmony with ihe dictates of

reason and the laws of nature. That Sokrates,

though himself accused of heresy, did not entertain

a very high opinion of these speculators— that he

thought their explanations more incredible and ab-

surd than even the most incredible absurdities of

Greek mythology—nay, that at a certain period

of his life he treated such attempts as impious,

is clear from this and other passages of Plato and

Xenophon.

But if Mr. Grote, in his classical work on the

' History of Greece,' avails himself of this and

similar passages, in order to introduce, as it were,

Sokrates himself among the historians and critics of

our own time—if he endeavours to make him bear

witness ' to the uselessness of digging for a supposed

basis of truth ' in the myths of the Greek world, he

makes the ancient philosopher say more than he

really said. Our object in considering the myths

of the Greeks, or any other nation of antiquity, is so

different from that of Sokrates that the objections

which he urged against his rationalising contem-

poraries could hardly be said to apply to us. For

what is it that makes us at the present day ask the

question of the origin of the Greek myths ? Why
B a
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do men study ancient history, acquire a knowledge

of dead languages, and decipher illegible inscriptions?

What inspires them with an interest not only in the

literature of Greece and Rome, but of ancient India

and Persia, of Egypt and Babylonia ? Why do the

puerile and often repulsive legends of savage tribes

rivet their attention and engage their thoughts P

Have we not been told that there is more wisdom in

the 'Times' than inTlmkydides ? Are not the novels

of Walter Scott more amusing than Apollodoros ?

or the works of Bacon more instructive than the

cosmogony of the Purawas? What, then, gives

life to the study of antiquity? What compels men,

in the midst of thes'e busy times, to sacrifice their

leisure to studies apparently so unattractive and

useless, if not the conviction that, in order to obey

the Delphic commandment—in order to know what

Man is, we ought to know ivhat Man has been"?

This is a view aa foreign to the mind of Sokratcs

as any of the principles of inductive philosophy

by which men like Columbus, Leonardo da Vinci,

Copernicus, Kepler, Bacon, and Galileo regenerated

and invigorated the intellectual life of modern
Europe. If we grant to Sokrates that the chief

object of philosophy is that man should know him-

self, we should hardly consider his means of arriving

at this knowledge adequate to so high an aim. To
his mind man was pre-eminently the individual,

without any reference to his being but one mani-

festation of a power, or, as he might have said, of

an idea, realised in and through an endless variety

of human souls. He is ever seeking to solve the

mystery of human nature by brooding over his own
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mind, by watching the secret workings of the soul,

by analysing the organs of knowledge, and by trying

to determine their proper limits ; and thus the last

result of his philosophy was, that he knew but one

thing, and this was, that he knew nothing. To us,

man is no longer this solitary being, complete in

himself, and self-sufficient ; man to us is a brother

among brothers, a member of a class, of a genus, or

a kind, and therefore intelligible only Avith reference

to his equals. The earth was unintelligible to the

ancients, because looked upon as a solitary being,

without a peer in the whole universe ; but it as-

sumed a new and true significance as soon as it rose

before the eyes of man as one of many planets, all

governed by the same laws, and all revolving around

the same centre. It is the same with the human
soul, and its nature stands before our mind in quite

a different light since man has been taught to know
and feel himself as a member of one great family

—as one of the myriads of wandering stars all

governed by the same laws, and all revolving around

the same centre, and all deriving their light from the

same source. The history of the world, or, as it is

called, 'Universal History,' has laid open new avenues

of thought, and it has enriched our language with

a word which never passed the lips of Sokrates,

or Plato, or Aristotle

—

mankind.^ Where the Greek

saw barbarians, we see brethren ; where the Greek

saw heroes and demi-gods, we see our parents and

ancestors; where the Greek saw nations (sOvri),

we see mankind, toiling and suffering, separated by

oceans, divided by language, and severed by national

' See Cicero, Ttisc. Disj). v. 37.
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enmitj—yet evermore tending, under a divine con-

trol, towards the fulfilment of that inscrutable pur-

pose for which the world was created, and man
placed in it, bearing the image of Grod. History,

therefore, with its dasty and mouldering pages, is to

us as sacred a volume as the book of nature. In

both we read, or we try to read, the reflex of the

laws and thoughts of a Divine Wisdom. As we
acknowledge no longer in nature the working of

demons or the manifestation of an evil principle, so

we deny in history an atomistic conglomerate of

chances, or the despotic rule of a mute fate. We
believe that there is nothing irrational in either

history or nature, and that the human mind is

called upon to read and to revere in both the mani-

festations of a Divine Power. Hence, even the most

ancient and shattered pages of traditions are dear

to us, nay, dearer, perhaps, than the more copious

chapters of modern times. The history of those

distant ages and distant men— apparently so foreign

to our modern interests—assumes a new charm as

soon as we know that it tells us the story of our own
race, of our own family—nay, of our own selves.

Sometimes, when oj)ening a desk which we have not

opened for many years—when looking over letters

which we have not read for many years, we read on

for some time with a cold indifference, and though

we see it is our own handwriting, and though we
meet with names once familiar to our heart, yet we
can hardly believe that we wrote these letters, that

we felt those pangs, that we shared in those delights,

till at last the past draws near and we draw near to

the past, and our heart grows warm, and we feel
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again as we felt of old, and we know that these

letters were our lettei'S. It is the same in reading-

ancient history. At first it seems something- strange

and foreign; but the more intensely we read, the

more our thoughts are engaged and our feelings

warmed ; and the history of those ancient men
becomes, as it were, our own history—their suffer-

ings our sufferings—their joys our joys. Without

this symjDathy, history is a dead letter, and might as

well be burnt and forgotten ; while, if it is once

enlivened by this feeling, it appeals not only to the

antiquarian, but to the heart of every man.

We find ourselves on a stage on which many acts

have been acted before us, and where we are suddenly

called to act our own part. To know the part which

Ave have to act ourselves, we ought to know the cha-

racter of those whose place we take. We naturally

look back to the scenes on which the curtain of the

past has fallen, for we believe that there ought to be

one thought pervading the whole drama of mankind.

And here history stej)s in, and gives us the thread

which connects the present with the past. Man}-

scenes, it is true, are lost beyond the hope of reco-

very ; and the most interesting, the opening scenes

of the childhood of the human race, are known to us

by small fragments only. But for this very reason

the antiquarian, if he descries a relic of those early

times, grasps it with the eagerness of a biographer

who finds unexpectedly some scraps written by his

hero when yet a child—entirely himself, and before

the shadows of life had settled on his brow. In

whatever language it may be written, every line,

every word, is welcome, that bears the impress of
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the early days of mankind. In our museums we
collect the rude playthings of our hero's boyhood,

and we try to guess from their colossal features the

thoughts of the mind which they once reflected.

Many things are still unintelligible to us, and the

hieroglyphic language ofantiquity records but half of

the mind's half-unconscious intentions. Yet more and

more the image of man, in whatever clime we meet

him, rises before us, noble and pure from the very

beginninor : even his errors we learn to understand

—even his dreams we begin to interpret. As far as

we can trace back the footsteps of man, even on the

lowest strata of history, we see that the divine gift

of a sound and sober intellect belonged to him from

the very first ; and the idea of a humanity emerging

slowly from the depths of an animal brutality can

never be maintained again in our century. The
earliest work of art wrought by the human mind

—

more ancient than any literary document, and prior

even to the first whisperings of tradition—the human
language, forms an uninterrupted chain from the

first dawn of history down to our own times. We
still speak the language of the first ancestors of our

race; and this language, with its wonderful structui'e,

bears witness against such gratuitous theories. The
formation of language, the composition of roots, the

gradual discrimination of meanings, the systematic

elaboration of grammatical forms—all this working

which we can still see under the surface of our own
speech, attests from the very first the presence of a

rational mind—of an artist as great, at least, as his

work.

The period during which expressions were coined
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for the most necessary ideas—such as pronouns, pre-

positions, numerals, and the household words of the

simplest life—a period to which we must assign the

first beginnings of a free and, as yet, hardly agglutin-

ative grammar—a grammar not impressed with any

individual or national peculiarities, yet containing

xhe germs of all the Turanian, as well as the Aryan
and Semitic forms of speech—this period forms the

first in the history of man— the first, at least, to

which even the keenest eye of the antiquarian and

the philosopher can reach— and we call it the Rhe-

matic Period.

This is succeeded by a second period, during which

we must suppose that at least two families of lan-

guage left the simply agglutinative, or nomadic stage

of grammar, and received, once for all, that peculiar

impress of their formative system which we still find

in all the dialects and national idioms comprised

under the names of Semitic and Aryan, as distin-

guished from the Turanian, the latter retaining to

a much later period, and in some instances to the

present day, that agglutinative reproductivene-ss

which has rendered a traditional and metamorphic

system of grammar impossible, or has at least con-

siderably limited its extent. Hence we do not find

in the nomadic or Turanian languages scattered from

China to the Pyrenees, from Cape Comorin, across

the Caucasus, to Lapland, that sharp family likeness

which enables us to treat the Teutonic, Celtic, Sla-

vonic, Italic, Hellenic, Iranic, and Indie languages

on one side, and the Arabian, Aramaean, and Hebrew
dialects on the other, as mere varieties of two specific

forms of speech, in which, at a very early period, and
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through influences decidedly political, if not indivi-

dual and personal, the floating elements of grammar
have been arrested and made to assume an amalga-

mated, instead of a merely agglutinative, character.

This second may be called the Dialectic Period.

Now, after these two periods, but before the

appearance of the first traces of any national litera-

ture, there is a period, represented everywhere by

the same characteristic features—a kind of Eocene

period, commonly called the Mythological or My-
thopoeic Age. It is a period in the history of the

human njind, perhaps the most difficult to under-

stand, and the most likely to shake our faith in the

regular progress of the human intellect. We can

form a tolerably clear idea of the origin of language,

of the gradual formation of grammar, and the un-

avoidable divergence of dialects and languages. We
can understand, again, the earliest concentrations of

political societies, the establishment of laws and

customs, and. the first beginnings of religion and

poetry. But between the two there is a gulf which

it seems impossible for any philosophy to bridge

over. We call it the Mythic Period, and we have

accustomed ourselves to believe that the Greeks, for

instance, such as we find them represented to us in

the Homeric poems, far advanced in the fine arts,

acquainted with the refinements and comforts of

life, such as we see in the palaces of Menelaos and

Alkinoos, with public meetings and elaborate plead-

ings, with the mature wisdom of a Nestor and the

cunning enterprise of an Odysseus, with the dignity

of a Helena and the loveliness of a Nausikaa, could

have been preceded by a race of men whose chief
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amusement consisted in inventing" absurd tales about

gods and other nondescript beings—a race of men,

in fact, on whose tomb the historian could inscribe

no better epigram than that on Bitto and Phainis.^

Although later poets may have given to some of

these fables a charm of beauty, and led us to accept

them as imaginative compositions, it is impossible to

conceal the fact that, taken by themselves, and in

their literal meaning, most of these ancient myths

are absurd and irrational, and frequently opposed

to the principles of thought, religion, and morality,

which guided the Greeks as soon as they appear to

us in the twilight of traditional history. By whom,

then, were these stories invented?—stories, we must

say at once, similar in form and character, whether

we find them on Indian, Persian, Greek, Italian,

Slavonic, or Teutonic soil. Was there a period of

temporary insanity, through which the human mind

had to pass, and was it a madness identically the

same in the south of India and in the north of Ice-

land ? It is impossible to believe that a people who,

in the very infancy of thought, produced men like

Thales, Herakleitos, and Pythagoras, should have

consisted of idle talkers but a few centuries before

the time of these sages. Even if we take only that

part of mythology Avhich refers to religion, in our

sense of the word, or the myths, which bear on the

highest problems of philosophy— such as the crea-

tion, the relation of man to God, life and death,

virtue and vice—myths generally the most modern
in origin, we find that even this small portion, which

might be supposed to contain some sober ideas, or

some pure and sublime conceptions, is unworthy of

Anthologia Palaiina, Append. 137 (ed. Tauclinitz, iii. p. 8G3).
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the ancestors of the Homeric poets, or the Ionic

philosophers. When the swineherd Eumaeos, unac-

quainted, perhaps, with the intricate system of the

Olympian mythology, speaks of the Deity, he speaks

like one of ourselves. ' Eat,' he says to Odysseus,

' and enjoy what is here, for God will grant one

thing, but another he will refuse, whatever he will

in his mind, for he can do all things.' ^ This, we may
supjDOse, was the language of the common people at

the time of Homer, and it is simple and sublime, if

compared with what has been supposed one of the

grandest conceptions of Greek mythology— that,

namely, where Zeus, in order to assert his omnipo-

tence, tells the gods that if they took a rope, and all

the gods and goddesses pulled on one side, they

could not drag him down from the heaven to the

earth ; while, if he chose, he could pull them all up,

and suspend the earth and the sea from the summit
of 01ynij)0S. What is more ridiculous than the

mythological account of the creation of the human
race by Deukalion and Pyrrha throwing stones

behind them (a myth which owes its origin to a

mere pun on Xaos and xaas), while we can hardly

expect, among pagans, a more j)rofound conception

of the relation between God and man, than the

saying of Herakleitos, ' Men are mortal gods, and

gods are immortal men.' Let us think of the times

which could bear a Lykurgos and a Solon—which

could found an Areopagos and the Olympic games,

and how can we imagine that, a few generations

' Od. xiv. 413. "EcrOif, Saifxopif ^eivwy, Kal repireo ro7<Tde

Ola TTapeffTi' 6ehs Si rh fx\v Sdirei rh S' edffii,

O TTi Kev w Qvix'2 (QiXri Sui/arai yap liiravTa..
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before that time, the highest notions of the Godhead

among- the Greeks were adequately expressed by the

story of Uranos maimed by Kronos— of Kronos

eating his children, swallowing* a stone, and vomiting

out alive his whole progeny. Among the lowest

tribes of Africa and America we hardly find anything

more hideous and revolting. It is shutting our eyes

to the difficulties which stare us in the face if we
say, like Mr. Grote, that this mythology was ' a past

which was never present ;

' and it seems blasphemy

to consider these fables of the heathen world as

corrupted and misinterpreted fragments of a divine

revelation once granted to the whole race of man-

kind, a view so frequently advocated by Christian

divines. These myths have been made by man at

a certain period of history. There was an age which

produced these myths, an age half-way between

the Dialectical Period, presenting the human race

gradually diverging into different families and lan-

guages, and the National Period, exhibiting to us

the earliest traces of nationalised language, and a

nationalised literature in India, Persia, Greece, Italy,

and Germany. The fact is there, and we must either

explain it, or admit in the gradual growth of the

human mind, as in the formation of the earth, some

violent revolutions, which broke the regularity of the

early strata of thought, and convulsed the human
mind, like volcanoes and earthquakes arising from

some unknown cause below the surface of history.

Much, however, will be gained if, without being

driven to adopt so violent and repugnant a theory,

we are able to account in a more intelligible manner

for the creation of myths. Their propagation and
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subsistence in later times, thougli strange in many
respects, is yet a much less intricate problem. The

human mind has an inborn reverence for the past,

and the religious piety of the man flows from the

same natural spring- as the filial piety of the child.

Even thougli the traditions of past ages may appear

strange, wild, and sometimes immoral or impossible,

each generation accepts them, and fashions them so

that they can be borne with again, and even made to

disclose a true and deeper meaning. Many of the

natives of India, though versed in European science,

and imbued with the principles of a pure natural

theology, yet bow down and worship the images of

Vishnu and ^Siva. They know that these images are

but stone ; they confess that their feelings revolt

against the impurities attributed to these gods by

what they call their sacred writings
;
yet there are

honest Brahman s who will maintain that these

stories have a. deeper meaning, that immorality

being incompatible with a divine being, a mystery

must be supposed to be concealed in these time-

hallowed fables, a mystery which an inquiring and

reverent mind may hope to fathom. Nay, even

where Christian missionaries have been successful,

where the purity of the Christian faith has won the

heart of a native, and made the extravagant absurd-

ities of the Pura9?as insupportable to him, the faith

of his early childhood will still linger on and break

out occasionally in unguarded expressions, as several

of the myths of antiquity have crept into the le-

gends of the Church of Rome.' We find frequent

indications in ancient history that the Greeks them-

' See Grimm's Introduction to liis great work on Tevtonic Mytho-
logy, second edition, 1844, p. xxxi. This work has lately been trans-
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selves were shocked by the stories told of their gods

;

yet as even in our own times faith with most men is

not faith in God or in truth, but faith in the faith

of others, we may understand why even men like

Sokrates were unwilling to renounce their belief in

what had been believed by their fathers. As their

idea of the Godhead became purer, they felt that the

idea of perfection, involved in the idea of a divine

being, excluded the possibility of immoral gods.

Pindar, as pointed out by Otfried Muller,* changes

many myths because they are not in harmony with

his purer conceptions of the dignit}* of gods and

heroes ; and, because, according to his opinion, they

must be false. Plato ^ argues in a similar spirit

when he examines the different traditions about

Eros, and in the ' Symposium ' we see how each

speaker maintains that myth of Eros to be the only

true one which agrees best with his own ideas of the

nature of this god—Phsedros^ calling him the oldest,

Agathon the youngest of the gods
;
yet each appeal-

ing to the authority of an ancient myth. Thus, men
who had as clear a conception of the omnipotence

and omnipresence of a supreme God as natural reli-

gion can reveal, still called him Zeus, forgetting the

adulterer and parricide :

—

Zfiif ctpX'/' Zfvc fiiffcTci, Atog d' ek: TrcwTa rirvi^rai,

lated into English by Mr. Stallybrass (Sonnenschein & Allen,

1880).

' See O. Miillefs excellent work, Prolegomena zu eincr wissen-

scJiaftliclien. MijtJiolof/ie, 1825, p. 87.

^ Phwdros, 242 e'.

' Symp. 178 C. oxnws iroWaxi^Oei' oixoXoyelrai 6 "Epcvs eV ro7s

irpfiT/Si'TaTOis elvaf Trpftr/SuTaros 5e Siv /xfyiffricv ayaOai/ ijfuv a'iTi6s

fcrriv 195 A. ecTi de KaWiffTOi Siv TOK^ffSe" irpuTOV fxiv vfcoraros Beuiv,
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' Zeus is tlie beginning, Zeus the middle ; out of Zeus

all things have been made :

'

—an Orphic line, but an old one, if, as Mr. Grote

supposes, Plato alluded to it.* Poets, again, who felt

in their hearts the true emotion of prayer, a yearn-

ing after divine help and protection, still spoke of

Zeus, forgetting that at one time Zeus himself was

vanquished by Titan, and had to be delivered by

Herraes.2 j^schylos^ says :
' Zeus, whoever he is, if

this be the name by which he loves to be called—by
this name I address him. For, pondering on all things

except Zeus, I cannot tell whether I may truly cast

ofi" the idle burden from my thought.'

No, the preservation of these mythic names, the

long life of these fables, and their satisfying the reli-

gious, poetical, and moral wants of succeeding gene-

rations, though strange and startling, is not the real

difficulty. The past has its charms, and tradition

has a powerful friend in language. We still speak

of the sun rising and setting, of rainbows, of thunder-

bolts, because language has sanctioned these expres-

' Lobeck, Acjlaopli. p. 523, gives

Zei/$ KicpaX'i], Zeus fitaffa, Aibs 5' e'/c irdvTa TtrvKrai.

See Preller's Greeh Mytlwlogy, 1854, p. 99 ; Zeller, Phihsophie der

GHeohen, p. 53.

2 Apollod., 1, 6, 3, Grote, //. G. p. 4.

' I give the text, because it has been translated in so many dif-

ferent ways

:

7.ivs, SflTis ttdt' icrrlv, ei rrfS' ou-

ra (piKov KiK\r]p.iva>,

ovK eyco vpoaeiKaffai,

ko.vt'' imaradiJ.iifj.et'os.

irXriv Albs, el to ixdraf dwh <ppovr(5os Sx^"'

XpJ) fiaXilv iTrjrvfJ.ois,
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sions. We use them, though we do not believe in

them. The difficulty is how at first the human mind
was led to such imaginings—how the names and tales

arose, and unless this question can be answered, our

belief in a regular and consistent progress of the

human intellect, through all ages and in all coun-

tries, must be given up as a false theory.

Nor can it be said that we know absolutely nothing

of this period during which the as yet undivided

Aryan nations—for it is chiefly of them that we are

now speaking—formed their myths. Even if we saw
only the deep shadow which lies on the Greek mind
from the very beginning of its political and literary

history, we should be able to infer from it something

of the real character of that age which must have

preceded the earliest dawn of the national literature

of Greece. Otfried Miiller,^ though he was unac-

quainted with the new light which Comparative Phi-

lology has shed on this primitive Aryan period, says :

* The mythic form of expression which changes all

beings into persons, all relations into actions, is some-

thing so peculiar that we must admit for its growth

a distinct period in the civilisation of a people.' But
Comparative Philology has since brought this whole

period within the pale of documentary history. It

has placed in our hands a telescope of such power
that where formerly we could see but nebulous clouds

we now discover distinct forms and outlines ; nay,

it has given us what we may call contemporary evi-

dence, exhibiting to us the state of thought, language,

religion, and civilisation at a period when Sanskrit

was not yet Sanskrit, Greek not yet Greek, but when
> Prol. Myth. p. 78.

VOL. IV. C
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both, together with Latin, German, and other Aryan

dialects, existed as yet as one undivided language, in

the same manner as French, Italian, and Spanish

may be said to have at one time existed as one un-

divided language, in the form of Latin.

This will require a short explanation. If we knew
nothing of the existence of Latin ; if all historical

documents previous to the fifteenth century had been

lost ; if tradition even were silent as to the former

existence of a Roman empire, a mere comparison of

the six Romance dialects would enable us to say that

at some time there must have been a language from

which all these modern dialects derived their origin

in common ; for without this supposition it would

be impossible to account for the facts exhibited by

these dialects. Let us look at the auxiliary verb.

We find :

Italian. Walachian. Ehastian. Spanish. Portuguese. French.

[ am : sono sum (sunt) sunt soy sou suis

rhou art : sei es eis eres es es

lie is: 6 e (este) ei es he est

We are

:

siamo sftntemu essen somos somos sommes
you are

:

siete sunteri esses sois ?ois gtes (estes)

They are

:

sono sunt ean (sun) son sac sont

It is clear, even from a short consideration of

these forms, first, that all are but varieties of one

common type ; secondly, that it is impossible to con-

sider any one of these six paradigms as the original

from which the others had been borrowed. To this

we may add, thirdly, that in none of the languages

to which these verbal forms belong, do we find the

elements of which they could have been composed.

If we find such forms as fai aime, we can explain

them by a mere reference to the grammatical mate-

rials which French has still at its command, and the
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same may be said even of compounds like j'aimerai,

i.e. je-aimer-a% I have to love, I sliall love. But a

change from je suis to hi es is inexplicable by the

light of French grammar. These forms could not

have grown, so to speak, on French soil, but must have
been handed down as relics from a former period

—

must have existed in some language antecedent to

any of the Eomance dialects. Now, fortunately, in

this case, we are not left to a mere inference, but as

we possess the Latin verb, we can prove how by
phonetic corruption, and by mistaken analogies, every

one of the six paradigms is but a national meta-

morphosis of the Latin original.

Let us now look at another set of paradigms :

Sanskrit. Lithuanian. Zend. Doric. Old Slav. Latin. Gothic. Annen.
I am : Asnii esmi ahmi ejlfxC yesme sum im
Thou art : dsi essi ahi icrai yesi es is

He is : Asti esti asti etTTi yestS est ist

We (two) are : 'svds esva yesva siju

You (two) are : 'sthAs esta ^ stho ? eo'TOJ' yesta sijuts

They (two) are : 'stds (esti) sto eCTTOI' yesta .,

We are : 'smAs esmi hmahi ecr/iie's yesmo sumus sijam
You are : 'sthd este sta, to-T-e yeste estis sijuth

They are : santi (esti) hSnti tfrt sonite sunt sind

From a careful consideration of these forms, we
ought to draw exactly the same conclusions : first,

that all are but varieties of one common type

;

secondly, that it is impossible to consider any of them
as the original from which the others have been bor-

rowed ; and thirdly, that, here again, none of the

languages in which these verbal forms occur, possesses

the grammatical materials out of which such forms
could have been framed. That Sanskrit cannot be
taken as the original from which all the rest were
derived (an opinion held by many scholars) is clear,

if we see that Greek has, in several instances, pre-

C 2
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served a more primitive, or, as it is called, more

organic form than Sanskrit. 'Eo--/a5s cannot be de-

rived from the Sanskrit smas, because smas has lost

the radical a, which Greek has preserved, the root

being as, to be, the termination mas, we. Nor can

Greek be fixed upon as the more primitive language

from which the others were derived, for not even

Latin could be called the daughter of Greek, the lan-

guage of Rome having preserved some forms more

primitive than Greek; for instance, sunt instead of

svTi or hal or slaL Here Greek has lost the radical

as altogether, svri standing instead of sasvrl, while

Latin has at least, like Sanskrit, preserved the radical

s in st«i^= Sanskrit santi.

Hence, all these dialects point to some more an-

cient language which was to them what Latin was

to the Romance dialects^ only that at that early

period there was no literature to preserve to us any

remnants of that mother-tongue that died in giving

birth to the modern Aryan dialects, such as Sanskrit,

Zend, Greek, Latin, Gothic, Slavonic, and Celtic.

Yet, if there is any truth in inductive reasoning, that

language was once a living language, spoken in Asia

by a small tribe, nay, originally by a small family

living under one and the same roof, as the language

of Camoens, Cervantes, Yoltaire, and Dante, was

once spoken by a few peasants who had built their

huts on the Seven Hills near the Tibris. If we com-

pare the two tables of paradigms, the coincidences

between the language of the Veda and the dialect

spoken at the present day by the Lithuanian recruit at

Berlin are greater by far than those between French

and Italian; and, after Bopp's 'Comparative Gram-
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mar ' has been completed, it will be seen clearly that

all the essential forms of grammar had been fully

framed and established before the first separation of

the Aryan family took place.

But we may learn much more of the intellectual

state of the primitive and undivided family of the

Aryan nations, if we use the materials which Com-
])arative Philology has placed at our disposal ; and,

here again, the Romance languages will teach us the

spell by which we may hope to open the archives of

the most ancient history of the Aryan race. If we
find in all the Eomaiice dialects a word like the

French pent, the Italian ponte, the Spanish puente,

the Wallachian pod, identically the same in all, after

making allowance for those peculiarities Avhich give

to each dialect its national character, we have a right

to say that pons, the name for bridge, was known
before these languages separated, and that, there-

fore, the art of building bridges must have been

known at the same time. We could assert, even if

we knew nothing of Latin and of Rome, that pre-

vious, at least, to the tenth century, books, bread,

wine, houses, villages, towns, towers, and gates, &c.,

were known to those people, whoever they wei'e, from

whose language the modern dialects of Southern

Europe are derived. It is true, we should not be

able to draw a very perfect picture of the intellectual

state of the Roman people if we were obliged to

construct their history from such scanty materials

only
; yet we should be able to prove that there really

was such a people, and, in the absence of any other

information, even a few casual glimpses of their

work in life would be welcome.
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But, tliough. we iniglit safely use tliis metliod

positively, only taking- care to avoid foreign terras, we
could not invert it or use it negatively. Because

eacli of the Romance dialects has a different name
for certain objects, it does not follow that the objects

themselves were unknown to the ancestors of the

Romance nations. Paper was known at Rome, yet

it is called carta in Italian, papier in French.

Now, as we know nothing of the Aryan race

before it was broken up into different nationalities,

sucli as Indian, German, Greek, Roman, Slavonic,

Teutonic, and Celtic, this method of making lan-

guage itself tell the history of ancient times will

become of great value, because it will give a cha-

racter of historical reality to a period in the history

of the human race the very existence of which had

been doubted, to a period that had been called ' a

past that was never present.' We must not expect

a complete history of civilisation, exhibiting in full

detail a picture of the times when the language of

Homer and of the Veda had not yet been formed.

But we shall feel by some small but significant

traits the real presence of that early period in

the histoi'y of the human mind—a period which, for

reasons that will be clearer hereafter, we identify

with the Mythopoeic.

Sanskrit. Zend. Greek. Latin. Gothic. Slavonic. Irish.

Father: pitar pitar Trar^p pater fadar .. athir

Mother: matar matar M'^VP niater .. mati (gen. matere) mathir

Brother : bhratar brdtar (<|)paTj/p)frater brotbar bratitl brAthir

Sister: svasar qanhar .. soror svistar evestra siur

Daughter: duhitdr dugdhar Ovydrrip .. dauhtar (Lith.) dukt6

The mere fact that the names for fatlter, mother,

brother, sister, and daughter are the same in most
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of the Aryan languages, might at first sight seem

of immaterial significance
;

yet, even these words

are full of import. That the name offather was coined

at that early period, shows that the father acknow-

ledged the offspring of his wife as his own, for thus

only had he a right to claim the title of father.

Father is derived from a root Pa, which means, not to

beget, but to protect, to support, to nourish. The
father as progenitor, was called in Sanskrit granitdr,

but as protector and supporter of his offspring he

was called pitar. Hence, in the Veda these two

names are used together, in order to express the full

idea of father. Thus the poet says (I. 16-1, 33) :

—

Dyaus me pita (janita.

Jo(vi)s mei pater geuitor.

TjEVq if-wu TTariip yit'trt'jp.

In a similar manner matar, mother, is joined

with ^anitri, genitrix (Rv. III. 48, 2), which shows

that the word matar must soon have lost its etymo-

logical meaning, and have become an expression of

respect and endearment. Among the earliest Aryans,

matar had the meaning of maker, from Ma, to

fashion ; and in this sen se, and with the same accent

as the Greek /u-t^tt?/?, matar, not yet determined by a

feminine affix, it is used in the Yeda as a masculine.

Thus we read, for instance, Rv. VIII. 41, 4 :

—

Sa/(- mata purvyam padara.

' He, Varuna (Uranos), is the maker of the old place.'

Now, it should be observed, that matar, as well

as pitar, is but one out of many names b}^ which

the idea of father and mother might have been ex-
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pressed. Even if we confined ourselves to the root

Pa, and took the granting of support to his oflFspring

as the most characteristic attribute of father, many
words might have been, and actually were, formed,

all equally fit to become, so to say, the proper names

of father. In Sanskrit, protector can be expressed

not only by Pa, followed by the dei-ivative suffix tar,

but by pa-la, pa-laka, pa-yu, all meaning protector.

The fact that out of many possible forms, one only

has been admitted into all the Aryan dictionaries,

shows that there must have been something like a

traditional usage in language long before the sej)ara-

tion of the Aryan family took place. Besides, there

were other roots from which the name of father

might have been formed, such as Gan, from which

we have ^anitar, genitor, ysvsT^p; or Tak, from

which the Greek toksvs', or Par, from which the

Latin parens ; not to mention many other names
equally applicable to express some prominent attri-

bute of a father in his relation to his children. If

each Aryan dialect had formed its own name for

father, from one of the many roots which all the

Aryan dialects share in common, we should be able

to say that there was a radical community between

all these languages ; but we should never succeed

in proving, what is most essential, their historical

community, or their divergence from one language

which had already acquired a decided idiomatic con-

sistency.

It happens, however, even with these, the most

essential terms of an incipient civilisation, that one

or the other of the Aryan dialects has lost the

ancient expression, and replaced it by a new one.

The common Aryan names for brother and sister, for
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instance, do not occur in Greek, where brother and
sister are called dhs\(p6s and aSsX^/;. To conclude

from this that at the time when the Greeks started

from their Aryan home, the names of brother and
sister had not yet been framed, would be a mistake.

We have no reason to suppose that the Greeks were
the first to leave, and, if we find that nations like

the Teutonic or Celtic, who could have had no

contact with the natives of India after the first

separation had taken place, share the name of

brother in common with Sanskrit, it is as certain

that this name existed in the primitive Aryan lan-

guage as the occurrence of the same word in Wala-
chian and Portuguese would prove its Latin origin,

though no trace of it existed in any of the other

Eomance dialects. No doubt, the growth of lan-

guage is governed by immutable laws, but the

influence of accident is more considerable here than

in any other branch of natural science ; and though

in this case it is possible to find a principle which

determines the accidental loss' of the ancient names
for brother and sister in Greek, yet this is not the

case always, and we shall frequently find that one

or the other Aryan dialect does not exhibit a term

which, on the strength of our general argument, we
shall feel justified in ascribing to the most ancient

period of Aryan speech.

The mutual relation between brother and sister

had been hallowed at that early period, and it had
been sanctioned by names which had become tradi-

tional before the Aryan family broke up into dif-

lerent colonies. The original meaning of bhratar
' See Edinbuo-gh Rerieiv, Oct, 1851, p. 320.
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seems to me to have been lie who carries or assists :

of svasar, she who pleases or consoles—svasti

meaning in Sanskrit joy or happiness.

In duhitar, again, we find a name which must

have become traditional long before the sepai-ation

took place. It is a name identically the same in all

the dialects, except Latin, and yet Sanskrit alone

could have preserved a consciousness of its appella-

tive power. Duhitar, as Professor Lassen Avas the

first to show, is derived from Duh, a root which in

Sanskrit means to milk. This etymology is better than

that from taugen (duh), for the original meaning of duh

was to milk and to yield milk. The sense of yielding

or being useful is general, /. e. later and more restricted.

This name of milkmaid, given to the daughter of the

liouse, opens before our eyes a little idyll of the poetical

and pastoral life of the early Aryans. One of the few

things by which the daughter, before she was married,

might make herself useful in a nomadic household, was
the milking of the cattle, and it discloses a kind of

delicacy and humour, even in the rudest state of society,

if we imagine a father calling his daughter his little

milkmaid, rather than suta, his begotten, or filia,

the suckling. This meaning, however, must have

been forgotten long before the Aryans separated.

Duhitar was then no longer a nickname, but it had

become a technical term, or, so to say, the proper

name of a daughter. That many words were formed

in the same spirit, and that they were applicable

only during a nomadic state of life, we shall have

frequent opportunity of seeing, as we go on. But
as the transition of words of such special meaning
into general terras, deprived of all etymological
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vitality may seem strange, we may as well give at

once a few analogous cases where, behind expressions

of the most general currency, we can discover, by

means of etymology, this peculiar background of the

ancient nomad life of the Aryan nations. The very

word peculiar may serve as an illustration, taken

from more modern times. Peculiar now means
singular, extraordinary, but originally it meant what

was private, i.e. not common, property; being derived

from peculium. Now, the Latin peculium stands

for pecudium (like consilium for considmm) ; and

being derived from pecus, pecudis, it expressed

originally what we should call cattle and chattel.

Cattle constituting the chief personal property of

agricultural people, we may well understand how
peculiar, meaning originally what refers to one's own
property, came to mean not-common, and at last, in

our modern conversation, passed into the meaning of

strange. I need hardly mention the well-known

etymology of pecunia, which being derived from the

same word, pecu, and therefore signifying flocks,

took gradually the meaning of money, in the same

manner as the Anglo-Saxon feoli, the German Vieh,

cattle (and originally, according to Grimm's law, the

same word as 'pecxi), received in the course of time

the sense of a pecuniary remuneration, a fee.' What
takes place in modern languages, and, as it were,

under our own eyes, must not surprise us in more

distant ages. Now, the most useful cattle have

always been the ox and the cow, and they seem

to have constituted the chief riches and the most

important means of subsistence among the Aryan

' Lord Neaves, j4. Glance at Comparative Philnloay, 1870, p. 14.
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nations. Ox and cow are called in Sanskrit go,

plur. g^vas, which is the same word as the Old

High-German chuo, plur. chuowi, and with a change

from the guttural to the labial media, the classical

/3ovs, ^oss, and hos, boves. Some of the Slavonic

languages also have preserved a few traces of this

ancient name : for instance, the Lettish guws, cow ;

the Slavonic govyado, a herd; Servian govedar, a

cow-herd. From ^ovs, we have in Greek ^ovkoKos^

which meant originally a cow-herd ; but in the verb

^ovKoXsQ), the meaning of tending cows has been

absorbed by the more general one of tending cattle,

nay, it is used in a metaphorical sense, such as sKiriat,

^ouKoXoufiai, I feed myself on vain hopes. It is used

with regard to horses, and thus we find for horse

-

herd, 'nrrro^ovKdXos, originally a cow-herd of horses,

—an expression w^hicli we can only compare to San-

skrit goyuga, meaning a yoke of oxen, but after-

wards any pair, so that a pair of oxen would be

called go-go-yuga. Thus, in Sanskrit, go-pa means
originally a cow-herd, but it soon loses this specific

meaning, and is used for the head of a cow-pen, a

herdsman, and at last, like the Greek 7T0L/j.r)v Xaayv,

for a king. From gopa a new verb is formed,

gopay ati, and in it all traces of its original nneaning

are obliterated ; it means simply to protect. As
gopa meant a cow-herd, go-tra, in Sanskrit, was
originally a hurdle, and meant the enclosure by
which a herd was protected against thieves, and kept

from straying. Gotra, however, has almost entirely

lost its etymological power in the later Sanskrit,

where the feminine only, gotra, preserves the mean-
ing of a herd of kine. In ancient times, when most
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wars were carried on, not to maintain tlie balance

of power of Asia or Europe, but to take possession

of good pasture, or to appropriate large herds of

cattle,' the hurdles grew naturally into the walls of

fortresses, the hedges became strongholds ; Anglo-

Saxon hm, a close (German Zaun), became a town
;

and those who lived behind the same walls were

called a gotra, a family, a tribe, a race. In the

Veda, gotra is still used in the sense of folds or

hurdles (III. 39, 4)

:

Naki/i esham nindita mtirtyeshu

Ye asirakam pitara/i goslin yodlia/t

IndraA esliam drmliita makinavau

tit goivani sasrtge dawsanavan.

' There is not among men one scoffing at them

who were our fathers, who fought among the cows.

Indra, the mighty, is their defender; he, the powerful,

spread out their hurdles,^ i.e. their possessions.'

'Fighting among or for the cows,' goshu-ytidb,

is used in the Veda as a name for warrior, in general,

1. 112, 22 ; and one of the most frequent words for

battle is gav-ish^i, literally ' striving for cows.' In

the later Sanskrit, however, gaveshaw-a means

simply, research (physical or philosophical), gavesh,

' 'TTrep vonris ^ xdas fiaxAfJ-fOa. Toxar, 36. Grimm, History of

the German Language, p. 17.

= Hurdle is connected with Goth, haurd, a door, originally wickei--

work used to protect the entrance to a house. Tlie 0. H. G. hurt

means wiokerwork, and so does the modern German Hiirde
;

hurdles being used to enclose cattle in a meadow. They were the

original go-iras. The Sanskrit root is fcart, to tie together, fcart,

to spin. The Latin crates also, the English crate, and even cradle,

belong to the same cluster of words.
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to inquire. Again, gosli/Aa means cow-pen or

stable {^ovaraOfiov) ; but, witli the progress of time

and civilisation, gosh^Ai became the name of an
assembly, nay, it was used to express discussion and
gossip, as gossip in English, too, meant originally a

godfather or godmother, and then took the abstract

sense of idle conversation or tattle.

All these words, composed with go, cattle, to

which many more might have been added, prove

that the people who formed them must have led

a half nomadic and half pastoral life, and we may
well understand how the same people came to use

duhitar in the sense of daughter, as wo use spiiii^ter

in the sense of an unmarried woman. Lano-uao-e

has been called a map of the science and manners of

the people who speak it, and we should probably find,

if we examined the language of a maritime people,

that instead of cattle and pasture, ships and water

would form part of many words which afterwards

were applied in a more general sense.

We proceed to examine other terms which indi-

cate the state of society previous to the sejjaration of

the Ar3'an race, and which we hope will give to our

distant picture that expression of truth and reality

which can be appreciated even by those who have

never seen the original.

We pass over the words for son, partly because

their etymology is of no interest, their meaning
being simply that of natus, born,' partly because

' For instance, Sansk. sunii, Goth, snnns, Lith. sunns, all from
s u, to beget, whence Greek uWs, but by a different suffix. Sansk.

putra, son, like pota, is of doubtful origin. It was supposed to

be shared by the Celtic branch, (Bret, paob; boy
;

paotrez, girl,)
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the position of the son, or the successor and inhe-

ritor of his father's wealth and power, would claim a

name at a much earlier time than daughter, sister,

or brother. All these relations, in fact, expressed by

father and mother, son and daughter, brother and

sister, are fixed, we should say, by the laws of nature,

and their acknowledgment in language would not

prove any considerable advance in civilisation, how-

ever appropriately the names themselves might have

been chosen. But there are other relations, of later

origin, and of a more conventional character, sanc-

tioned, it is true, by the laws of society, but not

proclaimed by the voice of nature—relations which

are aptly expressed in English by the addition of in-

law, as father-in-law, mother, son, daughter, brother,

and sister-in-law. If the names for these relations

could be vindicated for the earliest period of Aryan

civilisation, we should have gained something con-

siderable, for though there is hardly a dialect in

Africa or Australia in which we do not find words

for father, mother, son, daughter, brother, and sister,

and hardly a tribe in which these natural degrees of

relationship are not hallowed, there are languages in

which the degrees of aflSnity have never received ex-

pression, and tribes who ignore their very meaning.'

The table on next page shows that, before the

separation of the Aryan race, every one of the degrees

of affinity also had received expression and sanction

in language, for, although some spaces had to be

left empty, the coincidences, such as they are, are

but it has been shown that the Breton paofr comes from pallr, as

aoirou is the Corn, altrou. It may be compared with Oscan pu-klo.

' See Sir J. Lubbock, Transact, of Ethnol. Society, vi. 337.
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Father in-
^''^»'''''"- ^^^eek. Latin. Gothic. Slavonic. Celtic.

law: l^viwura «/cupos socer svaihra(n) svekri 0. hwigeren

Mother-in- ) v , , ( n Vl n >

law: pvasra (Kvpa ^o'^^M sWigar } ^^«'''y C.hweger
Son-in- > .' ..

law: |//;iniatar yaixppoi gener .. zgti Bret, g^ver

Daughter-)^ ,v ,_ _ fO. H.G
in-law

;

}snu8hai w6i "'^'^"^
{ °n?rf hi'*^*='»*

"i"!^= l-^^v^' {S...H„o]l^^^^ l^c^r^M^i^ }

^'f-;- }(nanandar)
{ fi- ,,,,,)}

gl6s
..

{^.B^'^}

yataras (wires , . . _
of husband's Uli-oTtpes V^'J'}- l

fPoln.ja-
)

brothers^ J ^ tnceaj \ trew /brothers)

syali (wife's | . .,

brother) |

'^^'^'

By411
,

sister)
Su^- j-^S-S)

sufficient to warrant one g'eneral conclusion. If we
find in Sanskrit, the word syala, a wife's brother,

and in Greek the derivation d-sXiot, i.e. those who
are wife's brothers together (c/. di's-ylriot), we mast

remember that, although none of the other Aryan

dialects has preserved traces of this word, yet the

identity of the Greek and Sanskrit terms can only

be explained on the supposition that sy^la was a

common Aryan term, well known before any branch

of this family was severed from the common stem.

In modern languages we might, if dealing with

similar cases, feel inclined to admit a later commu-
nication, but, fortunately, in ancient languages no

such intercourse was possible, after the southern

branch of the Aryan family had once crossed the

Himalaya, and the northern branch set foot on the

shores of Europe. Different questions are raised

where, as is the case with ^aniatar and ya/ji^pos, ori-

ginally bridegroom or husband,' then son-in-law, we
' FafiPphs Ka\UTai 6 ynuas virh ruv otKelcuv ttjs yaiJ.T}6ei>nis.
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are only able to prove that the same root was taken,

and therefore the same radical idea expressed bj
Greek and Sanskrit, while the derivation is peculiar

in each language. Here no doubt we must be more
careful in our conclusions, but generally we shall find

that these formal differences are only such as occur in

dialects of the same language, vrhen out of many pos-

sible forms, used at first promiscuously, one was
chosen by one poet, one by another, and then became
popular and traditional. This at least is more likely

than to suppose that to express a relation which might
he expressed in such various ways, the Greek should

have chosen the same root yafj, to form ya/xpos and
ya/jL^po^; independently of the Hindu, who took that

root for the same purpose, only giving it a causal form
(as in bhratar instead of bhartar), and appending
to it the usual suffix, tar ; thus forming gfa'ma-tar,

instead of (/amara or yamara. The Latin word
geiier is more dif&cult still, and if it is the same word
as the Greek yafi(3p6s for ya/xpos, the transition of m
into n can only be explained by a process of assimila-

tion, and by a desire to give to the ancient word gemer
a more intelligible form by bringing it nearer to the

root gen. When, as it happens not unfrequently, one
of the Aryan languages has lost a common term, we
are sometimes enabled to prove its former existence

by means of derivatives. In Greek, for instance—at

least in the classical language—there is no trace of

nepos, grandson, which we have in Sanskrit nap at,

German nefo; nor of neptis, Sanskrit napti, German
nift. Yet there is in Greek d-vs-\}n6!f, a first cousin,

i.e. one with whom we are grandsons together, as the

uncle is called the little-grandfather, avunculus from

VOL. IV. D
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avus. This word d-vs\fn6s is formed like Latin con-

sohrinus, i.e. consororinus, one with whom we are

sister-children, our modern cousin, Italian cugino, in

which there remains very little of the original word

soror, from which, however, it is derived. ^Ais-yjrcos,

therefore, proves that in Greek also, some word like

vs7rov9 must have existed in the sense of child or

grandchild, in the same manner as we saw that

dsXioi testified to the former existence of a Greek

word corresponding to syala, a wife's brother. In

Sanskrit a husband calls his wife's brother syala,

his wife's sister syali. In Greek, likewise, Peleus

might have called Poseidon, and Poseidon Peleus, his

syala, while Amphitrite would have been syali to

Peleus, Thetis to Poseidon. Peleus and Poseidon,

therefore, being syalas together, were called in

Greek d-eXioi, a name utterly inexplicable except

when referred to Sanskrit syala. The sy between

two vowels is rightly dropt in Greek ; and the only

anomaly consists in the short s representing the long

a in Sanskrit.

There are still a few words which throw a dim

light on the early organisation of the Aryan family

life. The position of the widow was acknowledged

in language and in law, and we find no trace that, at

that early period, she who had lost her husband was

doomed to die with him. If this custom had existed,

the want of a name for widow would hardly have been

felt, or, if it had been, the word would most likely

have had some reference to this awful rite. Now,

husband, or man, in Sanskrit is dhava, a word which

does not seem to exist in the other Aryan "languages,

for dea, which Pictet brings forward as Celtic, in the
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sense of a man or person, is a word that has never

been authenticated. From dhava, Sanskrit^ forms

the name of the widow by the addition of the prepo-

sition vi, which means without: therefore vi-dhava,
husbandless, widow. This compound has been pre-

served in languages which have lost the simple word
dhava, thus showing the great antiquity of this tra-

ditional term. We have it not only in Celtic feadh,

but in Gothic viduvo, Slavonic vidova, Old Prussian

widdewu, and Latin vidua. If the custom of widow-
burning had existed at that early period, there would

have been no vidhavas, no husbandless women, be-

cause they would all have followed their husband into

death. Therefore the very name indicates, what we
are further enabled to prove by historical evidence,

the late origin of widow-burning in India.

It is true that, when the English Government pro-

hibited this melancholy custom, as theEmjDeror Jehan-

gir had done before, and when the whole of India was

said to be on the verge of a religious revolution, the

' Vidhti va has been derived "by Taska and other native Sanskrit

grammarians from vi, without, and dhava, man. Bopp, Pott,

Curtius and other scholars accepted this etymology. Then came a

reaction. Benfeycompared vidhavawith T)'i6fos, without, however,
accounting for the phonetic changes of vi = ^i', nor for the difference

of meaning, ^lOios being a bachelor, not a widow. Roth (Kuhn's
ZeiUchnft, xix. 223) went a step further, and derived vidhdvS,
widow, from a root vindh, to be without a thing ; but he never
explained how vidh-dva could be derived from that root. Curtius
accepted this etymology (6^7Vi»<Zz?V^p, 5th ed., p. 36). Pott {Etyni.
Forsch. iv. 918), after carefully examining these new etymologies,
inclines to the old derivation. I have pointed out the difficulty

of deriving viduus from vi dhava on page 59, but I feel un-
able to accept Roths etymology. If the old Latin hi-rira {i.e. dvi-

vira) was used by Varro (according to Nonnius, ii. p. 56, ed. Gerlach)
in the sense of widow, it would form a striking analogy to vi-
dhavd.

D 2
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Brahman s were able to appeal to tlie Yeda as the

authority for this sacred rite, and as they had the pro-

mise that their religions practices should not be

interfered with, they claimed respect for the Suttee.

Raghunandana and other doctors had actually quoted

chapter and verse from the Rig-Yeda, and Cole-

brooke,' the most accurate and learned Sanskrit

' ' On the Duties of a Faithful Widow,' Asiatic Itcscarches, vol. iv.

pp. 209, 219. Calcutta, 1795. The principal authorities of this

Essay are to be found in Colebrooke's Digest, book iii. cap. 3, sect. 1,

which is a literal translation of a section of fi'agannatha's Vivada-

bhangar«ava, to be found in MS. Wilson, 224, vol. iii. p. 62. See

some interesting remarks on this subject, and the correction of a

mistake in my notes, in the third volume of the Journal of the Royal
Asiatic Society, Part I., Art. VII., ' The Source of Colebrooke's Essay
" On the Duties of a Faithful Hindu Widow," ' by Fitzedward Hall,

Esq., M.A., D.C.L., Oxon. The reasons which I gave at a meeting

of the Royal Asiatic Society for my opinion that Colebrooke availed

himself of the Vivada-bhangarKava, while writing his Essay on
' The Duties of a Faithful Hindu Widow,' were as follows :—On
page 117, Colebrooke quotes:

1. A passage from Vish/m
;

2. A passage from Prai'etas
;

3. A passage from the Sm?i'ti.

The same passages, in exactly the same order, are quoted as Nos.

133, 134, 13.5 of the Digest.

This argument has been, if not invalidated, at least modified, by
the fact that the same passages^ occur likewise in the same order in

Pi,aghunandana's iSuddhitattva, a work which was consulted by
^?agannatha in the compilation of bis Corpus Juris.

My second reason was :—On page 119, Colebrooke quotes :

1. A saying ascribed to Nurada (i.e. taken from the BWhan Nara-
diya Purd/ia)

;

2. A passage from B^-ihaspati, with which, at the end, a line of

Raghunandana's commentary is mixed up
;

3. A passage supported by the authority of Gotama (or Gautama).
The same passages, in exactly the same order, form Nos. 127, 128,

129 of the Vivada-bhangar«ava. The Line from Raghtmandana fol-

lows in the Vivada-bhangarwava, as in Colebrooke's Essay, imme-
diately after the extract from Brihaspati, and the mistake of mixing
the words of Raghunandana with those of Brz'haspati could only
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Bcliclar we have ever had, has translated this passage

in accordance with their views :

' Om ! let these women, not to be widowed, good

wives adorned with collyrium, holding clarified butter,

consign themselves to the fire ! Immortal, not child-

less, not husbandless, well adorned with gems, let

them pass into the fire, whose original element is

water.' (From the Eig-Yeda.)

Now, this is perhaps the most flagrant instance

of what can be done by an unscrupulous priesthood.

Here have thousands and thousands of lives been

sacrificed, and a fanatical rebellion been threatened

on the authority of a passage which was mangled, mis-

translated, and misapplied. If anybody had been able

at the time to verify this verse of the Rig-Veda, the

Brahmans might have been beaten with their own

weapons ; nay, their spiritual prestige might have

been considerably shaken. The Eig-Yeda, which now

hardly one Brahman out of a hundred is able to read,

so far from enforcing the burning of widows, shows

clearly that this custom was not sanctioned during

the earliest period of Indian history. According to

the hymns of the Eig-Yeda and the Yaidik ceremonial

contained in the Grihya-sutras, the wife accompanies

the corpse of her husband to the funeral pile, but she

is there addressed with a verse taken from the Eig-

Yeda, and ordered to leave her husband, and to return

to the world of the living.^ * Else, woman,' it is said,

have arisen because, instead of mentioning Raghunandana's name,

the MS. of the Vivada-bhangSr/iava reads : iti Qm&rt&h. Neither

the .Suddhitattva, nor any other work that I have met with, gives

these three passages with the extract from Raghunandana in the

same order as the Vivada-bhangar«ava and Colebrooke's Essay.

' See Grimm's Essay on ' The Burning of the Dead ;

' Roth's
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'come to the world of life ; thou sleepest nigh unto

kim whose life is gone. Come to us ! Thou hast thus

fulfilled thy duties of a wife to the husband who once

took thy hand, and made thee a mother.'

This verse is preceded by the very verse which

the later Brahmans have falsified and quoted in sup-

port of their cruel tenet. The reading of the verse is

beyond all doubt, for there is no various reading, in

our sense of the word, in the whole of the Eig-Yeda.

Besides, we have the commentaries and the cere-

monials, and nowhere is there any difference as to

the text or its meaning. It is addressed to the other

women who are present at the funeral, and who
have to pour oil and butter on the pile :

—

* May these women who are not widows, but

have good husbands, draw near with oil and butter.

Those who are mothers may go up first to the altar,

without tears, without sorrow, but decked with fine

jewels.'

Now the words, ' the mothers may go first to the

altar,' are in Sanskrit,

' A rohantu </anayo yonim agre ;

'

and this the Brahmans have changed into

' A rohantu ^anayo yonim agne/i
;

'

article on ' The Burial in India ;
' Professor Wilson's article on ' The

supposed Vaidik Authority for the Burning of Hindu Widows ; ' and

my own translation of the complete documentary evidence, published

by Professor Wilson at the end of his article, and by myself in the

Journal of the German Orie7ital Society, vol. ix. fasc. 4. Professor

Wilson was the first to point out the falsification of the text, and
the change of 'yonim agre' int( yonim agneA.'
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—a small change, but sufficient to consign many
lives to the womb (yonim) of fire (agne/;).'

The most important passage in Yeclic literature to

prove the decided disapproval of widow-burning on

the part of the ancient Brahmans, at least as far as

their own caste was concerned, occiu's in the Brthad-

devat^. There we read :
—

Udirshva r.arity anaya m?-{tam patuy anurohati,

Bkrata kaniyan pretasya uigadya pratishedhati

;

Kuryad etat karma liota, devaro na bhaved yadi,

Pretanngamana??i na syad iti brahmanasasanat.

Varwanam itaresham A;a stridharoio 'yawi bhaveu na va.

' With the verse " Rise, woman," the wife ascends to

follow her dead husband ; the younger brother of the

departed, repeating the verse, prevents her. The

HotW priest performs that act, if there is no brother-

in-law, but to follow the dead husband is forbidden,

so says the law of the Brahmans. With regard to

the other castes this law for women may be or may
not be.' ^

' In a similar manner the custom of widow-burning has been

introduced by ttie liralimans in an interpolated passage of the ' Toy-

Cart,' an Indian drama of king ;Sadraka, which was translated by

Professor Wilson, and has lately been performed at Paris. • Le

Chariot d'Enfant,' Drame en vers en cinq actes et sept tableaux, tra-

duction du Drame Indien du Eoi Soudraka, par MM. Mery et Gerard

de Nerval. Paris, 1850.

2 Part of this passage is wanting in MSS. P.. b, but it is found in

A. C. See also M. M., ' Die Todtenbestattung bei den Brahmanen,'

Zeitsclirift dcr deuUchen morgciil'dndischen Gesellschaft, vol. ix. p.

vi., where the ritual is somewhat different. Sannyasopanishad, in

Bibliotheca Indioa, 65, p. 150.

I add a few extracts from Mr. H. J. Bushby's work on ^Vidlm

Burning:—^. 21, 'Long ago, Oriental scholars, both native and
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After this digression, we return to the earlier

period of history of which language alone can give

us any information, and, as we have claimed for it

the name of widow, or the husbandless, we need

not wonder that the name for husband also is to this

day in most of the Aryan languages the same which

had been fixed upon by the Aryans before their

separation. It is pati in Sanskrit, meaning origin-

ally strong, like Jj?itin potis orpotcns. In Lithuanian

the form is exactly the same, jpatis, and this, if we
apply Grimm's law, becomes/a^As, as in Gothic hruth-

faths, bridegroom. In Greek, again, we find rroais

instead of "nom. Now, the feminine of pati in

European, bad shown that the rite of widow-burning was not only

unsanctioned, but imperatively forbidden, by the earliest and most
authoritative Hindoo scriptures. Kay, Colonel Tod in his bock on

Rajpootana (^«?/flZs of Itajastlian, 1829, vol. i. p. 635), had actually

indicated this anomaly in Hindoo doctrine as the best point of attack

for abolitionists to select.' P. 22, ' Scholars, it is true, had proved

Suttee to be an innovation and a heresy ; but it was an innovation

of 2,000 years standing, and a heresy abetted by the priesthood since

the days of Alexander. Though unnoticed by Manu, the supple-

mentary writings with which the Hindoos, like the Jews, have over-

laid their primitive books, are profuse in its praise.' P. 29, ' Major
Ludlow determined, if possible, to induce two or three trustworthy

and influential natives to undertake the cause ; to ply them with the

critical objection drawn from the older Scriptures.' For further

particulars as to the efforts made for the suppression of Suttee I may
refer to the interesting narrative of Mr. H. J. Bushby, on Widow-
Burning, published originally in the Quarterly Reimiv, and after-

wards as a separate pamphlet (London, Longmans, 1855), It shows

how much has been done, and therefore how much more may be done,

by appealing to the most ancient and most sacred Sanskrit authori-

ties in discussions with the natives of India. If the fact that Manu
never sanctions the burning of widows could produce such an im-

pression on the Vakeels of Rdjputfina as described by Mr. Bushby,

how much more powerful would be an appeal to the Veda, the au-

thority of which, whenever a discrepancy occurs, invariably over-

rides that of Manu !
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Sanskrit is patni, and there is no doubt that the

old Prussian pattin, in the accusative wais-jpattin,

and the Greek irorvLa, are mere transcripts of it, all

meaning the mistress.

What the husband was in his house—the lord,

the strong protector—the king was among his people.

Now, a common name for people was vis in Sanskrit,

from which the title of the third caste, the house-

holders, or Vaisyas is derived. It comes from the

same root from which we have in Sanskrit vesa,

house, oIkos, vicus, Gothic veihs, German wich, and

the modern English termination of many names of

places. Hence vispati in Sanskrit meant king, i.e.

lord of the people, and that this compound had

become a title sanctioned by Aryan etiquette before

the separation, is confirmed in a strange manner by

the Lithuanian wiesz-patis, a lord, wiesz-patene, a

lady, as compared with the Sanskrit vis-patis and

vispatni. There was, therefore, at that early period,

not only a nicely-organised family life, but the family

began to be absorbed by the state, and here again

conventional titles had been fixed, and were handed

down perhaps two thousand years before such a title

as CcBsar was heard of.

Another name for people being dasa or dasyu,

dasa-pati no doubt was an ancient name for king.

There is, however, this great difference between vis

and dasa, that the former means people, the latter

subjects, conquered races, nay, originally, enemies.

Dasyu in the Veda is enemy, but in the Zend-Avesta,

where we have the same word, it means provinces or

(jentes; and Darius calls himself, in his mountain

records, 'king of Persia and king of the provinces'
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(kshayathiya Parsaiya, kshayathiya dahyu-

nam). Hence it was generally admitted that the

Greek 8ea--7roV7]9 represents a Sanskrit title dasa-pati,

lord of nations. Curtius [Grundzuge, p. 282), however,

enumerates five etymologies, and among them that of

Eenfey from dam-pati, or rather da-wis-pati, has of

late been preferred by most scholars. Benfey connects

the Old Slavonic gospod, gospodin, and gospodar, the

Lith. gasjxidorus, Pol. gospodarz, Boh. hospoddr, with

the Vedic (jaspati, pater familias, but he does not

account for the d as corresponding to a Sanskrit t.-^

A third common Aryan w^ord for king is ra^ in

the Veda ; rex, regis, in Latin. Beiks, king in Gothic,

is supposed to have been borrowed from Celtic, but

the Gothic reiki, regnum, as in Frank-rcich, regnum
Francorum, shows that both word and idea were

known to the Teutonic races also. Ra^ meant origin-

ally a leader, possibly a steersman from r?^, to stretch,

whence rigu, straight, Greek opyv-La. The Sk. ra(/an,

king, cannot be derived from ra^, to be brilliant, but

like rex from regere, comes from rig.

A fourth name for king and queen is simply

father and mother. (kanaka in Sanskrit means

father, from 6rAN, to beget; it also occurs, as the

name of a well-known king, in the Veda. This is the

Old German chunivg, the English king. Mother or

wife is g&ni or gna, the Greek yvv)], the Gothic

qino, the Slavonic zena, the English queen. Queen,

therefore, means originally mother, or lady ; and

thus, again, we see how the language of family life

grew gradually into the political language of the

' See Schleicher's excellent remarks in his Formenkhre cler

Kirchendawischen Sprache, 1852, p. 1U7.
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oldest Aryan state, and how the brotherhood of the

family became the (fiparpia of the state.'

We have seen that the name of house was known

before the Aryan family broke up towards the south

and the north, and we might bring further evidence

to this effect by comparing Sanskrit dama with

hoixos, domus, Slav, domu, Celtic daimh, and Gothic

timrjan, to build, from which English timber. The

original identity of the Slavonic grod, castle, burg,

and gorod (Nov-gorod) with the Gothic gards has

been doubted. It may be a borrowed word in Slavonic.

There is also some difficulty in accounting for the t in

]tortus and xo'p^os, when compared with garda.^ The

most essential part of a house, particularly in ancient

times, being a door well fastened and able to resist the

attacks of enemies, we are glad to find, besides hauni

(p. 29), the ancient name preserved in Sanskrit dvar,

dvaras, Gothic daur, Lithuanian durys, Ir. dorus,

Greek 6vpa, Latin fores. The builder also, or archi-

tect, has the same name in Sanskrit and Greek,

takshan being the Greek tsktcov. The Greek aarv,

ao-ain, has been compared with Sanskrit vastu,

home ; the Greek Ka)/j,7} with Gothic haims, a village ;

the English home. Still more conclusive as to the

early existence of cities, is the Sanskrit puri, town,

^ See Science of Language, vol ii. jj. £21, where objections to this

derivation have been answered.
* Totally distinct from these words are karta, kert, and

gird, occurring at the end of TiypavdKfpra, Balashgird (i.e. Volo-

gasocerta), and othej- names of Iranian towns. They are the Zend

kereta, made, founded (Hiibschmann, Zeitscla'ift der d. ni. G.

XXX. p. 138; Noldeke, iJ., xxx. p. 143). This kereta, again, is

totally distinct from the Hebrew hereth, town, occurring in the

names of Carthage, Cirta, (^c. In Sanskrit both k a r t a and g a r t a are

used in the sense of hole or cave.
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preserved by the Greeks in their name for town,

TToXis ; and that highroads also were not unknown,
appears from Sanskrit path, pathi, panthan, and
pathas, all names for road, the Greek Trdros, the

Gothic fad, which Bopp believes to be identical with

Latin pons, pontis, and Slavonic ponti.

It would take a volume were we to examine all the

relics of language, though no doubt every new word
would strengthen our argument, and add, as it were,

a new stone from which this ancient and venerable

ruin of the Aryan mind might be reconstructed. The
evidence, however, which we have gone through must
be sufficient to show that the race of men which could

coin these words—words that have been carried' down
the stream of time, and washed up on the shores of so

many nations, could not have been a race of savages,

of mere nomads and hunters. Nay, it should be

observed, that most of the terms connected with

chase and warfare differ in each of the Aryan dialects,

while words connected with more peaceful occupa-

tions belong generally to the common heir-loom of

the Aryan language. The proper appreciation of this

^iict in its general bearing will show how a similar

remark made by Niebuhr with regard to Greek and
Latin requires a very different explanation from that

which that great scholar, from his more restricted

point of view, was able to give it. It will show that

all the Aryan nations had led a long life of peace

before they separated, and that their language ac-

quired individuality and nationality as each colony

started in search of new homes—new generations

forming new terms connected Avith the warlike and
adventurous life of their onward migrations. Hence
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it is that not only Greek and Latin, but all Aryan

languages have their peaceful words in common ; and

hence it is that they all differ so strangely in their

warlike expressions. Thus the domestic animals are

generally known by the same name in England and

in India, while the wild beasts have mostly different

names, even in Greek and Latin. I can only give a

list, which must tell its own story, for it woul'd take

too much time to enter into the etymological for-

mation of all these words, though no doubt a proper

understanding of their radical meaning would make
them more instructive as living witnesses to the

world of thought and the primitive household of the

Aryan race. {See next page.)

Of wild animals some were known to the Aryans

before they separated, and they happen to be animals

which live both in Asia and Europe, the bear and the

wolf: —
Sanskrit. Greek.

Bear : /iksha aoKTo?

Wolf : vrj'ka Kvko^

To them should be added the serpent :

—

Sanskrit. Greek. Italian. Teutonic. Slavonic. Celtic,

(ahi ( ex's fanguls \ O.H G. unci Lith. angi-s^

Serpent: J J (e'vxe^v!) ]
(anguilla) ^ .. Mungury-s) V

( sarpa (, epn-eroi' iserjK'US ) .. j .. ) W. sarffi

Without dwelling on the various names of those

animals which had partly been tamed and domesti-

cated, while others were then, as they are now, the

natural enemies of the shepherd and his flocks, we
proceed at once to mention a few words which indicate

that this early pastoral life was not without some of

the most primitive arts, such as ploughing, grinding,

weaving, and the working of useful and precious

metals.

Italian. Teutonic. Slavonic. Celtic

ursus Ir. art

lupus
(v)irpus

I G. vulfs Lith. vUka-s
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The oldest term for ploughing is Ar>, which we find

in Latin arare, Greek apovv, to ear, Old Slav, orati,

Gothic arjan, Lithuanian arti, and Gaelic ar. From
this verb we have the common name of the plough,

dporpov, aratrum, Old Saxon erida, Old Norse ardhr,

Old Slavonic oralo and oradlo, Lithuanian arMa-s,

Welsh aradyr and arad, Cornish aradar. Possibly

the Sk. ratha, car, comes from the same root a r, and

such words as rata in Lithuanian, rota in Latin, roth

in Old Irish, prove at all events that conveyance by

means of wheels was known in early days. "Apovpa

and arvum, too, come from the same rout. But a

more general name for field is Sanskrit pad a, Greek

irihov, Umbrian perum, Latin pedum in oppidum, and

Sanskrit a(/ra, aypos, ager, and Gothic akr-s}

The corn which was grown in Asia could not well

have been the same which the Aryan nations after-

w^ards cultivated in more northern regions. Some of

' See Science of Language, vol. i. p. 360. Some instructive remarks

on the words liere used for drawing a picture of the early civi-

lisation of the Aryans may be seen in an article by Mr. Wilkins,

published in Essays and Addresses of Owens College, 1874. They
profess to be founded on Fick's Die ehemalige Spracheinheit der

Indogermanen Eiiropas, but they represent in some cases a real

improvement on the original. Some of Professor Tick's criticisms

have proved very valuable, but wherever 1 have adhered to ray

original statements, Mr. Wilkins will find that Professor Fick's

objections had either been long anticipated, or have since been

answered by such scholars as Professors Benfey and Curtius, to say

nothing of Professor Pott, the Nestor of Comi^arative Philologists,

whom Mr. Wilkins, not quite respectfully, calls ' that most learned

and most erratic of philologists.' On anum and apovpa, see Curtius'

Grundziige, 5th edition, p. 341, and particulai-ly Benfey, Augusburgcr

AUgemeine Zeitung, 1875, Beilage Nos. 208 and 209. On the whole
subject see some excellent remai'ks in Benfey's Geschichfe der

Sprachwissenschaft, p. 597. Urvara as a goddess occurs in Parask.

Grihy. Sutras, ii. 17, 9.
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the names, however, have been preserved, and may
be supposed to have had, if not exactly the same, at

least a similar botanical character. Such are Sanskrit

yava, Zend yava, Lithuanian ji'«/uai, which in Greek

must be changed to C^a. Sanskrit svet a means white,

and corresponds to Gothic hveit, O.H.G. iviz, the A.S.

hvit. But the name of the colour became also the name
of the white grain, and thus we have Gothic hvaitei,

Lith. kwety-s, the English wheat, which,though irregular,

can hardly be separated from svit, the root of sveta.^

The name of corn signitied originally what is crushed

or ground. Thus kurna, in Sanskrit means ground,

girna,, pounded, and from the same radical elements

we must no doubt derive the Russian zerno, the

Gothic kaurn, the Latin granum. In Lithuanian

girna is a mill-stone, and the plural girnos is the

name of a hand-mill. The Russian word for mill-

stone is, again, zernov, and the Gothic name for mill,

qvairnus, the later quirn. The English name for

mill is likewise of considerable antiquity, for it exists

not only in the O.H.G. mtili, but in the Lithuanian

maluna-s, the Bohemian mlyn, the Welsh melin, the

Latin mola, and the Greek ixvXt).

We might add the names for cooking and baking,

and the early distinction between flesh and meat, to

show that the same aversion which is expressed in

later times—for instance, by the poets of the Veda

—

against tribes eating raw flesh, was felt already dur-

ing this primitive period. Kravya-ad (xpeas-eS) and
ama-ad (co/xos-e6) are names applied to barbarians,

and used with the same horror in India as co/xo^dyot,

' Professor Benfey compares aTros with Sanskrit si ty a, com, from
sita, furrow {Augsburger Allg. Zeitung, 1875, I.e.). Others connect it

wrongly with sveta.
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and Kpsoocj^dyoi in Greece. But we can only now
touch on these points, and must leave it to another

opportunity to bring out in full relief this old picture

of human life.

As the name for clothes is the same among all

the Aryan nations, being vastra in Sanskrit, vastiin

Gothic, vestis in Latin, saO/js in Greek, fassradh in

Irish, gwish in Welsh, we are justified in ascribing

to the Aryan ancestors the art of weaving as well as

of sewing. To weave in Sanskrit is ve, and, in a-

secondary form, vabh, in urna-vabhi, spider, i.e.

wool-weaver. With ve coincide the Latin vieo, and

the Greek radical of Frj-Tpiov ; with vabh, the O.H.G.

lueban, the English weave, the Greek v(f)-a[vco.

To sew in Sanskrit is siv, from which sutra, a

thread. The same root is preserved in Latin suo, in

Gothic siuja, in O.H.G. siiuu, the English to sew,

Lithuanian siuv-u, Greek Kaaavco for KaTaavco. Another

Sanskrit root, with a very similar meaning, is Nah,
which must have existed also as nabh and nadh. From
nah we have Latin neo and necto, Greek veoo, German
ndhan and ndan, to sew^ ; from nadh, the Greek vi'iOco

;

from nabh, the Sanskrit nabhi and nabha ovurna.-

nabha, the spider, literally the wool-spinner.

There is a fourth root which seems to have had ori-

ginally the special meaning of sewing or weaving, but

which afterwards took in Sanskrit the more general

sense of making. This is mk, which may correspond

to the Greek pdiTToo, to stitch together or to weave ; nay,

which might account for another name of the spider,

apaxyr] in Greek, and aranea in Latin, and for the

classical name of woven wool, Xdxvos or Xdxvr], and the

Latin lana, unless we refer this to Sanskrit uvur.

That the value and usefulness of sqme of the

VOL. IV. E
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metals yvove known before the separation of the

Aryan race can be proved only by a few words
;

for the names of several metals differ in different

countries. Yet there can be no doubt that iron was

known, and its value appreciated, whether for defence

or for attack. Whatever its old Aryan name may
have been, it is clear that Sanskrit ay as, Latin ahes

in aheneus, and even the contracted form, ces, ceris, the

Gothic ai7\ the Old High-German er and the Englisb

iron, are names cast in one and the same mould, and

only slightly corroded even now by the rust of so

many centuries.' The names of the precious metals,

such, as gold and silver, have suffered more in passing

through the hands of so many generations. But,

notwithstanding, we are able to discover even in the

Celtic airgiod the traces of the Sanskrit r a grata, the

Greek apjvpos, the Latin argentum ; and even in the

Gothic guUh, gold, a similarity with the Slavonic

zlato and Russian zoloto, Greek ;>^/)U(Toy and Sanskrit

hirawyam, although their formative elements differ

widely. The radical seems to have been har-at, from

whence the Sanskrit bar it, tho colour of the sun and
of the dawn, as aurum also descends from the same
root with aurora. Some of the stone or metal imple-

ments used, whether for peaceful or warlike purposes,

have kept their original name, and it is extremely

curious to find the exact similarity of the Sanskrit

parasu and the Greek ttsXskvs, Sixe, of Sanski-it asi,

sword, and Latin ensis, of Sanskrit ishu, arrow, and

' Much new evidence has lately been collected on the knowledge
possessed by the ancient Aryan people of metals besides gold and
silver, and it can hardly be maintained any longer that the coinci-

dences pointed out in the text prove more than that the Aryans
knew a third metal besides gold and silver, which may have been
iron, or copper, or bronze.
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Greek I6s, of Sanskrit kshura, razor, and Greek

New ideas do not gain ground at once, and tkere

is a tendency in our mind to resist new convictions as

long as we can. Hence it is only by a gradual and

careful accumulation of facts that we can hope, on

this linguistic evidence, to establish the reality of a

period in the history of mankind previous to the

beo-inning of the most ancient known dialects of the

Aryan world— previous to the origin of Sanskrit as

well as Greek—previous to the time when the first

Greek arrived on the shores of Asia Minor, and look-

ing at the vast expanse of sky and sea and country to

the west and north, called it Europa. Let us ex-

amine one other witness, whose negative evidence

will be important. During this early period, the

ancestors of the Aryan race must have occupied a

more central position in Asia, whence the southern

branches extended towards India, the northern to

Asia Minor, and Europe. It would follow, therefore,

that before their separation, they could not have

known the existence of the sea, and hence, if our

theory be true, the name for sea must be of later

growth, and different in the Aryan languages. And
this expectation is fully confirmed. We find, indeed,

identical names in Greek and Latin, but not one

name for sea is identically the same in the northern

and southern branches of the Aryan family. And
even these Greek and Latin names are evidently

metaphorical expressions—names that existed in the

ancient language, and were transferred, at a later

time, to this new phenomenon. Pontus and irovros

mean sea in the same sense as Homer speaks of t^Ypa

* See, however, Curtius, Griindzilge (5th edit.), p. 699.

E 2
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KsXsvda, for pontus comes from the same source from

which we have por;s, pontis, and the Sanskrit pantha,

if not p^thas. The sea was not called a barrier,

but a high-road—more useful for trade and travel

than any other road—and Professor Cnrtius ' has

well pointed out Greek expressions, such as ttovtos

aXos TToXtrji and dakaaaa irovrov, as indicating-, even

among the Greeks, a consciousness of the original

import of ttovtos. Nor can words like Sanskrit sara,

Latin sal, and Greek aX?, aXos, be quoted as proving

an acquaintance with the sea among the early Aryans.

Sara in Sanskrit means, first, water, afterwards, salt

made of water,'' but not necessarily of sea-water.

We might conclude from Sanskrit sara, Greek aXs,

and Latin sal, that the preparation of salt by evapo-

ration was known to the ancestors of the Aryan family

before they separated. But this is all that could be

proved by aXs, sal, and Sanskrit sara or salila; the

exclusive application of these words to the sea belongs

to later times ; and though the Greek hdXios means

exclusively marine, the Latin insula is by no means
restricted to an island surrounded by salt-water.

The same remark applies to words like cequor in

Latin or Trska'yos in Greek. ^aXaaaa has long been

proved to be a dialectical form of ddpaaaa or rapaaaa,

expressing the troubled waves of the sea {hdpa^s Bs

TTovTov Yloasihoiv), and even if the Latin ')nare were

the same as Sanskrit vari, vari in Sanskrit does not

mean sea, but w^ater in general, and could, therefore,

only confirm the fact that all the Aryan nations ap-

' See Kuhn's Journal of Comparative PJiilnlotjy, i. 34. Professor

Curtius gives the equation : ttSvtos : T:a.ros = irivdos : -nddos = phdos :

/3d0os.

" See Benfey, Corresj.>ondenzblatt fur Aiithrojiologie, 1877,

January, p. 7.
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plied terms of a general meaning wlien they ]jad each

to fix their names for the sea. Mare, however, is

more likely a name for dead or stagnant water,

like Sanskrit mam, the desert, derived from mri,

to die ; and though it is identical with Gothic marei,

English mere, Slav, more, Irish muir, the application

of all these words to the ocean is again of later date.

But, although the sea had not yet been reached by

the Aryan nations before their common language

branched off into various dialects, navigation was

well known to them. The words oar and rudder can

be traced back to Sanskrit, and the name of the ship

is identically tlie same in Sanskrit (naus, navas), in

Latin (navis), in Greek (vavs), and in Teutonic (Old

High-German nacJio, Anglo- Saxon naca).

It is hardly possible to look at the evidence

hitherto collected, and which, if space allowed, might

have been considerably increased,^ without feeling

that tliese words are the fragments of a real language,

once spoken by a united race at a time which the

historian has till lately hardly ventured to realise.

Yet here we have in our own hands, the relics of

that distant time ; we are using the same words

which were used by the fathers of the Aryan race,

changed only by phonetic influences ; nay, we are as

' A large collection of common Aryan words is foiind in Grimm's

History of the German La'nguage. The first attempt to use them for

historical purposes was made by Eichhoff ; but the most useful con-

tributions have since been made by Winning, in his Manual of

Comparative Philology, 1838 ; by Kuhn, Curtius, and Forstemann ;

and much new material is to be found in Bopp's Glossanum and

Pott's Etyvwhgische Forschvngen. Pictet's large work, Lcs Origincn

Indo-Europeennes, two vols. 1859 and 1863, brings together the most

complete mass of materials, but requires also the most careful sifting.

With regard to Sanskrit words, in particular, the greatest caution is

required, as M. Pictet has not paid to it the same attention as to

Celtic, Latin, Greek, and Slavonic. Lnrger collection of common
words now in Schrader, Prehistoric Anii'iuitics of the Ar])an Peoi)les, Ib'JO.
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near to tkem in tliouglit and speech as the French

and Italians are to the ancient people of Rome. If

any more proof were wanted as to the reality of that

period which must have preceded the dispersion of the

Aryan race, we might appeal to the Aryan numerals,

as irrefragable evidence of that long-continued intel-

lectual life which characterises that period. Here is

a decimal system of numeration, in itself one of the

most marvellous achievements of the human mind,

based on an abstract conception of quantity, regu-

lated by a spirit of philosophical classificatiou, and

yet conceived, matured and finished before the soil

of Eui'ope was trodden by Greek, Roman, Slave, or

Teuton. Such a system could only have been formed

by a very small community, and more than any part

of language it seems to necessitate the admission of

what might almost be called a conventional agree-

nient among those who first framed and adopted the

Aryan names for one to hundred. Let us imagine,

as well as we can, that at the present moment we
were suddenly called upon to invent new names for

one, two, three, and we may then begin to feel what
kind of task it was to form and fix such words. We
could easily supply new expressions for material ob-

jects, because they always have some attributes

which language can render either metaphorically or

periphrastically. We could call the sea the salt-

water ; the rain, the water of heaven ; the rivers,

the daughters of the earth. Numbers, however, are

by their very nature such abstract and empty con-

ceptions, that it tries our ingenuity to the utmost to

find any attributive element in them to which ex-

pression might be given, and which might in time

become the proper name of a merely quantitative

II
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idea. There might be less difficulty for one and

two; and hence these two numerals have received

more than one name in the Aryan family. But this

again would only create a new difficulty, because, if

different people were allowed to use different names

for the same numeral, the very object of these names

would be defeated. If five could be expressed by a

term meaning the open hand, and might also be

rendered by the simple plural of the word for fingers,

these two synonymous terms would be useless for

the purpose of any exchange of thought. Again, if

a word meaning fingers or toes might have been

used to express five as well as ten, all commerce

between individuals using the same word in different

senses, would have been rendered impossible. Hence,

in order to form and fix a series of words expressing

one, two, three, four, etc., it was necessary that the

ancestors of the Aryan race should have come to

some kind of unconscious agreement to use but one

term for each number, and to attach but one mean-

ing to each term. This was not the case with regard

to other words, as may be seen by the large propor-

tion of synonymous and polyouymous terms by which

every ancient language is characterised. The wear

and tear of language in literary and practical usage

is the only m.eans for reducing the exuberance of

this early growth, and for giving to each object but

one name, and to each name but one power. And all

this must have been achieved with regard to the

Aryan numerals before Grreek was Greek, for thus

only can we account for the coincidences as exhibited

in the subjoined table :

—
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Sauskrlt . Greek. Latin. Lithuauiaii. Gothic.

r. tkas el? (olrri) unus wienas ains

II. dvivu Svia duo du tvai

m. traj'as Tfiel^ tres trys threis

IV. fatvaras TeVrapes

(^OliC, TTt'tTUp

quatuor

s) (Oscan, petora)

keturi fldvor

V. pa/jian TTeVre quinque
(Oscan, pomtis

penki

)

fimf

VI. shash !^
.

sex szeszi saihs

VII. saptan iiTTa. septem septyni siban

VIII, ash^du OKTia octo asztftni ahtau

IX. navan ei'ff'a novem dewyni nion

X. dii^an Sexa decern deszimt taihim

XI. ^kadasan evSexa undecim wieno-lika ain-lif

XII. dv4da-san StaSexa duodeoim dwy-lika tva-lif

XX. vi/uati eiKOtri viginti dwi-deszimti tvaitigjus

c. iatam ixaTov centum szimtas taihnn taihuiid

M. sah^sram XiAioi mille tiikstantls thusundi

If we cannot account for the coincidences between

the French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and Wala-
chian numerals, without admitting that all were

derived from a common type, the Latin, the same

conclusion is forced upon us by a comparison of the

more ancient numerals. They must have existed

ready made in that language from which Sanskrit

as well as Welsh is derived ; but only as far as

hundred. Thousand had not received expres.sion at

that early period, and hence the names for thousand

differ, not, however, without giving, by their very

disagreement, some farther indications as to the

subsequent history of the Aryan race. We see

Sanskrit and Zend share the name for thousand in

common (Sanskrit sahasra, Zend hazanra), which
shows, that after the southern branch had been

severed from the northern, the ancestors of the

Brahmans and Zoroastrians continued united for a

time by the ties of a common language. The same
conclusion may be drawn from the agreement be-

tween the Gothic thusundi and the Old Prussian

tusimtons (ace), the Lithuanian fuJcstantis, the Old
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Slavonic tiiisasta ; while the Greeks and the Eomans
stand apart from all the rest, and seem to have

formed, each independently, their own name for

thousand.

This earliest period, then, previous to any national

separation, is what I call the mythopoeic period, for

every one of these common Aryan words is, in a cer-

tain sense, a myth. These words were all originally

appellative ; they expressed one out of many attri-

butes which seemed characteristic of a certain object,

and the selection of these attributes and their ex-

pression in language, represents a kind of unconscious

poetry, which modern languages have lost altogether.

Looking then at the whole evidence which the

languages of the various Aryan nations stilLsupply,

we perceive that before their separation their life was

that of agricultural Nomads, and probably most like

the life of the ancient Germans, as described by

Tacitus. They knew the arts of ploughing, of making
roads, of building ships and carts, of weaving and

sewing, and of erecting strongholds and houses, more

or less substantial. They could count, and they had

divided the year into months. They had tamed the

most important domestic animals ; they were ac-

quainted with the most useful metals, and were armed

with hatchets and swords, whether for peaceful or

for warhke purposes. They followed their leaders

and kings, obeyed their laws and customs ; and were

impressed with the idea of a Divine Being, which

they invoked by various names. It might seem,

indeed, as if the state of civilisation which the Aryan

nations had reached before their separation was in

some respects more advanced than that of the Aryan
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colonists after their settlements in India, Greece,

and Italy, for it has frequently been maintained that

the hymns of the Rig-Veda represent as yet a purely

nomadic state of life, and that we see in them the

fresh pastures of the Seven-river country, now called

the Pendjab, occupied either by peaceful tribes and

their numerous herds, or by warlike confederations

lighting for the possession of j)astures and herds

among themselves or against barbarian enemies. No
other nation except the Yedic Aryans, says Dr. Kuhn,

can boast of literary documents which sprang into

existence previous to the period when men assumed

settled abodes, and, not content with raising cattle,

began to cultivate the soil.'

This view, however, of the very primitive state of

society of the Aryan settlers of India is not borne

out by the songs of the Rig-Veda. Professor Wilson,

in the prefaces to the successive volumes of his

translation of the Rig-Veda, has repeatedly dwelt on

this point, and has proved by facts ^ that the people

among whom the Vedic poets sprang up were a

pastoral and, in a still greater degree, an agricultural

people.

Language has been called fossil poetry. But as

the artist does not know that the clay which he is

handling contains the remnants of organic life, we do

not feel that when we address a father, we call him
protector, nor did the Greeks, when using the word

Satjp, brother-in-law, know that this term applied

originally only to the younger brothers of the

husband, who stayed at home with the bride while

' Adalber Kuhn, Die Herabkun/t des Fetters, jd. 2.

^ Wilson, vol. i. pp. xl.-xliv. ; vol. ii. pp. xv.-svii.; vol. iii. pp.
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their elder brother was out in the fiehl or the forests.

The Sanskrit devar meant originally play-mate—it

told its own story—it Avas a myth ; but in Greek

it has dwindled down into a mere name or a tech-

nical term. Yet, even in Greek it is not allowed to

form a feminine of Sa/]p, as little as we should venture

even now to form a masculine of ' daughter.'

Soon, however, languages lose their etymological

conscience, and thus we find in Latin, for instance,

not only vidua, husbandless (' Penelope tam din

vidua viro suo caruit'), but viduus, a formation

which, if analysed etymologically, is as absurd as the

Teutonic a widower. It must be confessed, however,

that the old Latin viduus,^ a name of Orcus, who had

a temple outside Rome, makes it doubtful whether

the Latin vidua is really the Sanskrit vi-dhava.
however great their similarity. At all events we
should have to admit that a verb viduare was de-

rived from vidua, and that afterwards a new adjec-

tive was formed with a more general sense, so that

viduus to a E-oman ear meant nothing more than

privatus.

But, it may be asked, how does the fact that the

Aryan languages possess this treasure of ancient

names in common, or even the discovery that all

these names had originally an exjDressive and poetical

power, explain tlie phenomenon of mythological lan-

guage among all the members of this family ? How
does it render intelligible that phase of the human
mind which gave birth to the extraordinary stories

of gods and heroes—of gorgons and cliima3ras—of

things that no human eye had ever seen, and that

' Hartung, Die Religion dcr Roiner, vol. ii. p. 90.
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no liuman mind in a Lealtliy state could ever have

conceived ?

Before we can answer this question, we must enter

into some more preliminary observations as to the

formation of words. Tedious as this may seem, we

believe that while engaged in these considerations

we shall see the mist of mythology gradually clearing

away, and discover behind the shifting clouds of the

dawn of thought and language that real nature which

mythology has so long veiled and disguised.

All the common Aryan words Avhich we have

hitherto examined referred to definite objects. They

are all substantives : they express something sub-

stantial, something open to sensuous perception.

Nor is it in the power of language to express origi-

nally anything except objects as nouns, and qualities

as verbs. Hence, the only definition we can give of

language during that early state is, that it is the

conscious expression in sound of impressions received

by all the senses.

To us, abstract nouns are so familiar that we can

hardly appreciate the difBculty which men experi-

enced in forming them. We can scarcely imagine a

language without abstract nouns. There are, however,

dialects which have no abstract nouns, in the proper

sense of the word, and the more we go back in the

history of languages, the smaller we find the number
of these useful expressions. As far as language is

concerned, an abstract word is nothing but an adjec-

tive raised into a substantive ; but in thought the

conception of a quality as a subject is a matter of

extreme difficulty, and in strict logical parlance

impossible. If we say 'I love virtue,' we seldom
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connect any definite notion with virtue. Virtue is

not a being-, however unsubstantial ; it is nothino^

individual, personal, active ; nothing that could by

itself produce an expressible impression on our mind.

The word virtue is only a short-hand expression, and
when men said for the first time ' I love virtue,' what

they meant by it originally was ' I love all things

that become an honest man, that are manly, or

virtuous.'

But there are other words, which we hardly call

abstract, but which nevertheless were so originally,

and are so still, in form : I mean words like day and

night, spring and winter, dawn and twilight, storm

and thunder. For what do we mean if we speak of

day and night, or of spring and winter? We may
answer, a season, or any other portion of time. But
what is time, in our conceptions ? It is nothing sub-

stantial, nothing individual ; it is a quality raised by

language into a substance. Therefore if we say * the

day dawns,' 'the night approaches,' we predicate

actions of things that cannot act, we affirm a pro-

position which if analysed logically would have no

definable subject.

The same applies to a Ip.rge classof words, such as sky

and earth, dew and rain—even to rivers and moun-
tains. For if we say ' the earth nourishes man,' we
do not mean any tangible portion of soil, but the

earth conceived as a whole ; nor do we mean by the

sky the small horizon which our eye can scan. We
imagine something which does not fall under our

senses, but whether we call it a whole, a power, or

an idea, in speaking of it we change it unawares into

something^ individual.
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Now, in ancietit languages everyone of these words

had necessarily a termination expressive of gender,

and this naturally produced in the mind the cor-

responding idea of sex, so that these names received

not only an individual, but a sexual character. There

was no substantive which was not either masculine

or feminine ; neuters being of later growth, and dis-

tinguishable chiefly in the nominative.'

What must have been the result of this ? As long

as people thought in language, it was simply impos-

sible to speak of morning or evening, of spring and
winter, without giving to these conceptions some-

thing of an individual, active, sexual, and, at last,

personal character. They Avere either nothings, as

they are nothings in our withered thought, or they

were something ; and then they could not be con-

' 'It is with the world, as with each of us in onr individual life;

for as we leave childhood and youth behind us, we bid adieu to the

vivid impressions things once made upon us, and become colder and
more speculative. To a little child not only are all living creatures

endowed with human intelligence, but everytMng is alive. In Ms
Kosmos, Pussy takes rank with Pa and Ma, in point of intelligence.

He beats the chair against which he has knocked his head ; and
afterwards kisses it in token of renewed friendship, in the full belief,

that like himself, it is a moral agent amenable to rewards and
punishments. The fire that burns his finger is " Naughty Fire," and
the stars that shine through his bedroom window are Eyes, like

Jlamma's, or Pussy's, only brighter. The same instinct that prompts
the child io personify everything remains unchecked in the savage,

and grows up with him to manhood. Hence in all simple and early

languages, there are but two genders, masculine and feminine. To
develop such an idea as that of a neuter, requires the slow growth
of civilisation for its accomplishment. We see the same tendency
to class everything as masculine or feminine among even civilised

men, if they are uneducated. To a farm labourer, a bundle of hay
is " he,'" just as much as is the horse that eats it. He resolutely

ignores " it " as a pronoun for which there is not the slightest

necessity.'

—

Printer's Register, Feb. 6, 1868.

I
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ceived as mere powers, but as beings powerful. Even
in our time, though we have the conception of nature

as a power, what do we mean by power, except some-

thing powerful? Now, in early language, nature

was Natura, a mere adjective made substantive;

she was the Mother always ' going to bring forth.'

Was this not a more definite idea than that which
wo connect with nature? And let us look to our

poets, who still think and feel in language—that is,

who use no word without having really enlivened it

in their mind, who do not trifle with language, but

use it as a spell to call forth real things, full of light

and colour. Can they speak of the Stin, or the

dawn, or the storms as neutral powers, without doing
violence to their feelings ? Let us open Wordsworth,
and we shall hardly find him use a single abstract

term without some life and blood in it

:

Religion.

Sacred Religion, mother of form and fear,

Dread arbitress of mutable respect.

New rites ordaining when the old are wrecked.

Or cease to please the fickle worshipper.

Vv'intei:

Humanity, delighting to behold

A fond reflection of her own decay,

Hath painted Winter like a traveller old,

Propped on a staff, and through the sullen day,

In hooded mantle, limping o'er the plain,

As though his weakness were disturbed by pain

Or, if a juster fancy should allow

An undisputed symbol of command,
The chosen sceptre is a withered bough,

Infirmly grasped within a palsied hand.
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These emblems suit the helpless and forlorn

;

But mighty "Winter the device shall scorn.

For he it was—dread Winter !—who beset,

Flinging round van and rear his ghastly net,

That host, when from the regions of the Pole

They shrank, insane Ambition's barren goal

—

That host, as huge and strong as e'er defied

Their God, and placed their trust in human pride 1

As fathers prosecute rebellions sons,

He smote the blossoms of their warrior youth
;

He called on Frost's inexorable tooth

Life to consume in manhood's firmest hold ....
. . , And bade the Snow their ample backs bestride,

And to the battle ride.

So, again, of Age and the Sours

:

Age ! twine thy brows with fresh spring flowers,

And call a train of laughing Hours,

And bid them dance, and bid them sing

;

And thou, too, mingle in the ring !

Now, when writing these lines, Wordsworth need

hardly have thought of the classical Horse : the

conception of dancing Hours would come as natural

to his mind as to the poets of old.

Or, again, of Storms and Seasons

:

Ye Storms, resound the praises of your King !

And ye mild Seasons—in a sunny clime,

Midway, on some high hill, while father Time

Looks on delighted—meet in festal ring,

And loud and long of "Winter's triumph sing !

We are wont to call this poetical diction, and to

make allowance for what seems to us exaggerated

language. But to the poet it is no exaggeration, nor
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was it to the ancient poets of languag-e. Poetry is

older than prose, and abstract speech more difficult

than the ontpouring of a poet's sympathy with

nature. It requires reflection to divest nature of her

living expression, to see in the swift-riding clouds

nothing but vaporous exhalations, in the frowning

mountains masses of stone, and in the lightning

electric sparks. Wordsworth feels what he says

when he exclaims

—

Mountains, and Vales, and Floods, I call on you

To vsliare the passion of a just disdain
;

and when he speaks of ' the last hill that parleys

with the setting sun,' this expression came to him

as he was communing with nature ; it was a thought

untranslated as yet into the prose of our traditional

and emaciated speech ; it was a thought such as the

men of old would not have been ashamed of in their

common every day conversation.

There are some poems of this modern ancient

which are all mythology, and as we shall have to

refer to them hereafter, I shall give one more extract,

which to a Hindu and an ancient Greek would have

been more intelligible than it is to ns:

—

Hail, orient Conqueror of gloomy Night !

Thou that canst shed the bliss of gratitude

On hearts, howe'er insensible or rude
;

Whether thy punctual visitations smite

The haughty towers where monarchs dwell.

Or thou, impartial Sun, with presence bright

Cheer'st the low threshold of the peasant's cell !

Not unrejoiced I see thee climb the sky,

vol,. TV. F
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In naked splendour, clear from mist and haze.

Or cloud approaching to divert the rays

Which even in deepest winter testify

Thy power and majesty,

Dazzling the vision that presumes to gaze.

Well does thine aspect usher in this Day

;

As aptly suits therewith that modest pace

Submitted to the chains

That bind thee to the path which God ordains

That thou shouldst trace,

Till, with the heavens and earth, thou pass awaj !

Nor less, the stillness of these frosty plains

—

Their utter stillness, and the silent grace

Of yon ethereal summits, white with snow,

(Whose tranquil pomp and spotless purity

Report of storms gone by

To us who tread below)

—

Do with the service of this Day accord.

Divinest object which th' uplifted eye

Of mortal man is suffered to behold
;

Thou, who upon these snow-clad Heights hast poured

Meek lustre, nor forget'st the humble Vale
;

Thou who dost warm Earth's universal mould.

And for thy bounty wert not unadored

By pious men of old
;

Once more, heart-cheering Sun, I bid thee hail

!

Bright be thy course to-day—let not this promise fail

!

Why then, if we ourselves, in speaking of the

San or the Storms, of Sleep and Death, of Eartli and

Dawn, connect either no distinct idea at all with

these names, or allow them to cast over our mind
the fleeting shadows of the poetry of old ; why, if

we, when spealiing with the warmth which is natural

to the human heart, call upon the Winds and the

Sun, the Ocean and the Sky, as if they would still
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hear us ; why, if plastic thought cannot represent

any one of these beings or powers without giving

them, if not a human form, at least human life and

human feeling—why should we wonder at the

ancients, with their language throbbing with life and

revelling in colour, if, instead of the grey outlines

of our modern thought, they threw out those living

forms of nature, endowed with human powers, nay,

with powers more than human, inasmuch as the

light of the Sun was brighter than the light of a

human eye, and the roaring of the Storms louder

than the shouts of the human voice ? We may be

able to account for the origin of rain and dew, of

storm and thunder
;
yet, to the great majority of

mankind, all these things, unless they are mere names,

are still what they were to Homer, only perhaps less

beautiful, less poetical, less real and living.

So much for that peculiar difficulty which the

human mind experiences in speaking of collective or

abstract ideas—a difficulty which, as we shall see,

will explain many of the difficulties of Mythology.

We have now to consider a similar feature of

ancient languages—the auxiliary verbs. They hold

the same position among verbs as abstract nouns

among substantives. They are of later origin, and

had all originally a more material and expressive

character. Our auxiliary verbs have had to pass

through a long chain of vicissitudes before they

arrived at the withered and lifeless form which fits

them so well for the purposes of our abstract prose.

Habere, which is now used in all the Romance lan-

guages simply to express a past tense, fai aime, I

loved, was originally, to hold fast, to hold back, as we

F 2
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may see in its derivative, hahence, the reins. Thus

tenere, to hold, becomes, in Spanish, an auxiliary

verb, that can be used very much in the same manner

as habere. The Greek sx^^ is the Sanskrit sah, and

meant originally, to be strong, to be able, or to can.

The Latin fui, I was, the Sanskrit bhu, to be, cor-

responds to the Greek (f^uw, and there shows still its

original and material power of growing, in an in-

transitive and transitive sense. As, the radical of

the Sanskrit as-mi, the Greek ifi-fil, the Lithuanian

as-mi, I am, had probably the original meaning of

breathing, if the Sanskrit a s - u, breath, is correctly

traced back to that root. Stare, to stand, sinks down

in the Romance dialects to a mere auxiliary, as in

j'ai-ete, I have been, i.e. haheo statum, I have stood
;

j'ai-ete convaincu, I have stood convinced ; the pho-

netic change of statum into ete being borne out by

the transition of status into etat. The German
werden, which is used to form futures and passives,

the Gothic varth, points back to the Sanskrit vrit,

the Latin verto. Will, again, in he will go, has lost

its radical meaning of wishing ; and shall used in

the same tense, I shall go, hardly betrays, even to the

etymologist, its original power of legal or moral ob-

ligation. Schuld, however, in German means debt

and sin, and soil has there not yet taken a merely

temporal signification, the first trace of which may
be discovered, however, in the names of the three

Teutonic Parcse. These are called Vurdh, Verdhandi,

and Skidd—Past, Present, and Future.^ But what
could be the original conception of a verb which, even

in its earliest application, has already the abstract

' Kuhn, Zeitschvift fur vergleichende Sprachforsclning, vol. iii. p.

449.
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meaning of mora] duty or legal obligation ? Where
could language, wliicli can only draw upon the ma-
terial world for its nominal and verhal treasures, flud

something analogous to the abstract idea of he shall

pay, or he ought to yield ? Grimm, who has en-

deavoured to follow the German lanjj^uaofe into its

most secret recesses, proposes an explanation of this

verb, which deserves serious consideration, however
strange and incredible it may appear at first sight.

Shall, audits preterite sJtould, have the following

forms in Gothic :

—

Present. Preterite.

Skal Skulda

Skalt Skuldes

Skal Skulda

Skulum Skuldedum
Skuluth Skuldeduth

Skulun Skuldedun

In Gothic this verb skal, which seems to be a

present, can be proved to be an old perfect, analogous

to Greek perfects like olSa, which have the form

of the perfect but the power of the present. There

are several verbs of the same character in the Ger-

man language, and in English they can be detected

by the absence of the s as the termination of the

third person singular ofthe present. Skal, then, ac-

cording to Grimm, means, I owe, I am bound ; but

originally, it meant I have killed. The chief guilt

punished by ancient Teutonic law was the gnilt of

manslaughter—and in many cases it could be atoned

for by a fine. Hence skal meant literally, I am
guilty, ich bin schuldig ; and afterwards, when this

full expression had been ground down into a legal
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phrase, new expressions became possible, such as I

have killed a free man, a serf, i.e. I am guilty of

a free man, a serf; and at last. I owe (the fine for

having slain) a free man, a serf. In this manner

Grimm accounts forthe still later and more anomalous

expressions : such as, he shall pay, i.e. he is guilty to

pay (er ist schuldig zu zahlen) ; he shall go, i.e. he

must go; and last, I shall withdraw, i.e. 1 feel bound

to withdraw. Chaucer says (' Court of Love '), ' For

by the faith I shall to God.'

'

A change of meaning like this seems, no doubt,

violent and fanciful, but we should feel more inclined

to accept it if we considered how almost every word

we use discloses similar changes as soon as we analyse

it etymologically, and then follow gradually its his-

torical growth. The general conception of thing is

in Walachian expressed by lucni, the Latin lucrum,

gain. The French chose was originally causa, or

cause. If we say, I am obliged to go, or, I am bound

to pay, we forget that the origin of these expressions

carries us back to times when men were really bound
to go, or bound over to pay. Hoc inefallit means, in

Latin, it deceives me, it escapes me. Afterwards, it

took the sense of it is removed from me, I want it,

I must have it : and hence, il me faut, I must.
Again, I may is the Gothic

Mag, maht, mag, magum, maguth, magun
;

and its primary signification was, I am strong. Now,
this verb also was originally a preterite, and derived

from a root which meant to grow, whence the Gothic
magus, boy, ma{g)vi and magath-s, girl, the English
maid

; Goth, megs, gener, in English migld and main.

^ See Fiske, Genesis of Language, p. 341. In the Yorkshire dialect

the future is formed by I am bound, e.g. 6'm bail n to goo, I shall go.
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In mytliological language we must make due

allowance for the absence of merely auxiliary words.

Every word, whether noun or verb, had still its full

original power during the mythopoeic ages. Words
were heavy and unwieldy. They said more than

they ought to say, and hence much of the strange-

ness of the mythological language, which we can

only understand by watching the natural growth of

speech. Where we speak of the sun following the

dawn, the ancient poets could only speak and think

of the sun loving and embracing the dawn. What
is with us a sunset was to them the Sun growing

old, decaying, or dying. Our sunrise was to them

the Night giving birth to a brilliant child ; and in

the Spring they really saw the Sun or the Sky em-

bracing the earth with a warm embrace, and shower-

ing treasures into the lap of nature. There are

many myths in Hesiod, of late origin, where we have

only to replace a full verb by an auxiliary, in order

to change mythical into logical language. Hesiod

calls Nyx (JSTight) the mother of Moros (Fate), and

the dark Ker (Destruction) ; of Thanatos (Death),

Hypnos (Sleep), and the tribe of the Oneiroi (Dreams).

And this her progeny she is said to have borne with-

out a father. Again, she is called the mother of

Momos (Blame), and of the woeful Oizys (Woe), and
of the Hesperides (Evening Stars), who guard the

beautiful golden apples on the other side of the far-

famed Okeanos, and the trees that bear fruit. She
also bore Nemesis (Vengeance), and Apate (Fraud),

and Philotes (Lust), and the pernicious Geras (Old

Age), and the strong-minded Eris (Strife). Now, let

us use our modem expressions, such as ' the stars are
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seen as the night approaches,' ' we sleep,' ' we dream,'

' we die,' ' we run danger during the night/ ' nightly

revels lead to strife, angry discussions and woe,'

' many nights bring old age, and at last death,' ' an

evil deed concealed at fii-st by the darkness of the night

will at last be revealed by the day,' ' Night herself

will be revenged on the criminal,' and we h.ave trans-

lated the language of Hesiod—a language to a great

extent understood by the people whom he addressed

—into our modern form of thought and speech.' All

tliis is ha,rdly mythological language, bat rather a

poetical and proverbial kind of expression known to

all poets, whether modern or ancient, and frequently

to be found in the language of common people.

Uranos, in the language of Hesiod, is used as a

name for the sky ; he is made or born that ' he should

be a firm place for the blessed gods.' ^ It is said

twice that Uranos covers everything {v. 127), and

that when he brings the night, he is stretched out

everywhere, embracing the earth. This sounds almost

a^ if the Greek myth had still preserved a recollec-

tion of the etymological power of Uranos. For

' As to Philotes being- the Child of Night, Juliet understood what
it meant when she said

—

Spread thy close curtain, love-performing Night !

That Runaway's eyes may wink, and Romeo
Leap to these arms, untalked of and unseen 1

—

See SlMkespeare's Sonnets, by G. Massej', p. 601

.

2 Hesiod, Theog. 128—

Taia 5e' toi npwTOv fxsv ijilvaTO iaov eavrfj

Ovpavhv dcTTepdei'S', iVa fxiu inpl iravra. KaXvirroi,

v(pp' eiTj fiaKapiacri deo7s e'Sos acr(pa\(s aUl.

In the Rig-Veda, VIII. 42, 9, we have Viiru7jasya dhruva?;i
sddas.
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Urancs is the Sanskrit Varuua, also Varajia, and this is

derived from a root Vak, to cover ; VaruEa being in

the Veda also a name of the firmament, but especially

connected with the nig-ht, and opposed to Mitra, the

day. At all events, the name of Uranos retained with

the Greek something of its original meaning, which

was not the case with names like Apollo or Dionysos;

andwhenwe see him called do-Tspoety, the starryheaven,

we can hardly believe, as Mr. Grote says, that to the

Greek, ' Uranos, ISTyx, Hypnos, and Oneiros (Heaven,

Night, Sleep, and Dream) were persons, just as much
as Zeus and Apollo.' We need only read a few lines

further in Hesiod, in order to see that the progeny

of G83a, of which Uranos is the first, has not yet

altogether arrived at that mythological personification

or crystallisation which makes most of the Olympian

gods so difiicult and doubtful in their original cha-

racter. The poet has asked the Muses in the inti'o-

duction how the gods and the earth were first born,

and the rivers and the endless sea, and the bright

stars, and the wide heaven above {ovpavbs svpv9

vTTspOsv). The whole poem of the 'Theogony' is an

answer to this question ; and we can hardly doubt,

therefore, that the Greek saw in some of the names

that follow simply poetical conceptions of real objects,

such as the earth, and the rivers, and the mountains.

Uranos, the first offsprmg of Gsea, is afterwards

raised into a deity, endowed with human feelings and

attributes ; but the very next oflFspring of Gfea, Ovpsa

uaKpd, the great Mountains, are even in language

represented as neuter, and can therefore hardly

claim to be considered as persons, like Zeus and

Apollo.
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Mr. Grote goes too far in insisting on the purely

literal meaning of the whole of Greek mythology.

Some mythological figures of speech remained in the

Greek language to a very late period, and were per-

fectly understood—that is to say, they required as

little explanation as our expressions of 'the sun sets,'

or ' the sun rises.' Mr. Grote feels compelled to

admit this, but he declines to draw any further con-

clusions from it. 'Although some of the attributes

and actions ascribed to these persons,' he says, 'are

often explicable by allegory, the whole series and

system of them are never so ; the theorist who adopts

this course of explanation fiiids that after one or two

simple and obvious stej)S, the path is no longer open,

and he is forced to clear a way for himself by gra-

tuitous refinements and conjectures.' Here, then,

Mr. Grote admits what he calls allegory as an in-

gredient of mythology ; still he makes no fui'ther use

of it, and leaves the whole of mythology as a riddle

that cannot and ought not to be solved, as some-

thing irrational—as a past that was never present

—

declining even to attempt a jDartial explanation of

this important problem in the history of the Greek
mind. HXsovijf^iaviravTOi. Such a want of Scientific

courage would have put a stop to many systems

which have since grown to completeness, but which at.

tirst had to make the most timid and uncertain steps.

In pala3ontological sciences we must learn to be igno-

rant of many things ; and what Suetonius says of

the grammarian, 'boni grammatici est noniiulla etiam

nescire,' applies with particular force to the mytho-
logist. It is in vain to attempt to solve the secret

of every name ; and nobody has expressed this with
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greater modesty than he who has laid the lasting

foundation of Comparative Mythology. Grimm, in

the introduction to his 'German Mythology,' says,

without disguise, ' I shall, indeed, interpret all that I

can, but I cannot interpret all that I should like.'

But surely Otfried Miiller had opened a path into

the labyrinth of Greek mythology, which, a scholar

of Mr. Grote's power and genius might have followed,

or whisli at least he ouglit to have proved as either

right or wrong. How late mythological language

was in vogue among the Greeks has been sh.own

by 0. Miiller (p. 65) in the mj^tli of Kyrene. The
Greek town of Kyrene in Libya was founded about

Olymp. 37 ; the ruling race derived its origin from

the Minyans, who reigned chiefly in lolkos, in

Southern Thessaly ; the foundation of the colony

was due to the oracle of Apollo at Pytho. Hence
the myth— ' The heroic maid Kyrene, who lived in

Thessaly, is loved by Apollo and carried off to Libya ;

'

while in modern language we should say— ' The town

of Kyrene, in Thessaly, sent a colony to Libj^a, under

the auspices of Apollo.' Many more instances might

be given, where the mere substitution of a more

matter-of-fact verb divests a myth at once of its

miraculous appearance.^

Kaunos is called the son of Miletos

—

i.e. Kretan

colonists from Miletos had founded the town of

Kaunos in Lycia. Again, the myth says that

Kaunos fled from Miletos to Lycia, and his sister

Byblos was changed, by sorrow over her lost brother,

into a fountain. Here Miletos in Ionia, being better

known than the Miletos in Kreta, has been brought

' Kanne's 3f//f7)oJofjj/. § 10, p. xxxii.
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in bj mistake—Byblos being simply a small river

near the Ionian Miletos.' Again, Pausanias tells us,

as a matter of history, that Miletos, a beantiful boy,

fled from Kreta to Ionia, in order to escape the

jealousy of Minos—the fact being that Miletos in

Ionia was a colony of the Miletos of Kreta, and Minos

the most famous king of that island. Again, Marpessa

is called the daughter of Evenos, and a myth repre-

sents her as carried away by Idas—Idas being the

name of a famous hero of the town of Marpessa. The

fact, implied by the myth and confirmed b}' other

evidence, is that colonists started from the river

Evenos, and founded Marpessa in Messina. And here

again the myth adds that Evenos, after trying iii

vain to reconquer his daughter from Idas, was changed

by sorrow into a river, like Byblos, the sister of

Miletos.

If the Hellenes call themselves avro-x^dovzs, we fancy

we understand what is meant by this expression.

But, if we are informed that nrvppd, the red, was the

oldest name of Thessaly, and that Hellen Avas the son

of Pyrrha, Mr. Grote would say that we have here to

deal with a myth, and that the Greeks, at least, never

doubted that there really was one individual called

Pyrrha, and another called Hellen. Now, this may
be true with regard to the later Greeks, such as

Homer and Hesiod ; but was it so—could it have

been so originally ? Language is always language

—

it always meant something originally, and he, who-
ever it was, who first, instead of calling the Hellenes

' For similar river myths, see Bholanauth Chuncler's Travels, L
pp. 226, 307 ; Cornlnll Magazine, 1SG9, pp. 35-40 ; Grote, History of
Greece, i. p. 535.
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born of the soil, spoke of Pjrrlia, the mother of

Hellen, must have meant something intelligible and

rational ; he could not have meant a friend of his

whom he knew by the name of Hdlen, and an old

lady called Pyrrha ; he meant what we mean if we
speak of Italy as the mother of Art,

Even in more modern times than those of which

Otfried Miiller speaks, we find that 'to speak mytho-

logically ' was the fashion among poets and philo-

sophers. Pausanias complains of those 'who genealo-

gise everything, and make Pythis the son of Delphos.'

The story of Eros in the ' Phsedros ' is called a myth
{fivdos, 254 D; \6yoi, 257 b) ; yet Sokrates says

ironically ' that it is one of those which you may
believe or not ' (tovtoi'v hr] s^saTi fisv TtsiOsaOai, s^-

eaTi 8s firj). Again, when he tells the story of the

Egyptian god Theuth, he calls it a ' tradition of old
'

[aKorjv y s')((t-i Xeysiv roiv Trporspoiv), but Phasdros knows
at once that it is one of Sokrates' own making,

and he says to him, ' Sokrates, thou makest easily

Egj^ptian or any other stories ' (^-yoi). When Pindar

calls Apo]3hasis the daughter of Epimetheus, every

Greek understood this mj^thological language as well

as if he had said ' an afterthought leads to an
excnse.' ' Nay, even in Homer, when the lame Litas

' 0. Miiller has pointed out how the different parents given to

the Erinyes by different poets were suggested by the character which
each poet ascribed to them. ' Evidently,' he says, in his Essay on
the Eumenides, p. 184, ' this genealogy answered better to the views

and poetical objects of iEschylos than one of the current genealogies

by which the Erinyes are derived from Skotos and G;i2a (Sophokles),

Kronos and Eurynome (in a work ascribed to Epimenides), Phorkys

(Euphorion),Gcea Eurynome (Istron), Acheron and Night (Endemos),

Hades and Persephone (Orphic hymns), Hades and Styx (Athenodoros

and Mnaseas).' See, however, Ares, by H. D. Miiller, p. G7.
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(Prayers) are said to follow Ate (Mischief), trying

to appease her, a Greek understood that language as

well as we do when we say that ' Hell is paved with

good intentions.'

When Prayers are called the daughters of Zeus, we

are hardly as yet within the sphere of pure mytho-

logy. For Zeus was to the Greeks the protector

of the suppliants, Zeu? iKsrsaios,—and hence Prayers

are called his daughters, as we might call Liberty

the daughter of England, or Prayer the offspring of

the soul.

All these sayings, however, though mythical, are

]iot yet myths. It is the essential character of a

true myth that it should no longer be intelligible

by a reference to the spoken language. The plastic

character of ancient language, which we have traced

in the formation of nouns and verbs, is not sufficient

to explain how a myth could have lost its expres-

sive power or its life and consciousness. Making due

allowance for the difficulty of forming abstract nouns

and abstract verbs, we should yet be unable to ac-

count for anything beyond allegorical poetry among
the nations of antiquity ; mythology would still

remain a riddle. Here, then, we must call to our

aid another powerful ingredient in the formation of

ancient speech, for which I find no better na.me than

Polyonymy and Synonomy.^ Most nouns, as we
have seen before, were originally appellatives or

predicates, expressive of -what seemed at the time

the most characteristic attribute of an object. But
as most objects have more than one attribute, and

^ See the Author's letter to Chevalier Bunsen, 1854, On the Turanian

Languages, p. 35. Kuhn adopted the same view; see Schi-ader,

Prehistoric Antiquities, p. 407.
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as, under different aspects, one or the other attribute

might seem more appropriate to form the name, it

happened by necessity that most objects, during the

early period of language, had more than one name.

In the course of time, the greater portion of these

names became useless, and they were mostly replaced

in literary dialects by one fixed name, which might

be called the proper name of such objects. The more

ancient a language, the richer it is in synonyms.

Synonyms, again, if used constantly, must natu-

rally give rise to a number of homonyms. If we
may call the sun by fifty names expressive of dif-

ferent qualities, some of these names will be appli-

cable to other objects also, which happen to possess

the same quality. These different objects would then

be called by the same name—they would become
homonyms.

In the Veda, the earth is called urvi (wide),

pr-ithvi (broad), malii (great), and many more
names, of which the Nighaw^u mentions twenty-one.

These twenty-one words would be synonyms. But

urvi (wide) is not only given as a name of the earth,

but also means a river. F rithvi (broad) means net

only earth, but sky and dawn. Mahi (great, strong)

is used for cow and speech, as well as for earth.

Hence, earth, river, sky, dawn, cow, and speech,

would become homonyms. All these names, how-
ever, are simple and intelligible. But most of the old

terms, thrown out by language at the first burst of

youthful poetry, are based on bold metaphors. These

metaphors once forgotten, or the meaning of the

roots whence the words were derived once dimmed
and changed, many of these words would naturally
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lose their radical as well as tlieir poetical meaning.

They wonld become mere names handed down in the

conversation of a family ; understood, perhaps, by

the grandfather, familiar to the father, but strange

to the son, and misunderstood by the grandson. This

misunderstanding may arise in various manners.

Either the radical meaning of a word is forgotten,

and thus what was originally an appellative, or a

name, in the etymological sense of the word {nomen

stands for gnomen, ' quo gnoscimus res,' like natus

for gnatus), dwindled do\vn into a mere sound—

a

name in the modern sense of the word. Thus ^evs,

being originally a name of the sky, like the Sanskrit

dyaus, became gradually a proper name, which be-

trayed its appellative meaning only in a few pro-

verbial expressions, such as Zsiis vsl, or ' sub Jove

frigido.'

Frequently it happened that after the true eiy-

mological meaning of a word had been forgotten, a

new meaning was attached to it by a kind of ety-

mological instinct which exists even in modern lan-

guages. Thus, AvKrjysv^s, the son of light—Apollo

—

was changed into a son of Lycia ; AtjXlos, the bright

one, gave rise to the myth of the birth of Apollo in

Delos.

Again, where two names existed for the same
object, two persons would spring up out of the two
names, and as the same stories could be told of either,

they would naturally be represented as brothers and
sisters, as parent and child. Thus we find Selene,

the moon, side by side with Mene, the moon ; Helios

(Siirya), the Sun, and Phoebos, the radiant, a standing

epithet of Apollo ; and in most of the Greek heroes we
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can discover humanised forms of Greek gods, with

names which, in many instances, were epithets of their

divine prototypes. Still more frequently it happened

that adjectives connected with a word as applied to

one object were used with the same word even though

applied to a different object. What was told of the

Sea was told of the Sky, and the Sun once being called

a lion or a wolf was soon endowed with claws and

mane, even where the animal metaphor was forgotten.

Thus the Sun with his golden rays might be called

'golden-handed,' hand being expressed by the same

word as ray. Bat when the same epithet was applied

to Apollo or Savitar, a myth would spring up, as we find

it in German and Sanskrit mythology, telling us that

Savitar, the Sun, lost his hand, and that it was replaced

by a hand made of gold (Rv. I. 22, 5 and Rosen's note).

Here we have some of the keys to mythology, but

the manner of handling them can only be learnt from

comparative philology. As in French it is difficult

to find the radical meaning of many a word unless

we compare it with its corresponding forms in Italian,

Spanish, or Proven9al ; we should find it impossible

to discover the origin of many a Greek word with-

out comparing it with its more or less corrupt

relatives in German, Latin, Slavonic, and Sanslmt.

Unfortunately, we have in this ancient circle of

languages nothing corresponding to Latin, by which

we can test the more or less original form of a word

in French, Italian, and Spanish. Sanskrit is not the

mother of Latin and Greek, as Latin is the mother

of French and Italian. But although Sanskrit is but

one among many sisters, it is, no doubt, the eldest,

in so far as it has preserved its words in their most

VOL. IV. G
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primitive state ; and if we once succeed in tracing a

Latin and Greek word to its corresponding form in

Sanskrit, we are generally able at the same time to

account for its formation and to fix its radical mean-

ing. What should we know of the originaj meaning

of 7raT?7/?, iJ^rj-rvp^ ^^^ dvydryp,^ if we were reduced to

the knowledge of one language like Greek ? But as

soon as Ave trace these words to Sanskrit, their pri-

mitive power is clearly indicated. 0. Miiller Avas

one of the first to see and acknowledge that classical

philology must surrender all etymological research

to comparative philology, and that the origin of

Greek words cannot be settled by a mere reference

to Greek. This applies with jaarticular force to

mythological names. In order to become mytho-

logical, it was necessary that the radical meaning of

certain names should have been obscured and for-

gotten in the language to which they belong. Thus
what is 'mythological in one language is frequently

natural and intelligible in another. We say ' the

sun sets,' and in our own Teutonic mythology a seat

or throne is given to the sun on which he sits down,

as in Greek Eos is called -xpvaodpovos, or as the

Modern Greek speaks of the setting sun as i]\i,os

^aaCksviJ^ We doubt about Hekate, but we under-

stand at once "EiKajos and 'E/carT^/SoXos'. We hesitate

about Lucina, but we accept immediately what is a

mere contraction of Lucnafor ^wa;?ia),^ the Latin Luna.

' Here is a specimen of Greek etymology, from the Etymulogicum
Magnum : Qvydrrjp -napa to Ovuv koi upf.idv Kara yaaTpor e/c tov 6iw ical

Tov "yaaTTjp- \eyiTat yap to. 6r]\ea Tax'c KivucfOai tv tt} ixr}Tpq.

- See some important remarks by Tlieod. Bent in the Jihenwum,
1885, p. 87.

^ See Lectures on the Science of Language (18S0', i. p. 13.
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What is commonlj called Hindu mythology is of

little or no avail for comparative purposes. The
stories of Siva, Vishwu, Mah^deva, Parvati, Kali,

Kmhrta, &c., are of late growth, indigenous to India,

and full of wild and fanciful conceptions. But while
this late mythology of the Pur^was and even of the
E]3ic poems, offers no assistance to the comparative
mythologist, a whole world of primitive, natural, and
intelligible mythology has been preserved to us in the

Veda. The mythology of the Veda is to comparative
mythology what Sanskrit has been to comparative
grammar. There is, fortunately, no system of religion

or mythology in the Veda. Names are used in one
hymn as appellatives, in another as names of gods.

The same god is sometimes represented as supreme,

sometimes as equal, sometimes as inferior to others.

The whole nature of these so-called gods is still trans-

parent ; their first conception, in many cases, clearly

perceptible. There are as yet no genealogies, no set-

tled marriages between gods and goddesses. The
father is sometimes the son, the brother is the hus-

band, and she who in one hymn is the mother, is in

another the wife. As the conceptions of the poet

varied, so varied the nature of these gods. Nowhere
is the wide distance which separates the ancient

poems of India from the most ancient literature of

Greece more clearly felt than when we compare the

growing myths of the Veda with the full-grown and
decayed myths on which the poetry of Homer is

founded. The Veda is the real Theogony of the

Aryan races, while that of Hesiod is a distorted

caricature of the original image. If we want to

know whither the human mind, though filled

G 1
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with the natural consciousness of a divine power, is

driven necessaril_y and inevitably by the irresistible

force of language as applied to supernatural and

abstract ideas, we must read the Yeda; and if we

want to tell the Hindus what they are worshipping-

—mere names of natural phenomena, gradually

obscured, personified, and deified—we must make
them read the Yeda. It was a mistake of the early

Fathers to treat the heathen gods ^ as demons or

evil spirits, and we must take care not to commit the

same error with regard to the Hindu gods. Their

gods have no more right to any substantive existence

than Eos or Hemera—than Nyx or Apate. They

are masks without an actor—the creations of man,

not his creators ; they are nomina not numina ; names

without being, not beings without names.

In some instances, no doubt, it happens that a

Greek, or a Latin, or a Teutonic myth may be ex-

plained from the resources which each of these

languages still possesses, as there are many words in

Greek which can be explained etymologically without

any reference to Sanskrit or Gothic. We shall begin

with some of these myths, and then proceed to the

more difficult, which must receive light from more

distant regions, whether from the snowy rocks of

Iceland and the songs of the Edda, or from the

borders of the ' Seven Elvers,' and the hymns of the

Veda.

• Aristotle has given an opinion of the Greek gods in a passage

of the Metaphysics. He is attacking the Platonic ideas, and tries to

show their contradictory character, calling them alffBriTa. aiSia, things

eternal, and at the same time sensible, i.e. things that cannot be
conceived ; as men, he continues, maintain that there are gods, but
give them a human form, thus making them really ' immortal
mortals,' i.e. non-entities.
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The ricli iraag-ination, the quick perception, the

intellectual vivacity, and ever-varying- fancy of the

Greek nation, make it easy to understand that, after

the separation of the Aryan race, no language was

richer, no mythology more varied, than that of the

Greeks. AVords were created with wonderful facility,

and were forgotten again with that carelessness which

the consciousness of inexhaustible power imparts to

men of genius. The creation of every word was

originally a poem, embodying a bold metaphor or a

bright conception. But, like the popular poetry of

Greece, these words, if they were adopted by tradi-

tion, and lived on in the language of a family, of a

city, of a tribe, in the dialects, or in the national

speech of Greece, soon forgot the father that had
given them birth, or the poet to whom they owed
their existence. Their genealogical descent and native

character were unknown to th.e Greeks themselves,

and their etymological meaning would have baffled

the most ingenious antiquarian. The Greeks,, how-

ever, cared as little about the etymological individu-

ality of their words as they cared to know the name
of every bard that had first sung the Aristeia of

Menelaos or Diomedes. One Homer was enough to

satisfy their curiosity, and any etymology that ex-

plained any part of the meaning of a word was wel-

come, no historical considerations being ever allowed

to interfere with ingenious guesses. It is known how
Sokrates changes, on the spur of the moment, Eros

into a god of wings, but Homer is quite as ready

with etymologies, and they are useful, at least so far

as they prove that the real etymology of the names

of the gods had been forgotten long before Homer.
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We can best enter into the original meaning of a

Greek niytli when some of the persons who act in it

have preserved names intelligible in Greek. When
we find the names of Eos, Selene, Helios, or Herse,

we have words which tell their own story, and we
have a ttov crroi for the rest of the myth. Let us

take the beautiful myth of Selene and Endymion.

Endymion is the son of Zeus and Kalyke, but he is

also the son of Aethlios, a kingofElis, who is himself

called a son of Zeus, and whom Endymion is said

to have succeeded as king of Elis. This localises

our myth, and shows, at least, that Elis is its birth-

place, and that, according to Greek custom, the

reigning race of Elis derived its origin from Zeus.

The same custom prevailed in India, and gave rise

to the two great royal families of ancient India—the

so-called Solar and the Lunar races : and Pururavas,

of whom more by and by, says of himself.

The great king of day

And monarcb of the night are ni}' progenitors

;

Their grandson I. . . .

There may, then, have been a king of Elis, Aethlios,

and he may have had a son, Endymion; but what

the myth tells of Endymion could not have happened

to the king of Elis. The myth transfers Endymion

to Karia, to Mount Latmos, because it was in the

Latmian cave that Selene saw tlie beautiful sleepei',

loved him and lost him. Now, about the meaning of

Selene there can be no doubt ; but even if tradition

had only preserved her other name, Asterodia, we

should have had to translate this synonym as

Moon, as ' Wanderer among the stars.' But who is
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Endymion ? It is cue of the many names of the

sun, but with special reference to the setting or dying

sun. lb is derived from ivSvco, a verb which, in

classical Greek, is never used for setting, because the

simple verb Buo) had become the technical term for

sunset. Ava/xal rfkiov, the setting of the sun, is oj)-

posed to avaroKai, the rising. Now, hvca meant

origiually, to dive into ; and expressions hke t^sXlos 8'

ap shv, the sun dived, presuppose an earlier concep-

tion of thv TTovrov^ he dived into the sea. Thus

Thetis addresses her companions, II. xviii. 140 :

—

You may now dive into the broad bosom of the sea.

Other dialects, particularly of maritime nations, have

the same expression. In Latin we find ' * Cnr mergat

seras cBquore flammas.' In Old Norse, * 861 gengr i

cegi.' Slavonic nations represent the sun as a woman
stepping into her bath in the evening, and rising

refreshed and purified in the morning ; or they speak

of the Sea as the mother of the Sun (the apdm
napdt), and of the Sun as sinking into her mother's

arms at night. "We maj' suppose, therefore, that in

some Greek dialect ivSvco was used in the same

sense ; and that from svSvo, svBv/xa was formed to

express sunset. From this was formed svhv^lwv,-

like ovpaviwv from ovpavof, and like most of the

names of the Greek months. If svSvfj^a had become

the commonly received name for sunset, the myth of

Endymion could never have arisen. But the original

' Grimm's Deutsche Mijtliohgie, p. 701.

2 Lauer, in his System of Griek Mythology, explains Endymion as

the Diver. Gerhard, in his Greek Mythology, gives 'I.vZvn.iaiv as 6 iv

S)'>fiji S>v,
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meaning- of Endymiou being- once forgotten, wliat

Avas told originally of the setting sun was now told

of a name, which, in order to have any meaning,

had to be changed into a god or a hero. The setting

sun once slept in the Latniian cave, the cave of

night—Latnios being derived from the same root as

Leto, Latona, the night—but now he sleeps on

Mount Latmos, in Karia. Endymiou sinking into

etenaal sleep after a life of but one day was once

the setting sun, the son of Zeus, the brilliant Sky,

and of Kalyke, the covering night (from Kokv-mcd) :

or, according to another SMying, of Zeus and Proto-

geneia, the first-born goddess, or the Dawn, who is

always represented either as the mother, the sister,

or the forsaken wife of the Sun. Now, he is the son

of a king of Elis, probably for no other reason ex-

cept that it was usual for kings to take names of

good omen, connected with the sun, or the moon, or

the stars—in which case a myth connected with

a solar name would naturally be transferred to its

human namesake. In the ancient poetical and pro-

verbial language of Elis, people said ' Selene loves

and watches Endymion,' instead of 'it is getting

late ; '
' Selene embraces Endymion,' instead of ' the

sun is setting and the moon is rising;' 'Selene

kisses Endymion into sleej),' instead of ' it is night.'

These expressions remained long after their mean-
ing had ceased to be understood ; and as the human
mind is generally as anxious for a reason as ready

to invent one, a story arose by common consent, and

without any personal effort, that Endymion must
have been a young lad loved by a young ladj,

Selene ; and, if children were anxious to know still
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more, there would always be a grandmother happj

to tell them that this young- Endymion was the son

of the Protogeneia—she half meaning and half not

meaning by that name the dawn who gave birth to

the sun ; or of Kalyke, the dark and covering Night.

This name, once touched, would set many chords

vibrating ; three or four different reasons might be

given—as they really were given by ancient poets

—

why Endymion fell into his everlasting sleep, and

if any one of these was alluded to by a popular poet,

it became a mythological fact, repeated by later poets;

so that Endymion grew at last almost into a type,

no longer of the setting sun, but of a handsome boy

beloved of a chaste maiden, and therefore a most

likely name for a young prince. Many myths have

thus been transferred to real persons by a mer'e simi-

larity ofname, though it must be admitted that there

is no historical evidence whatsoever that there ever

was a prince of Elis called by the name of Endymion.

Such is the growth of a legend, originally a mere

Avord, a ixvOos, probably one of those many words

which have but a local currency, and lose their value

if they are taken to distant places, words useless for

the daily interchange of thought, spurious coins in

the hands of the many—yet not thrown away, but

preserved as curiosities and ornaments, and deci-

phered, at last by the antiquarian, after the lapse of

many centuries. Unfortunately, we do not possess

these legends as they passed originally from mouth

to mouth in villages or mountain castles—legends

such as Grimm has collected in his 'Mythology,'

from the language of the poor people in Germany.

We do not know them as they were told by the
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older members of a family, who spoke a language

half intelligible to themselves and strange to their

children, or as the j)oet of a rising citv embodied

the traditions of his neighbourhood in a continuous

poem, and gave to them their first form and per-

manence. Except where Homer has preserved a

local myth, all is arranged as a system, with the

' Theogony ' as its beginning, the ' Siege of Troy ' as

its centre, and the ' Eeturn of the Heroes ' as its end.

But how many parts of Greek mythology are never

mentioned by Homer I We then come to Hesiod

—

a moralist and theologian—and again we find but

a small segment of the mythological language of

Greece. Thus, our chief sources are the ancient

chroniclers, who took mythology for history, and

used of it only so much as answered their purpose.

And not even these are preserved to us, but we only

believe that they formed the sources fi'om which

later wi-iters, such as Apollodoros and the scholiasts,

borrowed their information. The first duty of the

mythologist is, therefore, to disentangle this cluster,

to remove all that is systematic, and to reduce

each myth to its primitive unsystematic form. Much
that is unessential has to be cut away altogether,

and, after the rust is removed, we have to determine

first of all, as with ancient coins, the locality, and, if

possible, the age, of each myth, by the character of

its workmanship ; and as we arrange ancient medals

into gold, silver, and copper coins, we have to dis-

tinguish most carefully between the legends of gods,

heroes, and men. If, then, we succeed in decipher-

ing the ancient names and legends of Greek or

any other mythology, we learn that the past which
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stands before our eyes in Greek mythology has had

its present. The legend of Endymion was present at

the time when the people of Elis understood the old

saying of the moon (or Selene) rising under the cover

of Night (or in the Latmian cave), to see and admire,

in silent love, the beauty of the setting Sun, the

sleeper Endymion, the son of Zeus, who had granted

to him the double boon of eternal sleep and everlast-

ing youth. And who can the fifty daughters of Selene

and Endymion be, if not the fifty moons of the Olym-
pian cycle? (Preller, i. p. 3G4).

Endymion is not the Sun in the divine chiiracter of

Phoibos Apollon, but a conception of the Sun in his

daily course,^ as rising early from the womb of Dawn,
and, after a short and brilliant career, setting in the

evening, never to return again to this mortal life.

Similar conceptions occur in most mythologies. In

Betshuana, an African dialect, ' the sun sets ' is ex-

pressed by ' the sun dies.' ^ In Aryan mythology the

Sun viewed in this light is sometimes represented as

divine, yet not immortal ; sometimes as living, but

sleeping ; sometimes as a mortal beloved by a god-

dess, yet tainted by the fate of humanity. Thus,

Titlionos, a name that has been identified with the

Sanskrit didhyana/;,^ brilliant, expressed originally

the idea of the Sun in his daily or yearly character.

He also, like Endymion, does not enjoy the full

immortality of Zeus and Apollon. Endymion retains

his youth, but is doomed to sleep. Tithonos is made
immortal, but as Eos forgot to ask for his eternal

' Ne'oy i^' vi^-^PV' Aristot. 3Icteor. ii. 2, 2.

2 See Tott, Kniin's ZcitschHft, vol. ii. p. 109.

' See Sonne, ' On Cliaris,' in Kuhn's Zeitschnft. vol. x. p. 178.
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yoiTth, he pines away as a decrepit old man, in the

arms of his ever youthful wife, who loved him when

he was young and is kind to him in his old age.

Ot^er traditions, careless about contradictions, or

ready to solve them sometimes by the most atrocious

expedients, call Tithonos the son of Eos and Ke-

phalos, as Endymion was the son of Protogeneia, the

Dawn ; and this very freedom in handling a myth

seems to show that, at first, a Greek knew what it

meant if Eos was said to leave every moi*ning the bed

of Tithonos. As long as this expression was under-

stood, I should say that the myth was present; it

was past when Tithonos had been changed into a son

of Laomedon, a brother of Priamos, a prince of Troy.

Then the saying, that Eos left his bed in the morn-

ing, became mythical, and had none but a conven-

tional or traditional meaning. Then, as Tithonos

was a prince of Troy, his son, the Ethiopian Mem-
non, had to take part in the Trojan war. And yet

how strange !—even then the old myth seems to float

through the dim memory of the poet !—for when Eos
weeps for her son, the beautiful Memnon, her tears

are called ' morning-dew '—so that the past may be

said to have been still half-present.

As we have mentioned Kephalos as the beloved of

Eos, and the father of Tithonos, we may add that

Kephalos also, like Tithonos and Endymion, was one
of the many names of the Sun. Kephalos, however,

was the rising Sun—the head of light—an expres-

sion frequently used of the sun in different mytho-
logies. In the Veda, where the sun is addressed as

a horse, the head of the horse is an expression mean-
ing the rising sun. Thus the poet says, Ev. I.
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163, 6, ' I have known tlirongli my mind thy self

when it Avas still far—thee, the bird flying" up from

below the sky ; I saw a head with wings, toiling on

smooth and dustless paths.' The Teutonic nations

speak of the sun as the 63*6 of Wuotan, as Hesiod

speaks of

—

TTt'oTCl ICUIJ' AlUC O(j)0u\fl6c KCU ITUITH I'OljrTUc'

and they also call the sun the face of their god.'

In the Veda, again, the sun is called (I. 115, 1) ' the

face of the gods,' or * the face of Aditi' (I. 113, 19)

;

and it is said that the winds obscure the eye of the

sun by showers of rain (V. 59, 5).

A similar idea led the Greeks to form the name of

Kephalos ; and i f Kephalos is called the son of Herse

—the Dew—this patronymic meant the same in

mythological language that "we should express by the

sun rising over dewy fields. What is told of Ke-

phalos is, that he was the huaband of Prokris, that

he loved her, and that they vowed to be faithful to

one another. But Eos also loves Kephalos; she tells

her love, and Kephalos, true to Prokris, does not

accept it. Eos, who knows her rival, replies that

he might remain faithful to Prokris till Prokris had

broken her vow. Kephalos accepts the challenge,

approaches his wife disguised as a stranger, and
gains her love. Prokris, discovering her shame, flies

to Kreta. Here Diana gives her a dog and a spear

that never miss their aim, and Prokris returns to

Kephalos disguised as a huntsman. Wliile hunting

with Kephalos, she is asked by him to give him the

' Grimm, Drufschc Mythohgie, p. 666.
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dog and the spear. She promises to do so only in

return for his love, and when he has assented, she

discloses herself, and is again accepted by Kephalos.

Yet Prokris fears the charms of Eos ; and while

jealously watching her husband, she is killed by him

unintentionally, by the spear that never misses its aim.

Before we can explain this myth, which, however,

is told with many variations by Greek and Latin

poets, we must dissect it, and reduce it to its con-

stituent elements.

The first is ' Kephalos loves Prokris.' Prokris

we must explain by a reference to Sanskrit, where

prush and prtsh mean to sprinkle, and are used

chiefly with reference to rain-drops. For instance,

Rv. I. 168, 8: ' The lightnings laugh down upon the

earth, when the winds shower forth the rain.'

The same root in the Teutonic languages has

taken the sense of 'frost;' and Bopp identifies

prush with 0. H. G. frus, frige-re. In Greek Ave

must refer to the same root irpM^, irpuKos, a dew-

drop, and also Prokris, the dew.' Thus, the wife of

' I see no reason to modify this etymology of Prohns. Prish
in Sanskrit means to sprinkle, andpr-ishita occurs in the sense of

shower, in vidyut-stanayitnu-jTrishiteshu, 'during lightning,

thunder, and rain,' Gobh. 3, 3, 15, where Professor Eoth ingeniouslj-,

but without necessit}', suspects the original reading to have been
prush it a. P?'ishat, fern, p ?• i s h a t i, means sprinkled, and is applied

to a speckled deer, a speckled cow, a speckled horse. P^'rshata, too,

has the same meaning, but is likewise used in the sense of drops.

Prush, a cognate root, means in Sanskrit to sprinkle, and from it

we have prushva, the rainj' season, and prushvii, a drop, but
more particularly a frozen drop, or frost. Now, it is perfectly true

that the final sh of prish or prush is not regularly represented in

Greek by a guttural consonant. But we find that in Sanskrit itself

the lingual sh of this root varies with the palatal s, for instance in

p?*?s-ni, speckled; and Professor Cui'tius has rightly traced the
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Kephalos is onl}' a repetition of Herse, her mother

—

Herse, dew,^ being derived from Sanskrit vrish, to

sprinkle ; Prohris, dew, from a Sanskrit root prush,

having the same sense. The first part of our myth,

therefore, means simply, 'The Sun kisses the Morning

Dew.'

The second saying is ' Eos loves Kephalos.' This

requires no explanation : it is the old story, repeated

a hundred times in Aryan mythology, ' The Dawn
loves the Sun.'

The third saying was, ' Prokris is faithless
;
yet

her new lover, though in a different guise, is still

the same Kephalos.' This we may interpret as a

poetical expression for the rays of the sun being-

reflected in various colours from the dewdrops—so

that Prokris may be said to be kissed by many
lovers : yet they are all the same Kephalos, dis-

guised, but at last recognised.

The last saying was, ' Prokris is killed by Kepha-

los,' i.e. the dew is absorbed by the sun. Prokris

dies for her love to Kephalos, and he must kill her

Greek irepK-}i6s, spotted, back to the same root as the Sanskrit

pris-ni, and has clearly established for irp6^ and -npoKis, the original

meaning of a speckled deer. From the same root, therefore, not

only Tpu'l, a dewdrop, biit npoK-pls also may be derived, in the

sense of dew or hoar-frost, the derivative sj'llable being the same as

in vefi-pis, or "3-pis, gen. los or i5os.

' This derivation of epav, dew, from the Sanskrit root v7-ish has

been questioned, because Sanskrit v is generally represented in

Greek by the digamma, or the sj'iritus lenis. But in Greek we
find both epa-n and epa-n, a change of frequent occurrence, though

difficult to explain. In the same manner the Greek has Iff-raip and

Xcnwp, from the root vid, etrrta, from a root vas ; and the Attic

peculiarity of aspirating unaspirated initial vowels was well known

even to ancient grammarians (Curtius, C^JV/w^iJuVyf;, p. 617). Forms

like ee'po-Tj and &epira clearly prove the former presence of a digamma

(Curtius, Hid. p. 500).
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because lie loves her. It is the gi-adual and inevitable

absorption of the dew by the glowing rays of the sun

which is expressed, with so much truth, by the un-

erring shaft of Kephalos thrown unintentionally at

Prokris hidden in the thicket of the forest.^

We have only to put these four sayings together,

and every poet will at once tell us the story of the

love and jealousy of Kephalos, Prokris, and Eos, If

anything was wanted to confirm the solar nature of

Keplialos, we might point out how the first meeting

of Kephalos and Prokris takes place on Mount Hy-

mettos, and how Kephalos throws himself after-

wards, in despair, into the sea, from the Leukadian

mountains. Now, the whole myth belongs to Attika,

and here the sun would rise, during the greater part

of the year, over Mount Hymettos like a brilliant

head. A straight line from this, the most eastern

point, to the most western headland of Greece,

carries us to the Leukadian promontory—and here

Kephalos might well be said to have drowned his

sorrows in the waves of the ocean.

Another magnificent sunset looms in the myth
of the death of Herakles. His twofold character

as a god and as a hero is acknowledged even by

Herodotos ; and some of his epithets are sufiicient

to indicate his solar character, though, perhaps, no

name has been made the vehicle of so many mytho-

logical and historical, physical and moral stories, as

that of Herakles. Names which he shares with

Apollo and Zeus are Aa'f<vrj(f)6pos, 'Ws^UaKos, Mdvrts,

ISaios, OXv/xTTios, TlayysvsTwp.

' La rugiada

Pugna col sole.—Dante, Purgatorio, i. 121.
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Now, in his last journey, Herakles also, like

Kephalos, proceeds from east to west. He is per-

forming- his sacrifice to Zeus, on the Kenfeon j^ro-

montory of Euboea, when Deianeira (clasya-nari=
dasa-patni) sends him the fatal garment. He then

throws Lichas into the sea, who is transformed into

the Lichadian islands. From thence HeraMes crosses

over to Trachys, and then to Mount (Eta, where his

pile is raised, and the hero is burnt, rising through
the clouds to the seat of the immortal gods—himself

henceforth immortal and wedded to Hebe, the god-

dess of youth. The coat which Deianeira sends to

the solar hero is an expression frequently used in

other mythologies ; Mt is the coat which in the Veda,
' the mothers weave for their bright son '—the clouds

which rise from the waters and surround the sun

like a dark raiment. Herakles tries to tear it off:

his fierce splendour breaks through the thickening

gloom, but fiery mists embrace him, and are mingled
with the parting rays of the sun, and the dying

hero is seen through the scattered clouds of the sky,

tearing his own body to pieces, till at last his bright

form is consumed in the general conflagration, his

last-beloved being lole—perhaps the violet-coloured

evening clouds—a word which, as it reminds us also

of 109, poison (though the t is long), may perhaps

have originated the myth of a poisoned garment.

In these legends the Greek language supplies

almost all that is necessary in order to render these

strange stories intelligible and rational, though the

• Le Bhagavat-Purawa (VIII. 20, 24; appelle le crepuscule " le

vetement du dieu aux grands pas ;
" '

cf. Senart, Jov/rnal Asiatique,

1873, p. 295.

VOL. IV. H
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later Greeks—I mean Homer and Hesiod—had cer-

tainly in most cases no suspicion of the original

import of their own traditions. But as there are

Greek words which find no explanation in Greek,

and which, without a reference to Sanskrit and the

other cognate dialects, would have for ever remained

to the philolog'ist mere sounds with a conventional

meaning, there are also names of gods and heroes

inexplicable from a Greek point of view, and which

cannot be made to disclose their primitive character,

unless confronted with contemporary witnesses from

India, Persia, Italy, or Germany. Another myth of

the dawn will best explain this :

—

Allan in Sanskrit is a name of the day, and is

said to stand for dahan, like asm, tear, for dasru,

Greek hiKpv. Whether we have to admit an actual

loss of this initial d, or whether the d is to be con-

sidered rather as a secondary letter, by which the

root ah was individualised to dah, is a question

which does not concern us at present. In Sanskrit

we have the root dah, which means to burn, and

from which a name of the day might have been

formed in the same manner as dyu, day, is formed

from dyu, to be brilliant. Nor does it concern us

here whether the Gothic clacja, nom. dags, day, is

the same word or not. According to Grimm's law,

dah a in Sanskrit should in Gothic appear as taga,

and not as daga. However, there are several roots

in which the aspiration affects either the first or

the last letter or both. This would give us dhah as

a secondary type of dah, and thus remove the appa-

rent irregularity of the Gothic daga} Bopp seems

' This change of aspiration has been fully illustrated and well

explained by Grassmann, in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, vol. xii. p. 1 10.
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incliued to consider daga and dalia identical in

origin. Certain it is that the same root from which
the Teutonic words for day are formed has also

given rise to the name for dawn. In German we
saj, der Morgen tagt ; and in Old English day was
dawe; while to dawn was in Anglo-Saxon dagian.

Now, in the Yeda one of the names of the dawn is

Ahan a. It occurs only once, Ev. I. 123, 4 :

—

Gnham gn'hain Ahana yati kkJcJm

Dive dive adlii nama dadhana

Sisasanti Dyotana sasvat a agat

A'gram agram it bliar/ate vasunam.

' Ahana (the dawn) comes near to every house—she

who makes every day to be known.
' Dyotana (the dawn), the active maiden, comes

back for evermore—she enjoys always the first of all

goods.'

We have already seen the Dawn in various rela-

tions to the Sun, but not yet as the beloved of

the Sun, flying before her lover, and destroyed by

his embrace. This, however, was a very familiar

expression in the old mythological language of the

Aryans. The Dawn has died in the arms of the Sun,

or the Dawn is flying before the Sun, or the Sun

has shattered the car of the Dawn, were expres-

sions meaning simply, the sun has risen, the dawn
is gone. Thus we read in the Rv. IV. 30, in a

hymn celebrating the achievements of Indra, the

chief solar deity of the Yeda :

—

' And this strong and manly deed also thou

hast performed, Indra, that thou struckest the

n 2
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daughter of Djaus (the Dawn), a woman difficult to

vanquish.
' Yea, even the daughter of Dyaus, the magnified,

the Dawn, thou, O Indra, a great hero, hast ground

to pieces.

' The Dawn nished off from her crushed car, fear-

ing that Indra, the bull, might strike her.

' This her car lay there well ground to pieces ; she

went far away.'

In this case, Indra behaves rather unceremoniously

to the daughter of the sky ; but in other places she

is loved by all the bright gods of heaven, not ex-

cluding her own father. The Sun, it is said, Ev. I.

115, 2, follows her from behind, as a man follows a

woman. ' She, the Dawn, whose cart is drawn by

white horses, is carried away in triumph by the two

Asvins,' as the Leukippides are carried off by the

Dioskuroi.

If now we translate, or rather transliterate, Da-
han^ into Greek, Daphne stands before us, and her

whole history is intelligible. Daphne is young
and beautiful—Apollo loves her—she flies before

him, and dies as he embraces her with his brilliant

rays. Or, as another poet of the Veda (X. 189)

expresses it, ' The Dawn comes near to him—she

expires as soon as he begins to breathe—the mighty
one irradiates the sky.' Anyone who has eyes to

sea and a heart to feel with nature, like the poets of

old, may still see Daphne and Apollo—the dawn
rushing and trembling through the sky, and fading

away at the sudden approach of the bright sun. Thus
even in so modem a poet as Swiffc, the old poetry ot
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nature breaks through when, in his address to Lord

Harley on his marriage, he writes :

So the bright Empress of the Morn
Chose for her sponse a mortal born :

The Goddess made advances first,

Else what aspiring hero durst ?

Though like a maiden of fifteen

She blushes when by mortals seeu .

Still blushes, and with haste retires

When Sol pursues her with his fires.

The metamorphosis of Daphne into a laurel-tree

is a continuation of the myth of peculiarly Greek

growth. Daphne, in Greek, meant no longer the

dawn, but it had become the name of the laurel.'

Hence the tree Daphne was considered sacred to the

lover of DajDhne, the dawn, and Daphne herself was

fabled to have been changed into a tree when pray-

ing to her mother to protect her from the violence of

Apollo.

Without the help of the Veda the name of

Daphne and the legend attached to her would have

remained unintelligible, for the later Sanskrit sup-

plies no key to this name. This shows the value of

' Professor Curtius admits ray explanation of the myth of Daphne
as the dawn, but he says, ' If we could but see why the dawn is

changed into a laurel 1
' I have explained before the iniiuence of

homonymy in the growth of early myths, and this is only another

instance of this influence. The dawn was called SdcpvT], the burning

;

so was the laurel, as wood that burns easily. Afterwards the two,

as usual, were supposed to be one, or to have some connection with
each other, for how, the people would say, could they have the same
name? See Etym. M. p. 250, 20, Savx/J-if evKavcrTov ^v\ov; Hesych.
Savx/J-iv evKavcTTOV ivKov Sdcpvris (1. evKavaTov ^v\op, Sdcpvriv, Ahrens,

Dial. Grac. ii. 532). Legerlotz, inKuhn's Zeitschrift, vol. vii. p. 292.

Science of Language, Second Series, p. 621.
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the Veda for the purpose ofcomparative mythology—
a science which, without the Veda, would have re-

mained mere guess-work, without fixed principles

and without a safe basis.'

In order to show in how many different ways the

same idea may be expressed mjthologically, I have

confined myself to the names of the dawn. The

dawn is really one of the richest sources of Aryan

mythology ; and another class of legends, embodying

the strife between winter and summer, the return of

spring, the revival of nature, is in most languages

but a reflection and amplification of the more ancient

stories telling of the strife between night and day,

the return of the morn, the revival of the whole

world. The stories, again, of solar heroes fighting-

through a thunderstorm against the powers of dark-

ness, are borrowed from the same source ; and the

cows so frequently alluded to in the Veda, as

carried off by VWtra and brought back by Indra,

are in reality the same bright cows which the Dawn
drives out every morning to their pasture-ground

;

sometimes the clouds which from their heavy udders

send down refreshing and fertilising rain or dew
upon the parched earth ; sometimes the bright days

themselves that seem to step out one by one from
the dark stable of the night, and to be carried off

from their wide pasture by the dark powers of the

West. There is no sight in nature more elevating

than the dawn even to us, whom philosophy would
wish to teach that nil admirari is the highest wis-

' For another development of the same word Ahana, leading
ultimately to the myth of Athene, see Science of Language, vol. 11.

p. 621.
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(lom. Yet in ancient times the power of admiring

was the greatest blessing bestowed on mankind ; and

when could man have admired more intensely, when
could his heart have been more gladdened and over-

powered with joy, than at the approach of

tbe Lord of light,

Of life, of love, and gladness !

The darkness of night fills the human heart with

despondency and awe, and a feeling of fear and

anguish sets every nerve trembling. There is man
like a forlorn child fixing his eye with breathless

anxiety upon the East, the womb of day, where the

light of the world has flamed up so many times

before. As the father waits the birth of his child, so

the poet watches the dark heaving night who is to

bring forth her bright son, the sun of the day. The
doors of heaven seem slowly to open, and what are

called the bright flocks of the Dawn step out of

the dark stable, returning to their wonted pastures.

Who has not seen the gradual advance of this

radiant procession—the heaven like a distant sea

tossing its golden waves—when the first rays shoot

forth like brilliant horses racing round the whole

course of the horizon—when the clouds begin to

colour up, each shedding her own radiance over her

more distant sisters ! Not only the East, but the

West, and the South, and the North, the whole

temple of heaven is illuminated, and the pious wor-

shipper lights in response his own small light on

the altar of his hearth, and stammers words which

express but faintly the joy that is in nature and in

his own throbbing heart :

—
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' Rise ! Our life, our spirit has come back ! the

darkness is gone, the light approaches !

'

If the people of antiquity called these eternal

lights of heaven their gods, their bright ones (deva),

the dawn was the first-born among all the gods

—

Protogeneia—dearest to man, and always young and

fresh. But if not raised to an immortal state, if only

admired as a kind being, awakening every morning

tlie children of man, her life would seem to be short.

She soon fades away, and dies when the fountain-

head of light rises in naked splendour, and sends his

first swift glance through the vault of heaven. We
cannot realise that sentiment with which the eye of

antiquity dwelt on these sights of nature. To us all

is law, order, necessity. We calculate the refractory

power of the atmosphere, we measure the possible

length of the dawn in every climate, and the rising of

the sun is to us no greater surprise than the birth of

a child. But if we could believe again that there

was in the sun a being like our own, that in the

dawn there was a soul open to human sympathy

—

if we could bring ourselves to look for a moment
upon these powers as x^ersonal, free, and adorable,

how different would be our feelings at the blush of day

!

That Titanic assurance with which we say, the sun

must rise, was unknown to the early worshippers of

nature, or if they also began to feel the regularity

with which the sun and the other stars perform their

daily labour, they still thought of free beings kept in

temporary servitude, chained for a time, and bound
to obey a higher will, but sure to rise, like Herakles,

to a higher glory at the end of their labours. It

seems to us childish when we read in the Veda such
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expressions as, * Will the Sun rise ?
'

' Will our old

friend, the Dawn, come back again ? ' ' Will the

powers of darkness be conquered by the God of

light ?
' And when the Sun rose, they wondered

how, but just born, he was so mighty, and strangled,

as it were in his cradle, the serpents of the night.

They asked how he could walk along the sky ? why
there was no dust on his road ? why he did not fall

backward ? ' But at last they greeted him like the

poet of our own time

—

Hail, orient Conqueror of gloomy Night !

and the human eye felt that it could not bear the

brilliant majesty of Him whom they call 'the Life,

the Breath, the brilliant Lord and Father.'

Thus sunrise was the revelation of nature, awaken-
ing in the human mind that feeling of dej)endence,

of helplessness, of hope, of joy and faith in highei

powers, which is the source of all wisdom, the spring

of all religion. But if sunrise inspired the first

prayers, called forth the first sacrificial flames, sunset

was the other time when, again, the heart of man
would tremble, and his mind be filled with awful

thoughts. The shadows of night approach, the irre-

sistible power of sleep grasps man in the midst of

his pleasures, his friends depart, and in his loneliness

his thoughts turn again to higher powers. When
the day departs, the poet bewails the untimely death

of his bright friend—nay, he sees in his short career

the likeness of his own life. Perhaj^s, when he has

fallen asleep, his sun may never rise again, and thus

the place to which the setting sun withdraws in the

' Cf. Le Mysthc des Bardas, par Henri Martin, 1869, p. 38.
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far West rises before his miiid as tlie abode where

he himself would go after death, where ' his fathers

went before him,' and where all the wise and the

[>ious rejoice in a ' new life with Yama and Varuwa.'

Or he might look upon tlie sun, not as a short-lived

hero, but as young, unchanging, and always the

same, while generations after generations of mortal

men were passing away : and hence, by the mere

force of contrast, the first intimation of beings which

do not wither and decay—of immortals, of immor-

tality ! Then the poet would implore the immortal

sun to come again, to vouchsafe to the sleeper a new
morning. The god of day would become the god of

time, of life and death. Again, the evening twilight,

the sister of the dawn, repeating, though with a

more sombre light, the wonders of the morning, how
many feelings must it have roused in the musing

poet—how many poems must it have elicited in the

Jiving language of ancient times ! Was it the dawn
that came again to give a last embrace to him who
had parted from her in the morning? Was she

the immortal, the always returning goddess, and he

the mortal, the daily dying sun ? Or was she the

mortal, bidding a last farewell to her immortal lover,

burnt, as it were, on the same pile which would con-

sume her, while he would rise to the seat of the gods?

Let us express these simj)le scenes in ancient lan-

guage, and we shall find ourselves surrounded on

every side by mythology full of contradictions and

incongruities, the same being represented as mortal

or immortal, as man or woman, as the poetical eye

of man shifts its point of view and gives its own
colour to the mysterious play of nature.
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One of the myths of the Veda which expresses

this correlation of the Dawn and the Sun, this love

between the immortal and the mortal, and the iden-

tity of the Morning Dawn and the Evening Twilight,

is the story of Urvasi and Pururavas. The two names

Urvasi and Pururavas are to the Hindu mere proper

names, and even in the Yeda their original meaning

has almost entirely faded away. There is a dialogue

in the Eig-Yeda between Urvasi and Pururavas, where

both appear personified in the same manner as in

the play of Kalidasa. The first point, therefore,

which we have to prove is that Urvasi was originally

an apx3ellation, and meant dawn.

The etymology of Urvasi is diffienlt. It cannot

be derived from urva by means of the suffix sa,'

because there is no such word as urva, and because

derivatives in sa, like romasdj yuvasa, etc., have

the accent on the last syllable.^ I therefore accept

the common Indian explanation by which this name

is derived from urn, wide [svpv), and a root as, to

pervade, and thus compare uru-asi with another

frequent epithet of the Dawn, urii^-i, the feminine

of uru-aA;, far-going. It was certainly one of the

most striking features, and one by which the Dawn
was distinguished from all the other dwellers in the

heavens, that she occupies the wide expanse of the

sky, and that her horses run, as it were, with the

swiftness of thought round the whole horizon.

Hence we find that names beginning with urn in

« Pa,«ini, V. 2, 100.

2 Other explanations of Urvasi may be seen in Professor Rotli's

edition of the Nirukta, and in the Sanskri^ Dictionary published by

him and Professor Boehtlingk.
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Sanskrit, and with svpv in Gteek, are almost invari-

ably old mythological names of the Dawn or the

Twilight. The Earth also, it is true, claims this

epithet, but in different combinations from those

which apply to the bright goddess. Names of the

Dawn are Euryphaessa, the mother of Helios ; Eury-

kyde or Eurypyle, the daughter of Endymion ; Eury-

mede the wife of Glaukos ; Eurynome, the mother

of the Charites ; and Eurydike, the wife of Orpheus,

whose character as an ancient god will be discussed

hereafter. In the Veda the name of Ushas or Eos

is hardly ever mentioned without some allusion to

her far and wide spreading splendour; such as ur viy a
vibhati, she shines wide ; urviyavifcakshe, looking

far and wide; variyasi, the widest,' whereas the

light of the Sun is not represented as wide- stretching,

but rather as far-darting.

But there are other indications besides the mere
name of Urvasi, which lead us to suppose that she

was originally the goddess of the dawn. Vasish^Aa,

though best known as the name of one of the chief

poets of the Veda, is the superlative of v a s u, bright

;

and as such also a name of the Sun. Thus it hap-

' The name which approaches nearest to Urvasi in Greek might
seem to be Europe, because the palatal s is occasionally, though ir-

regularly, represented by a Greek ir, as «ua = '/ttttos. The only diffi-

culty is the long oj in Greek ; otherwise Europe, carried away by the

white bull (v?'ishan, man, bull, stallion, in the Veda a frequent

appellation of the sun, and sveta, white, applied to the same deity)
;

carried away on his back (the sun being frequently represented as

behind or below the dawn, see supra, p. 100, and the myth of Eury-

dike on p. 275) ; again carried to a distant cave (the gloaming of the

evening) ; and mother of Apollo, the god of daylight, or of Minos
(Manu, a mortal Zeus)— ^1 this would well agree with the goddess
of the dawn.
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peus that expressions wliicli apply properly to the

sun only were transferred to the ancient poet. He
is called the son of Mitra and Varujia, night and day,

an expression which has a meaning only with regard

to Vasishi/ia, the sun ; and as the sun is frequently

called the oflPspring of the dawn, Vasish^Aa, the poet,

is said to owe his birth to Urvasi (Rv. VII. 83, 11).

The peculiarity of his birth reminds us strongly of

the birth of Aphrodite, as told by Hesiod.

Again, we find that in the few passages where the

name of Urvasi occurs in the Rig-Veda, the same

attributes and actions are ascribed to her which

usually belong to TJshas, the Dawn.

It is frequently said of Ushas that she prolongs

the life of man, and the same is said of Urvasi

(V. 41, 19 ; X. 95, 10). In one passage (Rv. IV. 2, 18)

Urvasi is even used in the plural, like ushasas, in the

sense of many dawns or days increasing the life of man,

which shows that the appellative power of the word
was not yet quite forgotten. Again, she is called anta-

rikshapra, filling the air, a usual epithet of the

sun, brihaddiva, with mighty splendour, all indi-

cating the bright presence of the dawn. However,
the best proof that Urvasi was the dawn is the

legend told of her and of her love for Pururavas, a

story that is true only of the Sun and the Dawn.
That Pururavas is an appropriate name of a solar

hero requires hardly any proof. Pururavas meant
the same as TroXvSsvfcrjs, endowed with much light

;

for though rava is generally used of sound, yet the

root ru, which means originally to cry, is also applied

to colour' in the sense of a loud or crying colour, i.e.

' Thus it is said, Rv. "VI. 3, C, the fire cries with light, soAisha
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red (c/. ruber, ritfus, Lith. raiicla, O.H.G. r6t,rudhira,

spvdpos; also Sanskrit ravi, sun). Besides, Puru-

ravas calls himself Vasish/Aa, which, as we know,

is a name of the Sun; and if he is called AicZa, the

son of If? a, the same name is elsewhere (Ev. III. 29,

3) given to Agni, the fire.

Now, the story in its most ancient form is found

in the Brahmai;a of the Ya^ur-Veda. There we

read :
—

' Urvasi, a kind of fairy, fell in love with Puru-

ravas, the son of L/a, and when she met him, she

said: "Embrace me three times a day, but never

against my will, and let me never see you without

your royal garments, for this is the manner of

women." In this manner she lived with him a Ions

time, and she was with child. Then her former

friends, the Gandharvas, said: "This Urvasi has now
dwelt a long time among mortals ; let us see that

she come back." Now, there was a ewe, with two
lambs, tied to the couch of Urvasi and Pururavas,

and the Gandharvas stole one of them. Urvasi said :

" They take away my darling, as if I lived in a land

where there is no hero and no man." They stole

the second, and she upbraided her husband again.

Then Pururavas looked and said : " How can that be

a land without heroes or men where I am ? " And

r^raplti; the two Spartan Charites are called KAtjtci (kKyito.,

inoluta) and ^aevva, i.e. Clara, clear-shining (see Pausanias, iii. 18,

7, and Sonne, in Knhn's Zeitsclirift, vol. x. p. 363). In the Veda
the rising sun is said to cry like a new-born child (Piv. IX. 74, 1).

Professor Kuhn himself has e\idently misunderstood my argument.
I do not derive ravas from rap, but I only quote rap as illustrat-

ing the close connection between loudness of sound and brightness
of light. See also Justi, Orient nnd Occident, vol. ii. p. 69.
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naked, he sprang ap ; he thought it too long to put

on his dress. Then the Gandharvas sent a flash of

lightning, and Urvasi saw her husband naked as by

daylight. Then she vanished ;
" I come back," she

said—and went. Tlien he bewailed his vanished

love in bitter grief; and went near Kurukshetra.

There is a lake there, called Anyata/iplaksha, full of

lotus flowers, and while the king walked along its

border, the fairies were playing there in the w^ater,

in the shape of birds. And Urvasi discovered hira,

and said:

—

' "That is the man with whom I dwelt so Ions:."

Then her friends said :
" Let us appear to him."

She agreed, and they appeared before him. Then
the king recognised, her and said :

—

' " Lo! my wife! stay, thou cruel in mind! let us

now exchange some words ! Our secrets, if they are

not told now, will not bring us luck on any later day."
' She replied :

" What shall I do with thy speech?

r am gone like the first of the dawns. Pururavas,

go home again ! I am hard to be caught, like the

wind."
' He said, in despair :

" Then may thy former

friend now fall down, never to rise again ; may he

go far, far away ! May he lie down on the threshold

of death, and ma^' rabid wolves there devour him !

"

' She replied :
" Pururavas, do not die ! do not fall

down I let not evil wolves devour thee 1 there is no

friendship with women: their hearts are the hearts

of wolves. When I walked among mortals under a

different form—when I dwelt with thee, four nights

of the autumn, I ate once a-day a small piece of

butter—and even now I feel pleasure from it."
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' Thus, at last, lier heart" melted, and she said :

*' Come to me the last night of the year, and thou

shalt be with me for one night, and a son mil be

born to thee." He went the last night of the year

to the golden seats, and while he was alone, he was

told to go up, and then they sent Urvasi to him.

Then she said :
" The Gandharvas will to-morrow

grant thee a wish ; choose !
" He said :

" Choose

thou for me." She replied :
" Say to them, let me

be one of you." Early the next morn, the Gand-

harvas gave him his choice ; but when he said " let

me be one of you," they said :
" That kind of sacred

fire is not yet known among men by which he could

perform a sacrifice and become one of ourselves."

They then initiated Pururavas in the mysteries of a

certain sacrifice, and when he had performed it, he

became himself one of the Gandharvas.'

This is the simple story, told in the Brahma?ra,

and it is told there in order to show the importance

of a peculiar rite, the rite of kindling the fire by
friction, which is represented as the one by which
Pururavas obtained immortality.' The verses quoted

iu the story are taken from the Rig-Veda, where we
find, in the last book, together with many strange

relics of popular poetry, a dialogue between the

two celestial lovers. It consists of seventeen verses,

while the author of the Brahmaw^a knew only fifteen.

In one of the verses which he quotes, TJrvasi says,

' A most interesting and ingenious explanation of this ceremony
is given by Professor Kulin, in his Essay, Die Herahhmft des Feuers,

p. 79. The application of that ceremony to the old myth of Urvasi
and Pururavas belongs clearly to a later age : it is an after-thought
that could only arise with people who wished to find a symbolical
significance in every act of their traditional ritual.
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' I am gone for ever, like the first of the dawns,'

which shows a strange glimmering of the old myth

in the mind of the poet, and reminds us of the tears

which the mother of Memnon shed over the corpse

of her son, and which even by later poets are called

morning dew. Again, in the fourth verse, Urvasi

addressing herself, says :
' This person (that is to say,

I), when slie was wedded to him, O Dawn ! she went

to his house, and was embraced by him day and

night.' Again, she tells Pururavas that he was

created by the gods in order to slay the powers of

darkness (dasyuhatyaya), a task invariably as-

cribed to Indra and other solar beings. Even the

names of the companions of Urvasi point to the

dawn, and Pururavas says :

—

' When I, the mortal, threw my arms around

those flighty immortals, they trembled away from

me like a trembling doe, like horses that kick against

the cart.'

No goddess is so frequently called the friend of

man as the Dawn. ' She goes to every house

'

(I. 123, 4) ;
* she thinks of the dwelling of man

'

(I. 123, 1) ; * she does not despise the small or the

great' (I. 124, 6); 'she brings wealth' (I. 48, 1);

' she is always the same, immortal, divine ' (1. 124, 4
;

I. 123, 8); 'she does not grow old' (I. 113, 15);
' she is the young goddess, but she makes man
grow old' (I. 92, 11). Thus Pururavas called

Urva&i ' the immortal among the mortals
;

' and,

in his last verse, he addressed his beloved in the

following woids :

—

' I, the brightest Sun, I hold Urva.si, her who fills

the air (with light), who spreads out the sky. May the

VOL. IV. I
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blessing" of thy kind deed be upon thee ! Come back,

the heart burns me.'

Then the poet says :

—

' Thus the gods spake to thee, son of IcZa : in

order that thou, bound to death, mayest grow to be

this (immortal), thy race should -worship the gods

with oblations ! Then thou also wilt rejoice in

heaven.'

We must certainly admit, that even in the Veda,

the poets wei'e as ignorant of the original meaning
of TJrvasi and Purura\as as Homer was of Tithonos,

if not of Eos. To them they were heroes, indefinite

beings—men, yet not men
;
gods, yet not gods. But

to "US, though phiced at a much greater distance, they

disclose their true ineaning. As Wordsworth says :

—

Not unrejoiced, I see tliee climb the sky

In naked splendour, clear from mist and haze

—

Antiquity spoke of the naked sun, and of the chaste

dawn hiding her face when she had seen her

liusband. Yet she says she will come again. And
after the sun has travelled through the world in

search of his beloved, when he comes to the thresh-

old of death and is going to end his solitar}- life,

she appears again in the gloaming, the same as the

dawn—as Eos in Homer -begins and ends the day

—

and she carries him away to the golden seats of the

immortals.'

I have selected this myth chiefly in order to show
how ancient poetry is onlj' the faint echo of ancient

' Od. V. I)?0, a\\' 0T€ 5?; Tp'iTOv "fifJ-ap i'vn\6Kafxos T(\e(r' 'H&Js. For
different explanations of this and similar verses, see Volcker, Ueber
Jwmeiische GeograjpMe nnd Weltkunde, Hanover, 1830, p. 31.
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languag'e, and Low it was the sim])lo story of nature

which inspired the early poet, and held before his

mind that deep mirror in wliich he might see reflected

the passions of his own soul. For the heart of man, as

long as it knows but its own bitterness, is silent and

sullen. It does not tell its love and its loss. There

may be a mute poetry in solitary grief, but Mnemo-
i<yne, the musing goddess of recollection, is not a

muse herself, though she is the mother of the muses.

It is the sympathy with the grief of others which

first gives utterance to the poet's grief, and opens the

lips of a silent despair. And if his pain was too

deep and too sacred, if he could not compare it to the

suffering of any other human heart, the ancient poet

had still the heart of nature to commune with, and in

her silent suffering he saw a noble likeness of what

he felt and suffered within himself. When, after a

dark night, the light of the day returned, he thought

of his own light that would never rise again. When
he saw the Sun kissing the Dawn, he dreamt of days

and joys gone for ever. And when the Dawn trembled,

and grew pale, and departed, and when the Sun

seemed to look for her, and to lose her the more his

brilliant eye sought her, an image would rise in his

mind, and he would remember his own fate and yet

forget it, while telling in measured words the love

and loss of the Sun. Such was the origin of poetry.

Nor was the evening without its charms. And when,

at the end of a dreary day, the Sun seemed to die

away in the far West, still looking for his Eastern

bride, and suddenly the heavens opened, and the

glorious image of the Dawn rose again, her beauty

deepened by a gloaming sadness—would not the poet

I a
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gaze till the last ray liad vanished, and would not

the last vanishing ray linger in his heart, and kindle

there a hope of another life, where he would find

again what he had loved and lost on earth ?

There is a radiant, though a short-lived flame,

That burns for poets in the dawning east

;

And oft my soul has kindled at the same.

When the captivity of sleep had ceased.

There is much suffering in nature to those who have

eyes for silent grief, and it is this tragedy—the

tragedy of nature—which is the lifespring of all the

tragedies of the ancient world. The idea of a young

hero, whether he is called Baldr, or Sigurd, or Sifrit,

or Achilles, or Meleager, or Kephalos, dying in the

fullness of youth, a story so frequently told, localised,

and individualised, was first suggested by the Sun,

dying in all his youthful vigour either at the end of

a day, conquered by the powers of darkness, or at the

end of the sunny season, stung by the thorn of winter.

Again, that fatal spell by which these sunny heroes

must leave their first love, become unfaithful to her

or she to them, was borrowed from nature. The fate

of these solar heroes was inevitable, and it was their

lot to die by the hand or by the unwilling treachery

of their nearest friends or relatives. The Sun forsakes

the Dawn, and dies at the end of the day, according

to an inexo]-able fate, and bewailed by the whole of

nature. Or the Sun is the Sun of Spring, who wooes
the Earth, and then forsakes his bride and grows
cold, and is killed at last by the thorn of Winter. It

is an old story, but it is for ever new in the mytho-
logy and the legends of the ancient Avorld. Thus
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Baldr, in the Scandinavian Edda, the divine i:)roto-

type of Sigurd and Sifrit, is beloved by the whole
world. Gods and men, the wliole of nature, all that

grows and lives, had sworn to his mother not to hurt

the bright hero. The mistletoe alone, that does not
grow on the earth, but on trees, had been forgotten,

and with it Baldr is killed at the winter solstice :—

So on the floor lay Balder, dead ; and round
Lay thickly strewn, swords, axes, darts, and spears,

Which all the gods in sport had idly thrown
At Balder, whom no weapon pierced or clove :

But in his breast stood fixt the fatal bouffh

Of mistletoe, which Lok, the accuser, gave
To Hoder, and unwitting Hoder threw

:

'Gainst that alone had Balder's life no charm.

Thus Isfendiyar, in the Persian epic, cannot be
wounded by any weapon, yet it is his fate to be killed

by a thorn, which, as an arrow, is thrown into his

eye by Eustem. Enstem, again, can only be killed

by his brother ; Herakles, by the mistaken kindness
of liis wife ; Sifrit, by the anxious solicitude ofKriem-
hilt, or by the jealousy of Brunhilt, whom he had
forsaken. He is vulnerable in one spot only, like

Achilles, and it is there where Hagene (the thorn)
strikes him. All these are fragments of the universal
solar tragedy. Nature was divided into tw^o realms—
the one dark, cold, wintry, and deathlike, the other
bright, warm, vernal, and full of life. Sigurd, as the
solar hero is called in the Edda, the descendant of

Odin, slays the serpent Fafnir, and conquers the
treasure on which Andvari, the dwarf, had pronounced
his curse. This is the treasure of the Niflun^s or
Nibelungs, the treasure of the earth which the nebu-
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lous powers of winter and darkness had carried away

like robbers. The vernal sun wins it back, and like

Demeter, rick in the possession of her restored dauoh-

ter, the earth becomes for a time rich with all the

treasures of spring.' He then, according to the Edda,

delivers Brjnhild, who had been doomed to a magic

sleep after being wounded with a thorn by Odin, bnt

who is now, like the spring after the sleep of winter,

brought back to new life by the love of Sigurd. But

he, the lord of the treasure (vasupati), is driven on-

ward by his fate. He plights his troth to Brynhild,

and gives her the fatal ring he had taken from the

treasure. But he must leave her, and when he

arrives at the castle of Gunnar, Gunnar's wife, Grim-

hild, makes him forget Brynhild, and he marries her

daughter, Gudrun. Already his course begins to

decline. He is bound to Gunnar, nay, he must conquer

for him his own former bride, Brynhild, whom Gun-

nar now marries. Gunnar Gjukason seems to signify

darkness, and thus we see that the awakening and

budding spring is gone, carried away by Gunnar, like

Proserpina by Pluto ; like Sit^ by Ravana. Gudrun,

the daughterof Grimhild, and sometimes herself called

Grimhild, whether the latter name meant summer {cf.

gharma in Sanskrit), or the earth and nature in the

latter part of the year, is a sister of the dark Gunnar,

and though now married to the bright Sigurd, she

belongs herself to the nebulous regions. Gunnar,

who has forced Sigurd to yield him Brynhild, is now
' Cf. Rig-Veda, V. 47, 1 :

' Prayu%ati divaA eti bruvilwil mahi
nuttd duhitu/i bodhayanti, Tivivasantl yuvatiA manisha pitribhya/t a

sadane ^obuvitna.' On mabi mdtiJ = Marjna Mater, see Grassmann,
in Kubu's ZeiUclirift, vob xvi. p. 169. Duhitur bodbayanti,
inquiring for or finding ber dangbter.
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planning the death of his kinsman, because Bryuhild

has discovered in Sigurd her former lover, and must
have her revenge. Hogui dissuades his brother

Gunnar from the murder; but at last the third

brother, Gudhorm, stabs Sigurd while he is asleep at

the winter solstice. Brynhild has always loved him,

and when her hero is killed she distributes the trea-

sure, and is burnt, like Nanna, on the same pile with

Sigurd, a sword being placed between the two lovers.

Gudrun also bew^ails the death of her husband, but

she forgets him, and marries Atli, the brother of

Brynhild. Atli now claims the treasure from Gun-
nar and BLogni, by right of his wife, and when they

refuse to give it up, he invites them to his house, and

makes them prisoners. Gunnar still refuses to reveal

the spot where the treasure is buried till he sees the

heart of Hogni, his brother. A heart is brought him,

but it quivers, and he says, ' This is not the heart of

my brother.' The real heart of Hogni is brought at

last, and Gunnar says, ' Now I alone know where the

treasure lies, and the Rhine shall rather have it than

I will give it up to thee.' He is then bound by Atli,

and thrown among serpents. But even the serpents

he charms by playing on the harp Avith his teeth, till

at last one viper crawls up to him, and kills him.

How much has this myth been changed, when we

find it again in the poem of the Nibelunge as it was

written down at the end of the twelfth century in Ger-

many ! All the heroes are Christians, and have been

mixed up with historical persons of the fourth, fifth

and sixth centuries. Gunther is localised in Burgundy,

where we know that, in 435, a Gundicarius or Gun-
daharius haj)pened to be a real king, the same who,
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according to Cassiodorus, was vanquished first b}'

Aetius, and afterwards by tbeHunsof Attila. Hence

Atli, tlie brotber of Brynbild, and the second husband

of Gudrun (or Kriemhilt), is identified -with Attila,

the king of the Huns (453) ; nay, even the brother of

Attila, Bleda, is brought in as Blodelin, the first who
attacked the Burgundians, and was killed by Dank-

wart. Other historical persons were drawn into the

vortex of the popular story, persons for whom there

is no precedent at all in the Edda. Thus we find in

the Nibelunge Dietrich von Bern, who is no other

but Theodoric the Great (455-525), who conquered

Odoacer in the battle of Ravenna (the famous E,aben-

schlacht), and lived at Verona, in German, Bern. Iren-

fried, again, introduced in the poem as the Landgrave

of Thuringia, has been discovered to be Hermanfried,

the king of Thuringia, married to Amalaberg, the

niece of Theodoric. The most extraordinary coin-

cidence, however, is that by which Sigurd, the lover

of Brynhild, has been identified with Siegbert, king

of Anstrasia from 561 to 575, who was actually

married to the famous Brunehault, who actually

defeated the Huns, and was actually murdered under

the most tragical circumstances by Fredegond, the

mistress of his brother Chilperic. This coincidence

between myth and history is so great, that it has

induced some euhemeristic critics to derive the whole
legend of the Nibelunge from Austrasian history, and
to make the murder of Siegbert by Brunehault the

basis of the murder of Sifrit or Sigurd by Brynhild.

Fortunately, it is easier to answer these German than

the old Greek euhemerists, for we find in contem-

porai-y history that Jornandes, who wrote his history
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at least twenty years before the death of the Austra-

sian Siegbert, knew already the daughter of the

mythic Sigurd, Swanhild, who was born, according to

the Edda, after the murder of her father, and after-

wards killed by Jormunrek, whom the poem has again

historicised in Hermanricus, a Gothic king of the

fourth century.

Let us now apply to the Greek myths what we
have learned from the gradual growth of this German
myth. There are evidently historical facts round

which the myth of Herakles has crystallised, only we
cannot substantiate them so clearly as in the myth

of the Nibelunge, because we have there no con-

temporaneous historical documents. Yet as the chief

Herakles is represented as belonging to the royal

family of Argos, there may have been a Herakles,

perhaps the son of a king called Amphitryo, whose

descendants, after a temporary exile, reconquered that

part of Greece which had formerly been under the

sway of Herakles. The traditions of the miraculous

birth, of many of his heroic adventures, and of his

death, were as little based on historical facts as the

legends of Sifrit. In Herakles killing the Hydra

and similar monsters, we see the reflected image of

the Delphian Apollo killing the worm, orof Zeus, the

god of the brilliant sky, with whom Herakles shares

in common the names of Idseos, Olympios, and Pan-

genetor. As the myth of Sigurd and Guunar throws

its last broken rays on the kings of Burgundy, and

on Attila and Theodoric, the myth of the solar

Herakles was realised in some semi-historical prince

of Argos and Mykena. Herakles may have been the

name of the national god of the Heraklidse, and this
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would explain the enmity of Here, whose worship

flourished in Argos before the Dorian immigration.

What was formerly told of a god was transferred to

Herakles, the leader of the Heraldidse, the worship-

pers or sons of Herakles, while, at the same time,

many local and historical facts connected with the

Heraklidse and their leaders may have been worked

up with the myth of the divine hero. The idea of

Herakles being, as it were, the bond-servant of

Enrystheus is of solar origin—it is the idea of the

sun fettered to his work, and toiling for men, his

inferiors in strength and virtue.' Thus Sifrit is toil-

ing for Gunther, and even Apollo is for one year the

slave of Laomedon—pregnant expressions, neces-

sitated by the absence of more abstract verbs, and

familiar even to modern poets :

—

' As aptlj suits therewith that modest pace

Submitted to the chains

That bind thee to the path which God ordains

That thou shouldst trace.'

The later growth of epic and tragical poetrj' may
be Greek, or Indian, or Teutonic ; it may take the

different colours of the different skies, the different

warmth of the different climes ; nay, it may attract

and absorb much that is accidental and historical.

But if we cut into it and analyse it, the blood that

runs through all the ancient poetry is the same blood

;

' The Peruvian Inca, Y'upanqui, denied the pretension of the sun
to be the doer of all things, for if he were free, he would go and
visit other parts of the heavens where he had never been. He is,

said the Inca, like a tied beast who goes ever round and round in the

same track. Garcilaso de la Vega, part I. viii. 8. Acosta, Histo-

ria del Nitevo Orhc, cap. v. Tylor, Early History of Mankind, p,

343. Brinton, Tlic Mytlis of the Ne>v World, p. 55.
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it is the ancient mythical speech. The atmosphere

in which the early poetry of the Aryas grew up was

mythological, it was impregnated with something

that could not be resisted by those who breathed in

it. It Avas like the siren voice of the modem rhyme,

w]iich has suggested so many common ideas to poets

writing in a common language.

We know what Greek and Teutonic poets have

made of their epic heroes ; let us see now whether

the swarthy Hindu has been able to throw an equally

beautiful haze around the names of his mythical

traditions.

The story of the loves of Pururavas and Urvasi

has frequently been told by Hindu poets. We find

it in their epic poems, in their Purawas, and in the

Brihat-katha, the ' Great Story,' a collection of tlie

popular legends of India. It has suffered many

changes, yet even in Kalidasa's ^ play, of which I

shall give a short abstract, we recognise the distant

background, and we may admire the skill with which

this poet has breathed new life and human feeling into

tlie withered names of a language long forgotten.

The first act ox3ens with a scene in the Himalaya

mountains. The nymphs of heaven, on returning

from an assembly of the gods, have been attacked,

and are mourning over the loss of TJrvasi, who has

been carried off by a demon. King Pururavas enters

on his chariot, and on hearing the cause of their grief,

hastens to the rescue of the nymph. He soon returns,

after having vanquished the robber, and restores

' Professor Wilson has given the first and really beautiful trans-

lation of this play in his ' Hindu Theatre.' The original was published

first at Calcutta, and has since been reprinted several times. The

best edition is that published by Professor Bollenseu.
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Urvasi to her heavenly companions. But while he is

carrying the nymph back to her friends in his chariot,

he falls in love with her and she with him. He

describes how he saw her slowly recovering from her

terror

:

' She recovers, though hut faintly-.

So gently steals the moon upon the night,

Retiring tardily ; so peeps the flame

Of coming fires through smoky wreaths ; and thus

The G-anges slowly clears her troubled wave,

Engulphs the ruin that the crumbling bank

Has hurled across lier agitated course,

And flows a clear and stately stream again.'

When they part, Urvati wishes to turn round once

more to see Pururavas. She pretends that ' a strag-

gling vine has caught her garland,' and, while feigning

to disengage herself, she calls one of her friends to

help her. Her friend replies,

' No easy task, I fear
;
you seem entangled

Too fast to be set free : but, come what may.

Depend upon my friendship.'

The eye of the king then meets that of Urvasi, and

he exclaims,

' A thousand thanks, dear plant, to whose kind aid

I owe another instant, and behold

But for a moment, and imperfectly.

Those half-averted charms.'

In the second act we meet the king at Allahabad,

his residence. He walks in the garden of the palace,

accompanied by a Brahman, who acts the part of the

gracioso in the Indian drama. He is the confidential

companion of the king, and knows his love for XJrva^.
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But he is so afraid of betraying what must remain a
secret to everybody at court, and in particular to the

queen, that he hides himself in a retired temple.

There a female servant of the queen discovers him,
and ' as a secret can no more rest in his breast than
morning dew upon the grass,' she soon finds out from
him why the king is so changed since his return from
the battle with the demon, and carries the tale to

the queen. In the meantime, the king is in despair,

and pours out his grief

—

' Like one contending with the stream,

And still borne backwards by the current's force.'

But Urvasi also is sighing for Pururavas, and we sud-

denly see her, with her friend, descending through the

air to meet the king. Both are at first invisible to

him, and listen to the confession of his love. Then
Urvasi writes a verse on a birch-leaf, and lets it fall

near the bower where her beloved reclines. Next,

her friend becomes visible ; and, at last, Urvasi her-

self is introduced to the king. After a few moments,
however, both Urvasi and her friend are called back

by a messenger of the gods, and Pururavas is left

alone with his jester. He looks for the leaf on which
Urvasi had first disclosed her love, but it is lost, car-

ried away by the wind :

' Breeze of the south, the friend of love and spring,

Though from the flower you steal the fragrant down
To scatter perfume, yet why plunder me
Of these dear characters, her own fair hand.

In proof of her affection, traced ? Thou knowest.

The lonely lover that in absence pines.

Lives on such fond memorials.'
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But worse than this, the leaf is picked up by the

queen, who comes to look for the king in the garden.

There is a scene of matrimonial upbraiding, and, after

a while, her majesty goes off in a hurry, like a river

in the rainy season. The king is doubly miserable,

for though he loves TJrvasi, he acknowledges a re-

spectful deference for his queen. At last he retires :

—

' 'Tis past midday, exhausted by the heat,

The peacock phinges in the scanty pool

That feeds the tali tree's root : the drowsy bee

Sleeps in the hollow chamber of the lotus,

Darkened with closing petals ; on the brink

Of the now tepid lake the wild duck lurks

Amongst the sedgy shades; and, even here,

The parrot from his wiry bower complains,

And calls for water to allay his thirst.'

At the beginning of the third act we are first in-

formed of what befel TJrvasi, when she was recalled

to Indra's heaven. She had to act before Indra—her

i^art was that of the goddess of beauty, who selects

Vishwu for her husband. One of the names of Vishnu

is Purushottama, and poor TJrvasi, when called upon
to confess whom she loves, forgetting the part she

has to act, says, ' I love Pururavas,' instead of ' I love

Purushottama.' The author of the play was so much
exasperated by this mistake, that he pronounced a

curse upon TJrvasi, that she should lose her divine

knowledge. But when the performance was over,

Indra observing her as she stood apart, ashamed and

disconsolate, called her. The mortal who engrossed

her thoughts, he said, had been his friend in the

hours of peril; he had aided him in conflict with
the enemies of the gods, and was entitled to his
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acknowledgments. She should, accordingly, repair to

the monarch, and remain with him Hill he beholds

the offspring she shall bear him.'

A second scene opens, in the garden cf the palace.

The king has been engaged in the business of the

state, and retires as the evening approaches :

' So ends the day, the anxious cares of state

Have left no interval for private sorrow.

But how to pass the night ? its dreary length

Affords no promise of relief

A messenger arrives from the queen, apprising his

majesty that she desires to see him on the terrace

of the pavilion. The king obeys—and ascends the

crystal steps while the moon is just about to rise, and

the east is tinged with red.

' King.—'Tis even so ; illumined by the ra}S

Of his yet unseen orb, the evening gloom

On either hand retires, and in the midst

The horizon glows, like a fair face tliat smiles

Betwixt the jetty curls on either brow
In clusters pendulous. I could gaze for ever.'

As he is waiting for the queen, his desire for Urva.fi

is awakened again :

' In truth, my fond desire

Becomes more fervid as enjoyment seems

Remote, and fresh impediments obstruct

My happiness—like an impetuous torrent.

That, checked by adverse rocks, awhile delays

Its course, till high with chafing waters swollen

It rushes past with aggravated fury.

As spreads the moon its lustre, so my iove

Grows with advancing night.'
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On a sudden Urvasi enters ou a heavenly car, acom-

panied by lier friend. They are invisible again, and

listen to the king- ; but the moment that Urvasi

is about to withdraw her veil, the queen appears.

She is dressed in white, without any ornaments ; and

comes to propitiate her husband, by taking a vow.

' King.—In truth she pleases me. Thus chastely robed

In modest white, her clustering tresses decked

With sacred flowers alone, her haughtj- mien

Exchanged for meek devotion—thus arrayed

She moves with heightened charms.

' Qvsen.—My gracious lord, I would perform a rite,

Of which you are the object, and must beg you

Bear with the inconvenience that my presence

May for brief time occasion yon.

' King.—You do me wrong
;
jour presence is a favour,

. Yet trust me, it is needless

To wear this tender form, as slight and delicate

As the lithe lotus stem, with rude austerity.

In me behold your slave, whom to propitiate

Claims not your care—your favour is his happi-

ness.

' Queen.—l^Tot vain my vow, since it already wins me
My lord's complacent speech.'

Then the queen performs her solemn vow ; she

calls upon the god of the moon

—

' Hear, and attest

The sacred promise that I make my husband !

Whatever nympli atti'act my lord's regard,

And share with him the mutual bonds of love,

I henceforth treat with kindness and com-
placency.'

The Brahman (the confidential friend of the king),
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apart to Pur^ravas

—

'The culprit that escapes before his hand is cut off deter-

mines never to run such a risk again.' (Aloud.) ' What then ;

is his majesty indift'erent to your grace ?'

' Qtieen.—Wise sir, how think yon—to promote liis happi-

ness

I have resigned my own. Does such a purpose

Prove him no longer dear to me ?

* King.—I am not what you doubt me ; but the power
Abides with you : do with me as you will.

Give me to whom you please, or if you please,

Retain me still your slave.

' Queen.—Be what you list

;

My vow is plighted—nor in vain the rite,

If it afford you satisfaction. Come
Hence, girls ; 'tis time we take our leave.

' King.—Not so :

So soon to leave me is no mark of favour.

' Queen.—Tou must excuse me ; I may not forego

The duties I have solemnly incurred.'

It does not bring out the character of the king

under a very favourable light, that this scene of matri-

monial reconciliation, when the queen acts a part

which we should hardly expect on an Oriental stage,

should be followed immediately by the apparition of

Urvasi. She has been present, though invisible,

during the preceding conversation between him and

his queen, and she now advances behind the king,

and covers his eyes with her hands.

' It must be Urvasi (the king says)

;

No other hand could shed such ecstasy

Through this emaciate frame. The solar ray

VOL. IV. K
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Wakes not the night's fair blossom ; that alone

Expands when conscious of the moon's dear presence.' ^

Urvasi takes the resignation of the queen in good

earnest, and claims the king as granted her by right.

Her friend takes leave, and she now remains with

Pururavas as his beloved wife.

' Urvasi.—I lament

I caused my lord to sutFer pain so long.

' King.—Nay, say not so ! The joy that follows grief

Grains richer zest from agony foregone.

The traveller who, faint, pursues his track

In the fierce day alone can tell how sweet

The grateful shelter of the friendly tree.'

The next act is the gem of the whole phij.

though it is very difi&cult to imagine how it was

performed without a mdse en scene such as our

modern theatres would hardly be able to afford. It

is a melo-dramatic intermezzo, very different in style

from the rest of the play. It is all in poetry, and in

the most perfect and highly elaborate metres. Be-

sides, it is not written in Sanskrit, but in Prakrit,

the lingua vulgaris of India, poorer in form, but

more melodious in sound than Sanskrit. Some of

the verses are like airs to be performed by a chorus,

but the stage directions which are given in the MSS.
are so technical as to make their exact interpretation

extremely difficult.

* This refers to a very well-known legend. There is one lotus

which expands its flowers at the approach of the sun and closes them
during night ; while another, the beloved of the moon, expands them
during night and closes them during day-time. We have a similar

myth of the daisij, the Anglo-Saxon dcrges eage, day's eye, Words-
worth's darlino-.
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We first have a chorus of nymphs, deploring

the fate of TJrvasi. She had been living with the

king in the groves of a forest, in undisturbed happi-

ness —
' Whilst wandering pleasantly along the brink

Of the Mandakini, a nymph of air,

Who gambolled on its sandy shore, attracted

The monarch's momentary glance—and this

Aroused the jealous wrath of Uryasi.

Thus incensed

She heedlessly forgot the law that bars

All female access from the hateful groves

Of Kartikeya. Trespassing the bounds

Proscribed, she suffers now the penalty

Of her transgression, and, to a slender vine

Transformed, there pines till time shall setherfrec*

Mournful strains are heard in the air

—

' Soft voices low sound in the sky,

Where the nymphs a companion deplore

And lament, as together they fly.

The friend they encounter no more.

' So sad and melodious awakes

The plaint of the swan o'er the stream

When the red lotus blossoms, as breaks

On the wave the day's orient beam.

' Amidst the lake where the lotus, shining,

Its flowers unfold to the sunny beam,

The swan, for her lost companion pining,

Swims sad and slow o'er the lonely stream.'

The king now enters, his features expressing in-

sanity—his dress disordered. The scene represents

a wild forest, clouds gathering overhead, elephants,

deer, peacocks, and swans are seen. Here are rocks

K a
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and waterfalls, lightning and rain. The king first

rushes frantically after a cloud which he mistakes

for a demon that carried away his bride.

' Hold, treacherous friend ; suspend thy flight—forbear :

Ah ! whither wouldst thou bear my beauteous bride ?

And now his arrows sting me ; thick as hail,

From yonder jjeak, whose sharp top pierces heaven.

They shower upon me.'

\_Bushes forward as to the attack, tlien i^auses, and

looks upwards.']

' It is no demon, but a friendly cloud,

—

No hostile quiver, but the bow of Indra

;

The cooling rain-drops fall, not barbed shafts,

—

And I mistake the lightning for my love.'

These raving strains are interrupted by airs, be-

wailing the fate of the separated lovers ; but it is

impossible to give an idea of the real beauty of the

whole, without much fuller extracts than we are able

to give. The following passages may suffice :

—

' Ah me ! whatever I behold but aggravates

My woe. These bright and pendulous flowers.

Surcharged with dew, resemble those dear eyes,

Glistening with starting tears. How shall I learn

If she have passed this way ?
'

He addresses various birds, and asks them whether

they have seen his love,—the peacock, ' the bird of

the dark blue throat and eye of jet,'— the cuckoo,
' whom lovers deem Love's messenger,'—the swans,
' who are sailing northward, and whose elegant gait

betrays that they have seen her,'—the fcakravaka,
* a bird who, during the night, is himself separated

from his mate,'—but none give answer. Neither he.
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nor the bees who murmur amidst the petals of the

lotus, nor the royal elephant, that reclines with his

mate under the kadamba tree, has seen the lost one.

' King.—From his companion he accepts the bongh,
Her trunk has snapped from the balm-breathing

tree

—

How rich with teeming shoots and juicy fragrance.

He crushes it.

Deep on the mountain's breast,

A yawning chasm appears—such shades are ever
Haunts of the nymphs of air and earth. Perchance,
My Urvasi now lurks within the grotto.

In cool seclusion. I will enter.—All

Is utter darkness. Would the lightning's flash

Now blaze to guide me— No, the cloud disdains

—

Such is my fate perverse—to shed for me
Its many-channelled radiance. Be it so.

I will retire—but first the rock address.

Air.

' With horny hoofs and a resolute breast.

The boar through the thicket stalks
;

He jDloughs up the ground, as he phes his quest
In the forest's gloomiest walks.

' Say, mountain, whose expansive slope confines
The forest verge,—oh tell me, hast thou seen
A nymph, as beauteous as the bride of love,

Mounting, with slender frame, thy steep ascent
Or, wearied, resting in thy crowning woods ?

How ! no reply ? remote, he hears me not,—
I will approach him nearer.

Air.

' From the crystal summits the glistening springs
Rush down the flowery sides,
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Aud the spirit of heaven delightedly sings,

As among the peaks he hides.

Say, mountain so favoured,—have the feet

Of my fair one pressed this calm retreat?

' Now, by my hopes, he answers ! He has seen her :

Where is she ?—say. Alas ! again deceived.

Alone I hear the echo of my words.

As round the cavern's hollow mouth they roll,

And multiplied return. Ah, Urvasi !

Fatigue has overcome me. I will rest

Upon the borders of this mountain torrent,

And gather vigour from the breeze that gleans

Refreshing coolness from its geUd waves.

Whilst gazing on thestream whose new swoln waters

Yet turbid flow, what strange imaginings

Possess my soul, and fill it with delight.

The rippling wave is like her arching brow
;

The fluttering line of storks, her timid tongue
;

The foamy spray, her white loose floating robe

;

And this meandering course the current tracks,

Her undulating- gait. All these recall

My soon-ofi'ended love. I must appease her . . . ,

I'll back to where my love first disappeared.

Yonder the black deer couchant lies ; of him
I will inquire. Oh, antelope, behold ....
How ! he averts his gaze, as if disdaining

To hear my suit ! Ah no, he, anxious, marks
His doe approach him ; tardily she comes,

Her frolic fawn impeding her advance.'

At last the king finds a gem, of ruddy radiance

;

it is the gem of union, which, bj its mighty spell,

should restore Urvaii to her lover. He holds it in

his hands, and embraces the vine, which is now
transformed into Urvasi. The gem is placed on

I
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Urvasi's forehead, and the king and his heavenly

queen return to Allahabad.

' Yonder cloud

Shall be oar downy car, to waft us swift

And lightly on onr way ; the lightning's wave

Its glittering banners ; and the bow of Indra (the rainbow)

Hangs as its over-arching canopy

Of variegated and resplendent hues.'

[Exeunt on the cloud. Music]

The fifth and Last act begins with an unlucky

incident. A hawk has borne away the ruby of re-

union. Orders are sent to shoot the thief, and, after

a short pause, a forester brings the jewel and the

arrow by which the hawk was killed. An inscrip-

tion is discovered on the shaf. , which states that it

belonged to Ayus, the son of Urvasi and Pururavas.

The king is not aware that Urvasi has ever borne

him a son ; but while he is still Avondering, a female

ascetic enters, leading a boy with a bow in his hand.

It is Ayus, the son of Urvasi, whom his mother

confided to the pious Zyavana, who educated him in

the forest, and now sends him back to his mother.

The king soon recognises Ayus as his son. Urvasi

also comes to embrace him :

—

' Her gaze intent

Is fixed upon him, and her heaving bosom

Has rent its veiling scarf.'

But why has she concealed the birth of this child P

and why is she now suddenly bursting into tears ?

She tells the king herself.
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' When for jour love T gladly left the courts

Of heaven, the monarch thus declared his will

:

"Go, and be happy with the prince, my friend
;

But when he views the son that thou slialt bear him.

Then hitherward direct thy prompt return." ....
The fated term expires, and to console

His father for my loss, he is restored.

I may no longer tarry.

' King.—The tree that languished in the summer's blaze

Puts forth, reviving, as young rain descends,

Its leafy shoots, when lo ! the lightning bursts

Fierce on its top, and fells it to tlie gi'ound.

' Urvasi.—But what remains for me ? my task on earth

Fulfilled. Once gone, the king will soon forget me,

' King.—Dearest, not so. It is no grateful task

To tear our memory from those we love.

But we must bow to power supreme : do you

Obey your lord ; for me, I will resign

My throne to this my son, and with the deer

Will henceforth mourn amidst the lonely woods.'

Preparations are made for the inauguration of tlie

young king, when a new chus ex macliina appears

—

Narada, the messenger of Indra.

' Messenger.—May your days be many ! King, attend :

The mighty Indra, to whom all is known,

By me thus intimates his high commands.

Forego your purpose of ascetic sorrow.

And Urvasi shall be through life united

With thee in holy bonds.'

After this all concludes happily. Nymphs descend

from heaven with a golden vase containing the water

of the heavenly Ganges, a throne, and other para-

phernalia, which they arrange. The prince is in-
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augurated as partner of the empire, and all go

together to pay then- homage to the queen, who had

so generously resigned her rights in favour of Urvasi,

the heavenly nymph.

Here, then, we have the full flower whose stem

we trace through the Pur^was and the Mahabharata

to the Brahmarias and the Veda, while the seed lies

buried deep in that fertile stratum of language from

which all the Aryan, dialects draw their strength and

nourishment. Mr. Carlyle had seen deep into the

very heart of mythology when he said, ' Thus,

though tradition may have but one root, it grows,

like a banian, into a whole over-arching labyrinth of

trees.'' The root of all the stories of Pururavas and

Urvasi, were short proverbial expressions, of which

ancient dialects are so fond. Thus—' Urvasi loves

Pururavas,' meant 'the sun rises
;

'
' Urvasi sees Puru-

ravas naked,' meant ' the dawn is gone ;
'

' Urvasi

finds Pururavas again,' meant 'the sun is setting.'

The names of Pururavas and Urvasi are of Indian

growth, and we cannot expect to find them identi-

cally the same in other Aryan dialects. But the

same ideas pervade the mythological language of

Greece. There one of the many names of the dawn

was Eurydike (p. 406). The name of her husband is,

like many Greek words, inexplicable, but Orpheus is

the same word as the Sanskrit Bibha. or Arbhu,
(vhich, thouah it is best known as the name of the

three JBibhus, was used in the Veda as an epithet of

Indra, and a name also of the sun. The old story then,

was this :
' Eurydike is bitten by a serpent {i.e. by

the night), she dies, and descends into the lower

regions. Orpheus follows her, and obtains from the
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gods that his wife should follow him if he promised

not to look back. Orpheus promises,—ascends from

the dark world below ; Eurjdike is behind him as

he rises, but, drawn by doubt or by love, he looks

round ;—the first ray of the sun glances at the dawn,

—and the dawn fades away.' There may have been

an old poet of the name of Orpheus,—for old poets

delight in solar names ; but, whether he existed or

not, certain it is, that the story of Orpheus and
Eurydike was neither borrowed from a real event,

nor invented without a motive. In India also,

the myth of the J2ibhus has taken a local and

historical colouring by a mere similarity of names.

A man, or a tribe of the name of Bnbu (Rv. YI.

45, 31-33),' was admitted into the Brahmanic com-

munity. They were carpenters, and had evidently

rendered material assistance to the family of a Vedic

chief, Bharadva^a. As they had no Yaidik gods, the

i^ibhus were made over to them, and many things

were ascribed to these gods which originally applied

only to the mortal Bribus. These historical realities

will never yield to a mythological analysis, while the

truly mythological answers at once if we only know
how to test it. There is a way by which that

ancient dialect can be retranslated into the common
language of the Aryans.

I must come to a close ; but it is difficult to leave

a subject in which, as in an arch, each stone by itself

threatens to fall, Avhile the whole arch would stand

the strongest pressure. One myth more.—We have
seen how the sun and the dawn have suggested

' This explains the passage in J/anu X. 107, and shows how it

ona-ht to be corrected.
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SO many expressions of love, that we may well ask,

did the Aryan nations, previous to their separation,

know the most ancient of the gods, the god of love 'P

Was Eros known at that distant period of awakening

history, and wha.t was meant by the name by which

the Aryans called him? The common etymology

derives Eros from a Sanskrit root, vri or var, which

means to choose, to select.

Now, if the name of love had first been coined in

our ball-rooms, such an etymology might be defen-

sible, but surely the idea of weighing, comparing,

and prudently choosing could not have struck a

strong and genuine heart as the most prominent

feature of love. Let us imagiiie, as well as we can,

the healthy and strong feelings of a youthful race

of men, free to follow the call of their hearts

—

unfettered by the rules and prejudices of a refined

society, and controlled only by those laws which

nature and the graces have engraved on every

human heart. Let us imagine such hearts suddenlj^

lighted uj) by love,—by a feeling of which they

knew not either whence it came and whither it

would carry them; an impulse they did not even

know how to name. If they wanted a name for it,

where could they look ? Was not love to them like

an awakening from sleep ? Was it not like a morn
radiating Avith heavenly splendour over their souls,

pervading their hearts with a glowing warmth,

purifying their whole being like a fresh breeze, and
illuminating the ivhole world around them with a

new light ? If it was so, there was but one name by

which they could express love,—there was but one

similitude for the roseate bloom that betrays the
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dawn of love—it was the blush of the day, the

rising of the sun. ' The sun has risen/ they said,

Avhere we say, ' I love ;
' ' the sun has set,' they said,

where we say, ' I have loved.'

And this, which we might have guessed, if we
could but throw off the fetters of our own language,

is fully confirmed by an analysis of ancient speech.

The name of the dawn in Sanskrit is ushas, the

Greek "Ecos-, both feminine. But the Veda knows also

a masculine dawn, or rather a dawning sun (Agni
aushasya, 'Emos), and in this sense Ushas might be

supposed to have taken in Greek the form of "Epw?.

S is frequently changed into r. In Sanskrit it is a

general rule that s followed by a media becomes r.

In Greek we have the Lakonic forms in op instead of

OS (Ahrens, ' D. D.' § 8) ; in Latin, an r between two

vowels often exists in ancient inscriptions under the

more original form of s {asa= a7'a). The very word
ushas has in Latin taken the form of aurora, which

is derived from an' intermediate auros, auroris, like

flora, from flos, floris.

But, however plausible such analogies may seem,

it is only throwing dust in our eyes if comparative

philologists imagine they can establish in this man-
ner the transition of a Sanskrit sh into a Greek r.

No, whatever analogies other dialects may exhibit,

no Sanskrit sh between two vowels has ever as yet

been proved to be represented by a Greek r. There-

fore Eros cannot be Ushas.

And yet the name of Eros was originally that of

the dawning sun. The sun in the Veda is frequently

called the runner, the quick racer, or simply the horse,

while in the more humanised mythology of Greece,
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and also in many parts of the Veda, lie is represented

as standing on bis cart, which in the Veda is drawn

by two, seven, or ton horses, while in Greek we also

have the quadriga :

—

"ApfjuTd fjer race Xtifnrpa radpiinrtiJi'

"HAtoc ij^ri Xa^TTEi vara yt'ti'.

These horses are called bar it as; they are always

feminine. They are called bhadras, happy or joy-

ful (I. 115, 3) ; fcitras, many-coloured (I. 115, 3) ;

ghrita^is and gbrttasnas, bathed in dew (IV. 6,

9) ; sva?TA;as, with beautiful steps; vitaprtsh^A-^s,

with lovely backs (V. 45, 10). Thus we read:

Rv. IX. 63, 9. 'The Sun has yoked the ten

Harits for his journey.'

Ev. I. 50, 8. ' The seven Harits bring thee, O
bright Sun, on thy cart.'

Rv. IV. 13, 3. ' The seven Harits bring him,

the Sun, the spy of the world.'

In other passages, however, they take a more

human form, and as the Dawn which is sometimes

called simply asva, the mare, is well known by the

name of the sister, these Harits also are called the

Seven Sisters (VII. 66, 15) ; and in one passage (IX.

86, 37) they appear as ' the Harits with beautiful

wings.' After this I need hardly say that we have

here the prototype of the Grecian ' Charites.'

'

I should like to follow the track which this recog-

nition of the Charites, as the Sanskrit Haritas,

' This point has been more fully discussed in the Second Serie3

of my Lectures on the Science of Language, p. 408 seq. (1880).
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opens to comparative mythology ; but I must return

to Eros, in whose company they so frequently ap-

pear. If, according to the laws which regulate the

metamorphosis of common Aryan words adopted in

Greek or Sanskrit, we try to transliterate sp^Ds into

Sanskrit, we find that its derivative suflBx coy, ooros is

the same as the termination of the participle of the

perfect. This termination is commonly represented

in Sanskrit by vas, nom. masc. van, fem. ushi, neut.

vat, and this, though very different grammatically,

may etymologically be considered as a parallel form

of the originally possessive suf&x vat, nom. masc.

van, fem. vati, neut. vat. There being no short e

in Sanskrit, and a Greek p corresponding to a San-

skrit r, spais, spcoTos, if it existed at all in Sanskrit,

would have had the form of ar-vas, nom. arv^n,

gen. ar-ushas. Now it is true that we do not find

in Sanskrit ar-van, gen. ar-ushas, with any mean-
ing that approaches the Greek spco9. But we find

ar-vat, gen. ar-vatas, which in the later Sanskrit

means a horse, and which in the Veda has retained

traces of its radical power, and still displays the

sense of quick, running, vehement. This very word
is applied to the Sun, so that in some passages it

stands as the name of the Sun, while in others it is

used as a substantive, meaning horse or rider. Thus,

through the irresistible influence of the sjnionymous

character of ancient language, and without any
poetical effort on the part of the speaker, those who
spoke of the son as arvat, spoke and thought at the

same time of a horse or rider. The word arvat,

though intended only to express the rapid sun, set

other ideas vibrating which gradually changed the
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sun into a horse or a horseman. Arvat means smiply

horse in passages like I. 91, 20 :

' The god Soma gives us the cow ; Soma gives qs

the quick horse ; Soma gives a strong son.'

It means horseman or runner, Rv. I. 152, 5 :

' The rider is born without a horse, without a

bridle.'

The rider who is meant here is the rising sun,

and there is a whole hymn addressed to the sun as a

horse. Nay, the growth of language and thought

is so quick that in the Veda the myth turns, so to

speak, back upon itself; and one of the poets (I. 163,

2) praises the bright Vasus, because * out of the sun

they have wrought a horse.' Thus arvat becomes

by itself, without any adjective or explanation, the

name for sun, like surya, aditya, or any other of

his old titles. Ev. I. 163, 3, the poet tells the sun,

'Thou, Arvat (horse), art Aditya' (the sun) ; and

(VI. 12, 6), Agni, or the fire of the sun, is invoked by

the same name :
' Thou, Arvat, keep us from evil

report ! O Agni, lighted with all the fires ! thou

givest treasures, thou sendest away all evils ; let us

live happy for hundred winters ; let us have good

offspring.'

Before we can show how the threads of this name
of the sun in India enter into the first woof of the

god of love in Greece, we have still to observe that

sometimes the horses, i.e. the rays of the sun, are

called not only haritas, but rohitas (or rohit^s)

and arushis (or arushas). Rv. I. 14, 12 : 'Yoke

the A'rushis to thy cart, bright Agni ! the Harits,

the Rohits ! with them bring the gods to us !
' These

names may have been originally mere adjectives.
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meaning red, bright, or brown,^ but they soon grew

into names of certain animals belonging to certain

gods, according to their different colour and character.

Thus we read :

Rv. II. 10, 2. ' Hear thou, the brilliant Agni, my
prayer; whether the two black horses (sy&va') bring

thy cart, or the two ruddy (r 6 hit a), or the two red

horses (arusha).'

And again

:

Ev. VII. 42, 2. ' Yoke the Harits and the Rohits,

or the Arushas which are in thy stable.'

A'rushi, by itself, is also used for cow; for in-

stance, YIII. 55, 3, where a poet says that he has

received four hundred cows (arushiwim ka,tnh-

satam). These arushis, or bright cows, belong

more particularly to the Dawn, and instead of saying

' the day dawns,' the old poets of the Yeda say fre-

quently, ' the bright cows return ' (Rv. I. 92, 1). We
found that the Harits were sometimes changed into

seven sisters, and thus the A'rushis also, originally

the bright cows, underwent the same metamorphosis

:

Rv. X. 5, 5. ' He brought the Seven Sistei's, the

A'rushis (the bright cows) :' or (X. 8, 3), 'When the

sun flew up, the A'rushis refreshed their bodies in

the water.'

Sanskrit scholars need hardly be told that this

arushi is in reality the feminine of a form arvas,

nom. a r V a n, gen. arushas, while a r v a t i is the femi-

nine of ar-vat, nom. arva, gen. arvatas. As vid-

' Poi Che I'altro mattin la bella Aurora

L'aer seren fh bianco e rosso e giallo.—Ariosto, xxiii. 52.

Si che le bianche e le vermiglie gnance,

L4 dove io era, della bella Aurora,

Per troppa etate direnivan rar.ce.— Dante, Pargatmno,u.7

.
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v^'n, knowing, forms its feminine vidushi (^ikit-

vS-'n, A;ikitusbii), so arva(7i) leads to arushi, a

form which fully explains the formation of the femi-

nine of the past participle in Greek. This may be

shown by the following equation:—vidv^'n : vidii-

shi= slScos : sl8via. This feminine arushi is im-

portant for our purpose, because it throws new light

on the formation of another word, viz. arusha, a

masculine, meaning bright or red, and in the Veda a

frequent epithet of the sun. Arusha, gen. asya,

follows the weak declension, and arushi is by San-

skrit grammarians considered as the regular feminine

of arusha. Arusha, as compared with the parti-

cipial form ar-vas, is formed like SiaKTopos, ov, instead

of BiaKTcop, opos ; like Latin vasum, i, instead of vas,

vasis; like Prakrit itaranteshu, instead of /car at su;

like Modern Greek ^ vvktu, instead of i) vv^.

This arusha, as applied in the Veda to bright

and solar deities, brings us as near to the Greek

Eros as we can expect. It is used in the sense of

bright

:

Ev. VII. 75, 6. ' The red bright horses are seen

bringing to us the brilliant Dawn.'

The horses ' of Indra, of Agni, of BWhaspati, as

quick as the wind, and as bright as suns, who lick

the udder of the dark cow, the night, are called

arushd; the smoke which rises from the burning

sun at daybreak, the limbs of the sun with which he

climbs the sky, the thunderbolt which Indra throws,

' 'Arusha, si voisin d'Aru/;a (cocher du soleil), et d'Arus (le soleil),

se retrouve en Zend sous la forme d'Aurusha (dont Anquetil fait

Eorosh, I'oiseau), les chevaux qui trainent Serosh.'—Burnouf,

Bh%avata-Purawa, p. LXXIX.

VOL. IV. L
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the fire which is seen by day and by night, all are

called arusha. ' He who fills heaven and earth with

light, who runs across the darkness along the sky,

who is seen among the black cows of the night,' he is

called arnsha or the bright hero (arnsho vrisha).

And this bright solar hero, whether Agni ^ or

Surya, is in the Veda, as in Greek mythology, repre-

sented as a child.

Ev. III. 1, 4. * The Seven Sisters have nursed

him, the joyful, the white one, as he was bom, the

red one (Anisha), by growth ; the horses came as to

a foal that is born ; the gods brought up Agni when
he was born.'

Arusha is applied to the young sun in the Veda;

the snn who drives away the dark night, and sends

his first ray to awaken the world:

Ev. YII. 71, 1. * Night goes away from her sister,

the Dawn ; the dark one opens the path for Arusha.'

Though in some of his names there is an uninten-

tional allusion to his animal character, he soon takes

a purely human form. He is called Nri^-akshas
(III. 15, 3), ' having the eyes of a man;' and even his

wings, as Grimm ^ will be glad to learn, have begun
to grow in the Veda, where once, at least (V. 47, 3),

he is called Arusha/t suparwas, 'the bright sun

with beautiful wings :'

ToJ' c j/T-oi d}i]rol fj.ei'' ^fXijTa KiiXovai T^orrjvoi',

AQaiaroL ck Urspwra, Cia TTTEpacpvrop' a.iayi:r}y.

' How the god Kama was grafted on Agni, may be seen from
later passages in the Atharva-veda, the Taittiriya-sanhita, and some
of the Gj-ihj-a-sutras.

—

Indisclte Studien, vol. v. pp. 224-226.
" See Jacob Grimm's Essntj on the God of Love.
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As Eros is the child of Zeus, Arusha is called the

child of Dyaus (Diva^ sisus).

Rv. IV. 15, 6. 'Him, the god Agni, they

adorn and purify every day like a strong horse

—

like Arusha (the Lright sun), the child of Dyaus
(heaven).'

Rv. VI. 49, 2. ' Let us worship Agni, the child

of Dyaus, the son of strength, Arusha, the bright

light of the sacrifice.'

This deity is the first of the gods, for he comes
(V. 1, 5) agre ahnam, 'at the point of the days;'

ushas^m agre (VII, 8, 1 ; X. 45, 5), ' at the begin-

ning of the dawns ; ' but in one passage two daughters

are ascribed to him, different in appearance—the one

decked with the stars, the other brilliant by the light

of the sun—Day and Night, who are elsewhere called

the daughters of the Sun. As the god of love, in the

Greek sense of the word, Arusha does not occur,

neither has love, as a mere feeling, been deified in the

Veda under any name. Kama, who is the god of

love in the later Sanskrit, never occurs in the Veda
with personal or divine attributes, except in one pas-

sage of the tenth book, and here love is rather re-

presented as a power of creation than as a personal

being. But there is one other passage in the Veda,
where K^ma, love, is clearly applied to the rising

sun. The whole hymn (II. 38, 6) is addressed to

Savitar, the sun. It is said, ' He rises as a mighty
flame—he stretches out his wide arms—he is even

like the wind. When he stops his horses, all activity

ceases, and the night follows in his track. But
before the night has half finished her weaving, the

sun rises again. Then Agni goes to all men and to

L 2
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all houses ; his light is powerful, and his mother, the

Dawn, o-ives him the best share, the first worship

among men.' Then the poet goes on

:

'He came back, with Avide strides, longing for

victory ; the love of all men came near. The eternal

approached, leaving the work (of Night) half-done
;

he followed the command of the heavenlj Savitar.'

'The love of all men,' may mean he who is loved

by all men, or who grants their wishes to all men

;

yet I do not think it is by accident that Kama, love,

is thus applied to the rising sun.

Even in the latest traditions of the Purdwas, the

original solar character of the god of love, the

beloved of the Dawn, was not quite forgotten. For

we find that one of the names given to the son of

Kama, to Aniruddha,' the irresistible [avUaros fid-)(av),

is Ushapati, the lord of the Dawn.
If we place clearly before our mind all the ideas

and allusions which have clustered round the names
of Arvat and Arusha in the Veda, the various

myths told of Eros, which at first seem so contra-

dictory, become perfectly intelligible. He is in

Hesiod the oldest of the gods, born when there exist

as yet only Chaos and Earth. In the Veda we have

'Arusha born at the beginning of all the days.' He
is the youngest of the gods, the son of Zeus, the

friend of the Charites, also the son of the chief

Charis, Aphrodite, in whom we can hardly fail to

discover a female Eros (an Usha instead of an Agni
aushasj^a).^ Every one of these myths finds its

' The story of Usha, Aniruddha, and Altralekh^ is told by
Somadeva (transl. VI. c. 27-34, p, 134 ; Vish«u-pura?ia, p. 549 :

. Harivawsa, si. 9910).
* Cf. Iia2}tus Helenas, 16, XapiToiv ^aalKeiav 'A(ppo5iT-nv.
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key in the Veda. Eros or Aruslia is the rising- sun,

and hence the chikl, the son of Dyaus ; he yokes the

Harits, and is, if not the son,' at least the beloved

of the Dawn. Besides, in Greek mythology also, Eros

has many fathers and many mothers ; and one pair of

parents given him by Sappho, Heaven and Earth, is

identical with his Vaidik parents, Dyaus and IdvL."^

' Cf. 'Maxim. Tyr.' XXTV. r'bu''EpuTd <pT](nv i] hiorifjia tcS 'S.wKpa.Tn

OX) itaTSa., aKS! aK6Aov6ov rfis 'A(ppodir7)s, Koi dfpdnoi/Ta eli^ai. See Preller,

G7'eek Mythology, p. 238.

^ The objections raised by Professor Curtius {Grundziige der

G)iecMschen Etymologie, p. 114) against the common origin of

ipws and arvat deserve careful attention. ' How can we separate

"Epcos,' he says, ' from %pos, tpafiai, tpdoi, ipaTSs, ('pareiyds, and other

words, all of ancient date, and even Homeric ? They caimot have

sprung from the name ep<^s, and if we suppose that they sprang

from the same root ar, to which we have to assign the sense of

going, running, striving, tpos would mean striving, or desire, and it

would be diificult to prove that the cognate "Epois started from the

meaning of horse, or solar horse, which in Sanskrit was assigned to

arvat.' Professor Curtius then proceeds to urge the same objec-

tions against the etymology of Charis :
' For what shall we do,' he

says, ' with x°-P'^> X"^P'*> Xo^^CoMf". X^P^^'s ?
' With regard to Charis, I

may refer to the explanations wliich I have given in the Science

of Language, ii. p. 475, where I hope I have proved that Chaius

cannot he placed, as Professor Curtius proposes, in the same
category of deities as Aeifi6s or *dj3os ; and that there is nothing in

the least improbable in certain derivatives of an ancient Aryan root

taking a mythological character, while others retain an analogous

appellative meaning. From the root dyu, to shine, we have Dyaus
and Zeis : but we also have in Sanskrit diva and dina, day ; and in

Greek fvSios, at noon day, 57)A.oj, bright. From the root vas or

ush, to glow, to burn, we have 'Ea-rla, Vesta, Ushas, Eos, Aurora:
but likewise Sanskrit usra, early, ush/ta, hot ; Latin vro, avruni

;

Greek aCw, at-piov, ^pt. Unless we suppose that roots, after having
given rise to a single mythological name, were struck by instan-

taneous sterility, or that Greek mythological names can only be
derived from roots actually employed in that language, what we
observe in the case of Eros and Charis is the natural and almost
inevitable result of the growth of language and myth, sucli as we
now understand it. Greek scholars have asked, ' how can we separate

fpfir]vfvw from 'Epfirjs (^Grundzilge, p. 312), or Ipivyvfii, from
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India, however, is not Greece ;' and though we may
trace the germs and roots of Greek words and Greek

' Epu-rus (Welcker) ?
' Yet few have questioned Kuhn's etymology

of "Ep/j-vs and 'Epivvvs, whatever difference of opinion may prevail as

to the exact process by which these two deities came to be what

they are. But, on the other hand, I cannot protest too strongly

against the opinion that has been ascribed to me, that the Greeks

were in any way conscious of the secondary or idiomatic meaning

which arvat and harit had assumed in India. In India both

ar vat, running, and harit, bright, become recognised names for

horse. As arvat was also applied to the sun, the heavenly runner,

the conception of the sun as a horse became almost inevitable, and

required no poetical effort on ths part of people speaking Sanskrit.

Nothing of the kind happened in Greek. In Greek epus was never

used as an appellative in the ser.se of horse, as little as C^vs was

used, except in later times, to signify the material sky. But unless

we are prepared to look upon Eros, ' the oldest of the Greek gods,'

as a mere abstraction, as, in fact, a kind of Cupid, I thought, and I

still think, that we have to admit among the earliest worshippers of

Eros, even on Greek soil, a faint recollection of the ancient Aryan
mythology in which the same word as Eros had been applied to the

sun, and especially the rising sun. All the rest is simple and easy.

The root ar, no doubt, had the sense of running or rushing, and might

have yielded therefore names expressive of quick motion as well as

of strong desire. Not every shoot, however, that springs from sucL

a seed, lives on, when transferred to a different soil. JEros might
have been the name for horse in Greece as arvat was in India, but

it was not ; arvat, or some other derivative like art ha, might have

expressed desire in Sanskrit as it did in Greek, but this, too, was
not the case. Why certain words die, and others live on, why
certain meanings of words become prominent so as to cause the

absorption of all other meanings, we have no chance of ex^alaining.

We must take the work of language as we find it, and in dis-

entangling the curious skein, we must not expect to find one

continuous thread, but rest satisfied if we can separate the broken

ends, and place them side by side in something like an intelligible

order. Greek mythology was not borrowed from Vedic mythology,

any more than Greek words were taken from a Sanskrit dictionary.

This being once tmderstood and generally admitted, offence should

not be taken if here and there a Vedic deity or a Sanskrit word is

called a prototype. The expression, I know, is not quite correct,

and cannot be defended, except on the plea that almost everybody
knows what is meant by it. The Greek Charites are certainly not
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ideas to the ricli soil of India, the full flower of

Aryan language, of Aryan poetry and mythology,

belongs to Hellas, where Plato has told us what

Eros is, and where Sophokles {Antig. 781) sang his

Ejowe at'iKare fia-^aVf

' Ep<i)c, OQ ey KTij/jLaai iriiTTeiQ,

og kv fiaXaKoiq Trapeialg

(pOlT^Q 3' VTTEpirOVriOQf kl' T

ayporofJiOiQ avXaig*

Kai (7 ovT adavarbjv (pv^ifXog ouottc,

0V&' afMEpiu)^ irr^ cii>-

dpujiruf' 6 o' £^wj' fiifirjrev.

If Hegel calls the discovery of the common origin

of Greek and Sanskrit the discovery of a new world,

the same may be said with regard to the common
origin of Greek and Sanskrit mythology. The dis-

covery is made, and the science of comparative mytho-

logy will soon rise to the same importance as that of

comparative philology. I have here explained but a

few myths, but they all belong to one small cycle,

and many more names might have been added. I

may refer those who take an interest in this geology

of language to the ' Journal of Comparative Philo-

logy,' published by my learned friend. Dr. Kuhn,

a mere modification of the Vedic Haritas, nor the Greek Eros of

the Vedic Arvat. There was no recollection of an equine character

in the Greek Eros or the Charites, just as, from a purely Greek
point of view, no traces of a canine character could be discovered

in 'E\evri = Saramd, or 'Epfitias = SSrameya. Arvat and Eros are radii

starting from a common central thought, and the angle of the Vedic

radius is less obtuse than that of the Greek. Tliis is all that could

be meant, and I believe this is the sense in which my words have

been understood by the majority of my readers. See on the whole
of this subject of Arvat= Eros, E. Senart, Legende du, Buddha, pp.

177 seq.
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at Berlin, who, in his periodical, has very properly

admitted comparative mythology as an integral part

of comparative philology, and who has himself dis-

covered some of the most striking parallelisms

between the traditions of the Yeda and the mytho-

logical names of other Aryan nations. The very

' Hippokentaurs and the Chimsera, the Gorgons

and Pegasoi, and other monstrous creatures/ have

apparently been set right ; and though I differ from

Dr. Kuhn on several points, and more particularly

with regard to the* elementary character of the gods,

which he, like Lauer, the lamented author of the

' System of Greek Mythology,' seems to me to con-

nect too exclusively with the fleeting phenomena of

clouds and storms, and thunder, while I believe

their original conception to have been almost always

solar, yet there is much to be learnt from both.

Much, no doubt, remains to be done, and even with

the assistance of the Yeda, the whole of Greek

mythology will never be deciphered and translated.

But can this be urged as an objection ? There are

many Greek words of which we cannot find a satis-

factory etymology, even by the help of Sanskrit.

Are we therefore to say that the whole Greek lan-

guage has no etymological organization ? If we find

a rational principle in the formation of but a small

portion of Greek words, we are justified in inferring

that the same principle which manifests itself in

part, governed the organic growth of the whole ; and
though we cannot explain the etymological origin

of all words, we should never say that language had
no etymological origin, or that etymology ' treats of

a past which was never present.' That the later
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Greeks, such as Homer and Hesiod, were ignorant of

the origin and purport of their myths, I fully admit,

but they were equally ignorant of the origin and pur-

port of their words. No Greek knew that C^vs ever

meant the sky, at all events, no Greek would have used

C^vs as a noun instead of ovpavos. And yet ovpaiws also

was a mythological name, only not yet so entirely

changed into a proper name as to be unlit to be used
as an appellative. When in later times Dlonysos is

used for wine, and Ceres for bread, that is merely
a poetical licence, and does not prove that there ever

was a word like Ceres for bread, or like Dlonysos for

wine. The etymological, that is the original, meaning
which we are able to discover in Greek mythological

names, such as Athene, Char is, Hera and others, was
far beyond the reach of Greek scholars. What applies

to etymology, therefore, appUes with equal force

to mythology. It has been proved by comparative
philology that there is nothing irregular in language,

nay, what was formerly considered as irregular in de-

clension and conjugation is now often recognised as the

most regular and ancient stratum in the formation of

grammar. The same, we hope, may be accomplished
in mythology, and instead of deriving it, as hereto-

fore, ' ab ingenii humani imbecillitate et a dictionis

egestate,' it will obtain its truer solution, ' ab ingenii

humani sapientia et a dictionis abundantia.' Mytho-
logy is only a dialect, an ancient form of language.

Mythology, though chiefly concerned with nature, and
here again mostly with those manifestations which
bear the character of law, order, power, and wisdom
impressed on them, was applicable to all things.

Nothing is exclude<l from mythological expression;
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neither morals nor philosopHy, neither history nor

religion, have escaped the spell of that ancient sibyl.

But mythology is neither philosophy, nor history, nor

religion, nor ethics. It is, if we may use a scholastic

expression, a quale, not a quid—something formal,

not something substantial, and, like poetry, sculpture,

and painting, applicable to nearly all that the ancient

world could admire or adore.



ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF MYTHOLOGY.

A Lecture Delivered at the Royal Institution in 1871.

What can be in our days the interest of mythology ?

What is it to us that Kronos was the son of Uranos

and Gaia, and that he swallowed his children, Hestia,

Demeter, Hera, Pluton, and Poseidon, as soon as they

svere born ? What have we to do with the stories of

Rhea, the wife of Kronos, who, in order to save her

youngest son from being swallowed by his father,

gave her husband a stone to swallow in his stead?

And why should we be asked to admire the exploits

of this youngest son, who, when he had grown up,

gave his father an emetic, and thus helped to deliver

the stone and his five brothers and sisters from their

paternal prison ? What shall we think if we read in

the most admired of classic poets that these escaped

prisoners became afterwards the great gods of Greece,

gods believed in by Homer, worshipped even by

Sokrates, immortalised by Pheidias ? Why should we
listen to such horrors asthatTantalos killed his own son,

boiled him, and placed him before the gods to eat ?

or that the gods collected his limbs, threw them into

a caldron, and thus restored Pelops to life, minus,

however, his shoulder, which Demeter had eaten in a
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fit of absence, and which had therefore to be replaced

by a shoulder made of ivory ?

Can we imagine anything- more silly, more savage,

more senseless, anything more unworthy to engage

our thoughts, even for a single moment ? We may
pity our children that, in order to know how to con-

strue and understand the master-works of Homer and

Virgil, they have to fill their memory with such idle

tales ; but we might justly suppose that men who have

serious work to do in this world, would banish such

subjects for ever from their thoughts.

And yet, how strange! from the very childhood of

philosophy, from the first faintly-whispered Why ? to

our own time of matured thought and fearless in-

quiry, mythology has been the ever-recurrent subject

of anxious wonder and careful study. The ancient

philosophers, who could pass by the petrified shells

on mountain-tops and the fossil trees buried in their

quarries without ever asking the question how they

came to be there, or what they signified, were ever

ready with doubts and surmises when they came

to listen to ancient stories of their gods and heroes.

And, more curious still, even modern philosophers

cannot resist the attraction of these ancient problems.

That stream of philosophic thought which, springing

from Descartes (1596-1650), rolled on through the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in two beds

—

the idealistic, marked by the names of Malebranche

(1638-171 5), Spinoza (1632-1 677), and Leibniz (1646-

1716) ; and the sensualistic, marked by the names of

Locke (1632-1704), David Hume (1711-1776), and

Condillac (1715-1780), till the two arms united again

in Kant (1724-1804), and the full stream was carried
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on by Schelling (1775-1854), and Hegel (1770-1831),

—this stream of modern philosophic thought has

ended where ancient philosophy began—in a Phi-

losophy of Mythology, which, as you know, forms

the most important part of Schelling's final system,

of what he called himself his Positive Philosophy,

given to the world after the death of that great

thinker and poet, in the year 1854.

I do not mean to say that Schelling and Aristotle

looked upon mythology in the same light, or that

they found in it exactly the same problems
;
yet there

is this common feature in all who have thought or

written on mythology, that they look upon it as

something which, whatever it may mean, does cer-

tainly not mean what it seems to mean ; as something
that requires an explanation, whether it be a system

of religion, or a phase in the development of the

human mind, or an inevitable catastrophe in the life

of language.

According to some, mythology is history changed
into fable ; according to others, fable changed into

history. Some discover in it the precepts of moral

philosophy enunciated in the poetical language of

antiquity; others see in it a picture of the great

forms and forces of nature, particularly the sun, the

moon, and the stars, the changes of day and night,

the succession of the seasons, the return of the years

—all this reflected by the vivid imagination of

ancient poets and sages.

Epicharmos,for instance, the pupil of Pythagoras,

declared that the gods of Greece were not what, from
the poems of Homer, we might suppose them to be

—

personal beings, endowed with superhuman powers.
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but liable to many of the passions and frailties of

human nature. He maintained that these gods were

reaUy the Wind, the Water, the Earth, the Sun, the

Fire, and the Stars. Not long after his time, another

philosopher, Empedokles, holding that the whole of

nature consisted in the mixture and separation of the

four elements, declared that Zeus was the element of

Fire, Here the element of Air, Aidoneus or Pluton

the element of Earth, and Nestis the element of

Water. In fact, whatever the free thinkers of

Greece discovered successively as the first principles

of Beingand Thought, whether the air of Anaximenes,

or the fire of Herakleitos, or the Nous or Mind of

Anaxagoras, was readil}' identified with Zeus and the

other divine persons of Olympian mythology. Me-
trodoros,the contemporary of Anaxagoras, went even

further. While Anaxagoras would have been satis-

fied with looking upon Zeus as but another name of

his Nous, the highest intellect, the mover, the dis-

poser, the governor of all things, Metrodorus resolved

not only tke persons of Zeus, Here, and Athene, but

likewise those of human kings and heroes—such

as Agamemnon, Achilles, and Hektor—into various

combinations and physical agencies, and treated the

adventures ascribed to them as natural facts hidden

under a thin veil of allegory.^

Sokrates, it is well known, looked upon such at-

tempts at explaining aU fables allegorieally as too

arduous and unprofitable : yet he, too, as well as

Plato, pointed frequently to what they called the

hypdnoia, the under-current, or if I may say so, the

under-meaning of ancient mythology.

' Cf. Plutarch, Quoest. Roman. Ixxvii.
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Aristotle speaks more explicitly :

—

' It has been handed down,' he says, ' by early and
very ancient people, and loft to those who came after,

in the form of myths, that these (the first principles

of the world) are the gods, and that the divine em-
braces the whole of nature. The rest has been added
mythically, in order to persuade the many, and in

order to be used in support of laws aud other interests.

Thus they say that the gods have a human form, and
that they are like to some of the other living beings,

and other things consequent on this, and similar to

what has been said. If one separated out of these

fables, and took only that first point, viz. that they
believed the first essences to be gods, one would think
that it had been divinely said, and that while every
art and every philosophy was probably invented ever

so many times and lost again, these opinions had,
like fragments of them, been preserved until now.
So far only is the opinion of our fathers, and that re-

ceived from our first ancestors, clear to us.'

I have quoted the opinions of these Greek philoso-

phers, to which many more might have been added,
partly in order to show how many of the most
distinguished minds of ancient Greece agreed in

demanding an interpretation, whether physical or

metaphysical, of Greek mythology, partly in order to

satisfy those classical scholars, who, forgetful of their

own classics, forgetful of their own Plato and Aristotle,

seem to imagine that the idea of seeing in the gods and
heroes of Greece anything beyond what they appear to

be in the songs of Homer, ^vas a mere fancy and inven-

tion of the students of Comparative Mythology.
There were, no doubt, Greeks, and eminent
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Greeks too, wlio took the legends of their gods and

heroes in their literal sense. But what do these say

of Homer and Hesiod? Xenophanes, the contem-

porary of Pythagoras, holds Homer and Hesiod re-

sponsible for the popular superstitions of Greece.

In this he agrees with Herodotus, when he declares

that these two poets made the theogony for the

Greeks, and gave to the gods their names, and as-

signed to them their honours and their arts, and

described their appearances. But he then continues

in a very different strain from the j)ious historian.^

* Homer,' he says,^ ' and Hesiod ascribed to the gods

whatever is disgraceful and scandalous among men,

yea, they declared that the gods had committed

nearly all unlawful acts, such as theft, adultery, and

fraud.' ' Men seem to have created their gods, and

to have given to them their own mind, voice, and

figure. The Ethiopians made their gods black and

' Her. ii. 53, oZroi Se elat ol iroiiicravTes 6eoyovi-r]v "EXAtjci, koX toi(t:

0eo7at ras iiraivvfiias SSyres Koi rtfids re koI rexvas SieXovres, koX eifSeo

avT&u <r7\p.r]vavTis.

* TVcivra 6eo7s avi6t)Kav"Ofxrip6s 6' 'UaiooSs re

hcaa Trap" avOpdoTroiai oveiSea Koi ypSyos (crrlv.

as ir\it(TT ((pOiy^avTO Oewv aOffxiaria epya,

KXiiTTeiv fxoixdeiv T€ Kol d\\7JA.oi(S aTTaTevetv,

Sext. Emp. adv. Math. 1,289; is. 193.

SoKeovcri Oeohs yeyivrjaOai

T^v (T(peTepit]v r oXcrBrjcriv ex^"' ^<»"'^'' ''"f 54fjLas re.—
'AA.A.' eJroi x^^P°'^ J ^^X°^ ^6is ^e K^ovres

fj ypdipat xf^^PfC"'' K^^ ipya. TiK^lv airep &i'Spes,

Kal Ke dewf i54as iypa/pov koI awfiar^ iiroiow

TOiavff oi6v Trep KauTol Sf/xas flxof opLOiov,

Irnroi fifv 0' 'IrrnoKTi, ^6iS Se re ^ov(t\v dfMo7a.

Clem. Alex. Strom, v. p. 601, c.

'fly pTjffiv aevofdy-ns' 'AlOioires re /xeAavas ffiixovs re, @p5.Kis re irv^-

poiis Kol yKavKovs.'—Clem. Alex. Strom, vii. p. 711, 13. Historia
Philosophiae, ed. Ritter at Preller, cap. iii.
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flat-nosed ; tlie Thracians red-haired and blue-eyed.'

This was spoken about 500 B.C. Herakleitos, about

460 B.C., one of the boldest thinkers of ancient

Greece, declared that Homer deserved to be ejected

from public assemblies and flogged ; and a story is

told that Pythagoras (about 540 B.C.) saw the soul of

Homer in Hades, hanging on a tree and surrounded

by serpents, as a punishment for what he had said

of the gods. And what can be stronger than the

condemnation passed on Homer by Plato ? I shall

read an extract from the ' Eepublic,' from the ex-

cellent translation lately published by Professor

Jowett :

—

*But what fault do you find Avith Homer and

Hesiod, and the other great story-tellers of man-
kind?'

*A fault which is most serious,' I said :
' the

fault of telling a lie, and a bad lie.'

' But when is this fault committed ?
'

' Whenever an erroneous representation is made
of the nature of gods and heroes—like the drawing

of a limner which has not the shadow of a likeness

to the truth.'

' "Yes," he said, "that sort of thing is certainly

very blameable ; but what are the stories which you

mean ?
"

' " First of all," I said, " there was that greatest

of all lies in high places, which the poet told about

Uranos, and which was an immoral lie too—I mean
what Hesiod says that Uranos did, and what Kronos

did to him. The fact is that the doings of Kronos,

and the sufferings which his son inflicted upon him,

even if they were true, ought not to be lightly told

VOL. IV. M
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to young and simple persons ; if possible, they had

better be buried in silence. But if there is an abso-

lute necessity for their mention, a very few might

hear them in a mystery, and then let them sacrifice

not a common (Eleusinian) pig, but some huge and

unprocurable victim ; this would have the effect of

very greatly reducing the number of the hearers."

' " Why, yes," said he, " these stories are cer-

tainly objectionable."

' " Yes, Adeimantos, they are stories not to be

narrated in our State ; the young man should not be

told that in committing the worst of crimes he is far

from doing anything outrageous, and that he may
chastise his father when he does wrong in any man-
ner that he likes, and in this will only be following

the example of the first and greatest of the gods."

'"I quite agree with you," he said; "in my
opinion those stories are not fit to he repeated.'''

' " Neither, if we mean our future guardians to

regard the habit of quarrelling as dishonourable,

should anything be said of the wars in heaven, and

of the plots and fightings of the gods against one

another, which are quite untrue. Far be it from us

to tell them of the battles of the giants, and embroi-

der them on garments ; or of all the innumerable

other quarrels of gods and heroes with their friends

and relations. If they would only believe us, we
would tell them that quarrelling is unholy, and that

never up to this time has there been any quarrel

between citizens ; this is what old men and old

women should begin by telling children, and the

same when they grow up. And these are the sort of

fictions which the poets should be required to com-
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pose. But the narrative of Hepliaestos binding Here
his mother, or how on another occasion, Zeus sent

him flying for taking her part when she was being

beaten—such tales must not be admitted in our

State, whether they are sup230sed to have an allego-

rical meaning or not. For the young man cannot

judge what is allegorical and what is literal, and any-

thing that he receives into his mind at that age is

apt to become indelible and unalterable ; and there-

fore the tales which they first hear should be models

of virtuous thoughts."

'

To those who look npon mythology as an ancient

form of religion, such freedom of language as is here

used by Xenophanes and Plato, must seem startling.

If the Iliad were really the Bible of the Greeks, as it

has not unfrequently been called, such violent invec-

tives would have been impossible. For let ns bear in

mind that Xenophanes, though he boldly denied the

existence of all the mythological deities, and declared

his belief in One God, ' neither in form nor in

thought like unto mortals,' ' was not therefore con-

sidered a heretic. He never suffered for uttering his

honest convictions : on the contrar}', as far as we
know, he was honoured by the people among whom
he lived and taught. Nor was Plato ever punished

on account of his unbelief, and though he, as well as

his master, Sokrates, became obnoxious to the domi-

nant party at Athens, this was due to political far

more than to theological motives. At all events,

Plato, the pupil, the friend, the apologist of Sokrates,

' Efr 6fhs tv re 6io7ai Kal avOpiiTTotcri fieytffTO^,

oC Tt Sejiios OvrjTolfft d)j,oitos ovSe vSrifxa,

Clem. Alex. Strom, v. p. 601, c.
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was allowed to teach at Athens to the end of his life,

and few men commanded greater respect in the best

ranks of Greek society.

But, although mythology was not religion in our

sense of the word, and although the Iliad certainly

never enjoyed among Greeks the authority either of

the Bible, or even of the Veda among the Brahmans,

or the Zend Avesta among the Parsis, yet I would

not deny altogether that in a certain sense the

mythology of the Greeks belonged to their religion.

We must only be on our guard, here as everywhere

else, against the misleading influence of words. The

word Religion has, like most words, had its history;

it has grown and changed with each century, and it

cannot, therefore, have meant with the Greeks and

Brahmans what it means with us. Religions have

sometimes been divided into national or traditional,

as distinguished from individual or statutable religion.

The former are, like languages, home-grown, autocb-

thonic, without an historical beginning, generally

without any recognised founder, or even an autho-

rised code ; the latter have been founded by historical

persons, generally in antagonism to traditional sys-

tems, and they always rest on the authority of a

written code. I do not consider this division as very

useful^ for a scientific study of religion, because in

many cases it is extremely difficult, and sometimes

impossible, to draw a sharp line of demarcation, and

to determine whether a given religion should be con-

sidered as the work of one man, or as the combined

work of those who came before him, who lived with

him, nay, even of those who came after him. For

* See Introduction to thr Science of Religion, p. 139.
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our present purpose, however, for showing at once

the salient difference between what the Greeks and
what we ourselves should mean by Eeligion, this

division is very serviceable. Tlie Greek religion was
clearly a national and traditional religion, and, as

such, it shared both the advantages and disadvan-

tages of this form of religious belief; the Christian

religion is an historical and, to a great extent, a7i

individual religion, and it possesses the advantage of

an authorised code and of a settled system of faith.

Let it not be supposed, however, that between tradi-

tional and individual religions the advantages are all

on one, the disadvantages on the other side. As
long as the immemorial religions of the different

branches of the human race remained in their natural

state, and were not pressed into the service of politi-

cal parties or an ambitious priesthood, they certainly

allowed great freedom of thought and a healthy growth
of real piety, and they were seldom disgraced by an
intolerant or persecuting spirit. They were generally

either honestly believed, or, as we have just seen,

honestly attacked, and a high tone of intellectual

morality was preserved, untainted by hypocrisy,

equivocation, or unreasoning dogmatism. The mar-
vellous development of philosophy in Greece, particu-

larly in ancient Greece, was chiefly due, I believe, to

the absence of an established religion and of a too in-

fluential priesthood ; and it is impossible to overrate

the blessing which the fresh, pure, invigorating, and
elevating air of that ancient Greek philosophy has
conferred on all ages, not excepting our own. I

shudder at the thought of what the world would
have been without Plato and Aristotle, and I tremble
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at the idea that the youth of the future should ever

be deprived of the teaching and the example of

these true prophets of the absolute freedom of

thought. Unfortunately, we know but little of the

earliest fathers of Greek philosophy; we have but

fragments, and those not always trustworthy, nor

easily intelligible, of what they taught on the highest

questions that can stir the heart of man. We have

been accustomed to call the oracular sayings of men
like Thales, Pythagoras, Xenophanes, or Herakleitos,

philosophy, but there was in them as much of reli-

gion as in the songs of Homer and Hesiod. Homer
and Hesiod were great powers, but their poems were

not the only feeders cj^ the religious life of Greece.

The stream of ancient wisdom and philosophy flowed

parallel with the stream of legend and poetry ; and

both were meant to support the religious cravings of

the soul. We have only to attend without prejudice

to the utterances of these ancient prophets, such as

Xenophanes and Herakleitos, in order to convince*

ourselves that these men spoke with authority to the

people,' that they considered themselves the equals

of Homer and Hesiod, nay, their betters, and in no

way fettered by the popular legends about gods and
goddesses. While modern religions assume in gene-

ral a hostile attitude towards philosophy, ancient reli-

gions have either included philosophy as an integral

part, or they have at least tolerated its growth in

the very precincts of their temples.

' Empedokles, Carmina, v. 411 (^Fragm. Philos. Grac. vol. L
[' 12):-

5 (piXoi, ol5a n\v ovv ot^ a.\T]9eir) iraph fivdois

otis iyw i^ipico- /xciXa 5' dpyaXerj ye ts'ti/ktoi

dvdpd(n Kal Sv(r(r]\os e'lrl cpoeva irlffrios opif^..
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After we have tlrns seen what limitations we must
place on the meaning of the word Eeligion, if we call

mythology the religion of the ancient world, we may
now advance another step.

We have glanced at the principal interpretations

which have been proposed by the ancients them-

selves of the original j)urpose and meaning of mytho-

logy. But there is one question which none, either

of the ancient or of the modern intei'preters of

mythology, has answered, or even asked, and on

which, nevertheless, the whole problem of mythology

seems to turn. If mythology is history changed

into fable, why was it so changed ? If it is fable

represented as history, why were such fables in-

vented ? If it contains precepts of moral philosophy,

whence their immoral disguise ? If it is a picture

of the great forms and forces of nature, the same

question still returns, why were these forms and

forces represented as heroes and heroines, as nymphs
and shepherds, as gods and goddesses ? It is easy

enough to call the sun a god, or the dawn a goddess,

after these predicates have once been framed. But

how were these predicates framed ? How did people

come to know of gods and goddesses, heroes and

nymphs, and what meaning did they originally con-

nect with these terms ? In fact, the real question

which a philosophy of mythology has to answer is

this—Is . the whole of mythology an invention, the

fanciful poetry of a Homer or Hesiod, or is it a

growth? Or, to speak more definitel}^. Was mythology

a mere accident, or was it inevitable ? Was it only a

false step, or was it a step that could not have been

left out in the historical progress of the human mind?
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The study of the history of language, which is

only a part of the study of the liistory of thought,

has enabled us to give a decisive ansvrer to this

question. Mythology is inevitable, it is natural, it

is an inherent necessity of language, if we recognise

in language the outward form and manifestation of

thought : it is, in fact, the dark shadow which lan-

guage throws on thought, and which can never dis-

appear till language becomes altogether commensu-

rate with thought, which it never will. Mythology,

no doubt, breaks out more fiercely during the early

periods of the history of human thought, but it

never disappears altogether. Depend upon it, there

is mythology now as there was in the time of Homer,

only we do not perceive it, because we ourselves live

in the very shadow of it, and because we all shrink

from the full meridian light of truth. We are ready

enough to see that if the ancients called their kings

and beroes Aioysvsls, sprung of Zeus, that expression,

intended originally to convey the highest praise which

man can bestow on man, was apt to la]3se into mytho-

logy. We easily perceive how such a concejition,

compatible in its origin with the highest reverence

for the gods, led almost inevitably to the growth ot

fables, which transferred to divine beings the inci-

dents of human paternity and sonship. But we are

not so ready to see that it is our fate, too, to move
in allegories which illustrate things intellectual by

visions exhibited to the fancy. In our religion, too,

the conceptions of paternity and sonship have not

always been free from all that is human, nor are we
always aware that nearly every note that belongs to

human paternity and sonship must be taken out of

J
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these terms, before they can be j)ronounced safe

against mythological infection. Papal decisions on

immaculate conception are of no avail against that

mythology. The mind must become immaculate and

rise superior to itself ; or it must close its eyes and

shut its lips in the presence of the Divine.

If then we want to understand mythology, in the

ordinary and restricted sense of the word, we must

discover the larger circle of mental phenomena to

which it belongs. Greek mythology is but a small

segment of mythology ; the religious mythologies of

all the races of mankind are again but a small seg-

ment of mythology. Mythology, in the highest

sense, is the power exercised by language on thought

in every possible sphere of mental activity; and I

do not hesitate to call the whole history of philo-

sophy, from Tbales down to Hegel, an uninterrupted

battle against mythology, a constant protest of

thought against language. This will require some

explanation.

Ever since the time of Wilhelm von Humboldt,

all who have seriously grappled with the highest

problems of the Science of Language, have come

to the conviction that thought and language are inse-

parable, that language is as impossiblewithoutthought

as thought is without language ; that they stand to

each other somewhat like soul and body, like power

and function, like substance and form. The objec-

tions which have been raised against this view arise

generally from a mere misunderstanding. If we speak

of language as the outward realisation of thought, we
do not mean language as deposited in a "dictionary,

or sketched in a grammar, we mean language as an
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act, language as being spoken, language as living

and dying wiili every word that is uttered. We
might perhaps call this speech, as distinguished from

language.

Secondl}^, though if we speak of language, we

mean chiefly phonetic articulate language, we do not

exclude the less perfect symbols of thought, such as

gestures, signs, or pictures. They, too, are language

in a certain sense, and they must be included in

language before we are justified in saying that dis-

cursive thought can be realised in language only.

One instance will make this clear. We hold that

we cannot think without language. But can we not

count without language ? We certainly can. We
can form the conception of three without any spoken

word, by simply holding up three fingers. In the

same manner, the hand might stand for five, both

hands for ten, hands and feet for twenty.^ This is

how people who possessed no organs of speech would

speak ; this is how the deaf and dumb do speak.

Three fingers are as good as three strokes, three

strokes are as good as three clicks of the tongue,

three clicks of the tongue are as good as the sound

three, or trois, or drei, or shalosh in Hebrew, or san

in Chinese. All these are signs, more or less per-

fect, but being signs, they fall under the category of

language ; and all we maintain is, that without

some kind of sign, discursive thought is impossible,

and that in that sense, language, or \6yos, is the

only possible realisation of human thought.

Another very common misunderstanding is this

:

^ Daily Life and Origin of the Tasmanians, by J. Eonvvick,

1870, p. 143.
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people imagine that, if it be impossible to think,

except in language, language and thought must be

one and the same thing. But a true philosophy of

language leads to the very opposite result. Every

philosopher would say that matter cannot exist

without form, nor form without matter, but no j)hi-

losopher would say that therefore it is impossible to

distinguish between form and matter. In the same
way, though we maintain that thought cannot exist

without language nor language without thought, we
do distinguish between thought and languag'e, be-

tween the inward and the outward \6yos, between

the substance and the form. Nay, we go a step

beyond. We admit that language necessarily re-

acts on thought, and we see in this reaction, in this

refraction of the rays of language, the real solution

of the old riddle of mythology.

You will now see why these somewhat abstruse

disquisitions were necessary for our immediate pur-

pose, and I can promise those who have hitherto

followed me on this rather barren and rugged track,

that they will now be able to rest, and command,
from the point of view which we have reached, the

whole panorama of the mythology of the human
mind.

We saw just now that the names of numbers may
most easily be replaced by signs. Numbers are

simple analytical conceptions, and for that very

reason they are not liable to mythology: name and

conception being here commensurate, no misunder-

standing is possible. But as soon as we leave this

department of thought, mythology begins. I shall

try by at least one example to show how mythology
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not on\y pervades tiie sphere of religion or religious

tradition, but infects more or less the whole realm

of thought.

"When man wished for the first time to grasp and

express a distinction between the body, and some-

thing else within him distinct from the body, an

easy name that suggested itself was breath. The
breath seemed something immaterial and almost

invisible, and it was connected with the life that

pervaded the body, for as soon as the breath ceased,

the life of the body became extinct. Hence the

Greek name "v/^fX'''' '^^"liich originally meant breath,

' The word ^ux^ is clearly connected in Greek with 4"^X'^> which

meant originally blowing, and was used either in the sense of cool-

ing by blowing, or breathing by blowing. In the former accepta-

tion it produced \pvxos, coldness ; \pvxp6^, cold ; \pvxa.a>, I cool ; in

the latter ^uxv, breath, then life, then soul. So far the purely

Greek growth of words derived from il'ux"' is clear. But \f/vxo} itself

is difficult. It seems to point to a root sjni, meaning to blow out, to

spit; Lat. sjnio, and sjjuma, foam; Goth, sjjeivan; Gr. tttv-xi, supposed

to stand for (nrivw. Hesychius mentions i|-uTT«t = irruei, \pvTT6y =
iTTije\ov. (Pott, Etyin. Forsch. No. 355.) Curtius connects this root

with Gr. <pv, in (pvcra, blowing, bellows, ^vaaai, to blow, (pxxn&ai, to

snort, n-o£-<J)v(r(rco, to blow, and with Lat. sjno'are (i.e. spoisare). See

E. B. Tylor, ' The Eeligion of Savages,' Fortiiiglithj Review, 1866,

p. 73. Phupphusa is a Sanskrit name for lungs.

Stahl, who rejected the division of life and mind adopted by
Bacon, and returned to the Aristotelian doctrine, falls back on
Plato's etymology of <^x)X'h as <pvcrexv, from (l>v<ni> exew or oxe'iv, Crat.

400 B. In a passage of his Tkeona Medica Vera (Haln3, 1708),

pointed out to me by Dr. Rolleston, Slahl says :— • Invenio in lexico

grseco antiquiore post alios, et Budseum imprimis, iterum iterumque

revise, nomenclaturam nimis quam fugitive allegatam; (pva-fxv,

poetice, pro \pvx'h- Incidit animo suspicari, an non verum primum
nomen anim;e antiquissimis Grscis fuerit hoc (pvffexrj, quasi ex*'' '''^

<l>v€iv, e cuius vocis pronunciatione deflectente, uti vere familiariter

solet vocalium, inprimis sub accentibus, fugitiva enunciatione, sen-

sim natumsit (pva-xv <p(fvx'h, denique ad faciliorem pronunciationem

in locum (pauxh, ^"X'h- Quam suspicionem fovere mihi videtur illud,

quod vocabuli V"'X';^i pro anima, nulla idonea analogia in lingua
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was chosen to express at first the principle of life,

as distinguished from the decaying body, afterwards

the incorporeal, the immaterial, the undecaying, the

immortal part of man—his soul, his mind, his Self.

All this was very natural. When a person dies, we

too say that he has given up the ghost, and ghost,

too, meant originally spirit, and spirit meant breath.

A very instructive analogous case is quoted by

Mr. E. B. T}lor from a compendium of the theology

of the Indians of Nicaragua, the record of question

and answer in an inquest held by Father Francisco

de Bobadilla in the early days of the Spanish con-

quest. Asked, among other things, concerning death,

the Indians said :
' Those who die in their houses go

underground, but those who are killed in war go to

serve the gods {teotes). When men die, there comes

forth from their mouth something which resembles

a person, and is called julio (Aztec yuli, " to live ").

This being is like a person, but does not die, and the

corpse remains here.' The Spanish ecclesiastics in-

quired whether those who go on high keep the same

body, features, and limbs as here below; to which

the Indians answered, ' No, there is only the heart.'

' But,' said the Spaniards, ' as the hearts are torn

out' (they meant in the case of warriors who fell

into the hands of the enemy), * what happens then? '

Hereupon the Indians replied : 'It is not precisely

the heart, but that which is in them, and makes

them live, and which quits the body when they die ;

'

and again they said, ' It is not their heart which

grffica occurrat ; nam quae a ij/uxw ducitur, cum verus huius et direc-

tus significatus notorie sit refrigero, indirectus autem magis, spiro,

nihil certe h£rx ad animam puto.' (P. 44.)
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goes up on high, but that which makes tliem live,

that is, the breath coming out from their mouth,

which is called julio.' ' Then,' asked the Spaniards,

'does this heart, julio or soul, die with the body?'
' When the deceased has lived well,' replied the

Indians, ' the julio goes up on high with our gods;

but when he has lived ill, the jiilio perishes with the

body, and there is an end of it.'

The Greeks expressed the same idea by saying

that the yfrvxy] had left the body,' had fled through

the mouth, or even through a bleeding wound,^ and

had gone into Hades, which meant literally no more

than the place of the Invisible ('AiSrj^). That the

breath had become invisible was matter of fact

;

that it had gone to the house of Hades, was mytho-

logy springing spontaneously from the fertile soil of

languao^e.

The primitive mythology was by no means neces-

sarily religious. In the very case which we have

chosen, philosophical mythology sprang up by the

side of religious mythology. The religious mytho-

logy consisted in speaking of the spirits of the de-

parted as ghosts, as mere breath and air, as fluttering

about the gates of Hades, or ferried across the Styx

in the boat of Charon.^

' avSphs Se ^I'xh TctXii' fXOelv ovre \u(tt^,

oCd' IXfTTj, fTrei &p Kiv afxeifpeTat epKOS 656vtuv.

II. ix. 408.

2 5i^ 5' ivnpa xaXxbs &(pva(Tev

Sridoffas ^vxv 5e Kar' ovjp.^ev7\v oJTeiXrji'

(<ravT eVei^o/xe'i'Tj.

n. siv. .517.

^ ' Ter frustra compressa manii effugit imago,

Par levibus ventis volucrique simillima somno.'

Yiis. JEn. ii, 792.
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The philosophical mythology, however, that sprang

from this name was much more important. We saw

that Psijche, meaning originally the breathing of the

body, was gradually used in the sense of vital breath,

and as something independent of the body; and that

at last, when it had assumed tbe meaning of the im-

mortal part of man, it retained that character of

something independent of the body, thus giving rise

to the conception of a soul, not only as a being with-

out a body, but in its very na.ture opposed to body.

As soon as that opposition had been established in

language and thought, philosophy began its work in

order to explain how two such heterogeneous powers

could act on each other—how the soul could influ-

ence the body, and how the body could determine

the soul. Spiritualistic and materialistic systems of

philosophy arose, and all this in order to remove a

self-created difficulty, in order to join together again

what language had severed, the living body and

the living soul. The question whether there is a soul

or spirit, whether there is in man something different

from the mere body, is not at all affected by this

mythological phraseology. We certainly can dis-

tinguish between body and soul, but as long as we

keep within the limits of human knowledge, we have

no right to speak of the living soul as a breath, or of

spirits and ghosts as fluttering about like birds or

fairies. The poet of the nineteenth century says :

—

' The spirit does but mean the breath,

I know no more.'

And the same thought was expressed by Cicero two

thousand years ago :
' Whether the soul is air or fire^
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I do not know.' As men, we only know of embodied

spirits, however ethereal their bodies may be con-

ceived to be, but of spirits, separate from body, with-

out form or frame, we know as little as we know ot

thought without language, or of the Dawn as a

goddess, or of the Night as the mother of the Day.

Though breath, or spirit, or ghost are the most

common names that were assigned through the meta-

phorical nature of language to the vital, and after-

wards to the intellectual, principle in man, they were

by no means the only possible names. We speak,

for instance, of the shades of the departed, which

meant originally their shadows. Those who first

introduced this expression—and we find it in the

most distant parts of the world ^—evidently took the

shadow as the nearest approach to what they wished

to express ; something that should be incorporeal,

yet closely connected with the body. The Greek

slS6!)Xov, too, is not much more than the shadow,

while the Latin manes meant probably in the begin-

ning no more than the Little Ones, the Small Folk.-

But the curious part, as showing again the influence

of language on thought, an influence more powerful

even than the evidence of the senses, is this, that peo-

ple who speak of the life or soul as the shadow of the

body, have brought themselves to believe that a dead

body casts no shadow, because the shadow has de-

parted from it ; that it becomes, in fact, a kind oi

Peter Schlemihl.^

' See E. B. Tylor, Fortnightly Review, 1866, p. 74.

^ Im-manis, originally ' not small,' came to mean enormous or

monstrous.— See I'reller, liomische Mythologie, p. 72 seq.

' Unliulunhulu ; m- the Tradition of Creation as existing among
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Lot US now return to mythology iu the narrower

sense of the word. One of the earliest objects that

would strike and stir the mind of man and for which
a sign or a name would soon be wanted is surely the

Sun. It is very hard for us to realise the feelings

with which the first dwellers on the earth looked

upon the sun, or to understand fully what they

meant by a morning prayer, or a morning sacrifice.

Perhaps there are few people here present who
have watched a sunrise more than once or twice in

their lives ; few people who have ever known the

true meaning of a morning prayer, or a morning
sacrifice. But think of man at the very dawn of

time : forget for a moment, if you can, after having

read the fascinating pages of Mr. Darwin, forget

what man is supposed to have been before he was
man ; forget it, because it does not concern us here

whether his bodily form and frame were developed

once for all in the mind of a Creator, or gradually in

the creation itself, which from the first monad or

protoplasm to the last of the primates, or man, is

not, I suppose, to be looked on as altogether cause-

less, meaningless, purposeless ; think of him only as

man (and man means the thinker), with his mind yet

lying fallow, though full of germs—germs of which
I hold as strongly as ever no trace has ever, no trace

will ever, be discovered anywhere but in man ; think

of the Sun awakening the eyes of man from sleep,

and his mind from slumber ! Was not the Sunrise

to him the first wonder, the first beginning of all

reflection, all thought, all philosophy ? was it not to

the Amaziilu and other THbes of South Africa ; by the Rev. J. Cal-

laway, M,D. Natal, 18G8. Part I. p. 91.

VOL. IV. N
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him the first revelation, the first beginning of all

thought, of all religion ? To us that wonder of wonders

has ceased to exist, and few men now would even

venture to speak of the sun as Sir John Herschel lias

spoken, calling him ' the Almoner of the Almighty,

the delegated dispenser to us of light and warmth,

as well as the centre of attraction, and as such, the

immediate source of all our comforts, and, indeed, of

the very possibility of our existence on earth.'

'

Man is a creature of habit, and wherever we can

watch him, we find that before a few generations

have passed, he has lost the power of admiring what is

regular, and that he can see signs and wonders only

in what is irregular. Few nations only have preserved

in their ancient poetry some remnaiits of the natural

awe with which the earliest dwellers on the earth saw

that brilliant being slowly rising from out the dark-

ness of the night, raising itself by its own might

higher and higher, till it stood triumphant on the

arch of heaven, and then descended and sank down
in its fiery glory into the dark abyss of the heaving

and hissing sea. In the hymns of the Yeda the poet

still wonders whether the sun will rise again; he

asks how he can climb the vault of heaven ? why he

does not fall back? why there is no dust on his path?

And when the rays of the morning rouse him from

sleep and call him back to new life ; wheu he sees the

sun, as he says, stretching out his golden arms to

bless the world and rescue it from the terrors of

darkness, he exclaims, 'Arise, our life, our spirit has

come back ! the darkness is gone, the light ap-

proaches !

*

' See J. Samuelson, Tlen-x of the Deity, Traditional and Scien-

tific, p. 144. Williams andNorgate, 187L
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For SO prominent an object in the primeval pic-

ture-gallery of the human mind, a sign or a name
must have been wanted at a very early period. But
how was this to be achieved? As a mere sign, a

circle would have been sufficient, such as we find in

the hieroglyphics of Egypt, in the graphic system of

China, or even in our own astronomical tables. If

such a sign was fijxed upon, we have a beginning of

language in the widest sense of the word, for we have

brought the Sun under the general concept of round-

ness, and we have found a sign for this concept which

is made up of a large number of single sensuous im-

pressions. With such definite signs niythology has

little chance
;
yet the mere fact that the sun was

represented as a circle would favour the idea that

the sun was round ; or, as ancient people, who had

no adjective as yet for round or rotundus,^ would say,

that the sun was a wheel, a rota. If, on the con-

trary, the round sign reminded the people of an eye,

then the sign of the sun would soon become the eye

of heaven, and germs of mythology would spring up
even from the barren soil of such hieroglyphic lan-

guage.

But now, suppose that a real name was wanted
for the sun, how could that be achieved?

' ' It has already been implied that the Aborigines of Tasmania
had acquired very limited powers of abstraction or generalisation.

They possessed no -u-ords representing abstract ideas ; for each variety

of gum-.tree and wattle-tree, &c., &c., they had a name, but they had
no equivalent for the expression, " a tree ;

" neither could they ex-

press abstract qualities, such as hard, soft, warm, cold, long, short,

round, &c. ; for "hard" they would say "like a stone ;
" for "tall"

they would say "long legs," &c. ; for "round" they said "like a

ball," "like the moon," and so on, usually suiting the action to the

word, and confirming by some sign the meaning to be understood.'

—

Milligan, Vocahulary of the Dialects of some of the Aboriginal Tribes

of Tasmania, p. 34.
'

liobart Town, 1866.

N 2
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We know that all words are derived from roots,

that these roots express general concepts, and that,

with few exceptions, every name is founded on a

general concept under which the object that has to

be named can be ranged. How these roots came to

be, is a question into which we need not enter at

present. Their origin and growth form a problem of

psychology rather than of philology, and each science

must keep within its proper bounds. If a name was

wanted for snow, the early framers of language

singled out one of the general predicates of snow,

its whiteness, its coldness, or its liquidity, and called

the snow the white, the cold, or the liquid, by means

of roots conveying the general idea of whiteness,

coldness, or liquidity. Not only Nix, nivis, but

Niobe ^ too, was a name of the snow, and meant the

' If Signer Ascoli blames me for deriving Nidbe with other names
for snow from the root snu, instead of from the root snigh, this can

only be due to an oversight. I am responsible for the derivation of

Niobe, and for the admission of a secondary root snyu ovnyu, and so

far I may possibly be wrong. But Signer Ascoli ought to have
known that the derivation of Gothic sndiv-s, Old High-German sneo,

or sni, gen. snewe-s, Lithuanian sncga-s, Slav, snjeg, Hib. sneaehd,

from the root snu, rests on the authority of Bopp {Glossanum, 1847,

s. V. snu ; see also Grimm, Deutsche Grammatih, ii. p. 700). He
ought likewise to have known that in 1852 Professor Schweizer-
Siedler, in his review of Botticher's Anca (Kuhn's Zeitsclmft, i. p.

479), had pointed out that snigh may be considered as a secondary
root by the side of snu and snd (cf . tr/xacj, ff/xrixoD ; \l/u.aj, 'prixc ; vdw,

v^X'^)- The real relation of snu to snigh had been explained as early
as ] 842 by Benfey, Wnrzellexieon, ii. p. 54 ; and Signer Ascoli was
no doubt aware of what Professor Curtius had written on the rela-

tion of snigh to smi ( Grundziige der Griechischen Etymohgie, p. 297).
Signer Ascoli has certainly shown with greater minuteness than his

predecessors that net only Zend snizh and Lithuanian snega-s, but
likewise Gothic snaiv-s, Greek ^((pei, Latin nix, niv-is, and ninguis,
may be derived from snigh ; but if from snigh, a secondary de-
velopment of the root snu, we can arrive at n'^-a, and at vipa, we can
hardly doubt that Niobe, a kind of Chione, belongs to the same family,
hoAvever anomalous the derivation.
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melting ; the death of her beautiful chiklren by the

arrows of Ai)onon and Artemis represents the de-

struction of winter by the rays of the sun. If the

sun itself was to be named, it might be called the

brilliant, the avvakener, the runner, the ruler, the

father, the giver of warmth, of fertility, of life, the

scorcher, the destroyer, the messenger of death, and

many other names ; but there was no possibility of

naming it, excejit by laying hold of one of its charac-

teristic features, and expressing that feature by

means of one of the conceptual or predicative roots.

Let us trace the histoiy of at least one of these

names. Before the Aryan nations separated, before

there was a Latin, a Gi-eelc, or a Sanskrit language,

there existed a root svar or sval, which meant to

beam, to glitter, to warm. It exists in Greek, aiXas,

splendour ; ctsXjjvt], moon ; in Anglo-Saxon, as sivelan,

to burn, to sweal; in modern German, schwul, op-

pressively hot. From it we have in Sanskrit the

noun svar^ meaning sometimes the sky, sometimes

the sun ; and exactly the same word has been preserved

in Latin, as sol ; in Gothic as sauil ; in Anglo-Saxon,

as sol. A secondary form of svar is the Sanskrit

surya for svdrya, the sun, which is the same word as

the Greek ^\io9.

All these names were originally mei'e predicates

;

they meant, bright, brilliant, warm. But as soon as

the name svar or surya was formed, it became, through

the irresistible influence of language, the name, not

only of a living, but of a male being. Every noun in

Sanskrit must be either a masculine or a feminine

(for the neuter gender was originally confined to the

nominative case), and as suryas had been formed as a
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masculine, language stamped it once for all as the

sign of a male being, as much as if it had been the

name of a warrior or a king. In other languages

where the name for sun is a feminine, and the sun is

accordingly conceived as a woman, as a queen, as the

bride of the moon, the wliole mythology of the love-

making of the heavenly bodies is changed.

You may say that all this shows, not so much the

influence of language on thought, as of thought on

language ; and tbat the sexual character of all words

reflects only the peculiarities of a child's mind, which

can conceive of nothing except as living, as male or

female. If a child hurts itself against a chair, it

beats and scolds the chair. The chair is looked upon

not as it, but as he ; it is the naughty chair, quite as

much as a boy is a naughty boy. There is some

truth in this, but it only serves to confirm the right

view of the influence of language on thought ; for

this tendency, though in its origin intentional, and

therefore the result of thought, became soon a mere

rule of tradition in language, and it then reacted on

the mind with irresistible power. As soon, in fact,

as suryas or rjXios appears as a masculine, we are in

the very thick of mythology. We have not yet ar-

rived at Helios as a god—that is a much later stage

of thought, which we might describe almost in the

words of Plato at the beginning of the seventh book

of the ' Eepublic,' ' And after this, he will reason that

the sun is he who gives the seasons and the years,

and is the guardian of all that is in the visible world,

and in a certain way the cause of all things which he

and his fellows have been accustomed to behold.'

We have not yet advanced so far, but we have
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reached at least the first germs of a myth. In the

Homeric hymn to Helios, Helios is not yet called an

immortal, but only sTrieUsXos adavuTOiai, like unto im-

mortals, yet he is called the child of Euryphaessa, the

son of Hyperion, the grandson of Uranos and Gsea.'

All this is mythology ; it is ancient language

going beyond its first intention.

Nor is there much difficulty in interpreting this

myth. Helios, the sun, is called the son of Hyperion,

sometimes Hyperion himself. This name Hyperion

is derived from the preposition v-rrep, the Latin super,

which means above. It is derived by means of the

sufiix ~iMv, vrhich originally was not a patronymic,

but simply expressed belonging to. So if Helios was

called Hyperion, this simply meant he who dwells

on high, and corresponds to Latin Summanus or

Superior, or Excelsior. If, on the contrary, Helios

is called Hyperionides, this, too, which meant origi-

nally no more than he who comes from, or belongs

to those who dwell on high,^ led to the myth that he

was the descendant of Hyperion ; so that in this

case, as in the case of Zeus Kronion, the son really

led to the conception of his father. Zeus Kronion

meant originally no more than Zeus the eternal, the

god of ages, the ancient of days ; but -ioiv becoming-

usual as a patronymic sufiix, Kronion was supposed

' At the end of the hymn the poet says :

—

p^otpe, &va^, Kp6<pp(a!v Se ^iov Ovfxiipe^ iva^e'

4k aeo S' ap^diievos kA-jjcto) fiepdrruv yivos avZpSiv

rjfiiQiwv, a>v epya 6eo\ QvrjTolaiv iSn^av,

This would seem to imply that the poet looked upon Helios as a

half-god, almost as a hero, who hail once lived on earth.

^ Corssen, Uebe7- Steigerungsendvngen, Kuhn's Zeitschrift, Lii. p.

299.
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to meau the son of Kronos. Kronos, the father, was

created in order to account for the existence of the

name Kronion. If Hyperion is called the son of

Euryphaessa, the wide-shining, this requires no com-

mentary ; for even at present a poet might say that

the sun is born of the wide-shining dawn. You see

the spontaneous generation of mythology with every

new name that is formed. As not only the sun, but

also the moon and the dawn could be called dwellers

on high, they, too, took the name of Hyperionis or

Hyperionides ; and hence Homer called Selene, the

Moon, and Eos, the Dawn, sisters of Helios, and

daughters of Hyperion and Euryphaessa, the Dawn
doing service twice, both as mother, Euryphaessa,

and as daughter, Eos. Nay, according to Homer,
Euryphaessa, the Dawn, is not only the wife, but

also the sister of Helios. All this is perfectly intel-

ligible, if we watch the growth of language and

mythology ; but it leads, of course, to the most

tragic catastrophes as soon as it is all taken in a

literal sense.

Helios is called aKcifias, the never-tiring ; -nav-

^spKip, the all-seeing ; (f)asO(ov, the shining ; and also

(polios, the brilliant. This last epithet ^ol^os has

grown into an independent deity Phoebus, and it is

particularly known as a name of Apollon, Phoibos

Apollon ; thus showing what is also known from

other sources that in Apollo, too, we have one of the

many mythic disguises of the rising sun.

So far all is clear, because all the names which

we have to deal with are i^itelligible, or, at all events,

yield to the softest etymological pressure. But now
if we hear the story of Phoibos Apollon falling in
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love with Daphne, and Daphne praying to her

mother, the Earth, to save her from Phoibos ; and if

we read how either the earth received her in her lap,

and then a laurel tree sprang up where she had dis-

appeared, or how she herself was changed into a

laurel tree, what shall we think of this ? It is a mere

story, it might be said, and why should there be any

meaning in it? My answer is, because people do

not tell such stories of their gods and heroes, unless

there is some sense in them. Besides, if Phoibos

means the sun, why should not Daphne have a mean-
ing too ? Before, therefore, we can decide whether

the story of Phoibos and Daphne is a mere inven-

tion, we must try to find out what can have been the

meaning of the word Daphne.

In Greek it means a laurel,' and this would ex-

plain the purely Greek legend that Daphne was

changed into a laurel tree. But who was Daphne ?

In order to answer this question, we must have

recourse to etymology, or, in other words, we must
examine the history of the word. Etymology, as

you know, is no longer what it used to be; and
though there may still be a classical scholar here

and there who crosses himself at the idea of a Greek
word being explained by a reference to Sanskrit, we
naturally look to Sanskrit as the master-key to many
a lock which no Greek key will open. Now Daphne,
as I have shown, can be traced back to Sanskrit

Ahan^, and Ahana in Sanskrit means the dawn.

As soon as we know this, everything becomes clear.

The story of Phoibos and Daphne is no more than a

description of what every one may see every day ;

' See Selected Essays, vol. i. p. 399, and Preface, p. xxiiv.
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first, the appearance of the Dawn in the eastern sky,

then the rising of the Sun as if hurrying after his

bride, then the gradual fading away of the bright

Dawn at the touch of the fiery rays of tlie sun, and

at last her death or disappearance in the lap of her

mother, the Earth. All this seems to me as clear as

daylight, and the only objection that could be raised

against this reading of the ancient myth would be,

that we can prove that Ahana does not mean Dawn,
and that Daphne cannot be traced back to Ahana, or

that Helios does not mean the Sun.

I know there is another objection, but it seems

to me so groundless as hardly to deserv^e an answer.

Why, it is asked, should the ancient nations have

told these endless stories about the Sun and the

Dawn, and why should they have preserved them in

tlieir mythology ? We might as well ask why the

ancient nations should have invented so many irre-

gular verbs, and why they should have preserved

them in their grammar. A fact does not cease to be

a fact, because we cannot at once explain it. As far

as our knowledge goes at present, we are justified in

stating that the Aryan nations preserved not only

their grammatical structure, and a large portion of

their dictionary, from the time which preceded their

separation, but that they likewise retained the names
of some of their deities, some legends about their

gods, some popular sayings and proverbs, and in

these, it may be, the seeds of parables, as part of

their common Aryan heirloom. Their mythological

lore fills in fact a period in the history of Aryan
thought, half-way between the period of language

iind the period of literature, and it is this discovery
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which gives to mythology its importance in the eyes

of the student of the most ancient history and psy-

chology of mankind.

And do not suppose that the Greeks, or the

Hindus, or the Aryan nations in general were the

only people who possessed such tales. Wherever we
look, in every part of the world, among uncivilised

as well as a civilised people, we find the same kind
of stories, the same traditions, the same myths.

I shall give one story from the extreme North,

another from the extreme South.

Among the Esquimaux of Eepulse Bay, on the

West side of Hudson's Bay, on the Arctic Circle,

Mr. John Rae picked up the following story :

—

* Many years ago, a great Esquimaux Conqueror
gained so much power that he was able to rise unto
the heavens, taking with him on one occasion a

sister, a very beautiful girl, and some fire. He added
much fuel to the fire, and thus formed the Sun. For
some time he and his sister lived in great harmony,
but after a time he became very cruel, and ill-treated

his sister in many ways. She bore it at first with
great patience, until at last he threw fire at her,

and scorched one side of her face. This spoiling of

her beauty was beyond endurance ; she therefore

ran away from him, and formed the Moon. Her
brother then began, and still continues to chase her

;

but although he sometimes got near, he has not yet

overtaken her, nor ever will.

' When it is New Moon, the burnt side of the

face is towards us ; at Full Moon it is the reverse.'

There are dialectic varieties in the Mythology of

the Esquimaux as of the Greeks and Hindus, and,
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with a change of gender between Sun and Moon, the

same story occurs among other tribes in the follow-

ing form :

—

' There was a girl at a party, and some one told

his love for her by shaking her shoulders, after the

manner of the country. She could not see who it

Avas in the dark hut, so she smeared her hands with

soot, and when he came back she blackened his

cheek with her hand. When a light was brought

she saw that it was Jier brother and fled. He ran

after her, followed her, and as she came to the end

of the earth, he sprang out into the sky. Then she

became the sun, and he the moon, and this is why
the moon is always chasing the sun through the

heavens, and why the moon is sometimes dark as he

turns his blackened cheek towards the earth.'

'

We now tui'n to the South, and here, among the

lowest of the low, among the Hottentots, who are

despised even by their black neighbours, the Zulus,

we find the following gem of a fable, beaming with

mingled rays of religion and philosoj)hy :

—

' The Moon, it is said, sent once an insect to men,

saying, " Go thou to men, and tell them, As I die,

and dying live, so ye shall also die, and dying live."

The insect started with the message, but whilst on

his way, was overtaken by the hare, who asked

:

" On what errand art thou bound ? " The insect

answered, " I am sent by the Moon to men, to tel]

them that as she dies and dying lives, they also

shall die and dying live." The hare said, " As thou

art an awkward runner, let me go " (to take the

message). With these words he ran off, and when
he reached men, he said, " I am sent by the Moon

> The Childhood of the World, by E. Clodd, p. 62.
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to tell you, As I die, and dying perisli, in the same
manner ye also shall die and come wholly to an end."

Then the hare returned to the Moon, and told her

what he had said to men. The Moon reproached

him angrily, saying, " Barest thou tell the people a

thing which I have not said ? " With these words

she took up a piece of wood, and struck him on the

nose. Since that day the hare's nose is slit.'

Of this story, too, there are various versions, and

in one of them the end is as follows :

—

* The hare, having returned to the Moon, was

questioned as to the message delivered, and the Moon,

having heard the true state of the case, became so

enraged with him that she took up a hatchet to split

his head ; falling short, however, of that, the hatchet

fell upon the upper lip of the hare, and cut it se-

verely. Hence it is that we see the "hare-lip." The
hare, being duly incensed at having received such

treatment, raised his claws, and scratched the Moon's

face ; and the dark parts which we noAV see on the

surface of the Moon are the scars which she received

on that occasion.'

'

' Reynard the Fox in South Africa, or Hottentot FaHcs and Tales,

by W. H. I. Bleek, 1864, p. 69. Dr. Theophilus Hahn, Die Spraclic

der Nama, 1870, p. 69. As a curious coincidence it may be men-
tioned that in Banskrit, too, the Moon is called sasahka, i.e.

' having the marks of a hare,' the black marks in the moon being

taken for the likeness of the hare. Another coincidence is that the

Namaqua Hottentots will not touch hare's flesh (see Sir James E.

Alexander's Expedition of Discovery into the Interior of Africa, vol. i.

p. 169), because the hare deceived men, while the Jews abstain

from it, because the hare is supposed to chew the cud (Lev. xi. 6).

A similar tradition on the meaning of death occurs among the

Zulus, but as they do not know of the Moon as a deity, tlie message
that men are not to die, or that they are to die, is sent there by
Unkulunkulu, the ancestor of the human race, and thus the whole
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The Finns, Lapps, and Esthonians do not seem

a very poetical race, yet there is poetry even in their

smoky huts, poetry surrounded with all the s^Dlen-

dour of an arctic night, and fragrant with the per-

fume of moss and wild flowers. Here is one of their

legends :

—

' Wanna Issi had two servants, Koit and Am-
marik, and he gave them a torch which Koit should

light every morning, and Ammarik should extinguish

in the evening. In order to reward their faithful

services, Wanna Issi told them they might be

man and wife, but they asked Wanna Issi that he

would allow them to remain for ever bride and bride-

groom. Wanna Issi assented, and henceforth Koit

handed the torch every evening to Ammarik, and

Ammarik took it and extinguished it. Only during

four weeks in summer they remain together at mid-

night ; Koit hands the dying torch to Ammarik, but

Ammarik does not let it die, but lights it again with

her breath. Then their hands are stretched out, and

their lips meet, and the blush of the face ofAmmarik
colours the midnight sky.'

This myth requires hardly any commentary
;
yet, as

long as it is impossible to explain the names, Wanna
Issi, Koit, and Ammarik, it might be said that the

story was but a love story, invented by an idle Lapp,

or Finn, or Esthonian. But what if Wanna Issi in

Esthonian means the Old Father, and if Koit means

the Dawn ? Can we then doubt any longer that

Ammarik ^ must be the Gloaming, and that their

story loses its point. See Dr. Callaway, TInTiulunkulu, p. 4 ; and
Gray, Polynesian Mythology, pp. 16-58.

' According to a letter just received from an Esthonian lady,
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meeting in the summer reflects those summer even-
ings when, particularly in the North, the torch of

the sun seems never to die, and when the Gloaming
is seen kissing the Dawn?^

I wish I could tell you some more of these stories

which have been gathered from all parts of the world,
and which, though they may be pronounced childish

and tedious by some critics, seem to me to glitter

with the brightest dew of nature's own poetry, and
to contain those very touches that make us feel akin,

not only with Homer or Shakespeare, but even with
Lapps, and Finns, and Kaffirs.

I cannot resist, however, the temptation of in-

serting here a poetical rendering of the story of Koit
and Ammarik, sent to me from the New World,
remarking only that instead of Lapland, Esthonia is

really the country that may claim the original story.

A Legend of Lapland.

' Two servants were in Wanna Issi's pay

;

A blazing torch their care
;

Each morning Koit must light it till its ray

Flamed through the air

;

ammarik does mean the gloaming in the language of the common
people of Esthonia. Bertram {Ilmatar, Dorpat, 1870, p. 265) re-

marks that Koit is the dawn, Koido tdht, the morning-star, also called

elm tdht. AmariTi, the ordinary name for the dawn, is used as the

name for the evening twilight, or the gloaming in the well-known
story, published by Ftihlmann ( Verhaudlungen der gelehrten Estni-

schen GcsellscJuift zu Ben-pat, vol. i.). In Finnish hdmdra is twilight

in general.

* The story was mentioned by Grimm in Kinder' und Hausmcirchen,

vol, iii. p. 353 (1856). It was first published by Fahlmann, 1872,

in the Vcrhandlungen der Estnischen Gesellschaft su Dorpat, more com-
plete by Dr. Kreutzwald, 1854, in Bulletin of St. Petersburg Academy,
tom. xii. nos. 3, 4 {Melanges Busses, torn. ii. p. 409).
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' And ovrry ovtMiinu- AinnviriU's fair haml

Must (luoncli (ho waniiii;- li.^lit ;

Then tn't-r all (lu> wotirv, \vnitin_i;- land

Foil tho t^till night.

' So passod ilio iimo ; Oion Wanna Issi said.

'' Vov faitltlnl soivico tlono,

\a\ \n\c rowaril ! To-iuorn)\v shall yo wovl,

Anil 90 I'o one.
'

' '' Not so," sa'ul Koll ;

•" lor swoolor Tar lo ino

Tho joy that uonrolh still ;

Thon grani ns ovor f: st bctiolhoil to ho."

Thoy hail thoir will.

' .\ni1 now tho lila/ini* luslro to tiansfi-r

llinisolt', is all his olaini ;

WtUMU I'roin hor lovor's haiul it coinos (o hvv.

To (iiuMu-li (lu> Ihuno.'

' ('tnly for four times sovon lon-;thonini^ days,

At midnight, do thoy stand

Togothor. whilo Ko;t givos (ho dying Ma/.o

To .\niniarilv's hand.

*0 wondor thou ! Sho lots it not oxpiio.

r.iit liirhts it with hor Invath—
Tho hroalh of lovo, (hat, warm wilh (inic1<onini;- firo,

Wnkos lifo from doath.

' Thou hands slrotoh mit, and (oiu'li. and olasp on high,

ThiM) li[) to lip is prossial.

And Annnarik's hlushos lingo tho midnight sky

From oa^t to wost.' Ann.\ t\ 1)i;.\oki ri\

If piMiplo I'nniuil liriui;' tluMiisrlvos \o hc\\c\o in

solar niul t'cU'siisil uiytlit^ iiiniMii:; iho Hiiulus aiul

(inndcs, lot IIumu study 11u> folkloro of tho Soniitio

and 'ruranian raoos. 1 kinnv ihoro is, ou ihc part o\'

&o\nc oi' OMV u\(>st distiui^uishod soholtirs, t ho saino

objootion nLr:>in^t ooin]>arin|^ Aryan io non-Aryan
myths, as thort> is against anv atttMnpt io oxplain
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the l(':iiun>s of Sanskril or (jlreok by ii, n'lorcuco to

Fiiinisli or Bask. In one sonso iliul, objocJ.ioii is

wo\l i'ouiul(>(l, for nol.liiii^^ would croiilo j^roalcr con-
fusion Uiaii to ignore ilio fjfonoalo«j;'ii'iil ])rin('i])l(> ns

tlio only safe one in a sciontifio cliissiliciiiion oC lan-

i;ii:i.t;os, of mylhs, and ovcmi of cnslonis. Wo ninst

first classify our myths and 1(';^^(mu1h, jih wo chissify

our laiij^uafjfos and dinlocls. Wo must first of :iil

(Mid(^avonr to cxphi.in wliiit wants <>x|)lan:iMoii in one
member of a family by a relxMHMice lo other mem-
bers of the aamo fiimily, before we nllow ourselves to

i^lance beyond. Ihif iliere is in a eompanrtive study

of lano-nafjfos iiud inyMis noi only a philolooica,], l),i(,

also a philosophieal, iinii more pMrticnlurly, a psycho-

loiJCieiil int(M-esl, an<l Ihou^-Ji <'V(>u in (liis mor(» i;-encr;il

study of mankind, the Jrontiers of ian<;n:iij;-<> and riici'

ought never to disappear, yet ibcy cjin no Iono(>i- !)(«

iillow(>d to narnnv or inl(T('e|)t our view. How nuicli

tlie stuilcMd, of Aryan mytlu)lo<;'y and ('(hnoloj^y may
gain for bis own progress by allowing hims(>lf a wider

survey over llie traditions and enstonis of the wh()l(>

human raee, is besli knoAvn to those wbo ba,V(» stndicd

the works of Klomm, Waitz, Bastiaii, Sir .lolin Lnb-
book, Mr. Tylor, and Dr. (^allawa.y. What, is pn^-

liistorie in Jaiigna.ge ainong lli(> Aryan na.tioi\s, is

sometimes fonnd as siill liisioric annmg 'ruranian

rae(\q. T\\o. sa.nm applies willi i-egai-d to religions,

myths, legcMids, and enstonis. Among I'Mnns and
Lapps, among Zulus and Maoris, among K'lionds and

Karens, we soni(>tiii\es (ind Ihe most, si a riling analo-

gies to Aryan traditions, a.nd we cerlainly learn,

again a.nd again, iliis one iiuporlaid, l(>sson, tliat as

in language, so in niylliology, Iliere is iiolliing wliieli

vol,. IV. o
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had not originally a meaning, that every name of

the gods and heroes had a beginning, a purpose, and

a history.

Jupiter was no more called Jupiter by accident,

than the Polynesian Maui, the Samoyede Num, or

the Chinese Tien.^ If we can discover the original

meaning of these names, we have reached the first

ground of their later growth. I do not say that, if

we can explain the first purpose of the mythological

names, we have solved the whole riddle of mythology,

but I maintain that we have gained firm ground. I

maintain that every true etymology gives us an his-

torical fact, because the first giving of a name was

an historical fact, and an historical fact of the greatest

importance for the later development of ancient ideas.

Think only of this one fact, which no one would now
venture to doubt, that the supreme deity of the

Greeks, the Romans, the Germans, is called by the

same name as the supreme deity of the earliest Aryan

settlers in India. Does not this one fact draw away
the curtain from the dark ages of antiquity, and

open before our eyes an horizon which we can hardly

measure by years? The Greek Zeus is the same
word as the Latin Ju in Jupiter, as the German Tiu;

and all these were merely dialectic varieties of the

Vedic Dyaus.^ Now dyaus in Sanskrit is the name
of the sky, if used as a feminine ; if used as a mascu-

line, as it is still in the Veda, it is the sky as a man
or as a god— it is Zeus, the father of gods and men.
You know, of course, that the whole language of

ancient India is but a sister dialect of Greek, Latin,

' See Lectures on the Science of BeUgion, pp. 194, 200.

' See my Science of Langjtage, Eleventh Chapter.
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of GermaD, Celtic, and Slavonic, and that if the

Greek says es-ti, he is, if the Roman says est, the

German ist, the Slave yeste, the Hindu, three thousand

years ago, said as-ti, he is. This as-ti is a compound
of a root as, to be, and the pronoun ti. The root

meant originally to breathe, and dwindled down after

a time to the meaning of to he. All this must have

happened before a single Greek or German reached

the shores of Europe, and before a single Arya
descended into the plains of India. At that distant

time we must place the gradual growth of language

and ideas, of a language which we are still speaking,

of ideas which we are still thinking ; and at the same
time only can we explain the framing of those names
which were the first attempts at grasping super-

natural powers, which became in time the names of

the deities of the ancient world, the heroes of myth-
ology, the chief actors in many a legend, nay, some
of which have survived in the nursery tales of our

own time.'

My time, I see, is nearly over, but before I finish,

I feel that I have a duty to perform from which I

ought not to shrink. Some of those who have

honoured me with their presence to-night may recol-

lect that about a year ago a lecture was delivered in

this very room by Professor Blackie, in which he

tried to throw discredit on the scientific method of

the interpretation of popular myths, or on what I

call Comparative Mythology. Had he confined his

remarks to the subject itself, I should have felt most

grateful for his criticisms, little minding the manner

' See a most interesting essay, ie Petit Potted (Tom Thumb), by
Gaston Paris.

a
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in which they were conveyed—for a student of lan-

guage knows what words are made of. Nor, had his

personal reflections concerned myself alone, should I

have felt called upon to reply to them thus publicly,

for it has always seemed to me that unless we pro-

test against unmerited praise, we have no right to

protest against unmerited abuse. I believe I can

appeal to all here present, that during the many

years I have had the honour to lecture in this Insti-

tution, I have not once allowed myself to indulge in

any personal remarks, or attacked those who, being

absent, cannot defend themselves. Even when I had

to answer objections, or to refute false theories, I

have always most carefully avoided mentioning the

names of living writers. But as Professor Blackie

has directed his random blows, not against myself,

but against a friend, the Eev. G. Cox, the author of

a work on Aryan Mythology, I feel that I must for

once try to get angry, and return blow for blow.

Professor Blackie speaks of Mr. Cox as if he had

done nothing beyond repeating what I had said be-

fore. Nothing can be more unfair. My own work
in Comparative Mythology has consisted chiefly in

laying down some of the general principles of that

science, and in the etymological interpretation of

some of the ancient names of gods, goddesses, and
heroes. In fact, I have made it a rule never to in-

terpret or to compare the legends of India, Greece,

Italy, or Germany, except in cases where it was pos-

sible, first of all, to show an identity or similarity in

the Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, or German names of the

principal actors. Mr. Cox having convinced himself

that the method which I have followed in mythology
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rests on sound and truly scientific principles, has

adopted most, though by no means all, of my etymo-

logical interpretations. Professor Blackie, on the

contrary, without attempting any explanation of the

identity of mythological names in Greek and Sanskrit

which must be either disproved or explained, thunders

forth the following sentence of condemnation :

—

'Even under the scientific guidance of a Bopp, a

Pott, a Grimm, and a Miiller, a sober m.an may some-

times, even in the full blaze of the new sun of

comparative philology, allow himself to drink deep

draughts, if not of maundering madness, at least of

manifest hallucination^

If such words are thrown at my head, I pick them
up chiefly as etymological curiosities, and as striking

illustrations of what Mr. Tylor calls ' survivals in

culture,' showing how the most primitive implements

of warfare, rude stones and unpolished flints, which

an ethnologist would suppose to be confined to pre-

historic races, to the red Indians of America or the

wild Picts of Ca,ledonia, turn up again most un-

expectedly at the present day in the very centre of

civilised life. All I can say is, that if, as a student

of Comparative Mythology, I have been drinking

deep draughts of maundering madness, I have been

drinking in good company. In this respect Mr. Cox
has certainly given me far more credit than I deserve.

I am but one out of many labourers in this rich field

of scientific research, and he ought to have given far

greater prominence to the labours of Grimm, Bur-

nouf, Bopp, and, before all, of my learned friend.

Professor Kuhn.
Bat while, with regard to etymology, Mr. Cox
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contents himself with reporting the results of other

scholars, he stands quite independent in his own
treatment of Comparative Mythology. Of this Pro-

fessor Blackie seems to have no suspicion whatever.

The plan which Mr. Cox follows is to collect the

coincidences in the legends themselves, and to show

how in different myths the same story with slight

variations is told again and again of different gods

and heroes. In this respect his work is entirely

original and very useful ; for although these coinci-

dences may be explained in different ways, and do

not afford a proof of a common historical origin of

the mythologies of India, Greece, Italy, and Germany,

they are all the more interesting from a purely

psychological point of view, and supply important

material for further researches. Mr. Tylor has lately

worked with great success in the same rich mine

;

extending the limits of mythological research far

beyond the precincts of the Aryan world, and showing

that there are solar myths wherever the sun shines.

I differ from Mr. Cox on many points, as he differs

from me. I shall certainly keep to my own method
of never attempting an interpretation or a com-

parison, except where the ground has first been

cleared of all uncertainty by etymological research,

and where the names of different gods and heroes

have been traced back to a common source. I call

this the nominalistic as opposed to the realistic

method of Comparative Mythology, and it is the

former only that concerns the student of the Science

of Language. I gratefully acknowledge, however,

the help which I have received from Mr. Cox's work.
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particularly as suggesting new clusters of myths tliat

might be disentangled by etymological analysis.

But not only has Professor Blackie failed to per-

ceive the real character of Mr. Cox's researches, but

he has actually charged him with holding opinions

which both Mr. Cox and myself have repeatedly dis-

avowed, and most strenuously opposed. Again and

again have we warned the students of Comparative

Mythology that they must not expect to be able to

explain everything. Again and again have we pointed

out that there are irrational elements in mythology,

and that we must be prepared to find grains of local

history on which, as I said,' the sharpest tools of

Comparative Mythology must bend or break. Again
and again have we shown that historical persons^

—

not only Cyrus and Charlemagne, but Frederick

Barbarossa and even Frederick the Great—have been

drawn into the vortex of popular mythology. Yet
these are the words of Professor Blackie :

' The cool

way in which Max Miiller and his English disciple,

Mr. Cox, assume that there are no human figures

and historical characters in the whole gallery of

heroes and demi-gods in the Greek Mythology, is

something very remarkable.'

* Cliips, vol. iv. p. 283:— ' Here then we see that mythology does

not always create its own heroes, but that it lays hold of real

history, and coils itself round it so closely that it is difficult,

nay, almost impossible, to separate the ivy from the oak, the lichen

from the granite to which it clings. And here is a lesson which
comparative mythologists ought not to neglect. They are naturally

bent on explaining everything that can be explained ; but they
should bear in mind that there may bo elements in every mytho-
logical riddle which resist etymological analysis, for the simple

reason that their origin was not etymological, but liistorical.'

" Science of Language, vol. ii. p. 657.
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I readily admit that some of the etymologies

which I have proposed of mythological names are

open to criticism ; and if, like other scholars, Pro-

fessor Blackie had pointed out to me any cases

where I might seem to him to have offended against

Grimm's law or other phonetic rules, I should have

felt most grateful ; but if he tells me that the Greek

Erinys should not be derived from the Sanskrit

Sarawyu, but from the Greek verb ipivvsiv, to be

angry, he might as well derive critic from to criticise;^

and if he maintains that a name may have two or

three legitimate etymologies, I can only answer that

we might as well say that a child could have two or

three legitimate mothers.

I have most reluctantly entered upon these some-

what personal explanations, and I should not have done

so if I alone had been concerned in Professor Blackie's

onslaught. I hope, however, that I have avoided

anything that could give just offence to Professor

Blackie, even if he should be present here to-night.

Though he abuses me as a German, and laughs at the

instinctive aversion to external facts and the extra-

vagant passion for self-evolved ideas as national fail-

ings of all Germans (I only wonder that the story of

the camel and the inner consciousness did not come

' Professor Blackie quotes Pausanias in support of this etymology.

He says :
' The account of Pausanias (viii. 25, 26), according to

which the terrible impersonation of conscience, or the violated moral

law, is derived from ipivvetv, an old Greek verb originally signifying

to be angry, has sufficient probability, not to mention the obvious

analogy of 'Apal, another name sometimes given to the awful maids

(^aefival), from apd, an imprecation.' If Professor Blackie will refer

to Pausanias himself, he will find that the Arcadians assigned a very

different cause to the anger of Demeter, which is supposed to have
led to the formation of her new name Erinys
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in), yet I know that for many years German poetry

and German scholarship have had few more ardent

admirers, and German scholars few more trusty

friends, than Professor Blackie. Nationality, it seems

to me, has as little to do with scholarship as with

logic. On the contrary, in every nation he that will

work hard and reason honestly may be sure to dis-

cover some grains of truth. National jealousies and

animosities have no place in the republic of letters,

which is, and I trust always will be, the true inter-

national republic of all friends of work, of order,

and of truth.



ON FALSE ANALOGIES

IN COMPAEATIYE THEOLOGY.

"Very dilferent from the real similarities that can be

discovered in nearly all the religions of the world,

and which, owing to their deeply human character,

in no way necessitate the admission that one religion

borrowed from the other, are those minute coinci-

dences between the Jewish and the Pagan religions

which have so often been discussed by learned theo-

logians, and which were intended by them as proof

positive, either that the Pagans borrowed their

religious ideas direct from the Old Testament, or

that some fragments of a primeval revelation, granted

to the ancestors of the whole race of mankind, had

been preserved in the temples of Greece and Italy.

Bochart, in his ' Geographia Sacra,' considered

the identity of Noah and Saturn so firmly established

as hardly to admit of the possibility of a doubt. The
three sons of Saturn—Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto

—he represented as having been originally the three

sons of Noah: Jupiter being Ham; Neptune, Japhet;

and Shem, Pluto. Even in the third generation

the two families were proved to have been one, for

I
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PJiut, the SOD of Ham, or of Jupiter Harnmon, could

be.no other than Apollo Pythius ; Canaan no other

than Mercury ; and Nimrod no other than Bacchus,

whose original name was supposed to have been

Bar-chus, the son of Cush. G. J. Vossius, in his

learned work, ' De Orig-ine et Progressu Idolatrise

'

(1688), identified Saturn with Adam, Janus with

Noah, Pluto with Ham, Neptune with Japhet, Mi-

nerva with Naamah, Yulcan with Tubal Cain, Ty-

phon with Og. Huet, the friend of Bochart, and the

colleague of Bossuet, went still further ; and in his

classical work, the ' Demonstratio Evangelica,' he

attempted to jjrove that the whole theology of the

heathen nations was borrowed from Moses, whom he

identified not only with ancient law-givers, like

Zoroaster and Orpheus, but with gods and demigods,

such as Apollo, Vulcan, Faunus, and Priapus.

All this happened not more than two hundred

years ago ; and even a hundred years ago, nay,

even after the discovery of Sanskrit and the rise of

Comparative Philology, the troublesome ghost of

Huet was by no means laid at once. On the con-

trary, as soon as the ancient la^nguage and religion

of India became known in Europe, they were received

by many people in the same spirit. Sanskrit, like

all other languages, was to be derived from Hebrew,

the ancient religion of the Brahmans from the Old

Testament.

There was at that time an enthusiasm among
Oriental scholars, particularly at Calcutta, and an

interest for Oriental antiquities in the public at large,

of which we in these days of apathy for Eastern

literature can hardly form an adequate idea. Every-
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body wished to be first in the field, and to bring to

light some of the treasures which were supposed to

be hidden in the sacred literature of the Brahmans.

Sir William Jones, the founder of the Asiatic Society

at Calcutta, published in the first volume of the

' Asiatic Researches ' his famous essay ' On the Gods
of Greece, Italy, and India ;

' and he took particular

care to state that his essay, though published only

in 1788, had been written in 1784. In that essay

he endeavoured to show that there existed an inti-

mate connection, not only between the mythology of

India and that of Greece and Italy, but likewise

between the legendary stories of the Brahmans and

the accounts of certain historical events as recorded

in the Old Testament. No doubt, the temptation

was great. No one could look down for a moment
into the rich mine of religious and mythological lore

that was suddenly opened before the eyes of scholars

and theologians, without being struck by a host of

similarities, not only in the languages, but also in

the ancient traditions of the Hindus, the Greeks,

and the Romans; and if at that time the Greeks

and Romans were still supposed to have borrowed

their language andtheir religion fromJewish quarters,

the same conclusion could hardly be avoided with

regard to the language and the religion of the Brah-
mans of India.

The first impulse to look in the ancient religion

of India for reminiscences of revealed truth seems to

have come from missionaries rather than from scho-

lars. It arose from a motive, in itself most excellent,

of finding some common ground for those who wished

to convert and those who were to be converted. Only,
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instead of looking for that common ground where it

really was to be found—namely, in the broad founda-

tions on which all religions are built up : the belief

in a divine power, the acknowledgment of sin, the

habit of prayer, the desire to offer sacrifice, and the

hope of a future life—the students of Pagan religion

as well as Christian missionaries were bent on dis-

covering more striking and more startling coinci-

dences, in order to use them in confirmation of their

favourite theory that some rays of a primeval reve-

lation, or some reflection of the Jewish religion, had

reached the uttermost ends of the world. This was

a dangerous proceeding— dangerous because super-

ficial, dangerous because undertaken with a foregone

conclusion ; and very soon the same arguments that

had been used on one side in order to prove that all

religious truth had been derived from the Old Tes-

tament were turned against Christian scholars and
Christian missionaries, in order to show that it was
not Brahmanism and Buddhism which had borrowed

from the Old and New Testament, but that the Old

and the New Testament had borrowed from the more
ancient religions of the Brahmans and Buddhists.

This argument was carried out, for instance,

in Holwell's ' Original Principles of the Ancient

Brahmans,' published in London as early as 1779, in

which the author maintains that ' the Brahmanie
religion is the first and purest product of super-

natural revelation,' and ' that the Hindu scriptures

contain to a moral certainty the original doctrines

and terms of restoration delivered from God himself,

by the mouth of his first-created Birmali, to man-
kind, at his first creation in the fbrm of man.'
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Sir William Jones ' tells us that one or two

missionaries in India had been absurd enough, in

their zeal for the conversion of the Gentiles, to urge
' that the Hindus were even now almost Christians,

because their Brahma, Vishnu, and Mahesa were no

other than the Christian Trinity ;
' a sentence in

which, he adds, we can only doubt whether folly,

ignorance, or impiety predominates.

Sir William Jones himself was not likely to fall

into that error. He speaks against it most em-
phatically. ' Either,' he says, ' the first eleven chap-

ters of Genesis—all due allowance being made for a

figurative Eastern style— are true, or the whole

fabric of our national religion is false ; a conclusion

which none of us, I trust, would now wish to draw.

But it is not the truth of our national religion as

such that I have at heart ; it is truth itself ; and if

any cool, unbiassed reasoner will clearly convince me
that Moses drew his narrative through Egyptian

conduits from the primeval fountains of Indian lite-

rature, I shall esteem him as a friend for having

weeded my mind from a capital error, and promise

to stand amongst the foremost in assisting to circu-

late the truth which he has ascertained.'

But though he speaks so strongly against the

uncritical proceedings of those who Avould derive

anything that is found in the Old Testament from

Indian sources, Sir William Jones himself was really

guilty of the same want of critical caution in his

own attempts to identify the gods and heroes of

Greece and Rome with the gods and heroes of India.

' Asiatic Besearrlies, i. p. 272 ; TAfe of Sir W. Jones, vol. ii. p.

240 seg.
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Tie begins liis essay/ ' On the Gods of Greece, Italy,

and India' with the following remarks :

—

' We cannot justly conclude, by arguments pre-

ceding the proof of facts, that one idolatrous people

must have borrowed their deities, rites, and tenets

from another, since gods of all shapes and dimen-

sions may be framed by the boundless powers of

imagination, or by the frauds and follies of men, in

countries never connected ; but when features of

resemblance, too strong to have been accidental, are

observable in different systems of polytheism, with-

out fancy or prejudice to colour them and improve

the likeness, we can scarce help believing that some

connection has immeraorially subsisted between the

several nations who have adopted them. It is my
design in this essay to point out such a resemblance

between the popular worship of the old Greeks and

Italians and that of the Hindus ; nor can there be

any room to doubt of a great similarity between

their strange religions and that of Egypt, China,

Persia, Phrygia, Phoenice, and Syria ; to which, per-

haps, we may safely add some of the southern king-

doms, and even islands of America; while the

Gothic system which prevailed in the northern re-

gions of Europe was not merely similar to those of

Greece and Italy, but almost the same in another

dress, with an embroidery of images apparently

Asiatic. Prom all this, if it be satisfactorily

proved, we may infer a general union or affinity

between the most distinguished inhabitants of the

primitive world at the time when they deviated, as

' AsiaUo Researches, i, p. 221
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they did too early deviate, from the rational adora-

tion of the only true God.'

Here, then, in an essay written nearly a hundred

years ago by Sir W. Jones, one of the most celebrated

Oriental scholars in England, it might seem as if we
should find the first outlines of that science which is

looked upon as but of to-day or yesterday—the out-

lines of Comparative Mythology. But in such an

expectation we are disappointed. What we find is

merely a superficial comparison of the mythology of

India and that of other nations, both Aryan and

Semitic, without any scientific value, because carried

out without any of those critical tests which alone

keep Comparative Mythology from running riot.

This is not intended as easting a slur on Sir W.
Jones. At his time the principles which have now
been established by the students of the science of

language were not yet known, and as with words, so

with the names of deities, similarity of sound, the

most treacherous of all sirens, was with him the only

guide in such researches.

It is not pleasant to have to find fault with a

man possessed of such genius, taste, and learning as

Sir W. Jones, but no one who is acquainted with
the history of these researches will be surprised at

my words. It is the fate of all pioneers, not only to

be left behind in the assault which they had planned,

but to find that many of their apjjroaches were made
in a false direction, and had to be abandoned. But
as the authority of their names continues to sway
the public at large, and is apt to mislead even pains-

taking students and to entail upon them repeated
disappointments, it is necessary that those who know
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should speak out, even at the risk of being con-

sidered harsh or presumptuous.

A few instances will suffice to show how utterly

baseless the comparisons are which Sir W. Jones

instituted between the gods of India, Greece, and

Italy. He compares the Latin Janus with the San-

skrit deity Gawesa. It is well known that Janus is

connected with the same root that has yielded the

names of Jupiter, Zeus, and Dyaus, while Ga^iesa is a

compound, meaning lord of hosts, lord of the com-

panies of gods.

Saturnus is supposed to have been the same as

Noah, and is then identified by Sir W. Jones with

the Indian Manu Satyavrata, who escaped from the

flood. Ceres is compared with the goddess 6'ri,

Jupiter or Diespiter with Indra or Divaspati ; and,

though etymology is called a weak basis for histo-

rical inquiries, the three syllables Jov in Jovis, Zeu

in Zeus, and Siv in Siva are placed side by side, as

possibly containing the same root, only differently

pronounced. Now the s of iSiva is a palatal s, and

no scholar who has once looked into a book on Com-
parative Philology need be told that such an s could

never correspond to a Greek Zeta or a Latin J.

In 'Krishna, the lovely shepherd-god, Sir W.
Jones recognises the features of Apollo Nomius,

who fed the herds of Admetus, and slew the dragon

Python ; and he leaves it to etymologists to deter-

mine whether Gopala

—

i.e. the cow-herd—may not be

the same word as Apollo. We are also assured, on

the authority of Colonel Vallancey, that KWshna in

Irish means the sun, and that the goddess Kali, to

whom human sacrifices were offered, as enjoined in

VOL. IV. p
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the Vedas (?), was tlie same as Hekate. In conclu-

sion, Sir W. Jones remarks, ' I strongly incline to

believe that Egyptian priests have actually come

from the Nile to the Ganga and Yamuna, and that

they visited the >Sarmans of India, as the sages of

Greece visited them, rather to acquire than to im-

part knowledge.'

The interest that had been excited by Sir Wil-

liam Jones's researches did not subside, though he

himself did not return to the subject, but devoted

his great powers to more useful labours. Scholars,

both in India and in Europe, wanted to know more

of the ancient religion of India. If Jupiter, Apollo,

and Janus had once been found in the ancient pan-

theon of the Brahmans ; if the account of Noah and

the deluge could be traced back to the story of

Manu Satyavrata, who escaped from the flood, more

discoveries might be expected in this newly-opened

mine, and people rushed to it with all the eagerness

of gold-diggers. The idea that everything in India

was of extreme antiquity had at that time taken a

firm hold on the minds of all students of Sanskrit

;

and, as there Avas no one to check their enthusiasm,

everything that came to light in Sanskrit literature

was readily accepted as more ancient than Homer,
or even than the Old Testament.

It was under these influences that Lieutenant

Wilford, a contemporary of Sir William Jones at

Calcutta, took up the thread which Sir William

Jones had dropped, and determined at all hazards to

solve the question which at that time had excited a

world-wide interest. Convinced that the Brahmans
possessed in their ancient literature the originals,
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not ouly of Greek and Roman mythology, but like-

wise of the Old Testament history, he tried every

possible means to overcome their reserve and reti-

cence. He related to them, as well as he could, the

principal stories of classical mythology, and the

leading events in the history of the Old Testament

;

he assured them that they would find the same
things in their ancient books, if they would but look

for them ; he held out the hopes of ample rewards

for any extracts from their sacred literature contain-

ing the histories of Adam and Eve, of Deukalion

and Prometheus ; and at last he succeeded. The
coyness of the Pandits yielded; the incessant de-

mand created a supply ; and for several years essay

after essay appeared in the ' Asiatic Researches,' with

extracts from Sanskrit MSS., containing not only

the names of Deukalion, Prometheus, and other

heroes and deities of Greece, but likewise the names
of Adam and Eve, of Abraham and Sai-ah, and all

the rest.

Great was the surprise, still greater the joy, not

only in Calcutta, but in London, at Paris, and all

the universities of Germany. The Sanskrit MSS.
from which Lieutenant Wilford quoted, and on
which his theories were based, had been submitted

to Sir W. Jones and other scholars ; and though
many persons were surprised and for a time even

incredulous, yet the fact could not be denied that

all was found in these Sanskrit MSS. as stated by
Lieutenant Wilford. Sir W. Jones, then President

of the Asiatic Society, printed the following declar-

ation at the end of the third volume of the ' Asiatic

Researches ' :
—

P 2
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* Since I am persuaded that the learned essay on

Egypt and the Nile has afforded you equal delight

with that which I have myself received from it, I

cannot refrain from endeavouring to increase your

satisfaction by confessing openly that I have at

length abandoned the greatest part of the natural

distrust and incredulity which had taken possession

of my mind before I had examined the sources from

which our excellent associate, Lieutenant Wilford,

has drawn so great a variety of new and interesting

opinions. Having lately read again and again, both

alone and with a Pandit, the numerous original

passages in the Puranas, and other Sanskrit books,

which the writer of the dissertation adduces in sup-

port of his assertions, I am happy in bearing testi-

mony to his perfect good faith and general accuracy,

both in his extracts and in the translation of them.'

Sir W. Jones then proceeds himself to give a

translation of some of these passages. * The follow-

ing translation,' he writes, ' of an extract from the

Padma-purawa is minutely exact :
'

—

'1. To Satyavarman, the sovereign of the

whole earth, were born thi-ee sons ; the eldest Sher-

ma; then Charma ; and thirdly, Jyapeti.
* 2. They were all men of good morals, excellent

in virtue and virtuous deeds, skilled in the use of

weapons to strike with, or to be thrown, brave men,

eager for victory in battle.

'3. But Satyavarman, being continually de-

lighted with devout meditation, and seeing his sons

fit for dominion, laid upon them the burden of

government,
' 4. Whilst he remained honouring and satisfv-
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ing the gods, and priests, and kine. One day, by

the act of destiny, the king, having drunk mead,
' 5. Became senseless, and lay asleep naked

;

then was he seen by Charma, and by him were his

two brothers called.

'6. To whom he said : What now has befiillen ?

In what state is this our sire ? By those two was

he hidden with clothes, and called to his senses

again and again.

' 7. Having recovered his intellect, and perfectly

knowing what had passed, he cursed Charma, say-

ing, Thou shalt be the servant of servants :

' 8. And since thou wast a laugher in their pre-

sence, from laughter shalt thou acquire a name.

Then he gave to Slierma the wide domain on the

south of the snowy mountains.

'9. And to Jyapeti he gave all on the north

of the snowy mountains ; but he, by the power of

religious contemplation, obtained supreme bliss.'

After this testimony from Sir W. Jones—wrung
from him, as it would seem, against his own wish and

will—Lieutenant Wilford's essays became more nu-

merous and more startling than ever.

At last, however, the coincidences became too

great. The MSS. were again carefully examined

;

and then it was found that a clever forgery had

been committed, that leaves had been inserted in

ancient MSS., and that on these leaves the Pandits,

urged by Lieutenant Wilford to disclose their an-

cient mysteries and traditions, had rendered in cor-

rect Sanskrit verse all that they had heard about

Adam and Abraham from their inquisitive master.

Lieutenant (then Colonel) Wilford did not hesitate
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for one moment to confess publicly that he had

been imposed upon ; but in the meantime the mis-

chief had been done, his essays had been read all

over Europe, they retained their place in the volumes

of the ' Asiatic Eesearches,' and to the present day

some of his statements and theories continue to be

quoted authoritatively by writers on ancient religion.

Such accidents, and, one might almost say, such

misfortunes, will happen, and it would be extremely

unfair were we to use unnecessarily harsh language

with regard to those to whom they have happened.

It is perfectly true that at present, after the pro-

gress that has been made in an accurate and critical

study of Sanskrit, it would be unpardonable if any

Sanskrit scholar accepted such passages as those

translated by Sir W. Jones as genuine. Yet it is by

no means certain that a further study of Sanskrit

will not lead to similar disenchantments, and deprive

many a book in Sanskrit literature which now is

considered as very ancient of its claims to any high

antiquity. Certain portions of the Veda even, which,

as far as our knowledge goes at present, we are per-

fectly justified in referring to the tenth or twelfth

century before our era, may some day or other dwindle

down from their high estate, and those who have

believed in their extreme antiquity will then be held

up to blame or ridicule, like Sir W. Jones or Colonel

Wilford. This cannot be avoided, for science is

progressive, and does not acknowledge, even in the

most distinguished scholars, any claims to infal-

libility. One lesson only may we learn from the

disappointment that befell Colonel Wilford, and that

is to be on our guard against anything which in
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ordinar}' language would be called ' too good to be

true.'

Comparative Philology has taught us again and

again that when we find a word exactl}' the same in

Greek and Sanskrit, we may be certain that it can-

not be the same word ; and the same applies to

Comparative Mythology. The same god or the same

hero cannot have exactly the same name in Sanskrit

and Greek, for the simple reason that Sanskrit and

Greek have deviated from each other, have both

followed their own way, have both suffered their own

phonetic corruptions ; and hence, if they do possess

the same word, they can only possess it either in

its Greek or its Sanskrit disguise. And if that

caution applies to Sanskrit and Greek, members of

the same family of language, how much more

strongly must it apply to Sanskrit and Hebrew ! If

the first man were called in Sanskrit Adiraa, and in

Hebrew Adam, and if the two were really the same

word, then Hebrew and Sanskrit could not be mem-
bers of two different families of speech, or we should

be driven to admit that Adam was borrowed by the

Jews from the Hindus, for it is in Sanskrit only that

adima means the first, whereas in Hebrew it has no

such meaning.

The same remark applies to a curious coincidence

pointed out many years ago by Mr. Ellis in his

' Polynesian Researches ' (London, 1829, vol. ii. p.

38). We there read :

—

'A very generally- received Tahitian tradition is

that the first human pair were made by Taaroa, the

principal deity formerly acknowledged by the nation.

On more thaii one occasion I have listened to the
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details of the people respecting his work of creation.

They say that, after Taaroa had formed the world,

he created man out of araea, red earth, which was

also the food of man until bread first was made. In

connection with this some relate that Taaroa one

day called for the man by name. When he came,

he caused him to fall asleep, and, while he slept, he

took out one of his ivi, or bones, and with it made
a woman, whom he gave to the man as his wife, and

they became the progenitors of mankind. This,'

Mr. Ellis continues, ' always appeared to me a mere

recital of the Mosaic account of creation, which they

had heard from some European, and I never placed

any reliance on it, although they have repeatedly

told me it was a tradition among them before any

foreigners arrived. Some have also stated that the

woman's name was Ivi, which would be by them
pronounced as if written Eve. Ivi is an aboriginal

word, and not only signifies a bone, but also a

widow, and a victim slain in war. Notwithstanding

the assertion of the natives, I am disposed to think

that Ivi, or Eve, is the only aboriginal part of the

story, as far as it respects the mother of the human
race. Should more careful and minute inquiry con-

firm the truth of this declaration, and prove that

their account was in existence among them prior to

their intercourse with Europeans, it will be the most
remarkable and valuable oral tradition of the origin

of the human race yet known.'

In this case, I believe the probability is that the

story of the creation of the first woman from the

bone of a man ^ existed among the Tahitians befoi'e

' See Introdnctwn to the Science of Religion, p. 48.
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their intercourse with Christians. We have a similar

idiom in Hebrew, that ' all souls came out of the loins,

lit. the thigh, of Jacob ' (Exod. i. 5) ; while in the Rig-

Veda the daughter of Manu, who gave birth to twenty

at once (Rv. X. 86, 23), is called Parsu or rib. The

similarity between the Polynesian name for bone, ivi,'^

even when it was used as the name of the first woman,

and the English corruption of the Hebrew nin,

Chavah, Eve, are the result of mere accident.

These j)rinciples and these cautious were hardly

thought of in the days of Sir William Jones and

Colonel Wilford, but they ought to be thought of at

present. Thus, before Bopp had laid down his code

of phonetic laws, and before Burnouf had written

his works on Buddhism, one cannot be very much

surprised that Buddha should have been identified

with Minos and Lamech ; nay, that even the Baby-

lonian deity Belus, and the Teutonic deity Wodan or

Odin, should have been supposed to be connected

with, the founder of Buddhism in India. As Burnouf

said in his ' Introduction a I'Histoire du Buddhisme,'

p. 70 :
' On avait meme fait du Buddha une planete

;

et je ne sais pas si quelques savants ne se plaisent

pas encore aujourd'hui a retrouver ce sage paisible

sous les traits du belliqueux Odin.' But we did not

expect that we should have to read again, in a book

published in 1869, such statements as these r'^

—

' The Rev. W. W. Gill tells me that the Maori word for bone is

i>vi, but he suspects a foreign origin for the fable founded on it.

- Tree and Serpent Worship, by James Fergusson. London, 1868.

Very similar opinions had been advocated by Rajendralal Mitra, in

a paper published in 1858 in the Jonnialof the Royal Asiatic Society,

' Buddhism and Odinism, illustrated by extracts from Professor

Holmboe's Memoir on the Traces du Bi/ddhisme en iVwTf^e.' How
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' There is certainly a much greater similarity be-

tween the Buddhism of the Toi^es and the Scandi-

navian mythology than between it and the Buddhism

of the books ; but still the gulf between the two is

immense ; and if any traces of the doctrines of the

gentle ascetic (Buddha) ever existed in the bosom of

Odin or his followers, while dwelling near the roots

of the Caucasus, all that can be said is, that they

suffered fearful shipwreck among the rocks of the

savage superstitions of the North, and sank, never

again to appear on the surface of Scandinavian

mythology. If the two religions come anywhere in

contact, it is at their base, for underlying both there

existed a strange substratum of Tree and Serpent

Worship ; on this the two structures seem to have

been raised, though they afterwards diverged into

forms so strangely dissimilar' (p. 34).

much mischief is done by opinions of this land when tho.y once find

their way into the general public, and are supported by names
which carry weight, may be seen by the following extracts from the

Pioncei' (July 30, 1878), a native paper published in India. Here
we read that the views of Holmboe, Eajendraial Mitra, and Fergus-

son, as to a possible connection between Buddha and Wodan, be-

tween Buddhism and Wodenism have been adopted and preached
by an English bishop, in order to convince his hearers, who were
chiefly Buddhists, that the religion of the gentle .ascetic came origin-

nally, if not from the North-East of Scotland, at all events from the

Saxons. 'Gotama Buddha,' he maintained, 'was a Saxon,' coming
from ' a Saxon family which had penetrated into India.' And again :

' The most convincing proof to us Anglo-Indians lies- in the fact that

the Purawas named Varada and Matsy distinctly assert that the
White Island in the West—meaning England—was known in India
as Sacana, having been conquered at a very early period by the
Sacas or Saks.' After this the bishop takes courage, and says :

' Let
me call your attention to the Pali word Nib ban, called in Sanskrit
Nirva«a. In the Anglo-Saxon you have the identical word—Nab-
ban, meaning " not to have," or "to be without a thing.'"
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Or again (p. 32) :

—

' We shall probably not err far if we regard these

traces of serpent worship as indicating the presence

in the North-East of Scotland of the head of that

column of migration, or of propagandism, which

under the myth of Wodenism, we endeavoured in

a previous chapter to trace from the Caucasus to

Scandinavia.'

'The arbors under which two of the cou^^les are

seated are curious instances of that sort of summer-

house which may be found adorning tea-gardens in

the neighbourhood of London to the present day.

It is scenes like these that make us hesitate before

asserting that there could not possibly be any con-

nection between Buddhism and Wodenism ' (p. 140).

' One of the most tempting nominal similarities

connected with this subject is suggested by the name
of Maya. The mother of Buddha was called Maja.

The mother of Mercury was also Maia, the daughter

of Atlas. The Eomans always called Wodin, Mer-

cury, and dies Mercurii and Wodensday alike desig-

nated the fourth day of the week. . . . These and

other similarities have been frequently pointed out

and insisted upon, and they are too numerous and

too distinct not to have some foundation in reality
'

(p. 186, note).

Statements like these cannot be allowed to pass

unnoticed or uncontradicted, particularly if supported

by the authority of a great name ; and after having

spoken so freely of the unscientific character of the

mythological comparisons instituted by scholars like

Sir William Jones and Lieutenant Wilford, who can

no longer defend themselves, it would be mere
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cowardice to shrink from performing- the same un-

pleasant duty in the case of a living writer, who has

shown that he knows how to wield the weapons both

of defence and attack.

It is perfectly true that the mother of Buddha

was called Maya, but it is equally true that the San-

skrit Maya cannot be the Greek Maia. It is quite

true also that the fourth day of the week is called

dies Mercurii in Latin, and Wednesday in English
;

nay, tha.t in Sanskrit the same day is called Budha-
dina or Budha-vara. But the origin of all these

names falls within perfectly historical times, and can

throw no light whatever on the early growth of

mythology and religion.

First of all, we have to distinguish between

B u d h a and Buddha. The two names, though so like

each other, and therefore constantly mistaken one for

the other, have nothing in common but their root.

Buddha with two d's, is the participle of budh, and

means awakened, enlightened.' It is the name given

to those who have reached the highest stage ofhuman
wisdom, and it is known most generally as the title

of Gotama, *S'akya-muni, the founder of Buddhism,

whose traditional era dates from 543 B.C. Bu dh a, on

the contrary, with one d, means simply knowing, and

it became in later times, when the Hindus received

from the Greeks a knowledge of the planets, the

name of the planet Mercury.

It is well known that the names of the seven

days of the week are derived from the names of the

' See Buddltagliosha's Parables, translated by Captain Rogers,

with an Introduction containing Buddha's Dhammapada, translated

from Pali, by M. M., 1870, p. 110, note.
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planets,' and it is equally well known that in Europe
the system of weeks and week-days is comparatively

of very modern origin. It was not a Greek, nor a

Roman, nor a Hindu, but a Jewish or Babylonian in-

vention. The Sabbath (Sabbata) was known and
kept at Eome in the first century e.g. with many
superstitious practices. It is mentioned by Horace,

Ovid, Tibullus [dies Saturni), Persius, Juvenal, Ovid

calls it a day ' rehus minus apta gerendis.' Augustus
(Suet. *Aug. ' c. 76) evidently imagined that the Jews
fasted on their Sabbath, for he said, ' Not even a Jew
keeps the fast of the Sabbath so strictly as I have
kept this day.' In fact, Josephus (' Contra Apion.' ii.

39) was able to say that there was no town, Greek
or not Greek, where the custom of observing the

seventh day had not spread.^ It is curious that we

' Hare, ' On the Names of the Days of the Week {PJdlol. Museum,
Nov. 1831) ; Ideler, Handbuch der Chronologie, p. 177 ; Grimm,
Deutsche Mytlwlogie, p 111.

- A writer in the Index objects to my representation of what
Josephus said with regard to the observance of the seventh day in

Greek and barbarian towns. He writes :

—

* WasJdngton, Nov. 9, 1872.

The article by Max Miiller in the Index of this week contains,

I think, one error, caused doubtless by his taking a false translation
of a passage from Josephus instead of the original. " In fact," says
Professor Miiller, "Josephus {Contra Ajrion. ii. 39) was able to say
that there was no town, Greek or not Greek, where the custom of

observing the seventh day had not spread." Mr. Wm. B. Taylor, in
a discussion of the Sabbath question with the Rev. Dr. Brown of
Philadelphia, in 1853 {Oiligation of the Sabbath, p. 120), gives this

rendering of the passage :—" Nor is there anywhere any city of the
Greeks, nor a single barbarian nation, whither the institution of the
Hebdomade (?vhich we mark by resting') has not travelled ;

" then in
a note Mr. Taylor gives the original Greek of part of tlie passage,
and adds :

" Josephus does not say that the Greek and barbarian
rested, but that me [the Jews] observe it by rest."

' The corrected translation only adds strength to IMax Miiller's
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find the seveuth day, the Sabbath, even under its new

Pagan name, as dies Saturni or Kronike, mentioned by

Eoman and Greek writers, before the names of the

other days of the week made their appearance.

Tibullus speaks of the day of Saturn, dies Saturni
;

Julius Frontinus (under Nerva, 96-98) says that

Vesj)asian attacked the Jews on the day of Saturn,

dies Saturni ; and Justin Martyr (died 165) states

that Christ was crucified the day before the day of

Kronos, and appeared to his disciples the day after

the day of Kronos. He does not use the names of

position in regard to the very limited extent of Sabbath observance

in ancient times ; and Mr. Taylor brings very strong historical proof

to maintain the assertion (p. 24) that "throughout all history we dis-

cover no trace of a Sabbath among the nations of antiquity."
'

It seems to me that if we read the whole of Josephus' work,

On the Antiquitij of the Jews, vfe ca,nnot tail to perceive that what
Josephus wished to show towards the end of the second book was that

other nations had copied or were trying to copy the Jewish customs.

He says : 'T4>' rifiu>v re S:7]v4x6i]0'av ol vSfioi koI to7s aWois anaffiv

avdpdnrois, ael koI fxaWov avruv CvKov ifi-rrenoiiiKaai. He then says that

the early Greek philosophers, though apparently original in their

theoretic speculations, followed the Jewish laws with regard to

practical and moral precepts. Then follows this sentence : 011 jxtiv

aWa Koi nX^Qsniv ijSr) ttoKvs ^tJA-Os yiyovev m /xaKpov ttjs Tjfierepas eucre-

jSefos, oh 5' effTiv ov iroMs 'EWrivaiv ov^rjTiaovv ov5e jSdp^apos, oiiSe eu

edfos, evQa fj.^ rh rris i^oop.d5os, ^v apyovfiev f]fjiels, e(?of oil Stair€<^oiT7//C6,

Koi at yriffreiai Kol Kvxvwv avaKavans koI iroWa rwv els Ppaxnv rjfuv

oil vfvofj.KTfXfvcov TrapareTTjprjTaL. Miaelirdai Se tmpSiVTai Ka,\ rr^v irphs

aKKijAovs rifiuv bfji6voiav, k.t.x. Standing where it stands, the sen-

tence about the e&5ofj.ds can only mean that 'there is no town of

Greeks nor of barbarians, nor one s'ngle people, where the observance

of the seventh day, on which v/e rest, has not spread, and where
fastings, and lighting of lamps, and much of what is forbidden to us

with regard to food are not observed. They try to imitate our mutual
concord also, &:c.' Hebdomas, which originally meant the week, is

here clearly used in the sense of the seventh daj-, and though Josephus
may exaggerate, what he says is certainly ' that there was no town,
Greek or not Greek, where the custom of observing the seventh day
had not spread.' See also Kuenen, Hibbert Lectures, p. 226.
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Friday and Suada3^ Sunday, as dies Solis, is men-

tioned by Justin Martyr (' Apolog.' i. 67), and by

TertuUian (died 220), the usual name of that day

amongst Christians being the Lord's-day, KvpcaKtj,

dominica or dominicus. Clemens of Alexandria (died

220) seems to have been the first who used the names

of Wednesday and Friday, 'Fjp/iov koX 'Aff)po8LT7js

i'jfispa.

It is generally stated, on the authority of Cassius

Dio, that the system of counting by weeks and week-

days was fiirst introduced in Egypt, and that at his

time, early in the third century, the Romans had

adopted it, though but recently. Be this as it may,

it would seem that, if Tibullus could use the name
of dies 8aturni for Saturday, the whole system of

week-days must have been settled and known at

Rome in his time. Cassius Dio tells us that the

names were assigned to each day Bca rscra-dpcov, by

fours ; or by giving the first hour of the week to

Saturn, then giving one hour to each planet in suc-

cession, till the twenty-fifth hour became again the

first of the next day. Both systems lead to the same

result, as will be seen from the following table :

—

Planets. Latin. French Sanskrit.

1 Saturn 1 Dies Saturni Samedi
(dies sabbati)

(Sani-vara

2 Jupiter 6 „ Solis Dimanche
(dominicus)

Ravi-vara

3 Mars 4 „ Luna3 Lundi Soma-vara
i Sun 2 „ ]\Iartis ilardi Bhauma-vara
5 Venus 7 „ Mercurii Mercredi Budha-vara
ti Mercurj' 5 „ Jovis Jeudi Bri'haspati-vara

7 Moon 3 „ Veneris Vendredi *S'ukra-vara
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Planets.

1 Saturn 1

2 Jupiter 6

3 Mars 4

4 Sun 2

5 Venus 7

fi Mercurj' 5

7 Moon 3

1 Saturn 1

2 Jupiter 6

o Mars 4

4 Sun 2

5 Venus 7

Mercury 5

7 Moon 3

Old Norse,

laugardagr
(washing day)
sunnudagr
munadagT
tysdagr
odhinsdagr
thnrsdagr
ftiadagT

Old-High
German.

sambaztag
(suunun iibanrl)

sunnun dag
mftnin tac (?)

ziuwes tac

(cies dac)
wUotanes tac (?)

(mittawecha)
donares tac

fria dag

Anglo-Saxon.

satres diig

sunnan diig

monan dug
tives diig

vudenes diig

thunores diig

frige diig

Middle-High
German.

samztac
(sunnen tibent)

sunnen tac

man tac

zies tac

(critic)

mittwocb

donres tac

fritac

Hnglisk.

Saturday

Sunda.v
Monday
Tuesday-

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

German.

Samstag
(Sonnabend)
Sonntag
Montag
Dienstag

Mittwocb

Donnerstag
Freitag

After the names of the week-days had once been

settled, we have no difficulty in tracing their migra-

tion towards the East and towards the West. The

Hindus had their own peculiar system of reckoning

days and months, but they adopted at a later time

the foreign system of counting by weeks of seven days,

and assigning a presiding planetary deity to each of the

seven days, according to the system described above.

As the Indian name of the planet Mercury was Budha,

the dies Mercurii was naturally called Budha-vara
but never Buddha-v^ra; and the fact that the

mother of Mercury was called Maia, and the mother

ofBuddha Maya, could, therefore, have had no bearing

whatever on the name assigned to the Indian Wed-
nesday.' The very Buddhists, in Ceylon, distinguish

between buddha, the enlightened, and budha, wise,

and call Wednesday the day of Budha, not of

' Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie, p. 118, note.
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Buddha." Whether the names of the planets were

formed in India independently, or after Greek models,

is difficult to settle. The name of Budha, the know-

ing or the clever, given to the planet Mercury,

seems, however, inexplicable except on the latter hy-

pothesis.

Having traced the origin of the Sanskrit name of

the dies Mercurii, Budha-vara, let us now see why
the Teutonic nations, though perfectly ignorant of

Buddhism, called the same day the dayof Wodan.
That the Teutonic nations received the names of

the week-days from their Greek and Roman neigh-

bours admits of no doubt. For commercial and mili-

tary arrangements between Romans and Germans,

some kind of linguafranca must soon have sprung up,

and in it the names of the week-days must have found

their place. There would have been little difficulty

in explaining the meaning of Sun-day and Mon-day

to the Germans, but in order to make them under-

stand the meaning of the other names, some ex-

planations must have been given on the nature of the

diiferent deities, in order to enable the Germans to

find corresponding names in their own language. A
Roman would tell his German friend that dies Veneris

meant the day of a goddess who represented beauty

and love, and on hearing this the German would at

once have thought of his own goddess of love, Freyja,

and have called the dies Veneris the day of Freyja or

Friday.^

If Jupiter was described as the god who wields

' In Singalese Wednesday is Badii, in Tamil Budan. See Kennet,

in Indian Antiquary,\%1 i, p. 90 ; D'Alwis, Journal of CeylonBranch

of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1870, p. 17.

* Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie, p. 276.

VOL. IV. Q
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the thunderbolt, his natural representative in Ger-

man would be Donar,^ the Anglo-Saxon Thunar, the

Old Norse Thor ; and hence the dies Jovis would be

called the day of TJior, or Thursday. If the fact that

Jupiter was the king of the godshad been mentioned,

his proper representative in German would, no doubt,

have been Wxiotan or Odin.^ As it was, Wuotan or

Odin was chosen as the nearest approach to Mercury,

the character which they share in common, and

which led to their identification, being most likely

their love of travelling through the air,^ also their

granting wealth and fulfilling the wishes of their

worshippers, iu which capacity Wuotan is known
by the name of Wunscli'^ or Wish. We can thus

understand how it happened that father and son

changed places, for while Mercurius is the son of

Jupiter, Wuotan is the father of Donar. Mars, the

god of war, was identified with the German Tiu or

Ziu, a name which, though originally the same as Zeus

in Greek or Dyaus in Sanskrit, took a peculiarly

national character among the Germans, and became

their god of war.'^

There remained thus only the dies 8a,tumi, the

day of Saturn, and whether this was called so in

imitation of the Latin name, or after an old German
deity of a similar name and character, is a point

which for the present we must leave unsettled.

' Grimm, Deutsche Mytlwlogie, p. 151.

2 Ibid. p. 120.
s Ibid. pp. 137-148.

* Ibid. p. 126. Oski in Icelandic, the god Wish, one of the
names of the highest god.

^ Tacit. niKt. iv. 64 : < Communibus Diis et prjecipuo Deorum
Marti grates agimus.'
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What, however, is not unsettled is this, that if

the Germans, in interpreting these names of Eoman
deities as well as they could, called the dies Mercurn,

the same day which the Hindus had called the day

of Budha (with one(^),their day of Wuotan, this was

not because ' the doctrines of the gentle ascetic ex-

isted in the bosom of Odin or his followers, Avhile

dwelling near the roots of the Caucasus,' but for

very different and much more tangible reasons.

But, apart from all this, by what possible process

could Buddha and Odin have ever been brought to-

gether in the flesh ? In the history of ancient

religions, Odin belongs to the same stratum of mytho-

logical thought as Dyaus in India, Zeus in Greece,

Jupiter in Italy. He was worshipped as the supreme

deity during a period long anterior to the age of the

Veda and of Homer. His travels in Greece, and

even in Tyrkland,^ and his half-historical character

as a mere hero and a leader of his people, are the

result of the latest Euhemerism. Buddha, on the

contrary, is not a mythological, but a personal and

historical character, and to think of a meeting of

Buddha and Odin, or even of their respective de-

scendants, at the roots of Mount Caucasus, would be

like imagining an interview between Cyrus and Odin,

between Mohammed and Aphrodite.

A. comparative study of ancient religions and

mythologies, as will be seen from these instances,

is not a subject to be taken up lightly. It requires

not only an accurate acquaintance with the minutest

details of comparative philology, but a knowledge of

the history of religions which can hardly be gained

' Grimm, l.o. p, 148

Q 2,
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witiiout a study of original documents. As long,

however, as researches of this kind are carried on

for their own sake, and from a mere desire of dis-

covering truth, without any ulterior objects, they

deserve no blame, though, for a time, they may lead

to erroneous results. But when coincidences between

different religions and mythologies are searched out

simply in support of j)reconceived theories, whether

by the friends or enemies of religion, the sense of

truth, the very life of all science, is sacrificed, and

serious mischief will follow without fail. Here we
have a right, not only to protest, but to blame. There

is on this account a great difference between the

books we have hitherto examined, and a work lately

published in Paris by M. JacoUiot, under the sensa-

tional title of ' La Bible dans I'lnde, Yie de Jeseus

Christna.' If this book had been written with the

pure enthusiasm of Lieutenant Wilford, it might

have been passed by as a mere anachronism. But
when one sees how its author shuts his eyes against

all evidence that would tell against him, and brings

together, without any critical scruples, whatever

seems to support his theory that Christianity is a

poor copy of the ancient religion of India, mere
silence would not be a sufficient answer. Besides,

the book has lately been translated into English, and
will be read, no doubt, by many people who cannot

test the evidence on which it professes to be founded.

We learn that M. Jacolliot was some years ago

appointed President of the Court of Justice at Chan-
dernagore, and that he devoted the leisure left him
from the duties of his position to studying Sanskrit

and the holy books of the Hindus. He is said to
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have put himself in communication with the Brah-
mans, who had obtained access to a great number of

MSS. carefully stored up in the depths of the pagodas.
' The purport of his book is ' (I quote from a friendly

critic), 'that our civilisation, our religion, our legends,

our gods, have come to us from India, after passing

in succession through Egypt, Persia, Judsea, Greece,

and Italy.' This statement, we are told, is not con-

fined to M. Jacolliot, but has been admitted by almost

all Oriental scholars. The Old and New Testaments

are found again in the Vedas, and the texts quoted

by M. Jacolliot in support of his theory are said to

leave it without doubt. Brahma created Adima (in

Sanskrit, the first man) and gave him for companion

Heva (in Sanskrit, that which completes life). He
appointed the island of Ceylon for their residence.

What follows afterwards is so beautifully described

that I may be pardoned for quoting it. Only I must
warn my readers, lest the extract should leave too

deep an impression on their memory, that what M.
Jacolliot calls a simple translation from Sanskrit is,

as far as I can judge, a simple invention of some
slightly mischievous Brahman, who, like the Pandits

of Lieutenant Wilford, took advantage of the zeal

and credulity of a French judge :

—

' Having created the Man and the Woman {simul-

taneously, not one after the other), and animated

them with the divine afflatus—the Lord said unto

them :
" Behold, your mission is to people this beau-

tiful Island [Ceylon] , where I have gathered together

everything pleasant and needful for your subsistence

—the rest of the Earth is as yet uninhabitable, but

should your progeny so increase as to render the
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bounds of paradise too narrow a habitation, let them
inquu'e of me by sacrifice and I will make known my
will."

' And thus saying, the Lord disappeared. . . .

' Then Adam and Eve dwelt together for a time

in perfect happiness ; but ere long a vague disquietude

began to creep upon them. . . . The Spirit of Evil,

jealous of their felicity and of the work of Brahma,

inspired them with disturbing thoughts ;

—

" Let us

wander through the Island," said Adam to his com-

panion, " and see if we may not find some part even

more beautiful than this." . . .

'And Eve followed her husband. . . wandering

for days and for months ; . . . but as they advanced

the woman was seized with strange and inexplicable

terrors : "Adam," said she, "let us go no farther: it

seems to me that we are disobeying the Lord ; have

we not already quitted the place which he assigned

us for a dwelling and forbade us to leave ?
"

'"Fear not," replied Adam; "this is not that

fearful wilderness of which he spake to us." . . .

' And they wandered on. . . .

' Arriving at last at the extremity of the Island,

they beheld a smooth and narrow arm of the sea, and
beyond it a vast and apparently boundless country,

connected with their Island only by a narrow and
rocky pathway arising from the bosom of the

waters.

' The two wanderers stood amazed : the country

before them was covered with stately trees, birds of

a thousand colours flitting amidst their foliage.

'
. . .

" Behold, what beautiful things !
" cried

Adam, "and what good fruit such trees must produce

;
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... let US go and taste them, and if that country is

better than this^ we will dwell there."
' Eve, trembling, besought Adam to do nothing

that might irritate the Lord against them. "Are
we not well here? Have we not pure water and
delicious fruits ? Wherefore seek other things ?

"

*
" True," replied Adam, " but we will return

;

what harm can it be to visit this unknown country

that presents itself to our view ? " . . . And as he
approached the rocks. Eve, trembling, followed.

'Placing his wife upon his shoulders, he pro-

ceeded to cross the space that separated him from
the object of his desires, but no sooner did he touch
the shore than trees, flowers, fruits, birds, all that

they had perceived from the opposite side, in an in-

stant vanished amidst terrific clamour; . . . the

rocks by which they had crossed sunk beneath the

waters, a few sharp peaks alone remaining above the

surfiice, to indicate the place of the bridge which had
been destroyed by Divine displeasure.

* The vegetation which they had seen from the

opposite shore was but a delusive mirage raised by
the Spirit of Evil to tempt them to disobedience.

' Adam fell, weeping, upon the naked sands, . . .

but Eve throwing herself into his arms, besought
him not to despair; ..." let us rather pray to the

Author of all things to pardon us." . . .

' And as she spake there came a voice from the

clouds, saying,
' " Woman ! thou hast only sinned from love to

thy husband, whom I commanded thee to love, and
thou hast hoped in me.

' " I therefore pardon thee—and I pardon him also
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for thy sake : . . . but ye may no more return to

paradise, whicli I liad created for your happiness :

. . . through your disobedience to my commands the

Spirit of Evil has obtained possession of the Earth.

. . . Your children reduced to labour and to suffer

by your fault will become corrupt and forget me. . .

' " But I will send Vishnu, who will be born of a

woman, and who will bring to all the hope of a

reward in another life, and the means by prayer of

softening their sufferings."

'

The translator from whom I have quoted exclaims

at the end, as well he might :

—

' What grandeur and what simplicity is this

Hindu legend ! and at the same time how simply

logical ! . . . Behold here the veritable Eve—the

true woman.'

But much more extraordinary things are quoted

by M. Jacolliot, from the Vedas and the commen-
taries.

On p. 63 we read that Manu, Minos, and Manes,

had the same name as Moses ; on p. 73, the Brah-

mans who invaded India are represented as the

successors of a great reformer called Christna. The
name of Zoroaster is derived from the Sanskrit Siir-

yastara (p. 110), meaning 'he who spreads the

Avorship of the Sun.' After it has been laid down

(p. 116) that Hebrew was derived from Sanskrit, we
are assured that there is little difficulty in deriving

Jehovah from Zeus.' Zeus, Jezeus, Jesus, and Isis

are all declared to be the same name, and later on

(p. 130) we learn that * at present the Brahmans who

' P. 125. ' Pour quiconque s'est occup^ d'etudes philologiques,

Jehova derive de Zeus est facile A admettre.'
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officiate in the pagodas and temples give this title of

Jeseus

—

i.e. the pure essence, the divine emana-

tion—to Christna only, who alone is recognised as

the Word, the truly incarnated, by the worshippers

of Vishwu and the freethinkers among the Brah-

mans.'

We are assured that the Apostles, the poor fisher-

men of Galilee, were able to read the Veda (p. 356)

;

and it was their greatest merit that they did not

reject the miraculous accounts of the Vedic period,

because the world was not yet ripe for freedom of

thought. Kristna, or Christna, we read on p. oCO,

signified in Sanskrit, sent by God, promised by God,

holy ; and as the name of Christ or Christos is not

Hebrew, whence could it have been taken except

from Krishna, the son of DevaM, or, as M. Jacolliot

writes, Devanaguy ?

It is difficult, nay, almost impossible, to criticise

or refute such statements, and yet it is necessary to

do so ; for such is the interest, or I should rather

say the feverish curiosity, excited by anything that

bears on ancient religion, that M. JacoUiot's book

has produced a very wide and very deep impression.

It has been remarked with some surprise that Yedie

scholars in Europe had failed to discover these im-

portant passages in the Veda which he has pointed

out, or, still worse, that they had never brought

them to the knowledge of the public. In fact, if

anything was wanting to show that a general know-

ledge of the history of ancient religion ought to

form part of our education, it was the panic created

by M. JacoUiot's book. It is simply the story of

Lieutenant Wilford over again, only far less excusable
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now than a hundred years ago. Many of the words

which M. Jacolliot quotes as Sanskrit are not San-

skrit at all ; others never have the meaning which

he assigns to them ; and as to the passages from tlie

Yedas (including our old friend the Bhagaveda-gita),

they are not from the Veda, they are not from any

old Sanskrit writer—they simply belong to the second

half of the nineteenth century. What happened to

Lieutenant Wilford has happened again to M. Ja-

colliot. He tells us the secret himself :

—

' One day,' he says (p. 280), ' when we were read-

ing the translation of Manu, by Sir W. Jones, a note

led us to consult the Indian commentator, Kulluka

Bhafia, when we found an allusion to the sacrifice of

a son by his father prevented by God himself after

he had commanded it. We then had only one idee

fixe—namely, to find again in the dark mass of the

religious books of the Hindu, the original account

of that event. We should never have succeeded but

for " the complaisance " of a Brahman with whom
we were reading Sanskrit, and who, yielding to our

request, brought us from the library of his pagoda
the works of the theologian Eamatsariar, which

have yielded us such precious assistance in this

volume.'

As to the story of the son offered as a sacrifice

by his father, and released at the command of the

gods, M. Jacolliot might have found the original

account of it from the Veda, both text and transla-

tion, in my ' History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature.'

He would soon have seen that the story of /Suna/isepa

being sold by his fatlier in order to be sacrificed in the

place of an Indian prince, has very little in common
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with the intended sacrifice of Isaac by Abraham.

M. JacoUiot has, no doubt, found out by this time

that he has been imposed upon ; and if so, he ought to

follow the example of Colonel Wilford, and publicly

state what has happened. Even then, I doubt not

that his statements will continue to be quoted for a

long time, and that Adima and Heva, thus brought

to life again, will make their appearance in many a

book and many a lecture-room.

Lest it be supposed that such accidents happen

to Sanskrit scholars only, or that this fever is bred

only in th3 jungles of Indian mythology, T shall

mention at least one other case which will show

that this disease is of a more general character, anr^

that want of caution Avill produce it in every climate.

Before the discovery of Sanskrit, China had stood

for a long time in the place which was afterwards

occupied by India. When the ancient literature and

civilisation of China became first known to the

scholars of Europe, the Celestial Empire had its

admirers and prophets as full of enthusiasm as Sir

W. Jones and Lieutenant Wilford, and there was

nothing, whether Greek philosophy or Christian mo-
rality, that was not supposed to have had its first

origin among the sages of China. The proceedings

of the Jesuit missionaries in China were most ex-

traordinary. They had themselves admitted the

antiquity of the writings of Confucius and Lao-tse,

both of whom lived in the sixth century b.c' But

in their zeal to show that the sacred books of the

Chinese contained numerous passages borrowed from

' Stanislas Julion, Le Livre de la Voie ct de la Vcrtu. Paris,

18i2, p. iv.
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the Bible, nay, even some of tbe dogmas of the later

Church, they hardly perceived that, taking into ac-

count the respective dates of these books, they were

really proving that a kind of anticipated Christi-

anity had been accorded to the ancient sages of the

Celestial Empire. The most learned advocate of

this school was Father Premare. Another supporter

of the same view, Montucci,' speaking of Lao-tse's

Tao-te-king, says :

—

* We find in it so mony sayings clearly referring

to the triune God, that no one who has read this

book can doubt that the mystery of the most holy

Trinity was revealed to the Chinese more than five

centuries before the advent of Christ. Everybody,

therefore, who knows the strong feeling of the

Chinese for their own teachers, will admit that

nothing more efficient could be found in order to fix

the dogmas of the Christian religion in the mind
of the Chinese than the demonstration that these

dogmas agree with their own books. The study,

therefore, and the translation of this singular book

(the Tao-te-king) would prove mo>st useful to the

missionaries, in order to bring to a happy issue the

desired gathering in of the Apostolic harvest.'

What followed is so extraordinary that, though

it has often been related, it deserves to be related

again, more particularly as the whole problem which

was supposed to have been solved once for all by M.
Stanislas Julien, has of late been opened again by

Dr. von Strauss, in the 'Journal of the German Orien-

tal Society,' 1869.

There is a passage at the beginning of the

' Montucci, De xtudiis sinicis. Berolini, 1808.
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fourteenth chapter of the Tao-te-kiiig in which
Father Amyot felt certain that the three Persons of

the Trinity could be recognised. He translated it :

—

' He who is as it were visible but cannot be seen

is called Khi.
' He whom we cannot hear, and who does not

speak to our ear, is called Hi.
* He who is as it ~were tangible, but cannot be

touched, is called Wei.'

Few readers, I believe, would have been much
startled by this passage, or would have seen in it

what Father Amyot saw. But more startling reve-

lations were in store. The most celebrated Chinese

scholar of his time, Abel Eemusat, took up the sub-

ject; and after showing that the first of the three

names had to be pronounced, not Khi, but I, he
maintained that the three syllables I Hi Wei, were
meant for Je-ho-vah, According to him, the three

characters employed in this name have no meaning
in Chinese ; they are only signs of sounds foreign to

the Chinese language ; and they were intended to

render the Greek 'law, the name which, according

to Diodorus Siculus, the Jews gave to their God.
Eemusat goes on to remark that Lao-tse had really

rendered this Hebrew name more accuratelythan the

Greeks, because he had preserved the aspiration of

the second syllable, which was lost in Greek. In
fact, he entertained no doubt that this word, occur-

ring in the work of Lao-tse, proves an intellectual

communication between the West and China, in the

sixth century B.C.

Fortunately, the panic created by this discovery

did not last long. M. Stanislas Julien published in
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1842 a complete translation of tliis difficult book;

and here all traces of tlie name of Jehovah have

disappeared.

' The three syllables,' he writes, ' which Abel

Eemnsat considered as purely phonetic and foreign

to the Chinese language, have a very clear and in-

telligible meaning, and have been fully explained by

Chinese commentators. The first syllable, I, means

without colour; the second. Hi, without sound or

voice; the third, Wei, without body. The proper

translation therefore is :

—

'You look (for the Tao, the law) and you see it

not : it is colourless.

* Tou listen and you hear it not : it is voiceless.

' You wish to touch it and you reach it not : it is

without body.'

Until, therefore, some other traces can be dis-

covered in Chinese literature, proving an intercourse

between China and Judaea in the sixth century B.C.,

we can hardly be called upon to believe that the

Jews should have commuuicated this one name,
which they hardly trusted themselves to pronounce

at home, to a Chinese philosopher ; and we must
ti-eat the apparent similarity between I-Hi-Wei and
Jehovah as an accident, which ought to serve as a

useful warning, though it need in no way discourage

a careful and honest study of Comparative Theology.
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What was the original intention of the name of

Bellerophon? That hellero, the first jJart of the word,

represents some power of darkness, drought, cold,

winter, or of moral evil, is easy to guess. The
Greeks say that there was a word ra sWspa, which
signified anything evil or hateful,' and was used in

that sense by Kallimachos.^ Nay Bellerophon or

Bellerophontes is said to have been called also

EUerophontes. That the Greeks in general, how-
ever, were no longer conscious of the appellative

power of Belleros, is best proved by the fact that,

in order to explain the myth of Bellerophon, they

invented, very late, it would seem, a legend, accord-

ing to which Bellerophon had killed a distinguished

Corinthian, of the name of Belleros, and had fled to

Argos or Tyrins to be purified by Prcetos from the

stain, of that murder. Nothing, however, is known
about this Belleros, and as the ordinary accounts

represent Bellerophon as flying to Argos after having
killed his brother Deliades, or, as he is also called,

Peiren or Alkimenes, there can be little doubt that

the Corinthian nobleman of the name of Belleros

' Preller, GnecMsohe Mythologie, vol. ii. p. 55.

- Eustath. ad H. p. 635 ; Naeke, Opusc. vol. ii. p. 167.
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owes liis origin entirely to a desire of later mytholo-

gists, who felt bound to explain the no longer in-

telligible name of Bellerophon or Bellerophontes.

Such a name, it is quite clear, was not originally

without some meaning, and without attempting to

unravel the whole ti^agedy of Hipponoos, who after-

wards monopolised the name of Bellerophon, it may
be possible to discover by a strict observance of

etymological laws, the original form and the original

purport of this j)eculiar name.

With regard to the second half of the name,

there can be little doubt that in Bellerophon and

Bellerophontes, phon and phonies had one and the

same meaning. Now pJion-tes at the end of com-

pounds means the killer, the Sanskrit han-ta, killer;

and therefore phSn can, in our name, hardly mean
anything else, and would correspond exactly with the

Sanskrit han, nom. h^, killing.

From the reported change in the initial letter of

Bellerophon, it is easy to see that it represents a

labial liquid, and is in fact the well-known digamma
^olicum. But it is more difficult to determine what
letters w^e ought to look for as corresponding in other

languages to the XX of the Greek word hellero. In

many cases Greek XX represents a single 1, followed

originally by a sibilant or a liquid.' In this manner
we can account for the single 1 in ttoXvs and the

double 1 in ttoXXol. UoXvs corresponds to the Sanskrit

pulu (Ev. I. 179, 5), or puru, gen. puros, whereas

the oblique cases would represent a, Sanskrit adjec-

tive purva, gen. piirvasya. As -ttoXXoI points to a

Sanskrit pur ve, oXot points to the Sanskrit sarve.

' See Ahrens, Dial. Dor. p. 60.
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In Latin, too, a double 1 owes its origin not unfre-
quently to an original single 1 or r followed by v.'

Thus the double 1 in mellis, the gen. of mel, honey,
is explained by the Sanskrit madhu, raised to
m a dh v-i, and regularly changed to m a d v-i, m a 1 v- i,

mall-i. Fel, gen. fellis, is explained by haru in

haru-spex,^ raised to harv-i, halv-i, hall-i, fall-i.^

Mollis corresponds to Sanskrit nun'du, Mirough the
intermediate links, mardv-i, maldv-i, uialv-i,

mall-i
;

^ nay, if we consider the Yedic word for bee,

ridu-pc'^ (Rv. VIII. 77, 11), mel, mellis, too, should
be derived from mr^'du (which does not occur in the

Rig-Veda), and not from madhu. According to

these analogies, then, the Grreek ^iXkspo would lead

us back to a Sanskrit word varvara. This word
actually occurs in the Sanskrit language, and means
hairy, woolly, shaggy, rough. It is applied to the

negro-like aboriginal inhabitants of India who were
conquered and driven back by Aryan conquerors, and
it has been identified with the Greek ^dpjBapo^.

Sandal-wood, for instance, which grows chiefly on the
Malabar coast, is called in Sanskrit barbarottha,
sprung up among Barbaras, because that coast was
always held by Tamulian or non-Aryan people. Pro-
fessor Kuhn, identifying barbara and ^dp^apos,
refers the meaning of both words, not to the shago-y

or woolly hair, but to the confused speech (balbu-

tire) of non-Aryan tribes. It will be difficult to
prove with what intent the Greeks and the Hindus

' Corssen, Kritisehe Beitrdge, p. 385.
"^ Aufrecht, in Kuhn's Zcitschrift, vol. iii. p. 198.

'As to the interchange of h and f in Latin, see Corssen,
Kntigehe Beitrdge, p. 208 ; as to the etymology oifel, ibid., p. 318.

* Corssen, KntiscJie Beitrdge, p. 323

VOL. IV. E
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first applied l3dpl3apos and barbara to tribes differ-

ing from themselves both in speech and aspect. It is

true that in Greek the word occurs for the first time

in Homer with a special reference to language

(' Iliad,' ii. 876, Kdpss l3ap/3ap6<f)a)voi) ; and in San-

skrit also the earliest passage in which barbara is

found, refers to speech (Rig-Yeda Pratisakhya,

Sutra 784; XIV. 6). But the barbarata there

mentioned as a fault of pronunciation, is explained

by the same word (asaukumaryam) which in Sutra

778 serves as an explanation of lomasya; and this

lomasya, meaning shagginess, is, like the Greek

8aavTr]9, clearly transferred from the shagginess of

hair (loman, hair) to the shagginess of pronuncia-

tion, so that after all, in Sanskrit at least, the ori-

ginal conception of the adjective barbara seems to

have been shaggy or rough.

However that may be, it is cleg,r that many words

for wool are derived from the same root var which

yielded varvara or barbara. This root means
originally to cover, and it yielded in Sanskrit ura
in ura-bhra, ram, i.e. laniger ; in Greek slpos and
sp-Lov. In the Veda we have likewise the feminine

ura, sheep, Ev. VIII. 84, 3,

urarn na dliunute vnka/t,

' (the stone tears the Soma plant) as the wolf tears

the sheep,' or, it may be, ' the wool.' The wolf is

called uramathi (Ev. VIII. QQ, 8), literally the

sheep-shaker, or sheep-lifter.

From the same root are formed, by means of the
suffix na, the Sanskrit urwa, wool, particularly of

sheep
; afterwards uriiay u, a goat, and a spider ; the

I
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one from wearing, growing, or supplying wool ; the
other from, as it were, spinning or weaving it. Thus
the spider is also called in Sanskrit urna-n^bhi
and urna-v^bhi, literallj the wool-weaver; and one
of the enemies killed by Indra is Aurtiav^bha,
which seems to mean a ram rather, a wool-provider,
than a spider. This urw4, as Bopp has shown, ap-

l>ears again in Russian as vohia, in Gothic as vuUa,
r having been changed to 1, and In into 11. The same
assimilation is found in Latin villus, gen. villi, and
vellus, gen. velleris. It might be difficult to convince
a classical scholar that vellus was not derived from
the Latin vellere, particularly as Varro himself gives
that etymology ; but it would be equally difficult to
establish such an etymology by any analogies. It is

curious, however, to remark—for reasons to be ex-
plained hereafter—that vellera in Latin signifies

light, fleecy clouds. (Virg. ' Georg.' i. 397 ; Luc.
iv. 124.)

Ura, therefore, from a root var, to cover, meant
originally cover, then skin, fleece, wool. In its de-
rivatives, too, these various meanings of the root
var appear again and again. Thus uranah means
ram, urawi, sheep; but urawaA, quite a different

formation, means protector or guardian. For instance,

with the genitive :

—

Rv. I. 173, 7. samatsu tva sura satam nrawam pra-

patMntamam,
' Thee, hero, iu battles the protector of the brave, the

best guide !

'

Rv. VII. 73, 3. ahema jagnim pathCi'm urajuY/;,

'Let us speed the sacrifice, as keepers of the (old)

ways!'

R 2
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With the accusative :

—

Rv. III. 19, S. (Agnih) deva-tatim urana/i,

' Agni, who protects the gods.'

Rv. IX. 109, 9. indu/i punana/t pra^am nrajia//,

' The purified Soma, protecting the people.'

Without any case :

—

Rv. IV. 6, 4. (Agnih) pra-divaA urana/«,

'Agni,^ the old guardian.' See also Rv. IV. 7, 3; VI.

6S, 4.

Now, if ur?ia, wool, meant originally a covering,

var-wa also, which now means colour, would seem

to have started from the same conception. Colour

might naturally be conceived as the covering, the

outside, as %pc()s and '^^^ocb/xa in Greek combine the

meanings of skin and colour. From vartia, colour

(brightness), we have in Sanskrit varwi, gold, as

from rupa, form (beauty), we have rupya, silver,

from which Rupee; for we can on no account derive

the name of silver, the metal, from the figure (rupa)

that was stamped on a silver coin.

In the Veda varwa appears in the sense of colour,

of bright colour or light, and of race.

In the sense of colour in general, varwa occurs,

Rv. I. 73, 7. kn'shwam A;a var^iamamnatn^a sam dbuA,
' They placed together the dark and the bright colour

(of night and day).'

Rv. I. 113, 2, dystva varj;am Z,aratha7i a-minane,
' Day and night move on destroying their colour.'

Frequently varwa is used in the Veda as imply-

ing bright colour or light :

—

Rv. II. 34, 13. ni-meghamana^ atyena pS-'g^asa su-

s^'andi'am varaam dadhire su-pesasam,
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' They (the Rudras) strongly showering down on their

horse, made shining, beautiful light.' (On p%as and
its supposed connection with Pegasos, see Kuhn, in

his * Zeitschrift,' vol. i. p. 461 ; and Sonne, ibid. vol.

X. p. 174 seq.)

Rv. II. 1, 12. tava sparhe varne,

* In thy sparkling light, Agni.'

Rv. III. 34, 5. pra imam vari/am atirat sukram asam,
* He, Indra, spread out the bright light of the dawn.'

In the ninth MancZala the colour (varwa) of the

Soma juice is frequently mentioned, as hari, rusat,
suJcif also as asurya:

—

Rv. X. 3, 3. Agni/i vi-tish^7ian riisadbhiA varwai/i,

* Agni far-striding with shining colours.'

Even without determining adjectives, varwa has
occasionally the sense of light :

—

Rv. I. 92, 10. samanam var/iam abhi sumhhamana,
' The old Dawn that clothes herself in the same light.'

Rv. X. 124, 7. ta/i asya var??am suhajsih bharibhrati,
' They (the dawns), the bright ones, carry always the

light of the sun.' See also Rv. II. 4, 5 ; II. 5, 5
;

IV. 15, 3.

Hence we may take varwa in the same sense in

another passage, where the commentator explains it

as Indra, the protector :

—

Rv. I. 104, 2. devasa/i manyiim dasasya s^amnan
te na7i a vakshan suvitaya varnam,

' The gods broke the pride of Dasa (the enemy) ; may
they bring to us light for the sacrifice.'

Lastly, varwa means colour, or tribe, or caste, the

difference in colour being undoubtedly one of the

principal causes of that feeling of strangeness and
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lieterogeneousness whicli found expression in the name
of tribe, and, in India, of caste.' The commentators

generally take varna in the technical sense of caste,

and refer it to the three highest castes (traivarwika)

in opposition to the fourth, the /Sudras.

Rv. III. 34, 9. liatvi dasyun pra airyani varwam kvah,

' Indra, killing the Dasyus (the enemies), lias protected

the Aryan colour.'

Rv. II. 12, 4. ya/i dasam var«am adharam giiha akar,

' Indra, who broaght the colour of the Dasas low in

secret.'

Rv. II. 3, 5. varnam punana/i yasasam su-viram,

* (The heavenly gates) v,rliicli illuminate the glorious

colour (race), rich in heroes.'

But to return to varvara, to which on etymo-

logical grounds we should assign the meaning of

shaggy, haiij, villosus, it need hardly be said that

such a word, though it supplies an intelligible mean-
ing of the Greek myth of Belleros, as slain by

BeUerophon, does not occur in the Veda among the

numerous names of the demons slain by Indra, Agni,

and other bright gods. The same happens very

frequently, viz. that Sanskrit supplies us with the

etymological meaning of a term used in Greek myth-
ology, although the corresponding word does not

occur in the actual or mythological language of

India. Thus the Greek Herd is easily explained by
Svara, and not, according to Sonne (Kuhn,'Zeitschrift,'

voh X. p. 366, vol. ix. p. 202), by Yasr^; but neither

of these words occurs in the mythological phraseology

of the Yeda. There remains, however, a question

' See my letter to Chevalier Bunsen, ' On the Turanian LangTiages,

p. 84.
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which has still to be answered, viz. Do we find

among the demons slain by solar deities, one to

whom the name of varvara,' in the sense of shaggy,

would be applicable? and this question we may
answer with a decided Yes.

One of the principal enemies or das as conquered

by Indra is the black cloud. This black cloud con-

tains the rain or the fertilising waters which Indra*

is asked to send down upon the earth, and this he

can only do by slaying the black demon that keeps

them in prison. This black cloud itself is sometimes

spoken of in the Veda as the black skin :

—

Rv. IX. 41, 1. ghnanta/i hrishnaiui apa tvaAam,

' Pushing away the black skin, i.e. cloud.'

In other places the cloud is called the rain-giving

and fertilising skin :

—

Rv. I. 129, 3. dasma/i hisnaa vnsha?iam pinvasi tva^am,

' For thou, the strong one, fiUest the rainy skin.'

While thus the cloud itself is spoken of as a black

skin, the demon of the cloud, or the cloud personified,

appears in the Veda as a ram, i.e. as a shaggy, hairy,

animal, in fact, as a BsXXspos.

Thus Urawa, which, as we saw before, meant ram

or laniger, is a name of a demon, slain by Indra :

—

Rv. II. 14. Ye priests, bring hither Soma for Indra,

pour from the bowls the delicious food ! The hero

' BeWepos may either be simply identified with varvara, in the

sense of sha^^gy, or by taking feWos as representing the Latin villus,

an adjective /eWepos might have been formed, like (pOove-pSs from

^edvos. The transition into W appears also in juaWos, sheep's-wool,

where the /x represents tlie labial liquid. See Lobeck, JDe Prothed

et Aphsresi, p. Ill seq. ; and Curtius, in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, vol. iii.

p. 410: /ia/)7r = vj'ik; ^i\^wv=fiK'^(^v; /xot7Ji'= v^-itha.
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truly always loves to drink of it ; sacrifice to the

strong, for he desires it

!

Ye priests, he who struck down VWtra, when he had

hid the waters, as a tree is struck by lightning—to

him who desires this Soma, offer it ; for that Indra

desires to drink it

!

Ye priests, he who slew Dnbhika, who drove out the

cows, for he had opened the stable, to him offer this

Soma ! Cover him with Somas as the wind in the

sky, as an old woman covers herself with clothes !

Ye priests, he who slew Ura«a, who had shown his

ninety-nine arms,—^he who slew down to the ground

Arbuda, that Indra call hither to the offering of

Soma !

Here Urawa is no doubt a proper name, but the

idea which it suggested originally, could only have

been that of u rati a, meaning ram or some other

shaggy animal. And the same applies to the Greek

BsWepos. Though in Greek it has become a mere

proper name, its original meaning was clearly that

of the shaggy ram as the symbol of the shaggy

cloud, a monstrum villosiim, this being the very

adjective which Roman poets like to apply to mon-

sters of the same kith and kin, such as Gorgo or

Cacus ; e.g. Ov. ' Met.' x. 21

:

Nee uti villosa colubris

Tei'na Medussei vincirem guttnra monstri.

' ^n.' viii. 266 (of Cacus)

:

Terribiles oculos, vultum, villosaque setis

Pectora semiferi ....

We cannot therefore claim the name of Belleros

or Bellerophon for that period of mythology which

preceded the Aryan separation, a period during
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wbicli such names as Dyaus= Zeus', ^ a.r\inn,= 0vpav6s,

Ushas='Ha)S', Sara'Ji}'u= 'E|3ti/v?, Ahana=Aa(/)t'77 and

' kOrjvq, iJibhu= 'Op0£j5y, Haritas= XaptTey were cur-

rent among the ancient worshippers of the Devas

or bright gods. But we can see at least this, that

Bellerophontes had an intelligible meaning, and a

meaning analogous to that of other names of solar

heroes, the enemies of the dark powers of nature,

whether in the shape of night, or dark clouds, or

winter. In the Yeda one ofthe principal representa-

tives of that class of demons is Vritra, literally the

coverer, the hider, whether of light or rain. Indra,

the great celestial deity of the Veda, is emphatically

called Yj-itrahan, the killer of VWtra. It is well

known that the name of Indra, as the supreme deity

of the Vedic pantheon, is a name of Indian growth.

Derived from the same root as indu, drop, it repre-

sents the Jupiter pluvms, whose supremacy among
the gods of India is fully accounted for by the climatic

character of that country. Dyaus, i.e. Zsvs, the god
of the bright sky, the original supreme deity of the

undivided Aryans, was replaced in India b}' Indra,

who is sometimes called the son of Dyaus, so that in

India the prophecy of Prometheus may be said to have

been fulfilled, even before it was uttered under a

Greek sky.

But though we must not look in Greek mythology

for traces ofa name like Indra, which did not spring

into existence before the separation of the Aryans, it

is not impossible that some of the names of Indra's

enemies may have been preserved in other countries.

These enemies were the enemies of Dyaus and other

gods as well as of I^idra ; and as they belong to an
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earlier period, the appearance of their names in the

new homes of the Aryan emigrants could have nothing

to surprise us.

One of the names belonging to this class of beings,

hostile to men and the bright gods, and common to

India and Greece, I observed many years ago, and

having communicated my observation to several of my
friends, it v^as mentioned by them even before I myself

found an opportunity of laying it before the public,

and supporting it by sufficient proof. My excellent

friend, Professor Ti-ithen, whose early death has de-

prived Sanskrit scholarship of a man of real genius

and high promise, mentioned my identification of

Kerberos with the Sanskrit sarvara in a Paper read

in April 1848/ and published in the * Transactions of

the Philological Society
;

' and another learned

friend of mine, Professor "Weber, referred to it with

approval a few years later, though neither of them

represented correctly the steps by which I had arrived

at my conclusion.

My first point was that, as sarvari in the Veda

' See Benfey, NacliHcliten cler K. G.d. W.zu Gottingen, January

17, 1877, p. 8 ; and particularly February 7, 1877, p. 66, where
he recognises that the identification of Kerberos with sabala
was first proposed by me, and afterwards adopted by others.

Honour, however, to whom honour is due. Wilford in Ms essay

ou 'Egypt and the Nile,' ^sifl^. Researches, iii, p. 405 (1792) has

anticipated us all. ' Yama,' he writes, ' the regent of hell, has two dogs,

according to the Purawas, one of them named Kerbura and (Sabala,

or varied ; the other /Syama, or black ; the first of whom is also called

Trisiras, or with three heads, and has the additional epithet of

Kalmasha, A'itra, and S'irmira, all signifying stained or spotted

:

in Pliny the words Cimmerian and Cerberian seem used as

synonymous ; but however that may be, the Cerbura of the Hindus is

indubitably the Cerberus of the Greeks. The Dragon of Serapis I

suppose to be the <Seshanaga, which is described as in the infernal

regions by the author of the Bhagavata.'
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means the night, sarvara' must have had the

original sense of dark or pale :

—

Rv. V. 52, 3. te syandraso na ukshana/t ati skandanti

sarvari/i,

' These (the Storm-gods), Hke powerful bulls, rise over

the dark nights (or the dark clouds ?).'

My second point was that the r in sar vara may be

dropt, and this I proved by comparing sarvarika, a

low, vile man, with s avara, a barbarian ; ors^rvara,^

mischievous, nocturnal, with savara, low, vile. 1

thus arrived at savara, as a modified form of

sarvara, in the sense of dark, pale, or nocturnal.

Lastly, by admitting the frequent change of r into 1,

I connected sabala, the Vedic epithet of the dog ot

Yama, the son of Sarama, with Kerberos, though I

drew attention to the difiPerence in the accent as a

point that still required explanation. Kerberos,

therefore, in Greek, would have meant originally the

dark one, the dog of night, watching the path to the

lower world. In the Veda we find two such dogs,

but they have not yet received any proper names, and

are without that individuality which was imparted

to them by later legends. All we learn of them

from the Yeda is that they have four eyes and broad

snouts, that their colour is dark or tawny, that they

guard the road to the abode of Yama, the king of

the departed, and that the dead must pass by them

before they can come to Yama and the Fathers.

They are also said to move about among men, as the

' Cf. Rv. III. 9, 7 ; YIII. 1, 29, apisarvare, by night.

* Durga, in bis Commentary on the Nirukta (MS. E. I. H. 357, p.

223), says of the Dawn : ' sarvare/«i tamasii digdhitni sarvadravySw

prakSsodakena dhautanlva karoti.'
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messengers of Yama, to feast on the life of men,

so tliat Yama is implored to protect men from their

fury, while, in other places, they themselves are in-

voked, like Yama and MWtyu, to grant a long life to

man. As the offspring of Saram^, they are called

S^rameya; but they have, as yet, no real proper

names. The same applies to Kerberos. His proper

name does not occur in Homer, but the dog of Hades

in Erebos is mentioned by him without further par-

ticulars. Hesiod is the first who mentions the name
and genealogy of Kerberos, and with him he is al-

ready fifty-headed, brazen-voiced, and furious. Later

poets speak of him as three-headed, with serpents

for his tail and mane ; and at last he becomes hun-

dred-headed. This Kerberos, as we know, is seized

by Herakles and brought up to the daylight, though

thrown back again into Hades.

But, besides Kerberos, there is another dog con-

quered by Herakles, and as he, like Kerberos, is born

of Typhaon and Echidna, we may well look upon him
as the brother or ditto of Kerberos. He is the dog

of Geryones, sometimes called Kerberos himself

(Palseph. 40) ; and as Herakles, before conquering

Kerberos, has first to struggle with Mencetios, the cow-

herd, we find that in his eighth labour, too, Herakles

has to struggle with the cow-herd Eurytion and his

dog; nay, according to some authorities, Mencetios

himself takes part again in this struggle. This second

dog is known by the name of Orthros, the exact copy,

I believe, of the Vedic Yritra. That the Yedic Vntra
should appear in Greece in the shape of a dog, need
not surprise us, particularly as there are traces to show
that in Greek mythology also he was originally a
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monster of a less definite character. We find him, in

Hesiod's 'Theogon}-,' y. 308 seq., among the children

of Echidna and Tjphaon

:

>/ vTTOKvaaixirr] riKero kpuTEpocppora riKva,

OpOpov fxey TrpwTov Kvva yEti'aro Tr^pvoviji,

hevTepov avriq efiKTtv afit'ixarot', ovri <l>ar£i6v

Kepftepov, (burjim'iv, 'Aihto Kvva ya.\Kt6fu)voy^

TrEVTr}KovT(iKa.pr}y()i'j dvaiZea re Kparepov re.

Soon after, "Op6po9, for this is, no doubt, the right

reading, instead of "Op^os, is called the parent of the

Nemsean lion. And what indicates still more the

original meaning of "OpQpos as a representative of

darkness struggling with light, is the idiomatic use

of opdpos as signifying the time before sunrise.

Thus we read in Hesiod, '0. D.' 575, opOpov avi-

cTTafisvos, rising early, i.e. while the darkness still

reigns, and while the last portion of the night is not

yet driven away by the dawn {entre cMen et hup).

The swallow, too, is called 6p6poy6r} (568), literally

the early wailing; the cock opOpo/Soas, the early caller.

Thus we read in Horn. ' Hymn. Merc' 98,

dp(p}a!r] 2' kirtKovpoq kiravETO hcupovit] rv^,

J/ TrAttw)', Tcixa h' opOpos eyiyvETo dr)p.io£py6g,

where opOpos might simply be translated by VWtra,
if we consider how, in Vedic phraseology, VWtra is

the thief who keeps the cows or the rays of the

morning shut up in his stable, and how the first

peep of day is expressed by Sarama discovering the

dark stables of Vritra and the Pa7?As. Of Hermes
{the Sarameya) it is said (v. 145) that he comes
opOpios, i.e. with Yrttra, at the time of the final
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discomfiture of Vritra/ and that lie comes silently,

so that not even the dogs bark at him, outs kvvss

XsXaKOVTO.

Thus we discover in Herakles, the victor of Orthros,

a real Vritrahan, what might have been in Greek an

"Opdpotpcoi^ ov'Op6po:f)6vTr)s; and, though the names

may differ, we now see in 'BsWspofpojvorBsWspo^ovTT]!,

who killed, if not a he-goat (Urawa), at least a she-
.

goat, i.e. 'Ki/xaipa, a mere variation of the same solar

hero, and a reflection of the Vedic Indra Yritrahan.

Chimsera, like Orthros and Kerberos, is a being

with three heads or three bodies {TpLKS(pa\.os and

Tpiaco/xaTos)', nay, like Orthros and Kerberos, Chimsera,

too, is the offspring of Typhaon and Echidna.

Nay, further, although the name of ^Opdpo<pwv or

^Op6po4>ovT7]9 has not beeji preserved in Greek mytho-

logy, it is possible, I think, to discover in Greek

traces of another name, having the same import in

Sanskrit, and frequently used as a synonyme of

vritrahan. This is dasyuhan, the killer of Dasyu.

Dasyu or das a is in the Yeda the general name of

the enemies of the bright gods, as well as of their

worshippers, the Aryan settlers of India. Dasyu-
hanta or dasa-hanta would in Greek assume the

form of hs(o^6vTi]s, or, as in some places of ancient

Greece h was pronounced like X,^ this might assume

' The same place where V^-itra lies (i. 52, 6, r%asaA budhnam) is

also called the birth-place of Indra, iv. 1, 11.

2 That d and 1 are interchangeable letters is perfectly true, but
this general rule is liable to many limitations as applied to different

languages. An original 1, for instance, is hardly ever changed to d,

and hence the derivation of lingua from, lih, to lick, is very doubt-
ful ; for dingna, which is mentioned as the older form of lingua,

could well have been changed to lingua, but not Hce versa. On
the same ground I doubt whether in adcps the d represents an origi-
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the form of Xscocpovrt^s. Now this Leophontes occurs

in Greek mythology as another name of Bellerophon,

and it is clear th.at the meaning of that name could

not have been lion-killer, for that would have been

Leontophontes, but that it could only signify killer of

whatever is expressed by Xsco or Ssw.

It is perfectly true that the change of d into 1 is

in Greek restricted to certain dialects, and that it

cannot be admitted as a general rule, unless there be

some new evidence to that effect. Were it not so,

one mighi feel inclined to trace even the common
Greek word for people, \a6s, back to th.e same source

as the Sanskrit das a. For dasyu, meaning origi-

nally etiemies, hostes, assumed in Zend da?ihu and

daqyu, the sense of province—a transition of meaning

which, is rendered intelligible by the use of dahyu in

the cuneiform inscriptions, Avhere Darius calls himself

king of Persia and king of the Dahyus, i.e. of the

conquered people or provinces.^ The same transition of

meaning would have to be admitted in Greek, if, as Pro-

nal Aryan 1, although the Greek &\ei^a or &\et<pap, ointment, xiira,

fat, and Sanskrit lip, to anoint, would seem to support this view.

My former identification of /ueXeracoand meditor is equally untenable.

All we cap say for certain is that an original or Aryan d may be-

come 1 in Latin : e.g. Sansk. devara, Greek 5cir)p = Lat. levir; Sansk.

dih, Goth, deiffa = Lat. pol-lingo ; Greek Sawpv, Goth, tagr = Jjat.

lacru-ma ; Greek 'OS^trtretJS = Lat. Ulyocat. In Latin itself an ori-

ginal d changes dialectically with 1, as in odor and olfacit ; impedi-

menta and impelimenta ; scdere and solium
;
2^^(^siditim. and prcBd-

liiim, and S2<1 in jjj-cssvJ, &c. ; davfia and Imitia ; dingua (tvggo

Goth.) and lingita ; Mediate and 3felio(P ; rediria and rehivium, if

from reduo, like indmncs, and not from hto, as proposed by Festus
;

Diumjjais (Osc.) and hjmj^his ; Ahiduiinia (Osk.) and Agnilo72ia, of

unknown origin, but with original d, as proved even by the modern

name Laredog/ia. In Greek the same dialectic change is recorded

in \d<f>t'ri= Sd^vri, \liTKOs=5ltrKos, 'OXvcrcrevs = '05uffffevs.

' Lassen, Zeitschriftfiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes,yol. vi.p. 12
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fessor Pott suggests, the Greek Sca-TrorT/s and hia-iroLva

correspond to Sanskrit d4sa-pati and d4sa-patni,

in the sense of lord of subjects. The only difficulty

here would be the retention of the s of dasa, which,

according to general practice, would have been dropt

between two vowels. It is therefore now generally

admitted that 8eo-7rorT/s corresponds to Sanskrit dam-

pat i, Hausherr, for dams-pati. The true form of

dasa in Greek would be hdos or 8eco?. Aao? is well

known as a name of slaves, but it admits of a different

explanation.^ The adjective hdlos, however, or hrjlos,

hostile, is clearly derived from the same source, the

root being das, to perish; though it is true that in

its frequent application to fire, the adjective hdlos

might also be referred to the root du, to burn.'^

After we have once discovered on Greek soil the

traces of dasa in the sense of enemy, we see clearly

that Leophontes, as the name of Bellerophon, could

not have meant originally the killer of the people, but

only the killer of enemies. And if Leophontes meant

the killer of enemies or fiends, it can only be ex-

plained as corresponding to the Sanskrit d^sahanta,

the destroyer of enemies, these enemies being the

very Das as or demons of the Veda, such as Vritra

i^'Opdpos), NamuA;i,^ S&mhaxa,,^ and others.^

' See Niebuhr, Kleinere Scliriften, vol. i. p. 377.

- See Aufrecht, in Kuhn's Zeitsclirift, vol. vii. p. 312 ; Pott, ibid.

vol. viii. p. 428.

^ A. Fick, in Benfey's Orient vnd Occident, vol. iii. p. 126.

* (Sambara, a very common name of a demon slain by Indra, in-

vites comparison with sabar a and sarbara, the Sanskrit original

of Kerberos. In the Zend-Avesta, too, srvara occurs as the name
of a serpent (azhi).

5 Some critical remarks on the subject of this article may be

seen in Professor Pott's Etynnjlogische Forsclmngen, second edition,

vol. ii. p. 744.
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Et does not happen very often that we take up a

German book of more than eight hundred pages,

closely printed, and bristling with notes and quota-

tions, and feel unwilling to put it down again before

having finished the whole of it. However, this is

what has happened to us, and will happen to many
a reader of Professor Welcker's ' Greek Mythology,'

if he is capable of entering with a real and human
interest into the life and thoughts and feelings of

the ancient Greeks, and more particularly into the

spirit of their religion, their worship, and sacred

traditions. To those who require any preliminary

information respecting the author, we may say, first

of all, that Welcker is a very old man, a man belong-

ing almost to an age gone by, one of the few men
remaining of the heroic age of German scholarship.

The present generation, a race not quite contemptible

in itself, looks up to him as the Greeks looked up to

Nestor. He knew old Voss, the translator of Homer,
when he was a young man fighting the battle of

rational mythology against the symbolic school of

Creuzer. He was the friend of Zoega. He speaks

• GriechiscUe Gottei'lehre. Von F. G. Welcker. Erster Band.
Gottingen, 1857.

VOL. IV. S
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of Buttraann, of LexilogusButtmann, as a scholar who
had felt the influence of his teaching; and he looks

upon Otfried Miiller, the Dorian Miiller, as belonging

originally to his school, though afterwards carrying

out the views of his master in an independent, and

sometimes too independent a spirit. Welcker has been

lecturing and writing on mythology for many years,

and he finds, not without satisfaction, that many
of the views which he first propounded in his lec-

tures, lectures open to any one who liked to hsten,

have become current, and, as it were, public property,

long before his book was published. He is not a man
to put forward any claims of priority ; and if he

dwells at all on the subject, it is rather in self-defence.

He wishes to remind his readers that if he propounds

certain views with the warmth of a discoverer, if he de-

fends them strenuously against all possible objections,

it is because he has been accustomed to do so for

years, and because it was necessary for him to do so,

at the time when he first elaborated his system, and

explained it in his lectures. Welcker's ' Mythology

'

has been expected for many years. It has been dis-

cussed long before it appeared. ' It is to my great

regret, and certainly without my fault,' the author

says, ' that so great expectations have been raised.'

However, if the expectations have been great among
the professors in Germany, they will admit that they

have not been disappointed, and that the promise given

by young Welcker has been fulfilled by the veteran.

' The science of the Greek Gods' (' die Griechische

Gotterlehre '), which is the title of the book, though
it carries the reader along most rapidly, exciting

curiosity at every page, and opening new views in
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every chapter, is nevertheless a book which requires

more than one perusal. It may be read, with the

exception of some less finished chapters, for pleasure;

but it deserves to be studied, to be thought over,

examined and criticised, and it is then only that its

real value is discovered. There have been many
books published lately on mythology. Preller, Ger-
hard, Schelling, Maury, have followed each other in

rapid succession. Preller's ' Greek Mythology ' is a
useful and careful compendium. Gerhard's ' Greek
Mythology ' is a storehouse, only sometimes rather

a labyrinth, of mythological lore. On Schelling's
' Philosophy of Mythology,' published in his posthu-

mous works, we hardly dare to pronounce an oj)inion.

And yet, with all due respect for his great name, with
a sincere appreciation, too, of some deep thoughts on
the subject of mythology, and more particularly with
a full acknowledgment of his merits in having pointed

out more strongly than anybody else the inevitable

character of mythological thought and language in

the widest sense of the word, we must say, as critics,

that his facts and theories defy all rules of sound
scholarship, and that his language is so diffuse and
vague, as to be unworthy of the century we live in.

To one who knows how powerful and important an
influence Schelling's mind exercised on Germany at

the beginning of this century, it is hard to say this.

But if we could not read his posthumous volumes
without sadness, and without a strong feeling of the

mortality of all human knowledge, we cannot mention
them, when thej^ must be mentioned, without expres-

sing our conviction that though they are interesting

on account of their author, they are disappointing in
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every other respect. Maury's ' Histoire des Religions

de la Grece Antique ' is, like all the works of that

industrious writer, lucid and pleasing. It does not

jDrofess to add many results of independent research

to what was known before on the various subjects on

which he writes. The gifted author has thus escaped

much of that violent criticism to which Welcker has

been subjected, and only carried away the thanks of

all who read his careful manuals.

What distinguishes Welcker from all his prede-

cessors is, that with him mythology is not only a

collection of fables, to be described, sifted, and

arranged, but a problem to be solved, and a problem

as important as any in the history of the world. His

whole heart is in his work. He wants to know, and

wants to explain what mythology means, how such a

thing as Greek mythology could ever have existed.

It is the origin of every god which he tries to dis-

cover, leaving everything else to flow naturally from

the source once opened and cleared.

A second feature, which is peculiar to his treat-

ment of mythology, is that he never looks on the

Greek fables as a system. There were myths before

there was a mythology, and it is in this, their original

and unsystematic form alone, that we may hope to

discover the genuine and primitive meaning of every

myth.

A third distinguishing feature of Welcker's book

consists in the many things he leaves out. If a myth
had once been started, poets, artists, philosophers,

and old women might do with it whatever they

pleased. If there was once a Herakles travelling all

over the earth, killing monsters, punishing every kind
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of wickedness, and doing what no one else could do,

the natural result would be that, in every town and
village, whatever no one else could have done would
be ascribed to Herakles. The little stories invented

to account for all these Heraklean doings may be
very interesting to the i:>eople of the village, but they

have as little right to a place in Greek mythology as

the Swiss legends of the Devil's bridges have to a

place in a work on Swiss theology or history. To be
able to distinguish between what is important and
essential and what is not, requires a peculiar talent,

and Professor Welcker possesses it.

A fourth point which is of characteristic impor-
tance in Welcker's manner of handling Greek myth-
ology is the skill with which he takes every single

myth to pieces. When he treats of Apollo, he does

not treat of him as one person, beginning with his

birth, detailing his various exploits, accounting for

his numerous epithets, and removing the contradic-

tory character of many of his good or bad qualities.

The birth of the god is one myth, his association

with a twin sister another, his quarrel with Hermes
a third—each intelligible in itself, though perplexing

when gathered up into one large web of Apollonic

mythology.

Nowhere, again, have we seen the original charac-

ter of the worship of Zeus, as the God, or, as he is

called in later times, as the Father of the Gods, as

the God of Gods, drawn with so sure and powerful a

hand as in Welcker's 'Mythology.' When we ascend
with him to the most distant heights of Greek history,

the idea of God, as the supreme Being, stands before

us as a simple fact. Next to this adoration of One
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God, the father of heaven, the father of men, we find

in Greece a worship of nature. The powers of na-

ture, originally worshipped as such, were afterwards

changed into a family of gods, of which Zeus became

the king and father. This third phase is what is

generally called Greek mythology ; but it was pre-

ceded in time, or at least rendered possible in thought,

by the two prior conceptions, a belief in a supreme

God, and a worship of the powers of nature. The

Greek religions, says Welcker, if they are analysed

and reduced to their original form, are far more

simple than we think. It is so in all great things.

And the better we are acquainted with the variety

and complications of all that has grown up around

them, the more we feel surprised at the smallness

of the first seeds, the simplicity of the fundamental

ideas The divine character of Zeus, as distinct from

his mythological character, is most carefully brought

out by Welcker. He avails himself of all the disco-

veries of comparative philology in order to show more

clearly how the same idea which found erpression in

the ancient religions of the Brahmans, the Slaves, and

the Germans, had been preserved under the same

simple, clear, and sublime name by the original

settlers of Hellas. We are not inclined to be too

critical when we meet with a classical scholar who
avails himself of the works of Sanskrit philologists. It

does him credit if be only acknowledges that the begin-

nings of Greek language, Greek thought and tradi-

tion, lie beyond the horizon of the so-called classical

world. It is surprising to find, even at the present

day, men of the highest attainments in Greek and
Latin scholarship, intentionally shutting their eyes
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to what they know to be the light of a new day.

Unwilling- to study a new subject, and unable to

confess their ignorance on any subject, they try to

dispose of the works of a Humboldt, Bopp, or Bunsen

by pointing out a few mistakes, perhaps a wrong
accent or a false quantity—which ' any schoolboy

would be ashamed of.' They might as well scoff at

Wyld's Globe because it has not the accuracy of an

Ordnance survey. So, if we find in a work like

Welcker's, little slips, such as devas, sky, instead of

god, dyavi, a Sanskrit dative, instead of dive, the

dative, or dj^avi, the locative, we just marl? them on

the margin, but we do not crow over them like school-

masters or rather schoolboys. We should sometimes

like to ask a question, for instance, how Professor

Welcker could prove that the German word God has

the same meaning as good? He quotes Grimm's
' History of the German Language,' p. 571, in support

of this assertion, but we have looked in vain for any

passage where Grimm gives up his former opinion,

that the two words God and good run parallel in

all the Teutonic dialects, and never converge towards

a common origin. However, Welcker's example, we
hope, will have its good effect among classical scholars.

What could have been a greater triumph for all who
take an interest in comparative philology and in a

more comprehensive study of ancient humanity, than

to find in a work on Greek mythology, written by

one of the most famous classical scholars, the funda-

mental chapter, the chapter containing the key to

the whole system, headed, ' The Vedas ' ?

But even Welcker is not without his backslidings.

In some parts of his work, and particularly in his
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chapter on Zeus, he admits implicitly the whole argu-

ment of comparative mjtholog-y. He admits that the

first beginnings of Zeus, the god of gods, must be

studied in the ancient songs of the Veda, and in the

ancient traditions of the chief members of the Aryan

family. But afterwards he would like to make his

reserves. He has been studying the Greek gods all

his life, and the names and natures of many of them

had become clear and intelligible to him without the

help of Sanskrit or the Veda. Why should they be

handed over to the Aryan crucible ? This is a natural

feeling. It is the same in Greek etymology. If we

can fully explain a Greek word from the resources of

the Greek language, why should we go beyond ? And
yet it cannot be avoided. Some of the most plausible

Greek etymologies have had to give way before the

most unlikely, and yet irrefragable, derivations from

Sanskrit.

Many a Greek scholarmay very naturally say, why,

if we can derive 6s6s from OUlv, or from Tidsvai,

should we go out of our way and derive it from any

other root?' Any one acquainted with the true prin-

ciples of etymology will answer this question; and

Welcker himself would be the first to admit, that

from whatever source it may be derived, it cannot be

derived from 6tstv or TiOevai. But the same argu-

ment holds good with regard to the names of the

gods. Zi^s, the old nominative, of which we have

the accusative ZtJv ('Iliad,' viii. 206, formerly Zrjv),

' The latest defence of the etymologj' of 0€<5s as not to be sepa-
rated from the cluster of words which spring from the root di v, may
be seen in Ascoli, ' Frammenti Linguistic!,' llcndiconH, i. (1864), pp.
185-200. See also Chips, vol. iii. p. 215.
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and Z}]i^, of which we have the accusative Zfjva,

might well have been derived by former Greek ety-

mologists from ^rjv, to live. But Professor Welcker
knows that, after etymology has once assumed an
historical and scientific character, a derivation, in-

applicable to the cognate forms of Zs6s in Sanskrit,
is inapplicable to the word itself in Greek. There are,

no doubt, words and mythological names peculiar to

Greece, and framed in Greece after the separation of

the Aryan tribes. Kpovlcoi^, for instance, is a Greek
word, and a Greek idea, and Professor Welcker was
right in explaining it from Greek sources only. But
wherever the same mythological name exists in Greek
and Sanskrit, no etymology can be admitted which
would be applicable to the Greek only, without being
applicable to the Sanskrit word. There is no such
being as Kpovu^ in Sanskrit. Kpovos, as Welcker shows,
did not exist till after Zew?. Zevs was called by the

Greeks the son of time. This is a simple and very

common form of mythological expression. It meant
originally, not that time was the origin or the source

of Zeus, but KpovicDv or KpovlStjf was used in the

sense of ' connected with time, representing time,

existing through all time.' Derivatives in lwv and
1^7)9 took, in later times, the more exclusive meaning
of patronymics, but originally they had a more
general qualifying sense, such as we find still in our

own, originally Semitic, expressions, 'son of pride,'

' sons of light,' ' son of Belial.' Kpoviwv is the most
frequent epithet of Zsvs in Homer; it frequently

stands by itself instead of Zsm. It was a name fully

applicable to the supreme God, the God of time, the

eternal God. Who does not think of the Ancient of
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Days? When this ceased to be understood, par-

ticularly as in the current word for time the k had

become aspirated {Kpovos had become -xpovos), people

asked themselves the question, why is Zzvs called

Kpovlhr^s'? And the natural and almost inevitable

answer was, because he is the son, the offspring of a

more ancient god, Kpovos. This may be a very old

myth in Greece ; but the misunderstanding which

gave rise to ic, could have happened in Greece only.

We cannot expect, therefore, a god Kpovosin the Veda.

When this myth of Kpovos had once been started, it

would roll on irresistibly. If Zsvs had once a father

called Kpovos, Kpovos must have a wife. Yet it should

be remembered as a significant fact, that in Homer
Zsvs is not yet called the son of E,hea, and that the

name of KpovlSrjs belongs originally to Zsvs only,

and not to his later brothers, Poseidon and Hades.

Myths of this kind can be analysed by Greek mytho-

logists, as all the verbs in itw, day, and ow can be

explained by Greek etymologists. But most other

names, such as Hermes, Eos, Eros, Erinys require

more powerful tests ; and Professor Welcker has fre-

quently failed to discover their primitive character,

because he was satisfied with a merely Greek ety-

mology. He derives Erinys, or Erinnys, from a verb

spivvvscv, to be angry, and gives to her the original

meaning of Conscience. But kpiwvuv is clearly derived

from 'Epivvv?. Others have derived it from the same
root as epij, strife : others again from (peeU'O), to ask.

But Erinys is too old a god for so modern a conception.

Erinys is, in fact, the Vedic Saranyii, the dawn ; and
even in Greek she is still called Tyepoc^oin?, hovering
in the gloom. There is no word expressive of any
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abstract quality, which had not originally a material

meaning; nor is there in the ancient language of

mythology any abstract deity which does not cling

with its roots to the soil of nature. Professor Welcker

is not the man to whom we need address this remark.

He knows the German proverb

:

' Kein Faden ist so fein gesponnen

Er kommt doch endlich an der Sonnen.'

He also knows how the sun is frequently represented

as the avenger of dark crimes. The same idea is

expressed by the myth of Erinys. Instead of our

lifeless and abstract expression, ' a crime is sure to be

discovered,' the old proverbial and poetical expression

was, the Dawn, the Erinys, will bring it to light.

Crime itself was called, in the later mythologising

language, the daughter of Night, and her avenger

therefore could only be the Dawn. Was not the

same Dawn called the bloodhound ? Could she not

find the track of the cattle stolen from the gods?

She had a thousand names in ancient language, be-

cause she called forth a thousand different feelings in

ancient hearts. A few only of these names became

current appellatives ; others remained as proper

names unintelligible in their etymological meaning

and their poetical conception. The Greeks knew as

little that Erinys meant the Dawn, as Shakespeare

knew the meaning of the Weird Sisters. Weird,

however, was originally one of the three ISTornes, the

German Parcse. They were called Vurdh, Verdhandi,

and Shuld—'Psist, Present, and Putare ; and the same

idea is expressed more graphically by the thread that

is spun, the thread passing through the fingers, and
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the thread whieh is still on the distaff; or by

Lachesis singing the past (ra yeyovora), Klotho

singing the present (ra ovra), and Atropos singing

the future {ra fisWovra). The most natural expres-

sion for to-morrow was the morn ; for the future,

the dawn. Thus Saraj^yu, as one of the names of the

dawn, became the name of the future, more especially

of the coming avenger, the inevitable light. Homer
sj^eaks of the Erinj-s in the plural, and so do the

poets of the Veda. Neither of them, however, know
as yet their names and parentage. Hesiod calls them

the daughters of the Earth, conceived of the drops

of the blood of Uranos. Sophokles claims the same

freedom as Hesiod, he calls them the daughters of

Skotos, or Darkness. Thus a mere proverb would

supply in time a whole chapter of mythology, and

furnish an ^schylus and Plato with subjects for the

deepest thought and the most powerful poetry.

Into these, the earliest strata of mythological lan-

guage and thought, no shaft can reach from the

surface of Greece or Italy, and we cannot blame

Professor Welcker for having failed in extricating

the last roots and fibres of many a mythological name.

He has done his work ; he has opened a mine, and,

after bringing to light the treasures he was in search

of, he has pointed out the direction -in which that

mine may be worked with safety. If new light is to

be thrown on the most ancient and the most interest-

ing period in the history of the human mind, the

period in which names were given and myths were

formed, that light must come from the Vedas ; and
we trust that Professor Welcker's book, by its weak
as well as by its strong points, will impress on every
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classical scholar what Otfried Miiller perceived many
years ago, ' that matters have come to such a point

that classical philology must either resign altogether

the historical understanding of the growth of lan-

guage, as well as all etymological researches into the

shape ofroots and the organism of grammatical forms,

or trust itself on these points entirely to the guidance

and counsel of comparative philology.'
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If the stories of the Greek gods and heroes, as told

by Mr. Cox in his ' Tales from Greek Mythology,'

the ' Tales of Gods and Heroes,' and the ' Tales of

Thebes and Argos,' do not quite possess in the eyes

of our children the homely charm of Grimm's Mahr-

chen or Dasent's Norse Tales, we must bear in mind
that at heart our children are all Goths or Northmen,

not Greeks or Romans ; and that, hoAvever far we
may be removed from the times Avhich gave birth

to the stories of Dornroschen, Schneewittchen, and

Rumpelstilzchen, there is a chord within us that

answers spontaneously to the pathos and humour
of those tales, while our sympathy for Hecuba is

acquired, and more or less artificial. H the choice

were left to children whether they would rather

have a story about the Norse trolls read out to

them or the tale of the Trojan war as told by Mr.
Cox, we fully believe—in ftict we know—that they

would all clamour for Dasent or Grimm. But if

children are told that they cannot always be treated

to trolls and fairies, and that they must learn some-

thing about the Greek gods and goddesses, we like-

' A Mamuil of Mythology, in the Form of Question and Ansn-er.

By the Eev. G. W. Cox. London : Longmans and Co 1867.
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wise know that they will rather listen to Mr. Cox's

tales from Greek fairyland than to any other book

that is used at lessons.

The ' Manual of Mythology ' which Mr. Cox has

just published is meant as a lesson-book, more so

than any of his former publications. If we add that

the whole of Greek and Roman mythology is told in

two hundred pages, in the somewhat cumbrous form

of question and answer, we need not say that we
have only a meagre abstract of classical mythology, a

minimum, a stepping-stone, a primer, a skeleton, or

whatever unpleasant name we like to apply to it.

We wish indeed that Mr. Cox had allowed himself

more ample scope, yet we feel bound to acknowledge

that, having undertaken to tell what can be told of

classical mythology in two hundred pages, he has

chosen the most important, the most instructive, and

the most attractive portions of his subject. Though
necessarily leaving large pieces of his canvas mere

blanks or covered with the faintest outlines, he has

given to some of his sketches more life and expres-

sion than can be found in many a lengthy article

contributed to cyclopsedias and other works of re-

ference.

But while Mr. Cox has thus stinted himself in

telling the tales of Greek and Eoman mythology, he

has made room for what is an entirely new feature

in his Manual—namely, the explanations of Greek

and Roman myths, supplied by the researches of

comparative mythologists. From the earliest philo-

sophers of Greece down to Creuzer, Schelling, and

Welcker, everybody who has ever thought or written

on mythology has freely admitted that mythology
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requires an explanation. All are agreed that a myth
does not mean what it seems to mean ; and this

agreement is at all events important, in spite of

the divergent explanations -which have been pro-

posed hj different scholars and philosophers in their

endeavours to find sense either in single myths or

in the whole system of ancient mythology.

There is also one other point on which of late

years a general agreement has been arrived at among
most students of mythology, and this is that all

mythological explanations must rest on a sound ety-

mological basis. Comparative philology, after working

a complete reform in the grammar and etymology of

the classical languages, has supplied this new foun-

dation for the proper study of classical mythology,

and no explanation of any myth can henceforth be

taken into account which is not based on an accurate

analysis of the names of the principal actors. If

we read in Greek mythology that Helios was the

brother of Eos and Selene, this needs no commen-
tary. Helios means the sun, Eos the dawn, Selene

the moon ; nor does it require any great stretch of

poetical imagination to understand how these three

heavenly apparitions came to be called brothers and
sisters.

But if we read that Apollo loved Daphne, that

Daphne fled before him and was changed into a

laurel-tree, we have here a legend before us which

yields no sense till we know the original meaning of

Apollo and Daphne. Now Apollo was a solar deity,

and although comparative philologists have not yet

succeeded in finding the true etymology of Apollo,

no doubt can exist as to his original character. The
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name of Daphne, however, could not have been in-

tierpreted without the aid of comparative philology,

and it is not till we know that Daphne was originally

a name of the dawn, that we begin to understand the

meaning of her story. It was by analysing myths

which were still half intelligible, like those of Apollo

and Daphne, Selene andEndymion, Eos and Tithonos,

that the first advance was made towards a right in-

terpretation of Greek and Roman legends.

If we read that Pan was wooing Pitys, and that

Boreas, jealous of Pan, cast Pitys from a rock, and

that in her fall she was changed into a pine-tree, we
need but walk along the cliffs of Bournemouth in

order to see and hear the true meaning of that

legend. Boreas is the Greek for north-wind, Pitys

for pine-tree. But what is Pan? Clearly another

deity representing the wind in its less destructive

character. The same Pan is called the lover of the

nymph Echo, and of Syrinx. Why Pan, the wind,

should be called the lover of Echo, requires no ex-

planation. As to the nymph Syrinx—a name which

means, in Greek, the shepherd's j)ipe—she is further

fabled to have thrown herself into the river Ladon in

order to escape from Pan, and to have been changed

into a reed. Here mythology has simply inverted

history ; and while, in an account of the invention of

musical instruments, we should probably be told that

the wind whistling through the river reeds led to

the invention of the shepherd's pipe, the poet tells us

tha,t Pan, the wind, jjlayed with Syrinx, and that

Syrinx was changed into a reed. The name of Pan is

probably connected with the Sanskrit name for wind

—

namely, pavana. The root from which it is derived

VOL. IV. T
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means, in Sanskrit, to purify ; and as from the root

dyu, to shine, we liave in Greek Zen, Zenos (Aesch,

Supj:). 162), corresponding to a Sanskrit derivative,

*dyav-an, the bright god, we have from pu,to purify,

the Greek Pan, Pdnos, the purifying ox sweeping wind,

strictly corresponding to a possible Sanskrit form

pav-an. If there was anywhere in Greece a sea-

shore covered with pine-forests, like the coast of

Dorset, any Greek poet who had ears to hear the

sweet and plaintive converse of the wind and the

trembling pine-trees, and eyes to see the havoc

wrought by a fierce north-easter, would tell his

children of the wonders of the forest, and of poor

Pitys, the pine-tree wooed by Pan, the gentle wind,

and struck down by jealous Boreas, the north-wind.

It is thus that mythology arose, and thus that it

must be interpreted if it is to be more than a mere

cono-lomerate of meanin^rless or absurd stories. .
This

has been felt by Mr. Cox ; and feeling convinced

that, particularly for educational purposes, mythology
would be useless—nay, worse than useless—unless

it were possible to impart to it some kind of rational

meaning, he has endeavoured to supply for nearly

every important name of the Greek and Roman
pantheon an etymological explanation and a rational

interpretation. In this manner, a^ he says in his

preface, mythology can be proved to be ' simply a

collection of the sayings by which men once upon

a time described whatever they saw and heard in

countries where they lived. These sayings were all

perfectly natural, and marvellously beautiful and
true. We see the lovely evening twilight die out

before the coming night, but when they saw this,
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they said that the beautiful Eurydike had been stung
by the serpent of darkness, and that Orpheus was
gone to fetch her back from the land of the dead.

We see the light which had vanished in the west
reappear in the east ; but they said that Eurydike
was now returning to the earth. And as this tender
light is seen no more when the sun himself is risen,

they said that Orpheus had turned round too soon
to look at her, and so was parted from the wife

whom ho loved so dearly.' And not only do mean-
ingless legends receive by this process a meaning
and a beauty of their own, but some of the most
revolting features of classical mythology are removed,
and their true purport discovered. Thus Mr. Cox
remarks :

—

' And as it is with this sad and beautiful tale of

Orpheus and Eurydike, so it is with all those which
may seem to you coarse or dull or ugly. They are

so only because the real meaning of the names has
been half-forgotten or wholly lost, (Edipus and
Perseus, we are told, killed their parents, but it is

only because tbe sun was said to kill the darkness
from which it seems to spring. So, again, it was
said that the sun was united in the evening to the
light from which he rose in the morning ; but in the
later story it was said that (Edipus became the hus-
band of his mother locaste, and a terrible history

was built upon this notion. But none of these
fearful stories were ever made on purpose. No one
ever sat down to describe gods and great heroes
as doing things which all decent men would be
ashamed to think of. There can scarcely be a greater

mistake than to suppose that Greeks were suddenly
T a
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seized with a strange madness which drove them to

invent all sorts of ridiculous and contemptible tales,

and that every nation has at some time or other

gone mad in this way.'

That the researches of comparative mythologists,

so well summed up in Mr. Cox's ' Manual of Mytho-
logy,' are in the main tending in the right direction,

is, we believe,, admitted by all whose opinion on

such matters carries real weight. It has been fully

proved that mythology is simply a phase, and an

inevitable phase, in the growth of language; lan-

guage being taken in its proper sense, not as the

mere outward symbol, but as the only possible em-
bodiment of thought. Everything, while language

passes through that peculiar phase, may become

mythology. Not only the ideas of men as to the

origin of the world, the government of the universe,

the phenomena of nature, and the yearnings and

misgivings of the heart, are apt to lose their natural

and straightforward expression, and to be repeated

in a more or less distorted form, but even historical

events, the exploits of a powerful man, the destruc-

tion of wild animals, the conquest of a new country,

the death of a beloved leader, may be spoken of and

handed down to later ages in a form decidedly

mythological. After the laAvs that regulate the

growth and decay of words have once been clearly

established, instead of being any longer surprised at

the breaking out of mythological phraseology, we

almost wonder how any language could have escaped

what may really be called an infantine disease,

through which even the healthiest constitution

ought to pass sooner or later. The origin of mytho-
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logical phraseology, whatever outward aspects it may
assume, is always the same ; it is language forget-

ting herself, l^or is there anything strange in that

self-forgetfulness, if Ave bear in mind how large a

number of names ancient languages possessed for one

and the same thing, and liow frequently the same

word was applied to totally different subjects. If

we take the sun, or the dawn, or the moon, or the

stars, we find that even in Greek every one of tliem

is still polyonymous, i.e. has different names, and is

known under various aliases. Still more is this the

case in Sanskrit, though Sanskrit too is a language

which, to judge from its innumerable rings, must

have passed through many summers and winters

before it grew into that mighty stem which fills us

with awe and admiration, even in the earliest relics

of its literature. Now, after a time, one out of many
names of the same subject necessarily gains a pre-

ponderance ; it becomes the current and recognised

name, while the other names are employed less and

less frequently, and at last become obsolete and un-

intelligible. Yet it frequently happens that, either

in proverbs, or in idiomatic phrases, or in popular

poetr)', some of these obsolete names are kept up,

and in that case mythological decay at once sets m.

It requires a certain effort to see this quite clearly,

because in our modern languages, where everything

has its proper name, and where each name is pro-

perly defined, a mythological misunderstanding is

almost impossible.

But suppose that the exact meaning of the word
' gloaming ' had been forgotten, and that a proverbial

expression such as ' The gloaming sings the sun to
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sleep ' had been preserved, would not the gloaming

very soon require an explanation ? and would nurses

long hesitate to tell their children that the gloaming

was a good old woman who came every night to put

the sun into his bed, and who would be very angry

if she found any little children still awake? The
children would soon talk among themselves about

Nurse Gloaming, and as they grew up would tell

their children again of the same wonderful old nurse.

It was in this and in similar ways that in the child-

hood of the world many a story grew up which,

when once repeated and sanctioned by a jjopular

poet, became part and parcel of what we are accus-

tomed to call the mythology of ancient nations.

The mistake most commonly committed is to

suppose that mythology has necessarily a religious

character, and that it forms a whole or a system,

taught in ancient times and believed in as we
believe in our Articles, or even as the Eoman
Catholics believe in the legends of their saints.

Eeligion, no doubt, suffered most from mythological

phraseology, but it did not suffer alone. The stories

of the Argonauts, or of the Trojan war, or of the

Calydonian boar-hunt had very little to do with

religion, except that some of the heroes engaged in

them were called either the sons or the favourites of

some of the so-called gods of Greece. No doubt we
call them all gods, Vulcan and Venus, as well as

Jupiter and Minerva ; but even the more thoughtful

among the Greeks would hardly allow the name of

gods to all the inhabitants of Olympus, at least not

in that pregnant sense in which Zeus and Apollo

and Athene may fairly claim it. If children asked
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who was the good Nurse Gloaming that sang the sun

to sleep, the answer would be easy enough, that she

was the daughter of the sky or of the sea, in Greek

the daughter of Zeus or of Nereus ; but this relation-

ship, though it might give rise to further genealo-

gical complications, would by no means raise the

nurse to the rank of a deity. We speak of days and

years as perfectly intelligible objects, and we do not

hesitate to say that a man has wasted a day or a

year, or that he has killed time. To the ancient

world days and nights were still more of a problem

;

they were strangers that came and wentj brothers,

or brother and sister, who brought light and dark-

ness, joy and sorrow, who might be called the

parents of all living things, or themselves the chil-

dren of heaven and earth. One poetical image, if

poetical it can be called, which occurs very frequently

in the ancient language of India, is to represent the

days as the herd of the sun, so that the coming and

going of each day might be likened to the stepping

forth of a cow, leaving its stable in the morning,

crossing the heavenly meadows by its appointed

path, and returning to its stable in the evening.

The number of this solar herd would vary according

to the number of days ascribed to each year. In

Greek that simple metaphor was no longer present

to the mind of Homer ; but if we find in Homer that

Helios had seven herds of oxen, fifty in each herd,

and that their number never grows and never de-

creases, surely we can easily discover in these 350

oxen the 350 days of the primitive year.' And if

' In the Veda 720 twins are mentioned, i.e. 360 days and 360

nights. Rv. I, 164, 11.
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we read again, that the foolish companions of

Ulysses did not return to their homes because they

had killed the oxen of Helios, may we not here too

recognise an old proverbial or mythological expres-

sion, too literally interpreted even by Homer, and

therefore turned into mythology? If the original

phrase ran, that while Ulysses, by never-ceasing toil,

succeeded in reaching his home, his companions

wasted their time, or killed the days, i.e. the cattle

of Helios, and were therefore punished, nothing would

be more natural than that after a time their punish-

ment should have been ascribed to their actually

devouring the oxen in the island of Thrinakia
;
just

as St. Patrick, because he converted the Irish and

drove out the venomous brood of heresy and hea-

thenism, was soon believed to have destroyed every

serpent in that island, or as St, Christopher was
represented as actually having carried on his shoulders

the infant Christ.

All mythology of this character must yield to that

treatment to which Mr. Cox has subjected the whole

Greek and Roman pantheon. But there is one point

that seems to us to deserve more consideration than

it has hitherto received at the hands of compara-

tive mythologists. We see that, for instance, in

the very case of St. Patrick, mythological phraseo-

logy infected the perfectly historical character of

an Irish missionary. The same may have taken

place—in fact, we need not hesitate to say the same
has constantly taken place—in the ancient stories of

Greece and Eome, as well as in the legends of the

Middle Ages. Those who analyse ancient myths
ought, therefore, to be prepared for this historical
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or irrational element, and oug-lit not to suppose that

everything which has a mythical appearance is

thoroughly mythical or purely ideal. Mr. Cox has

well delineated the general character of the most
popular heroes of ancient mythology :

—

' In a very large number of legends [he says] , the

parents, warned that their own offspring will destroy

them, expose their children, who are saved by some
wild beast and brought up by some herdsman. The
children so recovered always grow up beautiful, brave,

strong and generous ; but, either unconsciously or

against their will, they fulfil the warnings given

before their birth, and become the destroyers of

their parents. Perseus, (Edipus, Cyrus, Romulus,
Paris, are all exposed as infants, are all saved from

death, and discovered by the splendour of their coun-

tenances and the dignity of their bearing. Either

consciously or unconsciously Perseus kills Akrisios,

(Edipus kills Laios, Cyrus kills Astyages, Romulus
kills Amulius, and Paris brings about the ruin of

Priam and the city of Troy.'

Mr. Cox supposes that all these names are solar

names, and that the mythical history of every one of

these heroes is but a disguise of language. Origin-

ally there must have existed in ancient languages a

large number of names for the sun, and the sky, and
the dawn, and the earth. The vernal sun return-

ing with fresh vigour after the deathlike repose of

winter had a different name from the sun of summer
and autumn ; and the setting sun with its fading

brilliancy was addressed differently from the ' bride-

groom coming forth out of his chamber,' or ' the

giant rejoicing to run his course.' Certain names.
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expressions, and phrases sprang up, originally in-

tended to describe the changes of the day and the

seasons of the year ; after a time these phrases be-

came traditional, idiomatic, proverbial ; they ceased

to be literally understood, and were misunderstood

and misinterpreted into mythical phraseology. At

first the phrase 'Perseus will kill Akrisios' meant

no more than that light will conquer darkness, that

the sun will annihilate the night, that the morn is

coming. If each day was called the child of the

night, it might be truly said that the young child

was destined to kill its parents, that (Edipus must

kill Laios.' And if the violet twilight, lokaste, was

' Professor Comparetti, in his Essay EdijJO e la Mitolugia

Cumparata (Pisa, 1867), has endeavoured to combat M. BrSal's

explanation of the myth of (Edipus. His arguments are most care-

fully chosen, and supported by much learning and ingenuity which

even those, who are not convinced by his able pleading, cannot fail

to appreciate. It is not for me to defend the whole theory proposed

by M. Breal in his Mythe d' QSdipe (Paris, 1863). But as Professor

Comparetti, in controverting the identification of Laios with the

Sanskrit ddsa or ddsya, denies the possibility of an Aryan d ap-

pearing in Greek as 1, 1 may, in defence of my own identification

of dasahantd with \€W(J)(5vt7)j (Kuhn's Zcitschrift, vol. v. p.

152), be allowed to remark that I had supported the change of d
into 1 in Greek by instances taken from Ahrens, De Dialecto

Dorica, p. 85, such as \d(pi>7] = 5d(pvri, 'OXvcrcnvs = 'OSvactvs, and
\l(TKos = SicTKos. If in any of the local dialects of Greece the dental

media could assume the sound of 1, the admission of the change
of a Greek d into a Greek 1 was justified for the purpose of ex-

plaining the name of one or two among the local heroes of ancient

Greece, though I grant that it might be open to objections if ad-

mitted in the explanation of ordinary Greek words, such as \a6s or

ftfAeraco. If therefore Professor Cuvtius {Grundzilge der Grieohisohcn

Etymuloijie, p. .325) calls the transition of d into 1 unheard of in

Greek, he could only have meant the classical Greek, and not the

Greek dialects, which are nevertheless of the greatest importance in

the interpretation of the names of local gods and heroes, and in the
explanation of local legends. See also before, p. 254.
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called the wife of the nocturnal Laios, the same name

of lokaste, as the violet dawn, might be given to the

wife of (Edipus. Hence that strangely entangled skein

of mythological sayings which poets and philosophers

sought to disentangle as well as they could, and which

at last was woven into that extraordinary veil of

horrors which covers the sanctuary of Greek religion.

But if this be so—and, strange as it may sound at

first, the evidence brought in support of this inter-

pretation of mythology is irresistible—it would seem

to follow that Perseus, and. (Edipus, and Paris, and

Romulus could none of them claim any historical

reality. Most historians might be prepared to give

up Perseus, (Edipus, and Paris, perhaps even Romu-

lus and Remus; but what about Cyrus? Cyrus,

like the other solar heroes, is known to be a fated

child ; he is exposed, he is saved, and suckled, and

recognised, and restored to his royal dignity, and by

slaying Astyages he fulfils the solar prophecy as com-

pletely as any one of his compeers. Yet, for all that,

Cyrus was a real man, an historical character, whose

flesh and bone no sublimating process will destroy.

Here then we see that mythology does not always

create its own heroes, but that it lays hold of real

history, and coils itself round it so closely that it is

difficult, nay, almost impossible, to separate the ivy

from the oak, or the lichen from the granite to

which it clings. And here is a lesson which com-

parative mythologists ought not to neglect. They are

naturally bent on explaining everything that can be

explained ; but they should bear in mind that there

may be elements in every mythological riddle which

resist etymological analysis, for the simple reason

that their origin was not etymological, but historical.
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The na,nie of Cjrus or Koresh has been supposed to

have some affinity with the Persian name of the

sun, khvar or khor; and, though this is wrong, it

can hardly be doubted that the name of Astyages,

the Median king, the enemy of Cyrus, doomed to

destruction by a solar prophecy, is but a corruption

of the Zend name A.zhi dah^ka,Hhe destructive ser-

pent, the offspring of Ahriman, who was chained by

Thraetaona, and is to be killed at the end of days

by Keres^spa. Mr. Cox refers several times to this

Azhi dahaka and his conqueror Thraetaona, and he

mentions the brilliant discovery of Eugene Burnouf,

who recognised in the struggle between Thraetaona

and Azhi dahaka the more famous struggle cele-

brated byFirdusi in the Shahnameh between Feridun

and Zohak. If, then, the Vedic A hi, the serpent of

darkness destroj^ed by Trita, Indra, and other solar

heroes, is but a mythological name, and if the same

applies to Azhi dahS,ka, conquered by Thraetaona,

and to the Echidna slain by Phoebus, and to Fafnir

slain by Sigurd, what shall we say of Astyages killed

by Cyrus ? We refer those who take an interest in

these questions to a posthumous work of one of

the most learned dignitaries of the Roman Catholic

Church, the ' Zoroastrische Studien ' of F. Windisch-

mann. The historical character of Cyrus can hardly

be doubted by any one, but the question whether

Astyages was assigned to him as his grandfather

' See 'Essay on the Zend-Avesta,' Chij)g from a German
Worlalioj}, vol. i. p. 98. If Istuvegu, the name of Astyages in the

Non-Aryan inscriptions, could be proved to have been his original

name, the identitication with Azhi dahaka would have to be sur-

rendered. But, as yet, not only the name of Astyages, but those of

Cyrus and Cambyses also, seem to me to admit of a better etymology
from Aryan than from Non-Aryan sources. See Spiegel, Beitrdge

sur vergl. Sprachforsckung, i. p. 32 ; Sayce, Academy, October 1880.
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merely by the agency of popular songs, or whether

Astyages too was a real king, involves very important

issues, particularly if, according to Windischmann,
there can be no doubt as to the identity of Darius,

the Median, of the Book of Daniel, and Astyages.

What is called the history of Media before the time

of Cyrus is most likely nothing but the echo of ancient

mythology repeated by popular ballads. Moses of

Khorene distinctly appeals to popular songs which
told of Ajdahak, the serpent,' and, with regard to

the changes of the name, ModjmiP says that the

Persians gave to Zohak the name of Dehak, i.e. ten

evils, because he introduced ten evils into the world.

In Arabic his name is said to have been Dechak, the

laugher, while his other name Azdehak is explained

as referring to the disease of his shoulders, where

two serpents grew up which destroyed men.^ All

this is popular mythology, arising from a misun-

derstanding of the old name, Azhi dahaka; and we
should probably not be wrong in supposing that

even Dejoces was a corruption of Dehak, another

ancestor in that Median dynasty which came to an

end in Astyages the reputed grandfather of Cyrus.

We can here only point to the problem as a warning

to comparative mythologists, and remind them, in

parting, that as many of the old German legends

were transferred to the Apostles, as some of the

ancient heathen prophecies were applied to the

emperor Barbarossa, as tricks performed by solar

archers were told again of a William Tell, and Robin

' Windischmann, Zoroastrische Studien, p. 138.

' Journal Asiatique, vol. xi. p. 156.

* Windischmann, Z. c. p. 37.
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Hood, and Friar Tuck—nay, as certain ancient

legends are now told in Germany of Frederick the

Great—it does not always follow that heroes of old

who performed what may be called solar feats are

therefore nothing bnt myths. We ought to be pre-

pared, even in the legends of Herakles or Meleagros

or Theseus, to find some grains of local history on

Avliich the sharpest tools of comparative mythology

must bend or break.
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If it is difficult to the best of classical scholars fully

to understand the meaning and the origia of many
an ancient custom of the Romans, or to grasp the

whole purpose of every Greek myth, we need not be

surprised if even the most careful students of anthro-

pology have sometimes lost themselves in the mazes

of Maori or Hottentot traditions, unless they pos-

sessed a thorough knowledge of the language to guide

them safely through the labyrinth of ancient mytho-

logy. If Gottfried Hermann, to whom Greek was as

familiar as German, if Creuzer, Welcker, Gerhardt,

Preller and others have frequently failed to discover

the true germinal ideas of Homeric gods and heroes,

what wonder if anthropologists, who have never

looked at a grammar of Hottentot or Zulu, should

now and then have blundered over Tsui-goab, ' Lame
Knee,' the supreme God of the Khoi-Khoi, over Un-

kulunkulu, ' the great-great-grandfather ' of the Zulus,

or over Maui, the solar hero of the Maoris '?

By all means, therefore, let anthropologists study

the grammar of the languages before they meddle

with customs and myths, but do not let us make the

study of ethnological mythology impossible by re-

quiring that no one should pronounce an opinion on
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the Patagonians who cannot write Patagonian verse

with the same facility and correctness with which

Munro wrote Latin elegiacs. Why should we deprive

ourselves of the few rays of collateral light which

a comprehensive study of the mythology of uncivilised

races supplies, by pronouncing a general tabu on this

promising branch of human archseology ? Many
things in ethnological mythology must for the present,

no doubt, be accepted as provisional only, but even

in this provisional state the subject itself is far too

important to justify its peremptory exclusion from

the pale of true science. Ethnological research cannot

solve all the problems of mythology, but it may help

to solve a few.

It has been asked why we should ever go beyond

the limits of the Aryan family of speech for finding

the solution to the riddle of Aryan mythology, and

Professor Sayce has laid it down as a general rule

that we must never compare non-Arj^an with Aryan

myths. All students of etymological mythology will

no doubt agree with him, for with them to compare

means to identify, and to identify a Greek god with

a Semitic god, or a German hero with a Bushman
hero, is of course impossible, both etymologically

and genealogically. Professor Sayce, however, would

probably be the very last to deny that fas est et ah

hoste doceri, and that there is much to be learnt by

Aryan mythologists, not only from Semitic, but from

Bushman folk-lore also.

We may learn, first of all, that there is beneath the

diversity of human speech that one common human
nature which makes the whole world akin, and which
is well worth the serious study of our asre. However
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different the different families of lano-uage may be, so

far as their material is concerned, let us not foro-et

that their intention is always the same, and that if

there are forms of thought common to all mankind,
there must be forms of grammar too, shared in connnon
by all who speak. We may not find, for instance,

what we call the masculine, feminine, and neuter
gender in all non-Aryan languages, but we find what
is analogous to gender, and what gives us perhaps
the right understanding of all gender; for instance,

in the determinative hieroglyphics of Egypt, and in

the numerous classificatory prefixes of the Bantu
languages. We then understand that what we call

gender is but a survival of that far wider process of

generic classification which all languages have to

carry out in order to be languages.

And if a study of non-Aryan as well as Aryan
languages is not only useful, but necessary for a dis-

covery of the true nature and the real origin of

human speech, a study of non-Aryan as well as Aryan
religions and mythologies promises, and has even
yielded us already, equally valuable results. Is it

not something to have gained the conviction, in spite

of all that has been said and written to the contrary,

that there is no race on earth without what seems to

many so peculiar an intellectual excrescence, namely
religion 1 It is quite true that this does not prove in

the least either the theory of a primitive revelation

or the existence of religious necessities in primitive

man, whatever ' Primitive Man ' may mean. But it

encourages, nay, it even compels us to ask, whether
there may not have been the same causes at work in

order to produce, under the most difierent circum-
YOL. IV. U
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stances, the same result—a resvilt from one point of

view so irrational, so marvellous, so unexpected as

religion. Whatever form religions may have assumed,

there is one strange feature in all of them, in the

lowest and in the higliest, in the most modern and

the most ancient, a belief in the Infinite or the In-

visible—meaning by infinite whatever is not purely

finite, and therefore not entirely within the cognisance

of the senses. It does not matter whether that belief

in the Infinite appears as a belief in gods or ancestors,

in odds and ends, in causes, or powers, or tendencies,

in a Beyond or in the Unknown and the Unknow-
able. The highest generalisation of which all these

beliefs admit is a belief in the Infinite or the Non-

Finite. This fact must form the foundation of the

whole science of religion, and may possibly give new
life even to the science of thought.

Secondly, if we meet all over the world with the

same or with very, similar stories, full of incredible

and impossible matter—of giants and dwarfs, of beasts

behaving like men, and men behaving like beasts, of

trees changed into men and men changed into trees

—

we are not onl}' annised, like children when reading

for the first time Grimm's Mdrchen, but we begin

to wonder whether for so general, not to say so

universal, an epidemic, we may not discover some
general predisposing causes, some intellectual microbe^,

of the greatest interest to the psychologist. It is

true that the mere fact that the same ii-rational thing

occurs in two places or in many places does not yet

explain it, but at all events it makes us look at it

with different eyes. It makes us feel that the irra-

tional cannot be entirely irrational, and that what
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exists under very similar conditions anions; Pata-

gonians and Eskimos, among Greeks and Mauris.

must possess some raiton d'etre.

Now there are certainly very surprising coinci-

dences in the folk-lore, the superstitions and customs
of the most remote races, and they exist under cir-

cumstances which make the admission of borrowing,

whether in historic or prehistoric times, almost im-

possible. That within historic or prehistoric times

some animals should really have spoken, those only

could believe who believe in a descent, not in an
ascent, of living beings; yet speaking animals meet
us among the Jews as well as among Hottentots.

That men should have been changed into stars is

a startling idea, yet it is believed in by men on the

highest and on the lowest steps of the ladder of human
intellect. What can be more incredible than the

custom of the Couvade, the husband taking to his

bed whenever his wife has been delivered of a child 1

Yet this custom has been traced in China, in ancient

and modem Spain, in France, in Corsica, on the Black

Sea, and elsewhere.^

Now to a student of folk-lore the chapter of acci-

dents, the number of accidental coincidences in the

legends and customs of men, seems to grow larger

and larger, the wider his sphere of observation

becomes; but at the same time he cannot resist a

growing conviction that there must be different kinds

of accidents, and that there may be some kind of

method in what seems at first a universal madness.

That different nations, for instance, should see in the

dark spots of the moon a certain likeness to a man
' iHtlian AntkpHtnj, 1874, May, p. 151,

U 2
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or a woman or an animal, is intelligible enough. But

that the Hindus should believe in a hare in the moon,

and that the Mongolians should have discovered

exactly the same likeness, is at first hardly credible.^

Here, hoM^ever, we must remember that the Mon-
golians were for a long time under the sway of

Buddhist missionaries, and that the Buddhists, coming

from India, called the moon Sat^! n, i.e. having a hare.

In this way we shall, no doubt, be able to account

for a large class of coincidences, but not for all ; and,

for the present at least, we shall often have to be

satisfied with the cold comfort that what is humanly

possible in one place is humanly possible in another.

One principle, however, of explaining what seems

at first sight purely irrational in the legends and

customs of the world has been established, and a

wider acquaintance with the traditions and customs

of the various races of mankind has only served to

confirm it—namely, that there is something in the

very nature of language, and of custom too, which

favours the growth of what seems irrational. In

order to rouse opposition and attention, I ventured

many years ago to call mythology a ' disease of

language,' though I am q\iite willing to admit that

it might have sounded more philosophical to call it

a modification, an affection, a irdOos of language, so as

to exclude the idea that such a modification was
always a change for the worse. It might have

sounded still more philosophical if I had said that ' the

expression of our ideas is dependent on the capabilities

of each language, and that it is hardly possible, in

giving utterance to our meaning, to avoid using words

^ See before, p. 187.
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which language has coined to express a more or less

cognate thought.' ^ I might also have adopted the

metaphorical language of ethnologists and physiolo-

gists and called these various and but half intelligible

myths and customs survivals, considering that in

many cases disease also is the effect of a survival or

of the existence within our physical organism of

something that ought to have been assimilated,

digested, and carried off, instead of remaining as

a strange or hard element beyond the time when it

was wanted. What we must hold fast, however,

is that every myth and legend was at first an in-

telligible uttei'ance of an intelligible thought. When
Greeks or Melanesians spoke of the night as covering,

hiding, or swallowing everything, and particularly tlie

sun or the day, there was nothing irrational in it, at

least hardly more than when we say that day and

night follow one another, instead of saying that they

are successive joint effects of the earth's revolution

round its axis. But when that saying survived after

the names given to night, sun, and day had ceased to

be intelligible, then the Melanesian story that Qong
(night) came creeping up from the sea, and that after

a tinie Qat cut the darkness open with a piece of red

obsidian till the dawn came out, had become unintelli-

gible, and may be called a myth.-

In the same manner, so long as Daphne was under-

stood as a name of the dawn, and Plioihos as the name
of the morning sun, nothing could be more rational

than to say that Daphne tied from the embraces of

J-'hoihos. But when the name of Dapline had become

* Lotze, Logic, p. 441.

^ Codrington, Journ. AntJirop. Inst. Feb. 18S1.
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hardened and non-transparent, when it was a mere

survival of an earlier stage of language, then the

story that Dcvphne fled before Fhcebos became a legend,

half intelligible, so long as Phoebos at least was under-

stood, but quite unintelligible and irrational when
Phoebos too had been changed into a beautiful youth

whose beloved could be nothing but an equally beauti-

ful girl.

It has often been asserted that such legends about

people being swallowed could have arisen only among
savages who indulged in cannibalism, or to whom at

all events such a custom was not unfamiliar. It is

difficult to disprove such assertions, or to bring any

evidence against those who maintain that at a very

early time the Greeks and even the mild Hindus

were cannibals, because the Greeks believed that

Kronos swallowed his cliildren, and the Hindus

thought that at an eclipse Rahu ate the moon. All

I venture to say is that there is no real necessity for

such a theory, and that it would explain but the

smallest portion of what we wish to see explained.

The assertion of certain anthropologists that at a

very early period our ancestors were in the habit of

swallowing their children and 1 )ringing them up again,

does hardly enlighten us on what we really want to

know, namely, why one of those early swallowers

should have been called Kronos, and his swallowed

offspring should rejoice in such names as Heatia,

Demeter, Hera, Fluton, and Poteidon ; still less, why,
instead of Zeus, he should have swallowed a stone.

Anyhow, there are other explanations which ought

not to be entirely neglected. To swallow or to eat is

a verb which admits of many more or less general
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applications. We speak of men not being able to

swallow a story, of others swallowing an insult, and
of fortunes being swallowed up ; why must the

ancients have been cannibals before they could speak
of the day being swallowed up by the night, or of

dawn being swallowed by the sun, or of clouds

being swallowed by the storm, or of the moon being

swallowed by an enemy called Rahu 1 We say the

moon is eclipsed, the Esthonians say it is being eaten,

and I doubt whether the one expression is more fully

realised by the speakers than the other. After a time,

no doubt, the question will arise, Who then eats the

moon? and no grandmother would be at a lass to say,

as the Guaranis say, that a jaguar or a great dog
tries to swallow the moon, or, as the savages of Nootka
Sound say, that a great codfish tries to devour it.

All this is nothing but a survival in language, or an

artificial restoration of suspended animation. Every
one of these expressions was intelligible in the begin-

ning. It became less and less intelligible with the

progress of language, and it provoked at last such

ex post interpretations as we meet with in the myths
and legends of all peoples, whether ancient or modern.

Whether the German story of the Wolf and the Kid
or that of Med Riding Hood has the same origin as

the Greek Myth of Kronos and his offspring, is a

question which, in the absence of any proper names in

the German story, I should rather decline to answer,

nor do I think that the legend of Jonah being swal-

lowed by a whale can be really explained by being

referred to the large class of Swallow Myths. But
the idea that men and beasts could be swallowed and
disgorged at ease, which crops up in every part of the
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world, seems to me to admit of a very easy explana-

tion, namely, that the verbs ' to swallow ' and ' to

eat ' can be used in a general and metaphorical sense.

In Hindustani ' to eat ' has become so faded that it

can be used almost as an auxiliary verb, so that ' to

eat a beating' stands for the passive, and means no

more than ' to be flogged.'

And as there are survivals in language, so there

are survivals in customs. Of customs, too, I hold, as

of words, that originally they were intelligible, but

that after a time they were often repeated thought-

lessly, and thus became what we call fashions, and

what among other nations we often qualify as super-

stitions or savage customs. What is commonly called

a fetish admits, I believe, in every case of some ex-

planation. Some stones have medicinal powers, and

if a jade stone (hljada) was originally believed,

whether rightly or wrongly, to cure liver complaints,

need we M'onder if in the next generation the same

stone was trusted to cure fever, and, in the end, to

remove any complaint, or to guard against any danger?

Mr. Andrew Lang gives us a most instructive instance

in his charming work on CuUom and 3/yth (p. 230).

A fiiend of mine (lie writes), Mr. J. .J. Atldnson, who has

for many years studied the manners of the people of New
Caledonia, asked a native ivliy he treasm-ed a certain fetish-

f^tone. The man replied that in one of tlie vigils which are

practised beside tlie corpses of deceased friends he saw

a lizard. The lizard is a totem, a worsliipfid animal, in

New Caledonia. Tiie native put out his hand to touch it,

when it disappeared and left a stone in its place. This stone

lie therefore held saci'ed in the highest degree.

Who covild have guessed the reason why, unless the
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native had still remembered if? And how are his

children or grandchildren to know, among whom,

no doubt, the stone will survive long after the reason

of its sacredness has been forgotten ?

But though the principle of explaining what is

unintelligible in myths and customs as a survival of

what was once intelligible has solved many riddles,

it has not solved all, for the simple reason that, when

a story has once become miraculous, and a custom

purely unmeaning, the people themselves, who believe

and practise these irrational things, do not wish to

keep alive the memory of their rational meaning.

Here then, where the antecedents of myths and cus-

toms are beyond our reach, we must tinist to those

world-wide parallels which, though they are not

always convincing, possess nevertheless a strong per-

suasive power. Here is the true domain of ethno-

psychological mythology, which starts with the con-

viction that if nations, widely separated in space and

time, agree in myths or customs which to us seem

irrational, we ought to feel convinced that originally

there was something rational and truly human in

them. This is, as yet, a postulate only, but it is

a postulate which, I feel convinced, will receive from

year to year a more encouraging response.

Let us take one point only. How often have we

felt incredulous when, in tracing Greek, Roman, and

Vedic myths back to their original source, we always

found that they applied to the sun in his ever varying

aspects! It seemed almost disheartening to say

again and again, ' This is another solar myth, this is

another story of the dawn !

' But when we follow

the advice of the founders of the ethnological school
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of comparative mythology, when we explore the folk-

lore of Hottentots, Red Indians, Mexicans, Samoyedes,

and Andaman Islanders, and iind everywhere the

same story, the same worship of the sun, myths of

the sun, legends of the sun, riddles of the sun, we
heofin to reflect and to take courao;e, and we are at all

events less surprised at the fact that the sun should

have seemed so very prominent a subject of early

thought among the inliabitants of India and Greece

also. We, with our modern ways of life, are not

aware how everything we think or speak or do is

dependent on the sun, and it is only the true man of

science who by the latest discoveries has been brought

back to that full conviction of his solar dependence

which the son of nature had not yet lost.^ When
a Jesuit missionary preached to the Moluches, they

replied :
' Till this hour we never knew nor acknow-

ledged anything greater than the sun.' ^ The Shaw-
nees in North America used the same argument,

namely, that ' the sun animates everything, and there-

fore must be the master of life, or the Great Spirit.' ^

Two hundred years ago SchefFer in his Ccdum
Poeticum (Prag, 164r), p. 33) had arrived at a con-

clusion which at the time was received with great

scepticism, but which modern researches have tended

to a great extent to contirm, viz. : Omnis gentilium

deus est solus sol, 2)'>'o dlversa operatione sua acceptus,

V. g. ut ill aura operans est Jupiter, ut in aqua
Neptunus, ut in suhterraneis Flido, et sic de aliis.'

It was at that time argued by others that the worship

* See Chips, vol. iv. p. 178.
^ Dobrizhoffer, Abipones, ii. 8?*.

* Sagard, Hist, du Canada, p. 400.
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of the sun required already a certain advance in

abstract thought, but Basthohn, the greatest authority

on anthropology at the beginning of our century

(1740-1819), refuted this opinion by appealing to

the case of the Andaman islanders, the lowest of

savages, who, as he had been informed, worship never-

theless sun, moon, spirits of forests, water, mountains,

and storms.^

That all nations, without any exception, originally

worshipped the sun, would, no doubt, be far too

sweeping an assertion. Bastholm himself (iv. 1C9 seq.)

mentions tribes who worship the moon without wor-

shipping the sun, though there are few, if any, who
worship the sun without worshipping the moon.^

Still, if ethnological researches prove anything, they

prove that Helioiatry, not of course in the sense of

a worship paid to a ball of fire, but as a recognition

of the supernatural character of the sun as the source

of light, warmth, and life, is the most widely spread

form of early faith, meeting us at the Equator as

well as near the Pole, among the Indians of the

West, as well as among the Indians of the East,

and therefore not so entirely strange, as classical

scholars imagine, when it greets us again and again

from behind the thin veil of Greek and Roman my-
thology also.

I pleaded as yet somewhat hesitatingly for this

truth in my Hihhert Lectures of 1875, but ethnological

research has since that time made such rapid progress

that the solar theory is no longer a theory, but has

now become a generally recognised fact.

* See Cliips, vol. i. p. 2.52.

* Miss A. Swanwick, jEschylus Translated, introd. p. xxxvii.
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Nor have scholars been slow to profit by this.

Each successive volume of the Hihhert Lectures, en-

trusted to the best scholars that could be found in

each special branch of comparative theology, has

brought the most unexpected and at the same time

the most decided confirmation of the solar theory.

Mr. Le Page Renouf's volume on the Religion of
J^gypt is one of the most deeply interesting books
on religion and mythology that I know of. After

dwelling on the bewildering mass of Egyptian gods,

if gods they are to be called, he shows how that

mass can be simplified and reduced to some kind of

order, till at last the whole mythology of Egypt
seems to turn upon the histories of Rd and Odris,

and even these are recognised as mere personifications

of the attributes, characters, and offices of one supreme
god. This, at least, is the decided opinion, not only
of Mr. Le Page Renouf, but likewise of one of the

greatest of Egyptian scholars, the late Vicomte de
Rouge, who expressed his conviction that, so far as the

monuments allow us to judge, the most ancient form
of religion in Egypt was pure monotheism (more
properly, as I should say, henotheism), and that this

in course of time developed into the most extravagant
polytheism. Mr. Le Page Renouf strongly supports

the same opinion, that the sublimer portions of

Egyptian religion are demonstrably the most ancient,

but he believes that the doctrine of one god and that

of many gods were taught by the same men, and that

no inconsistency between the two doctrines was
tliought of. And when he proceeds to analyse what
we should call the religious mythology of ancient

Egypt, he finds that almost every atom of it is solar.
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If we turn our eyes from Egypt to Mexico and

Peru—a journey to another planet, as M. Reville

truly calls it—we find in the New World what we

found in the Old, behind a bewildering mass of deities,

the Sun as the hidden life of all religion and of all

mythology.

There is no trace, it is true, of an original mono-

theism, preceding, as in Egypt, the actual polj^theisni

of the people,

But one of the fundainental traiis of the Centi-al American

religion (I quote irom M. Keville's llibhert Lectures, p. 35)

is the pre-eminence of the sun, regarded as a pergonal and

animated being, over all other divinities. The sun was

generally associated witli the moon, as his spouse, and they

were called Grandfather and Grandmother. . . . Often tlie

sun is represented as having a child, who is no other than

a double of himself, but conceived in human form as tlie

civiliser, legislator, and couqucror, bearing divei's names

according to the pto[>les whose he)o-Lod and first king he

is represented as being.

M. Reville sums up the characteristic features of

the Central American religion in almost the same

words in which Mr. Le Page Renouf traced the funda-

mental outline of the Egyptian religion :

—

The only notable difference (he snys) between the poly-

theism of the ancient world and that of Central America is,

that the god of heaven, Dyaus, Varuwa, Zeus, Ahura Mazda,

or, in China, Tien, does not occupy, the same prominent

place in the American mythology that he takes in its Euro-

pean and Asiatic counterparts. For the rest the processes

of the human spirit are absolutely identical in the two

continents. In both alike it is the phenomena of nature,

regarded as animated and conscious, that wake and stimu-
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late the religious sentiment, and become the objects of the

adoration of man. At the same time, and in virtue of the

KT,me process of internal logic, these personified beings come

to be regarded more and more as possessed of a nature

superior in power indeed, but in all other respects closely

conforming, to that of men. If nature-worship, with the

animism that it engenders, shapes the first law to which

natural religion submits in the human race, anthropo-

morphism furnishes the second, disengaging itself ever more

and more completely irom the zoomorphism which generally

occurs as an intermediary. This is so everywhere.

And as in Mexico, so in Peru the religion and

mythology of the Incas were solar. The Ineas claimed

direct descent from the sun, and, to quote once more

M. Reville's words :

—

The sun has never been worshipped more directly or

with more devotion than in Peru. It was he whom the

Peruvians regarded as sovereign-lord of the world, king of

heaven and earth. His Peruvian name was /y/<i— light.

The villages were usually built so as to look eastward, in

order that the inhabitants might salute the supreme god as

soon as he appeared in the morning. . . . The great periodic

fetes of the year, the imperial and national festivals in

wliich every one took part, were those held in honour of

the sun.

As the sun must have a wife, the moon was natu-

rally chosen for that honour in Peru, Mama Qii'dla
;

and when once these great phenomena of nature had

been deified, other natural events, rain, storm, thunder,

and lightning, followed the same current of thought^

Like the Mexicans who worshipped a storm-god

TUiloc, the Peruvians had their god of rain, Viracotha,^

» I.e. p. 188.
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and likewise gods of fire, of the rainbow, of thunder,

&c. ' In tropical countries,' thus M. Reville sums up,^

' at once warm and fertile, it is the sun that reigns

supreme, though not without leaving a very exalted

place to other phenomena, such as wind, rain, vege-

tation, and so on, personified as so many special

deities.'

But is this true in tropical countries only ? I doubt

it. It may be that in the extreme polar regions the

moon is considered of more importance than the sun,

but with the exception of the Eskimos and some

Athapascan tribes, of whom we know very little, the

Red Race everywhere seems to have worshipped as

tlieir highest deity ' an impersonation of Light, a hero

of the Dawn.'^ Dr. Brinton's work, On the Myths of

the Netv World, is a rich mine for studying the earliest

thoughts of the North American tribes, both in re-

ligion and mythology. It is an excellent book, and

would have been more excellent still if the religious

and mythological ideas of each tribe or each group

of tribes had been kept more distinct. Still his sum-

maries are useful, and as trustworthy as sunnnaries

can be, and it must be quite clear to every reader

of his book that its author approached the subject

without any preconceived ideas. As he had evidently

seen very little of wdiat I had written on solar myths,

I have the less hesitation in quoting the conclusions

at which he himself arrived after a careful analysis

of American folk-lore :
—

When the day begins (be snys)^ tlie man wales from liis

slumbers, faces the ribiiig sun, and pi ays. The east is

' I.e. p. 248. '' Brinton, p. 83. ^ I.e. p. 91.
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before him; by it be learns all other directions. It is to

him what the north is to the needle ; with reference to it he

assigns in his own mind the position of the three other

cardinal points. There is the starting-place of the celestial

fires, the home of the sun, the womb of the morning. It

represents in space the beginning of things in time, and as

the bright and glorious creatures of the sky come forth

thence, man conceives that his ancestors also in remote ages

wandered from the orient. There, in the opinion of many,

in both the old and new world was the cradle of the race

;

there in Aztec legend was the fabled land of Tapallan, and

the wind from the east was called the wind of Paradise

—

Tlalocavitl.

Fi'om this direction came, according to the almost unani-

mous opinion of the Indian tribes, those hero-gods who

taught them arts and religion ; thither they returned, and

from thence they would again appear to resume their

original sway. As the dawn brings light, and with light

are associated in every human mind the ideas of knowled<je,

safety, protection, majesty, divinity, as it dispels the spectres

of night, as it defines the cardinal points, and brings forth

the sun and the day, it occuined the primitive mind to an

extent that can hardly be magnified beyond tlie truth. It

is, in fact, the central figure in most natural religions.

The west, as the grave of the heavenly luminaiies, or

rather as their goal and place of repose, brings with it

thoughts of sleeji, of death, of tranquillity, of rest from

labour. When the evening of his days was come, when his

course was run, and inan had sunk from sight, he was sup-

posed to follow the sun and find some spot of repose for his

tired soul in the distant west. There, wuth general consent,

the tribes north of the Gulf of Mexico supposed the happy

hunting-grounds ; there, taught by the same analogy, the

ancient Aryans placed the Airriii—the exodus, the land of

the dead. ' The old notion among us,' said, on cue occasion.
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a distinguished chief of the Creek nation, 'is that when we
die the spirit goes the way the sun goes, to the west, and
then joins its family and friends who went before it.'

When copying these lines, I felt almost as if copying
what I had written myself, and it is therefore ail

the more satisfactory to me to know that what
I had written on this subject could in no way have
influenced the conclusions of this eminent American
writer.

Still more instructive, however, and I mioht almost
sa}^ startling, are Dr. Brinton's discoveries as to the

origin of the popular legends of America.^ Most
American tribes have legends of certain heroes who
tauglit them what they knew, the tillage of the soil,

tlie properties of plants, the art of picture-writing,

the secrets of magic, who founded their institutions,

established their religions, who governed them long

with glory abroad and peace at home, and finally did

not die, but vanished mysteriously, and are often

believed to return once more as the deliverers of their

people. We know that such heroes, like King Arthur,

Theseus, Romulus, Charlemagne, Frederick Barba-

rossa, and others, even though they have an historical

reality, have often gathered round themselves the

glories of solar mythology. We find the same in

America, and often under very strange disguises.

'From the remotest wilds of the north-west to the

coast of the Atlantic, from the southern boundaries

of Carolina to the cheerless swamps of Hudson's Bay,
the Algonkins were never tired of gathering around
the winter fire and repeating the story of Manihozho
or Michabo, the ' Great Hare.' He was their common

' l.c. p. 160.

VOL. IV. X
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ancestor, and the clan or totem which bore his name
was looked up to with peculiar respect.' In many-

stories he is no better than Reinecke Fox, delighting

in practical jokes and abusing his superhuman powers

for selfish and ignoble ends; they are stories such

as we are familiar with from Uncle Remus's Stories

of Brer Rabbit and Brer Fox, which, however, have

passed through a negro channel. But in the solemn

mysteries of their religion that self-same hare is the

founder of their religion, the father, guardian of their

nation, the ruler of the winds, and even the maker
and preserver of the world and the creator of the sun

and moon. Under the name of the ' Great Hare,' who
created the earth, Mlclaiho OvisaJcetchek, he was oiig-

inally the highest divinity of the Algonkins, though

he appears to them likewise in their dreams as

a mighty hunter of old, wlio in the moon of the

falling leaf, ere he composes himself to his winter's

sleep, fills his great pipe and takes a godlike smoke.

The balmy clouds float over the hills and woodlands,

filling the air with the haze of the ' Indian summer.'

His real home is in the East, and there ' at the edge

of the earth, where the sun rises, on the shore of the

infinite ocean that surrounds the land, he has his

house and sends the luminaries forth on their daily

journeys.'

It is very easy to say that all this is a remnant of

totemism, one of those many words that sound so

grand, and mean so little, at least so little that is

definite. Suppose totemism to be a good name for

a belief in brute ancestors, do we not explain ignohun
per ignotiu^, if we say that the Algonkins believed

their ancestor and their chief deity to have been
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a rabbit or a hare, because their totem or crest was

a hare or a rabbit ? But why was their crest a liare ?

This is what requires an explanation quite as mucli as

why their supreme deity was supposed to be a hare.

Before we go any further, our first question surely

ought to be, what is the meaning of the Algonkin

name which they understand as, and which we trans-

late by, the ' Great Hare or Rabbit ' ?

This is a rule which applies to all mythological re--

search. As soon, for instance, as we know that the

Persian heroes Jemshid and Feridun w^ere originally

the Vedic Yama and Traitana in Sanskrit, we under-

stand many of the legends which are told of them.

It sounds strange, no doubt, that the supreme deity of

the Hottentots should be called Tsui Goab, and shouM

be fabled to have been ' a quack doctor with a broken

knee.' Tsui Goab means ' broken knee,' and the

modern Hottentots know no other meaning of the

name. Dr. Hahn, however, the highest authority on

the Hottentot language, has shown that Goab meant

not only knee, but also the comer—he who approaches

—and that goa-ra means 'the day dawns, while Tav,

though it means sore, meant originally bloody or red.

Tsui Goab, therefore, which now conveys the meaning

of broken knee, was originally intended as a name of

the red dawn or the rising sun.' ^

Now let us hear what Dr. Brinton tells us about

the Great Hare. Michaho stands for niicho, great, and

u'ahos, hare. But ivahos is derived from a root which

means to he ichlte, and which appears in Algonkin

uabi, ivape, ivompi, uriubith, oppai, all meaning white;

in ifcqxm, ivcqxmeh, ojxih, morning ; in ivapa, luanlun,

* M. M.. Introduction to the Science of Religion, p. 273.

X 2
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vjcinbama, east; in ivapa, ivanhun, dawn; in wampan,

oppcin, day; and in ojipung, liglit. In fact we have

in this root the Algonkin counterpart of the Sanskrit

root Div or dyu, from which we have Dyaus, diva,

divya, deva, &c. If, then, we see that the ' Great Hare

'

may have meant originally the great Dyaus or Zeus,

the great light, or the great white one,^ do we not

see at once that what has happened to Aryans and

Hottentots has happened also to the Red Indians, and

that even their fireside stories are often remnants of

' solar myths '

?

After this Dr. Brinton may well say that all the

ancient and authentic myths concerning the Great

Hare become plain and full of meaning. They divide

themselves into two distinct cycles. In the one

Michaho is the spirit of light who dispels the dark-

ness ; in the other, as chief of the cardinal points, he

is the lord of the winds, prince of the powers of the

air, whose voice is the thunder, whose weapon is

the lightning, the supreme figure in the encounter of

the air-currents, in the unending conflict which the

Dakotas describe as waged by the waters and the

winds. Michaho, giver of light and life, creator and

governor, is no apotheosis of a prudent chieftain,^

' ' It is going to become white ' meant to the Iroquois that the

dawn was about to appear, just as wanhighen, 'it is white,' did to

the Abnakis. The Eskimos say, 'kau ma wok,' it is white to

express that it is daylight. (Brinton, I.e. p. 170.) Thus we read

vR. V. III. 1, 4) 'svetam g&g7ii\n-Am arushiim mahitva,' Agni, white

at his birth, red as he grows. And the Dawn heiself is called

Svetya, the White, alba, i. e. aube.
'-' 'This theory of Euhemerus, which has been repeatedly applied

to other mythologies with invariable failure, is now disowned by
every distinguished student of European and Oriental antiquity,'

(Biiaton, I.e. p. 41.)
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still less the fabrication of an idle fancy or a designini;

priestcraft, but in origin, deeds, and name the not un-

worthy personification of the purest conceptions the

Red Indians possessed concerning the Father of All.

To Him at early dawn the Indian stretched forth his

hands in prayer ; and to the sky or the sun, as hi«

home, ' he first pointed the pipe in his ceremonies,

rites often misinterpreted by travellers as indicative

of sun-worship.'

I must refer those who take an interest in this

matter to Dr. Brinton's book, where he shows how
the ancient people had a kind of intuition of the subtle

and marvellous forces of the sun as the universal con-

dition of life (p. 1 73), and how their concepts of light,

morning, dawn and east, gradually shaded off into

those of glorious, happy, and noble (p. 175). There are

legends which he quotes of the cave of Pacari Tampu,

the lodgings of the dawn, five leagues distant from

Cuzco, from whence the mythical civilisers of Peru,

the first of men emerged, and where Viracocha him-

self, their great god, is supposed to dwell (p. 227).

The old myth of creation centred in America as else-

where in the White One, the Dawn, the White Sacri-

ficer of Blood (p. 175). There are legends, also of

white children leading a white life beyond the dawn,

which might be matched in many European legends

;

nay, it was a belief in the return of these white beings

that led the Mexicans to that fatal illusion that the

Spaniards were to be the divine deliverers of their

race. The same idea seems to exist or to have existed

in Australia. In Western Australia, as Mr. Nicolay,

the curator of the Colonial Museum, informs us, the

natives thought that ' the first European invaders
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were their deceased relations and friends returnincj to

them in new forms from the West, to which their

si)irits had departed.' ^

Some striking confirmations of the so-called solar

theory have been furnished by Mr. Tylor in his

Frlmitive Culture, and his evidence seems to me all

tlie more valuable because no one would suspect him

of havinp; collected from among the traditions of un-

civilised nations such traditions only as confirm the

theories propounded by classical or Vedic scholars.

On the contrary, like myself, Mr. Tylor is rather an

unwilling witness to the fac-t that by far the largest

por"tion of ancient mythology is solar, and by no

means inclined to recognise solar heroes, if any other

character can possibly be recognised in them. Still

he would probably agree with me that when the

Apache Indian ^ asked the white man, ' Do you not

believe that God, this sun (que Dios, este sol), sees

what we do, and punishes us when it is evil ?
' he

gave us the key to nearly the whole of solar mytho-

logy. My learned friend (juotes himself the account

which Father Brebeuf has left to us of the religious

sentiments of the Hvirons. and it would be difficult to

gain anywhere a better insight into the secret work-

ings of the mind among those who believe in a solar

or heavenly god. Father Brebeuf desci"ibes the Hurons
as addressing themselves to the earth, rivers, lakes,

and dangerous rocks, but al)Ove all to heaven, believing

that it is all animated and some powerful demon
dwells therein. He describes them as speaking directly

to heaven by its personal name, Aronliiate. Then,

^ Cd'.onkd Handbook, p. 88.

* Priimthe Culiure, i. 2t)2.
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wlien they throw tobacco into the fire as sacrifice, if

it is heaven they address, they say, 'AronJdate, behold

my sacrifice ; have pity on me ; aid me.' They have
recourse to heaven in almost all their necessities, and
respect this great body above all creatures, remarking
in it particularly something- divine. They imagine in

the sky an Old—i.e. a demon or power—which rules

the seasons of the year and controls the winds and
waves. They dread its anger, calling it to witness

when they make some important promise or treaty,

saying, ' Heaven hears what we do this day,' and
fearing chastisement should their word be broken.

One of their renowned sorcerers said, ' Heaven will be
angry if men mock him ; when they cry every day to

heaven (Aronhiate) yet give him nothing, he will

avenge himself.' ^

The same broad outlines of a belief in solar or

heavenly powers we can discover almost everywhere,
and Mr. Tylor has filled hundreds of interesting pages
with them. I know, of course, as well as he does, that

no facts or arguments will ever overcome what he
calls the ' wanton incredulity ' of certain psychologists.

Nevertheless, a few more specimens of solar myths
will show the unprejudiced student of mythology how
much side-light is thrown on classical customs and
myths by the customs and myths, if not of primitive,

at all events of modern savao-es.

In the folk-lore of the New Zealanders,^ which has
been so carefully collected by Sir George Grey, Maui,
the great solar hero, is told that, after his glorious

' Brebeuf, Relat des Je'suites, 1636, p. 107. Tylor, Prim. Cult. ii.

233.

^ Tylor, I.e. vol. i. p. 302.
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career, when returning to his father's country, he

would be overcome by his mighty ancestress, Hine-

rmi-te-2)o, who is flashing, and as it were opening and

sliutting, where the horizon meets the sky. Maui,

however, was not afraid, but went forth to see ' whether

men are to die or live for ever.' His father was afraid

of mischief, because, wdien baptising Maui, he had

made some mistake in his prayers. Maui, we see, was

vulnerable, just like Achilles, Siegfried, and other

solar heroes. Maui, when evening came, went to the

dwelling of Hine-nui-te-po, and found her fast asleep.

He then crept into the old woman, charging the birds

not to laugh till he liad crept out again. But when
he was in up to the waist, the little Thcakaivaha bird

could hold its laughter no longer, and burst out with

its merry note. Then Maui's ancestress awoke, closed

on him, and Maui was killed. If Maui had escaped,

men would have died no more.

Is not Mr. Tylor right when he says tliat it requires

a fair share of wanton incredidity not to accept this

as a solar myth ? Still, Mr. Herbert Spencer would

probably reply that Maui might after all have been

a private gentleman, and that his being swallowed by

liis grandmother only proves the custom of cannibalism

among the Maoris. Fortunately, enough is known of

the Maori language to enaljle us to read in Hiiie-nu't-

te-po the ' Great-woman Night,' while Mr. Tylor has

ascertained that the Tiu'cikaivaka is a bird that sings

at sunset.

This mythological type of a hero who is swallowed

up by his own parents or liberated again from this

unnatural grave, can be traced over nearly the whole

world. It is always either the daily sun swallowed
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by tlie night, or the annual .sun swallowed by the

winter, or occasionally the sun covered by the dark

night of a thunderstorm. Mr. Tylor has no hesitation

in comparing that peculiar solar hero with Ta Yiva of

the Karen legend, a tiny child w^ho went to the sun

to make him grow, who resisted all the attacks of the

sun by rain and heat, and at last grew till he had

touched the sky. He next went forth to travel, but

was swallowed by a snake. That snake, however,

was afterwards ripped open, and Ta Ywa was free to

wander again. This myth is particularly curious, be-

cause we see in it the sun under two aspects, the daily

sun as Ta Ywa, and the permanent or divine sun as

a higher and independent power.

Maui is represented also as the youngest of four

brothers, all, like himself, called Maui. He had been

thrown into the sea by Taranga, his mother, and

rescued by his ancestor Tcnna-nui ki-fa-Rangi, i.e.

Great Man-in-heaven, who took him up to his house

and hung him in the roof. One night, when Taranga
came home, she took Maui, the child of her old age,

to sleep at her side. Then Maui perceived that every

morning his mother rose at dawn and disappeared

from the house in a moment and did not return till

nightfall. So one night he crept out and stopped

every crevice in tlie wooden window and the doorw^ay,

that the light might not shine into the house, and

Taranga slept on, though the sun had risen and

mounted into the heavens. At last she sprang up
and fled in dismay. Then Maui saw her plunge into

a hole in the ground and disappear, and there he

found the deep cavern by which his mother was wont
to go down below the earth as each night departed.
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After this, Maui himself pays a visit to his ancestress

Murlranga-ivhenua, at the Western Land's End, where

tlie Maoris believe that the souls descend into the

subterranean region of the dead. She, by sniffing at

him, finds out that he is a descendant of hers, and

gives him her wondrous jaw-bone, with which he

in his next exploit catches Taona-nui-te-Iia, i. e.

Great-Man-Sun, wounds him, and makes him go more

slowly.

With the same jaw-bone Maui next fishes up New
Zealand, still called Te-Ika-a-Maiii, the Fish of Maui.

This idea of islands being fished up by solar gods has

taken many shapes in Polynesian traditions, and may
be intended either to express that the sun raised the

islands from the sea, dried the land and made it

inhabitable, or that the scattered islands become

visible every morning, when touched by the rays of

the sun, like fish lifted from the water.

Every legend that is told of Maui becomes in-

telligible when we recognise in him a name of the

sun, or of fire, or of the day. Once he took fire into

his hands, and when it burnt him he jumped into the

sea. Then the sun set for the first time, and the

earth was dark. But Maui pursued the sun, and by
bringing him back brought back the light of the

morning.

It is also said that when Maui flung the fish into

tlie sea, he set a volcano burning, and that, when he

had put out all fires on earth, his mother sent him to

her ancestress Mahuika, to get new fire.

Every one of these legends requires a solar or

luminous, a diurnal or annual hero ; and when at last

Maui is killed by his ancestress, the Night, this last
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chapter in Maui's career admits of the same explana-

tion only, namely, of the sun Leing finally killed by

the night.

The Algonkins, among the many stories whicli they

tell of Manibozho, ' the Great Hare,' relate also (in an

Ottawa myth) how he is the elder brother of the

Manito or Spirit of the West, the country of the

setting sun and of the dead ; or how, under another

aspect, he drives his father, the West, to the brink of

the world, but cannot kill him ; or how, again under

another aspect, he was swallowed, canoe and all, by

a monster, and how he killed that monster from

within. The dead monster then drifted ashore, and

the gulls pecked an opening iov Manibozho to come

out.

The little Monedo of the Ojibwas is likewise swal-

lowed by a great fish, and cut out by his sister.

Among the African Basutos the hero Litaolane

attacked a monster which had swallowed up all man-

kind except him and his mother. He was swallowed

himself, but cut his way out, and thus set free all the

inhabitants of the earth.

The Zulus tell of a Princess Untomhinde, who was

carried off by the Isikqukqumadevu, the 'bloated,

squatting, beastly monster.' Then the king attacked

it. but the monster swallowed up men, dogs, cattle,

and all but one warrior. That warrior slew the

monster, and out came cattle and horses and men,

and last of all the Pi-incess Untombinde.

It is, of course, impossible to prove that these stories

cannot possibly relate real and historical events, but

I doubt whether any human being, except Mr. Herbert

Spencer, would require such proof. I can understand
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a Greek worshipping the stone at Delphi as the stone

which Kronos swallowed instead of Jupiter; I can

understand a theologian accepting the story of Jonah

in the whale's belly as an historical fact; but how

a philosopher can take Mr. Herbert Spencer's view of

such mythological tales of civilised and uncivilised

nations as we have just examined, cela me passe.

And if comparative studies are of any use, do not

these stories, to which many more might be added,

make it extremely probable, for I will not say more,

that such a story, for instance, as that of Red Riding

Hood being swallowed by the wolf and cut out again,

owes it origin to the same mythological source ? ^ Is

it still to be considered as a startling novelty, wliich

has to be fenced around on all sides by arguments

and excuses, that, as Sir Walter Scott said long ago,

' the mythology of one period appears to pass into the

romance of the next, and that into nursery tales of

subsequent ages ' 1 I have always been very careful

not to accept two stories as identical in origin, unless

the names occurring in them required the admission

of a common origin. Even the story of Red Riding

Hood I represented as solar problematically only.

But do not ' tJie wantonly incredulous ' perceive that

such stories as Red Riding Hood and Cinderella

require an explanation of their raison d'etre, and that

we have to choose between three explanations only,

viz. the historical, the fanciful, and the mythological ?

If there is evidence in any parish register of a Miss

Red Riding Hood and her grandmother, we have

nothing more to say against Mr. Herbert Spencer. If

* Tylor, I.e. i. 308. Dr. Tylor does not doubt that there is a quaint

touch of sun myth in the story of the Wolf and the Seven Kids.
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the story can be traced to any known composer of

fairy tales, again we should have little to say for our

own view. But if the story occurs at different times

in different countries, without an author's name, and

without any support from police or law reports, then

the mythological explanation alone remains, or rather

asserts its permanent claim on the strength of an

almost universal analogy.

We saw before that the sun may assume two aspects

or two personalities, the one as eternal, the other as

the daily sun, ^ and we find a similar dedouhlemerd in

tlie Slav story of VaslUssa, to which Mr. Ralston is no

doubt right in assigning a solar origin.

Vas'disea^ is sent by her stepmother and two

sisters, who plot against her life, to get a light at the

house of Bdhd Yagd, the witch. Vasilissa wanders

through the forest, and is suddenly startled by a rider,

himself white, clad in white, his horse white, his trap-

pings white. And day began to dawn. She goes on,

when a second rider bounds forth, himself red, clad in

red, his horse red, his trappings red. She goes on all

day, and when arriving towards evening at the witch's

house, she is startled by a third rider, himself black,

clad in black, his horse black, his trappings black.

That rider bounds through the gates of Baba Yaga,

and disappears as if he had sunk through the earth.

Night fell ! In order to leave no doubt in the minds

even of the most incredulous, the story goes on

to say that when Vasilissa asked the witch who was

' In Holstein there is a saying that every sun that rises is a new
sun, and that the old one has been cut up into stars by old spinsters.

(^Bechstein, Mythe, Sage, &c., iii. 11.)

* Tylor, ^c. i. 30'J.
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the white rider, she answered, ' That is my clear Day;'

who was the red rider, ' That is my red Sun ;

' who was

the black rider, ' Tliat is my black Night ; they are all

my trusty friends.'

Let it be remembered that these explanations form

part of the story, and were given at a time when
Sir G. W. Cox had not yet roused the ire of certain

critics, either wantonly or languidly incredulous.

Perrault, too, published his Contes de tna Mere I'Oie

nearly 200 years ago, yet he tells us with perfect

innocence that la Belle an Bats and the young prince

who called her back to life were L'Aurore and Le Jour,

while in a Breton story La Belle uu Bois is actually

called la Princesse Tourne-sol. ^

How often have I been charged with ascribing to

the ancients sentimental and philosophical thoughts,

which might be possible with Heine, but which were

declared to be quite impossible with Vedic Ri^\\m or

American Redskins ! Yet what can be more senti-

mental than the Esthonian story of Koit and Am-
marik'?^ What can be more philosophical than the

Hottentot story of the moon, the insect, and the hare?-'

How far the people who tell these stories are aware

of their original intention is another question, and

one that it seems very difficult to solve. Often the

mother who told it might still remember the original

meaning of the names of the principal actors in these

cosmic legends, but the children would accept the

story as a story, and repeat it as such to their

children. The more the original meaning of the

names was forgotten, the more wonderful the story

1 Chip^, vol. iv. p. 478. 2 25. vol. iv. j). 191.

3 Ih. vol. iv. p. 188.
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would sound and the more popular it would become.

Still we have observed on several occasions how
sometimes the story itself blurts out its original

meaning. Thus the Muyscas in South America tell

us of the time when they were still like savages,

living on the high plains of Bogota without agri-

culture, religion, or laws. But they rememljer an old

and bearded man, Bochlra, the Child of the Sun,

coming from the East and teaching them to till the

fields, to clothe themselves, and to worship the gods.

But Bochica had a wicked, beautiful wife, Hvythaea,

who loved to spite and spoil her husl)and's work

;

and she it was who made the river swell till the land

was covered by a flood, and but a few of mankind

escaped upon the mountain-tops. Then Bochica was

wroth, and he drove the wicked Haythaca from the

earth, and made her the moon, for there had been no

moon before ; and he cleft the rocks and made the

mighty cataract of Tecjuem/ama, to let the deluge

flow away. Then, when the land was dry, he gave to

tlie renniant of mankind the year and its periodic

sacrifices, and the worship of the sun. ^ Need we
wonder that the people who told the story had not

forgotten that Bochica was himself Zuhe, the Sun, and

Huythacct, the Sun's wife, the Moon ?

Often these solar stories assume a new interest by

being made to convey religious or moral lessons. ^ Sun-

rise and sunset were the first seeds of a belief in

another world, in an unlvuown land from whence

we come, and an unknown land to which we are

hastenino-. The West among most nations was the

' MiiUer. Arnerih. Vrreligion, pp. 423-30.

' Tylor, Friin. Cult. p. 31'J.
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seat of the departed spirits, and the sun, in one of

his characters, was conceived as the first of mortals

who had become immortal ; the Maui of New Zealand,

^

the Yama of the Veda, the Yima of the Avesta."^

The Blackfeet, the noblest of savages, as they are

called, look upon Natus, the sun, the great star of the

day, as their supreme god, and their hereafter is the

home of the setting sun. '^ ' Yama,' it was said, ' the

son of Vivasvat, leads away, day by day, cows, horses,

and men, and everything that moves ; he is insatiable

of the five human tribes.' * That was the setting sun.

But as the sun set and rose again, so it was hoped

man would die and rise again. As the moon increased

and decreased, so man would wake and return to

a new life. (See before, p. 304.)

From this to a belief in Hades there was but a small

step. The abode of the departed spirits was generally

localised near the setting of the sun, or even in the sun

or the moon themselves. As the belief in and the

worship of departed spirits assumed more and more

prominence, ideas of a life after death would cluster

round it. Sometimes the Solar Beyond was conceived

as a place of enjoyment— of eternal drunkenness

among the Patagonians—sometimes as a place of

sorrow and suffering, sometimes as a place of vague

and shadowy existence. But everywhere we can

perceive how the primitive impressions of sunset and

sunrise called forth the earliest imaginations about

the Here and the Yonder, about life, and death, and

immortality.

» Tylor, Prim. Cult. ii. 283.

« The Science of Langumje, ii. 563. ' E. Fnrrer. I.e.

* Taitt. Ar. VI. 5, 3 ; Parask. Gnbya-S. III. 10, 9 ; III. 3, 6.
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I could go on for ever quoting from book after

book published during the last ten or twenty years,

or even two hundred years, on the myths and customs
of more or less savage nations, and everywhere we
should find the same lesson, that the sun pervaded
their religions and their legends as it pervaded the

sky and the atmosphere and the very air which they

breathed. Thanks to the labours of anthropologists,

I think we may now boldly say that behind the

clouds of ancient mythology the sun is seldom en-

tirely absent, though its rays may often serve to light

up other phenomena of nature also.

POSTSCRTPT.

I find it difficult, and should consider it almost

discourteous, to order the last revise of my article on
' Solar Myths' for press without saying a few words in

reply to Mr. Gladstone's Essay on the 'Dawn of Creation

and Worship,' published in the November number of

the Nineteenth Century of 1885. Mr, Gladstone's argu-

ments, it is true, are chiefly directed against M. Reville's

Prolegomenes de VHistoire des Religions, a work
which I felt it an honour to introduce to the favour-

able notice of the English public by adding a small

pi-eface to its English translation. Nor should I have

thought it incumbent upon myself, or respectful to

so eminent a theologian as M. Reville has long proved

himself to be both as an active clergyman and as the

first professor of the Science of Religion at the College

de France, to step in between him and Mr. Gladstone,

while these two eloquent pleaders are discussing their

VOL. IV. Y
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own peculiar views on the origin of the Pentateuch or

on the exact meaning of certain contested passages in

the Book of Genesis.

But when Mr. Gladstone proceeds to attack, with

what seems to me in some passages parliamentary

rather than academic eloquence, the fundamental

principles of comparative mj'thology, and more par-

ticularly that theory which he calls Solaris'ni, it might

show discretion indeed, but hardly valour, were I to

hide myself behind M. Reville, who has so boldly

come forward as the champion of a theory the

paternity of which I could not and, if I could, I would

not deny.

Solai'ism, however, is used by Mr. Gladstone in

a sense very different from that in which I should

use it. He applies it to a theory according to which

oil mythology has a solar origin, oil gods are solar

gods, all heroes solar heroes, all myths and legends

but half-forgotten stories about the sun as the giver

of light and life, or as the lord of days and montlis

and seasons and years. Mine has been a much humbler

task, and I have never attempted more than to prove

that large portions of ancient mythology have a

directly solar origin. Nor have I ever done so except

in cases where, either by etymological analysis or by
a comparison of Greek and Roman with Vedic mytlis,

I imagined I could make it clear that certain stories

which seemed irrational or irreverent, when told of

gods such as Jupiter or Apollo or Athene, became
perfectly intelligible if accepted as they were told

orig-inally of the sky or the sun or the dawn, I have

protested again and again against the theory that

there is but one key to unlock all the secret drawers
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of ancient mythology. As little as tlie sun is the

whole of nature is ancient mythology wholly solar.

But as certainly as the sun, with all that is dependent

on it, forms the most prominent, half natural, and
half supernatural object in the thoughts of the ancient

and even of the modern world, are solar myths a most

important ingredient in the language, the traditions,

and the religion of tlie whole human race. If in

working out this theory my interpretation of passages

in Homer or in the Veda has been wrong, if my
ajDplication of phonetic rules has ever been inaccurate,

let it be proved. Nothing delights me more than when
I am proved to have been wrong, for in that case

I always carry away something that is worth having.

If, for instance, Mr. Gladstone or any otlier Greek

scholar could prove that in Greek short e without the

t^plrif'us atiper can ever become long >] with the bjjiritus

asper, then I should confess that my protest against

deriving the name of Hera from era, the earth, was
futile, and I should as readily accept the original

chthonic character of the wife of Zeus as I should

accept Mr. Gladstone's identification of Lreakfabt and
dinner, provided always that he can produce one

single case from the whole of the French language in

which dt or dls (in diner or disner) represents an

original dejeu (in dejeuner). That tliere are chthonic

elements in the character of Hera I readily allow ;

but that does not prove that one of her names miglit

not have been the heavenly or the brilliant goddess,

just as in Latin she is called Juno, the. female coun-

terpart of Ju-p'der, her heavenly consort. Earth as

well as heaven, nay, every part of nature, is liable

to mythological metamorphosis ; and I have tried to

Y 2
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show how many old sayings concerning heaven, earth,

the sun, tlie moon, the stars, day and night, months,

seasons and years, rivers and mountains, men and

animals, the spirits of the departed, or even mere

abstractions, such as honour or virtue, have been

rolled up in time into that curious conglomerate of

ancient thought which, for want of a better name, we
call mythology.

This view I am prepared to defend with the same

firm conviction with which I started it nearly forty

}ears ago. Nor do I see that Mr. Gladstone's argu-

ments have shattered or even touched my position.

He maintains that in the Olympian mythology, such

as we find it in the Homeric poems, the Greek gods

are no longer mere representatives of physical phe-

nomena, but genuine ' theanthromorphic' conceptions.

This is the ver}^ view which I have defended, though

I confess I have sometimes wondered whether the

ancient popular poets had really no suspicion what-

e\'er of the original character of their gods, while

some of the earliest Greek philosophers were so fully

conscious of it. But however that may be, the Homeric

mythology, as well as the Homeric language, has

surely its antecedents. Many of its anomalous legends

and its irregular verbs did not even spring into

existence on Greek soil, for they can be traced in

India and even in Iceland, though certainly not, as

Mr. Gladstone implies (p. 6F8, 1. 33), in Egypt, still

less in Palestine. It is with these antecedents, with

the prehistoric age of Aryan mythology, that com-
parative mythologists are chiefly concerned, and surely

Mr. Gladstone would be the last scholar to be satisfied

with merely superficial comparisons. There is a true
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radicalism in scholarship also, which despises all

measures which do not go to the root of things.

Mr. Gladstone warns us not to trust too much to

etymology ; he might as well warn the explorer of

Oxford clay not to believe too much in that solid

granite which each honest digger will find, if only

he digs deep enough. Etymology represents the

prehistoric period in human language and human
thought, and the light which it has shed on later

periods is certainly not less important than the lessons

which geology and paleontology have added to the

study of mankind. As in the beautiful Campo Santo

of Bologna we find, beneath the monuments erected

by the loving care of living mourners, tombstones

—

discovered, one might fairly say, by the divining

rod and disinterred by the indefatigable spade of

Zannoni—which reveal to us the daily life and the

daily struggles, the hopes and fears of races whom
we call prehistoric, but who were once as truly

historic as their conquerors and successors, whether
Umbrian, Etruscan, or Roman— the vast Aryan
cemetery of language and myth, too, as explored by
many patient diggers, has surrendered tombstones

which tell us of the thoughts, of the faith and hope
of those whose descendants we are, however difficult

we find it now to understand their language and to

think their thoughts. Does Mr. Gladstone believe

that words are ever without an etymology, or that

myths are ever without a reason? And, if not, does

he think it is of no importance to know why Zeus

was first called Zeus, or why Achilleus, like other

Aryan heroes, was believed to be vulnerable in one

point only? Mr. Gladstone seems afraid that pre-
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historic ideas might be transferred to historic times,

and, speaking of the future, he writes: 'Strange,

indeed, will be the effect of such a system, if applied

to our own case at some date in the far-oif future

;

for it will be shown, inter alia, that there were no

priests, but only presbyters, in any portion of Western

Christendom ; that our dukes were simply generals

leading us in war; that we broke our fast at eight

in the evening (for diner is but a compression of

dejeuner): and even, possibly, that one of the noblest

and most famous English houses pursued habitually

the humble occupation of a pig-driver,'

I do not anticipate any such anachronisms, as little

as I expect that future historians will mistake our

lords for bread-givers [Iddf-ord) or our Parliamentary

whips for pig-drivers. And yet every one of the

words which Mr. Gladstone quotes, if but rightly

interpreted, has some important lessons to teach those

who will come after us.

It is well that they should know that originally

priests were not different from laymen, and that they

were well satisfied with the simple title of presbyters

or elders, being elders not only in age, but in wisdom,

in self-denial, and in tolerance.

It is well that they should know, if it is so, that

the ancestor of one of the noblest and most famous
English houses was a pig-driver, if thus they may
learn that there was a time when a noble career was
open in England even to the humblest ranks.

It is well that they should know that dukes were
not always mere possessors of large wealth which
they had not earned themselves, but that originally

they were in very deed diicea, leaders in battle,
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leaders in thought, and ready to court the place of

danger, whetlier against battalions or against the

tumult of vulgar error and prejudice. Mr. Gladstone

need not be afraid that future historians will ever

mistake him for a merely titular duke, though they

will speak of him, as we do, as our leader, as a true

Duca e Maestro, if not always against the tumult of

vulgar error and prejudice, yet, without fail, when-

ever any wrongs had to be righted, effete privileges

to be abolished, and lessons of wisdom and moderation,

however distasteful, to be taught to the strong and

the weak, to the rich and the poor.
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It has seemed strange to many people that the dis-

covery of the ancient Vedic Mythology should have

produced so complete a revolution in the study of

mythology in general, and that not only the legends

and traditions of Greeks and Romans, but the folk-lore

of uncivilised races also should have received new

light from the hymns of the Rig-veda. That the

Veda should have supplied the key to many secrets

in the ancient mythology of the Zend-Avesta, is natural

enough, considering how close the contact must have

l)een between the ancestors of the Vedic and the

Avestic poets when they were still worshipping their

ancient Aryan gods, performing nearly the same sacri-

fices, and employing priests actually bearing the same

technical titles in Sanskrit and Zend. And though

the relationship between the Vedic i?/shis and the

earliest poets and lawgivers of Greece and Italy is far

more distant, still we know that they all must once

have spoken the same language, believed in the same

gods, and shared in the same folk-lore. We need not

be surpi'ised, therefore, at their having preserved a few

of the names, legends, and customs which had sprung

' Vedische Myfho^ogie. Von Alfred Hillebrandt. ErstcrBnnd : Soma
imd verwandte Gotter. Breslau, 1801. (See Quarterly Baiew, No.

35-J, p. 443.)
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up before the final separation of the Aryan family of

speech. But that a study of the Veda should help us to

understand the orio-in of the folk-lore of Polynesian, of

African, and American races, cannot be due to the

same cause, but only to the fact that mythology in

some shape or other represents a natural phase in the

evolution of human thought and human language, and

that the same motives which we see at work in the

Veda were at work in producing the folk-lore of

lower and less civilised tribes.

But why, it has been asked, should the Veda offer

the key to the secrets of mythology in every part of

the world ? And why should not the folk-lore of

uncivilised races also reflect some light on the dark

corners of Vedic mythology ? First of all, such

a question is hardly justified ; for there are cases

where the legends of uncivilised races have helped us

to decipher or to understand more fully the meaning

of Greek, Roman, and Sanskrit myths.

There was a time when it required some courage on

the part of a classical scholar to say this, and to venture

to compare a Greek myth with the folk-lore of so-called

savages. I believe I was the first who ventured to

eonnnit such acts of high-treason. In a lecture de-

livered at the Royal Institution as far back as 1871,

I had to defend myself in the following words (Chips,

vol. iv. p. 187) : 'And do not suppose that the Greeks or

the Hindus, or the Aryan nations in general, were the

only people who possessed such tales. Wherever we
look, in every part of the world, among uncivilised as

w^ell as civilised people, we find the same kind of

stories, the same traditions, the same myths.' In 1876,

I wrote the Preface to the Rev. William Wyatt Gill's
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Myths ami Songs from the South Pacific [Chips, vol. iv.

p. 586), and tried to point out the advantages to be

derived from a study of non-Aryan mythologies, and

the dangers that had to he guarded against. Again,

1885 (Chdps, vol. iv. p. 289), I had to say in self-defence:

' If a stvidy of non-Aryan as well as Aryan languages

is not only useful Ijut necessary for a discovery of the

ti'ue nature and the real origin of human speech, a

study of non-Ar^'an as well as Aryan religions and

mytliologies promises, and has even yielded us already,

equally valuable results.' In my Lectures on India,

delivered at Cambridge in 1882, I devoted much time

to the illustration of these new problems, by com-

paring the Aryan traditions on the separation of

Heaven and Earth with similar traditions discovered

among uncivilised races (pp. 149-160), and by tracing

the traditions of the Deluge in different parts of the

world (pp. 133-140). In my article on Solar Myths

(Chips, vol. iv. p. 313) I fully entered into the myth of

Maui and the stories connected with the swallowing

of gods and the creation of Heaven and Earth.

I mention all this, not in order to claim any special

merit for myself, but simply to show how little op-

posed in principle I have always been to what I called

Ethno-Psychological Mythology, while others derided

it by the name of Hottentotism. What I have opposed

is the idea that we could gain a clear insight into the

mythology of the Hottentots without a study of their

language ; what I have protested against is the indis-

criminate use of undefined or ill-defined terms, such as

fetishism, totemism, animism, &:c. ; what I have tried to

prove was the untrustworthy character of much of the

evidence on which we were often asked to rely [Ch /^w,
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vol. i. pp. 246 seq.). But conscientions and scholarlike

work like that of]\Ir. Frazer has Lcen highly appreciated

by me, and my friends, snch as Dr. Tylor, Bishop

dolenso. Bishop Callaway, Dr. Bleek, Dr. Hahn, Mr.

Horatio Hale, the Rev. W. W. Gill, and many others,

know best how heartily I have always encourag-etl

their labours, and how readily I have helped them,

whenever I could. Why I should have been repre-

sented as hostile on principle to researches which no one

lias encouraged more heartily than myself, is not easy

to understand ; but as others have bravely stood up in

my defence, I felt no necessity to defend myself against

these misrepresentations. These matters, unimportant

as they may seem to others, have a character of their

own far too serious in my eyes to be treated as of no

consequence either way, and it is no mere pedantry if

true scholars protest against such criticism, as they

have done, as a real degradation of science.

There is, of course, a great difference of method

when we have to deal with the myths of nations

speaking cognate languages, and when we enter upon

a comparison of traditions belonging to races entirely

unrelated genealogically. The method of what I called

Psychological Mytliulucjy (sometimes called EiJmo-

Psychological) cannot possibly be the same as that

which has been followed with such brilliant success in

the Genealogical and Analogical branches of Com-

parative Mythology. Yet, though we cannot admit

any genealogical relationship between the stories of

Indian sages and Maori story-tellers, the analogies

between them are often so strong, that we dare not

ascribe them to mere accident, still less to connnuni-

cations in historical times. Even this is something
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gained, nay, something very considerable ; for, if

properly understood, it excludes altogether the possi-

bility of what are called ' euhemeristic theories,' as

lately revived l;)y Mr. Herbert Spencer. But in other

respects also the comparison of the mythologies of

uncivilised races has been very helpful, as supplying

certain analogies, and, if analogies, then certain in-

telligible motives in the mythology of the Aryan

inhabitants of India. Well established cases where

the traditions of uncivilised races have furnished

a key to Vedic legends, may be rare
;
yet they exist,

and should not be neglected in our estimate of the

scientific value of the traditions of so-called savage

races.

What gives to Vedic mythology its own peculiar

value, is not so much its antiquity as the unformed

and unsettled state in which we find it. Vedic mytho-

logy represents to us mythology still in a state of

fermentation, while all other mythologies have passed

through that state, and stand before us in a more

or less finished and settled state. In the Veda w^e

can watch the process of mythological incubation.

The separate germs, the so-called mythological roots,^

may be the same everywhere ; but whereas in the

Homeric mythology nothing but what was felt to be

fittest has survived, while all the rest has vanished,

the Veda has preserved to us a number of myths,

springing up in wild confusion one by the side of the

other, all ditfering in form, thougli all containing the

same radical elements.

For a long time there have been two schools of

interpreters, one preferring a solar, the other a meteoric

' Chips, vol. iv. pp. 94, 137.
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explanation of certain groups of Aryan myths. Their

differences have often been laid hold of by classical

scholars as showing the untrustworthiness of Com-

parative Mythology in general. We know better now.

It has been shown, for instance, that the natural

phenomena of sunrise, the conquest of the night by

the weapons of the solar hero, the return of light and

life, and the spreading out of the bright blue sky,

were ascribed by some of the Vedic poets to the same

invisible or divine agents who by other poets were

represented as fighting the black clouds with their

thunderbolts, as refreshing with rain the whole of

nature, and in the end as bringing back the bright

blue sky resplendent with the rays of the sun.

Thus while in some poems the Sun {Sury<i) under

his different names, and the Dawn (Ui<Ja(s) under her

different names, are recognised as the chief actors in

the drama of the morning, other poets ascribe the

principal part in this daily battle to In(ln(,the god of

the blue sky, or to Ac/ni, the god of fire and light.

But the same Agiti and the same Indva are likewise

credited with the chief acts in the meteoric drama of

the thunderstorm. They are supposed to hurl the

lightnings against the demon of the black sk3^ to tear

him to pieces, to deliver the rain-giving cows kept

captive by him, and in the end to secure the triumph

of the god of the blue sky. Hence many of the

sayings which apply to the sun and the morning were

equally applicable to Agni as the god of fire and

light, and to Indra as the god of the blue sky, and we

find in consequence the same divine heroes destroying

the demons of the night and the demons of the black

thundercloud. We can thus understand how the
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different interpretations proposed by the solar and

meteoric schools have their origin and their justifi-

cation in the as yet insufficiently differentiated state

of early Vedic mythology—a state which has passed

away almost completely, before we become acquainted

with the mythologies of other races.

Other indications of this unfinished process of my-
thological fermentation can be seen in the many names

assigned in the Veda to one and the same physical

phenomenon. The Sun, for instance, appears in the

Veda not only in its beneficent character as Surya,

Savitar, Vishnu, and as the friend of Indra, but it

becomes likewise, as a pernicious power, the enemy of

Indra, and is then conquered by him in company witli

such other demons as Vjv'tra, /S'ushxa, and Kuyava.

Again, the Dawn is represented not only as a beautiful

maiden, but likewise as a horse, as a bird, sometimes

as the daughter of the Sky, sometimes as the beloved

of" the Sun, often as followed by him, sometimes as

conquered and destroyed by him in his fiery em-

braces.

The Moon, however, is perhaps the most perplexing

of the Vedic deities, owing to the various forms in which

that luminary is represented by dilierent Vedic poets.

The Moon is called the young (yuvan), the child (6i6u),

the son of the Sky, or of Dyaus (diva/< ^i^u), or of the

Sun (suryasya ^Imi). But in another place, the Sun,

though being the father of the Moon, is said to have

swallowed his child, or to have drawn the Moon
towards himself as a teacher draws his pupil. Then,

again, the Moon is represented as consumptive and as

giadually dying, till born again to a new life. Or the

Moon is supposed to liave been cariied off and to be
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kept prisoner, till Indra, in some shape or other,

delivers him, while in other passages the Moon appears

as an enemy of Indra and is defeated by him. There

are many more forms of lunar mythology, some of them

growing to maturity and developed into complete

legends, others only hinted at here and there, and

afterwards completely forgotten. Vedic mythology

has often been called chaotic. This, no doubt, is true.

But this chaotic phase of mythology is extremely

valuable to the student of mythology, as showing us

how numerous are the germs which are presupposed

by the later growth of a perfect system of mythology.

And this is the chief reason why Vedic mythology

has so often proved a master-key to open some of the

secret chambers of other mythological systems,whether

of Greeks and Romans, or of Polynesians and Melane-

sians.

For a long time the attention of Oriental and

classical scholars has been pre-cccupied to such an

extent by the solar elements of Vedic mythology, that

other sources from which ancient myths were known
to have flown have been almost entirely neglected.

And yet it had often been pointed out by scholars

who took a more comprehensive view of ancient

mythology, that though the sun would naturally

supply a very large portion of mythological thought

and language, the second luminary, the moon, must

everywhere have occupied a very prominent place in

the sphere of man's earliest interests ; nay, must for

many reasons have formed in ancient times a more

familiar subject of meditation and conversation than

even the sun.

To the ancient beholders of the sky, sun and moon
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were really inseparable ; the}^ were like twins, or like

two eyes serving one and the same purpose. What to

us seems most natural, the daily return of sun and

moon, offered to the earliest thinkers the most start-

ling, the most thought-inspiring problem. Hence their

language with reference to sun and moon sounds often

very strange and exaggerated to us, and it requires an

effort before we can discover anything human and

rational in what is called the solar and lunar mythology

of the ancient world. We, with our clocks and calen-

dars, can hardly imagine how completely the social,

political, and religious life of o:ir earliest ancestors

depended on the observation of sun and moon. The
deep dualism of nature which in later times assumed

the character of bright and dark, nay of good and

evil, was originally the dualism of day and night, of

spring and winter, of life and death, and was naturally

s^'mbolised by the two ruling luminaries, the sun and

tlie moon. It was generally imagined that the sun

must have occupied the first and principal place in

determining days and nights, months, seasons, years.

But long before the annual return of the sun from

tropic to tropic could be determined and utilised for

chronometric purposes, the sennights or weeks, the

fortnights, and the months had been determined and

named under the guidance of the moon.

It is well known that, on account of this ruling

influence of the moon on the toils and tasks of the

earliest cultivators of the soil, the moon was conceived

in Sanskrit and other ancient languages, not as a

feminine, as the wife or sister of some solar god, but

as a masculine, as himself the measurer of time, tlie

ruler of days and nights, the lord of the seasons, the
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guardian of all the more or less solemn occupatioiig

and observances connected with the return of the

seasons ; nay, in the end as the first ruler and law-

giver, whether human or divine, and as the founder of

social order at the very dawn of civilised life.

We must remember, however, that like the sun, tlie

moon also, when it had once been conceived and

named as an agent, became the representative not

only of the luminous globe seen in the sky, but of all

the events that were dependent on its movements.

The unknown agent behind the sun, or the deity of

the sun, was recognised as the agent of the day also.

Even with us day and sun still stand for one another.

Yestersun was a common word for yesterday, and

Tennyson speaks of ' the day as breaking from under-

ground.' Having become the representative of the

morning and of the day lasting from dawn to sunset,

the deity of the sun was soon transformed into the

deity of the bright sky also, under all its aspects

;

he became the author of the spring of the year, the

giver of light and life, and in the end the supreme

deity of the world.

It was just the same with the moon. The moon was
not only the light of the night, the dispeller of darkness,

but soon became the giver of rest and sleep, the bestower

of rain and fertility ; nay, in its waning and returning

character, the first symbol suggestive of life and death

and immortality. All these thoughts were so many
germs which might either perish or take shape in

mythological traditions. Thus we see that in many
mythologies sun and moon, performing similar opera-

tions in giving light, whether by day or by night,

became amalgamated, or at all events were conceived

VOL. IV. z
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as closely connected and interdependent. They were

looked upon as brothers, as brother and sister, as

twins and as more than twins, as really inseparable.

The whole universe was distributed between them.

If we remember that in the Veda, Agni, fire, often

represents the sun, and Soma the moon, we shall

better understand what the author of the >S'atapatha

Brahma >( a meant, when he said (I. 6, 3, 23) :
' What-

ever is moist belongs to Soma, wdiatever is dry to Agni.

The sun belongs to Agni, the moon to Soma ; the day

to Agni, the night to Soma ; the waxing half-moon to

Agni, the waning to Soma.' This is exaggerated and

too much systematised, but it nevertheless contains

a certain truth, seen more clearly by the later philoso-

phers of the Brahmana-period, than by the poets of

the Veda.

The first beginnings of this solar and lunar dualism

can be traced in the traditions of less civilised races

also. Thus, according to the storj^-tellers of the

Polynesian Islands, as described to us by the careful

pen of the Rev. W. Gill, sun and moon, besides being

the two eyes of the sky, are often represented as the

twin children of the skv. Vatea or Avatea means
' moon ' in the dialects of Eastern Polynesia, but it is

also the name of their supreme deity, the father of gods

and men (Gill, Myths and Songs, p. 4). The one eye of

Vatea was human, the other a fish's eye. His right

side was furnislied with an arm, his left with a fin.

We are told that his two magnificent eyes are rarely

visible at the same time. In general, whilst the one,

called by moi-tals the sun, is seen here in the upper
world, the other eye, called by men the moon, shines

in Avaiki, the lower world. Sometimes the sun was
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called the right eye of Vatea, the moon the left eye.

Aiyan mythology generally shrinks from anything

that seems unnatural and monstrous. A god, half

fish and half man, would have offended their sense of

beauty and harmony. The plastic imagination of the

Greeks would, as much as possible, have abstained

from such combinations! But even the Greeks had
not forgotten to call the sun the eye of Zeus, and Vedic

poets, when speaking of the two heavenly eyes (Rig-

veda, I. 72, 10), are not afraid to call the sun the eye

or the light of the gods/ and the moon the eye of the

fathers.^ In the ^'atapatha Brahma^m, VII. 1, 2, 7,

the sky is called the head of Prar/apati, the Lord of

creation, the sun and moon his two eyes. The eye

on which he rested was the moon, and therefore the

moon, we are told, is somewhat closed, because some-

thing ran out of it.

While the Vedic poets are prepared to speak of sun
and moon as two children playing around the sacrifice,

the one looking down on all things, the other ordering

the seasons and being liorn again and again (Rig-

veda, X. 85, IS), the Polynesians venture much further.

They not only call sun and moon the twin children of

the sky, but they tell of Vatea that he had a child

from Papa. But another, Tongaiti, claimed the child

as his own. So they quarrelled, and at last tlie

child was cut in two. Then Vatea took the upper
part as his share, squeezed it into a ball and tossed it

into the heavens, where it became the sun, Tonp-aiti

' Maitrcyi Saj)?lnta, IV. 2, 1 : Asaii va aclityo devanaw A:akshii«,

'the 8Un is the eye of the Devas.'
" Sankhayana 8r. Siitras, III. 16, 2 : A'andrama vai pit/i«am

Aakshus, ' the moon is the eye of the PUris.'

Z 2
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received the lower part, but left it a clay or two on

the ofround. Then seeino^ the brio-htiiess of Vatea's

half, he too made a ball of his share, while the sun

was in Avaiki or the nether-world, and tossed it into

the dark sky, where it Ijecame the moon. The moon's

pale colour was due to the loss of blood.

This is a fair specimen of the thoughts and con-

versation of uncivilised people with regard to the

most prominent phenomena of nature. They may
seem coarse or very childish to us, and yet we know
that even Greek mythology is not quite free from

similar monstrosities. They show at all events that

there existed a desire for an explanation of phj^sical

phenomena, and this has always been the beginning

of human wisdom. Nay, some of the things which we
have latel}^ had to read about Mars and its inhabitants

are scarcely less childish than these Polynesian legends

al)out sun and moon. What seems to have puzzle<l

the early observers of the moon very much were the

dark spots on it. There is hardly a race that has not

suggested some explanation of these lunar blemishes.

The Polynesians, who recognise a woman in the moon
and call her Ina, have a pretty story to tell of how
the moon fell in love with Ina, one of the four

daughters of Kui, the Blind ; how he descended from

heaven and carried her off. She became a pattern

wife, being always Inisy, so that on a clear night she

might be seen with a pile of leaves ('ta rau tao o Ina ')

with which she feeds her never-failing oven of food,

also with a pair of tongs of a split cocoa-nut branch to

enable her to adjust the live coals without burning

her fingers, Ina is indefatigable in preparing a piece

of resplendent cloth, the white clouds. The great
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stones needful for this purpose are also visible. As
soon as her tapa is well beaten and brought into tlie

desired shape, she stretches it out to dry on the upper

part of the blue sky, the edges all around being

secured with large stones. It is left there to bleach.

When the operation is completed, she takes up the

stones and casts them aside with violence. Crash,

crash, they go against the upper surface of the solid

vault, producing what mortals call thunder. The cloth

itself glistens like the sun. And hence it is that when
hastily gathering her many rolls of whitest tapa,

flashes of light fall upon the earth which mortals call

lightning.

This shows what imagination can read in a few
dark spots in the moon. There can be no doubt that

Ina is meant for the woman carried off by the moon,

who was in love with her, for Ina actually means
' moon,' and occurs in other Polynesian languages a«

Sina and Hina.^

What is important for us to observe is that, like

the Vedic Indians, the Polynesians ascribed not only

rain, but thunder and lightning also to the moon.
The most perplexing feature, however, about the

movements of the moon was its growing smaller and
smaller every night till it disappeared altogether, and
its growing again till it reached its full size. These

changes of the moon occupied the thoughts of the

early observers of celestial events even more than the

occasional eclipses of the moon. Eclipses no doubt
filled the people with a sudden terror, and the only

explanation they could think of was readily accepted,

namely, that some hostile invisible power swallowed
* W. W. Gill, Myths and Songs of the South Pacific, p. 46.
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the moon and then set it free again. But the regular

waning and waxing of the moon required a different

explanation. As a rule, regular events appeal much
more strongly for an intelligible explanation than

casual portents, and hence they have called forth

a much larger amount of mythology. People had to

think of a regular cause in order to explain a regularly

occurring event. But if we wish to understand the

strange explanations given by the Vedic Indians of

the waxing and waning of the moon, we must first

consider some more of the superstitions which they

had formed to themselves about the moon. As soon

as a belief in Gods and Fathers (ancestral spirits) had

sprung up, nothing was more natural than that the

Ijright gods or Devas should have had their abode

assigned to them in the sunny sky. And if so, what
remained as an al)ode of the Fathers except the moon
and the nocturnal sky ? Though in some cases tlio

Fathers were believed to share in the end the bright

seats of the gods, the earliest belief seems generally to

have been that they were transferred to the moon,

sometimes also to the stars. Such an idea would

receive a powerful support from the awe-inspiring

character of the moonlight nights, when, in the sombre

and pale glamour of the rays of the moon, many thing-s

are seen or imagined which vanish like a dream in

the bright light of day.

Another idea which likewise confirmed the belief

that the Fathers enjoyed immortality in the moon,

was the close connexion between the moon and a man's

life on earth. We must not imagine that we shall

ever be able to trace all the tributaries which entered

from various sources into the broad stream of ancient
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mythology. Certain it is, liowcver, that a behef in

the moon, as the abode of the Fathers, was widely

spread among the people speaking Aryan languages.

To the present day the peasants in Swabia are heard

to say :
' May I go to the moon, if I did it,' instead of

' May I die, if I did it
;

' nay, people who work on the

Sabbath day are threatened even now that they will

go to the moon, that is, that they will die and be

punished in the moon. A more startling idea—peculiar,

it would seem, to India, particularly to the Brahma*/ as

and XJpanishads—was that of the moon serving as the

food of the gods. And yet, though it sounds strange

to us, it was not so very unnatural an idea after all.

The gods, though invisible, had been located in the

sky. In the same sky the golden moon, often com-

pared to a round of golden butter, was seen regularly

to decrease. And if it was being consumed by any-

body, by whom could it be consumed if not Ijy the

gods'? Hence the ready conclusion that it was so,

and that it was in fact this food which secured to the

gods their immortal life. If so much had once been

granted, then came the question, how the moon was

gradually increased and restored to its fulness ? And
here the old superstition came in that the souls of the

departed entered the moon, so that the waxing of the

moon might readily be accounted for by this more

ancient article of faith. Hence the systematised Ijelief

that the moon wanes while it is being eaten by the

gods, and that it waxes while it is being filled by the

departed souls entering it. A last conclusion was that

the gods,when feeding on the moon, were really feeding

on the souls of the departed.

Such ideas do not spring up all at once. They grow
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slowly and casually. Mythology was not elaborated

systematically and according to a fixed plan. Mythology

began with the naming of certain olyects and a few

short sayings about them, often with proverbs, riddles,

saws, in which old men and women embodied the

results of their daily observations. It was at a much
later time, when many of these sayings had become

idiomatic and often unintelligible, that they were put

together so as to form whole cycles of mythological

lore. It has been long recognised as the first task of

Comparative Mythology to discover and separate these

original germs or radicals,^ which form the foundation

of mythological language, as the roots form the founda-

tion of all human speech. Such radical elements are

well known from solar mythology. For instance, the

Sun is called the child of Heaven and Earth ; and as

soon as that idea has taken possession of the popidar

mind, a large number of derivative myths would

spring up almost spontaneously, such as the Earth

being the wife of Heaven, or Spring being the marriage

of Heaven and Earth. If by chance Heaven and

Earth were also conceived as brother and sister, tragic

consequences would soon show themselves, which would

become still more terrible, if the Sun, once having

been conceived as the son of Heaven and Earth, should

by some independent poet have been addressed as the

husband of his own mother, the Earth. Again nothing

was more natural than to speak of the Sun as follow-

ing the Dawn. The follower would easily become the

lover ; and if the Dawn, as soon as she was touched

by the first rays of the rising Sun, fled from his fiery

embraces and vanished, how could a poet with any
* See Chips, vol. iv. p2>. 94, 137.
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feeling for iicature help telling the old story of Phrebus

and Daphne, though he himself might be unaware

that Daphne was an ancient word which meant

originally the burning and shining Dawn (from dah
' to burn '), just as much as Phoebus meant at first the

burning and bright Sun? It is curious that this

imagery, which to us may seem sentimental and far-

fetched, comes quite natural to all children of nature,

to poets and prophets in modern as well as in ancient

times. Thus Master Eckhart, when trying to find an

image for the absorption of the human soul into the

Divine, speaks of the soul as the dawn, lost in the

embraces of the sun.

But while these solar elements have long been

recognised, and while ever so many solar myths in

Sanskrit and Greek mythology have been traced l»ack

to their simple radicals, there has hitherto been a kind

of tacit asrreement among- Sanskrit scholars that the

moon had no place in Vedic mythology, and that no

light could be gained from the Veda to clear up the

riddles of lunar mythology in other countries. The

reason was that though there w^as a deity of the

moon, occupying a very prominent place in the Vedic

Pantheon, namely Soma, this Soma was supposed

to have been originally the name of a plant, and of

an invigorating and likewise intoxicating beverage

extracted from it, and to have become identified with

the moon in a secondary phase of mythology^ only.

This Soma-juice was offered to the gods by the Aryas,

before they became divided into speakers of Sanskrit

and speakers of ancient Persian, into worshippers of

Devas and worshippers of Ahuramazda ; for the same

plant, under the name of Ilaoma, forms a most
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important element both of Vedic and of Avestic belief

and sacrificial worship. There were no doubt some

few scholars who could not brin;^- themselves to believe

in so extraordinary a metamorphosis as that of a mere

plant into the deity of the moon, but they were few,

and even they were satisfied with showinj^ how in

a certain number of passages of the Veda Soma was

clearly the moon, without any reference to Soma as

a plant or a beverage. But it is entirely due to

Professor Hillebrandt in his Vedische Mythologie,

piiblished in 1891, that we know now that in the

earliest mythology of the Vedic poets Soma was
piimarily the moon, and that its identification with

Soma the plant, and Soma the juice of it, offered at

certain sacrifices, must be considered as a secondary

phase in the development of lunar mythology. Here,

as everywhere else, sacrificial ideas are secondary,

m^'thological thoughts primary. Professor Hillebrandt

lias really broken new ground, and has let in light

where all before was darkness. His book shows better

tlian anything else how much has still to be done in

Vedic mythology, and how even the most generally

accepted theories require constant revision and amend-
ment. Such new discoveries, whether in Vedic or

Eg3^ptian or Babylonian philology, though they are

welcomed by all true scholars, are apt to shake the

faith of the outside public, and are gladl}^ taken

advantage of by captious critics. These critics are

like sailors who never venture to step on board a ship,

unless it is safe in harbour ; the very sight of a vessel

in a rough sea makes them sea-sick. In their eyes

every Columbus was a fool. They will gladly take

part in celeljrating the centenaries of great discoveries,
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but for tlie struggling sailor before be bas readied

terra firma, tliey bave nothing but ridicule and

Pharisaical scorn. In reading Professor Hillel)randt's

volume, it is true that one cannot help wondering bow

scholars could have failed to see what be has brought

out so clearly, namely, that tlie moon under the name

of Soma, and under various other names, such as Indu,

Drapsa, tl^rmi, Utsa, Samudra, Ko.^a, iirc, formed from

the very first a most important and prominent ingre-

dient of Vedic mythology ; nay, as be asserts with

some pardonable exaggeration, the most important

of all.

We must never forget that we possess in the Rig-

veda some very scant fragments only of the ancient

poetry and mythology of ancient India. This preser-

vation from the general shipwreck is almost miraculous,

but we must not imagine that they can ever give us

a complete picture of Indian thought. The collection

of the Vedic hymns was made by priests, and it is

extraordinary that they should have preserved any

poetry wdiicli was not required for their own sacri-

ficial purposes. We have therefore to be constantly on

guard, in treating as rare and isolated, words and

thoughts which in the Vedic hymns may be men-

tioned but once or twice, or to look upon frequently

recurrent ideas, as tlie fundamental ideas of the

Vedic faith. The nature of the evidence does not

allow such conclusions. To judge from other Aryan

mythologies, Dyaus would have been in ancient India

not only a moi'e primitive, but also a far more impor-

tant deity than Indra. But in the Vedic hymns, the

once omnipotent Dyaus has almost vanished, while

Indra, unknown to other Aryan nations, occupies
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the foremost place. The same seems to hold good

with the moon, as a god, known by the name of Soma.
He has almost vanished from the view of the Vedic

i?(!'shis, while another Soma, the intoxicating or in-

spiriting drink, used at the great sacrifices, meets us

again and again. Here and there, however, the old

Soma breaks througli the clouds of the new Soma,

nay, it seems from certain passages, that the Vedic

poets themselves knew that there was some mystery

about Soma, and that there were in former times two
Somas instead of one. They speak of one Soma
whom everybody knows, namely the plant that

yielded the intoxicating liquor, so highly celebrated

in the Veda and the Avesta, but they hint also that

there was another Soma whom no one knew but

the Brahmans. Thus we read, IX. 85, 3, ' Some one

thinks that he drinks Soma, when they crush the

plant; but the Soma whom the Brahmans know, no

one feeds on him.' What that true Soma is, is clearly

indicated in the preceding verses, where we read

:

'Soma is resting in the sky. Through Soma the

Adityas (gods) are strong, through Soma the earth

is great ; Soma is placed in the lap of the Nakshatras

(stars).' ^

' In my Hisfory ofAncient Sanskrit Literattire (1850\ p. 212, I quoted
the passage from the Rig-veda, X. 85, 2, Atho nakshatraxam esh&Jm

upastheS6ma/tahita/(,'Soma is phiced in the lap of these Nakshatras,'

in order to show that in the Veda also Soma was the moon. Whether
the Nakshatras are here meant, as I formerly thought, for the
twenty-seven lunar mansions, may seem doubtful (see preface to

the fourth volume of the Rig-veda, second ed., p. Ixv), but there

can be no doubt that Soma is here meant for the moon, and
not for the Soma plant. At a later time I pointed out (Z c.

p. Ixv. note 2) that in the filth verse of the same hymn Soma is

called protected by Vayu, and the type or maker of the years.
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These verses were pointed out many years ago as

showing that Soma was here clearly meant for the

moon, and the Nakshatras for the twenty-seven lunar

mansions through which the moon passes from night

to night. That Soma is here meant for the moon

is now admitted by all scholars. The next following

verses leave really no doubt on the subject : for there

we read, V, 5, ' Vayu, the wind, is the guardian of

Soma; the moon is the making or the maker(ak7'iti,

form) of the years.' And in a later verse the charac-

ter of the moon comes out still more clearly :
' New

and new he is being born, the beacon of days, the

moon, at the head of the dawns; the moon (/can dra-

in as), when approaching, orders the share of the gods,

and produces a long life.' Whether the Nakshatras,

which hold Soma in their lap, were meant for the

twenty-seven lunar mansions in Vedic astronomy, or

for stars in general, is still an open question.

But if there are in Vedic mythology two Somas

—

one the plant and the intoxicating li(iuor squeezed

This can only be meant for the real moon, who orders the seasons,

rii^n vidadhat. (Mil'sa/;, having the accent on the first syllable,

has been taken by me as nom. sing.) It seems to me that in

several verses of this hymn the two Somas are meant to be con-

trasted. In verse 1, divi S6ma/« adhi srita/( refers to the moon in

the sky. In verse 2, the Soma by which the Adityas and the Earth

are strong is the Soma juice, but immediately after the Soma in

the lap of the stars, is the moon. In verse 3, the same idea is

developed more fully. In verse 4, the Soma whom the king does

not eat, seems again meant for the moon. The whole hymn in

which these verses occur celebrates the marri; ge of Surya ('the

sun as a fem.) and Soma, and who could this husband be if not

the moon? Even in passages where Soma is represented as Amrj'ta,

or ambrosia, it need not be the Soma juice, for the moon also, as

being the measurer or the source of life, was called the immortal,

neuter, or that which gives immortality, or, at least, a long life

(^diigham ayu/(, X. 85, ID).
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out (suta) from it; the other the moon, as one of the

great deities—the next question is, Can the one be

explained as derived from the other 1 I doubt it, for

I see no way by which the juice of the Soma plant,

however eulogised it may have been, could be raised to

the dignity of the moon, or the moon be brought

down to act the part of the Soma juice. How then

could two apparently so heterogeneous objects be called

by the same name of Soma"? This is the question

that has to be answered. The lowest stratum of

mythology is and can only be the etymological, a

fact which Professor Hillebrandt has not quite fully

realised. Soma is clearly derived from the root su,

which means ' to squeeze out ' or ' to pour out,' so that

suta, 'squeezed out,' is often used as an ecjuivalent

of soma. There is no difficulty here. But the same

root su had also the meaning of raining, and appears

in that sense in many derivatives in Greek, such as

V in i'et, 'it rains,' in veros, 'rain.' Hence so-ma
M^ould also originally have meant tlie agent or the

giver of rain, &c., ' the rainer,' veri'is, and then the rain

itself, viTos, lastly the place or the source of rain,

namely the moon. To us it may seem strange that

the moon should have been called ' the rainer,' or the

source of rain. But there can be little doubt that in

ancient times, nay in modern times also, rain was
believed to be influenced by the phases of the moon.

Thus we read in the Aitareya Brahmana, VIII. 28, 15,

/landramaso vai vrishtir (/ayate, ' rain is born from

the moon.' And in Hymn I. 105, 1, we read, 'The

moon is in the waters;' while in IX. 97, 17, Soma is

implored to pour down heavenly rain, and in I. 43, 7,

to gvant happiness, otisp)'ing, and glory. Like other
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gods, Soma also is called ApAin Napat, the offspring

of the waters. Nor must we forget that tliere are,

particularly in hot countries, two kinds of rain or

fertilising moisture, namely dew and rain, the former

as important for the growth of plants as the latter.

Dew is believed to be most plentiful after moonlight

nights, and hence, after the dew had once been as-

cribed to Soma, rain was naturally ascribed to the

same source. Anyhow, whether dew and rain weie

the same thing or not, the same word which in

Sanskrit means 'rain/ varsha, m. and n., appears

in Greek as eprrrj, fem., ' dew.'

Etymologically, therefore, we may distinguish be-

tween two, nay even three Somas; Soma, the rain,

the source of vegetable and animal life; Soma, the

giver of rain, the measurer of time, the source of the

life of men and gods; and Soma, the juice of the

plant which, though it has not yet been botanically

identified, must have been a plant possessed of some

healing and invigorating qualities, yielding a beverage

able to call forth the enthusiasm and eloquence of the

early poets (Rig-veda, VI. 47, 3).

It is strange that botanists have hitherto tried in

vain to discover a plant that should answer to the

description of the Soma plant in the Veda and the

Avesta. Professor Hillebrandt has given a full ac-

count of the various attempts at finding a plant on

the confines of Northern India and Pei'sia possessing

the peculiar qualities of the Soma, the juice of which

was made into the exhilarating and invigorating

beverage of the Vedic poets. There is little to add

to the information which Professor Hillebrandt has

collected, except that Dr. Aitchison has lately stated
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that Soma must be the Ephedra pacliyclade, which in

the Harirud valley is said to bear the name of hum,
hum a, and yah ma. This supposition is confirmed

b}' Dr. Joseph Bornmiiller, a botanist long resident in

Kerman, who identifies the Soma plant with some

kind of Ephedra, probably Ephedra distachya, but

who remarks that difierent varieties of Ephedra are

to be found from Siberia to the Iberian peninsula, so

tliat we must give up the hope of determining, as

Professor Roth suggested, the original home of the

Arj'as by means of the habitat of the Soma plant.

Vv e saw before that the Polynesians ascribe thunder

and lightning to Ina, the goddess of the moon ; and

though there seems no very definite reason why the

moon should be connected with thunderstorms and

rain, yet many things were believed, and are still

believed, of the moon for which there is but slender

foundation. The mysterious influence of the moon
on certain recurring natural phenomena nuist have

struck even, the least observant ; and the less they

were able to account for it, the more ready they

would be to accept fanciful explanations. That the

tides, for instance, were somehow determined by the

moon, was known at a very early time. There is an

old proverb, often quoted by the people of Travancore,

that soft words are better than harsh, that the sea is

attracted by the cool moon, and not by the hot sun.

That the moon affects somnambulists is equally certain,

though equally inexplicable. Gardeners are convinced

that vegetation is affected by lunar influences, and

many good people expect a change of the weather

from a change of the moon. That the growth of the

embryo and the birth of a child were determined by
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the number of inoons, could not have escaped the

observation of the earliest medical authorities.^

In the minds of the Vedic poets the two meanings,

that of the moon, and that of the juice of the plant,

Ijecame so closely interwoven that whatever applied

to Soma, the plant and its carefully-prepared juice,

was transferred to Soma, the moon, and whatever

applied to Soma, the moon was transferred to the plant

and the beverage. Homonymy has proved here as

elsewhere the most prolific mother of myths.'-^ In

drinking the Soma the Brahmans imagined they were

drinking the immortal juice contained in the moon,

nay the moon itself. The moon was sometimes con-

ceived as a vessel (kosa) holding the life-giving juice,

which juice was strained through the sky as the real

Soma beverage was purified through some kind of

sieve. Again the rushing sound of clarified Soma,

poured by the officiating priests through a sieve

(pavitra), was identified with the thunder (Rig-veda,

IX. 47, 3), its golden colour was likened to the colour

of the lightnings, till at last the Vedic poets them-

selves seem hardly to have known whether they

were speaking of Soma, the moon, or Soma, the juice,

or whether they were still thinking of the distant

etymological meaning of soma, as the rain. After

a time, however, Soma, the moon, became more and

more of an active and a personal god, no longer the

visible moon, but the invisible lord of the moon. As
the lord or the Devata of the moon, Soma fights his

^ Many more inst.ances of the moon being considered as the giver

of rain, and as generally connected with water and mist, may be

seen in Brinton, Myths of the Kew World, pp. 130 seq.

^ Chips, vol. iv. p. 78.

VOL. IV. A a
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enemies, becomes a Vi'^'tra-han, a demon-killer ;

' and

in defeating these enemies becomes the benefactor

of men, receiving their prayers and their offerings.

Hence after a time gods who performed the same acts

were supposed to be like each other : nay, in some

cases, identical. Thus Indra, represented at first as

helping Indti or Soma, the moon, in his struggles

(Rig-veda, VI. 44, 22), seems to occupy sometimes the

very place of Soma. The victory of Indra is the

same as the victory of Indu (Rig-veda, IX. 88, 4

;

Hillebrandt, p. 312). Nay, this lord of the moon is

now supposed, like Indra and Br/haspati, to drink

himself the Soma, and thus to gain strength for the

ever-recurring battle (p. 412), till in the end, like

many of the other gods, he too became the supreme

king of all the gods.

We have seen thus far how the moon came to be

considered as a self-conscious divine power and at the

same time as the abode of the Fathers, how he became

the symbol of life and immortality, partly because he

was the giver of rain, without which life on earth

would have been impossible, partly because life and

time were measured by moons, and the measurer was
taken for the maker, Mr. J. A. Farrer, in his

interesting work on Faganisni and Christianity,

remarks (p. 126)

:

It may seem strange that ilie moon should have heen

cliosen as the abode of the Fathers, nor does it become less

strange, if we find the same hclit-f not only in India, hut in

uiiiny parts ( f tlie ancient and modern world. Even if we

admitted that sun and moon were believed to be actual

1 Atharva-veda, XIX. 27, 2.
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human brings, which seems to me to convey no sense at all,

iliei'e would still remain the question why the moon should

have carried off tlie departed, and how, if a human being,

the moon could at the same time have been conceived as

a celestial abode.'

We have now, we believe, learnt to understand how
such varying beliefs arose side by side, and how
different poets were led to speak of the moon as

a place filled with fertilising moisture, as the habita-

tion of the Fathers, and at the same time, if not

exactly as a human being, at all events as a self-

conscious and rational agent. Such a belief may be

difficult for us to conceive, but we know that it was

conceived by no less a thinker than Plato ; nor is it

quite fair to call the idea that some self-conscious

agent should be hidden behind the sun, the moon, the

sky, and even the earth, inconceivable or absurd, con-

sidering that we have all learnt to conceive the

presence of an agent behind the veil of our own
mortal body.

The number of superstitions connected with the

moon is very great. They have been collected again

and again, and many of them survive to the present

day. Thus the rays of the moon are still in many parts

of the world believed to be poisonous, and a person

sleeping in the moonlight is supposed to become insane,

or, as we say, a lunatic. There are flowers which, we are

told, open and close their petals as they are touched by
the rays of the moon. Grandmothers prescribe certain

remedies to be taken by children when the moon
increases or decreases, and they are not ashamed to

confess that even now, in our nineteenth century, they

drop a courtesy when they see the new moon for the

A a 2
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tirst time. All this shows that, with or ^yithout reason,

the moon has always been held responsible for many
things which perhaps it is wiser not to attempt to

account for.

But we must remember that while the germs of

mythological thought about the moon which we have

liitherto examined are found everywhere, there is one

that is peculiar to India and Persia, namely the mixing

up of Soma, the moon, with Soma, the intoxicating

li(|Uor used by Indians and Persians, and by them

only, at their solemn sacrifices. It is strange that the

enormous amount of mythological fancy which fills

nearly a whole book of the Rig-veda, the ninth, shoulil

have been caused entirely by the homonymy of Soma,

tlie moon, but originally the giver of rain, and Soma,

tlie plant, the giver of the sacrificial juice. Yet so it is.

Whatever applied to Soma, the moon, was transferred

t(j Soma, the juice; whatever applied to Soma, tlie

juice, was transferred to Soma, the moon. In drink-

ing the invigorating and exhilarating juice of the

Soma plant, the Brahmans imagined that they were

<lrinking the immortal beverage (Ait. Br. IV. 4), the

Mm?'ita or ambrosia, contained in the moon; nay,

that they were really feeding on the invigorating or

life-giving moon. We may thus distinguish between

four conceptions of Soma: Soma, the visible moon,

the abode of the Fathers ; Soma, the lord of the moon

;

Soma the receptacle (kosa) of ambrosia; and Soma,

the ambrosia itself. This ambrosia, called amrita in

Sanskrit, was taken both for the fertilising rain and

the intoxicating beverage, so that in many places it is

(juite impossible to determine which of these various

Somas was thought of by the poets
;
particularly as
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these poets themselves seem to delight in the equivocal

use of terms which apply to Soma, the moon, as well

as to Soma, the juice. We saw already how indu and
drapsa came to mean both the moon and a drop of

moisture. Other words lent themselves to the same

amphibolous use. It so happens that amsu in San-

skrit may be used in the sense of the shoots of a plant

and the rays of the moon. Dhara means a stream

and a jet of light
;
parvan, the joint of the plant, and

the phases of the moon
;
pi! means to strain and purify

the Soma juice, and likewise to clarify, to brighten

the darkness of the night. All this leads to endless

plays of words, or what we can hardly help calling

mere J3uns, which may seem very unworthy of the

ancient Vedic poets, but which nevertheless are a fact.

What we have gained through Professor Hille-

brandt's book is a clear conception that Soma, the

moon, came first, and not, as was formerly supposed,

Soma, the plant ; and that Soma, whether the plant

or its juice, owes all its poetical imagery to Soma, the

moon, not vice versa. We can clearly see now how
Soma, the moon or lord of the moon, had passed

through a long mythological career in India, quite

independent of Soma, the plant. As the dispeller of

the darkness of the night, he is introduced in the

Vedic hymns as fighting like another Indra. He
roars with his thunder, he hurls his lightnings against

the demons, the enemies of light ; he whets his teeth

and sharpens his horns (cornua luncel) like a wild bull.

He is surrounded and assisted by his friends, Indra,

the Maruts, and the Rudras, the storm-gods. In all

this there is as yet no trace of the Soma plant. Agni,

again, the god of fire and light through the whole of
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nature, becomes the companion and protector of Soma,

nay, becomes almost identified with him in the. dual

deity of Agni-Sliomau. This Agni, as the locum tenens

of Soma, is actually called Agni Pavamana; pavamana
(purified, brilliant) being the recognised name of Soma.

Tliat Agni can thus be conceived as the moon, is

clearly implied by a Vedic poet, when he says (Rig-

veda, X. 88, 6) :
' By night Agni is the head of the

world, i. e. the moon ; thence rising in the morning he

is born as the sun.' Agni, as guardian of the moon
(soma-gopa/<), says of himself :

' I am Agni, bj^ birth

Cratavedas (the sun): ghrita, butter/ is my eye, the

immortal (ambrosia) is in my mouth.' All these are

ideas peculiar to the Veda, because possible in the

language of the Veda only, and unknown in other

mj'thologies. They sound therefore strange to us,

and we find it difficult to enter into them and to appro-

priate them. But when Soma assumes his own heroic

character, we can see how he becomes another Indra,

almost another Jupiter. He has good weapons

(svayudha); and when he thunders, heaven and

earth treml)le and have to obey him. We read in

Rig-veda, IX. 86, 9, ' Thundering, he almost made the

back of the sky to resound, he under whose connnand

are heaven and earth.' Like Indra, Soma also assumed

in certain hymns the character of a supreme deity,

and became endowed with such names as Ruler, nay.

Creator of the world. After that there is no excellence

that may not be ascribed to him. It is he who is

believed to give light to the stars and the sun (IX.

28, 5). It is he who causes the growth of plants and of

> Cf. Rig-veda, III. 26, 7 ; IV. 58, 1 : Ghr/tasya naraa guhyam
yat asit.
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all living things. In the Avesta also we read :
' When

the moon shines, green plants spring from the earth,

through the dew at spring-tide.' A step further

brings us to Indu or Soma as having made or stretched

out heaven and earth, or as having kept them asunder

(Hillebrandt, 1. c. p.
312).i He is called the father of

the gods, the leader of men, the inspirer of good

thoughts, the source of all wisdom, the very Brahman
among the gods. In the end he stands before us as

the lord of all. At a time when the moon was still

felt as nearer to man and as more important than the

sun and the briglit sky, one poet said (Rig-veda, X.

8P, 5): 'As Lord thou reignest over the whole world.'

We see here once more how many worlds had passed

away, how many thoughts had lived and died, before

the Vedic hymns could have been composed. We
doubt whether even the authors of these hymns could

see as far back into their own antiquity as we can, and

whether they understood the antecedents of their gods

better than we do. They certainly would have had

no idea that Soma may have meant originally rain

and rainer.

To us there can be no doubt that Ind-u, which

means ' a drop,' and is derived from the same root as

Ind-ra, the giver of rain, was but another name of

the moon as the giver of rain. But in the Veda
Indu is represented as an independent deity by the

side of Indra. Thus we read (Rig-veda, VI. 39, 3, 4)

:

' He, Indu (the drop, the moon), O Indra, made the

lightless nights light, in the evening and morning of

all the autumns (years). They established him as the

beacon of days, and he made the light-born dawns.'

* Cf. India, what can it leach lis? p. 150.
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Sometimes Incira is represented as fighting in liis

chariot, while Indu acts as his charioteer (Ath.-veda,

VIII. 8, 23). Having been called indu, 'drop,' the

moon is also called drapsa, which likewise means
' drop,' Thus in Rig-veda, IX. 78, 4, we read of 'the

sweetest drop, the reddish, the delightful,' which is

meant for the moon. Indu also is raised at last to the

rank of a warlike deity, assisting Indra in his fights

against his enemies, the Paiiis. Nay, the conquest of

the Pajiis is no longer represented as the work of

Indra, but as the work of Indu, the moon (Rig-veda,

IX. 88, 4; Hillebr. p. 312). Soma, again, who was
often meant, like Indu, for the ambrosia contained in

the moon, is represented in other hymns as actually

drinking the Soma, and thus gathering strength, like

Indra, Bv'diaspati, and other allies of his, in the con-

stant Itattle against his enemies. What seems to us

utterly incongruous is accepted without any misgiv-

ings by the Vedic theologians. One of the authors of

the ^'atapatlia Brahma/; a says in so many words,
' that Soma, the king, is the food of the gods, namely,

the moon.' We can understand now that this was
only another attempt to explain the waning of the

moon. We saw before how the waxing of the moon
had been explained by the constant entrance of the

souls of the departed into the moon. Its waning
therefore was accounted for by the gods receiving

or absorbing these souls and gradually devouring the

moon in which the departed dwelt for a time. Soma,

the moon, had l)een conceived not only as the tem-

poral al)ode, but likewise as the lord of the departed

or the Fathers, and therefore as livino; with them in

the moon. Thus we can understand how Soma is
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invoked to grant to men an abode in the moon and

immortality. One Vedic poet (IX. 113, 7) says :

Where there is uufailing light, in the world where the

sun is placed, in that inniiortal and imi)erishable world

place me, bright Soma ! Indu (Soma juice), run round

for Indra

!

Where Vaivasvata is king, where there is the adytum

of the sky, where the mighty waters are, there make me

immortal ! Indu, run round for Indra !

In later times when the idea had sprung up that

eternal life and bliss could Ije enjoyed with the gods

only, or in the w^orld of Brahman, new legends were

invented, according to which the departed proceeded

from the moon to the sun to live for ever with the

gods, or in the still more exalted world of Brahman,

the Supreme Being. At first, however, the idea of

immortal life was derived from the moon, and immor-

tality was enjoyed in the moon. If people had once

learnt to say, ' May I live another moon,' or ' May
I live many moons,' it was but a little step that

brought them to pray :
' Dear Moon, let me live

another month or many more months.' Thus we

read Rv. VIII. 48, 3, 'We drank Soma and have become

immortal
;

' and in verse 7, Soma is implored to prolong

human life. In both these passages the primary cause

of a long life seems to be the Soma beverage that has

been drunk by the worshipper, but the Vedic poets

'constantly mixed up the ambrosia of the moon and

the juice of the moon-plant. By this most natural

process the moon became the giver of life and the

source of immortality. Possessing am r i t a, i. e. ambrosia

or immortality, the moon could give life and immor-
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tality to man. And thus, sooner even than the snn,

the moon became a great Deva or bright god, the

father of the gods, the ruler of the seasons, the lord

of time, the giver of life, the ruler and maker of all

things,^ and the Vedic poets might well exclaim,

' Who is greater than Soma 1
' When we speak of the

moon as having been the first to suggest by its death

and resurrection the idea of immortal life, we do not

mean this priority in a purely chronological sense.

Chronology does not reach into these regions. We
rather mean that the conception of another life was
more readily suggested by the moon than by the sun.

Thus we read in the Rig-\eda, X. 55, 5 :
* See the

M'isdom of the god in its greatness : yesterday he died,

to-day he lives again.' We know how even now we
can say, ' His sun has set,' instead of ' He has died.'

The idea that man's life sets with the setting sun, that

the departed have departed with the sun in the West
and dwell in the realm of the setting sun, finds

expression in many mj'thologies. The Egyptians have

fully elaborated that thought by sajang that the soul

descends with the sun through the Western Gate, and

after traversing with him the lower regions reaches

its final abode. In the Veda that final abode is

called the world of Yama. Yama, who in the later

poems is called the first of mortals, was originally

a god, the god of the setting or nocturnal sun, or,

according to Professor Hillebrandt, a representative

of the nocturnal moon ; not, as Professor Roth main-

tained, a human individual raised to the dignity of

a god, but a god sharing the character of humanity,

an immortal conceived as a mortal. We shall now
' Hillebrandt, p. 313.
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better understand why the Zulus and other Soutli

African races selected the moon as sending a message

to men that tliey were immortal ; tliat they would die

as the moon dies, but tliat they would live again as

the moon lives again.

There is a constant shifting of names and scenery

in the numerous legends about Soma and Indi-a. Indra

is the lord of the moon, tlien he feeds on the m(j(iu

like the other gods ; at last he is actually i-epresented

as swallowing the moon, ' so tliat the moon is no longer

seen either in the East or in the West.' By this

process Indra becomes the enemy of the moon, and

the moon becomes a kind of demon or Yritva,. One
of the Brahma«as says distinctly, ' He who shines

there (the sun) that is Indra, the moon is V^v'tra

'

(Sat. Br. I. 6, 4, 18). The two instead of being friends,

as elsewhere, are here represented as antagonists. In

the same place the sun is said to eat the moon; and

when the moon has thus been sucked out, Indra, who
is often identified with the sun,^ tlirows it away, so

that it vanishes for a time, till it appears again in the

West. Hence the frequent expressions that the sun is

the devourer, the moon the food ; or that Agni is the

devourer, the Soma the food. At the bottom of all

this there is always the same vague idea that at the

time of new moon the moon has entered the sun or

has been swallowed by the sun. Some lines of tlie

Veda seem clearly to imply a knowledge on the part

of the Vedic poets that the moon derived its light

from the sun. Thus we read (Sama-veda, II. 9, 2, 12, 1 )

:

' He clothes himself in succession in tlie liglit of the

sun.' The moon when waning is supposed to remain

1 Kig-vecla, VIII. 1)8, 2 : tvaiii siiryam aro/raya/i.
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invi.sible for three nights, and that is the very time

when the souls of the departed are supposed to enter

in. This tradition is kept up till the time of the

Puranas. In several of them we read that when

only a little is left of the fifteenth part of the moon,

the Fathers approach and enter, till the moon grows

and becomes full again at the time of full-moon

(Hillebrandt, p. 293).

But this is by no means the only explanation of the

phases of the moon. Sometimes Soma or the moon is

supposed to have been carried off and to be kept

prisoner behind iron bars, till he is discovered by

a falcon, who brings Soma back to Indra (Rig-

veda, VIII. 100, 8). In doing this he has to fight the

enemies, the Dasyus, who therefore must be supposed

to have carried him ofi" and to have kept him prisoner.

But here also everything is still vague and varying.

Sometimes it seems to be Indra or Agni, but slightly

disguised, who brings back Soma ; sometimes Soma is

supposed to have himself become a bird (IX. 97, 33),

and afterwards to have returned to the house of his

worshippers (Hillebrandt, p. 298).

There is one lesson which the study of tlie mytho-

logical cycle of the Soma-legends, as exhibited in

Professor Hillebrandt's learned work, should impress

on all students of mythology ; namely, that the only

safe foundation for a truly scientific study of ancient

deities is the study of their names, and through it the

discovery of their original intention. What could we

have made of Soma, if we had known the numerous

and often contradictory legends only which have been

told of him in the Brahma?/ as, and many of which are

presupposed in the Yedic hymns ? What would the
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ceremonies and festivals, the rites and usages, wiiat

would the whole sacrificial cult of Soma in India and

Persia have taught us about its true nature, unless we
had known the original meaning of Soma as moon, and

unless we have discovered by means of etymology that

the moon was called Soma because he was believed

to pour down the fertilising rain on the parched

earth ? We must not expect too much from etymology.

Etymology can do no more than discover the roots

from which the names of the gods are derived, and

it is well known that the meaning of these roots is

mostly very general. The later development of tlie

ancient names of the gods must be studied from later

sources. To know, for instance, that Varaaa or

Varu7ia (Ouranos) is derived from a root var, ' to

cover,' and meant originally the covering or all-

embracing sky, does not help us to a knowledge of all

the later fates of this deit}^ whether in India or in

Greece. And it is well known that the same root var

yielded in Sanskrit the name Vr/tra, a very ditferent

being, a demon of darkness, the Greek Orthroa. The

phonetic correctness of the equation Varuna = Ott-

ninos, YritvsL= Orthros has been doubted, but I trust

I have defended it against every possible objection.^

It is often very easy to point out difficulties in the

etymology and in the equation of mythological names.

But when the material evidence is strong, our duty

really is to show how such phonetic difficulties can 1je

accounted for. This is what I have attempted to do,

and I hope I have succeeded in showing that it is far

easier to find fault than to find a fault, to shake one's

head than to shake an argument. We should never

' Preface, p. xxviii.
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forget that etymology leads us into periods of language

far beyond the dates of any literary documents.

Older than Vedic hymns, older than Babylonian

cylinders or Egyptian pyramids, are the tombs opened

by the keys of etymology, and it has never been

proved that in those prehistoric periods the phonetic

growth of language was governed by the same laws

as the growth of ancient or of modern dialects.

In the case of Soma I doubt whether we should

have discovered the red thread that runs through

the tangled web of lunar mythology, unless it had

been shown that the root su, from which Soma is

derived, was the same as the Greek v ini'et, and meant
' to rain.' True there is no trace of such a word in

Sanskrit, but many words have vanished in Sanskrit

which have been preserved in Greek, and vice versa.

We need not exaggerate the importance of etymology

for a truly scientific analysis of ancient myths, but we
may truly say that mythology without etymology is

like mineralogy without chemistry. It is different

with ceremonies, sacrifices, local customs and legends.

We hardly ever know their origin and their true

meaning, we hardly ever know their genesis or their

etymology. Etymologies may be wrong, but if they

are, it can always be proved Ijy irrefragable and intel-

ligible arguments. Each etymology can be reasoned

out, and we are never forced to rely on mere authority

or assertion. Suppose we knew all about the care-

ful preparation of the Soma juice, its invigorating

and its intoxicating character, and its sacrificial use

both in India and Persia ; suppose we knew that the

gods feed on Soma, and that one of them, Indra, got

drunk on it ; suppose that we knew that Soma was
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a king and the fabulous ancestor of a royal race, and

that he was likewise the creator and ruler of tlie

world, he who stemmed asunder heaven and earth

—

what should we make of all this chaos without the

light that springs from the name of Soma as soon as

we know that etymologically—that is, originall}^

—

Soma meant rain and moon 1 As soon as we know

that, nearly every legend told of Soma, every sacri-

ficial custom connected with Soma, falls into its right

place. We understand, not perhaps why they ivud

be what they are, but at all events how they amid be

what they are, and that is really all that an historical

study of mythology can be expected to teach us.



THE LESSOR OF ' JUPITER.'

If I were asked what I consider the most important

discovery which has been made during the nineteenth

century with respect to the ancient history of man-

kind, I should answer hy the following short line :—

Sanskrit DYAUSH-PITAR ' = Greek ZET2 ITATHP^

= Latin JUPITER 3= Old Norse TYK
Think what this eipation implies! It implies not

only that our own ancestors and the ancestors of

Homer and Cicero spoke the same language as the

people of India—this is a discovery which, however

incredihle it sounded at first, has long ceased to cause

any surprise—hut it implies and proves that they all

ha.l once the same faith, and worshipped for a time

the same supreme deity under exactly the same name

—a name which meant Heaven-Father.

This lesson cannot be taught too often, for no one

who has not fully learnt, marked, and inwardly

digested it can form a true idea of the intellectual

character of that ancient and noble race to which we

all belong. Ancient history in our century has become

1 Ev. IV. 1, 10. * Z<C nartp {Od. v. 7, &c.)

'* Diespiter, Dispiter. As to the corresponding German names

see Grimm, Tent. 3l!jtIi>.!o<pj, i. p. 102. The Eddie name Tyr, gen. Tf/s,

corresponding to Sanskrit Dyaus, would be Tins in Gothic, The in

A. S., Zio in Old High-German.
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as completely changed by that one discoveiy as

astronomy was by the Copernican heresy in the

sixteenth.

And if we wish to realise to its fullest extent the

unbroken continuity in the language, in the thoughts

and words of the principal Aryan nations, let us look

at the accents in the following list :

—

Saniikrit, Greek.

Nomi. Dyaiis Zevs

Gen. Divas ^t.6^

Loc, Divi Ad
Ace. Divam Ata

Voc. Dyaus ZeO

Here we see that at the time when the Greeks had

become such thorough Greeks that they hardly knew
of the existence of India, the people at Athens laid the

accent in the oblique cases of Zeus on exactly the

same syllable on which the Brahmans laid it at Benares,

with this difference only, that the Brahmans knew the

reason why, while the Athenians did not.'^

A scholar who ventures on the sea of ancfent historj^,

and more particularly of ancient religion and mytho-

logy, without having these two short inscriptions

constantly before his eyes, is as helpless as an ancient

mariner without a compass : he may weather many
a storm, but he must be wrecked in the end.

The only possible starting-point for the study of

Greek, Roman, Teutonic, Celtic, and Slavonic mytho-

logy has thus been determined : it is Dyaus, and no-

thing but Dyaus, as certainly as the sun in its central

position is the only possible pivot of all scientific

astronomy. But it is one thing to discover a truth,

1 Chips, vol. iii. p. 226.

VOL. IV. B b
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and quite another to make other people see that truth.

Katurally, though perhaps unfortunately, the man who
has discovered a truth, who sees it, knows it, and can

no longer doubt it, is generally veiy indiflferent as to

whether other people can be made to see it and accept

it. He knows it will conquer in the end, and he feels

that he has more important work to do than to convert

the heathen. Truth, he knows, is in no hurry. The

Copernican theory was laughed at, it was anathe-

matised, it was refuted by the highest authorities, but

it lived on for all that ; and, what is more wonderful

still, it is at present accepted as gospel by millions,

whereas the numljer of tliose who really understand

it, and, if called upon, could defend it, might probably

be counted by hundreds only.

We have witnessed a similar triumph of truth in

our own days. When the old theory of evolution

—

das Werdeii—was once more taken up by such men
as Darwin, Wallace, Huxle}', Haeckel, O. Schmidt, and

others, it was laughed at, it was anathematised, it was
i-efuted by *the highest authorities, but it has lived on

for all that, and, what is most extraordinary, it is

preached at present most vociferously out of the mouths
of babes and sucklings.

It has been the same with the study of comparative

mytholog3^ The real workmen remained in their

quarry, quietly digging and sifting, and delighted if,

after years of patient toil, they were rewarded witli

one nugget, one safe equation, such as D3^aus= Zeus,

Daphne= Sanskrit Ah ana, Kerberos= Sanskrit ^'ar-

liara, &c. They were well laughed at, they were

vigorously anathematised, and yet, even in our own
lifetime, there is hardly a schoolboy left who does not
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know that Zeus is Dy aus. When one reads the amusing

and sometimes even scurrilous articles which facile

pens have poured out for years in Eno-lish and foreign

journals against comparative mythology and solar

myths, one cannot help thinking of that now famous

monkey who, as an unanswerable argument, was kept

swinging backward and forward in the Senate House

at Cambridge, performing its amusing capers over the

heads of Darwin and his friends, while the University

was conferring on the veteran sage the highest honours

which it can bestow on true genius and honest work,

the honorary degree of LL.D. Did that argume'nturti

ad simiaon prevail ?

But let us try to learn something even from that

swinging monkey. Why is there, at least among

a certain class of orthodox theologians and classical

scholars, so strong an objection to a comparative treat-

ment of Greek and Roman mythology? Mere con-

servatism, mere unwillingness to learn, will hardly

account for it. No doubt it is disagreeable, after one

has been accustomed to teach one thing, to be called

on suddenly to teach something quite different. There

is an indolent element in all of us which tempts us, if

possible, to ignore new doctrines and to elbow out

their apostles. It is still more disagreeable to be told,

as in the case of comparative philology and mythology,

that in order to study the new science or, at all events,

to be able to criticise its results, it is absolutely neces-

sary to Ijuy new tools—in fact, to learn Sanskrit.

Still there is no escape from this diva necessitas, unless

we adopt a strategical ruse which, even if for a time

it should be successful, reflects small credit on those

who resort to it.

B b 2
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In order to find an excuse for not studying Sanskrit,

and yet criticising the labours of Sanskrit scholars

and comparative philologists, great stress has been

laid on the fact that comparative philologists, even

those who know Sanskrit, often differ from each other,

and that therefore the study of Sanskrit can be of

little use. It is difficult to imagine a weaker, not to

say a meaner, argument. It was the same argument

that was used against the decipherers of hieroglyphic,

cuneiform, Umbrian, and Oscan inscriptions. They
were laughed at because the}^ differed from each other,

and they Avere laughed at because they differed from

themselves ; as if progress, or, as it is now called,

evolution, were possible without scholars differing

from themselves and differing from others.

I still remember the time when the late Sir George

Cornewall Lewis published his famous squib, ' In-

acriptio antiqua in Agro Bruttlo miper rejjerta

:

edidit et iiiterpretatus ed Johannes Brownius, A. 31.

u£dis Chrltti quondam ahimmus, Oxoniae, 186.2.'

All the laughers were then on his side, and comparative

scholars were assured that an English Chancellor of

the Exchequer had disposed of such men as Cham-
pollion, Bunsen, Burnouf, Rawlinson, Kirchhoff, Auf-

recht, Mommsen, et hoc genus omne, in the short

hours of leisure left him by his official duties. I M'as

truly sorry for Sir George Cornewall Lewis at the

time, and I believe he lived long enough to be truly

sorry himself for this jeu d'esprit, which, I confess,

reminded me always of an elephant trying to dance

on a rope. In his Astronomy of the Ancients he had
tried to show that, wherever the tradition of a lan-

guage had once been broken, it was impossible, by
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means of the comparative method, to decipher an

ancient inscription, wliether in Egypt, Persia, Italy,

or anywhere else. In his squib he gave a practical

illustration, showing tliat, by employing the same

comparative method, he was able to interpret any

inscription, even the following, which he proved

to be Umbrian :

—

HEYDIDDI-EPIDPLE

THECATANDTHEFIDDI.E

THECOWJUMPEDOVERTHEMOON
THELITTLEDOGLAUGHED

TOSEESUCHFINESPORT

ANDTHEDISHRANAWAYWITHTHESPOON.

Often was I asked at the time—now twenty-three

years ago—why I did not answer these attacks ; but,

with all respect for Sir George Cornewall Lewis, I felt

that no answer was deserved. Would an astronomer

feel called upon to answer, if the most learned Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer asked him, in his most solemn

way, whether he really thought that the sun did not

rise ? Would a chemist feel disturbed in his experi-

ments if he were told, even by the most jocular of

journalists, that by profusely mixing oxygen and

hydrogen he had never succeeded in producing a single

drop of water ? It is no doubt the duty of a journalist

to give his opinion about everything ; and it he does

it with real eapvit no one finds fault with him. He
may even, if he is persevering, stir up a certain amount

of what is called public opinion : but wdiat is public

opinion to a scholar and a lover of truth ? Of course,

if it can be shown that a Bopp or a Grimm has com-

pletely changed his opinion, or that those who followed

after them have convicted these great scholars of many
an error, the ignorant crowd will always say, ' Aha

!
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aha !
' Cut those who are quiet in the hind would, on

the contrary, be utterly disheartened if it were other-

wise, and if, in spite of constant moil and toil, the

Lest scholars were always to remain in the same

trench, never advancing a step in the siege of the

strong fortress of truth. What seems to me intoleraljle

is that persons who avowedl}' cannot form an in-

dependent opinion between two views, the one pro-

pounded by Bopp, the other by Grimm, should think

that they can dispose of two such giants by simply

saying, ' Aha ! aha ! they contradict each other !

'

It is strange that these read}^ critics, who, though

ignorant of Sanskrit, pride themselves on their know-

ledge of Greek and Latin, should be unaware that in

Greek and Latin philology great scholars conti'adict

themselves and contradict others (|uite as much as in

Sanskrit, Zend, Gothic, or comparative philology. The

Greek classics have been interpreted now for nearly

two thousand years—at Alexandria, at Rome, at Con-

stantinople, at Paris, Oxford, Cambridge, and Berlin.

No doubt a schoolboy, when reading his Homer,

imagines tliat the construction of every line is settled

Vjy his tutor, and the meaning of every word by his

Liddell and Scott. But every true scholar knows how
ditierent the real state of the case is ; how much un-

certainty attaches to the meaning of many words

;

how often scholars have changed their interpretation

of certain lines ; and how fiercely the highest authori-

ties contradict each other as to the true purport of

Homeric poetry and Homeric mythology. Let us open

the Odyt^sey, and in the very first line the best scholars

difter as to the meaning of noXvTpoTros and the gram-

matical analysis of hv^m. Ennius was right in ren-
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dering eVreTre (i.e. eV-o-e-n-e) by insece, an etymologically

identical form, identical also with the German wn-

saf/en, English to say. But, if he was right in this, it

follows that we mvist change eo-Trere, say, into ta-irdre,

1 )ecause it stands for ae-a^Tr-ere, and there is no excuse

for droj^ping the aspirate. As a matter of fact, some

of the MSS. read. eo-Trere. La Roche, however, and

other Homeric interpreters differ on this point, as on

many others.

But if Ennius was right in rendering hreire hy

iiit^ece, he was prohaljly wrong in taking -n \vTpoT7o<i in

tlie sense of vevstitus, as if it were Tio'kv\xi]Tfi. Y\oKvti)o-

7709 in our passage means no more than 09 jxaKa irokka

-nXuyxOq, according to a very common peculiarity of

Homeric diction. Still this again is an open question.

The very next word, TrAayx^'?. gives rise to a new

controversy as to whether it means ' he was tossed ' or

' made to wander.' I decidedly prefer the first meaning,

]»ut far greater authorities prefer the second.

And so we could go on from line to line, from page to

page, pointing out words and whole sentences on wliicli

doctors disagree,though no scholarwould venture to say

that it was useless therefore to read Homer. ^ There are

two classes of readers for Homer, as there are two classes

of readers for the Vedas. One class must accept what

either Sayar<a or a European editor lays down as the

law, just as schoolboys must accept what their master

tells them, whether out of Aristarchus or out of Merry

' What is tliG true meaning of danepx^^, Od. i. 20 ; of dr/jcKf'ws, Od.

i. 1(!9 ? How should we interiiret 0(U)v iv yovvaai Kfirat, Od. i. '267
;

how eeSm iu Od. i. 277; dvunata, Od. i. 320; uA(/)>/<7t^s, Od. i. 349;

upyi'is, Od. ii. 11 ; «u5f(€Aos, Od. ii. 167 ;
j/A.fo>, Od. ii. 243, &c.? Might

wo not say to some recent translators of Homer, Hie Rhodos, hie

salia ?
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and Munro. Another class of more advanced students

must judge for themselves. But no one would even

pass Moderations by simply saj'ing that Saya/?a

differed from Ludwig and Aristarchus from La Roche,

and that therefore they were probably all wrong. By
all means let us try to find out, for instance, what
Homer really meant by such a nam.e as Avfjeiphonte!<,

and what comparative pliilologists make of that

name. But if the two differ, let us not suppose

that it is a proof of superior knowledge and judg-

ment to proclaim our agnosticism, and to smile

at those who honestly try to decide between two
opinions instead of proudly proclaiming their own
incompetency.

Comparative mythology has many difficulties to

contend with, and it would not be honest to attempt to

hide them. But it would be cowardly to run away from

the trysting ground, and worse than cowardly to rail at

those wlio in the tournament of truth are sometimes

wounded, or even unseated by a powerful thrust.

Comparative is a name whicli has been assumed of

late by nearly all historical and natural sciences,

though, if we once understand the true method and
purpose of any single science, it would seem to be

almost superfluous to qualify it by that predicate.

There is no science of single tilings, and all progress

in human knowledge is achieved through comparison,

leading on to the discovery of what different objects

share in connnon, till we reach the widest generalisa-

tions and the highest ideas that are within the ken of

liuman knowledge.

Thus with regard to languages, tlie very first steps

in our knowledge of words are made by comparison.
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Grammar consists in a collection of words which,

though they ditier from each other, share certain

formal elements in common. These formal elements

are called grammatical elements, or suffixes, affixes,

prefixes, &c., and we are said to know the grammar of

a language when we have learnt under what conditions

different words undergo the same formal modifications.

Thus comparison leads in the first instance to a gram-

matical knowledge of a single language.

When, however, we proceed from a study of one to

a study of many languages, a new process of com-

parison begins. We observe that words in different

languages undergo the same or nearly the same modi-

fications, and by placing the paradigms of their de-

clension and conjugation side by side, we try to find

out on what points they agree and on what points

they differ, and we hope thus to discover in the end

the reasons why they sliould agree on certain points,

and why tliey shoiild differ on others.

Comparative philology deals partly with facts—
that is, the differences and coincidences that can be

observed in the material and formal elements of

language—partly with laws, using that word in the

huml:)le sense of ' something which is true of many
objects,' not as ro'/^ot mj/LiTobes ovpaviav hC aWepa TeKi'o)-

devres wv "OAd/xtto? TraTi]j) ijlovos, ovhe viv dvara (pv(ns

avepoiv €TiKT€v. These laws, or, more correctly, rules,

if once discovered, are to account for such similarities

and dissimilarities as give to each language its own
individual character.

This science of comparative philology, however,very

soon assumed three different aspects,and was cultivated

in three distinct schools, which may be called (1) the
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etymological or genealogical, (2) the analogical, and

(3) the psijihological.

In comparing such languages as Latin, Greek, and

Sanskrit, it was soon found that they were really

varieties of one and the same historical prototype, that

they pointed to a conmion origin, and that all their

ditferences must be accounted for either by 2^lionetic

corru2^tion or by diahdic grouth. The comparative

study of these languages became therefore genealogical,

or, in grammatical phraseology, etymological.

Starting from a certain number of radical and

formal elements (the latter being themselves radical

elements of an earlier period), the principal object of

the genealogical or etymological school has always

been to discover the system according to which these

elements were combined into words, and to determine

the laws which regulate the phonetic changes of words,

either in the same or in different languages. These

laws are sometimes treated as natural laws, which,

however, means no more than that tliey admit of no

exception, except such as can be accounted for by new

laws.

The next school, the analogical, or, as it might also

be called, the dialectic, tries to discover what in the

same or in different languages is not identical, hnt yet

analogous. While the genealogical school looks upon all

cognate languages as dialects developed from one ideal

KOLin'], the dialectic school looks upon each language as

the result of a previous independent growth, and thus

is able to account for freedom and variety in single

languages as well as in whole families of speech, as

against the iron laws of phonetic change established

ly the etymological school.
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It would be impossible, for instance, or at all events

undesirable,' to treat, say, the Ionic dialect as a cor-

ruption of the /Eolic, or the vEolic as a corruption of

the Ionic. The same applies to High German and

Low German, to Sanskrit and Prakrit, to Cymric
and Gadhelic. These are all independent streams of

language, which it is as hopeless to trace back to one

common source, as it is to discover the one small

source of the Nile or even of the Thames. They spring

indeed from the same geological stratum, and they

follow parallel courses under similar conditions, but

they are not yet one stream of water or of speech,

kept in by the same shores and moving on in the same
bed. Even after their confluence the peculiar colours

of what I call dialectic growth remain, and help us to

account, by true or false analogy, for that want of

uniformity or regularity which the etymological school

postulates with unyielding severity.

Thus dvau in Sanskrit, bvco in Greek, duo in Latin

are phonetic varieties of one and the same type. They
are identical in orifrin, and their differences can be

accounted for by phonetic laws. But Sanskrit d v i t iy a,

the second, and Greek hevrepos are not identical in

origin. They are dialectic forms, sprung from the

same etymological stratum, not the products of one

and the same creative act.

Nevertheless it is in cognate languages only that we
could account for such words as Sanskrit pratham a,

the first, Trpwro?, primus, and Gothic fruma. These

are all analogous formations, only they must not be

treated as varieties of one common prototype. Tlieir

differences are not due to the influence of phonetic

* See Lectures on the Science of Language, vol. i. p. 55 seq.
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modification, wliich can be reduced to a law, but to tlie

freedom of dialectic growth, which must be accepted

as a fact.

I cannot enter more fully into this sul)ject at

present, but I may remark that it is the disregard

of this distinction between phonetic modification and

dialectic growth which, at the present moment, seems

to me to have led to a series of misunderstandings

between the most prominent representatives of com-

parative philology.^

This comparison of various languages, after it had

led to the discovery of the great families of human
speech, and settled the principles according to which

cognate languages should be analysed and explained,

opened in the end a still wider prospect, and disclosed

before our eyes not only what was common to Greek

and Latin, to Hebrew and Arabic, to Finnish and

Hungarian, but what was common and essential to

all languages, what constitutes in fact the nature

of language in general, and indirectly the nature of

thought.

This kind of study, comparative in the widest sense,

though it aimed at the discovery of the highest philo-

sophical truth, does not depend for that discovery on

abstract reasoning, but differing from all former at-

tempts to construct a science of general grammar and
of logic, it takes its materials entirely from the facts

supplied by that infinite number of languages in which
the power of language and thought has become
realised. It matters little whether we call this branch

' G. Curtius, Zur Krifik derneuesten Bpraclifurschung, 188.5 ; Delhriick,

Die veiieste SpradiforRclmng, 18S5 ; Brugiuaiin, Zum heutigm Sland der

Sprachwissenschuft, 1885.
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of comparative philology psychological or ethno-

psychological, as long as we see clearly that it aims

at explaining that intellectual development which has

its outward form in language, and that it derives its

materials entirely from a careful study of the different

types of human speech, so far as they are still acces-

sible to the student of the present day. To me that

branch of the science of language seems to transcend

the powers of the present generation, and to belong

to the future of our race. But I look to it as the final

consummation of all that has ever claimed the name
of philosophy, as the solution of all psychological,

logical, and metaphysical problems, and in the end as

the only true key to our knowledge of the Self.

What applies to comparative philology applies

mutatis mutandis to comparative mythology. That

name has been applied to every kind of comparison of

gods and heroes, of myths, legends, and stories. But

in order to avoid misunderstandings and barren dis-

cussions, we ought to divide comparative mythology

also into three branches, which may be defined as (1)

the etymological or genealogical, (:2) the analogical,

(3) the psychological or ethno-psychological.

The etymological branch of comparative mythology

places the names and stories of certain gods and

heroes side by side, and tries to prove that these names

were derived from prototypes common to certain

families of speech. As its object is not only to com-

pare, but to identify these names, and the personalities

to whom they belong, it is clear that this branch of

comparative mythology can deal with the traditions

of such languages only as have been proved to be

connected genealogically. It is natural, therefore, that
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this special domain of reseai'ch should have been

almost exclusively cultivated by critical scholars,

and that the evidence to which they appeal should

be entirely etymological, and under the sway of the

strictest phonetic laws.

The second branch, the analogical, might claim for

itself the principal right to the name of comparative

mythology, for it is chiefly occupied with comparing

myths and legends, without attempting to identify

them. Like the etymological school it confines itself

to the myths of cognate languages, but after having

shown how many different names and personifications

may attach themselves to the principal objects of

mythological thought, such as the sun, the moon, the

sky, the earth, fire, and water, storms and lightning,

and in how many different ways the same story may
be told of these polyonymous objects, it proceeds to

a comparison of myths which, though not identically

the same, must have sprung from the same common
stratum, and thus takes possession of a far larger area

of mythological thought as the common property of

a race than could be claimed by purely etymological

tests. This analogical process has its dangers, like

all purely morphological comparisons, but it forms

nevertheless an almost indispensable supplement to

the genealogical treatment of m3^thology.

While both the genealogical and the analogical

schools confine themselves to a comparison of mytho-
logies which are handed down to us in languages held

together by the ties of a connnon origin, the psycho-

logical or ethno-psychological school soars higher, and
comprehends the mythologies of all mankind. There

is nothing in all the mythologies of the world that
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cannot be'compared. What Heine said to an ethuo-

psychological lover

—

Und, me in Herz, was Dir gefiillt,

Alles, AUes, darfst Du lieben,

may be said to an ethno-psychological mythologist

—

Und, mein Freund, was Dir gefiillt,

Alles, Alles, darfst vergleichen.

It is a most fascinating, though no doubt at tlie

same time a somewhat dangerous, study, unless it is

carried on by men of a scholarlike instinct and his-

torical tact. Its charm consists not only in the dis-

covery of the most surprising coincidences in the

mythologies, the customs, and traditions of distant

races, distant in space as well as in time, civilised and
uncivilised, ancient and modern, but in the discovery

of the general motives which alone can account for

such similarities. It becomes, in fact, an historical

psychology of the human race (VdlkerjJ&ychologie), and
promises in time results of the highest value, not only
to the historian, but to the philosopher also.

Comparative mythology rests, as we saw, and can
only rest, on comparative philology, and such has been
the constant advance of that science, particularly with
regard to the laws which regulate the interchange of

consonants and vowels, that many etymological iden-

tifications which seemed quite legitimate fifty years

ago cannot be considered so any longer. My own
conviction has always ])een that phonetic laws cannot
lie administered in too Draconian a spirit, and that

tliere ought to be no difference made in appl^dng them
either to vowels or to consonants. It is far better to

leave an etymology, however tempting, as unproven
for a time than to tamper with a single phonetic law.
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But, with regard to mj^thological names," I confess

that I myself have been guilty sometimes of pleading

for circonstances attenuantes, and I must do so once

more. I pointed out many years ago, first, that all

mythology was in its origin local or dialectic, and

tliat therefore we must be prepared in mythological

names for dialectic variations, which we should not

tolerate in other nouns and verbs. Even in one of

my latest papers {Internationale Zeitschrift fur all-

(jemeine Sprachtvissenschaft, vol. i. p. 214), where

I compare Zephyros with the Vedic G a hush a, I had to

remark, ' Scholars might differ as to Sanskrit g being

represented by Greek (; but that on Greek soil y and

( vary dialectically can be seen from yevcraadat and

(evcraa-daL, eTnCapeco by the side of jSapvs, Sanskrit

guru, Tre^u^oVe? and Tre^^uyoVe?,' &c.

Secondl}', I pointed out, likewise many years ago,

that it was almost an essential condition, before

a name could assume a truly mythological character,

that, by some accident or other, its etymological

meaning should have been somewhat obscured. Words

like Hemera, day, Xyx, night, Helios, sun, Selene,

moon, may send out a few mythological offshoots, but

it is chiefly round dark and decaying names, such as

Knktor and Pollux, Apollo and Athene, that the

mythological ivy grows most luxuriantly.^

But though I have occasionally claimed the liberty

to account in this way for a phonetic irregularity in

a mythological name, I have always done so with due

warning, and have drawn a very sharp line between

comparisons which are phonetically unimpeachable

and those which admit of doubt. It seems hard,

' See Baiifey, Tiitonia Athana, pp. 8, 9.
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however, to have to defend mythological comparisons,

when one has to deal with critics who know neither

the phonetic law^s nor their recognised exceptions.

I fully admit, for instance, that the old phraseology,

that an initial d is lost in Sanskrit asm, as compared

with Greek haKpv, or that Greek 8 in haKpv is changed

into Latin I in lacrutna, is not strictly accurate. No
h, being once Greek, was ever changed into a Latin I

;

no Greek h was ever lost in Sanskrit. All this is

quite true, and I have myself often pointed out the

dangers of that old-fashioned way of speaking, though

I must confess at the same time that there is con-

siderable difficulty in finding better expressions. But

will anybody contend that asru, tear, in Sanskrit,

being evidently derived from a root as, to cut, to be

sharp, and haKpv, tear, being evidently derived from

a root das, to bite, have nothing whatever in common,

and that they do not owe their origin to a common
concept or metaphor, and therefore to a common
creative act 1 "Without wishing to pronounce in any

way as to the origin of such parallel roots as as, to

be sharp, and das, to bite, no one can deny their

simultaneous existence in the common Aryan treasury.^

From as, to be sharp (in every sense of that word),

we get in Sanskrit asra and asri, point, edge, in

Latin acus, deer, in Greek aKpo^ and a/cpts; and as

acidus, from meaning sharp, comes to mean bitter and

sour, asru in Sanskrit and Zend, dszara in Lithua-

nian, came to mean a bitter tear. From das, to bite

(bitter, from Sanskrit bhid, Latin findo), we have

1 Fick derives agni from the root dali, and Holzmann points

out that the goddess Da nay n in the Mahabhiirata appears as

Anayu in the Harivajwsa (A. Holzmann, Agni, p. 34).

VOL. IV. C C
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luKpv, dacrinna, Gotliic tagr, English tear; and wlio

can doulit that all these words meant originally the

biting or bitter tear ? Of course we can doubt every-

thing, as it alwaj^s sounds so much more learned to

doubt than to accept, and the temptation to shake

one's head is very great. But for that very reason it

deserves an occasional sharp rebuke, such as Professor

Pott, for instance, has lately administered to a learned

colleague, when he writes, ' Naturally the determined

tone of the Professor's veto, "The comparison with

baKpv is as little justified as that of ahan with day,"

sio;nifies nothing.' ^

But now let us grant, for the sake of argument,

that asru and 8a/cpu are entirely unconnected, and

that therefore the Vedic Ahan a, dawn, cannot be

compared with Greek Daphne. Even then Daphne
remains the dawn, as I endeavoured to show many
years ago.^ That German tag, English day, comes

from the root dah, to burn, has never been doubted,

I believe, even by those who think doubt the highest

proof of wisdom (see Pott, Etym. Forsch. vol. iii.

p. 825 seq ) ; and my opinion that the Sanskrit ahan,

day, may be derived from a parallel root ah, has at

all events the support of one of my most determined

adversaries, the veteran Professor Pott. If ahan is

day, what can Ah an a be but the dawn? And if

from ahan we get Ah an a, why . not from dah,

Dahana'? It is well known that the h in Sanskrit

roots is the neutral representative of gh, dh, and bh.

The gh of dah actually appears in Sanskrit nidagha,
heat. All I claim, therefore, is that it may be ad-

' Etymohigische Forschrmgen, vol. ii. part iv. p. 510.

* Comparative Mythology, 1856. See Chips, vol. iv. p. 98.
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mitted that we have in Daphne a remnant of the root

dahh by the side of dali^ as we have gah by the side

of gabh, grah by the side of grabh, nah by the

side of nabh, &e. Daphne means the burning or

bright one, and there is actually the Thessalian form

Aav)(vi1 for ^d<pvi].

If we once know that Phoihos meant the sun, and

that Daphne could have meant the dawn, we shall

probably not look very far for an explanation of the

Greek saying that the dawn fled before the sun, and

vanished when he wished to embrace her.

But why, it may be asked, was Daphne supposed

to have been changed into a laurel tree? Ethno-

psychological mythologists will tell us that in Samoa,

Sarawak, and other savage countries men and women
are supposed to be capable of turning into plants, and

that, as the Greeks were savages once, they no doubt

believed the same, and that we need therefore inquire

no further. Now, with all possil:)le respect for ethno-

psj^^chologists, I cannot think that this would be much
more than explaining ignotuni yer ignotlus. The

question that everyl)ody would ask is, V^hy, then,

did the Samoans and Sarawakians and other savages

believe that men and women were turned into trees 1

Neither totemism surely, nor fetishism, nor tabuism,

or any other ethnological ism would help them to

that belief. Then why should not the classical scholar

be allowed to look for a key nearer home, and when
he finds that the laurel, being a wood that burns

easily, was called therefore bd(pvr], or fire wood, why
should he not be allowed to say that the legend of

Daphne, the dawn, being changed into dapliae, the

.' Cf. Sanskrit dahra = dab bra.

C C 2
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laurel tree, may have been due to the influence of

language on thought, to some self-forgetfulness of

language—in fact, to the same influence which induced

people to fix a brazen nose on the gate of Brasenose

College, and to adopt an ox passing a ford as the

arms of Oxford?

Wiirum in die Feme scliwoifen?

Sieh, das Gute liegt so nab !

Whether cases of identity of names, like that of

DaplcTie and daphne, are at the bottom of the more

general belief that men and women can be turned

into plants, is a far more difiicult question to answer,

and before we generalise on such matters it is better

to inquire into a number of single cases, such as those

of Hyacinthus, Narcissus, and others, in Greece and

elsewhere. We shall find, I believe, here as elsewhere,

that the same eflect is not always due to the same

causes, but, unless we find some kind of cause, com-

parative mythology might indeed be called a collection

of rubl)ish, but not a museum of antiquities. To say

that a legend of a woman being changed into a tree

is explained when we have shown that it is quite

natural to a race which believes in women being

changed into trees, is surely not saying very much.

When one has carefully reasoned out a mythological

equation, and supported all the points that might

seem weak by means of analogies, as I believe I may
say I had done in the case of Ahana= Daphne, it

seems rather hard to be told afterwards by M. Ber-

gaigne, who certainly does not belong to the straightest

school of philology, that ' M. Max Miiller restituait au

nom ^'Aliand un d pour en faire I'^quivalent (ou a

pen pres) du nom de Daphne, et retrouver dans la
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nymphe grecque une soeur de I'aurore vedique.' ^ After

this flippant kind of criticism, how can M. Bergaigne

complain of the somewhat rough handhng he has

often experienced from German scholars ?

But though I believe that in the eyes of unprejudiced

scholars my equation D 8i\\ank= Daj^hne requires no
longer any defence, I ought perhaps to say a few
words on another equation, namely, Ah ana =:^^7ie7ie,^

which has provoked more powerful criticism. The
change between h and gh, dh, bh, has been referred

to before. We have here an instance of Sanskrit

]i = Greek th, or of Greek x = ^> which is not only

amply confirmed as between Sanskrit and Greek, Ijut

exhibited dialectically, in Greek itself, as in opvL6os =
opvixos, lxiJ-o. — lOixa, &c. The suffix added to the root

ad is the same which we find in Selene and elsewhere,

and the change between ana and ana is likewise

perfectly regular.^

Phonetically, therefore, there is not one word to be

said against Ah an a= ^^/<erte,* and that the morning
light offers the best starting-point for the later growth
of Athene has been proved, I believe, beyond the reach

of doubt or even cavil. Her birth from the head of

Zeus, Sanskrit murdha Diva A, explains her name
Cap{i)ta, Koryphasia (eK Kopv(j>i]s),^ and her wisdom,

her valour, her purity, all point to the same source.

' Religion Vediqve, vol. iii. p. 293.

^ Lectures on the Sc'ence of Language, vol. ii. p. 349.

' See Kuhn, Herahkiwft, p. 28.

^ As I have shown elsewhere, the root ah, to shine, and in aha,
to speak {cf.\>\\i\ = (p-qni), shows its independent radical dental in

attha, Piuz. VIII. 2, 35, and this substantiates the 6 in Athene in

spite of the z in Zend azan, Sk. ah an, and in Zend daz, Sk. dah.
^ Bcrgk, Neue Jahrh. fiir Philol. 1830, pp. 295, 410.
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But altiiongh nothing really important could be

brought forward against my equation A liana =
Athene, the fact that another scholar had propounded

another etymology seemed to offer a great opportunity

to those who imagine that by simply declaring them-

selves incompetent to decide between two opinions

they can prove both to be wrong. Now Benfey's

etymology^ of Athene is certainly extremely learned,

ingenious, and carefully worked out
;
yet whoever will

take the trouble to examine its phonetic foundation

will be bound in connnon honesty to confess that

it is untenable. We are dealing here with facts that

admit of almost mathematical precision, though, as in

mathematics, a certain knowledge of addition "and

subtraction is indispensable for forming a judgment.

I speak of the phonetic difficulties only, for, if they

cannot be surmounted, we need not inquire any
further.

If it could be proved that Greek and Sanskrit had

no mythological names in common, there would, of

course, be an end of comparative mythology in the

narrow sense of the word. We might still be able to

compare, but we could no longer think of identifying

gods and heroes, who have no common name, and
therefore no common origin. We can identify Ahura
and V arun a, but we must allow their independent

starting-points. We can compare Jupiter, Jehovah,

and Unkulunkulu, l>ut we cannot identify them. We
should find many things which these three supreme
deities share in common, only not their names—that

is, not their original conception. We should have in

^ Tritonia Aflimta, Femiitinum des Ztndisdicn TJirdetdna dthu-ijdna.

Gottingen, 1S(J8.
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fact morphological comparisons, which are very inter-

esting in their way, but not wliat we want for

historical purposes, namely, genealogical identifica-

tions.

It is curious that it should be necessary to repeat

these things again and again, but what is self-evident

seems often to require the strongest proofs. It is one

thing to co'nipare, and there are few things that can-

not be compared, but it is quite a different thing to

icleiitify; and what I maintain is that no two deities

can be identified, unless we can trace them back to

the same name, and unless we can prove that name
to have been the work of one and the same original

name-giver. This is a point that must be clearly

apprehended, if further discussions on mythology are

to lead to any useful results. But when the pre-

paratory work of the etymologist has been achieved —
when we can show, for instance, that the Sanskrit

name for dawn, Us has, is the same as the Greek Eos
;

that the Sanskrit name for night, Nis, is but a dia-

lectic variety of the same Ijase which we have in Nt'f

and Xox (noc-titi); that Dyaus is Zeus, and Agni,

fire, is ign is-—what then ? We then have, first of all,

irrefrao;able evidence that these names existed before

the Aryan separation ; secondly, we know that, what-

ever character may have been assigned to the bearers

of these mythological names in later times, their

original conception must have been that which their

etymology discloses ; thirdly, that whatever, in the

shape of story and legend, is told of them in common
in the mythologies of different countries must liave

existed before the final break-up of the Aryan family.

This is what constitutes comparative mythology in
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the strict, or, if you like, in the narrow sense of the

word, and this domain must be kept distinct both

from the analogical and from the paydialogleal divi-

sions of comj)arative mythology.

To take an instance : If I have succeeded in proving

the phonetic identity of Ceres and Sanskrit sarad,

autumn or the ripening season, a solid foundation is

laid. That foundation must be examined by scholars,

and no one who is not an expert has anything to say

here. He must simply accept what is given him, and,

if he cannot himself decide between two opposite

opinions, he must at all events not try to pose as

a Hercules. Neither common sense nor even forensic

eloquence will here be of any avail.

Now it is well known that the Romans had their

OMm etymology of Ceres. Servius {V. G. i. 7) says*
' alma Ceres a creando dicta, quamvis Sabina Cererem

panem appellant.' If this were true, Ceres would

originally have been conceived as creatrix. We know
that the ancient Romans did not pretend to be more

than folk-etymologists, and even they would hardly

have found a bridge from creare to Ceres. Modern
etymologists,^ however, have taken the hint, and have

proposed to derive Ceres from the Sanskrit root Kar,

to make, from which they also derive Cerus or KeruSy

a creative genius, invoked in the Carmen Saliare as

Cerus Martus, applied to Janus, and supposed to

mean creator bonus. Preller goes so far as to connect

with these names the word cerfus (the Vedic sard ha)

of the Umbrian inscriptions, which is utterly im-

possible.

Leaving Cerus for further consideration, we cannot

^ Preller, Bomische Mytliologie, p. 403. * Ibid. p. 70.
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deny that plioiietically Ceres mi;L;'ht be derived from

the root Kar, as well as from the root aar, to ripen.

This is a dilemma which we liave often to face, and

where we must have recourse to wliat may be called

the history and geogi'aphical distribution of roots.

No purely phonetic test can tell us, for instance,

whether Vesta, Greek 'Eorta, is derived from vas,

to dwell, or from vas, to shine, to say nothing of

other roots. Curtius derives it from vas (ush), to

shine forth, from which vasu, the bright gods, bright

wealth, &c., because the goddess was first the fire and

afterwards the hearth and the home. Roth derives

it from vas, to dwell.^ I prefer vas, to shine forth,

l)ecause the root vas, to dwell, has left few, if any,

traces in Latin.^

I feel the same objection to Kar-, to make, as the

etymon of Ceres which I feel to vas, to dwell, as the

etymon of Vebta. First of all the root kar (or skar)

does not mean to create even in Sanskrit, but to

fashion, to perform ; secondly, there is hardly one

certain derivation of kar in Latin, for both cerus and

creo, cresco, &c., seem extremely doubtful. Grassmann,

who rejected the derivation from Kar, proposed to

derive Ceres from kri'sh, to draw a furrow. But

k?'ish never occurs in the North Aryan languages in

the sense of ploughing, nor is Ce}'es the deity of

ploughing or sowing, but of reaping. I therefore

prefer the root sar, which means to heat, to cook,

to ripen; from it sr^ta, roasted, and sarad, harvest,

1 Kuhn's Zeifschrift, vol. xix. pp. 22, 218.
'^ Beiifey {Hermes, p. 37) points out how the root pat has in San-

skrit the meaning of moving upwai'd, flying ; in Greek of falling

downward, iriTrTOj ; in L:\tin of moving forward, x>eto.
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autumn. A secondary root is sra, caus. srap ay.

From this root we have in Greek Kapiros, the ripe

fruit; corpus, like sarira, the ripe fruit of the body

(Leihesfrucht) ; and, more distantly rehited, cal-eie,

cre-mare, &c.

Now, considering that even the German Herhst, the

English hawed, comes from this root, Avhat doubt can

there remain that Ce)-es is 6-arad,^ and was an old

name of harvest ? What was the true substratum of

>S'arad and Ceres, whether the time of harvest or

the earth at the time of harvest, the harvest sun or

tlie harvest moon, which seemed every year to cause

the ripening temperature—these are questions im-

pijssible to answer. When the concept of deity had

once come in, definite thought became unnecessary,

and the poet claimed perfect freedom to conceive his

Ceres as suited his imagination. How early the

liarvest, the furrow (Sita), the field (Urvara), the

days, the seasons of the year were raised to the rank

of goddesses may be seen from the invocations ad-

dressed to them at the domestic sacrifices - of the

Brahmans. Almost all that we are told of Ceres as

an aboriginal Italian deity can be fully explained by
this her etymological character, and with this the

task of the comparative mythologist is finished. Her
absorption by the Greek Demeter, and all that fiows

' On the final d and s see my article on 'Ceres' in Kuhn's Zeii-

scliiift, vol. xviii. p. 211.
^ Paraskara, Gn'hya-Sutra, III. 17, 9. Sita, the furrow, in later

times the wife of Et\ma, is here invoked as the wife of Indra.
Urvara is ap-vpa; from Sita and sitya, frumentnm, may have
come aiTos. On the days, as thirty sisters, see Paraskara, G)/liya-

Siitra. III. 3, 5, a ; on the seasons and the year. III. 2, 2. Sarad
is invoked in the same place as abhaya, free from dani^ers.
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from it, Lelono-s to the domain of the classical scholar,

and need not detain us at present.

It seems to me that after the etymology of a myth-

ological name has once been satisfactorily settled, we

have not only the real starting-point in the history

of a deity or a hero, hut also a clear indication of the

direction which that history followed from the first.

I look in fact on these etymologies and on the equa-

tions between the names of deities in different cognate

languages as the true capital of comparative myth-

ology, and on every new discovery as an addition to

our wealth. If we want to know the real founders

and benefactors of comparative mythology, we must

look for them among those who discovered such

equations as Dyaus = Zeus and defended them

against every objection that could reasonably be

raised against them.

Still it often happens that, after we have estab-

lished the true meaning of a mythological name, it

seems in no way to yield a solution of the character

of the god who bears it. No one can doubt the

phonetic identity of the names Haritas in Sanskrit

and x«P'^f? ill Greek, but the former are the horses

of the rising sun, the latter show no trace whatever

of an equine character, Kuhn supposed that Pro-

metlieus took its origin from the Vedic pramantha,

yet pramantha is only the stick used for rubbing

wood to produce a fire, Prometheus is the wisest of

the sons of the Titans. Sarameya in Sanskrit is

a dog, Hermeias a god ; Kerleros in Greek is a dog,

>S'arvari in Sanskrit is the night. The Maruts in

the Veda are clearly the gods of the thunderstorm,

but there are passages where they are addressed as
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powerful gods, as givers of all good things, without

a trace of thunder and lightning about them. We
see, in fact, very clearly how here, as elsewhere, the

idea of gods of the thunderstorm became gradually

generalised, and how in the end the Maruts, having

once been recognised as divine beings, were implored

without any reference to their meteorological origin.

Strange as this may seem, it could hardly be other-

wise in the ancient world. If one poet became the

priest of a family, if one family became supreme in

a tribe, if one tribe became by conquest the ruler

of a nation, the god praised by one individual poet

could hardly escape becoming the supreme god of

a nation, and having become supreme, would receive

in time all the insignia of a supreme deity. In the

Veda the old supreme deity of the bright sky, Dyaus,
who remained to the end the supreme god among
Greeks and Romans, is visibly receding, and his place

is being taken by a god, unknown to the other Aryan
nations, and hence probably of later origin, Indra.

Indra v/as originally a god of the thunderstorm, the

giver of rain (indra, like indu, rain-drops), the ally

of Rudras and Maruts, but he was soon invested

with all the insignia of a supreme ruler, residing

in heaven, and manifested no longer in the thun-

der-storm only, but in the light of heaven and the

sjDlendour of the sun.

Something very like this has happened among the

Teutonic nations. With them too Tlu, the Teutonic

reflex of Dyaus, has receded and his place has been

taken by a god who, to judge from the etymology of

his name and many of the legends told of him, even

after he attained his divine supremacy, was originally
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a god of storm and thunder. The gods of storm and

thunder were naturally represented as fighting gods,

as brave warriors, and in the end as conquerors ; and

with warlike nations, such as the Germans, such gods

would naturally become very popular, more popular

even than the god of light, who was supposed to live

enthroned in silent majesty above the dome of heaven,

tlie one-eyed seer, the husband of the earth, tlie

All-father. I speak of course of the High German
Wuotan, the Norse Odin}

It is possible, of course, to study the history of

mythological gods and heroes, even without knowing

the etymology of their names. There are many
ordinary words of which we shall never know the

etymology, because they belong to a stratum of

language of which little or nothing is left. They
generally belong to the most ancient formations, and

lie about like boulders among the strata of a different

age. And these are the very words that would pro-

voke folk-etymology and folk-mythology, just as

large boulders scattered on a meadow provoke village

letxends. But in dealing with such words we become

painfully aware how difficult it is, without etymo-

logical guidance, to settle on the starting-point and

the first direction of a myth. We grope about, but

we cannot put down our foot determinately, while

as soon as we know the etymology we feel that we
have found the true source of our river, and how-

ever much that river may meander afterwards, we
know whence it draws its real life.^ With mytho-

» See Academy, ' Odin,' 1884, p. 99.

' Otfried Miiller, Prolegomena zh etner wissenschaftHchen Mythologie,

1825, says (p. 285) :
' Die Namen sind grOsstentheils mit den Mytlien
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logical beings there can be nothing earlier than their

name, because they are names in the true sense of the

word—that is, they are rtomina or gnomi^ia, con-

cepts, by which alone we knoiv a thing, however long

we may have seen, or heard, or smelt, or felt it before.

No doubt the sun was there before it was named,

but not, till he was named, was there a Savitar,

a Push an, a Mitra, a Helios, or an Apollo. It is

curious that this should require any proof, for to

any one acquainted with the true relation between

what we call language and thought it is self-evident.

Some writers on mythology speak of Ju'p'der and

Juno as of a well-known couple, who quarrelled and

scolded each other, and did a number of things more
or less extraordinary, and whose names are really of

no importance at all. The idea that Jupiter, and

Apollo, and AtJiene are names and nothing but names
sounds almost like heresy to them. Zeus, according

to them, was the child of Hhea, was swallowed and
iDrought up again by Kronos, was educated in Crete,

and, after conquering his father, became king of gods

and men. I hold, on the contrary, that Zeus was
liorn when Dyaus, the sky, was for the first time

addressed as masculine and called father, Dyausli
pita, and that the whole of his subsequent career

follows almost as a matter of course, if we once know
his true beginning. The question of mythology
forms part of the philosophy of language, and will

never be fully solved till we see that the first and

zngleich geworden, und hal.ien eine eben so nationale iind lokale

Eiitstehung ;' and again: ' Dass die Etymclogie ein Haupthilfs-

mittel zur Erkliirung der Mythen ist, mochte fecliweilich bezweil'elt

werdeu konnen.'
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last word in all philosophy can be spoken by the

philosophy of language only.^

It is far better, however, to leave mythological

names which resist etymological analysis unexplained

than to attempt to explain them in violation of

phonetic rules. The etymological domain of myth-

ology must be allowed to remain sacred ground,

which no one should enter with unwashen hands.

There is really no conceit in saying this, for the same

rule applies to all professions. It may sound con-

ceited to outsiders, but as little as a chemist would

allow a bishop, however clever he may be, to try

experiments with his chemicals can an etymologist

allow a lawyer, however eminent as a pleader, to

play pranks M'itli roots, and suffixes, and phonetic

laws. It is quite true that there are mishaps and

even explosions in chemical laboratories, nor do philo-

logical laboratories enjoy an immunity from such

accidents. But even an explosion may not be too

nmch to pay if only it teaches us what causes an

explosion, and helps us to be more prudent in future.

We must work on quietly and methodically, and on

no account must we allow ourselves to be interrupted

l)y men who do not know the A B C of our pro-

fession.

Scholars understand each other, and they soon

yield to argument. What was more tempting than

to identify the Sanskrit Samasa (8tao-Keiij/) with

"()//7|/*os 1 Yet it was given up almost as soon as it

was thought of, for the simple reason that s between

* 'Das Wort nicacht, daari sich die Seele den in demselben ge-

gebenen Gegenstand vorstollt' (Humboldt, Grundsiige des aUgent(^imn

%)'ac/(^/2)'(s). See Teclimer's Ziifsclirift, vol. i. p. 390.
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two vowels does not appear in Greek as r. The

Vedic Soma, the Old Norse S6n (gen. sonar), even

the Greek ohos, seem closely allied drinks; yet who
would identify their names ?^ It seems sometimes

very hard to surrender, or at all events to mark as

doubtful, an etymology which is all right, except

perhaps in one consonant, one spiritus, one shade of

a vowel; but it must be done. Benfey's argument,

for instance, that (p. 20) 'in Athana five elements

of the Greek word correspond entirely and in the

same order to five out of the seven elements in

Aptyana,' tells against him, not for him. If all but

one single letter agreed, the two words would not be

the same ; nay, sometimes when all letters are the

same the two words may still be, and generally are,

as distinct as Himmel and Himalaya, Atli and

Attila. Though, for instance, every letter is the

same in the two words, I at once surrendered the

equation Sarama = Helena when it was pointed out

to me that Helena had originally an initial digamma

;

and I only ventured to defend the identification once

more, when it had been shown on how slender evi-

dence that initial digamma rested, and how often

a so-called digamma had taken the place of an

original s and y!^

I gave up the tempting equation of Briseis =
B/'isayasya seshas as soon as my attention was
called to the fact that s between two vowels ought

to have disappeared in Greek. But I found out after-

wards that the s in Sanskrit cannot be an ordinary

s, because it resisted the transformation into sh, as

' See, however, Corpus Poei. Bar. vol. ii. p. 462.

* Science of Language, vol. ii. p. 588.
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in Greek it resisted the fate of ordinary sibilants

between vowels.

It is only due to the strict observation of johonetic

laws that comparative mythology has gained the

respect of true scholars, whether classical or Oriental.

As long as we deal with facts and laws—or, if that

sounds too grand a name, with rules and analogies

—

we are on firm ground and hold a fortress wellnigh
impregnable. Another advantage is that all w^arfare,

within or without that fortress, can be carried on
according to the strict rules of war, and when we
cross swords we cross them with true swordsmen.
Wild fighting is here out of the question, or if it

should be attempted it would only excite ridicule

among the ^^rewa; chevaliers. If a bold antagonist

challenged the legitimacy of Dyaus = Zeus, we must
meet him point by point, but if a wary critic chal-

lenges the diphthong oi in 'i'oijios = Bhava we must
yield at once. The diphthong oi does not point to

Gnna of u, but to Gnna, of i, and the mistake has

been as readily acknowledged as when Curtius

thought in former days that Ootp-q could be derived

from dvcti, while it is the same word as the Sk.

dhena.^

We have now to advance another step, and try to

make good a position which at one time was most
fiercely contested by all classical scholars.

Though the etymological analysis of names forms

the only safe foundation of comparative mythology, it

is the foundation only, and not the whole building.

The etymology of a mythological name may be per-

' Griindzi'dje, p. 484.

VOL. IV. D d
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fectly correct phonetically, and yet untenable for other

reasons. It stands to reason that no etymology can

be accepted which does not account for the original

character of the god or hero to whom it belongs. It

is clearly impossible, for instance, to derive Hermes

from (piJ.fiv€V€iv ^ and Evlnvys from epiwveiv, because

such derivations would account for the later chapters

only, but not for the introduction to the Lives of those

deities. If, then, we hold that the original character

of most Aryan gods was physical, we must also hold

that no etymology of a mythological name can be

acceptable which does not disclose the original physical

character of the god.^

Most of the etymologies suggested by later poets

and philosophers suffer from one and the same inherent

defect ; they are all calculated to explain the later

development of a god, as it was known at the time,

but not his original character. It is well known to all

classical scholai's liow completely the character of cer-

tain orods and heroes has chanfred even on Greek soil.

Popular etymologies too, a very rich source of modern
myths and legends, are almost always vitiated by this

defect.^

Thus, when looking out for an etymology of the

CJicirites, it would seem very natural to take them as

goddesses of grace (xa/us), just as we take Nike as the

goddess of victory. But then comes the question

why Charts should have been the wife of Hc/)Jtaistui<,

* Selected Essay/;, vol. i. pp. 447, 622. Chips, vol. iv. pp. 149, 150.

^ The 'Nature-gcdj'asWelcker snys, 'became enveloped in a web
of mythical fable, and emerged as a divine, humanised personality.'

See Miss A. Swanwick, ^schylus, p. xxi.

^ Lersfh, Spradi-Fhilvsvphie der AUe)i, vol. iii. p. lOS.
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like A2')hrodite ; why the Charites bathe and dress

Aphrodite ; why, in fact, they should have entered into

the very thick of Greek mythology. If Charis and the

Charites are old goddesses, they must have started from

some nook or corner in nature, and that nook or corner

can only be discovered by their name. Charis, as

I have tried to prove, is the same word as the Sanskrit

Harit, and the Haritas in the Veda are the bright

horses of the rising sun. Without, therefore, in the

least supposing that the Charites, too, must have passed

through that equine stage, we are justified in tracing

both the Charites and the Haritas back to the same
source, the bright rays of the rising sun.

It may seem difficult, no doubt, to trace so abstract

a concept as the Greek xapi's back to a root har, which
means to shine, to glow ; still we see in Sanskrit how
this root lends itself to the most varied applications,

and what is real in Sanskrit may surely be admitted

as 2^ossible in other Aryan languages.

In Sanskrit, by the side of har, we find the fuller

form ghar, to glow. From it we liave such words as

gh^^ina, heat, ghrrnn, pity, ghrtinn, pitiful, kind;

g\\rin\, heat, sunsliine, gharma, heat (t^ep/^o's), summer,
kettle, hot milk, ghriidi, melted butter, fat, &c.

The root har we find again in the verb hriniie,

he is angry, lit. he is hot against a person, and in the

verb haryate, he desires, i. e. he is hot after some-

thing. It is also used in the sense of to be pleased

with, and to love, as in haryata, desirable, grains,

while in hri, to be hot, it has come to mean to be

ashamed. Haras means lieat, fire, and force. Hari,

harina, harit, and harita, all meaning originally

shining and bright, have been used as names of colour,

D d I
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and assumed meanino-s which sometimes we must

render by yellow, sometimes by green. Out of these

hari and harit have become mythological names of

the horses of the sun or of Indra.

Here then we see clearly that the ideas of shining,

glowing, being hot, can be so modified as to express

warmth, kindness of heart, pity, pleasure, love, shame,

and likewise fierceness, anger, and displeasure.

That being so, I see no difficulty in deriving Greek

words, such as xopoTro?, bright-eyed (Sanskrit harya-
ksha), xaipo), I rejoice, ^apiCoixat, I am kind and favour-

able, yapa, joy, x«P'?> brightness, grace, from one and

the same root har, which in Latin has also left us

gratus and gratia in all their various aj)plications.

And here a problem presents itself to us which has

to be carefully examined, because it is due to a want
of a clear perception of all its bearings that different

scholars have diverged so Avidely in their views of

ancient mythology.

Supposing tliat Athene and Daphne were both

originally names of the dawn, should we be right in

sajdng that they were one and the same deity ? Many
scholars, I know, take that view, and are inclined to

trace the whole mass of Greek or any other mythology

back to a small number of physical sources. They
look, in fact, on the numerous deities as mere repre-

sentatives of a few prominent phenomena in nature.

If Aj)oIlon and Helios, for instance, can be shown to

have been originally intended for the sun, they would

treat them as one and the same divine subject. If

Hermes betrayed a solar character, he would share

the same fate. Dr. Roscher,^ for instance, in a very
^ Studiensur vergleichendcn Mydwloglc, i. 'ApoUon und Mars,' 1873.
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learned essay on Apollon and Mars, after showing the

same solar elements in the Greek and in the Italic

god, treats these two gods as identical.^

We cannot deny that such a treatment of mythology

has a certain justification, and we may see from such

papers as Dr. Roscher's that it may lead to very

valuable results. But we must not allow it to inter-

fere with the etymological treatment of mythological

names. According to the principles of the etymological

school, a deity begins from the moment it is named.

It could have no existence as a deity before it was

named. In Sanskrit, for instance, it is no doubt the

sun that is meant by such names as Surya, Aditya,

Savitar, Mitra, and in certain cases even by Agni,

Push an, and other names. But every one of these

names constitutes a separate mythological individu-

ality, and must be treated accordingly. Were we to

say that because Mitra is meant for the sun, Savitar

is meant for the sun, therefore both are the same

deity, we should be right perhaps logically, but cer-

tainly not mythologically. In mythology it is the

name which starts the god, and keeps one deity dis-

tinct from the other, and it is the name alone which

remains unchanged, however much everything else,

the character, the attributes, the legends, and the wor-

ship may change. There is in the name, and in the

name alone, that continuity which cannot be broken,

which lasts through centuries—nay, which binds to-

gether the mythology of countries as distant from one

another as India and Iceland. Other things may be

like each other, but the names alone can be said to

be identical, and in the names alone therefore rests

^ Ihid. p. 5.
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the Identity of mytliological personalities. Apollon

and Mars may share many things in common, as Dr.

Roscher has cleai-ly shown ; but they are different

from their very birth ; they are different as mytho-

logical subjects. It would be possible to find deities,

not only in Greek and Latin mythology, but in almost

every religion, representing, like Apollon and Mars,

the sun, as determining the order of years, seasons,

and months, as bringing back every spring the life of

nature, as conquering heroes, as patrons of clans, and

towns, and states. But though we might compare

them, we should never think of identifying them.

And here lies the fundamental difference between

what I call the Etymological and the Analogical

Schools of Comparative Mythology. I do not mean
to depreciate the results of the Analogical School

;

I only wish to keep the two distinct, and, by keeping

them distinct, to make them both work with greater

advantage for one common end.

And this distinction is by no means always so easy

as it may appear. In the earliest stage of mytho-

logical language, all names were, no doubt, cogiwniina

i-ather than nomina, intended for the sun or the

moon, the sky or the dawn, the earth or the sea.

Every one of these aspects of nature had many names,

and it was due to influences which are absolutely

lieyond the reach of our knoAvledge, whether one or

the other of these cognomina should become a nomen,

a nomen propriiim,Si new centre of other cognomina.

This period in the growth of mj^thology, the settling

of nomlna and cognomina of the principal deities of

a religious or political community, has hardly ever

been taken into consideration, and yet its influence on
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the later growth and organisation of mythology must

have been very important.

In Homer A'pollon has, no douht, become a substan-

tive deity. Still Flioebos occurs by himself about

nine times in the Iliad, and Pltoihos Ai^oUon or

Apollon Flioehos are found nearly half as often as

Apollon by himself, or with his usual epithets of

kKo.^pyo'i, apyvpoTo^o'i, 8zc. In the Odyssey and the

Hymns, Phoebos by himself occurs eleven times, Phoehos

Apollon eighteen times, while Apollon by himself or

with his usual epithets is found more than twice as

often as the two together.

It was therefore quite possil)le that Apollon and

Phcehos should have remained independent deities

—

nay, we may say that to certain poets Phoehos was

a different person from Apollon, quite as much as

Helios. But in time these two names of Phoehos and

Apollon converged so much that to certain minds they

presented one idea only, though even then it was

always Apollon who was determined by Pltoehos, not

Phcehos by Ap)ollon.

It is but seldom that we can watch this process

of crystallisation in mythology. When we become

acquainted with ancient, mythology through literary

channels that process is mostly finished. One out of

many names has become central, while all the rest

have clustered round it as mere mythological epithets.

Dr. Mehlis^ has pointed out how, in the case of

Hermes or Hermeius, the name of Argeiphontes, or the

two names, DiaJdoros Argeix)hontes, are still suiilcicntly

independent to allow Greek poets to use either by

itself. But he adds that, with the establishment of

' Ilcriitcs, pp. 1)8, 130.
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the dynasty of Zeus, the position of Hermes in the

circle of the gods became essentially changed. ' This

period, characterised by the hegemony of Zeus, differed

from the pre-Homeric time chiefly by the anthro-

pomorphising of all the gods, and the gradual disap-

pearance of their physical meaning. . . . The god of the

morning sun—the true Argeiijliontes ^—occupied a very

prominent place in the former cult of nature among
the Greeks, and was then very closely related to the

god of heaven, Zeus. This former pre-eminence he

retained even in the Olympian cult, but his original

function became more obscured, and the Olympian

Hermes grew as different from his physical prototype

as Zeus, the father of gods and men, from the god of

the bright sky.'

Very little progress has as yet been made in analysing

the transition from the physical Aryan mythology to

the Olympian mythology^ as we find it in Homer, and

in distino'uishinor the elements which entered into the

final composition of each Olympian god. Each of

these gods is surrounded by a number of epithets

;

but, while some of these epithets are adjectives in the

true sense of the word, others seem to have possessed

originally a more independent and substantive charac-

ter, so much so that they can be used by themselves,

and without what may be called the proper name of

the Olympian deity.

And here a new difficulty arises—namely, how to

distinguish modern epithets from ancient cognomina.

' Decharme, Mylhohgie de la Grece ancienne, p. 143.

^ See some good remarks on this subject in Some Aspects of Zens

and Apollo Worship, by C. F. Keary (Roy. Sue. of Lit. xii. part ii.

1S60;.
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We are told that the Erinyes were called Eiimenides

and (T€ixval Beat, in order to indicate different sides of

their character. This may be so ; and if we keep true

to the principle that the original character of every

ancient god and goddess must be physical, the name of

Erinyes—i.e. the dawn goddesses—alone fulfils that

requirement. But when the Erinyes are identified

with the 'Apat, this does not prove that the 'Apat or

imprecations were not originally independent creations

of Greek mythology, particularly as even in later

times (Soph. Electra, 112) the Area and the Erinyes

are separately invoked. The same applies to the

Moiroi who, originally quite distinct from the Erinyes,

are afterwards treated as children of the same mother,

and at last mixed up with them so as to become almost

indistinguishabl e.

It may be quite true that the problem here alluded

to is one that admits of no quite satisfactory solution,

for the simple reason that the period during which

the crystallisation of ancient divine names took place

is beyond the reach of knowledge and almost of con-

jecture. Still it is well to remember that every or-

ganised mythology has necessarily to pass through

such a period, and that in Greece particularly the

well-ordered Olympian mythology, such as we find it

in Homer, presupposes a more chaotic period. Ety-

mology may in time supply us with a thread enabling

us to find our way through the dark chambers of the

most ancient mythological labyrinth, and we may even

now lay it down as a rule that every name, whether

nomen or cognomen, which admits of a physical inter-

pretation is probably the result of an independent

creative act, represents in fact an individual mytho-
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logical concept which for a time, however short, enjoyed

an independent existence. Thus in Sanskrit Apam
napat, the son of the waters, is no doubt one of the

many names of Agni, fire ; but in the beginning it

expressed an independent mythological concept, the

lightning sprung from the clouds, or the sun emerging

from the waters,^ and it retained that independent

character for a long tune in the sacrificial phraseology

of the Brahmajms.

Sarameya, the son of Sarama, was in Sanskrit as

independent a name as Hermeias in Greek. Both

meant originally the same thing, the child of the

dawn. But while Hermeias became a centre of at-

traction and a germ which developed into an Olympian

deity, the Vedic Sarameya dwindled away into

a mere name of a dog. The germ was the same, but

the result was totall}^ different.

The Haritas in Sanskrit never became anything

but the horses of the sun ; in Greek they developed

into Charites.

If, then, we were to ask the question once more,

whether Daphne and Athene, being both originally

names of the dawn, were therefore one and the same

deity,we should say No. They both sprang from a con-

cept of the dawn, but while one name grew into an

Oljmipian goddess, the other was arrested at an earlier

stage of its growth, and remained the name of a heroine,

the beloved of Apollon, who, like the dawn, vanished

before the embraces of the rising sun. Etymologically

Athene and Daphne can be traced back to the Vedic

Ah an a and Dahana with almost the same certainty

with which the Vedic Dyaush-pltar has been identi-

^ rJg-vtda, I. 22, 6: apil'iu napiUam avase Saviiaram upa stuhi.
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fieri ^yith Zeis irariip, Jiipitcr, and Tijr. If tliere are

still philosophers who hold that such coincidences are

purely accidental, we must leave them to their own
devices. The Copei nican system is true, though there

are some Fijians left who doubt it. But if for prac-

tical purposes we may believe, though we shall never

be able to prove it, that inspectral analysis the same

lines indicate the existence of the same elements in

the sun as well as on the earth, we may rest satisfied

with the lesson of Jupiter, such as it is, and feel con-

vinced that, as there was an Aryan language before

a word of Sanskrit, Greek, and Latin had been spoken,

there was an Aryan mythology before there was an

iEneid, an Iliad, or a Veda.



ON THE MIGEATION OF FABLES.

A Lecture Delivered at the Roynl Institution, on Fiiday,

June 3, 1870.

' Count not jour cliickeus before they be hatched,'

is a well-known proverb in English, and most people,

if asked what was its origin, would probably appeal

to La Fontaine's delightful fable, ' La Laitiere et le

Pot au Lait.' ^ We all know Perrette, lightly stepping

along from her village to the town, carrying the

milk-pail on her head, and in her day-dreams sell-

ing her milk for a good sum, then buying a hundred

eggs, then selling the chickens, then buying a pig,

fattening it, selling it again, and buying a cow with

a calf. The calf frolics about, and kicks up his legs

— so does Perrette, and, alas ! the pail falls down,

the milk is spilt, her riches gone, and she only hopes

when she comes home that she may escape a flogging

from her husband.

Did La Fontaine invent this fable ? or did he

merely follow the example of Sokrates, who, as Ave

know from the Phadon,^ occupied himself in prison,

' La Fontaine, Fables, livre vii. fable 10.

* Phajdon, 61, 5 : /xera 5e rhv Qi6v, ivvoiicras, '6ri rbv iroirjrV Se'ot,

iitrep fXiWoi TTOLTir^s elvai, iroielv jxvOovs, aW' oh \6yovs, Kal avrhs ovk ^
fxv6o\oyiic6s, 5m ravTa 5?; ovs Trpoxeipovs elxov Koi jjTTicrTa/xrjv /xvdovs tovs

AlajjiTov, TQVTuiii iiroirjaa ois wpiIiTois tviTu\ov.
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during the last days of his life, with turning into

verse some of the fables, or, as he calls them, the

myths of J^soj).

La Fontaine published the first six books of his

fables in 16G8,' and it is well known that the sub-

jects of most of these early ftibles were taken from

^sop, Pha3drus, Horace, and other classical fabulists,

if we may adopt this word fahuliste, which La Fon-

taine was the first to introduce into French.

In 1678 a second edition of these six books was
published, enriched by five books of new fables, and
in 1694 a new edition appeared, containing- one

additional book, thus completing- the collection of his

charming poems.

The fable of Perrette stands in the seventh book,

and was published, therefore, for the first time in

the edition of 1678. In the preface to that edition

La Fontaine says :
' It is not necessary that I should

say whence I have taken the subjects of these ne^v

fables. I shall only say, from a sense of gTatitudc,

that I owe the largest portion of them to Pilpay, the

Indian sage.'

If, then. La Fontaine tells us himself that he bor-

rowed the subjects of most of his new fables from

Pilpay, the Indian sage, we have clearly a right to

look to India in order to see whether, in the ancient

literature of that country, any traces can be dis-

covered of Perrette with the milk-pail.

Sanskrit literature is very rich in fables and
stories ; no other literature can vie with it in that

respect ; nay, it is extremely likely that fables, in

' Robert, Fables InerlUcs des XII''-, A'lII", et XIV " Siedes : Paris,

1825 ; vol. i. p. ccxxvii.
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23artieular auimal fables, had tlieir principal source

in India. In the sacred literature of the Buddhists,

fables held a most prominent place. The Buddhist

preachers, addressing themselves cliiefly to the

people, to the untaught, the uncared for, the outcast,

spoke to them, as we still speaic to children, in fables,

in proverbs and parables. Many of these fables and

l^arables must have existed before the rise of the

Buddhist religion ; others, no doubt, were added on

the spur of the moment, just as Sokrates would in-

vent a myth or fable whenever that form of argument

seemed to him most likely to impress and convince

his hearers. But Buddhism gave a new and per-

manent sanction to this whole branch of moral

mythology, and in the sacred canon, as it was

settled in the third century before Christ, many a

fable received, and holds to the present day, its

recognised place. After the fall of Buddhism in

India, and even during its decline, the Brahmans
claimed the inheritance of their enemies, and used

their popular fables for educational purposes, re-

moving, however, anj^thing that was too decidedly

opposed to the spirit of a revived Brahmanism. The
best known of these collections of fables in Sanskrit

is the PaiiZcatantra, literally the Pentateuch, or the

Pentamerone. From it and from other sources

another collection was made, well known to all San-

skrit scholars by the name of the Hitopadesa, i.e.

Salutary Advice. Both being mere collections in-

tended partly for instruction, partly for amusement,
they were treated very freely by diiferent editors or

copyists, no one hesitating to add or omit whatever

seemed good to him. Hence the texts vary consi-
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clerablj in different MSS. and in different parts of

India, so much so, that it is impossible to restore

what might be called the ori^i'inal text either of the

Pafifcatantra or of the Hitopadesa. With regard to

the Pafi^-atantra, besides the usual text current in

tlie north, there is what may be called a southern

text, MSS. of which have been discovered by Dr.

Burnell. It is that text which served as the founda-

tion of the modern Tamil, Telugu, andCanarese trans-

lations, an-d which became first known to scholars

in Europe through the French translation by Du-
bois, ' Le Panchatantra on les cinq ruses,' Par'is, 1826.

Both the PaTiA'atantra and the Hitopadesa have been

published again and again in India and Europe,

and there are translations of them in English, Ger-

man, French, and other languages.

•

The first question which we have to answer refers

to the date of these collections, and dates in the

history of Sanskrit literatui-e ai'e always difficult

points. Fortunately, as we shall see, we can in this

case fix the date, if not of the PafiA;atantra in its

present form, at least, by means of a translation into

Pehlevi or ancient Persian, of the original work

on which the FaiiA'atantra was founded. This

' Pantschatantrwni sive Quinqucpartitum, edirlit I. G. L. Kose-

garten. BonnEe, 1848-1859; in Bombay series, hy Kielliorn and

Buhler, 1868.

Pantschatantra. Fiinf Biielier indisehcr Fablm, ans dem Sans-

lirit iihcrsctzt. Von Tb. Benfey. Leipzig, 1859.

Hitopadesa, with interlinear translation, grammatical analysis,

and Engiisli translation, in Max Muller's Handbooks for tlie study

of Sanskrit. London, ISolr.

Hitopadesa, eiiie altc indische FahelsammJuiig avs dcni Sanslirit

ztuii crstcn Mai i/i, das Deutsche iibei'setzt. Von Max Miiller. Leip-

zig, 18ii.
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translation Avas made about 550 years after Christ.

At that time a collection somewhat like the Taiika.-

tantra, though much more extensive, must have ex-

isted, but we do not even know what its title may-

have been. (See Appendix, p. 460.)

If we look for La Fontaine's fable in the Sanskrit

stories of the Pailfcatantra, we do not find, indeed,

the millcmaid counting- her chickens before they are

hatched, but we meet with the following story :

—

' There lived in a certain place a Brahman, whose name
was Svabhavaknpa?!a, which means " a born miser." He
bad collected a quantity of rice by begging (this reminds

us somewhat of the Buddhist mendicants), and after

having dined off it, he filled a pot with what was left over.

He hnng the pot on a peg on the wall, placed his couch

beneath, and looking intently at it all the night, he thought,

" All, that pot is indeed brimful of rice. Now, if there

should be a famine, I should certainly make a hundred

rupees by it. With this I shall buy a couple of goats.

They will have young ones every six months, and thus I

shall have a whole herd of goats. Then, with the goats, I

shall buy cows. As soon as they have calved, I shall sell

the calves. Then, with the calves, I shall buy buffaloes
;

with the buffaloes, mares. When the mares have foaled,

I shall have plenty of horses ; and when I sell them, plenty

of gold. With that gold I shall get a house with four

wings. And then a Brahman will come to my house, and

will give me his beautiful daughter, with a large dowry.

She will have a son, and I shall call him Somasarman.

When he is old enough to be danced on his father's knee,

I shall sit with a book at the back of the stable, and while

I am reading, the boy will see me, jump from his mother's

lap, and run towards me to be danced on my knee. He
will come too near the horse's hoof, and, full of anger, I

shall call to my wife, ' Take the baby ; take hira !
' But she,
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distracted by some domestic work, does notliear me. Then I

get up, and give her such a kick with my foot." While
he thought this, he gave a kick with his foot, and broke

the pot. All the rice fell over him, and made him quite

white. Therefore, I say, " He who makes foolish plans

for the future will be white all over, like the father of

Somasarman." '^

I shall at once proceed to read you tlie same
story, though slightly modified, from the Hitopadesa.'^

The Hitopadesa professes to be taken from the Pa«-
A-atantra and some other book ; and in this case it

would seem as if some other authorit}^ had been
follov^ed. You will see, at all evenfs, how much
freedom there was in telling the old story of the

man who built castles in the air.

' In the town of DoYikotta, there lived a Brahman of

the name of Devasarman. At the feast of the great equi-

nox he received a plate full of rice. He took it, went
into a potter's shop, which was full of crockery, and,

overcome by the heat, he lay down in a corner and began
to doze. In oi'der to protect his plate of rice, he kept a

stick in his hand, and began to think, " Now, if I sell this

plate of rice, I shall receive ten cowries (kapardaka). *I

shall then, on the spot, buy pots and plates, and after

having increased my capital again and again, I shall buy
and sell betel nuts and dresses till I grow enormously rich.

Then I shall marry four wives, and the youngest and
prettiest of the four I shall make a great pet of. Then
the other wives will be so angry, and begin to quarrel.

But I shall be in a great rage, and take a stick, and give

them a good flogging." . . . While he said this, he flung

his stick away ; the plate of rice was smashed to pieces,

' Pankata7it?'a,v. 10.

'^Hitopadesa, ed. Mux Jliiller, p. 120; German translation, p.

159. 'Ssiokes, Indian Fairy Titles^, p. ill.

VOL. IV. E e
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and many of tlie pots in tlie sliop were broken. The
potter, hearing the noise, ran into the shop, and when he

saw his pots broken, he gave the Brahman a good scolding,

and drove him ont of his shop. Therefore I say, " Ha
who rejoices over plans for tlie future wall come to grief,

like the Brahman who broke the pots.'"

In spite of the cliange of a Bralimaii into a milk-

maid, no one, I suppose, will doubt that we have

here in the stories of the Paft^atantra and Hito-

padesa the first germs of La Fontaine's fable. ^ But
how did that fable travel all the way from India to

France? How did it doff its Sanskrit garment and

don the light dress of modern French? How was

the stupid Brahman born again as the brisk milk-

maid, 'cotillon simjple et Souliers lolats'?
'

It seems a startling case of longevitj- that while

languages have changed, while works of art have

l^erished, while empires have risen and vanished

again, this simple child's story should have lived

on, and maintained its place of honour and its un-

disputed sway in every schoolroom of the East

and every nursery of the West. And yet it is a

case of longevity so Avell attested that even the

most sceptical would hardly venture to question it.

We have the passport of these stories vised at

every place through which they have passed, and,

as far as I can judge, jmrfaitement en regie. The
stor}"- of the migration of these Indian fables from

East to West is indeed wonderful ; more wonderful

and more instructive than man}' of these fables

themselves. Will it be believed that we, in this

Christian country and in tiie nineteenth century,

» Note A. p. i72.
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teach our cliililren the first, the most important

lessons of worldly wisdom, nay, of a more tluin

worldly wisdom, from books borrowed from Bud-
dhists and Brahmans, fi-om heretics and idolaters,

and that wise words, spoken a thousand, nay, two
thousand years ag-o, in a lonely village of India,

like precious seed scattered broadcast all over the

world, still bear fruit a hundred and a thousand

fold in that soil wdiich is the most j)i'ecious before

God and man, the soul of a child ? No lawgiver,

no philosopher, has made his influence felt so widely,

so deeply, and so permanently as the author of these

children's fables. But who was he ? We do not

know. His name, like the name of many a bene-

factor of the human race, is forgotten. We only

know he was an Indian—a nigger, as some people

would call him—and that he lived at least two
thousand years ago.

No doubt, when we first hear of the Indian origin

of these fables, and of their migration from India to

Europe, we wonder whether it can be so ; but the

fact is, that the story of this Indo-European mi-

gration is not, like the ujigration of the Indo-

European languages, myths, and legends, a matter

of theory, but of history, and that it was never

quite forgotten either in the East or in the West.

Each translator, as he handed on his treasure, seems

to have been anxious to show how he came by it.

Several writers who have treated of the origin

and spreading of Indo-European stories and fables,

have mixed up two or three questions which ought

to be treated each on its own merits.

The first question is, whether the Aryas, when
E e 3
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Ihey broke up their pro-etlmic community, carried

awa}^ with them, not only their common grammar

and dictionary, but likewise some mjths and leg-ends

Avhich we find that Indians, Persians, Greeks, Romans,

Celts, Germans, Slaves, when they emerge into the

ligLt of history, share in common? That certain

deities occur in India, Greece, and Germany, having

the same names and the same character, is a fact

that can no longer be denied. That certain heroes,

too, known to Indians, Greeks, and Eomans, point

to one and the same origin, both by their name and

by their history, is a fact by this time admitted

by all whose admission is of real value. As heroes

are mostly decayed gods in disguise, there is nothing

very startling in the fact that nations, who had

worshipped the same gods, should also have pre-

served some common legends of demi-gods or heroes,

nay, even in a later phase of thought, of fairies and

o-hosts. The case, however, becomes much more

problematical when we ask, whether stories also,

fables told with a decided mural purpose, formed

part of that earliest Aryan inheritance? This is

still doubted by many who have no doubts what-

ever as to common Aryan myths and legends, and

even those who, like myself, have tried to establish

by tentative arguments the existence of common

Aryan fables, dating from before the Aryan sepa-

ration, have done so only by sliowing a possible

connection between ancient popular saws and mytho-

logical ideas, capable of a moral application. To

any one, for instance, who knows how in the poetical

mythology of the Aryan tribes, the golden splendour

of the rising sun leads to conceptions of the wealth
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of the Dawn in gold and jewels and her readiness to

shower them upon her worshippers, the modern

German proverb, Morgenstuncle hat Gold im Munde,

seems to have a kind of mythological ring, and the

stories of benign fairies, changing everything into

gold, sound likewise like an echo from the long-

forgotten forest of our common Aryan home. If we
know how tlie trick of dragging stolen cattle back-

wards into their place of hiding, so that their foot-

prints might not lead to the discovery of the thief,

appears again and again in the mythology of different

Aryan nations, then the pointing of the same trick as

a kind of i^roverb, intended to convey a moral lesson,

and illustrated by fables of the same or a very similar

character in India and Greece, makes one feel in-

clined to suspect that here too the roots of these

fables may reach to a pro-ethnic period. Vestigia

nulla retrorsum is clearly an ancient proverb, dating

from a nomadic period, and when we see how Plato

(' Alcibiades,' i. 123) was perfectly familiar with the

^sopian myth or fable

—

kuto, tov Alacoirov fiv9ov, he

says—of the fox declining to enter the lion's cave,

because all footsteps went into it and none came out,

and how the Saiiskrit Pawfcatantra (III. 14) tells of

a jackal hesitating to enter his own cave, because

he sees the footsteps of a lion going in, but none
coming out, we feel strongly inclined to admit a

common origin for both fables. Here, however, the

idea that the Greeks, like La Fontaine, had borrowed

their fable from the Paiifcitantra would be simply

absurd, and it would be much more rational, if the

])rocess must be one of borrowing, to admit, as

Benfey (Pantschatanti-a, i. 3S1) does, that th'^
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Hindus, after Alexander's discovery of India, bor-

rowed this story from the Greeks. But if we con-

sider that each of the two fables has its own peculiar

tendency, the one derivino- its lesson from the ab-

sence of backward footprints of the victims, the other

from the absence of backward footprints of the lion

himself, the admission of a common Aryan proverb,

such as 'vsstigia nulla retrorsitm,' would far better

explain the facts such as we find them. I am not

ignorant of the difficulties of this explanation, and I

would myself point to the fact that among the Hot-

tentots, too, Dr. Bleek has found a fable of the jackal

declining to visit the sick lion, ' because the traces

of the animals who went to see him did not turn

back.'

'

Without, however, pronouncing at present any

decided opinion on this vexed question, what I wish

to place clearly before you is this, that the spreading

of Aryan myths, leigends, and fables, dating from a

jDro-ethnic period, has nothing whatever to do with

the spreading of fables taking place in strictly his-

torical times from India to Persia, to Greece and

the rest of Europe, not by means of oral tradition,

but through more or less faithiul translations of liter-

ary works. Those who like may doubt whether Zeus

was Dyaus, whether Daphne w^as Ah an a, whether

La Belle au Bois was the mother of two children,

called UAurore and Le Jour,^ but the fact that a

collection of fables was, in the sixth century of our

era, brought froiii India to Persia, and by means

' IToUrntot Fahlcs and Tales, by Dr. W. H. I. Bleek, London,

1864, p. 19.

2 Academy, vol. v. p. 548. (See uote B, p. 475.)
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of various translations naturalised among Persians,

Syrians, Arabs, Greeks, Jews, and all the rest, admits

of no doubt or cavil. Several thuusand years have

passed between those two mig-iutiuns, and to mix

them up together, to suppose that Comparative

Mythology has anything to do with the migration of

such fables as that of Perrette, would be an anachro-

nism of a portentous character.

There is a third question, viz. ^vhetller besides

the two channels just mentioned, there were others

through which Eastern fables could have reached

Europe, or ^sopian and other European fables have

been transferred to the East. There are such chan-

nels, no doubt. Persian and Arab stories, of Indian

origin, were through the crusaders brought back to

Constantinople, Italy, and France ; Buddhist fables

were through Mongolian' conquerors (18th century)

carried to Russia and the eastern parts of Europe.

Greek stories may have reached Persia and India at

the time of Alexander's conquests and during the

reigns of the Diadochi, and even Christian legends

may have found their way to the East through

missionaries, travellers, or slaves.

Lastly, there comes the question, how far our

common human nature is sutiicient to account for

coincidences in beliefs, customs, proverbs and fables,

' Die M'drclicn dcs Siddhi-ldlr, or Talcs «f an Enchanted Cm-p?e,

translated from Kalmiik into German by 15. Jiilg, 18G6. (This is

based on the Vetalapa7ll-avi/M«ati.) Die Gesohichte des Ardseld-

Bord Id Chan, translated from Mongolian by Dr. B. Jiilg, 1868.

(This is based on the Simhasanadvatri^Msati.) A Mongolian

translation of the Kalila and Dimnah is ascribed to Jlelik Said

Iftikhar eddin Mohammed ben Abou Nasr, who died A.D. 128(>.

See Barbier de Meynard, ' Description de la Ville de Kazvin,' Journal

Asiaiiqiw, 1857, p. 284, Lancereau, Fantuhatantra, p xxv.
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-svliicli, at first sight, seem to require an liistorical

explanation. I shall mention but one instance.

Professor Wilson (' Essays on Sanskrit Literature,'

i. p. 201) pointed out that the story of the Trojan
horse occurs in a Hindu tale, only that instead of

the horse we have an elephant. But he rightly

remarked that the coincidence was accidental. In
the one case, after a siege of nine years, the prin-

cipal heroes of the Greek army are concealed in a
Avooden horse, dragged into Troy by a stratagem, and
the story ends by their falling upon the Trojans
and conquering the city of Priam. In the other
story a king, bent on securing a son-in-law, had
an elephant constructed by able artists, and filled

with armed men. The elephant was placed in a
forest, and when the young prince came to hunt, the
armed men sprang out, overpowered the prince and
brought him to the king, whose daughter he was to

marry. However striking the similarity may seem
to one unaccustomed to deal with ancient legends, I
doubt whether any comparative mythologist would
postulate a common Aryan origin for these two
stories. They feel that, as far as the mere construc-
tion of a wooden animal is concerned, all that was
necessary to explain the origin of the idea in one
place was present also in the other, and that while
the Trojan horse forms an essential part of a mytho-
logical cycle, there is nothing truly mythological or
legendary in the Indian story. The idea of a hunter
disguising himself in the skin of an animal, or even
of one animal assuming the disguise of another,' are

1 Plato's expression, 'As I have put on the lion's skin ' (Kra-
tylos, 411), seems to show that he knew the fable of an animal or a
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familiar in every part of the world, and if that is so,

then the step from hiding under the skin of a large

animal to that of hiding in a wooden animal is not

very great.

Every one of these questions, as I said before,

must be treated on its own merits, and while the

traces of the first migration of Aryan fables can be

rediscovered only by the most minute and complex
inductive processes, the documents of the latter are

to be found in the library of every intelligent col-

lector of books. Thus, to return to Perrette and
the fables of Bilpay, Huet, the learned bishop of

Avranches, the friend of La Fontaine, had only to

examine the prefaces of the principal translations of

the Indian fables in order to track their wanderinos,

as he did in his famous ' Traite de I'Origine des

Eomans,' published at Paris in 1670, two years

man having assumed the lion's skin without the lion's courage.
The proverb ovos irapa Kvfj.aioiis seems to be applied to men boasting
before people who have no means of judging. It presupposes the
story of a donkey appearing in a lion's skin.

A similar idea is expressed in a fable of the Pankafantra (IV. 8),
where a dyer, not being rich enough to feed his donkey, puts a
tiger's skin on him. In this disguise the donkey is allowed to
roam through all the cornfields without being molested, till one
day he sees a female donkey and begins to bray. Thereupon the
owners of the field kill him.

In the Ilitojjadesa (III. 3) the same fable occurs, only that there
it is the keeper of the field who on purpose disguises himself as a
she-donkey, and when he hears the tiger bray, kills him.

In the Chinese Aradcinas, translated by Stanislas Julien (vol. ii.

p. 59) the donkey takes a lion's skin and fi-ightens everyt)ody, till

he begins to bray and is recognised as a donkey.
In this case it is again quite clear that the Greeks did not borrow

their fable and proverb from the Pankatantra ; but it is not so ea.sy

to determine positively whether the fable was carried from the
Greeks to the East, or whether it arose independently in two
places.

'
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after the appearance of tlie first collection of La

Tontaine's fables. Since his time the evidence has

become more plentiful, and the whole subject has

been more fully and more profoundly treated by

Sylvestre de Siicy,^ Loiseleur Deslongchamps,^ and

Professor Benfey.^ But though we have a more

accurate knowledge of the stations by which the

Eastern fables reached their last home in the West,

Bishop Huet knew as well as we do that they came
originally from India through Persia by way of

Bagdad and Constantinople.

In order to gain a commanding view of the

countries traversed by these fables, let us take our

position at Bagdad in the middle of the eighth cen-

tury, and watch from that central point tlie move-

ments of our literary caravan in its progress from the

far East to the far West. In the middle of the

eighth century, during the reign of the great Khalif

Almansur (754—775), Abdallah ibn Almokaff\i wrote

his famous collection of fables, the ' Kalilah and

Dimnah,' which we still possess. The Arabic text

of these fables has been publislied by Sylvestre de

Sacy, and there is an English ti-anslation of it by

Mr. Knatchbull, formerly Professor of Arabic at

Oxford. Abdallah ibn Almokaflfa was a Persian by

birth, who after the fall of the Omayyades became a

convert to Mohammedanism, and rose to high office

' f^oWnli rt Bimnah , on, Fahlflx fifl Ti'ulpn}., en. Arnhe, prfcrdres

d'nn Memoire sur Vongine de ce livi'e. Far Sylvestre de Sacy,

Paris, 1816.

^ Loiseleur Deslongchamps, Essai sur les Fahles Indiennes, e'surleur

introduction en Europe. Paris, I»3S.

^ Pantschatantra, Filnf Biicher indischer Faheln, Md'chen und
Ersulduntjtn, mil Einleitumj, Von Th, Benfey. Leipzig, lti59.
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at tlie court of the Klialifs. Being in possession of

important secrets of state, he became danyerons in

the eyes of the Khalif Abnansur, and was foully

murdered.' In the preface, Abdallah ibn Almok;i,ifa

tells us that he translated these fables from Pehle/i,

the ancient language of Persia ; and that thay had

been translated into Pehlevi (about two huadred

years before his tinie) by Barzol (commonly called

Barzuyeh, in Greek Ilsp^cos), the physician of Khosru

Kushirvan, the king of Persia, the contemporary of

the Emperor Justinian. The king of Persia had

heard that there existed in India a book full of

wisdom, and he had commanded his Vezier, Buzurj-

mihr, to find a man acquainted with the languages

both of Persia and India. The man chosen was

Barzuyeh. He travelled to India, got possession of

the book, translated it into Pehlevi, and brought it

back to the court of Khosru. Declining all rewards

beyond a dress of honuur, he only stipulated that an

account of his own life and opinions should be added

to the book. This account, probably written by him-

self, is extremely cui'ious. It is a kind of Beligio

Medici of the sixth century, and shows us a soul

dissatisfied with traditions and formularies, striving

after truth, and finding rest only w^here many other

seekers after truth have found rest before and after

him, in a life devoted to alleviating the sufferings of

mankind.

There is another account of the journey of this

Persian physician to India. It has the sanction of

Firdusi, in the great Persian epic, the Shah Nameh,

' See Weil, Gcscldclde dcr Chalifen, vol. ii. p. 84.
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and it is considered by some ' as more orig-inal than

the one just quoted. According to it, the Persian

physician read in a book that there existed in India

trees or herbs supplying a medicine with which the

dead could be restored to life. At the command of

the kino- he went to India in search of those trees

and herbs ; but, after spending a year in vain re-

searches, he consulted some wise people on the

subject. They told him that the medicine of which

he had read as having the power of restoring men
to life had to be understood in a higher and more

spiritual sense, and that what was really meant by

it were ancient books of wisdom preserved in India,

which imparted life to those who were dead in their

folly and sins.^ Thereupon the physician translated

these books, and one of them was the collection of

fables, the ' Kalilah and Dimnah.'

It is possible that both these stories were later

inventions ; the preface also by Ali, the son of Alshah

Faresi (Behnud), in Avhich the names of Bidpai, and

King Dabshelim are mentioned for the first time, is of

later date. But the fact remains that Abdallah ibn

Almokafifa, the author of the oldest Arabic collection

of our fables, translated them from Pehlevi, the

language of Persia at the time of Khosru Nushirvan,

and tlhit the Pehlevi text which he translated was
believed to be a translation of a book brought from

India in the middle of the sixth century. That
Indian book could not have been the PaTiAiatantra,

as we now possess it, but must have been a much
larger collection of fables, for the Arabic translation,

• Benfey, p. 60.

* Cf. Barliuim at Joasa])li, ed. Boissonade, p. 37.
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the 'Kalilcali and Dimnali,' contains eig'liteen chapters

instead of the five of the Pa i7Z;atantra, and it is only

in the fifth, the seventh, the eig-hth, the ninth and the

tenth chapters that we find the same stories v^^hich

form the five boolcs of the Pa?l/i;atantra in the textus

ornatior. Even in these chapters th.e Arabic trans-

lator omits stories which we find in the Sanskrit text,

and adds others which are not to be fonnd there.

In this Arabic translation the story of the Brahman
and the pot of rice rnns as follows :

—

' A religious man was in tlie habit of receiving every

day from the house of a merchant a certain quantity of

batter (oil) and honey, of which, having eaten as raucii as

he wanted, he put the rest into a jar, which he hung on a

nail in a corner of the room, hoping that the jar would in

time be filled. Now, as he was leaning back one day on
his couch, with a stick in his hand, and the jar suspended
over his head, he thought of the high price of butter and
honey, and said to himself. "I will sell what is in the jar,

and buy with the money which I obtain for it ten goats,

which, producing each of them a young one every five

months, in addition to the produce of the kids as soon as

they begin to bear, it will not be long before there is a

large flock." He continued to make his calculations, and
h>und that he should at this rate, in the course of two years,

have more than four hundred goats. " At the expiration of

this term I will buy," said he, "a hundred black cattle, in

the proportion of a bu.ll or a cow for every four goats.

I will then purchase land, and hire workmen to plough it

with the beasts, and put it into tillage, so that before five

years are over I shall, no doubt, have realised a great for-

tune by the sale of the milk which the cows will give, and
of the produce of my land. My next business will be to

build a magnificent house, and engage a number of servants,

both male and female ; and, when my establishment is
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completed, I will marry tlie handsomest woman I can find,

who, in due time becoming a mother, will present me with

an heir to my possessions, who, as he advances in age, shall

receive the best masters that can be procured ; and, if the

progress which he makes in learning is equal to my reason-

able expectations, I shall be amply repaid for the pains and

expense which I have bestowed upon him ; but if, on the

other hand, he disappoints my hopes, the rod which I have

here shall be the iustrunjent with which I will make him

feel the displeasure of a justly-offended parent." At these

words he suddenly raised the hand which held the stick

towards the jar, and broke it, and the contents ran down
upon his head and face. . .

. '

'

You will have observed the coincidences between

the Arabic and the Sanskrit versions, but also a con-

siderable divergence, particuLirly in the winding up

of the story. The Brahniar. and the holy man both

build their castles in the air; but, while the former

kicks his wife, the latter only chastises his son.

How this change came to pass Ave cannot tell. But as

we know now that the Arabic translation agrees in the

main points with the Syriac,- we must accept the chas-

' Kalila and Dimna ; or, llw Fahlcx of Bidpai, translatedfrom flie

Arnhic. By the Kev. Wyndliani Kiiaichbull, A.M. Oxlurd, ISli).

^ The story as told in the old Syriac translation (p. 5H) is this :

' There was once a Magian who for his support received from tlie

house of a rich man the remains of honey and oil, and also barley

gi-uel. What was left he took to his house and poured it into a
vessel which he hung on a peg above the place where he slept.

Wlien the vessel had become full, he, while lying in bed, lifted up

his eyes and rejoiced in his heart, saying: " I shall sell this vessel

dearly, for, according to my calculation, I shall get a denar for it.

With that denar I shall get ten she-goats. They will have young
ones at the right time, so that, after a lapse of five (two) j'ears, I

shall possess with them and their young ones more than one (four)

hundred goats. Tlien I shall sell them, getting one cow for four

goats, and thus I thall gradually become possessed of one hundred
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tisement of the son as liaving- been original]}' the cause

of the mischiel', uhile the changes introduced in the

VanJcixtantni and the Hitopadesa must be explained

as intended to please the vulgar taste of a later age.

We have thus traced our story from Sanskrit to

Pehlevi, and from Pehlevi to Arabic ; Ave have fol-

lowed it in its miiiratioiis from the hermitac^es of

Indian sages to the court of the kings of Persia, and
from theuce to the residence of the powerful Khalifs

at Bagdad. Let us recollect that the Khalif al

Mansur, for wliom the Arabic translation was made,
was the contemporary of Abderralimaii, who ruled in

Spain, and that both were but little anterior to

Harun al Rashid and Charlenuigne. At that time,

therefore, the way was perfectly open for these

Eastern fables, aiter they had once reached Bagdad,
to penetrate into the ^eats of Western learning, and
to spread to every part of the new empire of Charle-

magne. They may have done so, for all we know
;

but nearly three hundred years pass before these

fables meet us again in the literature of Europe.

The Carlovingian empire had fallen to pieces, Spain

had been rescued from the Mohammedans, William

cows and bulls. I shall sell some of them and buy land, water,

and seed. Of the other oxen I shall use some for agriculture, and
the cows for breeding. In this way I siiall sell in ten (five) years

for high prices the produce of my land and water, and the calves of

my cows, and buy instead servants and maids, a house and furni-

ture. Having become a rich man, I sliall marry a wife of a noble
family; she will bear me a son who will be prosperous, favoured by-

Providence, and will become the head of the family. I sliall call

him Mahpia, educate him in doctrine and study, and make him per-

fect. But if Mahpia should be disobedient and recalcitrant, I shall

beat him on the head with my stick." With these words he raised

his stick and hit the pot so that it broke, and honey and oil pom'ed
down on his head, while the rest was wasted.'
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the Conqueror liad landed in England, and the

Crusades had begun to turn the thoughts of Europe

towards the East, when, about the year 1080, we

hear of a Jew, of the name of Sjmeon, the son of

Seth, who translated these fables from Arabic into

Greek. He states in his preface that the book came

origiuallj from India, that it was brought to the King

Chosroes of Persia, and then translated into Arabic.

His own translation into Greek must have been made

from an Arabic MS. of the ' Kalilah and Dimnah,' in

many places more perfect, in some less perfect, than

the one published by De Sacy. The Greek test

has been published, though very imperfectly, under

the title of ' Stephanites and Ichnelates.' ' Here

our fable is told as follows (p. 337) :

—

' It is said that a begt^ar kept some honey and butter in

a jar close to where he slept. One night he thus thought

within himself: "I shall sell this honey and butter for how-

ever small a sum ; with it I shall buy ten goats, and these

in five months will produce as many again. In five years

they will become four hundred. With them I shall buy

one hundred cows, and with them I shall cultivate some

land. And what with their calves and the harvests, I shall

become rich in five years, and build a house with four

wings, ^ ornamented with gold, and buy all kinds of servants,

' ' Specimen Sapientire Indorum Vetcrum, id est Liber Ethico-

Politicus pervetiistns, dictus Arabice Kalilah ve Dimnah, Grnece

Stephanites et Ichnelates, nunc primum Grsece ex MS. Cod.

Holsteiniano prodit cum versione Latina, opera S. G. Starkii.'

Berolini, 1697 ; also Athens, 1851.

- This expression, a four-winged house, occurs also in the

Paukatantra. As it does not occur in the Arabic text published by

De Sacy, it is clear that Symeon must have followed another

Arabic text in which this adjective, belonging to the Sanskrit, and no

doubt to the Pehlevi text also, had been preserved. It does not oc-

cur in the old Syriac translation, p. 51.
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and marry a wife. She will give me a child, and I sliall

call him Beauty. Ifc will be a boy, and I. shall edacate

him properly ; and if I see him lazy, I shall give him such

a flogging with this stick. . .
." With these words he took

a stick that was near him, struck the jar, and broke it, so

that the honey and milk ran down on his beard.'

This Greek translation might, no doubt, have

reached La Fontaine ; but as the French poet was
not a great scholar, least of all a reader of Greek
MSS., and as the fables of Symeon Seth were not

published till 1697, we must look for other channels

through which the old fable was carried along from

East to West.

There is, first of all, an Italian translation of the
' Stephanites and Ichnelates,' which was published

at Ferrara in 1583.^ The title is, 'Del governo

de' regni. Sotto morali esempi di animali ragionanti

tra loro. Tratti prima di lingua Indiana in Agarena
da Lelo Demno Saraceno. Et poi dall' Agarena
nella Greca da Simeone Setto, philosopho Antio-

cheno. Et hora tradotti di Greco in Italiano.' ^ This

translation is supposed to have been the work of

Giulio Nuti.

There is, besides, a Latin translation, or rather a

free rendering of the Greek translation, after a MS.
of Leo Allatius,by the learned Jesuit, Petrus Possinus,

which was published at Rome in 1666.^ This maj
have been, and, according to some authorities, has

really been one of the sources from which La Fontaine

drew his inspirations. Bat though La Fontaine may

' Note C, p. 479.

' This Italian translation has been edited byTeza, Bologna, 1872.

» Note D, p. 480.

VOL. IV. p f
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have consulted this work for other fables, I do not

think that he took from it the fable of Perrette and

the milk-pail.

The fact is, these fables had found several other

channels through which, as early as the thirteenth

century, they reached the literary market of Europe,

and became familiar as household words, at least

among the higher and educated classes. We shall

follow the course of some of these channels. First,

then, a learned Jew, whose name seems to have been

Joel, translated our fables from Arabic into Hebrew

(1250?).' His work has been preserved in one MS.

at Paris, but has not yet been published, except the

tenth book, which Avas communicated by Dr. Neu-

bauer to Benfey's journal, ' Orient und Occident

'

(vol. i. p. 658). This Hebrew translation was trans-

lated by another converted Jew, Johannes of Capua,

into Latin. His translation was finished between

1263-1278, and, under the title of 'Directoriom

humanse vitce,' it became very soon a popular work

with the select reading public of the thirteenth

century.- In the 'Directorium,' and in Joel's trans-

lation, the name of Sendebar is substituted for that

of Bidpay. The 'Directorium' was translated (though

not from the printed edition) ^ into German at the

command of Eberhard, the great Duke of Wiirtem-

berg,* and both the Latin text and the German
translation occur, in repeated editions, among the

rare books printed between 1480 and the end of the

1 Jour. As. 18S2, p. 547. ^ Note E, p. 481.

' Benfey, Orient unci Occident, vol. i. pp. 150, 161 seq., and
Elnleitung, p. L, note.

* Note F, p. 482.
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fifteenth century.' A Spanish translation, founded

both on the German and the Latin texts, ap^^eared

at Burgos in 1493 ;
^ and from these different sources

flowed in the sixteenth century the Italian renderings

of Firenzuola (1548)3 and Doni (1552).'* As these

Italian ti'anslations were repeated in French^ and
English, hefore the end of the sixteenth century,

they might no doubt have supplied La Fontaine with

subjects for his fables.

But, as far as we -hnow, it was a third channel

that really brought the Indian fable to the imme-
diate notice of the French poet. A Persian poet, of

the name of Nasr Allah, translated the work of

Abdallah ibn Almokaffa into Persian about 1150.

• Benfey, Orient und Occident, vol. i. p. 138. The German
translation has been published by Holland, Stuttgart, 1860.

^ Benfey, Orient und Occident, vol. i. p. 501. Its title is

:

' Exemplario contralosenganos ypeligTos del mundo,' ibid. pp. 167, 168.

^ Liscorsi degli animnli, di Messer Agnolo Firenzuola, in Prose

di M. A. F. (Fiorenza, 1548.)
* La Mm-al FilosojMa del Doni, tratta da gli antichi iicrittori.

Vinegia, 1552.

Trattati diversi di Sendebar Indiana, filoso})ho morale. Vinegia,

1552.

P. 65. Trattato Qun.rto.

A woman tells her husband to wait till her son is born, and says:

' Stava uno Eomito domestico ne i monti di Brianza a far peni-

tenza e teneva alcune cassette d' api per suo spasso, e di quelle a

suoi tempi ne cavava il Mcle, e di quello ne vendeva alcuna parte tal

volta per i suoi besogni. Avenne che un' anno ne fu una gran

carestia, e egli attendeva a conservarlo, e ogni giorno lo guardava

mille volte, e gli pareva cent' anni ogni hora, che egli indugiava a

empierlo di Mele,' etc.

^ ' Le plaisant et facetieux disconrs des animaux, novellement

traduict de tuscan en fran9ois,' Lyon, 1556, par Gabriel Cottier.

' Deux livres de filosotie fabuleuse, le premier pris des discours

de M. Ange Firenzuola, le second extraict des traictez de Sandebar

indien, par Pierre de La llivey.' Lyon, 1579.

The second book is a translation of the second part of Doni"s

Filosojia morale.

Ff 2
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This Persian translation was enlarged in the fifteenth

century by another Persian poet, Husain ben Ali

called el Vaez, under the title of ' Anvari Suhaili.'

'

This name will be familiar to many members of the

Indian Civil Service, as being one of the old Hailey-

bury class-books which had to be construed by all

who wished to gain high honours in Persian. This

work, or at least the first books of it, were translated

into French by David Sahid of Ispahan, and pub-

lished at Paris in 1644, under the title of 'Livre des

Lumieres, ou la Conduite des Eois, compose par le

Sage Pilpay, Indien.' This translation, we know,

fell into the hands of La Fontaine ; and a number of

his most cbarming fables were certainly borrowed

from it.

But Perrette with the milk-pail has not yet ar-

rived at the end of her journey, for if we look at the

' Livre des Lumieres,' as published at Paris, we find

neither the milkmaid nor her prototype, the Brah-

man who kicks his wife, or the religious man who

flogs his boy. That story occurs in the later chapters,

which were left out in the French translation ; and

La Fontaine, therefore, must have met with his

model elsewhere.

Remember that in all our wanderings we have

not yet found the milkmaid, but only the Brahman

or the religious man. What we want to know is who

first brought about this metamorphosis.

No doubt La Fontaine was quite the man to seize

' The Anrar-i Suhaili, or the Lights of Canopus, being the

Persian version of the Fables of Pilpay, or the Book, Ealilah and

DamnaJi, rendered into Persian by Husain Va'iz U'1-Kdshifi, literally

translated by E. B. Eastwick. Hertford, 1854.
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on any jewel which was contained in the Oriental

fables, to remove the cumbersome and foreign-looking

setting, and then to place the principal figure in

that pretty frame in which most of us have first

become acquainted with it. But in this case the

charmer's wand did not belong to La Fontaine, but

to some forgotten worthy, whose very name it will

be difficult to fix upon with certainty.

We have, as yet, traced three streams only, all

starting from the Arabic translation of Abdallah

ibn AlmokaflPa, one in the eleventh, another in the

twelfth, a third in the thirteenth century, all reach-

ing Europe, some touching the very steps of the

throne of Louis XIV., yet none of them carrying the

leaf which contained the story of ' Perrette,' or of

the 'Brahman,' to the threshold of La Fontaine's

home. We must, therefore, try again.

After the conquest of Spain by the Mohamme-
dans, Arabic literature had found a new home in

Western Europe, and among the numerous works
translated from Arabic into Latin or Spanish, we find

towards the end of the thirteenth century (1289) a

Spanish translation of our fables, called ' Calila e

Dymna,' ' sometimes ascribed to King Alfonso the

Wise. In this the name of the philosopher is changed
from Bidpai to Bundobel. This, or another transla-

tion from Arabic, was turned into Latin verse by
Raimond de Beziers in 1313 (not published).

liastly, we find in the same century another trans-

lation from Arabic straight into Latin verse, by Baldo,

which became known under the name of ' -^sopus
alter.' ^

' Note G, p. 483. = Note H, p. 484.
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From these frequent translations, and transla-

tions of translations, in the eleventh, twelfth, and

thirteenth centuries, we see quite clearly that these

Indian fables were extremely popular, and were, in

fact, more Avidely read in Europe than the Bible, or

any other book. They were not only read in trans-

lations, but having- been introduced into sermons,'

homilies, and works on morality, they were improved

upon, acclimatised, localised, moralised, till at last

it is almost impossible to recognise their Oriental

features under their homely disguises.

I shall give you one instance only.

Rabelais, in his ' Gargantua,' gives a long descrip-

tion how a man might conquer the whole world.

At the end of this dialogue, which was meant as a

satire on Charles V., we read :

—

' There was there present at that time an old gentleman

well experienced in the wars, a stern soldier, and who liad

been in many great hazards, named Echephron, who, hear-

ing this discourse, said :
" J'ay grand peur que toute caste

enterprise sera semblable a la farce du pot au laid duquel

nn cordavanier se faisoit richo par resverie, puis le pot

casse, n'ent de quoy disner."
'

This is clearly our story, only the Brahman has,

as yet, been changed into a shoemaker only, and the

pot of rice or the jar of butter and honey into a

pitcher of milk. Now it is perfectly true that if a

writer of the fifteenth century changed the Brahman
into a shoemaker. La Fontaine might, with the same
right, have replaced the Brahman by his milkmaid.

Knowing that the story was current, was, in fact,

common property in the fifteenth century, nay, even
' Note L, p. 4S7.
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at a much earlier date, we might really be satisfied

after having brought the germs of Perrette within

easy reach of La Fontaine. But, fortunately, we can

make at least one step further, a step of about two

centuries. This step backwards brings ns to the

thirteenth century, and there we find our old Indian

friend again, and this time really changed into a

milkmaid. The book I refer to is written in Lntin.

and calle 1 'Dialogus Creaturarum optime moralizatus;^

in English, the ' Dialogue of Creatures moralised.'

It was a book intended to teach the principles of

Christian morality by examples taken from ancient

fables. It was evidently a most successful book, and

was translated into several modern languages. There

is an old translation of it in English, first printed by

Rastell,' and afterwards repeated in 1816. I shall

read you from it the fable in which, as far as I can

find, the milkmaid appears for the first time on the

stage, surrounded already by much of that scenery

which, four hundred years later, received its last

touches at the hand of La Fontaine.

' DiALOGO C. (p. ccxxiii.) For as it is but madnesse to

trust to moclie in surete, so it is but foly to hope to moche
of vanyteys, for vayne be all ertlily tliinges longynge to

men, as sayth Davyd, Psal. xciiii : Wher of it is tolde in

fablys that a lady uppon a tyme delyvered to her raayden

a galon of mylke to sell at a cite, and by the way, as she

sate and restid her by a dyche side, she began to tliinke

that witli the money of the mylke she wold bye an henne,

' ' Dialogues of Creatures HHnnlysrcl, sm. 4to, circ. 1517. It is

generally attributed to the press of John Eastcll, but the opinion

of Mr. Haslewood, in his preface to the reprint of 1816, that the

liook was printed on the Continent, is perliaps the correct one.'

(Quaritch's Catalogue, July 1870.)
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the which shulde bringe forth chekyns, and when they

were growyn to hennys she wolde sell them and by piggis,

and eschaunge them in to shepe, and the shepe in to oxen,

and so whan she was come to richesse she sholde be maried

right worshipfully unto some worthy man, and thus she

reioycid. And whan she was thus mervelously comfortid

and ravisshed inwardly in her secrete solace, thinkynge

with howe greate ioye she shuld be ledde towarde the

chirche with her husbond on horsebacke, she sayde to her

self: " Goo we, goo we." Sodaynlye she smote the ground

with her fote, myndynge to spurre the horse, but her fote

slypped, and she fell in the dyche, and there lay all her

mylke, and so she was farre from her purpose, and never

had that she hopid to have.' '

Here we have arrived at the end of our journey.

It has been a long journey across fifteen or twenty

centuries, and I am afraid our following Perrette

from country to country, and from language to lan-

guage, may have tired some of my hearers. I

shall, therefore, not attempt to fill the gap that

divides the fable of the thirteentli century from La
Fontaine. Suffice it to say, that the milkmaid,

having once taken the place of the Brahman, main-
' The Latin text is more simple : ' Unde cum quedam domuie

dedisset ancille sue lac ut venderet et lac portaret ad urbem juxla
fossatum cogitare cepit quod de pcio lactis emerit gallinam quae
faceret pullos quos auctos in gallinas venderet et porcellos emeret
eosque mutaret in oves et ipsas in boves. Sic que ditata contra-

heret cum aliquo nobili et sic gioriabatur. Et cum sic gloriaretur

et cogitaret cum quanta gloria duceretur ad ilium virum super
equum dicendo gio gio cepit pede percutere terram quasi puugeret
equum calcaribus. Sed tunc lubricatus est pes ejus et cecidit in

fossatum effundendo lac. Sic enim non habuit quod se adepturam
sperabat.'

—

Biahgus Creaturanim optime moralizatus (ascribed to

Nicolaus Pergaminus, supposed to have lived in the thirteenth cen-
tury). He quotes Klynandus, in Gcstis Romanorum. First edition,

per Gerardum Leeu in oppido Goudensi inceptum ; munere Dei
tinitus est, Anno Domini, 1480.
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tallied it against all comers. We find her as Dona
Truhana, in the famous ' Conde Lucanor,' the work

of the Infante Don Jnan Manuel,^ who died in 1347,

the grandson of St. Ferdinand, the nephew of Alfonso

the Wise, though himself not a king, yet more

powerful than a king ; renowned both by his sword

and by his pen, and possibly not ignorant of Arabic,

the language of his enemies. We find her again in

the ' Contes et Nouvelles of Bonaventure des Periers,' ^

published in the sixteenth century, a book which we
know that La Fontaine was well acquainted with.

We find her after La Fontaine in all the languages

of Europe.^

You see now before your eyes the bridge on which

our fables came to us from East to West. The same

bridge which brought us Perrette brought us hun-

dreds of fables, all originally sprung up in India,

many of them carefully collected by Buddhist priests,

and preserved in their sacred canon, afterwards

handed on to the Brahmanic writers of a later age,

carried by Barzoi from India to the court of Persia,

then to the courts of the Khalifs at Bagdad and

Cordova, and of the emperors at Constantinople.

Some of them, no doubt, perished on their journey,

others were mixed up together, others were changed

till we should hardly know them again. Still, if you

once know the eventful journey of Perrette, you

' Note K, p. 488. ^ Note L, p. 488.

' My learned German translator, Dr. Felix Liebrecht, says in a

note : ' Other books in which our story appears before La Fontaine

are Esojnis, by Burkhard Waldis, ed. H. Kurz, Leipzig, 1862 ; ii. 177
;

Note to Des Bettlcrs Kaufmannscliaft ; and Oesterley in Kirchoff's

Wendunmuth, v. 44, note to i, 171, ' Vergebener Anschlag reich

zu warden ' {Bibl. des liter. Vereins zu Stuitg. No. 99,:.
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know the journey of all the other fables that belong

to this Indian cycle. Few of them have gone

through so many changes, few of them have found

so many friends, whether in the courts of kings or

in the huts of begofars. Few of them have been to

places where Perrette has not also been. This is

why I selected her and her passage through the

world as the best illustration of a subject which

otherwise would require a whole course of lectures

to do it justice.

But though our fable represents one large class

or cluster of fables, it does not represent all. There

were several collections, besides the Buddhist original

of the Pa72^atantra, which found their way from

India to Europe. The most important among them is

the ' Book of the Seven Wise Masters, or the Book

of Sindbad,' the history of which has lately been

written, with great learning and ingenuity, by Signor

Comparetti.'

These large collections of fables and stories mark
what may be called the high roads on which the

literary products of the East were carried to the

West. But there are, besides these high roads, some

smaller, less trodden paths on which single fables,

sometimes mere proverbs, similes, or metaphors,

have come to us from India, from Persepolis, from

Damascus and Bagdad. I have already alluded to

the powerful influence which Arabic literature exer-

cised on Western Europe through Spain. Again, a

most active interchange of Eastern and Western

ideas took place at a later time during the progress

of the Crusades. Even the inroads of Mongolian

' Ricei'ohe intorno al Libru cli Sindihad. Milano, 1860.
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tribes into Russia and the East of Europe kept up

a literary bartering between Oriental and Occidental

nations.

But few would have suspected a Father of the

Church as an importer of Eastern fables. Yet so it is.

At the court of the same Khalif Almansur (753-

774), where Abdallah ibn AlmokafFa^ translated the

fables of Kalilah and Dimnah from Pehlevi into Arabic,

there lived a Christian of the name of Sergius, who for

many years held the high office of treasurer to the

Khalif. He had a son to whom he gave the best

education that could then be given, his chief tutor

being one Cosmas, an Italian monk, who had been

taken prisoner bj the Saracens, and sold as a slave

at Bagdad. After the death of Sergius, his son

succeeded him for some time as chief councillor

{irpcDToaviJb^ovXos) to the Khalif Almansur. Such,

however, had been the influence of the Italian monk
on his pupil's mind, that he suddenly resolved to

retire from the world, and to devote himself to study,

meditation, and pious ^vorks. From the monastery

of St. Saba, near Jerusalem, this former minister of

the Khalif issued the most learned works on theology,

particularly his ' Exposition of the Orthodox Faith,'

He soon became the highest authority on matters of

dogma in the Eastern Church, and he still holds

his place among the saints both of the Eastern and
Western Churches. His name was Joannes, and
from being born at Damascus, the former capital of

the Khalifs, he is best known in history as Joannes

Damascenus, or St. John of Damascus. He must
have known Arabic, and pr-obably Persian ; but his

' Joh. Damascenus, 676-760.
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mastery of Greek earned him, later in life, tlie name
of Chrysorrlioas, or Gold-flowing. He became fa-

mous as the defender of the sacred images, and as

the determined opponent of the Emperor Leo the

Isaurian, about 726. It is difficult in his life to dis-

tinguish between legend and history, but that he
had held high office at the court of the Khalif Al-

mansur, that he boldly opposed the iconoclastic

policy of the Emperor Leo, and that he wrote the

most learned theological works of his time, cannot
be easily questioned.

Among the works ascribed to him is a story called

'Barlaam and Joasaph.'^ Though for our own im-
mediate purposes it would be of little consequence
whether the book was written by Joannes Damascenus
or by some less distinguished ecclesiastic, I must confess

that the arguments hitherto adduced against his author-

ship do not seem to me convincing. For it has never
been explained why it should have been ascribed to

Joannes Damascenus.

' The Greek text was first published in 1832, by Boissonade, in
his Anecdota Grwca, vol. iv ; afterwards by Migne, Joh. Bamasceni
Opm-a, vol. iii. The title as given in some MSS. is : laropla ^vxai-
(jyeKfis Ik ttjs hSorepas twv AWioirajv

X'^P'^^, tv^ 'IvSuiv XfyojXfvi]?, wpos ttjv

dfiav TToXiv fX€T(y(x9(taa Sid 'lajdwov tov piovaxov [other MSS. road,
avyypacpHffa Ttapd tov ayiov irarpus fjpwv 'looavvov rod Aap.aaKrjvov'],

dvdpos Ti/xiov Kal (vaperov novrjs tov dyiov 2ci/3a- ev ^ 6 yS/os BapXadp. Kal

'laiaaaf twv doibipuv ml paKaplajv. Joannes Monachus occurs as the
name of the author in other works of Joannes Damascenus. See
Leo Allatius, Prolegomena, p. l., in Damasceni Opera Omnia. Ed.
Lequien, 1748. Venice.

At the end the author says : "Eos SSe t?» izipas tov KapSvros \6you,
hv KUTh dvvap.iv ifivv yeypd<priKa, KaOws a.K7\Koa. irapa tS>v d^evdois Trapa-

SeSa)K6Ta)V p.oi ripiwi' dvdpSiv. Teioiro Se fjpas, tovs dvayivwa-KOvrds re Kal

aKO^JOvras ttjv vJ/ux&x^eA^ Siriyrjaiv TauTTjf.T?}? peplSos d^iw6rivat twv evape-

ffT-na-dvTUV r$ Kvplw evxcus Kal TrpetrjSemis BapXadp. Kal 'lwd(Ta(p twv
paKapiwvneplZvT) Siiiyricns. See also Wiener, Ja/trbueher, vol. Ixiii.

pp. 44-83
; vol. Ixxii. pp. 274-288 ; vol. Ixxiii. pp. 176-202.
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The Jesuits did not like the book, because it was
a religious novel. They pointed to a passage in

which the Holy Ghost is represented as proceeding

from the Father ' and the Son,' as incompatible with

the creed of an Eastern ecclesiastic. That very pas-

sage, however, has now been proved to be spurious
;

and it should be borne in mind, besides, that the

controversy on the procession of the Holy Ghost

from the Father and the Son, or from the Father

through the Son, dates a century later than Joannes.

The fact, again, that the author does not mention

Mohammedanism,' proves nothing against the au-

thorship ofJoannes, because, as he places Barlaam and
Joasaph in the early centuries of Christianity, he

would have ruined his story by any allusion to

Mohammed's religion, then only a hundred years old.

Besides, he had written a separate work, in which

the relative merits of Christianity and Mohamme-
danism were discussed. The prominence given to the

question of the worship of images shows that the

story could not have been written much before the

time of Joannes Damascenus, and there is nothing in

the style of our author that could be pointed out as

incompatible with the style of the great theologian.

On the contrary, the author of ' Barlaam and Joasaph'

quotes the same authors whom Joannes Damascenus
quotes most frequently

—

e.g. Basilius and Gregorius

Nazianzenus. And no one but Joannes could have

taken long passages from his own works without

saying where he borrowed them.^

Littre, Journal des Savants, ISGo, p. 337.

' The Mariyrologium Romanum (1583 A.D.), whatever its authority
may be, states distinctly that the acts of Barlaam and Josaphat were
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The story of ' Barlaam and Joasapli '—or, as he is

more commonlj called, Josaphat—may be told in a

few words :
' A king- in India, an enemy and perse-

cutor of the Christians, has an only son. The astro-

logers have predicted that he would embrace tlie

new doctrine. His father, therefore, tries by all

means in his power to keep him ignorant of the

miseries of the world, and to create in him a taste

for pleasure and enjoyment. A. Christian hermit,

however, gains access to the prince, and instructs

him in the doctrines of the Christian religion. The
young prince is not only baptized, but resolves to

give up all his earthly riches ; and, after having

converted his own father and many of his subjects,

he follows his teacher into the desert.'

The real object of the book is to give a simple

exposition of the principal doctrines of the Christian

religion. It also contains a first attempt at compa-
rative theology, for in the course of the story there

is a disputation on the merits of the principal reli-

gions of the world—the Chaldaean, the Egyptian,

the Greek, the Jewish, and the Christian. But one
of tlie chief attractions of this manual of Christian

theology consisted in a number of fables and parables

with which it is enlivened. Most of them have been

written by Sanctus Joannes Damascenus. 'Apud Indos Persis finiti-

mos sanctorum Barlaam et Josaphat, quorum actus mirandos sanctus
Joannes Damascenus conscripsit.' See Leonis Allatii Prolegomena,
in Joanrds Daviasceni Opera, ed. Lequien, vol. i. p. xxvi. He adds :

Et Gennadius Patriarcha per Concil. Florent. cap. 5 : olix ^ttov Se

Kal o'licafviis o /xeyas rod AauaaKOv otpdaX/xhs eV tw fiicc BapXaa/x Kal

'Ia}(/d(paT raiu 'IvSaiv fiapTvpuXiyoov. Arguments against his authorship
are given in Zoteuberg and P. Meyer's edition of B. and J., by Gui
de C2imhr?a{Biblwthek dcs Lit. Vereins in Stuttgart, Ixxv. pp. 312-314 •

see also Zeitschrift dcr Dcutschen Morgenl. Gesellsohaft, 1878, p. 584.
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traced to an Indian source. I shall mention one

only wliich has found its way into almost every

literature of the world : '

—

' A man was pursued by a unicorn, and while he tried

to flee from it, he fell into a pit. In falling, he stretched

out both his arms, and laid hold of a small tree that was

growing on one side of the pit. Having gained a firm

footing, and holding to the tree, he fancied he was safe,

when he saw two mice, a black and a white one, busy

gnawing the root of the tree to which he was clinging.

Looking down into the pit, he perceived a horrid dragon

with his mouth wide open, ready to devour him, and when

examining the place on which his feet rested, the heads of

four serpents glared at him. Then he looked up, and

observed drops of honey falling down from the tree to

which he clung. Suddenly the unicorn, the dragon, the

mice, and the serpents were all forgotten, and his mind
was intent only on catching the drops of sweet honey

trickling down from the tree.*

An explanation is hardly required. The unicorn is

Death, always chasing man ; the pit is the world

;

the small tree is man's life, constantly gnawed by the

black and the white mouse

—

i.e. by night and day

;

the four serpents are the four elements which com-

pose the human body ; the dragon below is meant for

the jaws of hell. Surrounded by all these horrors,

man is yet able to forget them all, and to think only

of the pleasures of life, which, like a few drops of

honey, fall into his mouth from the tree of life.^

' The story of the caskets, well known from the ' Merchant of

Venice,' occurs in Barlnavi and Josajjhat, though it is used there

for a different purpose.

2 Cf. Benfey, Pantschatantra, vol. i. p. 80 ; vol, ii. p. 528 ; Les
Avadanas, Contes et Apologues indiens, par Stanislas Julien, i.
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But wliat is still more curious is, that the author

of ' Barlaam and Josaphat ' has evidently taken his

very hero, the Indian Prince Josaphat, from an

Indian source. In the ' Lalita Vistara '—the life,

though no doubt the legendary life, of Buddha—the

father of Buddha is a king. When his son is Lorn,

the Brahman Asita predicts that he will rise to great

glory, and become either a powerful king, or, re-

nouncing the throne and embracing the life of a

hermit, become a Buddha,^ The great object of his

father is to prevent this. He therefore keeps the

young prince, when he grows up, in his garden and

palaces, surrounded by all pleasures which might

turn his mind from contemplation to enjoyment.

More especially he is to know nothing of illness, old

t'.ge, and death, which might open his eyes to the

misery and unreality of life. After a time, however,

the prince receives permission to drive out ; and

then follow the four drives,- so famous in Buddhist

history. The places where these drives took place

were commemorated by towers still standing in the

time of Fa Hian's visit to India, early in the fifth

century after Christ, and even in the time of Hiouen

Thsang, in the seventh century. I shall read you a

sJiort account of the four drives :
^—

•

' One day when the prince with a large retinue was

driving through the eastern gate of the city, on the way to

one of his parks, he met on the road an old man, broken

pp. 132, 191 ; Gcsta liomanoruvi, cap. 1C8 ; Uomayun Nameh,

cap. iv. ; Grimm, Deutsche Mj/thologie, pp. 758-759 ; Liebrecht,

Ja'irhiicher JUr Horn, uiid Engl. Literatnr, 1860.

' LnlHa Vistara, ed. Calcutt. jd. 12G.

2 lUcl. p. 225.

* See Selected Ensai/s, vol. ii. p. 197.

VOL, IV. G g
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and decrepit. One could see the veins and muscles over

the whole of his bod3% his teeth chattered, he was covered

with wrinkles, bald, and hardly able to utter hollow and

unmelodious sounds. He was bent on his stick, and all his

limbs and joints trembled. "Who is that man ? " said the

prince to his coachman, "He is small and weak, his flesh

and his blood are dried up, his muscles stick to his skin,

his head is white, his teeth chatter, his body is wasted

away ; leaning on his stick, he is hardly able to walk,

stumbling at every step. Is there something peculiar in

his family, or is this the common lot of all created beings ?
"

'" Sir," replied the coachman, "that man is sinking

under old a^re, his senses have become obtuse, suffering has

destroyed his strength, and he is despised by his relations.

He is without support, and useless; and people have aban-

doned him, like a dead tree in a foi'est. But this is not

peculiar to his family. In every creature youth is defeated

by old age. Your father, your mother, all your relations,

all your friends, will come to the same state; this is the

appointed end of all creatures."

'"Alas!" replied the prince, "are creatures so igno-

rant, so weak, and foolish as to be proud of the youth by

which they are intoxicated, not seeing the old age which

awaits them? As for me, I go away. Coachman, turn

my chariot quickly. AVhat have I, the futui'e prey of old

age—what have I to do with pleasure ?" And the young

prince returned to the city without going to the park.

'Another time the prince was driving through the

southern gate to his pleasure-garden, when he perceived on

the road a man sutlering fi'om illness, parchetl with fever,

his body wasted, covered with mud, without a friend, with-

out a home, hardly able to breathe, and frightened at the

sight of himself, and the appr(iach of death. Having ques-

tioned his coachman, and received fmm him the answer

which he expected, the young prince sa'd, "Alas! health

is but the sport of a dream, and the fear of suffering must

take this frightful form. Where is the wise man who, after
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having seen what he is, could any longer think of joy and

yjleasure ? " The prince turned his oliariot, and returned

to the city.

'A third time he was driving to his pleasure-garden

through the western gate, when he saw a dead body on the

road, lying on a bier and covered with a cloth. Thefi'iends

stood about crying, sobbing, tearing their hair, covering

their heads with, dust, striking tlieir breasts, and uttering

wild cries. The prince, again, calling his coachman to wit-

ness this painful scene, exclaimed, " Oh, woe to youth, which
must be destroyed by old age ! Woe to health, which must
be destroyed by so many diseases ! Woe to this life, where
a man remains so short a time! If there were no old a<^e,

no disease, no death ; if these could be made captive for

ever !
" 'J'hen, betraying for the first time his intentions,

the young prince said, "Let us tui'u back; I must think how
to accomplish deliverance."

' A last meeting put an end to his hesitation. He was
driving through the northern gate on the way to his plea-

sure-gardens, when he saw a mendicant, who appeared out-

wardly calm, subdued, looking downwards, wearing with
an air of dignity his religious vestment, and carrying an
alms-bowl.

' " Who is that man ? " asked the prince.

' " Sir," replied the coachman, " this man is one of those

who are called Bhikshus, or mendicants. He has renounced
all pleasures, all desires, and leads a life of austei'ity. He
tries to conquer himself. He has become a devotee. With-
out passion, without envy, he walks about asking for alms."

'"This is good and well said," replied the prince.

" The life of a devotee has always been praised by the wise.

It will be my refuge, and the refuge of other creatures ; it

will lead us to a real life, to happiness and immortality."
' With these words tlie young prince turned his chariot,

and returned to the c:ty.'

If now we compare the story of Joannes of Damas-
G <j a
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cus, we find tliat the early life of Josapliat is exactly

the same as that of Buddha. His father is a king,

and after the birth of his son, an astrologer predicts

that he will rise to glory ; not, however, in his own
kingdom, but in a higher and better one; in fact,

that he will embrace the new and persecuted religion

of the Christians. Everything is done to prevent

this. He is kept in a beautiful palace, surrounded

by all that is enjoyable ; and great care is taken to

keep him in ignorance of sickness, old age, and

death. After a time, however, his father gives him
leave to drive out. On one of his drives he sees two

men, one maimed, the other blind. He asks what
they are, and is told that they are suffering from

disease. He then inquires whether all men are liable

to disease, and whether it is known beforehand who
Avill suffer from disease and who will be free ; and
when he hears the truth, he becomes sad, and returns

home. Another time, when he drives out, he meets

an old n)an M^th wrinkled face and shaking legs,

bent down, with white hair, his teeth gone, and his

voice faltering. He asks again what all this means,

and is told that this is what happens to all men

;

and that no one can escape old age, and that in the

end all men must die. Thereupon he returns home
to meditate on death, till at last a hermit appears,^

' MinaycfF, Mllayifjes Amatiqiics, vi. 5, p. 584, remarks: 'Accord-
ing to a legend in the Malidrastu oi Yasas or Yasoda (in a less com-
jjlete form to be found in Schiefner, Eine Ubefische Lehensbeschrei-

burig Sdki/amunis, p. 217 ; Hardy, Manual of Buddhism, p. 187

;

Bigandet, 27*6 Life or Legend of Gaudama, p. 113), a merchant ap-
pears in Yasoda's house, the night hefoi-e he lias the dream which
induces him to leave his paternal house, and proclaims to him the
true doctrine.'
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and opens before liis ejes a liiglier view of life, as

contained in the Gosjiel of Christ.

No one, I believe, can read these two stories

without feeling- convinced that one was borrowed
from the other; and as Fa Hian, three hundred
years before John of Damascus, saw the towers which
commemorated the four drives of Buddlia still stand-

ing among- the ruins of the royal city of Ivapilavastn,

it follows that the Greek father borrowed his subject

from tbe Buddhist scriptures. Were it necessary,

it would be easy to point out still more minute coin-

cidences between the life of Josaphat and of Buddha,
the founder of the Buddhist religion. Both in the

end convert their royal fathers, both fight manfully
against the assaults of the flesh and the devil, both
are regarded as saints before they die. Possibly even

a proper name may have been transferred from the

sacred canon of the Buddhists to the pages of the

Greek writer. The driver who conducts Buddha
when he flees b}^ night from his palace where he
leaves his wife, his only son, and all his treasures,

in order to devote himself to a contemplative life,

is called Chandaka, in Burmese Sanna.^ The friend

and companion of Barlaam is called Zardan.^ Reinaud

' Journal oftlie American Oriental Society, vol. iii. p. 21.

^ In some places one might almost Lclieve that Joannes Damas-
cenus did not onlj- hear the story of Uuddha, as he says, from the
mouth of people who had brouglit it to him from India, but that he
had before him the very text of the Lalitn Viatara. Thus in the
account of the three or four drives M-e tind indeed that the Buddhist
canon represents Buddha as seeing on three successive drives, first

an old, then a sick, and at last a dying man ; while Joannes makes
Joasaph meet two men on his first, drive, one maimed, the otlser

blind, and an old man, who is nearly dying, on his second drive.

Bo far there is a diil'erence which might best be explained by ad-
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in liis ' Memoire sur I'lude,' p. 91 (1849), was tlie

first, it seems, to point out that Youdasf, mentioned

by Massoudi as the founder of the Saba?an religion,

and Youasaf, mentioned ps the founder of Buddhism

by the author of the ' Kitab-al-Fihrist,' are both

n:ieant for Bodhisattva, a corruption quite intelligible

Avith the system of transcribing that name with Per-

sian letters. Professor Benfey has identified Theudas,

the sorcerer in 'Barlaam and Joasaph,' with the Deva-

datta of the Baddlust scriptures.'

How palpable these coincidences are between the

two stories is best shown by the fact that they were

pointed out, independently of each other, by scholars

in France, Germany, and England. I place France

firs+, because in point of time M. Laboulaye was the

first who called attention to it in oneof his charming

articles in the ' Debats." ^ A more detailed comparison

was given by Dr. Liebrecht.'^ And, lastly, Mr. Beal,

mitting the account given by Joannes Damascenns himself, viz. that

lhe story was brought from India, and that it was simply told him
by worthy and truthful men. IJut, if it was so, we have here

anotlier instance of the tenacity vvith wiiich oral tradition is able

to preserve the most minute points of the story. The old man is

described by a long stiing of adjectives both in Greek and in

^ianskrit, and many of them are strangely alike. The Greek yepuv,

old, corresponds to the Sanskrit _i7ir)/a; ireTraKaidfMevos, aged, is

Sanskrit V7"?ddha; ippiKvJijxivos rb Trp6(ronrov, shrivelled in his face,

is balinlAritakaya, the body covered with wrinkles; iTapfiixivo<; ras

KyTiiJ.as, weak in his knees, is pra vedhayamanaA sarvaiiga-

j)ratyahgaiA, trembling in all his limbs; (rvyK(Kv<pd>s, bent, is

kuh/7a; TreTroXiaJ/xfi/os, grey, is palitake.^a ; i(TTep-nfj.evos rovs 6S6vTa^,

toothless, is kha/irZadanta; iyKiKOfxha AaKuu, stammering, is

k h u r a k h u r a v a 6' a k t a Iv a rt ^ /( a.

' Zvitschrift dcr Deutscheii 3I(irgenlaiidisclieii Gesellschaft, vol.

xxiv. p. 480.

- Dfhfd.^, 1859, 21 and 2fi Juinct.

^ l>ie Qiiclkui, ilex liarUtum, inid Jasajiliat, in Jalirljuch fiir roman,

tind eiial. Littcratur, vol. ii, p. ,^14, I8GU.
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ill his tvaiislatioD of the 'travels of Fa Hian,'' called

attention to the same fact—viz. that the story of

Josaphat was borrowed from the ' Life of Buddha,'

I could mention the names of two or three scholars

besides who hax)pened to read the two books, and who
could not help secinf^, what was as clear as day-light,

that Joannes Damascenus took the principal charac-

ter of his religious novel from the ' Lalita Vistara,'

one of the sacred books of the Buddhists; but the merit

of having been the first belongs to M. Laboulaye.

This fact is, no doubt, extremely curious in the

history of literature ; but there is another fact con-

nected with it which is more than curious, and I

wonder that it has never been pointed out before.

It is well known that the story of ' Barlaam and
Josaphat ' became a most popular book during the

Middle Ages. In the East it was translated into

Syriac (?), Arabic, Ethiopic, Armenian,- and Hebrew;
in the West it exists iu Latin, French,^ Italian, Ger-

man (Rudolf von Ems), English, Spanish, Bohemian,

and Polish. As early as 1204., a King of Norway
translated it into Icelandic, and at a later time it was

translated by a Jesuit missionary into Tagala, the

classical language of the Pliilippine Islands. But this

is not all. Barlaam and Josaphat have actually risen

to the rank of Saints, both iu the Eastern and in the

Western Churches. In the Eastern Church August

26 is the saint's day of Josaphat ; in the Eoman

' Traveh of Fah-Man and Sung- Tun, Buddhht Pilf/rrmn, from
China to India. (400 A.D. and 518 A.D.) Translated from the

Chinese by Samuel lieah London, Triibner and Co. 1SG'.>.

- See Brosset, Milangcs Asiatiquos, torn. viii. p. 538. Petersburg-,

1879.

3 Tublished by Zotcuberg and F. Meyer, Stuttgart, ISHl; see

p. 535.
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Mart3'rolog'ium, November 27 is assigned to Barlaam

and Josapliat.'

There have been from time to time misgivings

about the historical character of these two saints.

Leo Allatius, in his ' Prolegomena/ ventured to ask

the question, whether the story of ' Barlaam and

Josaphat ' was more real than the ' Cjropaedia ' of

Xenophon, or the 'Utopia' of Thomas More; but, en

hon Catholique, he replied, that as Barlaam and
Josaphat were mentioned, not only in the Mensea

of the Greek, but also in the Martyrologium of the

Roman Church, he could not bring himself to believe

that their history was imaginary. Billius thought

that to doubt the concluding words of the author,

who says that he received the story of ' Bai-laam and

Josaphat' from men incapalnle of falsehood, would be

to trust more in one's own suspicions than in Chris-

tian charity, which believeth all things. He might

have added that relics of Josaphat, os et pars spinae,

exist in several Christian Churches (Kuhn, 1. c. p. 83).

Leo Allatius admitted, indeed, that some of the speeches

and conversations occurring in the story might be

the work of Joannes Damascenus, because Josaphat,

having but recently been converted, could not have

• Mr. Erosset, in the Melanges Asiatiqnes (torn. viii. p. 535), states

that iu the Greek Church November 11) is devoted to Varlaam and
Joasaph. Since 1866 the Russian Almanacs, published by the
Academy, call S. Varlaam a mart3'r, while formerly he was designated
simply as Trrs-saint. St. loasaph is in some almanacs called King
of India ; in one at the end of the Georgian Bible, ' Son of the great
King of India.' A learned account of the introduction of Barlaam
and Josaphat into the Martyrologia and Menologia of the Western
and Eastern Chun-lies has lately been published by M. E. Cosquin,
La Legende des Saints Barlaam et Josaphat, Paris, 18jO. See also

Zotenberg, Notice sur le Litre de Barlaam et Joasaph, 1886 ; Hommel,
Verhandlungen des VII. OrlentaHsten Congresses, Semit. Sect., p. 163

;

and the excellent e.-say Ly E Kuhn, Barlaam and Joasaph, 18'J3.
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qnoled so many passages from the Bible. Bat he

implies that even this could be explained, because

the Holy Ghost mig-ht have taught St. Josaphut

what to say. At all events, Leo has no mercy for

those ' quibus omnia sub sanctorum nomine prodita

male olent, quemadmodum de Sanctis Georgio, Chris-

tophoro, Hippolyto, Catarina, aliisque uusquam eos

in rerum natura extitisse impudentissime nugantur.'

The Bishop of Avranches had likewise his doubts

;

but he calmed them by saying :
' Non pas que je

veuille soustenir que tout en soit suppose : il y auroit

de la temerite a desavouer qu'il y ait jamais eu de
Barlaam ni de Josaphat. Le temoignage du Martyro-
loge, qui les met au norabre des Saints, et leur inter-

cession que Saint Jean Damascene reclame a la fin de

cette histoire ne permettent pas d'en douter.' •

With us the question as to the historical or purely

imaginary character of Josaphat has assumed a new
and totally diflPerent aspect. We willingly accept the

statement of Joannes Damascenus that the story of
' Barlaam and Josaphat ' was told him by men who
came from India. We know that in India a story

was current of a prince who lived in the sixth cen-

tury B.C., a prince of whom it was predicted that he
would resign the throne, and devote his life to

meditation, in order to rise to the rank of a Buddha.
The story tells us that his father did everything to

prevent this ; that he kept him in a palace secluded

from the world, surrounded by all that makes life

enjoyable ; and that he tried to keep him in ignorance
of sickness, old age, and death. We know from the
same story that at last the young prince obtained

* Littre, Journal des Savants, 18G5, p. 337.
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permission to drive into the conntry, and that, by

meetinur an old man, a sick man, and a corpse, his

eyes were opened to the unreality of life, and the

vanity of this life's pleasures ; that he escaped from

his palace, and, after defeating the assaults of all

adversaries, became the founder of a new religion.

This is the story, it may be the legendary story, but

at all events the recognised story of Gautama
/S'akyarauni, best known to us under the name of

the Buddha.

If, then, Joannes Damascenus tells the same story,

only putting the name of Joasaph or Josaphat, i.e.

Bndhisattva, in the place of Buddha; if all that is

human and personal in the life of St. Josaphat is

taken from the 'Lalita Vistara'—what follows? It

follows that, in the same sense in which La Fontaine's

Perrette is the Brahumn of tlie PawZ:atantra, St.

Josaphat is the Buddha of the Buddhist canon. It

follows that Buddha has become a Saint in the

I?oman Church ; it follows that, though, under a

different name, the sage of Kapilavastu, the founder

ot a religion which, whatever we may think of its

dogma, is, in the purity of its morals, nearer to

Christianity than any other religion, and which counts

even now, after an existence of 2,100 years, more

believers than any other creed, has received the

highest honours that the Christian Church can be-

stoAv. And whatever we may think of the sanctity

of saints, let those who doubt the right of Buddha to

a place among them read the story of his life, as it

is told in the Buddhist canon. If he lived the life

which is there described, few saints have a better

claim to the title than Buddha ; and no one either
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in tlie Greek or in the Roman Cbnvch need be

ashamed of having paid to Buddha's memory the

honour that was intended for St. Jusaphat, the prince,

the hermit, and the saiut.

History, here as elsewhere, is stranger than fiction;

and a kind fairy, whom men call Chance, has here, as

elsewhere, remedied the ingratitude and injustice of

the world.



APPENDIX.
I AM enabled to add here a short acconnt of an import-

ant discovery made by Professor Benfey with regard to

the Syriac translation of our Collection of Fables. Doubts

had been expressed by Sylvestre de Sacy and others, as

to the existence of this translation, which was mentioned

for the first time in Ebedjesu's' catalogue of Syriac writers,

published by Abraham Ecchellensis, and again (1725) by

Assemani (' Biblioth. Orient.' tom. iii. part i. p. 219).

M. Renan,^ on the contrary, had shown that the title of

this translation, as transmitted to ns, .' Kalilag and Dam-
nag,' was a guarantee of its historical authenticity. As

a final k in Pehlvi becomes h in modern Persian, a title

such as ' Kalilag and Damnag,' answering to' Kalilak and

Damnak ' in Pehlvi,^ in Sanskrit ' Kara/aka and Damanaka,'

could only have been borrowed from the Persian, before

the Mohammedan era. Now that the interesting researches

of Professor Benfey on this subject have been rewarded

by the happy discovery of a Syriac translation, there re-

mains but one point to be cleared up, viz. whether this is

really the translation made by Bud Periodeutes (Visitator),

and whether this same translation was made, as Ebedjesu

affirms, from the Indian text, or, as M. Renan supposes,

from a Pehlvi version. I insert the account which Pro-

' Ebedjesu was Bishop of Soba or Nisibis, and died 1318.

^ See Benfey, Kalilag unci Damnag, Eiuleitung, p. xiii; Journal

Asiatique, 185(), p. 250.

Hang, Essmj on Fahlan, p. 117, in An old Palilavi-Famnd Glossary,

Bombay, lo7U.
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fessor Bcnfey liimsolf gave of his discovery in the Sup-

plement to the 'Allgenieine Zeitnng ' of July 12, 1871,

and I may add that botli text and translation are nearly

I'eady for publication (1876).

The oldest MS. of the Paul^atcmtra.

Guttingcn, July 6, 1871.

The account I am about to give w^ill recall the novel of

our celebrated compatriot Freytag ('Die verlorene Hand-

schrift,' or ' The Lost MS.'), but vs^ith this essential differ-

ence, that we arc not here treating of a creation of the

imagination, bat of a real fact; not of the MS. of a work

of which many other copies exist, but of an unique speci-

men ; in short, of the MS. of a woik which, on the faith

of one single mention, was believed to have been composed

thirteen centuries ago. This mention, however, appeared

to many critical scholars so untrustworthy, that they

looked upon it as the mere result of confusion. Another

most important difference is, that this search, which has

lasted three year.^!, has been fullow! d by the happiest

results : it has brought to light a jM S. which, even in this

centurj', rich in important discoveries, deserves to be

ranked as of the higliest value. We have acquired in

this MS. the oldest specimen jireserved to our days of a

work, which, as translated into various languages, has

been more widely disseminated and has had a greater in-

fluence on the development of civilisation than any other

work, excepting the Bible.

But to the point.

Through the researches, which I have published in my
edition of the PajlAatantra,^ it is known that, about the

' Paukatantra ;
' Fiinf Biichcr indischcr Fabeln, Miircben und

Erzahlnngen. Aus dem Sanskrit iibersetzt mit Einleitung nnd
Anmerkiingen,' 2 Tlieile, Leipzig, 1859 ; and particularly in the tirst

part the introduction called ' Ucber das Indisclie Graudwerk, und
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sixth century of our era, a work existxid in India, which

treated of deep pohtical questions under the form of

fables, in which the actors were animals. It contained

various chapters, but these subdivisions were not, as had

been hitherto believed, eleven to thirteen in number, but,

as the MS. just found shows most clearly, there were at

least twelve, perhaps thirteen or fourteen. ^ This work was

afterwards entirely altered in India; five of its divisions

were separated, and much enlarged, whilst the remaining

ones were entirely set aside. This apparently curtailed

but really enlarged edition of the old work, is the Sanskrit

book so well known as the Pa^T/t-atantra, ' The Five

Books.' It soon took the place, on its native soil, of the

old work, causing the irreparable loss of the latter iu

India.

But before this change of the old work had been

effected, in its own land, it had, in the first liaK of the

sixth century, been carried to Persia, and translated

into Pehlevi under King Khosru Nushirvan (531-579).

According to the researches which I have descr-ibed in

my book already quoted, the results of which are fully

confirmed by the newly discovered MS., it cannot be

doubted that, if this translation had been preserved, we

should have in it, a faithful reproduction of the oi'iginal

Indian work, from which, by various modifications, the

Pail/jatantra is derived. But unfortunately this Pehlevi

translation, like its Indian original, is irretrievably lost.

But it is known to have been translated into Arabic in

the eighth century by a native of Persia, by name Abdallah

ibn Almokaffa (d. 760), who had embraced Islatnism, and

it acquired, partly in this language, partly in translations

and retranslations from it (apart from the recensions in

India, which penetrated to East, North, and South Asia),

dessen Ausfliisse, so wie iiber die Qiiellen imd die Verbreitung des

Inhalts dorselben.'
' Professor Eenfey has since shown that the Buddhist original

consisted of thirleen divLsious.
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that extensive circulation which has caused it to exercise

the greatest iufluence on civihsation in Western Asia, and

throughout Europe.

Besides this translation into Pehlevi, there was, ac-

cording to one account, another, also of the sixth century,

into Syriac This account we owe to a Nestorian writer,

who lived in the thirteenth century. He mentions in his

catalogue of authors ' a certain Bud Periodeutes, Avho

prohahly about 570 had to inspect the Nestorian com-

munities in Persia and ludia, and who says that, in ad-

dition to other books which he names, ' he translated the

book " Kalilag- and Damn ao: " from the Indian.'

Until three years ago, not the faintest trace of this old

Syrian translation was to be found, and the celebrated

orientalist, Silvestre de Sacy, in the historical memoir
which he pretixed to his edition of the Arabic translation,

' Kalilah and Dimnah ' (Paris, 181G), thought himself jus-

tified in seeing in tins mention a mere confusion between

Barzoi, the Pehlevi translator, and a Nestorian monk.
The tirst trace of this Syriac version was found in May,

1868. On the sixth of that month, Professor Bickell of

Miinster, the diligent promoter of Syrian philology, wrote

to tell me that he had heard from a Syrian Archdeacon
from Urumia, Jochannan bar Babisch, who had visited

Miinster in the spring to collect alms, and had returned

there again in May, that, sometime previous^, several

Chaldean priests wdio had been visiting the Christians of

St. Thomas in India, had brought back with them some
copies of this Syriac translation, and had given them to

the catholic patriarch in Elkosh (near Mossul). He had
received one of these.

Though the news appeared so unbelievable, and the

character of the Syrian priest little calculated to inspire

confidence in his statements, it still seemed to me of suf-

' Cf. Assemani, liihllofh. Orient, iii. 1. 220, and Ilenan, iu the
Jimriiul Asiatique, Cinq. iSerie, t. vii. 1856, p. 251.
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ficient importance for me to ask my friends to make further

inquiries in India, wliere other copies might be supposed to

be still in existence. Even were the result but a decided ne-

gative, it would be a gain to science. These inquiries had.

no effect in proving the truth of the Archdeacon's as-

sertions ; but, at the same time, they did not disprove

them. It would of course have been more natural to make
inquiries among the Syrians. But from want of friends

and from other causes, which I shall mention farther on, I

could hardly hope for any certain results, and least of all,

that if the MS. really existed, I could obtain it, or a co-pj

of it.

The track thns appeared to be lost, and not possible to

be followed up, wlien, after the lapse of nearly two years,

Professor Bickell, in a letter of February 22, 1870, drew

my attention to the fact that the Chaldean Patriarch,

Jussuf Audo, who, according to Jochannan bar Babisch,

was in possession of that translation, was now in Rome, as

member of the Council summoned by the Pope.

Through Dr. Scholl of Weimar, then in Rome, and an

Italian savant, Signor Ignazio Guidi, I was put into com-

munication with the Patriarch, and with another Chaldean

priest. Bishop Qajjat, and received communications, the

latest of June 11, 1870, which indeed proved the informa-

tion of Jochannan bar Babisch to be entirely untrust-

worthy; but at the same time pointed to the probable

e.xisteuce of a IMS. of the Syriac translation in Mardin.

I did not wait for the last letters, which might have

saved the discoverer much trouble, but might also have

frustrated the whole inquiry ; but, as soon as I had learnt

the place where the MS. might be, I wrote, May 6, 1870,

exactly two years after the first trace of the MS. had been

brought to light, to my former pupil and friend, I)r. Albert

Socin of Basle, who was then in Asia on a scientific ex-

pedition, begging him to make the most careful inquiries

in Mardin about this MS., and especially to satisfy himself

J
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"whetber it had been derived from tbe Arabic translation,

or was independent of and older than the latter. We will

let Dr. Socin, the discoverer of the MS., tell us himself of

his efforts and their results. ' I received your letter of

May 6, 1870, a few days ago, by Bagdad and Mossul, at

Yacho on the Chaboras. You ray that you had heard that

the book was in the library at Mardin. I must own that

I doubted seriously the truth of the information, for

oriental Christians always say that they possess every pos-

sible book, whilst in reality they have but few. I found

this on my journey through the " Christian Mountain," the

Tiir el' 'Abedin, where I visited many places and mon-
asteries but little known. I only saw Bibles in Estrangelo

character, which were of value, nowhere profane books

;

but the people are so fanatical, and watch their books so

closely, that it is veiy diflBcult to get sight of anything

;

and one has to keep them in good humour. Except after a

long sojourn, and with the aid of bribery, there can never

be any thought of buying anything from a monastic

library. Arrived in Mardin, I set myself to discover the

book. I naturally passed by all Moslem libraries, as

Syriac books only exist among the Christians. I settled

at first that the library in question could only be the

Jacobite Cloister, " Der ez Zaferan," the most important

centre of the Christians of Mardin. I therefore sent to

the Patriarch of Diarbekir for most particular intro-

ductions, and started for "Der ez Zc'iferan," which lies in

the mountains, five and a half hours from Mardin. The
recommendations opened the library to me. I looked

through 400 volumes, without finding anything; there was
not much of any value. On my return to Mardin,' I

questioned people right and left ; no one knew anything

about it. At length I summoned up courage one day, and

went to the Chaldean monastery. The different sects in

Mardin are most bitter against each other, and as I

imfortunately lodged in the house of an American mis-

VOL. IV. II h.
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BiouaT-j, it was very difficult for me to g^ain accesB to these

Catholics, who were unknown to me. Luckily my Bervaut

was a Catholic, and could state that 1 had no proBelytising

Bcbeuies. After a time I asked about their books. Mi8i>al.i

and CospeJs were placed before me. I asked if they had any

books ol" I'ables. " Yes, there was one there." Ailter a lung

eeai-ch iu the dust, it was found and brought to me. I

opened it, and saw at the first glance, in rod letters, " Kalilajr

and Damuag," with the old termination g, which proved

to tno that tlie wurk was not ti'anslat.ed from the Arabic

" Ksvlilah ve Dimuab." You may be certruu that I did nut

nhow what I felt. I soon laid the book quietly down. I had

indeed before asked the monk specially for " Kalilah and

Dimnah," and with some pen^istency, before I inquired

generally for books of fables ; but he had not the faintest

suspicion that the book lx;fore liiru was the one so eagerly

B'jught aPter. After about a week or ten days, in oixler

to arouse no suspicion, I sent a trustworthy man to borrow

the book ; but he was aske<l at once if it weiv for the

" Fix'ugi den I'rot " (Protestant), and my confidant was so

good as to deny it, " No, it was for himself." 1 then ex-

amined the book more carefully. Having it safely in my
possession, I was not alarmed at the idea of a little hubbub.

I tlierefore made inquiries, but in all secrecy, whether they

would sell it. " No, never," was the answer 1 expected

and received, and the idea that I had burrowed it for my-
eelf was revived. I therefore began to have a copy made.

But I was obliged to leave Mardiu and even the neigh-

Ixjuring Diarbekir, before I received the copy. In Mardin

itself the return of the book was lou<lIy demanded, as souri

as they knew 1 was having it copied. I was indeed de-

lighted when, through the kindness of friends, post tot d's-

crimina rerum I received the book at AlepjX).'

So far writes my friend, the fortunate; discovei^er, who,

as early as the uiuetecuth of August 18V0, announced in a
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letter the happy recovery of the book. On April 20, 1871,

he kindly sent it to me from Basle.

This is not the place to descant on the high importance

of this discovery. It is only necessary to add that there is

not the least doubt that it has put us in possession of the

old Syriac translation, of which Ebedjesu speaks. There

is only one question still to be settled, whether it is derived

direct from the Indian, or through the Pehlvi translation ?

In either case it is the oldest preserved rendering of the

original, now lost in India, and therefore of priceless value.

The fuller treatment of this and other questions, which

spring from this discovery, will find a place in the edition

of the text, with translation and commentary, which Pro-

fessor Bickell is pi'epariug in concert with Dr. Hoffmann
and myself.

Theodor Benfet.

SECOND APPENDIX.

(Sept. 1880.)

Both the old Syriac text and a German translation of it

have since been published by Professor Bickell (s.t. 'Kalilag

und Damnag,' Leipzig, 1876), and Professor Benfey, in an

elaborate Introduction to this work, has again most fully

shown the importance of this Syriac translation in its bear-

ing on the eai'ly migration of Buddhist fables from India

to Europe. He holds, however, that the Syriac translation

was not made direct from Sanskrit, or, as the Syriac cata-

logue stated, from the Indian, but from the Pehlevi transla-

tion, and he produces strong evidence in support of that

opinion (pp. xxxi seq.). He believes that the Pehlevi was

a faithful rendering of the Sanskrit original, and that the

Syriac translation from the Pehlevi was likewise, in its origi-

nal form, a clo^e imitation of Barzoi's work, but that it

H h 2
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suffered many changes before it reached us in the form in

which we now have it. He therefore concludes that the

Sj'riac, both when it stands alone and when it agrees with

the Arabic translation or any of its descendants, represents

the Pehlevi, and most likely also the Sanskrit original, while

whenever the Arabic translation and its descendants differ

from the Syriac, they may be supposed to have been in-

fluenced by Abdallah ibn Almokaffa, or later translators,

unless the contrary can be distinctly proved by a reference

to Sanskrit or Pali stories which we still possess (p. cv).

He has pointed out that several alterations in the Arabic

translation may be attributed to the religious scruples of

Abdallah ibn Almokaffa, who was a Persian by birth, and anx-

ious to avoid anything that could give offence to his zealous

and suspicious co-rehgionists. In the same manner in which

the traces of the strongly marked Buddhist character of the

original vanished under the hands of the Brahmanie com-

pilers of the Pa«A;atantra, many features of the original

stories that might seem objectionable or unintelligible to

Mohammedan readers, were silently removed by Abdallah

ilm Almokaffa and his various copyists, editors, and trans-

lators. But there are other changes, too, which can only

be attributed to the literary tastes of the various translators.

We shall give one instance.^ In the Pafi/i;atantra, v. 109,

we read :

—

' A mouse, though born in the house, must be killed,

because it does mischief.

' A cat is asked for from elsewhere, and paid for, be-

cause it is useful.'

In the Arabic translation (Guidi's Codd. F. and V.), in-

stead of the cat we find the /a/con ; in the Directorium, nisu^i,

sparrow-hawk ; in the Stephcmites, iej)aE ; in the Old Spa-

nish translation, azor. It was natural to suppose that, as

the cat occurred in the PajlA-atantra, the Arabic translator

had changed the cat into a falcon, particularly as falconry

' JJenfey, Ei)ileitu)ig, p. cviii.
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was a favonrite amusement among Persians and Arabs.

But the Syriac translation gives an entirely new aspect to

the matter. The old Sjriac version has:

—

' Mice, though bred in the house, are killed on account

of their mischievousness, but falcons are caught on account

of their usefulness, and carried on the hand.'

Th's leaves no doubt that, in the Buddhist original, the

falcon, not the cat, was the simile used—a simile far more
appropriate, as Professor Benfey shows, to the purpose

than that of the cat. For what has to be illustrated is that

the son of an old minister is not favoured by a king simply

on account of his birth, but only if he prove himself useful,

a stranger being quite as welcome, if his services should be

more efficient. The enmity, therefore, between the mouse
and the cat was nothing to the point, nay, the simile was
actually spoiled by the cat, for, like the mice, most cats

also are born and bred in the house, while a falcon has

first to be caught, and may therefore well be reprenented

as a stranger. The cat, therefore, was a later thought, and
by no means an improvement. Nay, it would be curious to

inquire whether, at tlie time when the Buddhist original

was compiled, cats, as the enemies of mice, were known in

India, while falconry is well attested in India as early as

Paj/ini, iv. 2, 5<S ; vi. 3, 71.

The state of the case, therefore, so far as we know at

present, is this : A Buddhist work in thirteen chapters

was translated into Pehlevi by Barzoi, in the sixth century.

This translation, now lost, was a very few years later

turned into Syriac. This translation has lately been dis-

covered, and represents the earliest form of the original

now within our reach.

Two hundred years later the Pehlevi text was again

translated into Arabic by Abdullah ibn Almokafla, s. t.

* Kalilah ve Dimnah,' which became in turn the fountain

from which all other Oriental and European renderings

were duiived, with the exception of the Sanskrit text, the
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Pa?7A-atantra. This was an arrangement of the original

Buddhist work in thirteen chapters, cai'ried ont by Brah-

manic writers, who, after removing what seemed to them ob-

jectionable, produced a work in five books, the PanA-a-

tantra, which became widely spread in India. The relation

of these three principal texts, the Syriac * Kalilag and

Damnag,' the Arabic ' Kalilah and Dimnah,' and the Sans-

krit Paw/^atantra may be seen from the following table:—
Kalilah and Dimnaii. PawXatantra. Kalilag and Damn

1 (Life of Biirzuyeb)

2-4 (Introduction)

5 ... , I. I.

6 (adcTition)

7 . . II. II.

8 . . . m. VI.

y ... IV. in.
10 . . . V. IV.

11 . . . Mahabh. XIT. 49S0 V.

12 . . . ibuLXn. 5138 VII.

13 . . . ibid. XII. -1084 VIII.

U . . . Kandjur (Tibet) IX.
15 . . , Deest.

If) (addition)

17 . . . j PawZ'at. cod. Eerol.

'

1 cap. I.

Deest.

IS . . . Deest.

[Kal. and Dim. cod ^

\ V. cap. 8. Grtek

Urans. cap. li

"
. X.

We can now only hope that tlie Buddhist original in

thirteen chapters may still be recovered, if not in San.skrit

or Pali, at least in one of the numerous translations of Bud-

dhist books preserved in Tibetan, Chinese, Mongolian, Mand-
shu, or even Japanese. One chapter, the fourteenth in the

Arabic translation, the ninth in Syriac, has been traced by
the late Professor Schiefner in the Kandjur, the Tibetan

translation of Buddhist texts. In the tenth and eleventh

volumes of that collection, as published in the monastery

of Narthang (vol. x. fob 270-810; vol. xi. fol. 1-27), a

number of stories are found, belonging to the Vinaya-
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Kshudraka, relating tlic events wliieh liapponed at the

time wlien Malulkatyayana was sent by Bnddlia lo convert

tlie king of U(/'/ayini, called iTajH/a-Pradyota.' The iden-

tical stories form the subject of the fourteenth chapter of

the'Kalilah and Dimnah'and the Syriac ' Kalilag and

Damnag,' and allow us to see most clearly what kind of

influence was exercised both by the Syriac and Ai-abio

translators on the original, and what further changes the

Arabic text had to undergo on passing on through the four

]n'incipal channels—the Greek, eleventh century, the Per-

sian, twelfth century, the Hebrew, 1250, the Old Spanish,

1289.

' Bharatm Ilcsjwnsa. Tlhetice cum Versione Latina, ab A. Scliief-

neio edita, Fetropoli, 1875 ; and Mahdkdtydyana tind Konig Tchanda-

Pradijoia, ei/i Cyldus Buddhistischer Erzdhlungen, mitgetheilt voa

A. Schiefner, St. Petersburg, 1875.
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NOTES.

NOTE A.

In modern times, too, each poet or fabulist tells tlie story

as seems best to him. I give three recensions of the story

of Perrette, copied from English schoolbooks.

The ]\[ilkmaid.

A milkmaid who poised a full pail on her head,

Thus mused on her prospects in life, it is said :
—

Let me see, I should think that this milk will procure

One hundred good eggs or fourscore, to be sure.

Well, then, stop a bit, it must not be forgotten,

Some of these may be broken, and some may bo rotten
;

But if twenty for accident should be detached.

It will leave me just sixty sound eggs to be hatched.

Well, sixty sound eggs—no, sound chickens I mean :

Of these some may die—we'll suppose seventeen
;

Seventeen, not so many !—say ten at the most,

Which will leave fifty chickens to boil or to roast.

But then there's their barley, how much will they

need ?

Why, they take but one grain at a time when they feed,

So that's a mere trifle ;—now then, let me see.

At a fair market price how much money there'll be.

Six shillings a pair, five, four, three-and-six.

To prevent all mistakes that low price I will fix;

Now what will that make ? Fifty chickens I said

;

Fifty times three-and-six ?— I'll ask brother Ned.
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Oh 1 but stop, three-aud- sixpence n pair I must sell

tliem !

Well, a pair is a couple ; now then let us tell them.

A couple in fifty will go (mj poor brain),

Why just a score times, and fiv^e pairs will remain.

Twenty-five pairs of fowls, now how tiresome it is

That I can't reckon up such money as this.

Well there's no use in trying, so let's give a guess

—

I'll say twenty pounds, and it can be no less.

Twenty pounds I am certain will buy me a cow,

Thirty geese and two turkeys, eight pigs and a sow

;

Now if these turn out well, at the end of the year

I shall fill both my pockets with guineas, 'tis clear.

Forgetting her burden when this she had said.

The maid superciliously tossed np her head.

When, alas for her prospects ! her milkpail descended,

And so all her schemes for the future were ended.

This moral, I think, may be safely attached

—

* Reckon not on your chickens before they are hatched !

'

Jeffreys Tavlor.

Fable.

A country maid was walking with a pail of milk upon

her head, when she fell into the following ti^ain of thoughts :

' The money for which I shall sell this milk will enable me
to increase my stock of eggs to three hundred. These eggs

will bring at least two hundred and fifty chickens. The
chickens will be fit to carry to market about Christmas,

when poultry always bear a good price ; so that by May-
day I shall have money enough to buy me a new gown.

Green ?—let me consider—yes, green becomes my com-

plexion best, and green it shall be. In this dress I will go

to the fair, where all the young fellows will strive to have

me for a partner ; but I shall perhaps refuse every one of

them, and with an air of disdain toss from them.' Charmed
•with this thought, she could not forbear acting with her
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bead what thus passed in her mind, when down came the

pail of milk, and with it all her fancied happiness.—From

Guv's 'British Spelling Book,'

AlnasJcer.

Alnasker was a very idle fellow, tliat wonld never set

his hand to work during his father's life. When his father

died he left him to the value of a hundred pounds in Per-

sian money. In order to make the best of it he laid it out

in glasses and bottles, and the finest china. These he piled

up in a large open basket at his feet, and leaned his back

upon the wall of his shop, in the hope that many people

would come in to buy. As he sat in this postui'e, with his

eyes upon the basket, he fell into an amusing train of though.t,

and talked thus to himself: 'This basket,' says he, 'cost

me a hundred pounds, which is all I had in the world. I

shall quickly make two hundred of it by selling in retail.

These two hundred shall in course of trade rise to ten

thousand, when I will lay aside my trade of a glass-man,

and turn a dealer in pearls and diamonds, and all sorts of

rich stones. When I have got as much wealth as I can

desire, I will purchase the finest honse I can find, with

lands, slaves and horses. Then I shall set myself on the

footing of a prince and will ask the Grand Yizier's daughter

to be my wife. As soon as I have married her, I will buy

her ten black servants, the youngest and best that can be

got for money. When I have brought this princess to my
house, I shall take care to breed her in due respect for me.

To this end I shall confine her to her own rooms, make her

a short visit, and talk but little to her. Her mother vi-ill

then come and bring her daughter to me, as I am seated

on a sofa. The daughter, with tears in her eyes, will fling

herself at my feet, and beg me to take her into my favour.

Then will I, to impress her with a proper respect for my
person, draw up my leg, and spurn her from me .with my
foot in such a manner that she shall fall down several paces
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from the sofa.' Alnasker was entirely absorbed with his

ideas, and could not forbear acting with his foot what he

had in his thoughts ; so that, striking his basket of brittle

ware, which was the foundation of all his grand hopes, he

kicked his glasses to a great distance into the street, and

broke them into a thousand pieces.
—

' Spectator.' (From

the Sixth Book, published by the Scottish School Book

Association, W. Collins and Co., Edinbm^gh.)

NOTE B.

UAurore et le Jour}

To look for fragments of ancient mythology in modern

folk-lore is like looking for Sanskrit or Greek in English

or French. We now and then meet with a modern word

which seems hardly to have suffered at all from the wear

and tear of centuries, and looks as fresh and sharp as if it

had just been issued from the mint ; but such cases are

rare, and frequently they are deceptive. Lolling maybe

the Sanskrit la 1, roi is the Sanskrit r a (7 an, daughter is

the Sanskrit duhitar; but to call is certainly not K<i\th',

nor can Wodan be identified with Buddha, or Paradise

with the Sanskrit Paradesa. Tlien come all the doubts

as to whether what we find so strangely like in English

and Sanskrit comes direct from the primeval Aryan inheri-

tance, or whether it was borrowed at a later time by one

heir from the other. Sugar sounds very much like Sanskrit

sarkara, grit, pebbles ; it is in fact the same word. But

the Sanskrit sarkara passed through Persian and Arabic

before it reached Europe, where it appears as cruKxapoy,

sarcharuvi, zucchero, granulated sugar. In English the

word has reached the very point from which it started,

' La CJiaine TradUhmelJe : Contcs ct Lcgrndes cm j'oint dc vue

mytJdque. Par Hyaciathe Husson. ;_Paris, 187-1.)
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for cabmen now sppak of the sharp stones on newly maca-

damised roads as sugar, Sanskrit sarkara.

There is but one safe path to follow in these researches

into the origin of words or stories. We must trace the

modern words back to their most ancient forms in their

own language, and the modern stories back to their most
ancient version in their own country, before we attempt

any comparison. Without this process all combinations

are guesswork, sometimes very attractive and almost irre-

sistible, but always dangerous, and never of any really

scientific value.

M. Husson, in a small volume just published, called

' La Cliaine Traditionelle,' has selected some well-known
popular stories, and has pointed out in them fi-agments of

ancient mythology, snch as we find in the Vedas and else-

where. His analysis is always clever and ingenious, but

the conviction which it carries must greatly depend on the

disposition of the readers. It may be or it may not be, ii;

what many will say after reading his book, thoogh few will

put it down without feeling that some of the coincidences

discovei-ed by the author are very strange and vei-y

startling.

He begins with the story of Little Red Riding-Hood,

and he points out that, like her, the Dawn in the Veda is

represented as a young maiden, as carrying messages, as

bringing food, as travelling along to join the old Dawn, and
as intercepted and swallowed by the Wolf, whether as the

representative of the sun, or of the night. All this is true,

and might be supported by ample evidence. Even the

fact that the dawn was rescued from the mouth of the wolf
may be matched by the German story which represents

RothkJippchen as cut out of the wolf's stomach. But in

spite of all this, it would he a bold assertion to say that the
story of Red Riding-Hood was really a metamorphosis of
an ancient sfory of the rosy-fingered Eos or the Yedic
Ushas with her red horses, and that the two ends, Ushas
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and Rotlikappchcn, are really held together by an unbroken
traditional chain.

Everything is changed as soon as, in addition to the

coincidences in characteristic events, we have the evidence
of language. Names are stubborn things, and those who
imagine they can dispute aw^ay their evidence by joking on
Mr. John Bright as a solar hero, forget that in ancient
times, to say nothing of mythological periods, names were
not what they are with us, inherited, accidental, and mean-
ingless, but real corjnomina, given with a purpose, which
purpose it is for us to discover. We read, for instance,

in the Veda that the being swallowed by the wolf is called

Vartika. Now, Vartika has a meaning; it means a
quail, i.e. the returning bird. But as a being delivered by
theA s V i n s, the representatives of Day and Night, Vartika
can only be the returning dawn, delivered from the mouth
of the wolf, i.e. the dark night, or, in a different appli-

cation, the returning year, Vertumnus, delivered from the

prison of the winter. The Greek word for quail is the

same, it is oprvi ; and when we read that Apollo and
Artemis, the children of Latona, the night, were born in

Ortygia, which is an old name of Delos, we see that there

is here a real traditional chain between Vartika, the

Dawn, and Ortygia, the Dawnland ; we feel we have

arrived at a living mythological germ, which was after-

wards developed independently in Greece and India.-^

M. Husson's identification of Cendrillon and Sodewa-
Bai with the Dawn that ' stands tiptoe on the misty moun-
tain tops' is again very ingenious ; but will it convince the

unbelievers who sec nothing but human elements in all

these stories, and shake their head at everything short of

the positive proof afforded by identity of name ? M. Husson

has himself, with reference to Mr. Fergusson's work, ' Tree

and Serpent Worship,' pointed out qu'il y a serpent et ser-

pent, that the serpent occurs in different parts of the world

as a symbol of various and totally independent concept ions.

^ Od. O. 401 'OpTvyiTjs KaQvTTfpdiv, oQi Tponai yeXioio.
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Sometimes the serpent represents darkness and evil, some-

times lie is tlie Agathodgemon, the ge?iius loci, sometimes

he is the symbol of an autochthonous race. In one myth

the serpent represents the sun, in another lightning and the

thunderbolt, in another the serpents are meant for serpen-

tine rivers. In India, as in Europe, serpents are the guar-

dians of treasures ; though poisonous, they are supposed

to possess the art of healing, the gift of wisdom, the power

of prophecy. The serpent with seven heads exists in India

a-nd Babylon, in the steppes of Russia, and in the ruins of

Cambodia. There is an Aryan, there is a Semitic, there

is a Turanian, there is an African serpent ; and who but

an evolutionist v.'ould dare to say that all these concep-

tions came from one and the same original germ, that they

are all held together by one traditional chain ?

But although we doubt whether M. Husson will con-

vert those who do not like to be converted, his book can

hardly fail to make them feel a little uneasy.

M. Husson is very successful in unravelling one of the

stories found in the ' Contes de ma Mere I'Oie,' published

by Perrault, and there called La Belle au Buis. It is the

world-wide story of the maiden who receives a wound,

falls into a deep sleep, and can only be delivered by a truly

solar hero. Perrault, who wrote in 1697, knew nothing as

yet of solar theories, yet in the simplicity of his heart he

tells us that the children born of the marriage between

La Belle au Bois and the young prince who called her back

to life were called VAurore and Le Jour, while in a Breton

story (Luzel, 'Rapport,' p. 8) La Belle au Bois herself goes

by the name of La Princesse Tourne-sol. Another sti-ange

coincidence is that La Belle axi Bois has a little dog, called

Poufle. In a Norse story, the heroine who pines away in

the kitchen, sitting on the ashes (Cendrillon), has a little

dog called Flo. She says to him: 'Run along, little dog

Flo, and see whether it will soon be day !
' This is repeated

three times ; and at the very moment when the dog looked
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out for the third time, the dawn began to rise. It is im-

possible to read this, as M. Husson points out, without

thinking of the well-known Vedic Story of Sarama, the

dog of Indra, and most likely a name of the morning.

(' Lectures on the Science of Language,' vol. ii. p. 506.)

There are many comparisons of the same character in

M. Husson's book, all of them very ingenious and sugges-

tive, but few supported by strong and irresistible evidence.

In his comparisons of names, M. Husson is less successful
;

and such comparisons as Ahriman and the Vedic Aryaman,

or the tree Ash in Egyptian, and the Teutonic Ask, will

certainly be quoted against him and against the system of

mythological interpretation which he follows. Nothing

but the strictest adherence to the rules of comparative

philology can lead to solid results in comparative mytho-

logy, and silence the objections of those who seem to think

that there is nothing irrational in mythology that requires

explanation.

NOTE C.

Pertsch, in Benfey's ' Orient und Occident,' vol. ii. p. 261,

Here the story is told as follows: ' Perche si conta cho un
certo pouer huomo hauea uiciuo a done dormiua, un mu-
lino & del buturo, & una notte tra se pensando disse, io

Tiendero questo mulino, & questo butturo tanto per ilmeno,

che io comprero diece capre. Le quali mi figliaranno in

cinque mesi altre tante, & in cinque anni multiplicheranno

fino a quattro cento ; Le quali barattero ia cento buoi, &
con essi seminaro una capagna, & insieme da figliuoli loro,

& dal frntto della terrain altri cinque anni, saro oltre modo
ricco, & faro un palagio qnadro, adorato, & comprero schiaui

una infinita, & prendero moglio, la quale mi fara un figli-

uolo, & Io nominero Pancalo, & Io faro aramaestrare come
bisogna. Et se vedro che non si curi cou questa bacchetta
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eosi il percotero. Con clie prendendo la baccbetta cbe gli

era uicina, & battendo di essa il raso doae era il buturo, e

lo ruppe, & fuse il buturo.' ' (P. 516.)

KOTE D.

This and some other extracts, from books not to be fonnd

at Oxford, were kindly copied for me by my late friend,

E. Dentsch, of the British Museum.
' Georgii Pachymeris Michael Palfeologns, sive Historia

rerum a M. P. gestarum,' ed. Petr. Possinus. Romae, 1666.

Appendix ad observationes Pachymerianas, Specimen

Sapienti^e Indorum veternm liber olim ex lingua Indica in

Persicam a Perzoe Medico; ex Persica in Arabicam ab

Anonymo : ex Arabica in Groecara a Symeone Seth, a Petro

Possino Societ. lesu, novissime e Groeca in Latinam trans-

latus.

' Huic talia serio nuganti haud paulo cordatior mulier.

]\Iihi videris, Sponse, inquit, nostri cnjusdam famuli egen-

tissimi hominis similis ista inani provisione nimis remotarum

etincerto eventu pendentium rerum. Is diurnis mercedibus

mellis ac butyri non magna copia collecta duobus ista vasia

e terra coctili condiderat. Mox secum ita ratiocinans nocte

quadam. dicebat : Mel ego istud ac butyrum quindecim

minimum vendam denariis. Ex his decem Capras emam.

Hae mihi quinto mense totidem alias parient. Quinque annia

gregem Caprarum facile quadringentarum confecero. Has
commutare tunc placet cum bobus centum, quibus exarabo

vim terras magnam et numerum tritici maximum congeram.

Ex fructibus hisce quinquennio multiplicatis, pecuniae

scilicet tantus existet modus, ut facile in locupletissimis

numerer. Accedit dos uxoris quam istis opibus ditissimam

uanciscar. Nascetur mihi filius quem jam nunc decerno

• Italian translation of the Gi'eek translation, first published at

Ferrara, 1583; edited by Teza, Bologna, 1872.
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nominare Pa,ncaluin. Ilunc educabo liberallssime, ut

nobilium nulli coucedat. Qui si abi adoleverit, ut juventus

solet, contumacem se milii praebeat, baud feret impune.
Baculo enim hoc ilium hoc mode feriam. Arreptum inter

htec dicendum lecto vicinum bacnlumper tenebrasjactavit,

casuque incurrena in dolia mellis et butyri juxta posita,

confregit utrumque, ita ut in ejus etiam os barbamque
stillae liquoris prosib'reut ; costera effusa et mixta pulveri

prorsus corrumperentur
; ac fundamentum spei tantae, ino-

pem et multum gementem memento destitaeret.' (P. 602.)

NOTE E.

' DiRECTORiUM Humana) Vitfe alias Parabolae Antiquorura
Sapientum,' fol.s. 1. e. a. k.4 (circ. 1480 ?) : 'Dicitque olim
quidam fuit heremita apud quendam regem Cui rex

providerat quolibet die pro sua vita. Scilicet provisionem
de sua coquina et vasculum de melle. llle vero comedebat
decocta, et reservabat mel in quodam vase suspenso super
suum caput donee esset plenum. Erat autemmel percarum
in il!is diebus. Quadam vero die : dum jaoeret in suo lecto

elevato capite, respexit vas mellis quod super caput ei

pendebat. Et recordatus quoniam mel de die in diem
vendebatur pluris solito sen carius, et dixit in corde suo.

Quum fuerit hoc vas plenum : vendam ipsum uno talento
auri

: de quo mihi emara decern oves, et successu temporis
hae oves facient filios et filias et erunt viginti. Postea vero
ipsis multiplicatis cum filiis et filiabus in quatuor annis
erunt quatuor centum. Tunc de quibuslibet quatuor ovibus
emam vaccam et bovem et terram. Et vaccse multipli-
cabuntur in filiis, quorum masculos accipiam mihi in

culturam terre, prseter id quod percipiam de eis de lacte

et lana, donee non consummatis aliis quinque annis multi-
plicabuntur in tantum quod habebo mihi magnas substantias
et divitias, et ero a cunctis reputatns dives et honestus.
Et edificabo mihi tunc grandia et excelleutia edificia pre

VOL. IV. I i
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omnibus meis viciuis et consanguinibus, itaqne omnes de

meis divitiis loquantur, noDiie erit niihi illud jocundum,

cum omnes homines mibi reverentiam in omnibus locis

exbibeant. Accipiam postea uxorem de nobilibus teri'e.

Cumque earn cognovero, concipiet et pariet mihi filium

nobilem et delectabilemcnm bona fortuna et dei beneplacito

qui crescet in scientia virtute, et relinquam mihi per ipsnm

bonani memoriam post mei obitum et castigabo ipsum

dietim : si mee recalcitraverit doctrine ; ac mihi in omnibus

erit obediens, et si non: pereutiam eutn isto baclo et erecto

baculo ad percutiendum percussit vas melliset fregit ipsum

et defluxit mel super caput ejus.'

NOTE F.

'Das Buch der Weisheit der aUen Weisen,' Ulm, 1415.

Here the story is given as follows :

—

' Man sagt es wohnet eins mals ein bruder der dritten

regel der got fast dienet, bei eins kiinigs hof, den versach dur

kiinig alle tag z& auff enthalt seines lebens ein kuchen

speiss und ein fleschlein mit honig. diser ass alle tag die

speiss von den kuchen und den honig behielt er in ein irden

fleschlein das hieng ob seiner petstat so lang biss es vol!

ward. Nun kam bald eine grosse teiir in den honig und
einsmorgens friie lag er in seinem pett und sach das honig

in dem fleschlein ob seinem hatibt hangen do fiel jm in sein

gedanck die teiire des honigs und fieng an mit ihm selbs ze

reden. wann diss fleschlein gantz vol honigs wirt so verkauff

ich das umb fiiufF giildin, darum kauff icli mir zehen gftter

schaiFund die machen alle desjahrslember. und dannwerden
eins jahrs zweintzig und die und das von yn kuramen mag
in zehen jaren werden tausent. dann kaufi" ich umb tier

schaff'ein kii und kauff" dobei ochsen und ertrich die meren
sich mit iren friichten und do ninib ich dann die friicht zTi

arbeit der ticker, von den andern kiien und schaffen nimb
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icti milicli unci woll ee das andre fiinff jar furkomtnen so

wird es sichallsomerendas icheingrossehabundreichtumb

iiberknmen wird dann will ich mir selbs knecht und kelleriu

kauffen und holie nnd liiibsclie baw ton. und darnach so

niram ich mir eiu liiibscli weib von einein edeln gesclilecht

die beschlaff ich niit kurtzweiliger lieb. so enpfecht sie und

gebirt mir ein snhon gliickseligten sun und gottforchtigen,

und der wirt wachsen in lere und kiinsten und in weissheit.

durch den lass ich mir einen guten leiimde nach raeinem

tod. aber wird er nit folgig sein und meiner sti'afF nit achten

so wolt ich yn mit meinem stecken iiber sein rucken on

erbermde gar hart schlahen. und nam sein stecken da mit

manpflag das pet ze machenym selbs zezeigen ^\ie frefelich

er sein sun schlagen wolt. und schlfig das irden fass das ob

seinem haubt hieng zu stiicken das ym der honig under

sein antlit und in das pet troff und ward ym von alien

sein gedencken nit dann das er sein antlit und pet wescheii

must.'

KOTE G.

This translation has lately been published by Don Pascual

de Gayangos in the ' Biblioteca de Autores Espaiioles,'

Madrid, 1860, vol. li. Here the story runs as follows

(p. 57):

'Del religioso que vertio la miel et la manteca sobre su

cabeza.

' Dijo la mujer:—"Dicen que un religioso habia cada

dia limo.sna de casa de un mercader rico, pan e manteca e

miel e otras cosas, et comia el pan e lo al condesaba, et

ponia la miel e la manteca en un jarra, fasta quel a fincho,

et tenia la jarra colgada a la cabecera de su cama. Et vino

tiempo que encarecio la miel e la manteca, et el religioso

fablo un dia consigo mismo, estando asentado en su cama,

et dijo asi : Vendere cuanto esta en esta jarra por tantos

maravedis, e compare con alios diez cabras, et emprenarse-

I i 2
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han, e pariran a cabo de cinco meses; et fizo cuenta de esta

guisa, et falld que en cinco afios montarian biencuatrocientas

cabras. Desi dijo : Yenderlas-be todas, et con el precio

dellas compvare cien vacas, por cada cuatro cabezas una

vaca, e liabere siraiente e sembrare con los bueyes, et

aprovecharrae-he de los becerros et de las fembras e de la

leche e raanteca, e de las raieses habre grant haber, et

labrare muy nobles casas, e coraprare siervos e siervas, et

estu fecbo casarme-lie con una mujer muy rica, e ferniosa,

e de grant logar, e empreiiarla-he de fijo varon, e nacera

complido de sus miembros, et criarlo-he como a fijo de rey,

e castigarlo-he con esta vara, si non quisiere ser bueno e

obediente." E el deciendo esto, alzo la vara que tenia en

lamano, et ferio en la ol!a que estaba colgada encima del,

e quebrdla, e cayole la miel e la manteca sobre su cabeza,'

etc.

NOTE H.

See 'Poesies inedites du moyen age,' par M. Edelstand

Du Meril. Paris 1854. XVI. De viro et A'ase olei (p.

239) :
—

' Uxor ab antiquo fuit infecunda niarito.

Mestieiani (1. moestitiam) cujus cupiens lenire vix (1.

vir) hujus,

His blandimentis solatur tristi[ti]a mentis :

Cur sic tristaris ? Dolor est tuus omnis inanis

:

PulchriB prolis eris satis amodo munere felix.

Pro nihilo ducens conjunx hsdc verbula prudens,

His verbis plane quod ait vir monstrat inane :

Tlebus inops quidam . . . (bone vir, tibi dicam)

Vas oleo plenum, longam quod retro per £evum

Legerat orando, loca per diversa vagando,

Fune ligans ar(c)to, tecto[que] suspendit ab alto

Sic prajstolatur terapus quo pluris ematur[atur]

Qua locupletari se sperat etarte beari.
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Talia duni capfat, ha3c stultns mania jactat

:

Ecce potens factns, fuero cum. talia nactus,

Vinciar uxori qaantum queo nobiliori

:

Tunc sobolem gignam, se meque per omnia dignam,

Cujus opns morum genus omne prajibit avorum.

Cui nisi tot vitas fuerint insignia rite,

Fustis hie absque mora feriet caput ejus et [h]ora.

Quod dum narraret, dextramque minando levarct,

Ut percuss'sset puerum quasi pra?sto fuisset

Vas in prjeJictum manus ejus dirigit ictum

Servatumque sibi vas il[l]ifo fn git olivi.'

I owe tbe following extract to the kindness of M. Paul

Meyer:—
' Apologi Pheedrii ex ludicris T. Regnerii Belnensis doct.

Medici, Divione, apud Petrura Palliot, 1G43 in 12, 126

pages et de plus un index.'

(Le recueil se divise en deux partis, pars I., pars II. La
fable en question est a la page 32, pars I., fab. xxv.)

XXV.

Pagana et elus mercis emptor.

Pagana mulier, lac in olla fictili.

Ova in canistro, rustici mcrcem penus,

Ad civitatem proximam ibat venditnm.

In eius aditu factus huic quidani obvins

Quanti rogavit ista quas fers vis emi ?

Et ilia tanti, Tantin' ? hoc fuerit nimis.

Numerare nura me vis quod esta^quum? vide

Hac merce quod sit nunc opns mihi plus dabo

Quam prceatet illam cede, et hos nummos cape,

El quam superbe foede msticitas agit,

Hominem reliquit additis conviciis,

Qnabi aestiinasaet vilius mercem optimam.
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Aversa primos inde vix tulerat gradus,

Cum Inbricato coiTuifc strato viae :

Lac olla fundit quassa, gallinacefe

Testae vitellos congeriint cceno suos

Caput cruorem mittit impingens petrae

Luxata nee fert coxa surgentem solo :

Ridetur ejus non malum, sed meng procax,

Qua merx et ipsa niercis et pretium perit

;

Seque ilia deflens tot pati infortunia

NuUi imputare quam sibi hanc sortem potest

Dolor sed oranis sseviter recradiiit

Curationis dauda cum nierces fuit.

In re miuori cum quis et fragili tumet

Hunc sartis ingens steruit indignatio.

The following extract was sent to me by Professor

TTavald Schiitz :

—

' Democeitus Eidcns sive Campus recreatinnum honestaium

cum exoicisrao jNlelancholiae. Colohiae, apud Andream

Bingium in Laureto, 16-19, p. 275.

Mulier inani spe ditescendi infati.

Mercatnm ad urbis proximae piofectuia

E,ustica ferebat, Pascba cir* iter, plenum

Ovis quasillum : laeta jamque turn lucro,

Factura certb quod sibi videbatur,

Sed nondum habebat, cogitatioue, ut fit,

Inter vias fingebat aureos montes

Sibi, ratiocinata in hunc modum : Dextra

Plena aere mulio milii domum revertetur,

Bene collocetur, ovis emetur, haec anno

Yertente tautuni, spero, mi dabit quaestum,

Ut comparari foeta eo queat vacca :

Foecunda pariet haec brevi giegem armenti,

Kumerosum : et aui'o me beabit ex lacte,

CaSLoque, butyroque, quod forum plena
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Manu nfundot. Nobile iiide equorum par

Hoc aere cominproaboi-. At solum, tanto

Studio exaiatum, fructuum fei-et magnam
Vim. Prata, silvas, viueas deiu nummo
Praesente coemam. Laeta denique in tanto

Pioventu et opibus delicatara agam vitam.

Convivia apparabo : non ibi cantor,

Psaltesve deerit. Cum marito ego restiui

Saltabo ductans : jo, Evoe, Evoe, 6 Bacclie.

Haec mente volveiis, corbis et sui oblita,

In gyrum agebat corpus, et pede alterno

Terram feribat, corbis it : cadunt ova,

Et fracta ad uhum decolorem bumuni pingunt.

Stupet ilia, inoj)sque consili oniuis : Etgo, inquit

Grave ingemescens, soninium puto vidi

Vigilans, eadcm dives atque inops bora.'

NOTE I.

HlLSBACH, ' Sjlva Sermonum,' Basilea?, 1568, p. 23:

'In sylva quadam niorabatnr benmicola jam satis pro-

vectie agtatis, qui quaqne die accedebat civitatcm, aflf'erens

inde mensuram mellis, qua donabatur. Hoc recondebat in

vase terreo, quod pependerat supra lectum suum. Uno
dierum jacens in lecto, et habens baculum in manu sua,

b£ec apud se dicebat : Qaotidie mihi datur vasculum

niellia, quod dum indies recondo, fiet tandem summa aliqua.

Jam valet meusura staterem unum. Corraso autem ita

floreno uno aut altero, emam mihi oves, qua3 foenerabunfc

mihi plures : quibus divenditis coemam mihi elegantem

uxorculam, cum qua transigam vitara meam Isetanter : ex

ea suscitabo mihi puellam, quam instituam honeste. Si

vero mihi noluerit obedire, hoc baculo eam ita comminuam :

atque levato baculo confregit suum vasculum, et effusum

est mel, quare cassatum est suum propositum, et manen-

dura adhuc in suo statu.'
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NOTE K.

• El Conde Lucanor, compuesto por el excelentissimo

Principe don luan Manuel, hijo del Infante don Manuel, y
iiieto del Santo Rey don Fernando,' Madrid, 1642 ; cap.

29, p. 96. He tells the story as follows :
' There was a woman

called Dona Truhana (Gertrude), rather poor than rich.

One day she went to the roarkct carrying a pot of honey

on her head. On her way she began to think that she

would sell the pot of honey, and buy a quantity of eggs,

that from those eggs she would have chickens, that she

would sell them and buy sheep ; that the sheep would give

her lambs, and thus calculating all her gains, she began to

think herself much richer than her neighbours. With the

riches which she imagined she possessed, she thought how
she would marry her sons and daughters, and how she

would walk in the street surrounded by her sons and

daughters-in-law ; and how people would consider her very

hajipy for having amassed so large a fortune, though she

had been so poor. While she was thinking over all this,

she began to laugh for joy, and struck her head and fore-

head with her hand. The pot of honey fell down, was

broken, and she shed hot tears because she had lost all

that she would have possessed if the pot of honey had not

been broken.'

NOTE L.

BoNAVENTURE des Periers, 'Les Contes ou les Nouvelles.*

Amsterdam, 1735. Nouvelle XIV. (vol. i. p. 141). (First

edition, Lyon, 1558) :
' Et ne les (les Alquemistes) S9au-

roit-on mieux comparer qu'a une bonne fernme qui portoit

une potee de laict au marche, faisant son compte ainsi

:

qn'elle la vendroit deux Hards : de ces deux liards elle en

achepteroit une douzaine d'oeufs, lesquelz elle mettroit couver,
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^
et en auroit une douzaine de poussins : ces poussins devien-

droient grands, et les foroit cbaponner : ces chapons vau-

droient cinq solz la piece, ce seroit un escu et plus, dont

elle achepteroit deux cochons, masle et femelle : qui de-

viendroient grands et en feroient uno douzaine d'autres,

qu'elle vendroit vingt solz la piece ; apres les avoir nourris

quelque temps, ce seroient douze francs, dont elle achepte-

roit une iument, qui porteroit un beau poulain, lequel

cr(Mstroit et deviendroit taut gentil : il sauteroifc et feroit

Hin. Et en disant Hin, la bonne femme, de I'aise qu'elle

avoit en son conipte, se print a faire la ruade que feroit son

poulain : et en ce faisant sa potee de laict va tomber, et se

respandit toute. Et voila ses ceufs, ses poussins, ses cbap-

pons, ses cochons, sa jument, et son poulain, tous par

icrre.'
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One of the earliest tales which I remember hearing

as a little child in my native town, Dessau, was that

of the Frau KriJte, the Lady Toad. I heard it again

and again, told by different persons and in different

waj^s, but always with a mysterious air, and as if

those who told it knew a great deal more than they

chose to tell. If I ask myself wdiether I ever really

believed the story, I can hardly say Yes or No.

Children scarcely know as yet what it is to doubt,

and, in consequence, what it is to believe. They listen

and feel interested in what a nurse or a mother or

a grandmother may tell them, and they soon begin

to repeat with a kind of pride what they have learnt;

*iiay, they would resent any depreciatory remarks,

whether they came from their schoolfellows, or from

their schoolmaster. Besides, in the case of Frau

Krote, there was always an answer which seemed

unanswerable. Some highly privileged persons who
had had the entry at the Ducal Castle at Dessau had

actually seen and handled the ring of the Frau Krote.

I myself was one of those privileged few, and, no

doubt, resisted with all the warmer indignation any

juvenile scepticism as to the truth of the story of the

Frau Krote.
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But what is still more extraorclinary, even when
the age of doubt had come, and many things had to

be surrendered which make the dream-life of our

childhood so bright and so secure, the story of the

Frau Krote still kept its hold on our imagination.

After all, one thought, there is the old ring, which is

kept as a sacred heirloom in the treasury of the

reigning family. That ancient family of the Ascanian

princes of Anhalt is surrounded by a half-mythical

halo, and can claim an antiquity which is the envy of

all the reigning houses in Europe. Even if they had

to surrender their ancient claim to a direct descent

from Ascenas, the son of Gomer, the son of Japhet,

the son of Noah, or from Ascanius deo€Lhi]s tt/A' ef

'Ao-Koi'trj? (11. ii, 863), or from Ascanius, the son of

JEneas and Creusa, certain it is that their ancestor

was Albertus Ur&us, and that the Abbas XJrspergensis

in his chronicle, ad annum 1157, speaks of Bern-

hardus de Anhalde, the son of Albrecht the Bear, as

having received the Ducatiis Saxoniw, and being

then still alive. ^ There has been an uninterrupted

succession of Ascanian princes from that time to the

present day, and they are still a fine and vigorous

race.

Instead of telling the story of the Frau Krote as

I heard it myself, it will be better to give it here in

that form in which I find it recorded for the first

time, viz., in the ponderous folios of Johann Christolf

Beckmann, Hihtorie des FUrtthenthums Anhalt, pub-

lished at Zerbst in 1710. Beckmann writes (i. 35J2) :

—

We ought lo record here a curious history of a ring \vliich,

* J. Ch. Beckmann, Ilislorie dcs Ftirsthcnthums AnliuU ; Zerbls,

1710, i. 509, a.
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to the present clay, is kept in safe custoily l;y the hijih

princely family. It is said that many years ago a princess

of Anhalt, when she was expecting the birth of a child, was

in the habit of dining alone in her own room in the ducal

castle. After dinner the crumbs were collected in a napkin

and shaken out of the window, whereupon a large toad

appeared and swallowed the crumbs. Some time after,

when she and her liusliand were sleeping in tiie same room,

an unknown woman, holding a lantern in her hand, is said

to have approached her bed, saying that the Lady Toad sent

her best thanks for the crumbs which she had eaten under

the princess's window, and, in tcken of her gratitude, a ring,

which should be well kept in the ducal palace, so that the

family dwelling therein might prosper, and the race never

become extinct. Betides, great care should be taken of all

fires every Christmas Eve, because on that night the palace

might easily catch fire and be destroyed.

Beckmann adds a slight variant, according to which

a woman, holding a lantern, had approached the bed

of a princess of Anhalt, asking her to come to the

assistance of a mother who, without her help, could

not be delivered of a child, at the same time assuring

her of safe conduct. After many entreaties the

princess consented, and was conducted through a sub-

terraneous passage, the woman with the lantern

walking before her, till they came to the mother.

After assisting her at the birth of a child, the princess

was reconducted to her chamber by the same woman
who, some nights later, appeared again, thanking the

princess in the name of the mother, and ofiering her

the ring, with the same conditions as before. Another

feature of the story is that the subterraneous passage

was under the river, the Mulde, and under the mill.
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close to the palace, so that the princess when passing

through it could hear the roaring of the water and

the noise of the wheels overhead. Nay, I may add

that traces of such a passage are said to exist leading

from the palace under the river to a distant monastery

at Pdtnitz.

Beckmann continues :

—

Although it is not known which princess of Anhalt it

was to whom all this happened, and at what time she lived,

the tradition has been current for many years, and the ring

itiLclf is still in existence. It is made of gold, somewhat

l)etween crown and ducat gold, of a jiale colour, smaller at

the bottom and open, broader at the top and adorned with

thi'ee diamonds. These stones are old and not too well

polished, the two outside ones triangular, the one in the

centre oblong.

To the present day, as Beckmann adds in 1710, all

lires are extinguished in the castle on Christmas Eve,

in the rooms of the servants at the approach of dark,

in the rooms of the prince at eight o'clock, and the

castellaneus, in company with other servants, has to

patrol all the rooms of the castle till three o'clock in

the morning.

So much for the facts of the case, to which the

learned chronicler adds some observations of his own,

saying that though some things may sound suspicious,

there must be some truth in the story, particularly as

similar traditions exist elsewhere, a horn being pre-

served with the same care in Oldenburg, and golden

herrings in the Ranzow family in Holstein.

Granting even (he continues) that such things do not

happen in our own age, we should not forget that eacli

Sinculum has its own character, each claims some pecu-
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liarities in rebus naturalihus et civilihus, wliicli are not to

be met with in any other. They are recorded for the veiy

reason that they are extraordinary, and would cease to be

extraordinary if they hapjjened more frequently.

Honesty, however, requires him to admit that ^)/Vr;

fraudes also have sometimes been committed, and that

the object of the story of the ring may have been to

admonish its princely owner to exercise great care

and diligence to prevent a conflagration in the palace.

Nay, he starts a guess that one of the Anhalt princes

may have possessed the art of making gold (as Prince

Augustus not many years ago), and that the ring

may be a specimen of his art. In the end, however,

he makes this important remark that, as the ducal

castle was burnt down in 1467, the admonition to

take great care of the fire iji the castle would have

been vain, and the ring, as a 2yignus, have lost its

credit, while, after that event, the admonition would

be intelligible, and the ring might have become very

useful.

So far the historian Beckmann. There are several

versions of the tale of Frau Krote, in prose and verse,

of later date, but all of them were written by persons

who Iviiew Beckmann's book, and their versions are

chiefly interesting, therefore, as showing the liberties

which poets, and even historians, may take in telling

popular tales. If Beckmann's history had been lost,

these later versions would be our only authorities, in

the same way as we must accept versions of Greek

legends from Pausanias or Kallimachos, if they happen

to be absent in the Homeric poems. A comparison

of Beckmann's unvarnished tale with the poems of

Fr. Hesekiel (182*), A. von Marees (1836), Fr. Stah-
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inann and Ludwig Zlillich (1844), the anonymous
author of AnhaKs Lieder unci Sagen (J 856), of whicli

specimens may be seen in the Mittheilumgen des

Vereins f'ilr Anhalti^che GescJuc/de und Alterthums'
kunde, i. 256, 260, is full of interest to the student
of mythology, for we can see how, without any inde-

pendent authority, so far as we can judge, one poet

changes the woman with the lantern into a beautiful

fairy, appearing to the princess in the month of May,
while another christens the princess Hilda and makes
her the wife of Esico, though the real Esico lived in

the eleventh century, and had a wife called Mathilda.

The Frau Krote then discloses herself as Bathildis,

the ancestress of the princess of Anhalt. A third

poet calls the princess Agnes, and represents the sub-

terraneous passage as leading to a palace of toads,

lighted with 1 ,000 candles. This unrestrained freedom
in handling the old story is an element but seldom

allowed for by those who analyse old stories by purely

mythological tests, and though we may admit that

such freedom is more unrestrained in a literary age,

we ought not to imagine that it existed in modern
times only. Modern is a relative term, and in one

sense even the Homeric poems may be called modern.

But the story of the Frau Krote contains several

other lessons and warnings, which the students of

comparative mythology should take to heart, if they

do not want to see their own princely palace burnt

down for want of a watchful castellancus.

It has often been said that m3^ths and legends

lielong to the dark ages only, and that the light of

modern civilisation destroys their groAvth. Now, the

age of the Reformation is generally represented as
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the age of enlightenment, by some even as the age of

too much enhghtenment and criticism. Nevertheless,

if, as we shall see, the ring of Frau Krote cannot

well be older than the time of Luther, the growth of

myth and fable qannot be said to have come to an

end in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. We
speak indeed very glibly of centuries, as if they were

units with which the historian can work his calcula-

tions without fear of going wrong. But the people

of whom we think when we speak of centuries are

a few individuals only, hardly 'the upper ten

thousand,' but a hundred, or at the utmost, a thousand,

and many of them better known to us than they

were to their own contemporaries. If we wish to

gain an insight into the real enlightenment of a

century, and more particularly the enlightenment of

those layers of society in which tales spring up and

abound, if we want to know what those lower millions

were capable of doing, saying, and believing, we have

only to read an account of the burning of a witch in

the very same Duchy of Anhalt, not in the fifteenth,

but in the seventeenth century, and we shall then

have a better measure as to what a century is capable

of, than by reading the works of Descartes and

Leibniz.

An excellent popular writer, L. Wurdig, who lives

at Dessau, and publishes every year the Anhaltlsche

Volk^kalender, has devoted himself to the study of

old archives, and, more particularly, of the records of

old law-suits, as throwing a clearer light on the social

state of the people than almost any other historical

documents. From some musty papers, preserved in

the public office at Kosa, Wurdig gives us, in his
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calendar for 1868, p. 38, a full description of tlie

burning of an old woman at Kositz, a village in

Anhalt Coethen. This poor woman, Marie Winzer
by name, had led a blameless life to the age of seventy-

five, when she was denounced by another witch,

Margarethe Kieseler, who deposed to having seen her,

on the Walpurgis Night, dancing with Beelzebub on

the Blockersberg. The judge, Dr. Mylius, at once

wrote to make inquiries as to the character of Marie

Winzer, the widow of one Jacob Winzer, and received

excellent accounts, except that one nobleman, Ludwig
von Wuthenau of Schraditz, declared she had be-

witched his dog; anotlier, Valentin Lorenz, called

Kankerlank, of Gorzig, that she had bewitched a child

two years old, and a cow ; and a third, Georg Linke,

of Fernsdorf, that he had seen the dragon flying into

the chimney of the old woman's house, the whole
village being lighted up as if by fire. On such

evidence that respectable old woman was sent to

prison, and admonished to confess her guilt, which
was tantamount to being burnt. When she declined

to confess, she was confronted with the other witch,

Margarethe Kieseler, who declared before the judges

that she had seen the old woman in the last Wal-
purgis Night dancing and flirting with Beelzebub.

On this the old woman declared that she had never

been on the Blockersberg, had never danced or flirted

with Beelzebub, that she had received the Holy
Communion after the late harvest, and that all that

she knew about the other woman was that slie herself

had found fault with her for going about with dis-

hevelled hair.

The next step was to burn the witch, Margarethe

VOL. IV. K k
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Kieseler, who had confessed to having herself been on

the Blockersberg,though she denied havingdancedwith

Beelzebub, while the other was sent back to prison.

As she still refused to confess, she was condemned to

' sharp torture, though in a moderate form/ on the

29th of December, 1656. She called on God to witness

her innocence, and, as the report says, in spite of the

painful torture, would confess nothing, nor even shed

a tear.

Upon the case being referred to the ' Schoppenstuhl

'

at Halle, the famous University, the following order

was returned to the judge at Kdsitz :
—

' The old

woman must be stripped and washed, her hair is to

be cut off, and her body is to be carefully examined,

whether it shows any mark or mole.' When this was
done, a boil was discovered, and was declared at once

as a mark of the devil. The accused was once more

tortured, this time more severely. Ropes were

fastened on her and drawn tight, screws and Spanish

boots were put on, and she was hammered with the

torture hammer, till about midnight she could bear it

no longer and declared she would confess. Being re-

leased, she again denied, was tortured again, confessed

again, was released again, denied again, was tortured

again, and then confessed that she had danced with

Beelzebub, that she had bewitched the child, the dog,

the cow ; in fact that she had done everything they

wished her to confess, and that Beelzebub had stood

behind her all the time, admonishing her not to confess.

The next morning she again protested her innocence,

but she soon repented and called out, ' Yes, yes, I have

done everything you say
;
go and finish the matter

quickly,' that is, ' Make haste and let me be burnt.'
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Hereupon sentence came from the princely Schop-

penstuhl of Magdeburg, and was confirmed by the

high wise Schoppenstuhl of Leipzig, that ' Marie

Winzer, the widow of Jacob Winzer, was to be burnt

to death on account of her witchery and her flirtation

with Beelzebub on the Blockersberg,' &c.

On the 28th of February, 1657, that sentence was
approved by Prince Johann Kasimir of Anhalt Dessau.

A clergyman, himself seventy-five years of age, was
ordered to give her ghostly advice and help, and on

the 11th of March, 1657, before a large concourse of

people, Marie Winzer was burnt. The following

extract from tlie bill of expenses shows how such

trials and executions were conducted. We find :

—

12 groschen, for an oak to serve as the stake.

16 groschei), for bh-chwood.

3 thaler, for two clergymen.

12 giosclien, for a schcolmaster and four pupils w}io had

to sing during the execution.

11 thaler, for the executioner.

1 thaler 18 groschen, for jiork, spices, and bread, consumed

during the kindly examination and the two torturings.

1 thaler, for pork, eaten at the execution.

1 thaler 12 groschen, for beer drunk during the trial.

1 thaler, for a sheep, eaten at the first torturing.

1 thaler 18 groschen, for three calves, eaten at the second

torturing and the execution.

15 groschen, for ten fowls, eaten likewise on the days of

torture and execution.

5 thaler, for four quarts of beer, drunk at the execution.

Here we have an authentic picture of what took

place about two hundred years ago. A poor respect-

able old woman was tortured and burnt, because she

K k 2
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had danced with Beelzebub on the Blockersberg on

midsummer night, that sentence being approved by

the highest judicial tribunals at Halle, Magdeburg, and

Leipzig, acquiesced in by two clergymen, confirmed

by a reigning prince, and carried out with public

carousings before large crowds of people, not one

of them daring to utter an anathema on such hideous

revelries and devilries.

I mention all this, not that each of us should do

penance in sackcloth and ashes for the deeds of such

miscreants, some of whom may have been our own
great-grandfathers, but, for the present, simply in

order to silence such vague and unhistorical assertions

as that it would have been impossible in modern days,

and more particularly after the discovery of printing

and after the introduction of the Keformation, for

such superstitions as the tale of the Lady Toad to

spring up or to be believed in by anybody. Princes,

judges, and clergymen, to say nothing of the people

who ate pork and drank four quarts of beer during

the burning of a witch, who could believe in a poor

woman, seventy-five years old, flirting on the Blockers-

berg with Beelzebub, could have had no difficulty in

believing, for some good reason, in a toad bringing

a ring to a princess—it may be, to an ancestress of

that very prince, Johann Kasimir of Anhalt Dessau,

who signed the death-warrant of Marie Winzer.

Enough of this, and more than enough, I hope,

to warn comparative mythologists against such dog-

matic assertions as that the mythopoeic age came to

an end before the beginning of authentic history,

that no legends could spring up after the Pelopon-

nesian wars or in the days of Caesar AugTistus, or
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that ages of enlightenment cannot be ages of super-

stition.

But our story of the Frau Krote may teach us some

other lessons still. There can be no doubt, I should

think, that there must be some mythological ingre-

dients in the story of the Lady Toad, unless we admit

with Beckmann that each century has its peculiarities,

and that in the fifteenth century a real toad may
have presented the gold ring to a princess of Anhalt.

Unless we take that strictly realistic view of the

story, we must ask the question, Why a toad ?

Now, toads and frogs are by no means excluded

from the list of animals that have acted an important

part in the mythologies of the world. Some students

of mythology, and some great philosophers also, would

say that this was quite natural, that certain families

might be called ' the Toads ' or ' the Frogs,' and

that after that, stories would be told of them which

originally applied to real toads and frogs. Certain

families, we are assured, might also have worshipped

toads as fetishes, or chosen frogs as their totems, and

then everything would become rational, and mytho-

logy have no further difficulties for anybody. All

this may be, but to the student of language and

thought, i. e. to the true logician, the question to be

solved lies beyond tliat narrow horizon. What he

wants to know is, wliether toad and frog were really

mere names, or whether these names had originally

a meaning, or, it may be, many meanings, and whether

what is told of frogs and toads in ancient or modern
stories had a meaning and a purpose too ; in fact,

whether there is some sense in all the apparent non-

sense of mythology.
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Even old Beckmann, the Anhalt chronicler, had his

doubts and misgivings whether the toad had been

a real toad. Toad is called Krote in German, and so

he begins to dabble in comparative mythology, and

says that the old inhabitants ^ of Anhalt were Wends
of Slavonic origin, and that besides Radegast and

other gods, they worshipped one Krodo. This Krodo,

as Sagittarius ^ informs us, had an image in the

fortress of Harzburg near Goslar, viz. an old man
standing on a fish, holding in his right hand a basket

with fruit, and in his left a wheel. That image
was destroyed by Charlemagne, but the name remained

though changed in meaning, and signifying no longer

a god, but anything very execrable. Might not Frau
Krote, Beckmann continues, be a revival of the old

god Krodo? Dr. Lange, in his article on Die Sage
vom Krotenring,^ improves on this conjecture by
pointing to the fish as the water through which Frau
Krote passed, and to the wheel as possibly the wheel
of the mill near the palace. Krote, he adds, has

.remained to the present day a term of reproach, and
it may have been originally applied to old women of

Wendic extraction. One of these Wendic old toads

may have received some kindness from a princess of

Dessau, may have found a ring which originally

belonged to the ducal family, nay, which may have
been lost at a fire in the castle, and may have restored

it to the owner with some good advice.

All this is, no doubt, very ingenious, and very

' Vol. vi. p. 3

' Aniiquitates Gentil. et Christ. Thuring. 1. i. c. 1, § 6 ; and Crantzii

Saxmia, 1. ii. c. 12 ; Grimm, Deutsche Mythologie, p. 228.
^ Mitthei'ungen (Jes Vereinn/ar Anlialt. Gesch i. 265.
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rational ; only there are too many ' mays ' in the

explanation, and there remains, as we shall see, one

great difficulty, namely, the age of the ring. That

ring is referred by the best judges, and by Dr. Lange

himself, to the end of the 15th or beginning of the

16th century, and shows traces of the central coat of

arms, as it was used by the princes of Anhalt about

the same time.

But if the Frau Krote, who was the giver of the

ring, was neither a revival of the Wendic god

Krodo, nor a Wendic old woman, contemptuously

called a toad, miglit she not have been, as another

Anhalt antiquarian. Dr. Kindscher suggests, 'a lady

originally called Chrodhild, ^ whose name was short-

ened to Clirod and Krote 1 Dr. Kindscher derives

this name from the Old High German hruod, hruodd,

Old Frankish chrodd, Anglo-Saxon hredh, all meaning

glory, and he supposes that the Lady Chrodhild may
have been a real lady of noble birth, who presented

the valuable ring to a Princess of Anhalt, but that

she was believed to have been a toad, or an ugly

Wendish witch, simply because her name was best

known in its abbreviated form of Chrodd.

All this sounds very plausible, if only the real

existence of such a lady could be proved about the

beginning of the 15th century; but this, as Dr. Kind-

scher himself admits, has hitherto been impossible.

After all these attempts had failed, Dr. Hosaeus,

the learned editor of the Mittheilungen des Vereins

filr Anhaltische GescMchte (ii. 318), took an inde-

pendent course, by fixing his attention chiefly on the

historical elements of the old tale. The ring, he says,

' Mittheilungen, ii. 162.
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is an historical ring, and belongs, both by its work-

manship, and particularly by the coat of arms which

is still visible on it, to the end of the 15th century.

He then remarks that, according to Beckmann, the

old castle at Dessau was burnt down in 1467, and

that, if the ring was a preservative against fire, it

would have lost its credit, supposing it had existed

before 1417. If then the ring belonged to a princess

of Dessau, she must have lived about 1500, and at

that very time there lived, as Dr. Hosaeus points out,

a famous piincess, the wife of Prince Ernst, who,

after her husband's death in 1516, ruled as the

guardian of her sons, and died in ] 530. During her

husband's reign the church at Dessau, the mill, and

several other important buildings were erected, and

the princess more particularly is described as a most

careful and successful administrator. We know that

the old castle had been burnt in 1467. What would
be more natural then than that she should have made
her sons promise her to be extremely careful about

fires in the castle, and that she should have given

them one of her favourite rings to remind them of

that promise 1 That ring would be called the ring

of Margarethe, or, as Margarethe was shortened to

Grete, the ring of Frau Grete. After that, when
Frau Grete had been forgotten, people might change
the pronunciation and call it the ring of ' Frau Krote,'

and then as soon as there was a ring of the Lady
Toad, explanations of such a name would be required,

and readily given, as is always the case in popular

mytholog}^ Even after that change, when the Frau
Krote had become the mysterious donor, not the pos-

sessor, of the ring, Dr. Hosaeus points out that one of
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the rooms in the castle continued to be called 'the

room of the Frau Krote.'

This is, no doubt, an extremely ingenious expla-

nation, and particularly valuable as showing how
legends may spring from historical facts, how a mere

change of pronunciation may lead to a myth, and

how, even in recent times, mothers and grandmothers

are always ready to explain what seems inexplicable,

and people in all ranks of society ready to believe

what satisfies their curiosity.

That Margarethe became in the mouths of the

people Grete is well known, and equally well that

Grete was used as a general name for a common girl.

Du dumme Grete is often heard in the streets of

Dessau, and if some people pronounce it Griete, I have

heard quite as often the expression Du infaine Krdte.

Now, from Krdte to Krote the transition is easy

enough, and if once made, everything else would

follow almost as a matter of course.

And yet this is not all. The student of mythology

gladly welcomes every euhemeristic explanation which

has the slightest countenance from real history, but

after he has seen the ring of the venerable Princess

of Anhalt changed into the ring of the Lady Toad he

asks again. Whence all this readiness to accept the

story of a toad, who is fed by crumbs from the window
of a princess, and then either sends a woman to

present a ring possessing a kind of charm against

fire and other dangers, or leads a princess through

a subterraneous passage to a woman who cannot be

delivered without her assistance, and then conducts

her safely back to the palace, carrying a lantern, and

presenting her with a ring ?
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Surely, nowhere would such a story be accepted, if

there did not exist beforehand a certain acquaintance

with toads or frogs as fabulous beings, having the

character of fairies or witches, or where apparitions

of women announcing fortunate or unfortunate events

to princes and princesses had not become articles of

popular faith. Thus we see that, after all, the help

of the Comparative Mythologist cannot be altogether

dispensed with, if we want to know by what spell

a real historical event can be changed into a Marchen,

or a Marchen into a real historical event.

And here we shall see at once the immense im-

portance of comparative studies. If the story of the

Frau Krote who invites a princess to attend a child-

birth in some subterraneous place, and who rewards

her services with some valuable present, existed at

Dessau only, the explanation given by Dr. Hosaeus

would probably be accepted by most people. But

what shall we say if we look about and find the same

or very similar stories all over Germany, without any

princess Margarethe or Grete or Krote to account for

it. Such stories have been collected, and Dr. Th. Elze

in a paper called Die Sage und der Ring, 1889, gives

nearly a dozen versions of it. It exists in Vorarlberg,

as shown by Vonbun in his Die Sagen Vorarlhergs,

1858, p. 6; it exists in the Lech-valley of the Tyrol,

see Ritter von Alpenburg, Deutsche Alpensagen, 1861,

p. 159 ; it exists near the Bodium in Swabia, see E.

Meyer, Deutsche Sagen aus Schwahen, 1852, vol. i.

p. 69 ; in Dornhan and Boll near Oberndorf, 1. c. p. 62
;

and again in Pfullingen near Reutlingen, I.e. p. 17.

In the Mark, south of the Havel and the Spree, the

same story with small modifications has been collected
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by A. Kuhn, Mdrkische Sagen und Mdrchen, 1843,

p. 82, while Haupt has heard it near Schadewalde in

Lusatia, see Sagenbuch der Laiisitz, 1863, vol. i. p. 55,

and traces of it have been discovered even in Bohemia,

see Waldau, Bohonisches Mdrchenhuch, 1860, p. 202.

A somewhat different though possibly related story

was told to Dr. Ogle at Zurich. There is a statue of

Charlemagne on one of the towers of the Mlinster, and

on one of the houses near the Mlinster there were

some curious stone carvings representing a toad sitting

on eggs, and a snake with a chalice and a ring. The

sacristan, when questioned, told an ancient tale of

Charlemagne walking one day by the lake, when he

found a toad squatting on a snake's eggs. He seized

the poor ' Krote ' by the leg and threw it into the

lake. In repayment of the service, the snake gave

him a ring and a chalice. Even Luther alludes to

such stories in his Tlachreden, 1576, fol. 446, but he

declares them to be mere somnia. This must suffice

to show that the euhemeristic explanation of the

Lady Toad breaks down before the evidence of its

existence in many parts of Germany where the name

of the Princess Margarethe of Dessau was utterly

unknown. We have therefore to look for a dilTerent

explanation.

We have not very far to seek before we find toads

and frogs—for these two animals are almost always

mixed up together—representing certain phenomena

of nature, and after a time endowed with a human

personality. In different parts of the world the

clouds, the moon, and the sun have been conceived as

toad, or frog-like characters. It is easy to understand

why clouds should have been likened to frogs. The
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Mexicans, for instance, who worshipped a god of rain

under the name of Tlaloc, i.e. the Nourisher, repre-

sented his children, probably the clouds, as frogs.

Another great goddess in Mexico, Cantaotl, a kind of

Demeter, is likewise pictured in the form of a frog,

with a large number of moutlis or breasts on her

body.

It is more difficult to understand why the moon

should have been conceived as a frog. The fact,

however, admits of no doubt, for Mr. Powell, in his

article on the Mythology of the American Indians,

tells us that the Indians believe that in ancient times

a council of the gods was held, to consider how they

could make a new moon, and that this was achieved

by Whippoorwill changing a frog into the moon.

The Indians imagine even now that they can see the

frog riding the moon, and they say that the moon is

cold, because the frog from which it was made was

cold.

Lastly the sun, and more particularly the rising

and setting sun, or what we should call the dawn and

the gloaming, have been conceived under the same

image. Two explanations are possible here. Either

the sun, as rising from the waters or the clouds, and

setting again in the waters, was accepted as an

amphibious animal, like the frog, or the name given

to the frog was, for some reason or other, found

applicable to the dawn and the gloaming also, so that

the two, the frog and the dawn, became synonymous,

and then gave rise in the usual way to a number of

misunderstood legends.

When we are told in the Mahabharata that Agni,

the solar fire, who hides in the waters, was betrayed
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by a frog, that frog could hardly have been meant

for anything but the da\^Ti, announcing to the world

the return of the sun.

A more decided case of solar metaphor is mentioned

by Plutarch, who sees in the frog a symbol of the

vernal sun. The Corinthians, he tells us, had sent

a bronze palm-tree to the temple of Apollo. Eound

its root were frogs and water-serpents. As these

animals had nothing in common either with palm-

trees or with Apollo, or with the Corinthians, it was

suggested by the Greeks that they were intended as

symbols of sjDring, when the sun begins to grow strong

and drives away the winter. In the same manner

they state that the cock in the hand of Apollo was

meant to indicate the approach of morning.

In other cases, however, we must appeal to language

itself in order to explain why the sun should have

been called a frog. Bheka in Sanskrit means a frog,

and a well-known story is told of Bheki, a female

frog, who became the wife of a prince on condition

that she should never see water. One day she saw

water, and immediately she vanished. This is but

one of the many versions of the world-old story that

the dawn, conceived as a woman and as the wife of

a king, originally the sun, vanishes in the gloaming

as soon as she sees the water, that is, as soon as she

approaches the clouds or the sea in which the sun sets.

But why should the Dawn be called a female frog 1

It has been suggested that this was simply due to the

amphibious nature of the dawn, sitting, like a frog,

on the line which divides the clouds from the earth.

This may be so. But there is a more potent reason

still. Bheka would in Greek appear as (/joiko?. This
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does not exist, but with a change. of ol into v—very

common in one of the Greek dialects, namely the

Boeotian

—

tpoiKo^ may be the Greek (/n'K09. This means

sea-weed, and was called so from its dark-red colour,

for we know that it was a favourite article for making

rouge. The Latin fucus also means a rock-lichen,

a red colour, and rouge. If fucus (for foicos, like

unusioT oinos) meant dark-red, bheka also must have
had originally the same meaning, and the frog would

have been called the dark-red one. We know that

in Latin the toad is called ruheta also, the red one.

The Sanskrit word bheka, tlierefore, if it meant
originally a dark red frog, would have been a most

appropriate name for the dawn, and still more for the

gloaming. Thus aru n a in Sanskrit means red, aruTii,

the dawn ; tsu in Hottentot meant bloody, red, tsui-

goah became a name for the rising sun, and, at last,

for the supreme deity. ^

If this is granted, all becomes clear. Bheki, the

dark-red one, originally a name of the gloaming,

ceased to be understood, and became a mere name,

and then a myth. When it was asked who Bheki

was, she was readily accepted as a beautiful girl. But
the old story remained that she had been discovered

by her lover sitting near a well ; that he had asked

her to marry him, and that she consented on con-

dition that he should never show her a drop of water.

One day, being tired, she asked the king for water.

The king forgot his promise, brought her water, and
Bheki plunged into the water, whether as the gloam-
ing, or as the frog, or as the beautiful princess, and
disappeared.

' M. M., Introduction to the Science of Religion, p. 295.
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If the intellectual atmosphere of a peoj^le is once

permeated by such creations of fancy, if fairies,

brownies, elves, and gnomes have become familiar

friends, nothing is easier to understand than that real

characters should be changed into fairies, or that

fairies should be changed into real characters. I have
little doubt tliat Frau Krote too belongs to this class

of beings, and that slie was originally one of the

old Teutonic female deities, the wise women, the

Scottish spae ivife, the old Norse sjmkonor, whom
Grimm has so well described in his German Mytho-
logy, and who can generally be traced to the well-

known source of all female deities, the dawn, the

moon, the clouds, and the earth. These fabulous

beings meet us again and again in German Mythology
as kind-hearted women, who, under various disguises,

warn their friends against coming dangers, protect

them in sickness, rescue them from prison, occasionally

even marry them, but generally disappear again when
some promise made to them by their friends has un-

wittingly been broken. Grimm's German Mythology
is full of these stories, particularly in the chapter on
Qottinnen, Weise Frauen, WiiJde und Elbe. A well-

known name for these half-goddesses was Itls in

Old High German, in Anglo-Saxon Ides, plural Idesa.

The same name, with the loss of the initial vowel,

appears in Icelandic as Dls, plural Bisir. They, too,

as Vigfusson informs us in his Icelandic Dictionary,

were female guardian-angels, who follow every man
from his birth, and only leave him in the hour of

death.

I have little doubt, therefore, that the story of the

Lady Toad in Dessau is really a survival of ancient
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Teutonic mythology. Such survivals become rarer

with every generation, but they die very slowly.

I still remember being told by my grandmother, when
she warned me not to go too near to the river, the

Mulde, that, if I went too near, the Kicker would

come and carry me off. That Nicker is the Old High

German NihJius, of whom Grimm has much to tell in

his Mythology (p. 456). The ancient Germans, when
the first snow began to fall, used to say that some

god or other in the clouds had torn his feather-bed.

We boys at school used exactly the same expression

when we saw the first flakes of snow. Only we used

to say, ' Baibler has torn his bed,' and Baibler was a

real person, who lived in the Church tower, and kept

watch and gave the signal in case of a fire breaking

out in the town or in the neighbourhood.

In the same manner, then, there probably was an

old legend of a kind fairy, originally a forgotten

goddess, protecting the reigning family of Dessau and

warning them against approaching dangers. That

story may either have been changed into history by
some early chronicler who had nothing better to do

;

or, and this is more likely, some princess at Dessau

may really have made hei'self known by her kindness

to poor people, and then the mere wish of the poor

that some good fairy might reward her, would easily

have become mixed up with the old legends about

wise women appearing in various animal disguises,

and bestowing their blessing, or even some substantial

gift in the shape of a gold ring, on their deserving

friends. Certain it is that the gold ring of Frau

Krote is preserved with religious care to the present

day. It is kept in a small safe, carefully hidden away
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in the wall of the old castle. The Duke only has the

key which opens the safe, and when it was last shown
to me by the reigning Duke the greatest precaution

was taken against every possible accident, and, more
particularly, against the danger of the ring falling on
the floor, which, as I was informed, would have

portended some dire misfortune to the reigning

family, more particularly, a conflagration in the

ancient castle.

If, finally, we ask the question what may have been

the original mythological atoms which became crystal-

lised in the story of the Frau Krote inciting some
lady to act as a midwife in a subterraneous abode,

and bestowing on her a present, generally something-

bright or golden, we can, of course, offer no more
than a guess, for the original elements of such stories

have to be looked for far beyond the beginning of

literature or even of tradition. There is one birth

constantly alluded to in the Veda, that is the birth of

the morning sun, the child that cries in the morning.

The mother belongs to the invisible or dark regions

beyond the East or below the waters, and the

messenger who announces the impending birth is tlie

Dawn. The Dawn rouses men and women from their

sleep, and the lighting of the fire on the hearth or on
the altar is often conceived as causing that which is

really the cause of the morning sacrifice, namely, the

birth or the rising of the sun. Again and again in

the Veda are the old sages said to have opened the

gates of the East, and to have brouglit back the light of

the sun. The Dawn was actually called Bheki in Indian

legends, and it was called so, as we saw, on account of

its tawny or dark-red colour and of its sitting on the

VOL. IV. L 1
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waters. That the Dawn brings bright golden presents

is still attested by the German proverb, Morgenstunde

hat Gold im Munde. Out of such floating elements

the story of Fran Krote might easily have been

formed in the course of centuries, till at last it

clustered round the historical figure of a princess of

the name of Margarethe or Grethe, who died at Dessau

in 1530.



FOLK-LOEE.'

As the science of language has supplied a new
basis for the science of mythology, the science of

mythology bids fair, in its turn, to open the way
to a new and scientific study of the folk-lore of

the Aryan nations. Not only have the radical and

formal elements of language been proved to be the

same in India, Greece, Italy, among the Celtic,

Teutonic, and Slavonic nations, not only have the

names of many of their gods, the forms of their wor-

ship, and the mainsprings of their religious sentiment

been traced back to one common Aryan source ; but

a further advance has been made. A myth, it was
argued, dwindles down to a legend, a legend to a tale

;

and if the myths were originally identical in India,

Greece, Italy, and Germany, why shoukl not the tales

also of these countries show some similarity even in

the songs of the Indian Ayah and the English nurse ?

There is some truth in this line of argument, but there

is likewise great danger of error. Granted that

a number of words and myths were originally identical

among all the members of the Aryan family, granted

likewise that they all went through the same vicissi-

' Curiosities of Indo-European Tradition and Folk-Lore. By W. K.

Kelly. London : Chapman and Hall, 1S63.

L 1 2
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tudes, would it not follow that, as no sound scholar

thinks of comparing Hindustani and English, or Italian

and Russian, no attempt at comparing the modern

tales of Europe to the modern tales of India could

ever lead to any satisfactory results ? The tales, or

Mdrchen, are the modern patois of mythology, and

if they are to become the subject of scientific treat-

ment, the first task that has to be accomplished is to

trace back each modern tale to some earlier legend,

and each legend to some primitive mythical root.

And here it is very important to remark that, although

originally our popular tales were reproductions of

more ancient legends, yet after a time a general taste

was created for marvellous stories, and new ones were

invented in large numbers, whenever they were re-

quired, by every grandmother and every nurse. Even

in these purely imaginative tales, analogies may, no

doubt, be discovered with more genuine tales ; because

they were made after original patterns, and, in many
cases, were mere variations of an ancient air. But if

we tried to analyse them by the same tests as the

genuine tales, if we attempted to recognise in them
the features of ancient legends, or to discover in these

fanciful strains the key-notes of still more distant

mythology, we should certainly share the fate of those

valiant knights who were led through an enchanted

forest by the voices of fairies till they found them-

selves landed in a bottomless quagmire. Jacob Grimm,
as Mr, Kelly tells us in his work on Indo-Eurojjean

Tradition and Folk-Lore, was the first scholar who
pointed out the importance of collecting all that could

be saved of popular stories, customs, sayings, super-

stitions, and beliefs. His Gervian Mythology is a store-
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house of such curiosities, and, together with his col-

lection of Mdrchen, it shows how much of this jetsam
and flotsam is still floating about, belonging originally

to the most ancient cargo of language, thought, fancy,

and belief. The Norse Tales lately published by Dr.
Dasent are another instance that shows how much
there is to reward the labours of a careful collector

and a thoughtful interpreter. Sufficient material has
been collected to enable scholars to see that these tales

are not arbitrary inventions or modern fictions, but
that their fibres cling in many instances to the very
germs of ancient language and ancient thought.
Among those who, in Germany, have followed in "the

track of Grimm, and endeavoured to trace the modern
folk-lore back to its most primitive sources, the names
of Kuhn, Schwartz, Mannhardt, and Wolf held a pro-
minent place, and it has been the object of Mr. Kelly
to make known in his book the most remarkable dis-

coveries which have been achieved by the successors
and countrymen of Jacob Grimm in this field of anti-

quarian research.

Mr. Kelly deserves great credit for the pains he has
taken in mastering this difficult subject, but we regret

the form in which he has thought fit to communicate
to an English public the results of his labours. He
tells us that a work by Dr. Kuhn, On the Descent of
Fire and the Drink of the Gods, is his chief authority

;

but he adds

:

' Although the very different nature of my work
has seldom allowed me to translate two or three con-
secutive sentences from Dr. Kuhn's elaborate treatise,

yet I wish it to be fully understood that, but for the
latter, the former could not have been written. I am
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the more bound to state this once for all, as emphatic-

ally as I can, because the very extent of my indebted-

ness has hindered me from acknowledging my obliga-

tions to Dr. Kuhn, in the text or in foot-notes, as

constantly as I have done in most other cases.'

We cannot help considering this an unsatisfactor}^

arrangement. If Mr. Kelly had given a translation

of Dr. Kuhn's Essay, English readers would have

known whom to hold responsible for the statements,

many of them very startling, as to the coincidences in

the tales and traditions of the Aryan nations. Or,

again, if Mr. Kelly had written a book of his own, we

should have had the same advantage ; for he would,

no doubt, have considered himself bound to substan-

tiate every fact quoted from the Edda or from the

Veda by a suitable reference. As it is, the reader's

curiosity is certainly excited to the highest degree,

but his incredulity is in no way relieved. Mr. Kelly

does not tell us that he is a Sanskrit or an Icelandic

scholar, and hence we naturally infer that his asser-

tions about the gods of the Indian and Northern

pantheons are borrowed from Dr. Kvihn and other

German writers. But, if so, it would have been

far preferable to give the i/^sissima verba of these

scholars, because, in descriptions of ancient forms of

belief or superstition, the slightest change of expres-

sion is apt to change the whole bearing of a sentence.

Many of Dr. Kuhn's opinions have been challenged

and controverted by his own countrymen—by Welcker,

Pott, and others ; some he has successfully supported

by new evidence, others he may be supposed to have

surrendered. All this could not be otherwise in a sub-

ject so new and necessarily so full of guess-work as
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the study of folk-lore, and it detracts in no way from

the value of the excellent essays in which Dr. Kulin

and others have analysed various myths of the Aryan
nations. All we insist on is this, that before Ave can

accept any conclusions as to the Vedic character of

Greek gods, or the deep meaning of so whimsical

a custom as divination witli the sieve and shears, we
must have chapter and verse from the Veda, and well

authenticated descriptions of the customs referred to.

People do not object to general assertions about the

Bible, or Homer, or Virgil, or Shakespeare, because

here they can judge for themselves, and would not

mind the trouble of checking for themselves any state-

ments which seem at all startling. But if they are

asked to believe that the Veda contains the true

theogony of Greece, that Orpheus is jRibhu, or the

wind, that the Charites are the Vedic Haritas, or

horses, the Erinnj^s Sara^iyu, or the lightning, such

statements, however true they may be, should, in the

present state of comparative mythological research, be

supported by evidence such as should enable students

to judge for themselves, before assenting to even the

most plausible theories. What authority is there for

saying (p. 14) that

—

' The Sanskrit tongue, in which the Vedas are

written, is the sacred langiiage of India ; that is to

say, the oldest language, the one which was spoken, as

the Hindus believe, by the gods themselves,when gods

and men were in frequent fellowship with each other,

from the time when Yama descended from heaven to

become the first of mortals ' ?

The Hindus, as far as we know, never say that the

gods spoke Vedic as opposed to ordinary Sanskrit;
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they never held that during the Vedic period the

gods lived in more frequent fellowship with men

;

they never speak of Yama as descending from heaven

to become the first of mortals. These are three mis-

takes, or at least three entirely un-Indian ideas, in one

sentence. Again, when we are told (p. 19) that, 'in

the Vedas, Yama is the first lightning-born mortal,'

we imagine that this is a simple statement from the

Veda, whereas it is a merely hypothetical and, we be-

lieve, erroneous view of the nature of Yama, drawn
from the interpretation of the names of some Vedic

deities. If given as a guess, with all its pros and cons,

it would be valuable ; if given, as here, as a simple

fact, it is utterly deceptive.

In page 18 we are told

:

' On the whole, it is manifest that all these divine

tribes, Maruts, 7f^bhus, Bhrigus, and Ahgiras, are

beings identical in nature, distinguished from each

other only by their elemental functions, and not essen-

tially different from the Pit?- is or fathers. The latter

are simply the souls of the pious dead.'

Now these are strong and startling assertions, but

again given dogmaticalh^, and without any proof. The
Pit '/'is are, no doubt, the fathers, and they might be

called the souls of the pious dead ; but, if so, they have

no elementary origin, like the gods of the storms, the

days, and the seasons ; nor can they have any elemen-

tary functions. To say that the Pitris or Manes
shone as stars to mortal eyes (p. 20) is another

assertion that requires considerable limitation, and
is apt to convey as false an idea of the primitive

faith of the Vedic i^/shis, as when (p. 21) we read

that the Apas (waters) are cloud-maidens, brides
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of the gods, or navigators of the celestial sea (na vyaA),

and that the Apsaras are damsels destined to delight

the souls of heroes, the houris, in fact, of the Vedic

paradise. The germs of some of these ideas may,

perhaps, be discovered in the hymns of the Veda, but

to speak thus broadly of a Vedic paradise, of houris,

and cloud-maidens, is to convey, as far as we can judge

from texts hitherto published, an utterly false idea of

the simple religion of the Vedic j)oets.

One other instance must suffice. At the end of the

sixth chapter, in order to explain why a healing virtue

is ascribed in German folk-lore to the mistletoe and

the ash, Mr. Kelly makes the following statement

:

'This healing virtue, which the mistletoe shares

with the ash, is a long-descended tradition, for the

Kush^Aa, the embodiment of the Soma, a healing-

plant of the highest renown among the Southern

Aryans, was one that grew beneath the heavenly

Asvattha.' We tried in vain to understand the

exact power of the for in this sentence. Great stress

is laid in Northern Mythology on the fact that

the mistletoe grows on a tree, and does not, like all

other plants, spring from the earth. But the Ku sh ^ A a

is never said to grow on the heavenly Asvattha,
which Mr. Kelly translates by religious fig, but beneath

it. In fact, it is the Asvattha, or Pippal, which, if

found growing on another tree, the iS'ami [Acacia

Suma), is considered by the Brahmans as peculiarly

fitted for sacrificial purposes. The for, therefore, must
refer to something else as forming the tertium com-

parationis between the mistletoe and the Kush^Aa.
Is it their healing power ? Hardly ; for, in the case

of the mistletoe, the healing power is a popular super-
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stition, in the case of the Kush^Zta, the Gostus speciosus,

it is, we believe, a medicinal fact. We suppose, there-

fore, that Mr. Kelly perceived the similarity between

the German and the Indian plants to consist in this,

that the Kush^/^a was really an embodiment of Soma,

for in another passage he says :

'Besides the earthly Soma, the Hindus recognise

a heavenly Soma or KvaritB. (ambrosia), that drops

from the imperishable A&vattha or Pippal (Ficus

religlosa), out of which the immortals shaped the

heaven and the earth. Beneath this mighty tree,

which spreads its branches over the third heaven,

dwell Yama and the Pit^'zs, and quaff the drink of

immortality with the gods. At its foot grow plants

of all healing virtue, incorporations of the Soma.'

Mr. Kelly then proceeds to remark that ' the paral-

lelism between the Indian and the Iranian world tree

on the one hand, and the ash Yggdrasil on the other,

is very striking.' We shall pass by the Iranian world

tree, the fact being that the Zend-Avesta does not

recognise one, but always speaks of two trees. But

fixing our attention on Mr. Kelly's comparison of what

he calls the Indian world tree and the ash Yggdrasil,

the case would stand thus : The Hindus believe in the

existence of a Pippal tree (Finis religiosa) that drops

Soma (Asclepias acida), at the foot of which grows

the Kush^Aa (Gostus speciosus), a medicinal plant,

the incorporation of the Soma dropping from the

Pippal. As there is a similarity between the ash

Yggdrasil and the Pippal, both representing originally,

as is maintained, the clouds of heaven, therefore

a healing virtue was ascribed to the ash and the

mistletoe by the Aryans that came to settle in
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Europe. We will not deny that if the facts, as here

stated, were quite correct, some similarity of con-

ception might be discovered in the German Yggdrasil

and the Indian Pippal. But did the Brahmans ever

believe in a Pippal dropping Soma, and in that

Soma becoming embodied in a Costus? Mr. Kelly

here, for once, gives a reference to Rig-veda, II. 1C4,

which, as we find from the original work of Dr. Kuhn,
is intended for Rig-veda, II. 164, 19-22. In that hymn
the word Kushi/ia never occurs. A tree is indeed

mentioned there, but it is not called Asvattha, nor is

it said to drop Soma, nor is there any allusion to the

fact that heaven and earth were made of that tree.

All that can be gathered from the extremely obscure

language of that hymn is that the fruit of the tree

there described is called Pippala, that birds settle on

it eating that fruit, that they sing praises in honour

of a share of immortality, and that these birds are

called eaters of sweet things. That the word used for

' immortality ' may mean Soma, that the word meaning
' sweet ' may stand for the same beverage, is perfectly

true; but, even if that conjectural rendering should

be adopted, it would still leave the general meaning
of the verses far too obscure to justify us in making
them the basis of any mythological comparisons. As
to the Kushf/^a—the Codus speclosus, which is said

to be called in the Rig-veda an incorporation of Soma,

we doubt whether such a word ever occurs in the

Rig-veda. It is mentioned in the mystical fornnilas

of the Atharva-veda, but there again it is called,

indeed, the friend of Soma (Ath.-veda, V. 4, 7), l)ut not

its embodiment; nor is there any statement that

under the Asvattha tree there mentioned the o-ods
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drink Soma, but simply that Yama drinks there with

the gods.

It is impossible to be too careful in these matters,

otherwise everything becomes everything. Although

Mr. Kelly takes it for granted that the poets of the

Veda knew a tree similar to the tree Yggdrasil

—

a world tree, or a cloud tree, or whatever else it may
be called—there is not a single passage that has been

brought forward in support by Mr. Kelly or by Dr.

Kuhn himself, which could stand a more severe criti-

cism. When the poets exclaim, 'What wood, what
tree was it, of which they made heaven and earth ?

'

—this means no more in the ancient language of

religious poetry than, Out of what material were
heaven and earth formed ? As to the tree Ilpa—or

more correctly, Ilj^a—nothing is known of it beyond
its name in one of the latest works of Vedic literature,

the TJpanishads, and the remarks of so modern a com-
mentator as /S'aiikara. There is no proof whatever
of anything like the conception of the Yggdrasil

having entered the thoughts of the Vedic poets ; and
to ascribe the healing virtue of ash or mistletoe to

any reminiscence of a plant, Kush^Aa, that might
have grown under a Vedic fig-tree, or Soma-tree, or

Yggdrasil, is to attempt to lay hold of the shadow of

a dream.

There is but one way in which a comparative study
of the popular traditions of the Aryan nations can
lead to any satisfactory result. Let each tale be
traced back to its most original form, let that form be
analysed and interpreted in strict accordance with the

rules of comparative philology, and after the kernel,

or the simple and original conception of the myth,
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has been found, let us see how the same conception

and the same myth have gradually expanded and

become diversified under the bright sky of India and

in the forests of Germany. Before the Northern

Yggdrasil is compared to a supposed Indian world

tree it is absolutely necessary to gain a clear insight

into the nature of the myth of Yggdrasil. That myth
seems to be of a decidedly cosmogonic and philo-

sophical character. The tree seems to express the

Universe. It is said to have three roots—one in

Nifihehn, near the well called Hvergelmir ; a second

in Jotunheion, near the well of the wise Mimir ; and

a third in heaven, near the well of Vurdh. Its

branches embrace the whole world. In heaven the

gods hold their meetings under the shadow of this

tree, near the well of Vurdh. The place is guarded

by the three Nomas {Vurdh, Verdhandi, and Skuld),

—Past, Present, and Future), who water the roots of

the tree with the water of Vuoxlk. In the crown of

the tree sits an eagle, and in the well of Hvergelmir

lies the serpent Nidhoggr, and gnaws its roots. In

none of these conceptions are there any clear traces of

clouds or thunderstorms ; but if there were, this

would be the very reason why the Yggdrasil could

not be compared to the Indian Asvattha, in which

no ingenuity will ever discover either a bank of clouds

or a thunderstorm.



THE NOESEMEN IN ICELAND/

There is, after Anglo-Saxon, no language, no litera-

ture, no mythology so full of interest for the elucidation

of the earliest history of the race which now inhabits

these British Isles as the Icelandic. Nay, in one

respect, Icelandic beats every other dialect of the

great Teutonic family of speech, not excepting Anglo-

Saxon and Old High-German and Gothic. It is in

Icelandic alone that we find complete remains of

genuine Teutonic heathendom. Gothic, as a language,

is more ancient than Icelandic ; but the only literary

work which we possess in Gothic is a translation of

the Bible. The Anglo-Saxon literature, with the ex-

ception of the Beowulf, is Christian. The old heroes

of the Nibelunge, such as we find them represented

in the Suabian epic, have been converted into church-

going knights ; whereas, in the ballads of the Elder

Edda, Sigurd and Brynhild appear before us in their

full pagan grandeur, holding nothing sacred but their

love, and defying all laws, human and divine, in the

name of that one almighty passion. The Icelandic

contains the key to many a riddle in the English

language, and to many a mystery in the English

^ The Norsemen in Iceland. By Dr. G. W. Dasent. Oxford Essays,

1858.
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character. Though the Old Norse is but a dialect of

the same language which the Angles and Saxons
brought to Britain, though the Norman blood is the

same blood that ebbs and flows in every German
heart, yet there is an accent of defiance in that rugged

Northern speech, and a spring of daring madness in

that throbbing Northern heart, which marks the

Northman wherever he appears, whether in Iceland

or in Sicily, whether on the Seine or on the Thames.

At the beginning of the ninth century, when the

great Northern exodus began, Europe, as Dr. Dasent

remarks, ' was in dang-er of becomine: too comfortable.

The two nations destined to run neck-and-neck in the

great race of civilisation, Frank and Anglo-Saxon,

had a tendency to become dull and lazy, and neither

could arrive at perfection till it had been chastised by
the Norsemen, and finally forced to admit an infusion

of Northern blood into its sluggish veins. The vigour

of the various branches of the Teutonic stock may be

measured by the proportion of Norman blood which
they received ; and the national character of England
owes more to the descendants of Hrolf Ganger than

to the followers of Hengist and Horsa.'

But what is known of the early history of the

Norsemen? Theirs was the life of reckless free-

booters, and they had no time to dream and ponder

on the past, which they had left behind in Norway.
Where they settled as colonists or as rulers, their own
traditions, their very language, were soon forgotten.

Their language has nowhere struck root on foreign

ground, even where, as in Normandy, they became
earls of Rouen, or, as in these isles, kings of England.

There is but one exception—Iceland. Iceland was
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discovered, peopled, and civilised by Norsemen in the

ninth century; and, in the nineteenth century, the

language spoken there is still the dialect of Harold

Fairhair, and the stories told there are still the

stories of the Edda, or the Venerable Grandmother.

Dr. Dasent gives us a rapid sketch of the first landings

of the Norwegian refugees on the fiords and fells of

Iceland. He describes how love of freedom drove the

subjects of Harold Fairhair forth from their home;

how the Teutonic tribes, though they loved their

kings, the sons of Odin, and sovereigns by the grace

of God, detested the dictatorship of Harold. ' He was

a mighty warrior,' so says the ancient Saga, ' and laid

Norway under him, and put out of the way some of

those who held districts, and some of them he drove

out of the land ; and, besides, many men escaped out

of Norway because of the overbearing of Harold Fair-

hair, for they would not stay to be subject to him.'

These early emigrants were pagans, and it was not

till the end of the tenth century that Christianity

reached the Ultima Thule of Europe. The missionaries,

however, who converted the freemen of Iceland were

freemen themselves. They did not come with the

pomp and the pretensions of the Church of Rome.

They preached Christ rather than the Pope; they

taught religion rather than theology. Nor were they

afraid of the old heathen gods, or angry with every

custom that was not of Christian growth. Sometimes

this tolerance may have been carried too far, for we
read of kings, like Helgi, ' mixed in their faith, who
trusted in Christ, but at the same time invoked

Thor's aid whenever they went to sea, or got into any

difficulty.' But, on the whole, the kindly feeling of
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the Icelandic priesthood toward the national traditions

and customs and prejudices of their converts must
have been beneficial. Sons and daughters were not

forced to call the gods whom their fathers and mothers
had worshipped, devils ; and they were allowed to use

the name of Allfadir, whom they had invoked in the

prayers of their childhood when praying to Him who
is ' Our Father in Heaven.'

The Icelandic missionaries had peculiar advantages
in their relation to the system of paganism which
they came to combat. Nowhere else, perhaps, in the

whole history of Christianity, has the missionar}^ been

brought face to face with a race of gods who were
believed by their own worshippers to be doomed to

death. The missionaries had only to proclaim that

Balder was dead, that the mighty Odin and Tlior

were dead. The j^eople knew that these gods were to

die, and the messag-e of the One Ever-livinof God must
have touched their ears and their hearts with comfort

and joy. Thus, while in Germany the priests were
occupied for a long time in destroying every trace of

heathenism, in condemning every ancient lay as the

work of the devil, in felling sacred trees and abolish-

ing national customs, the missionaries of Iceland were
able to take a more charitable view of the past, and
they became themselves the keepers of those veiy

poems, and laws, and proverbs, and Runic inscrij)tions,

which on the Continent had to be put down with

inquisitorial cruelty. The men to whom the collection

of the ancient pagan poetry of Iceland is commonlj^

ascribed were men of Christian learning ; the one, the

founder of a public school ; the other, famous as the

author of a history of the North, the Heimskringla.

VOL, IV. M m
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It is owing to their labours that we know anything

of the ancient religion, the traditions, the maxims, the

habits of the Norsemen, and it is from these sources

that Dr. Dasent has drawn his information, and

composed his vigorous and living sketch of primitive

Northern life. It is but a sketch, but a sketch that

will bear addition and completion. Dr. Dasent dwells

most fully on the religious system of Iceland, which

is the same, at least in its general outline, as that

believed in by all the members of the Teutonic family,

and may truly be called one of the various dialects of

the primitive religious and mythological language of

the Aryan race. After all, there is nothing more

interesting than religion in the whole history of man.

By its side, poetry and art, science and law, sink into

comparative insignificance. Dr. Dasent, however, has

not confined his Essay to the religious life of Iceland.

He has added some minute descriptions of the domestic

habits, the dress, the armour, the diet, the laws and

the customs of the race, and he has proved himself

well at home in the Icelandic homestead. One thing

only we miss—an account of their epic poetry; and

this, we believe, would on several points have furnished

a truer picture of the very early and purely pagan

life of the Norsemen than the extracts from their

histories and law books, which are more or less, if

not under the direct influence of Christianity, at least

touched by the spirit of a more advanced civilisation.

The old poems, in their alliterating metre, were proof

against later modifications. We probably possess

Avhat we do possess of them, in its original form. As
they had been composed in Norway in the sixth

century after Christ, they were carried to Iceland in
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the ninth, and written down in the eleventh century.

The prose portions of the Old Edda, and still more
of the Young Edda, are of still later origin. They
betray in many instances the hand of a Christian

writer. And the same applies to the later Sagas and

law books. Here much is still to be done by the critic;

and we look forward with great interest to a fuller

inquiry into the age of the various parts of Icelandic

literature, the history of the MSS., the genuineness of

their titles, and similar questions. Such subjects are

hardly fit for popular treatment, and we do not blame
Dr. Dasent for having passe'd them over in his Essay.

But the translator of the Younger Edda ought to tell

us hereafter what is the real history of this, and of

the older collection of Icelandic poetry. Plow do we
know, for instance, that Ssemund (1056-1133) collected

the Old, Snorro Sturlason (1178-1241) the Young
Edda? How do we know that the MSS. which we
now possess, have a right to the title of Edda at all ?

All this rests, as far as we know, on the authority of

bishop Brynjulf Swendsen, who discovered the 'Codex

regius' in 1643, and wrote on the copy of it, with his

own hand, the title of Edda Scamundar hinns froda.-

None of the DISS, of the second, or Prose Edda, bear

that title in any well-authenticated form ; still less is

it known whether Snorro composed either part or

the whole of it. All these questions ought to be

answered, as far as they can be answered, before we
can hope to see the life of the ancient Norsemen
drawn with truthfulness and accuracy. The greater

part of the poems, however, bears an expression of

genuineness which cannot be challenged ; and a com-

parison of the mythology of the Edda with that of

M m 2
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the Teutonic tribes, and again, in a more general

manner, with that of the other Indo-Germanic races,

is best calculated to convince the sceptic that the

names and the legends of the Eddie gods are not of

late invention. There are passages in the Edda which
sound like verses fi'om the Veda. Dr. Dasent quotes

the following lines from the Elder Edda

:

'Twas the morning of time,

When yet naught was,

Nor sand nor sea were there,

Nor cooling streams;

Earth was not formed,

Nor heaven above

;

A yawning gap there was,

And grass nowhere.

A hymn of the Veda begins in a very similar way:

Nor Aught nor Naught existed
;
yon bright sky

Was not, nor heaven's broad woof outstretched above.

What covered all ? what slieltered ? what concealed ?

Was it the water's fathomless abyss ? &c.

There are several mythological expressions common
to the Edda and Homer. In the Edda, man is said

to have been created out of an ash-tree. In Hesiod,

Zeus creates the third race of men out of ash-trees

;

and that this tradition was not unknown to Homer,
we learn from Penelope's address to Ulysses: 'Tell

me thy family, from whence thou art; for thou art

not sprung from the olden tree, or from the rock.'

There are, however, other passages in the Edda,

particularly in the Prose Edda, which ought to be

carefully examined before they are admitted as

evidence on the primitive paganism of the Norsemen.
The Prose Edda was written by a man who mixed
classical learning and Christian ideas with Northern
traditions. This is clearly seen in the preface. But
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traces of the same influence may be discovered in

other parts, as, for instance, in the Dialogue called

Gylfi's Mocking. The ideas which it contains are

meant to be pagan, but are they really pagan in their

origin 1 Dr. Dasent gives the following extract

:

' Who is first and eldest of all gods ? He is called

Allfadir (the Father of All, the Great Father) in our

tongue. He lives from all ages, and rules over his

realm, and sways all things, great and small. He
made heaven and earth, and the sky, and all that

belongs to them ; and he made man, and gave him

a soul that shall live and never perish, though the

body rot to mould or burn to ashes. All men that

are right-minded shall live and be with him in the

place called Vingolf: but wicked ones fare to Hell,

and thence into Niflhell, that is, beneath in the ninth

world.'

We ask Dr. Dasent, Is this pure, genuine, unso-

phisticated paganism ? Is it language that Sigurd

and Brynhild would have understood 1 Is that A II-

fadir really nothing more than Odin, who himself

must perish, and whom at the day of doom the wolf,

the Fenris-wolf, was to swallow at one gulp? We
can only ask the question here, but we doubt not

that in his next work on the antiquities of the

Northern races. Dr. Dasent will give us a full and

complete answer, and thus satisfy the curiosity which

he has raised by his valuable contribution to the

Oxford Etsays.

P.S. The questions which I here ventured to ask have

been fully answered since by Professor Sophus Bugge.

He has shown that not only Greek and Roman, but
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also Jewish and Christian ideas have penetrated the

mythological lore of the North, before it was finally

arranged and written down in the two Eddas. But
Professor Bugge and his countryman, Dr. Bang, have
gone too far. Northern mythology has only shared

the fate of most mythologies in being written down,
Jiot during the age which gave rise to them, and when
they were in full vitality, but in a later age which
no longer shared or even understood the thoughts
embodied in the ancient gods and heroes. In some
cases, as in Persia, for instance, the ancient stories

were collected even by poets of another faith, as we
see in our own time the mythology and folk-lore of

African races being carefully collected by Christian

missionaries and Bishops. Something of the same
kind must have happened in Iceland, and the traces

of foreign influence, Avhether classica.1 or Christian,

pointed out with great ingenuity and learning by
Professor Bugge, explain many things in Icelandic

literature which before were puzzling, and which
made me ask, in 1858, the questions which he has

answered so fully in 1879. But if it is asserted that

by his researches Grimm's idea of an ancient Pan-
Teutonic mythology, or our belief in a Pan-Aryan
mythology has been shaken, this is an assertion and
no more. Has the ' Lesson of Jupiter ' been quite

forgotten? Is it not enough to read in Grimm's
German Mythology the chapters on Wiiotan, Donar,
Zio, and Fra in order to learn that these gods and
their names and their histories were not invented by
Christian monks, whether in Iceland or in Ireland,

that they were not of yesterday at the time when the
Eddas were written down, and that they would ne^er
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have pervaded all the dialects of Germany and

Scandinavia, that they would never have clung to

mountains, rivers, villages, trees, and plants as they

have, if indeed they had been the learned products

of mediaeval monasteries'? And as to Pan-Aryan

mythology, does any one doubt that the Old Norse Tyr

whose name lives in Tyndagr, in A.S. Tiuesdceg, in Old

High German Ziedac, nay, though much changed, iu

Tuesday and German Dienstag, was originally the

same name and the same god as Zei^s, as lovls, nay, as

the Vedic Dyaus? Scholars may differ as to the

Aryan prototype of Odin, but that Odin was the

same name as the Old High German W'uotan, that our

Wednesday corresponds to Icelandic Odinsdagr, nay,

to Swedish nsdag, can hardly be questioned. Grimm
would indeed have written in vain his paper Uhe7' die

Namen des Donners, 1855, if we could doubt that the

Teutonic nations, before their separation, had known
a god of thunder and called him by names taken from

the stores of their own language, and that the names

of Thunder, Donar, and Thorr are derived from the

same root which produced tonitrus in Latin, and

tanyatu, thunder, in Sanskrit. To deny that there

existed a Pan-Aryan mythology, would be tanta-

mount to denying that there existed a Pan-Arj^an

language ; to assign the origin of Teutonic mythology

to the eleventh century A.D. would require us to

assign the origin of all Teutonic dialects to the same

period. Professor Sophus Bugge is the last scholar

to advocate such unscholarlike theories, and it is to

be regretted that his valuable discoveries should so

often have been misrepresented by other scholars.
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We had thought that the Popular Tales, the Kinder

-

und Hausmdrchen which the brothers Grimm col-

lected from the mouths of old women in the spinning-

rooms of German villages, could never be matched.

But here we have a collection from the Norse as like

those German tales as ' Dapplegrim was to Dapple-

grim,' ' there wasn't a hair on one which wasn't on

the other as well,' These Scandinavian 'Folkeeventyr'

were collected by MM. Asbjornsen and Moe during

the last fifteen years, and they have now been trans-

lated into English by Dr. Dasent, the translator of

the Icelandic Eddci, and the writer of an excellent

article in the last Oxford Essays, ' On the Norsemen

in Iceland,' The translation shows in every line

that it has been a vv'ork of love and unflagging en-

joyment; and we doubt not that, even transplanted

on a foreign soil, these fragrant flowers will strike

root, and live, and be the delight of children—young
and old—for many generations to come.

Who can tell what gives to these childish stories

their irresistible charm? There is no plot in them

' Popular Tales from the Norse. By George Webbe Dasent, D.C.L.

With an Introductory Essay on the Origin and Diifusion of

Popular Tales. Edinburgh : Edmonston and Douglas, 1859.
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to excite our curiosity. No gorgeous description of

scenery, d la Kingsley, dazzles our eyes, no anatomy

of human passion, d la Thackeray, rivets our atten-

tion. No, it is all about kings and queens, about

princes and princesses, about starving beggars and

kind fairies, about doughty boys and clumsy trolls,

about old hags that bawl and screech, and about

young maidens, as white as snow and as red as blood.

The Devil, too, is a very important personage on this

primitive stage. The tales are short and quaint, full

of downright absurdities and sorry jokes. We know
from the beginning how it will all end. Poor Boots

will marry the Princess and get half the kingdom.

The stepmother will be torn to pieces, and Cinderella

will be a great queen. The troll will burst as soon

as the sun shines on him ; and the Devil himself will

be squeezed and cheated till he is glad to go to his

own abode. And yet we sit and read, we almost

cry, and we certainly chuckle, and we are very soi'ry

when

—

Snip, snap, snout,

This tale 's told out.

There is witchery in these simple old stories yet!

But it seems useless to try to define in what it con-

sists. We sometimes see a landscape with nothing

particular in it. There is only a river, and a bridge,

and a red-brick house, and a few dark trees, and yet

we gaze and gaze till our eyes grow dim. Why we
are charmed we cannot tell. Perhaps there is some-

thing in that simple scenery which reminds us of our

home, or of some place which once we saw in a happy
dream. Or we watch the grey sky and the heavy

clouds on a dreary day. There is nothing in that
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picture that would strike an artist's eye. We have

seen it all hundreds of times before ; and yet we gaze

and gaze, till the clouds, with their fantastic outlines,

settle round the sun, and vanish beyond the horizon.

They were only clouds on a grey afternoon, and yet

they have left a shadow on our mind that will never

vanish. Is it the same, perhaps, with these simple

stories ? Do they remind us of a distant home, of a

happy childhood ? Do they recall fantastic dreams,

long vanished from our horizon, hopes that have set,

never to rise again ? Is there some childhood left in

us, that is called out by these childish tales ? If there

is—and there is with most of us—we have only to

open our book, and we shall fly away into dream-

land, like ' the lassie who rode on the north wind's

back to the castle that lies east o' the sun and west o'

the moon.' IS or is it dream-land altogether. There

is a kind of real life in these tales—life, such as a

child believes in—a life, where good is always re-

warded, wrong always punished; where every one,

not excepting the Devil, gets his due ; where all i;-;

possible that we truly v/ant, and nothing seems so

wonderful that it might not happen to-morrow. We
may smile at those dreams of inexhaustible possi-

bilities
; but, in one sense, that child's world is a real

world too, and those children's stories are not mere
pantomimes. What can be truer than Dr. Dasent's

happy description of the character of Boots, as it runs

through the whole cycle of these tales ?

'There he sits idle whilst all work; there he lies

with that deep irony of conscious power which knows
its time must one day come, and meantime can afford

to wait. When that time comes he gfirds himself to
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the feat, amidst the scoffs and scorn of liis flesh and
blood; but even then, after he has done some great

deed, he conceals it, returns to his ashes, and again

sits idly by the kitchen fire, dirty, lazy, despised,

until the time for final recognition comes, and then

his dirt and rags fall ofl'—he stands out in all the

majesty of his Royal robes, and is acknowledged once

for all a Kino:.'

And then we see

—

' The proud, haughty Princess, subdued and tamed
by natural affection into a faithful, loving wife. We
begin by being angry at her pride ; we are glad at the

retribution which overtakes her, but we are gradu-

ally melted at her sufierings and hardships when she

gives up all for the Beggar and follows him ; we feel

for her when she exclaims, " Oh, the Bep'2:ar, and
the babe, and the cabin

!

" and we rejoice with her

when the Prince saj^s, " Here is the Beggar, and there

is the babe, and so let the cabin be burnt aw^ay."

'

There is genuine fun in the old woman who does

not know whether she is herself. She has been

dipped into a tar-barrel, and then rolled on a heap

of fea,thers ; and when she sees herself feathered all

over, she wants to find out whether it is her or not.

And how well she reasons! 'Oh! I know,' she says,

' how I shall be able to tell whether it is me ; if the

calves come and lick me, and our dog Tray doesn't

bark at me when I get home, then it must be me,

and no one else.' It is, however, quite superfluous

to say anything in praise of these tales. They will

make their way in the world and win everybody's

heart, as sure as Boots made the Princess say, ' That

is a story !

'
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But we have not done with Dr. Dasent's book

yet. There is one part of it, the Introduction, which

in reahty tells the most wonderful of all wonderful

stories—the migration of these tales from Asia to the

North of Europe. It might seem strange, indeed,

that so great a scholar as Grimm should have spent

so much of his ^^I'ecious time in collecting his 31dr-

chen, if these Mclrchen had only been intended for

the amusement of children. When we see a Lyell or

an Owen pick up pretty shells and stones, we may be

sure that, however much little girls may admire these

pretty things, this was not the object which these

wise collectors had in view. Like the blue and green

and rosy sands which children play with in the Isle

of Wight, these tales of the people, which Grimm was
the first to discover and collect, are the detritus of

many an ancient stratum of thought and language,

buried deep in the past. They have a scientific in-

terest. The results of the science of lanoTias:e are

by this time known to every educated man, and boys

learn at school—what fifty years ago would have

been scouted as absurd—that English, together with

all the Teutonic dialects of the Continent, belongs to

that large family of speech which comprises, besides

the Teutonic, Latin, Greek, Slavonic, and Celtic, the

Oriental languages of Persia and India. Previously

to the dispersion of these languages, there was, of

course, one common language, spoken by the common
ancestors of our own race, and of the Greeks, the

Romans, the Hindus and Persians, a language which

was neither Greek, nor Latin, nor Persian, nor Sanskrit,

but stood to all of them in a relation similar to that

in which Latin stands to French, Italian, and Spanish

;
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or Sanskrit to Bengali, Hindustani, and Marathi. It

has also been proved that the various tribes who
started from this central home to discover Europe in

the North and India in the South carried away with

them, not only a common language, but a common
faith and a common mythology. These are facts

which may be ignored but cannot be disputed, and

the two sciences of Comparative Grammar and Com-
parative Mythology, though but of recent origin, rest

on a foundation as sound and safe as that of any of

the inductive sciences

:

'The affinity,' says Dr. Dasent, 'which exists in a

mythological and philological point of view between

the Aryan or Indo-European languages is now the

first article of a literary creed, and the man who
denies it puts himself as much beyond the pale of

argument as he who, in a religious discussion, should

meet a grave divine of the Church of England with

the strict contradictory of her first article, and loudly

declare his conviction that there was no God.'

And again

:

* We all came, Greek, Latin, Celt, Teuton, Slavonian,

from the East, as kith and kin, leaving kith and kin

behind us, and after thousands of years, the language

and traditions of those who went East and those who
went West bear such an affinity to each other as to

have established, beyond discussion or dispute, the

fact of their descent from a common stock.'

But now we go beyond this. Not only do we find

the same words and the same terminations in Sanskrit

and Gothic ; not only do we find the same names for

Zeus and many other deities in Sanskrit, Latin, and
German ; not only is the abstract name for God the
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same in India, Greece, and Italy ; but these very

stories, these Mdrchen, which nurses still tell, with

almost the same words, in the Thuringian forest and

in the Norwegian villages, and to which crowds of

children listen under the Pippal trees of India, these

stories, too, belonged to the common heirloom of the

Indo-European race, and their origin carries us back

to the same distant past, when no Greek had set foot

in Europe, no Hindu had bathed in the sacred waters

of the Gano-es. No doubt this sounds strange, and it

requires a certain limitation. We do not mean to say

that the old nurse who rocked on her mighty knees

the two ancestors of the Indian and the German races,

told each of them the story of Snow-white and Rosy-

red, exactly as we read it in the Tales from the

Norse, and that these told it to their children, and

thus it was handed down to our own times. It is true

indeed—and a comparison of our Norwegian Tales

with the Mdrchen collected by the Grimms in Ger-

many shows it most clearly—that the memory of

a nation clings to its popular stories with a marvellous

tenacity. For more than a thousand years the Scan-

dinavian inhabitants of Norway have been separated

in language from their Teutonic brethren on the

Continent, and yet both have not only preserved the

same stock of popular stories, but they tell them in

several instances in almost the same words. It is

a much more startling supposition—or, we should say,

a much more startling fact—that those Aryan boys,

the ancestors of the Hindus, Romans, Greeks, and

Germans, should have preserved the ancient words from

one to ten, and that these dry words should have been

handed down to our own schoolboy days, in several
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instances, without the change of a single letter. Thus
2 in English is still hvo, in Hindustani do, in Persian

du, in French deux ; 3 is still three in English, and
trys in Lithuanian ; 9 is still nine in English, and

nuh in Persian. Surely it was not less difficult to

remember these and thousands of other words than to

remember the pretty stories of Snow-white and Rosy-

red. For the present, however, all we want to prove

is that the elements or the seeds of these fairy tales

belong to the period that preceded the dispersion of

the Aryan race, that the same people who, in their

migrations to the North and the South carried along

with them the names of the Sun and the Dawn, and
their belief in the bright gods of Heaven, possessed in

their very language, in their mythological and prover-

bial phraseology, the more or less developed germs

that were sure to grow up into the same or very

similar plants on every soil and under every sky.

This is a subject w^hich requires the most delicate

handling, and the most careful analysis. Before we
attempt to compare the popular stories, as they are

found in India and Europe at the present day, and to

trace them to a common source, we have to answer

one very important question—Was there no other

channel through which some of them could have

Howed from India to Europe, or from Europe to

India, at a later time 1 We have to take the same
precaution in comparative philology with regard to

words. Besides the words which Greek and Latin

share in common because they are both derived from

one common source, there is a class of words which

Latin took over from Greek ready-made. These are

called foreign words, and they form a considerable
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element, particularly in modern languages. The

question is whether the same does not apply to some

of our common Indo-European stories. How is it

that some of Lafontaine's fables should be identically

the same as those which we find in two collections of

fables in Sanskrit, the Pa/^/iatantra and the Hitopa-

desa ? This is a question which, many years ago, has

been most fully treated in one of the most learned and

most brilliant essays of Sylvestre de Sacy ^ He there

proves that, about 570 after Christ, a Sanskrit work
which contained these very fables was brought to the

court of the Persian king, Khosru Nushirvan, and

translated into ancient Persian, or Pehlevi. The kings

of Persia preserved this book as a treasure till their

kingdom was conquered by the Arabs. A hundred

years later, the book was discovered and translated

into Arabic by Almokafla, about 770 after Christ. It

then passed through the hands of several Arabic

poets, and was afterwards retranslated into Persian,

first into verse, by Rudaki, in the tenth century, then

into prose, by Nasrallah, in the twelfth. The most

famous version, however, appeared towards the end of

the fifteenth century, under the name of Anvari
Suhaili, by Husain Vaiz. Now, as early as the

eleventh century the Arabic work of Almokaffa,

called Kalila Dimnna, was translated into Greek by

Simeon. The Greek text and a Latin version have

been published, under the title of Sapientia Indorum
Veterum, by Starkius, Berlin, 1697. This work passed

into Italian. Again the Arabic text was translated

into Hebrew by Rabbi Joel ; and this Hebrew trans-

^ See this subject more fully treated in the essay on the Migra-

tion of Fables, pp. 412 seq.
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lation became the principal source of tlie European

books of fables. Before the end of the fifteenth cen-

tury, John of Capua's Latin translation, ' Directorium

humanae vitse, alias, j)arabolae antiquorum sapien-

tium,' composed between 12C3 and 1278, had been

published. In his preface, he states that this book

was called Belile et Dhnne, that it was originally in

the language of India, then translated into Persian,

afterwards into Arabic, then into Hebrew, and lastly

b}^ himself into Latin. This work, to judge from the

numerous German, Italian, Spanish, and French trans-

lations, must have been extremely popular all over

Europe in the sixteenth century. In the seventeenth

century a new stream of Oriental fables reached the

literary world of Europe, through a translation of the

Anvari Sukaili (the Persian Kalila Dvnina) into

French, by David Sahid d'Ispahan. This work was
called Le Livre des Lumieres, ou la conduite dcs rots,

compose par le sage Bilpay, Indieii. It afterwards

went by the name of Les Fables de Filpay. This was
the book from which Lafontaine borrowed the subjects

of many of his later fables. An excellent English

translation, we may here state, of the Anvari Suhaill

has lately been published by Professor Eastwick.

This migration of fables from India to Europe is

a matter of history, and has to be taken into account,

before we refer the coincidences between the popular

stories of India and Norway to that much earlier

intercourse of the ancestors of the Indo-European

races of which we have spoken before. Dr. Dasent is

so great an admirer of Grimm, that he has hardly done

justice to the researches of Sylvestre de Sacy. He says

:

' That all the thousand shades of resemblance and

VOL. IV. N n
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affinity which gleam and flicker through the whole

body of popular tradition in the Aryan race, as the

Aurora plays and flashes in countless rays athwart

the Northern heavens, should be the result of mere

servile copying of one tribe's traditions by another,

is a supposition as absurd as that of those good

country-folk, who, when they see an Aurora, fancy it

must be a great fire, the work of some incendiary, and

send off the parish engine to put it out. No ! when
we find in such a story as the Master Thief traits

which are to be found in the Sanskrit Hitopade-sa,

and which are also to be found in the story of Ehamp-
sinitus in Herodotus, which are also to be found in

German, Italian, and Flemish popular tales, but told

in all with such variations of character and detail, and

such adaptation to time and place, as evidently show
the original working of the national consciousness

upon a stock of tradition common to all the race, but

belonging to no tribe of that race in particular, and

when we find this occurring not in one tale, but in

twenty, we are forced to abandon the theory of such

universal copying, for fear lest we should fall into

a greater difficulty than that for which we were

striving to account.'

The story which Dr. Dasent has chosen to prove

that it is one of those that cannot hav^e been borrowed

from the East, the story of The Masterthief, speaks

most strongly against his theory. A story intended

to show the cleverness of a thief lends itself naturally

to every kind of local variation. Every narrator is free

to improve on the tricks of the original, or to invent

entirely new tricks. As soon as a character like that

of Eulenspiegel is started, the growth of Espieglerien
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becomes superabundant. Nevertheless a comparison

of the story of Rhampsinitus as told by Herodotus

(ii. 121) with the stories that have been discovered in

the Buddhist canon,^ and in the Sanskrit collection of

fables by Somadeva,^ leaves no doubt, as the late

Dr. Schiefner has shown,^ that the original of all

these stories came from the East.

Another, in some respects still cleverer story of

a thief getting what he wanted by a trick is found in

the Hitopadesa. A Brahman, who had vowed a sacrifice,

went to the market to buy a goat. Three thieves

saw him, and wanted to get hold of the goat. They
stationed themselves at intervals on the high road.

When the Brahman, who carried the goat on his back,

approached the first thief, the thief said, ' Brahman,
why do you carry a dog on your back V The Brah-

man replied :
' It is not a dog, it is a goat.' A little

while after, he was accosted by the second thief, who
said, ' Brahman, why do you carry a dog on your
back?' The Brahman felt perplexed, put the goat

down, examined it, and walked on. Soon after he

was stopped by the third thief, who said, ' Brahman,
why do you carry a dog on your back ?

' Then the

Brahman was frightened, threw down the goat, and
walked home to perform his ablutions for having

touched an unclean animal. The thieves took the

goat and ate it.

The gist of the story is that a man will believe

almost anything if he is told the same by three

different people. The Indian story, with slight

1 Kandjur, vol. iii. ff. 132-135.
- Katha sarit-sagara, X. 65, 140-175.
^ See Schiefner in Melanges Asiatiques, vol. vi. p. 161.

N n 2
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variations, is told in the Arabic translation, the Kalila

and Dimna. It was known through the Greek trans-

lation at Constantinople, at least at the beginning of

the Crusades, and was spread all over Europe, in the

Latin of the ' Directorium humanas vitee.'

The most modern version is perhaps that which

was sent me from Ireland :
' A farmer was taking

a wee pig to market, under his arm, and three of his

friends determined to possess themselves of the pig.

They stationed themselves at intervals along the

roach When the farmer arrived at the first friend,

he was accosted with: 'Well Mick, where are you

taking the goose ?
'

' It's not a goose, you fool,' said

he, ' but a pig.' He passed on until he met with the

second friend, who asked him the same question, upon

which Mick looked at the pig under his arm, gave it

a pinch to make it squeal, and went on without giving

an answer. But when the third friend asked him

about the goose, he dropped the pig :
' Bedad, it was

a pig when I left home, but the devil's bewitched the

beast.' He left the pig on the road, andwent home again.

If the key-note of any of these popular stories had

once been caught up by any Norman sailor, or any

Northern traveller or student, of whom there were

many in the Middle Ages who visited the principal

seats of learning in Europe, nothing was easier than

to invent ever so many variations. There were thieves,

more or less clever, in Egypt as w^ell as India, and

some of their stratagems were possibly the same at all

times. But there is a keen and well-defined humour

in the story of the Brahman and his deference to

public opinion, which found an echo in many coun-

tries, and more particularly in Ireland, where the
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goat was naturally changed into a wee pig. The
story of Rhampsinitus did enter into the popular litera-

ture of Europe by a well-defined channel. We find it

in the Gesta Romcmorum, where Octavianus has

taken the place of Rhampsinitus, and we can hardly

doubt that it came there from Herodotus. There are

other stories, however, in the Gesta Ronianorum,
which are borrowed direct from the Hitopadesa and

its translations. We need only mention that of

prince Llewellyn and his hound Gellert, a story

which Dr. Dasent would likewise refer to the period

previous to the dispersion of the Aryan race, but

which, as can be proved, reached Europe by a much
shorter route.

But if in these special instances we differ from

Dr. Dasent, we fully agree with him in the main.

There are stories, common to the different branches

of the Aryan stock, which could not have travelled

from India to Europe at so late a time as that of

Nushirvan. They are ancient Aryan stories, older

than the Pa/j/catantra, older than the Odyssey, older

than the dispersion of the Aryan race. We can only

mention one or two instances.

In the PayViatantra there is the story of the king

who asked his pet monkey to watch over him while

he was asleep. A bee settled on the king's head, the

monkey could not drive her away, so he took his

sword, killed the bee, and in killing her killed the

king. A very similar parable is put into the mouth
of Buddha. A bald carpenter was attacked by a

musquito. He called his son to drive it away. The
son took the axe, aimed a blow at the insect, but split

his father's head in two, and killed him. This fable
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reached Lafontaine through the Anvari Suhiili, and

appears in the French as the Bear and the Gardener.

But the same fable had reached Europe at a much
earlier time, and, though the moral has been altered,

it can hardly be doubted that the fable in Phsedros of

the bald man who in trjdng to kill a gnat gives him-

self a severe blow in the face, came originally from

the East. There may have been some direct com-

munication, and -^sop of old may have done very

much the same as Khosru Nushirvan did at a later

time. But it is more likely that there was some old

Aryan proverb, some homely saw, such as ' Protect us

from our friends,' or ' Think of the king and the bee.'

Such a saying would call for explanation, and stories

would readily be told to explain it. There is in our

Norwegian Tales a passage very much to the same

etFect

:

' A man saw a goody hard at work banging her

husband across the head with a beetle, and over his head

she had drawn a shirt without any slit for the neck.

' •* Why, Goody !
" he asked, " will you beat your

husband to death 1"

'"No," she said, "I only must have a hole in this

shirt for his neck to come through."
'

The story of the donkey in the lion's skin must

likewise have reached Europe at a much earlier date.

It was known as a proverb to Plato. It exists as

a fable in the Hitopade.sa, ' The Donkey in the Tiger's

skin.' Many of the most striking traits of animal life

which are familiar to us from Phsedros, ai'e used for

similar purposes in the Hitopadesa. The mouse
delivering her friends by gnawing the net, the turtle

flying and djdng, the tiger or fox as pious hermits,
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the serpent as king, or friend of the frogs, all these

are elements common to the early fabulists of Greece

and India. One of the earliest Roman apologues, ' The
dispute between the belly and the other members of

the body,' was told in India long before it was told by

Menenius Agrippa at Rome.

With regard to the ancient Aryan fables, which are

common to all the members of the Aryan family, it

has been said that there is something so natural in

most of them, that they might well have been

invented more than once. This is a sneaking argu-

ment, but nevertheless it has a certain weight. It

does not apply, however, to our fairy tales. They
surely cannot be called natural. They are full of the

most unnatural conceptions—of monsters such as no

human eye has ever seen. Of many of them we
know for certain that they were not invented at all,

but that they are the detritus of ancient mytho-

logy, half-forgotten, misunderstood, and reconstructed.

Dr. Dasent has traced the gradual transition of myth
into story in the case of the Wild Huntsman, who
was originally the German god Odin. He might

have traced the last fibres of ' Odin, the hunter,' back

to Indra, the god of Storms, in the Veda ; and lower

even than the ' Grand Veneur ' in the Forest of Fon-

tainebleau, he might have dodged the Hellequin of

France to the very Harlequin of our Christmas pan-

tomimes. William Tell, the good archer, whose

mythological character has been fully acknowledged

by Dr. Dasent, is the last reflection of the Sun-god,

whether we call him Indra, or Apollo, or Ul^^sses.

Their darts are unerring. They hit the apple, or any

other point ; and they destroy their enemies with the
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same bow with which they have hit the mark. The
countless stories of all the princesses and snow-white

ladies who were kept in dark prisons, and were in-

variably delivered by a yoiing bright hero, can all

be traced back to mythological traditions about the

Spring being released from the bonds of Winter, the

Sun being rescued from the darkness of the Night,

the Dawn being brourjht back from the far West, the

Waters being set free from the prison of the Clouds.

In the songs of the Veda, where the powers of nature

have hardly assumed as yet their fixed divine per-

sonality, we read over and over again of the treasures

Avhich the God of light recovers from the dark clouds.

These treasures are either the golden rays of the Sun,

or the waters, conquered after a fierce thunderstorm.

Sometimes these waters are called the cows, which the

robbers have hidden in caves—sometimes, the wives

of the gods (Devapatni), who had become the wives

of the fiend (Dasapatni or Dasa-nari= Deianeira).

Their imprisonment is called a curse ; and when they

are delivered from it, Indra is praised for having

destroyed 'the seven castles of the autumn.' In the

Veda the thief or the fiend is called the serpent with

seven heads.

Every one of these expressions may be traced in

the German Mdrchen. The loves and feuds of the

powers of nature, after they had been told, first of

gods, then of heroes, appear in the tales of the people

as the flirting and teasing of fairies and imps. Chris-

tianity had destroyed the old gods of the Teutonic

tribes, and supplied new heroes in the saints and

martyrs of the Church. The gods were dead, and
the heroes, the sons of the gods, forgotten. But the
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stories told of them would not die, and in spite of

the excommunications of the priests they were wel-

comed wherever they appeared in their strange

disguises. Kind-hearted grannies would tell the

pretty stories of old, if it was only to keep their

little folk quiet. They did not tell them of the gods;

for those gods were dead, or, worse than that, had
been changed into devils. They told them of nobody

;

aye, sometimes they would tell them of the very

saints and martyrs, and the apostles themselves have

had to wear some of the old rags that belonged by
right to Odin and other heathen gods. The oddest

figure of all is that of the Devil in his half-Christian

and half-heathen garb. The Aryan nations had no
Devil. Pluto, though of a sombre character, was
a very respectable personage ; and Loki, though a

mischievous person, was not a fiend. The German
goddess, Hell, too—like Proserpina—had once seen

better days. Thus, when the Germans were indoc-

trinated with the idea of a real Devil, the Semitic

Satan or Diabolus, they treated him in the most

good-humoured manner. They ascribed to him all

the mischievous tricks of their most mischievous

gods. But while the old Northern story-tellers de-

lighted in the success of cunning, the new generation

felt in duty bound to represent the Devil in the end

as always defeated. He was outwitted in all the

tricks which had formerly proved successful, and
thus quite a new character was produced—the poor

or stupid Devil, who appears not unfrequently in

the German and in Norwegian tales.

All this Dr. Dasent has described very tersely and
graphically in his Introduction, and we recommend
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the readers of his tales not to treat that Introduction

as most introductions are treated. We should particu-

larly recommend to the attention of those who have

leisure to devote to such subjects, what Dr. Dasent

says at the close of his Essay

:

' Enough has been said, at least, to prove that even

nursery tales may ha\e a science of their own, and

to show how the old Xornir and divine spinners

can revenge themselves if their old wives" tales are

insulted and attacked. The inquiry itself might be

ahnost indefinitely prolonged, for this is a journey

where each turn of the road brings out a new jioint

of view, and the longer we linger on our path the

longer we find something fresh to see. Popular

mythology is a virgin mine, and its ore, so far from

being exhausted or worked out, has here, in England

at least, been scarcely touched. It may, indeed, l>e

dreaded lest the time for collecting such English

traditions is not past and gone ; whether the steam-

engine and printing-press have not played their great

work of enlightenment too well ; and whether the

popular tales, of which, no doubt, the land was once

full, have not faded away before these great inven-

tions, as the race of giants waned before the might of

Odin and the ^sir. Still the example of this very

Norway, which at one time was thought, even by her

own sons, to have few tales of her own, and now has

been found to have them so fresh and full, may serve

as a warning not to abandon a search, which, indeed,

can scarcely be said to have been ever begun ; and to

suggest a doubt whether the ill success which may
have attended tliis or that particular attempt, may
not have been from the fault rather of the seekers
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after traditions, than from the want of the traditions

themselves. In point of fact, it is a matter of the

utmost difficulty to gather such tales in any country,

as those who have collected them most successfully

will be the first to confess. It is hard to make old

and feeble women, who generally are the depositaries

of these national treasures, believe that the inquirer

can have any real interest in the matter. They fear

that the question is only put to turn them into ridi-

cule ; for the popular mind is a sensitive plant ; it

becomes coy, and closes its leaves at the first rude

touch ; and when once shut, it is hard to make these

aged lips reveal the secrets of the memory. There

they remain, however, forming part of an under-

current of tradition, of which the educated classes,

through whose minds flows the bright upper-current

of faith, are apt to forget the very existence. Things

out of sight, and therefore out of mind. Now and
then a wave of chance tosses them to the surface from

those hidden depths, and all Her Majesty's inspectors

of schools are shocked at the wild shapes which still

haunt the minds of the great mass of the communit}'.

It cannot be said that the English are not a super-

stitious people. Here we have gone on for more than

a hundred years proclaiming our opinion that the

belief in witches, and wizards, and ghosts, and fetches,

was extinct throughout the land. Ministers of all

denominations have preached them down, and philo-

sophers convinced all the world of the absurdity of

such vain superstitions ; and yet it has been reserved

for another learned profession, the Law, to produce in

one trial at the Staffordshire Assizes, a year or two
ago, such a host of witnesses who firmly believe in
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witchcraft, and swore to their belief in spectre dogs

and wizards, as to show that, in the Midland Counties

at least, such traditions are anything but extinct. If

so much of the bad has been spared by steam, by

natural philosophy, and by the Church, let us hope

that some of the good may still linger along with it,

and that an Engli.sh Grimm may yet arise who may
carry out what Mr. Chambers has so well begun in

Scotland, and discover in the mouth of an Anglo-

Saxon Gammer Grethel some, at least, of those

popular tales which England once had in common
with all the Aryan race.'



TALES OF THE WEST HIGHLANDS/

When reviewing, some time ago, Dr. Bsisent's PojAilar

Talesfrom tJie JSfone, we expressed a hope that some-

thing might still be done for recovering at least

a few fragments here and there of similar tales once

current in England. Ever since the brothers Grimm

surprised the world by their Kinder- unci Ilaus-

mdrchen, which they had picked up in various parts

of Germany—in beer-houses, in spinning-rooms, or in

the warm kitchen of an old goodie—an active search

has been set on foot in every corner of Germany,

in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, nay, even in Finland

and Lapland, for everything in the shape of popular

sayings, proverbs, riddles, or tales. The result has

been more than could have been expected. A con-

siderable literature has been brought together, and we
have gained an insight into the natural growth of

popular lore, more instructive than anything that

could be gathered from chronicles or historians. Our

hope that Dr. Dasent's work would give a powerful

impulse to similar researches in this country has not

been disappointed. Good books seem to beget good

' Popvlar Tales of the West Highlands. Orally collected, with a trans-

lation by J. F. Cami^bell. Edinburgh : Edmonston and Douglas,

1860.
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books, and in Mr. Campbell's Popular Tales of the

Wett Highlands, orally collected, with a translation,

we are glad to welcome the first response to the

appeal made by the translator of the Norse Tales.

It might be feared, indeed, as Dr. Dasent said in his

learned and eloquent Introduction, whether the time
for collecting such English traditions was not past

and gone, whether the steam-engine and printing-

press had not played their great work of enlighten-

ment too well, and whether the popular tales, of

which no doubt the land was once full, had not faded
away before these great inventions, as the race of

giants waned before the might of Odin and the ^sir.

But not so. Of course such stories were not to be
found in London or its immediate neighbourhood.
People who went out story-fishing to Richmond or

Gravesend would find but poor sport among white-
tie'd waiters or barmaids in silk. However, even in

St. James' Street a practised hand may get a rise, as

witness the following passage from Mr. Campbell's
preface

:

' I met two tinkers in St. James' Street, in February,
with black faces and a pan of burning coals each.

They were followed by a wife, and preceded by a
mangy terrier with a stiff" tail. I joined the party,

and one told me a version of " the man who travelled

to learn what shivering meant," while we walked
together through the Park to Westminster.'

But though a stray story may thus be bagged in

the West-end of London, Mr. Campbell knew full well

that his best chance would lie as far away from
the centre of civilisation as railways could carry him,
and as far away from railways as his legs could take
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him. So he went to his own native country, the

Western Islands and Highlands of Scotland. There

he knew he would meet with people who could

neither read nor write, wdio hardly knew a word
of English, and from whom he remembered as a

child to have heard stories exactly like those which

Dr. Dasent had lately imported from Norway. We
must copy at least one description of the haunts

explored by Mr. Campbell

:

' Let me describe one of these old story-men as

a type of his kind. I trust he will not be offended,

for he was very polite to me. His name is MacPhie

;

he lives at the north end of South Uist, where the

road ends at a sound, which has to Ije forded at the

ebb to go to Benbecula. The house is built of a

double wall of loose boulders, with a layer of peat

three feet thick between the walls. The ends are

round, and the roof rests on the inner wall, leaving

room for a crop of yellow gowans. A man might
walk round the roof on the top of the wall. There

is but one room, with two low doors, one on each side

of the house. The fire is on the floor ; the chimney
is a hole above it ; and the rafters are hung yvith.

pendants and festoons of shining black peat reek.

They are of birch of the mainland, American drift-

wood, or broken wreck. They support a covering

of turf and straw, and stones and heather ropes,

which keep out the rain well enough.
' The house stands on a green bank, with grey

rocks protruding through the turf ; and the whole
neighbourhood is pervaded by cockle-shells, w^hich

indicate the food of the people and their fishing

pursuits. In a neighbouring kiln there were many
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cart-loads about to be burned, to make that lime

whicli is so durable in the old castles. The owTier of

the house, whom I visited twice, is seventy-nine. He
told me nine stories, and, like all the others, declared

that there was no man in the island who knew them
so well. " He could not say how many he knew ;

"

he seemed to know versions of nearly everything

I had got : and he told me plainly that my versions

were good for nothing. " Huch ! thou hast not got

them right at all." " They came into his mind," he

said, " sometimes at night when he could not sleep

—

old tales that he had not heard for threescore years."

' He had the manner of a practised narrator, and it

is quite evident that he is one; he chuckled at the

interesting parts, and laid his withered finger on my
knee as he gave out the terrible bits with due solem-

nity. A small boy in a kilt, with large, round,

glittering eyes, was standing mute at his knee, gazing

at his wrinkled face, and devouring every word. The
boy's mother first boiled and then mashed potatoes

;

and his father, a well-grown man in tartan breeks,

ate them. Ducks and ducklings, a cat and a kitten,

some hens, and a babj'", all tumbled about on the clay

floor together, and expressed their delight at the

savoury prospect, each in his own fashion ; and then

wayfarers dropped in and listened for a spell, and

passed their remarks, till the ford was shallow. The
light came streaming down the chimney, and through

a single pane of glass, lighting up a track in the blue

mist of the peat smoke ; and fell on the white hair

and brown, withered face of the old man, as he sat on

a low stool, with his feet to the fire ; and the rest of

the dwelling, with all its plenishing of boxes and box-
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beds, disliQs and dresser, and gear of all sorts, faded

away, through shades of deepening brown, to the

black darkness of the smoked roof and the " peat

corner." There we sat, and smoked and talked for

hours till the tide ebbed ; and then I crossed the

ford by wading up to the waist, and dried my clothes

in the wind in Benbecula.'

Mr. Campbell, we see, can describe well, and the

small sketches which he inserts in his preface—bits

of scenery from Scotland or Lapland, from Spain or

Algiers—are evidently the work of a man who can

handle brush and pen with equal skill. If he had
simply given a description of his travels in the

Western Highlands, interspersed with some stories

gathered from the mouths of the people, he would
have given us a most charming Christmas-book. But
Mr. Campbell had a higher aim. He had learned

from Dr. Dasent's preface, that popular stories may
be made to tell a story of their own, and that they

may yield most valuable materials for the palaeon-

tology of the human race. The nations who are

comprehended under the common appellation of

Aryan or Indo-European—the Hindus, the Persians,

the Celts, Germans, Romans, Greeks, and Slaves

—

do not only share the same words and the same
grammar slightly modified in each country, but they

seem to have likewise preserved a mass of popular

tradition which had grown up before they had left

their common home. That this is true with regard

to mythological traditions has been fully proved, and

comparative mythology has by this time taken its

place as a recognised science, side by side with com-

parative philology. But it is equally known that the

VOL. IV. o o
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gods of ancient mythology were changed into the

demi-gods and heroes of ancient epic poetry, and that

these demi-gods again became, at a later age, the

principal characters of our nursery tales. If, there-

fore, the Saxons, Celts, Romans, Greeks, Slaves, Per-

sians, and Hindus once spoke the same language, if

they worshipped the same gods and believed in the

same myths and legends, we need not be surprised

that even at the present day there is still a palpable

similarity between the stories told by MacPhie of

South Uist and those for which we are indebted to

the old grannies in every village of Germany—nay,

that the general features of their tales should be dis-

covered in the stories of Vish^iusarman and Somadeva
in India.

The discovery of such similarities is no doubt

highly interesting, but at the same time the subject

requires the most delicate handling. Such has been

the later literary intercourse between the nations of

the East and the West, that many channels, besides

that of the one common primitive language, were open

for the spreading of popular stories. The researches

of De Sacy and Benfey have laid open several of

these channels through which stories, ready-made,

were carried through successive translations from

India to Persia and Greece and the rest of Europe.

This took place during the Middle Ages ; whereas the

original seeds of Indo-European legends must have

been brought to Europe by the first Aryas who
settled in Greece, Italy, Germany, and Gaul. These

two classes of legends must, therefore, be carefully

kept apart, though their separation is often a work of

great difficulty. The first class of legends—those
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which were known to the primaeval Aryan race, before

it broke up into Hindus, Greeks, Romans, Germans,
and Celts—may be called primitive, or organic. The
second—those which were imported in later times

from one literature into another—may be called

secondary, or inorganic. The former represent one
common ancient stratum of language and thought,

reaching from India to Europe ; the latter consist of

boulders of various strata carried along by natural

and artificial means from one country to another.

As we distinguish in each Aryan language between
common and foreign words—the former constituting

the ancient heir-loom of the Aryan race, the latter

being borrowed by Romans from Greeks, by Germans
from Romans, by Celts from Germans—so we ought
to distinguish between common aboriginal Aryan
legends and legends borrowed and transplanted at

later times. The rules which apply to the treatment
of words apply with equal force to the comparative
analysis of legends. If we find words in Sanskrit

exactly the same as in Greek, we know that they
cannot be the same words. The phonetic system of

Greek is difierent from that of Sanskrit ; and words,

in order to prove their original identity, must be
shown to have suSered the modifying influences of

the phonetic system peculiar to each language.

Ekatara in Sanskrit cannot be the same word as

hdrepos in Greek ; better in English cannot be the

same as hehter in Persian. JSi in German cannot be
the same as English eye. If they were the same
words, they would necessarily have diverged more
widely through the same influence which made
Greek difierent from Sanskrit, Persian difierent from

2
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English, and English different from German. This of

course does not apply to foreign words. When the

Romans adopted the word 2^hilosophos from Greek,

they hardly changed it at all ; whereas the root sap

had, by a perfectly natural process, produced sapiens

in Latin, and sophos in Greek.

Auother rule of the science of language which ought

to be carefully observed in the comparative study of

legends is this, that no comparison should be made

before each word is traced back to its most primitive

form and meaning. We cannot compare English and

Hindustani, but we can trace an English word back

to Anglo-Saxon and Gothic, and a Hindustani word

back to Hindu and Sanskrit ; and then from Gothic

and Sanskrit we can measure and discover the central

point from whence the original Aryan word pro-

ceeded. We thus discover not only its original form,

but at the same time its etymological meaning.

Applying this rule to the comparison of popular tales,

we maintain that before any comparison can be in-

stituted between nursery tales of Germany, England,

and India, each tale must be traced back to a legend

or myth from whence it arose, and in which it had

a natural meaning: otherwise we cannot hope to arrive

at any satisfactory results. One instance must suffice

to illustrate the application of these rules. In Mr.

Campbell's West Highland Tales we meet with the

story of a frog who wishes to marry the daughter

of a queen, and who, when the youngest daughter of

the queen consents to become his wife, is freed from

a spell and changed into a handsome man. This story

can be traced back in the Highlands to the year 1548.

In Germany it is well known as the story of the
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Froschkonig, and a similar tale was told to Mason by

a Karen.^ Mr. Campbell thinks it is of Gaelic origin,

because the speech of the frog in Gaelic is an imitation

of the gurgling and quacking of spring frogs. This,

however, would hardly carry conviction to folk-lorists.

The first question to answer is this, How came such

a story ever to be invented ? Human beings, we may
hope, were at all times sufficiently enlightened to

know that a marriage between a frog and the daughter

of a queen was absurd. No poet could ever have sat

down to invent such utter nonsense. We may ascribe

to our ancestors any amount of childlike simplicity,

but we must take care not to degrade them to the

rank of mere idiots. There must have been some

excuse, something rational in their stories, as in their

myths ; and until we find a reason for each, we must

just leave them alone as we leave many a curious

petrifaction which we cannot trace back to any living

type.

In our case the discovery of any sense in the story

of the Frog-Prince is by no means easy. If anybody

were to suggest an historical foundation for it and

ask us to believe that there was a king of the name of

Frog, the mere fact that the same or very similar

stories are told in the most distant parts of the world,

and by people, as far as we know, unconnected by

language, race, or history, would be a sufficient answer.

Nothing, no doubt, would be easier than to recognise

in the frog some kind of totem, but even the most

persuasive of writers would find it difficult to persuade

us of the existence of one and the same totem among

the Gaels in Scotland and the Karens in Burma.

^ Journ. of tlie Americ. Or. Soc. x. p. v, Proceedings.
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Nothing, therefore, remains but to try to discover the

original elements of this story, and its many variations,

in the forgotten annals of language and mythology.

I have tried to prove (p. 509) that one name of frog,

tlie feminine bheki, was used as a name of the Dawn,
as representing the dark red light that announces the

advent of the sun. The story told of Bheki in

Sanskrit was that she was a beautiful girl, and that

one day, when sitting near a well, she was discovered

by a king who asked her to be his wife. She con-

sented on condition that he should never show her

a drop of water. One day, being tired, she asked the

king for water, the king forgot his promise, brought
her the wished-for water, and Bheki at once dis-

appeared. The Dawn, however, and the Sun, though
generally kept distinct, the one as female, the other as

male, are sometimes mixed up, nay, the Sun is actually

called Agnir aushasya, the auroral Agni or the

light of the morning. If therefore, Bheki, fem., could

be used as a name of the Dawn, Bheka, masc, might
well have been used as a name of the rising Sun. We
must bear in mind that the return of the day and the

celestial phenomena connected with it were observed

far more carefully by the ancient nations than by
ourselves. How seldom do we observe a sunrise, and
how little do we distinguish between its various

stages, between the first shimmer of light, the morning
grey, the far-spreading Dawn, the gradual fading of

her splendour, and her final absorption in the fiery

rays of the risen sun. People in the East are far

better observers. What was described for the first

time by Kepler as the Zodiacal light preceding the
dawn and following sunset, was known long before
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his time in the East as the False Dawn or the Wolf's

Tail.^ A modern observer, Palgrave [Journey through

Centred and Eastern Arabia., 1859, p. 186), writes :

—

'The Zodiacal light always discernible in these

transparent skies, but now at its full equinoctial

display, would linger cone-like in the west for full

three hours after sunset, perfectly distinct in colour,

shape, and direction, from the last horizontal glimmer

of daylight ; while its reappearance in the east long

before morning could only be confounded by inex-

perience with the early dawn.' In Eastern poetry

the distinction between this False and True Dawn is

quite familiar, and is used by poets as a common
metaphor for anything true and real following after

what only seems to be so. The Muezzin who has to

give the call for prayer when the true Dawn appears,

has to be careful not to take the false Dawn for the

true, and the shepherd with his dog, after watching

the whole night, is told not to go to rest till the True

Dawn has shot up a beam of light from out of False

Dawn or the Wolf's Tail (Nizami). Popular astronomy

in the East explained this False Dawn by a chink in

that impassable barrier of Caucasus (the ruguam
adreA, Rig-veda, III. 31, 6), which was supposed to

surround the earth. While the true dawn is caused

by the incidence of the sun's rays on the higher strata

of the atmosphere, gradually increasing in breadth

along the whole horizon, the false dawn is caused by

the sun's rays striking through that chink for a time,

then vanishing again, and being followed by a tem-

porary darkness till the real dawn appears. If this

* See Redhouse, On the Natural Phenomenon known in the East by the

tuxme Suh-Hi-Kazih.
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false dawn was like a cone of light, and likened in

Arabia to a wolf's tail, why should it not have been

likened in India to a frog sitting on the edge of

the clouds or the celestial waters, then disappearing,

and at last coming forth again in full royal splendour

at the time of sunrise? In Arabic the Wolf's Tail

is called Sirhan's Tail, and Sirhan is the name of

a dog. This dog has been compared by Redhouse to

the mythical dog Orthros, and it is certainly very

curious that in one passage of the Pentateuch nriK',

morning, should in the Septuagint also have been

rendered by opdpos.

If, then, we try to separate the mythological

elements in this one story of the Dawn, we shall find

the following short sayings : (1) The frog is looking

through the darkness of the night
; (2) The frog has

vanished
; (3) The frog has returned in full splendour

in the arms of the Dawn. It did not require much
poetical imagination, particularly when the meaning of

Bheka was no longer clearly vinderstood, to combine

these sayings into so simple a story as the one before

us, that there was once upon a time a frog who
wished to marry the daughter of a queen (the Dawn),

and who, when the youngest daughter of the queen

consented to become his wife, was changed into a

handsome prince (the radiant Sun).

I know that some scholars will say that all this is

mere guesswork, and I am the last person to deny

that it is. But what else could it be? In treating

of times far beyond the reach of history, what method

is there but the conjectural ? The origin of language,

the etymology of words, the dates of ancient dynasties,

the periods of geology, to say nothing of the origin of
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species, all these are subjects that could not be treated

at all, if we discarded the help of conjectural com-
bination. How do we know the meaning- and the date

of the ancient Egyptian or Babylonian inscriptions,

of the Veda and the Avesta, how do we know the exact

date of Homer, of Buddha, of Pa)ani, nay, even of

Christ, except by the help of conjecture ? How then

could we hope to unravel the threads of ancient my-
thology and folk-lore unless we had recourse to con-

jecture? No doubt, our conjectural explanations must
not run counter to facts or general rules. An etymo-

logy, for instance, must not violate phonetic laws, so

far as they have been ascertained for those distant

periods. But the belief that phonetic laws admit of no
exception when applied to the most ancient and almost

prehistoric periods of language is itself conjectural

only, while many an etymology is known to be wrong,

even though it conforms to every phonetic law. If,

therefore, the solar origin of a considerable portion of

ancient mythology has once been established, and if

the transition of old mythological sayings into heroic

traditions, legends, and Marchen is generally admitted,

it will be difficult to say that the explanation here

proposed of the original intention of the Frog-stories

is untenable, while on the other hand no comparative

mythologist would venture to say that it is more than

conjectural. When such a story had once been framed
and had taken possession of the popular mind, ever

so many new stories would follow, and some of them
might be no more than the outcome of poetical

imagination. Like the story of Hercules in Greece,

like the story of Punch and Judy with our children,

which is ditferent in every village and yet the same,
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the story of tlie Frog Prince, too, has taken ever so

many guises and disguises in different parts of the

world ; but its kernel or its type is the same, and

requires an explanation. If such an explanation can

1)6 discovered in those phenomena of nature which

liave supplied the human mind with the earliest sub-

jects of wonder, of meditation, and of poetry,we ought

to be satisfied, and not require more proof than from

the nature of the case can reasonably be expected. It

may happen, and it does happen, that, as in the case

of etymologies, more than one explanation of a legend

or a myth can be suggested and defended. The Moon
in her relation to the Sun will often supply as good

a solution of a mythological riddle as the Dawn in her

various characters, whether as the mother, the sistei-,

the beloved or the deserted wife of the Sun. This, too,

cannot be helped. Legends told originally of the Dawn
or of the Moon, when they had lost their physical

meaning, would almost inevitably become mere stories,

sometimes sentimental or tragical, sometimes amusing
and childish. They are often so similar in character

that it is hard to say whether in the beginning they

were lunar or auroral. The names alone can some-

times help us to decide between the two claimants.

Euryphaessa, for instance, the wide-shining, might
have been originally a name of the moon as well as of

the dawn, but when we see that evpv?, wide, is almost

a typical epithet of the dawn, as spreading far and
wade over the whole sky (urviya prathanam, Rv. VI.

64, 3), we can hardly be w^'ong in recognising in this

and in other names compared with ^vpv, Sk. uru, the

Dawn rather than the Moon, though the Moon also is

called the luminous, Selene, and similar names.
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If we take frog or toad, for the two are constantly

mixed up, as a symbol of the Dawn, fem., or the Rising

Sun, masc, the conditions imposed by them in their

respective characters of bride or bridegroom are in-

telligible. The Dawn, as the bride, says that she must

vanish as soon as she' sees her husband, the Sun, naked,

that is that she becomes invisible as soon as the Sun
rises in his naked splendour. If the frog is the Sun, his

condition is that the Dawn should accept him as her

lover, when he is as yet a mere frog, sitting unsightly

on the edge of the waters or the clouds, but that she

will be rewarded if she accepts him on trust. The
third condition in these Frog-stories, namely, that the

bride must never see water, would find a natural ex-

planation in the fact that the Davv^n, after remaining

with her husband during his daily course, vanishes in

the gloaming when she sees the water of the Western

ocean, or of the clouds of the sunset.

If we take frog or toad as a name or sjanbol of the

moon, it seems to become much more difficult to dis-

cover in his love story some natural event that takes

place every day or every night. The Moon does not

vanish if she sees the Sun naked, nor is the sight of

the water particularly fatal to her. If, as a masculine,

the Moon acts as a lover of the Sun, fem., it might

be said that, in his unsightly and despised state, he

was meant for the New Moon, who, after being once

accepted by the Solar Princess, grew and grew till he

reached his full glorj^

Ethnologists have generally been in favour of

taking frog and toad as moon-symbols, nor can it be

denied that there are many stories about a frog or

a toad in the moon. Many of them have been collected
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by the Rev. T. Harley in his Moon Lore. The Selish

race of North-West American Indians tell how the

little Wolf, being desperately in love with the Toad,

went a-wooing one night, and prayed that the moon
might shine brightly on his adventure; his prayer

was granted, and by the clear light of a full moon he

was pursuing the toad, and had nearly caught her,

when, as a last chance of escape, she made a desperate

spring on to the face of the moon, where she remains

to this day.

In China, the story is told how, about 2,500 B.C.,

Chang Ngo, the wife of How I, stole the drug of

immortality from her husband and fled with it to the

moon, and became the frog in the moon. Dr. Wells

Williams also states that in China the Moon is re-

presented as a three-legged toad, and likewise as a

rabbit sitting on his hind legs with a mortar before

him.

With all this it would be difficult to make a Moon-
story out of the adventures of the Frog, whether in

his male or her female character, while, as we saw,

the Dawn lends herself far more readily as the person

hidden behind these animal disguises. Other scholars,

however, have collected ample materials to show that

in many parts of the world the moon was represented

as a frog or a toad, more particularly Count de

Gubernatis in his Zoological Mythology, ii. 375 seq.

All we can say, therefore, is that behind the stories of

the Frog marrying a beautiful maiden, or the Frog as

the beloved of a beautiful youth, there is some distant

physical background, and that these stories were
neither based on real events, nor invented spon-

taneously for the amusement of the peojDle, young or
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old. Having been brought up myself on the stories of

the Frosclikonig or Der eiserne Ileinrich {see Grimm's

Kinder- und Hausmdrchen, vol. iii. p. 1), I can testify

that they still fulfil that purpose. As a child I have shed

many a tear when the iron clasps which the eiserne

Heinrich had fastened round his heart, that it might

not break for grief, burst asunder for joy at the

recovery of his young master. This is what becomes

in the end of these mythological sayings, and what-

ever may be uncertain in our interpretations, this

lesson at all events may be considered as safe,

that the ancient ancestors of our race were not

mere imbeciles, but that there was something

organic, something rational in every myth, in every

fable, nay, in every fragment of folk-lore that may
still be picked up among the old women in our

villages.

In all branches of science we want to know the

origin of things, and to watch their growth and decay.

In the same way we must always discover the com-

ponent elements of stories, and then trace them back

to their most plausible origin. If ' Storiology,' as Mr.

Campbell calls it, is to be a scientific study, it must
follow this course. Mr. Campbell has brought together

in his introduction and his notes much that is valuable

and curious. The coincidences which he has pointed

out between the stories of the Western Highlands and
other parts of the Aryan world, are striking in them-

selves, and will be useful for further researches. But
they require to be carefully sifted and analysed before

they can serve the purpose of Comparative Mythology.

The most valuable part of his work are the stories

themselves. For these he will receive the thanks of
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all wlio are interested in the study of language and

popular literature, and we hope that he will feel

encourao-ed to go on with his work, and that his

example will be followed by others in other parts of

England. Scotland, and Ireland.



ZULU NUESEEY TALES.'

We should before noAv have brought the Bev.

Dr. Callaway's collection of the Nursery Tales,

Traditions, and Histories of the Zulus to the notice

of our readers, if we had not been waiting for a new
instalment of his interesting work. Dr. Callaway

calls what he has published the first part of the first

volume, and as this first part contained only about

three or four sheets, we looked forward to a speedy

continuation. The fact is that one cannot well form

an opinion of the real character of nursery tales and

popular stories without seeing a good many of them.

Each story by itself may seem rather meaningless or

even absurd, but if certain features occur again and

again, they become important in spite of their childish-

ness, and enable us to discover some method in their

very absurdity. If we knew of only three or four of

the stories of Jupiter or Herakles, we should hardly

give much thought to them ; but having before us

the immense quantity of fables about Greek gods and

goddesses, heroes and heroines, we naturally look

upon them, witli all their strangeness and extrava-

' Isinganekwane nensumanswnane nezindaha sahantu. Nursery Tales,

Traditions, and Histories of the Zulus. By the Eev. Henry Calla-

way, M.D. Vol. i. part i. Natal, 1866.
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gance, as a problem in the history of the growth of

the Greek nation, and we try to discover in them cer-

tain characteristics which tlirow light on the origin of

these abnormal creations of the human mind. It

was the same with the German nursery tales. Their

existence in every countiy where German races had

settled was perfectly well known, but they did not

become the subject of historical and psychological

inquiry till the brothers Grimm published their large

collection, and thus enabled scholars to generalise on

these popular fictions. By this time the study of

popular tales ha.s become a recognised branch of the

study of mankind. It is known that such tales are

not the invention of individual writers, but that, in

Germany as well as everywhere else, they are the last

remnants— the detritus, if we may say so—of a more

ancient mythology ; that some of the principal heroes

bear the nicknames of old heathen gods ; and that in

spite of the powerful dilution produced by the admix-

ture of Christian ideas, the old leaven of heathendom

can still be discovered in many of the stories now

innocently told by German nurses of saints, apostles,

and the Virgin Mary.

From this point of view, the mere fact that the

Zulus possess nursery tales is curious, because nursery

tales, at least such as treat of ghosts and fairies and

giants, generally point back to a distant civilisation,

or at least to a long-continued national growth. Like

the anomalies of a language, they show by their very

strangeness that time enough has elapsed for the con-

solidation of purely traditional formations, and that

a time must have been when what is now meaningless

or irregular was formed with a purpose, and according
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to rule. But before it is possible to analyse these

Zulu tales, two things are necessary. First, we must
have a much larger collection of them than we now
possess ; and, secondly, more collections must be made
among tribes of the same large race to which the

Zulus belong. The Zulus are a Kafir race, and recent

researches have made it very clear that the Kafir

races occupy the whole east coast of Africa, from the

south to several degrees beyond the Equator. They
migrated from north to south, and in the south they

are bounded by the Hottentots, who belong to a

different race. The Hottentots, too, are now believed

to have migrated from the north of Africa, and their

language is supposed to be akin to the dialects spoken

in the countries south of Egypt. If the ethnological

outlines of the continent of Africa are once firmly

established, the study of the sacred and profane

traditions of the several African tribes will acquire

a new interest ; and it is highly creditable to

Dr. Callaway, Dr. Bleek, and others, to have made
a beginning in a field of research which at first sight

seemed not very attractive or promising. Many
people, no doubt, will treat these stories with con-

tempt, and will declare that they are not worth the

paper on which they are printed. The same thing

was said of Grimm's Mdrchen ; nay, it was said by
Frederick the Great of the Nthelungenlied, by Sir

William Jones of the Zend-Avesta, and, by less dis-

tinguished scholars, even of the Veda. But fifty years

hence the collection of these stories may become as

valuable as the few remaining bones of the dodo.

Stories become extinct like dodos and megatheria,

and they die out so rapidly that in Germany, for

VOL. IV. p p
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instance, it would be impossible at present to discover

traces of many of the stories which the brothers

Grimm and their friends collected from the mouth of

an old granny or a village doctor half a century ago.

Nor is it an easy matter to catch popular stories.

The people who know them are willing enough to tell

them to their children, but they do not like to repeat

them to grown-up people, least of all to strangers,

who are supposed to laugh at them. Thus Dr. Calla-

way says

:

'Like most other people, the Zulus have their

nursery tales. They have not hitherto, as far as I

know, been collected. Indeed, it is probable that

their existence even is suspected but by a few, for

the women are the depositaries of these tales ; and

it is not common to meet with a man who is well

acquainted with them, or who is willing to speak of

them in any other way than as something which he

has some dim recollection of having heard his grand-

mother relate. It has been no easy matter to drag

out the following tales ; and it is evident that many of

them are but fragments of some more perfect narration.'

Waiting, then, for a larger instalment of Zulu

stories before we venture to pronounce an opinion

of their value for ethnological purposes, we proceed

to point out a few of their most curious features,

which may serve as a lesson and as a warning to

the student of the folk-lore of European and Indo-

European nations. If we admit for the present, in

the absence of any evidence to the contrary, that the

Zulus were free from the influence of German mission-

aries or Dutch settlers in the formation of their

popular stories, it is certainly surprising to see so
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many points of similarity between the heroes of their

kraals and of our own nurseries. The introduction
of animals, speaking and acting the parts of human
beings, was long considered as an original thought
of the Greek and the Teutonic tribes. We now find

exactly the same kind of 'animal fable' among the
Zulus, and Dr. Bleek has actually discovered among
the Hottentots traces of the stories of Renard the
fox.^ The idea that among animals cunning is more
successful than brute force—an idea which pervades
the stories of Reineke Fuchs, and of many other

fables—predominates likewise in the fables of the

Zulus. In the Basuto legend of the Little Hare, the

hare has entered into an alliance with the lion, but,

having been ill-treated by the latter, determines to

be avenged. 'My father,' said he to the lion, 'we
are exposed to the rain and hail ; let us build a hut.'

The lion, too lazy to work, left it to the hare to do,

and ' the wily runner ' took the lion's tail, and inter-

wove it so cleverly into the stakes and reeds of the

hut that it remained there confined for ever, and the

hare had the pleasure of seeing his rival die of hunger
and thirst. The trick is not quite so clever as that of

' Reynard the Fox in South Africa, by W. H. I. Bleek, London, 1864.
' Whether these fables are indeed the real offspring of the desert,

and can be considered as truly indigenous native literature, or
whether they have been either purloined from the superior white
race, or at least brought into existence by the stimulus which con-
tact with the latter gave to the native mind (like that resulting in
the invention of the Tshiroki and Vei alphabets), may be matters of
dispute for some time to come, and it may require as much rese.irch

as was expended upon the solving of the riddle of the originality

of the Ossianic poems ' (p. xiii). The fox is mentioned in a Japan-
ese proverb, ' Kitsune tora-no iwo Karu, Le Renard emprunte
I'importance au tigre, i.e. tel maitre, tel valet,' Aihenee Oriental,

tome iii. p. 142.

P p 2
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Reineke, when he persuades the bear to go out fishing

on the ice ; but then the hare compasses the death of

the lion, while Eeineke by his stratagem only deprives

the bear of his ornamental tail.

As in the German tales the character of Renard

the fox is repeated in a humanised shape as Till

Eulenspiegel, so among the Zulus one of the most

favourite characters is the young rogue, the boy

U/dakanyana, who at first is despised and laughed at,

but who always succeeds in the end in having the

laugh on his side. This U/dakanyana performs, for

instance, the same trick on a cannibal by which the

hare entrapped the lion. The two have struck up

a friendship, and are going to thatch their house

before they sit down to devour two cows. U/Jakan-

yana is bent on having the fat cow, but is afraid the

cannibal will assign to him the lean cow. So he says

to the cannibal, ' Let the house be thatched now ; then

we can eat our meat. You see the sky, that we shall

o-et wet.' The cannibal said, ' You are right, child of

my sister.' U/dakanyana said, ' Do you do it then

;

I will go inside and push the thatching-needle for

you.' The cannibal went up. His hair was very, very

long. U/Jakanyana went inside and pushed the

needle for him. He thatched in the hair of the

cannibal, tying it very tightly; he knotted it into

the thatch constantly, taking it by separate locks and

fastening it firmly. He saw the hair was fast enough,

and that the cannibal could not get down. When he

was outside, U/dakanyana went to the fire, where the

udder of the cow was boiled. He took it out and

filled his mouth. The cannibal said, ' What are you

about, child of my sister *? Let us just finish the
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house ; afterwards we can do that ; we can do it

together.' U/Jakanyana replied, ' Come down then.'

The cannibal assented. When he was going to quit

the house, he was unable to quit it. He cried out,

' Child of my sister, how have you managed your
thatching ?

' U/dakanyana said, ' See to it yourself,

I have thatched well, for I shall not have any dispute.

Now I am about to eat in peace ; I no longer dispute

with anybody, for I am alone with my cow.' It

hailed and rained. The cannibal cried on the top of

the house ; he was struck with the hailstones, and

died there on the house. It cleared. U/dakanyana
went out, and said, ' Uncle, just come down. It has

become clear. It no longer rains, and there is no

longer hail, neitlier is there any more liglitning.

Why are you silent ? ' So U/dakanyana eat his cow
alone, and then went his way.'

Dr. Callaway compares the history of the travels

and adventures of U/dakanyana to those of Tom
Thumb and Jack the Giant-killer, and it is curious

indeed to observe how many of the tricks which we
admired as children in English or German story-

books are here repeated with but trifling modifi-

cations. The feat performed by U/dakanyana of

speaking before he was born exceeds indeed the

achievements even of the most precocious of German
imps, and can only be matched, as Dr. Callaway

points out, by St. Benedict, who, according to Mabillon,

sang eucharistic hymns in the same state in which

U/dakanyana was clamouring for meat. The strata-

gem by wliich this Zulu ' Boots,' after being delivered

to the cannibal's mother to be boiled, manages to boil

the old woman herself, can easily be matched by
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Peggy or Grethel who bakes the cannibal witch in

her own oven, or by the Shifty Highland Lad, or by
Maol a Chliobain who puts the giant's mother in the

sack in which she had been suspended. UMakanyana
had been caught by cannibals, and was to be boiled

by their mother; so, while the cannibals are away,

UMakanyana persuades the old mother to play with

him at boiling each other. The game was to begin

with him, a proposal to which the old dame readily

assented. But he took care to prevent the water

from boiling, and after having been in the pot for

some time, he insisted on the old mother fulfilling her

part of the bargain. He put her in, and put on the

lid. She cried out, ' Take me out, I am scalded to

death.' He said, ' No, indeed, you are not. If you
were scalded to death, you could not say so.' So she

was boiled, and said no more.

There is a story of a cook which we remember
reading not long ago in a collection of German
anecdotes. His master gives him a brace of par-

tridges to roast, and being very hungry, the cook eats

one of them. When his master returns, he eats one

partridge, and then asks for the other. 'But this

was the other,' says the cook, and nothing can per-

suade him that it wasn't. The same witticism, such

as it is, reappears in the story of UMakanyana teach-

ing the leopard how to suckle her cubs. The leopard

wants to have both her cubs together, but he insists

that only one ought to be suckled at a time, the fact

being that he had eaten one of the cubs. He then

gives her the one that is still alive, and after it has

been suckled, he gives it back to her as the second

cub.
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Those of our readers who still recollect the fearful

sensations occasioned by the ' Fee fo fum, I smell the

blood of an Englishmun,' will meet with several

equally harrowing situations in the stories of the

Zulus, and of other races too to whom the eating of

an Englishman is naturally a much less startling

event than it seemed to us. Usikulumi, a young
Zulu hero, goes to court two daughters of Uzembeni,

who had devoured all the men of the country in

which she lived. The two girls dug a hole in the

house to conceal their sweetheart, but towards sunset

Uzembeni, the mother, returned. She had a large

toe ; her toe came first, she came after it ; and as soon

as she came, she laughed and rolled herself on the

ground, saying, ' Eh, eh ! in my house here to-day

there is a delicious odour ; my children, what is there

here in the house 'i ' The girls said, ' Away ! Don't

bother us ; we do not know where we could get any-

thing ; we will not get up.' Thus Usikulumi escapes,

and after many more adventures and fights with his

mother-in-law, carries off her two girls.

It is impossible of course to determine the age of

these stories, so as to show that foreign influences are

entirely out of the question. Yet nursery tales are

generally the last things to bo adopted by one nation

from another, and even in the few stories which we
possess we should probably have been able to discover

more palpable traces of foreign influences, if such

influences had really existed. Nay, there is one

feature in these stories which to a certain extent

attests their antiquity. Several of the customs to

which they allude are no longer in existence among
the Zulus. It is not, for instance, any longer the
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custom among the natives of South Africa to bake

meat by means of heated stones, the recognised mode

of cookery among the Polynesians. Yet when Usiku-

lumi orders a calf to be roasted, he calls upon the

boys of his kraal to collect large stones, and to heat

them. There are several other peculiarities which

the Zulus seem to share in common with the Polyne-

sians. The avoiding of certain words which form

part of the names of deceased kings or chieftains is

a distinguishing feature of the Zulu and Polynesian

languages, being called Ukuhlonipa in the one, and

Tepi in the other.^ If a person who has disappeared

for some time, and is supposed to be dead, returns

unexpectedly to his people, it is the custom both

among the Zulus and Polynesians to salute him first

by making a funeral lamentation. There are other

coincidences in the stories of both races which make

it more than probable that at some distant period

they lived either together or in close neighbourhood

;

and if we find that some of the customs represented

as actually existing in the Zulu stories, have long

become extinct on the African continent, while they

continue to be observed by the Polynesian islanders,

we might indeed venture to conclude, though only as

a guess, that the origin of the Zulu stories should be

referred to a time preceding the complete separation

of these two races. While some customs that have

become obsolete at present are represented as still in

force among the Zulus of the nurserj^ tales, as, for

instance, the use of the U/dakula or wooden weeding-

stick, which is now generally replaced by an iron

pick ; other things, such as the use of medicines, so

' Science of Language, vol. ii. p. 47.
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much talked of now among the natives, and which

they imagine can produce the most marvellous results,

are never alluded to. All this would be so much
prima facie evidence of the genuineness and antiquity

of these Zulu tales, and would seem to exclude the

idea of European influences. The only allusion to

foreigners occurs in a story where one of the heroes,

in order to be taken for a stranger, commits a number
of grammatical blunders by leaving out the prefixes

that form so essential a feature in all Kafir dialects.

But this would not necessarily point to Europeans, as

other strangers too, such as Hottentots, for instance,

would naturally neglect these grammatical niceties.

• We hope that Dr. Callaway will soon be able to

continue his interesting publication. Apart from

other points of interest, his book, as it contains the

Zulu text and an English translation on opposite

columns, will be of great use to the student of that

language. The system of writing the Zulu M^ords

with Roman letters, adopted by Dr. Callaway, seems

both rational and practical. Like many others, he

has tried Dr. Lepsius' standard alphabet, and found

it wanting. 'The practical difticulties,' he writes,

'in the way of using the alphabet of Lepsius are

insuperable, even if we were prepared to admit the

soimdness of all the principles on which it is founded.'



iniHS AND SONGS FROM THE SOUTH

PACiriC

Having expressed a strong desire thafc the collec-

tion of Myths and Songs from the South Pacific,

which the Rev. W. Wyatt Gill brought home with
him from Mangaia, should not be allowed to lie for-

gotten, or, like other valuable materials collected by
hardworking missionaries, perish altogether, I could

not well decline to write a short preface, and to state,

in a few words, what I consider the real importance
of this collection to be.

I confess it seemed strange to me that its impor-
tance should be questioned. If new minerals, plants,

or animals are discovered, if strange petrifactions

are brought to light, if flints or other stone weapons
are dredged up, or works of art disinterred, even if

a hitherto unknown language is rendered accessible

for the first time, no one, I think, who is acquainted

with the scientific problems of our age, would ask
what their importance consists in, or what they are

^ Preface to the Rev. William Wyatt Gill's Myths and Songs from
the South Pacific, 1876.
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good for. Whether they are products of nature or

works of man, if only there is no doubt as to their

genuineness, they claim and most readily receive the

attention, not only of the learned, but also of the

intelligent public at large.

Now, what are these Myths and Songs which the

Rev. W. W. Gill has brought home from Mangaia,

but antiquities, preserved for hundreds, it may be for

thousands of years, showing us, far better than any

stone weapons or stone idols, the growth of the

human mind during a period which, as yet, is full of

the most perplexing problems to the psychologist,

the historian, and the theologian ? The only hope of

our ever unravelling the perplexities of that mytho-

logical period, or that mythopoeic phase of the human
intellect, lies in our gaining access to every kind of

collateral evidence. We know that mythopoeic period

among the Aryan and Semitic races, but we know it

from a distance only, and where are we to look now
for living myths and legends, except among those

who still think and speak mythologically, who are,

in fact, at the present moment what the Hindus may
have been before the collection of their sacred hymns,

and the Greeks long before the days of Homer ? To

find ourselves among a people who really believe in

gods and heroes and ancestral spirits, who still offer

human sacrifices,who in some cases devour their human
victims, or, at all events, burn the flesh of animals on

their altars, trusting that the scent will be sweet to the

nostrils of their gods, is as if the zoologist could spend a

few days among the megatheria, or the botanist among
the waving ferns of the forests, buried beneath our

feet. We must not suppose that the earliest ancestors
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of our race were exactly like the savages of the

present time, the Andanian Islanders or the Mohawks,
but Ave may use their beliefs and customs as colla-

teral evidence in trying to understand many things

that seem to us irrational in the religion, the my-
thology, and the ceremonial of Aryan and Semitic

tribes. So much is written just now, and has been

written during the last fifty years, on human archaeo-

logy, on the growth and progress of the intellect, on

the origin of religion, on the first beginnings of social

institutions ; so many theories have been started, so

many generalisations put forward with perfect con-

fidence, that one might almost imagine that all the

evidence was before us, and no more new light could

be expected from anywhere. But the very contrary

is the case. There are many regions still to be ex-

plored, there are many facts, now put forward as

certain, which require the most careful investigation,

and as we read again and again the minute descrip-

tions of the journey which man is supposed to have

made from station to station, from his childhood to

liis manhood, or, it may be, his old age, it is difficult

to resist a feeling of amazement, and to suppress at

almost every page the exclamation. Wait ! wait

!

There are the two antagonistic schools, each hold-

ing its tenets with a kind of religious fervour—the

one believing in a descending, the other in an ascend-

ing, development of the human race; the one

asserting that the history of the human mind begins

of necessity with a state of purity and simplicity

which gradually gives way to corruption, perversity,

and savagery ; the other maintaining with equal con-

fidence, that the first human beings could not have
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been more than one step above the animals, and that

their whole history is one of progress towards higher

perfection. With regard to the beginnings of religion,

the one school holds to a primitive suspicion of

something that is beyond—call it supernatural, tran-

scendent, infinite, or divine. It considers a silent

walking across this jhula ^ of life, with eyes fixed

on high, as a more perfect realisation of primitive

religion than singing of Vedic hymns, oftering of Jewish

sacrifices, or the most elaborate creeds and articles.

^ 'So, on the 12th of August, we made the steep ascent to the

village of Namgea, and from there to a very unpleasant jhula,

which crosses the foaming torrent of the Sutlej. In this part of

the Himalaya, and, indeed, on to Kashmir, these bridges are con-

structed of twigs, chiefly from birch trees or bushes, twisted

togethei'. Two thick ropes of these twigs, about the size of a man's
thigb, or a little larger, are stretched across the river, at a distance

of about six to four feet from each other, and a similar rope runs

between them, three or four feet lower, being connected with the

upper ropes by more slender ropes, also usually of birch twigs

twisted togethei', but sometimes of grass, and occurring at an in-

terval of about five feet from each other. The unpleasantness of

ajhida is that the passenger has no proper hold of the upper ropes,

which are too thick and rough to be grasped by the hand ; and
that, at the extremities, they are so far apart that it is difficult to

have any hold of both at the same time ; while the danger is

increased by the bend or hang of the jhula, which is much lower

in the middle than at its ends. He has also to stoop painfully

in order to move along it, and it is seldom safe for him to rest his

feet on the lower rope, excejjt where it is supported from the upper

ropes by the transverse ones. To fall into the raging torrent

underneath would be almost certain destruction. The high wind
which usually pi-evails in the Himalaya during the day, makes
the whole structure swing about frightfully. In the middle of

the bridge there is a cross-bar of wood (to keep the two ujjper

ropes separate) which has to be stepped over; and it is not cus-

tomary to repair a jhula until some one falls through it, and so

gives practical demonstration that it is in rather a rotten con-

dition.'—Andrew Wilson, The Abode of Snow, p. 197.
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The other begins with the purely animal and passive

nature of man, and tries to show how the repeated

impressions of the world in which he lived, drove

him to fetishism and totemism, whatever these words

may mean, to ancestor-worship, to a worship of

nature, of trees and serpents, of mountains and rivers,

of clouds and meteors, of sun and moon and stars,

and the vault of heaven, and at last, by what is called

a very natural mistake, to a belief in One who dwells

in heaven above.

There is some truth in every one of these views

;

but they become untrue by being generalised. The

time has not come yet, it probably never will come,

when we shall be able to assert anything about the

real beginnings of religion in general. We know a

little here, a little there, but whatever we know of

early religion, we always see that it presupposes vast

periods of an earher development.

Some people imagine that fetishism, at all events,

presupposes nothing : they would probably not hesi-

tate to ascribe to some of the higher animals the

faculty of fetish-worship. But few words are so

devoid of scientific precision as fetishism, a term first

rendered popular by the writings of De Brosses. Let

us suppose that it means a kind of temporary worship

of any material object which the fancy may happen

to select, as a tree, a stone, a post, an animal :—can

that be called a primitive form, nay the very begin-

ning, of religion 1 First of all, religion is one thing,

worsliip another, and the two are by no means neces-

sarily connected. But, even if they were, what is

the meaning of worship paid to a stone, but the

outward sign of a pre-existent belief that this stone
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is more than a stone, something supernatural, it may
be something divine, so that the ideas of the super-
natural and the divine, instead of growing out of

fetishism, are generally, if not always, presupposed
by it ? The same applies to ancestor-worship, which
not only presupposes the conceptions of immortality
and of the ideal unity of a family, but implies in

many cases a belief that the spirits of the departed
are worthy to share the honours paid to divine

beings.

To maintain that all religion begins with fetishism,

all mythology with ancestor-worship, is simply un-
true, as far as our present knowledge goes. There is

fetishism, there is ancestor-worship, there is nature-
worship, whether of trees or serpents, of mountains
or rivers, of clouds and meteors, of sun and moon and
stars, and the vault of heaven ; there is all this, and
there is much more than all this, wherever we can
watch the early growth of religious ideas : but, what
we have to learn is, first of all, to distinguish, to

study each religion, each mythology, each form of

worship by itself, to watch them during successive

periods of their growth and decay, to follow them
through different strata of society, and before all, to

have each of them, as much as possible, studied in

their own language.

If language is the realisation of thought and feel-

ing, the importance of a knowledge of the language
for a correct appreciation of what it was meant to

convey in the expression of religious thought and
feeling, requires no proof. I have often insisted on
this, and I have tried to show—whether successfully

or not, let others judge—that much of what seems at
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first irrational and inexplicable in mythology, and in

religion also, can be explained by the influence which

language exercises on thought. I have never said

that the whole of mythology can be explained in

that way, that all that seems irrational is due to

a misunderstanding, or that all mythology is a disease

of language. Some parts of mythology I have proved

to be soluble by means of linguistic tests, but mytho-

logy as a whole I have always represented as a com-

plete period of thought, inevitable, I believe, in the

development of human thought, and comprehending

all and everything that at a given time can fall

within the horizon of the human mind. The Ne-

mesis of disproportion seems to haunt all new dis-

coveries. Parts of mythology are religious, parts of

mythology are historical, parts of mythology are

metaphysical, parts of mythology are poetical; but

mythology as a whole is neither religion, nor history,

nor philosophy, nor poetry. It comprehends all

these together under that peculiar form of expression

which is natural and intelligible at a certain stage,

or at certain recurring stages in the development

of thought and speech, but which, after becoming

traditional, becomes frequently unnatural and un-

intelligible. In the same manner nature-worship,

tree-worship, serpent-worship, ancestor-worship, god-

worship, hero-worship, fetishism, aU are parts of

religion, but none of these by itself can explain the

origin or growth of religion, which comprehends all

these and many more elements in the various phases

of its growth.

If anything can help to impress upon students of

religion and mythology the necessity of caution, the
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advantage of special research, and, above all, the

necessity of a scholarlike treatment, it is a book like

that of Mr. Gill—an account of a religion and mytho-
logy which were still living in the island of Mangaia,

when Mr. Gill went there as a missionary twenty-

two years ago, and which, as they died away before

his eyes, he carefully described to us from what he

saw himself, from what the last depositaries of the old

faith told him, and from what was recorded of it in

sacred songs, which he gives us in the original, with

literal translations.

It is true that the religion and mythology of the

Polynesian race have often been described before by
different observers, nay one of their greatest charms

consists in the very fact that we possess them in so

many forms. Each island has, so to say, its own
religious and mythological dialect, and though there

is much that is common to all, and must therefore be

old, there is at the same time much local and in-

dividual variety. Again, the great advantage of

Mr. Gill's collection is that Mangaia has kept itself

freer from foreign influences than almost any other of

the Polynesian islands. ' The isolation of the Hervey
Islanders,' he says, ' was in favour of the purity of

their traditions, and the extreme jealousy with which

they were guarded was rather an advantage than

otherwise.' When we find strange coincidences be-

tween the legends of Mangaia and Jewish, Christian,

or classical stories, we need not suspect that former

European travellers had dropped the seeds of them, or

that missionaries had given, unconsciously, their own
colouring to their reports. Mr. Gill has been specially

on the guard against this source of error. ' Whilst

VOL. IV. Q q
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collecting my myths,' he says, ' I put away from me
all classical mythology, being afraid that uncon-

sciously I might mould these Polynesian stories into

similarity with those of Greece and Rome.'

For instance, on my making inquiries whether the

Polynesian tradition about Eve (Ivi), which I had dis-

cussed in my Introduction to the Science of lleligion

(p. 304), was to be found in Mangaia, Mr. Gill informed

me that it was not, and that he strongly suspected its

European origin. The elements of the story may have

previously existed, and we see some traces of it in

the account of the creation current in Mangaia, but

Mr. Gill suspects that some of the mutineers of the

Bounty may have told the natives the Bible story, and

that it became incorporated with their own notions.

The jawbone, too, with which we are told that

Maui, the great solar hero of the Polynesians, de-

stroyed his enemies, is absent in Mangaia. When
I inquired about it, Mr. Gill informed me that he

never heard of it in the Hervey Group in connection

with Maui.

Such things are extremely important for a proper

treatment of mythology. I hold no longer to the rule

that when two mythologies agree in what is irrational

or foolish, they must have had the same origin, or

must have come into contact with each other at some
period of their history. If there was a reason for the

jawbone to be used as a weapon by Samson, the same
reason may have existed in the case of Maui. But, even

if there was no reason, a fact that happened or was
imagined to have happened in one place may surely

have happened or have been imagined to have hap-

pened in another also. At first, no doubt, we feel
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startled by such coincidences; and that they often

offer a prima facie presumption in favour of a com-

mon origin cannot be denied. But as we read on
from one mythology to another, our sensitiveness

with regard to these coincidences becomes less and
less, and we feel hardened at last against all appeals

which are founded exclusively on such evidence.

At first sight, what can be more startling than to

see the interior of the world, the invisible or nether

world, the Hades of the Mangaians, called AvaiJci,

Avi/i;i being the name of one of the lower regions,

both among Brahmans and Buddhists ? But we have
only to look around, and we find that in Tahitian the

name for Hades is Ilaivai'i, in New Zealand Hawaiki.
and more originally, I suppose, SatcaiJd ; so that the

similarity between the Sanskrit and Polynesian words
vanishes very quickly.

That the name of the Sun-god in Mangaia is Ra
has been pointed out as a strange coincidence with

Egypt ; but more really important is the story of Ra
being made captive, as reminding us of similar solar

legends in Greece, Germany, Peru, and elsewhere.^

Who can read the Mangaian story of Ina (the

moon) and her mortal lover, who, as he grew old and
infirm, had to be sent back to the earth to end his

days there, without thinking of Selene and Endymion,
of Eos and Tithonos ?

Who again, if acquainted with the Vedic myth of

the Maruts,^ the strikers, the Storm-gods, and their

* Chips, vol. iv. p. 122.

' Rig-veda Sanhita, The Sacred Hymns of the Brahmans. Translated
by F. Max Mtiller. Vol. i. Hymns to the Mamis, or the Storm-Gods.

London, Triibner & Co. 1869.

Q q 2
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gradual change into the Italian god of war, Mars,,

can fail to see the same transition of thought in

several of the gods of the storms, of war and de-

struction among the Polynesians, though here again

the similarity in the name of Maru is purely acci-

dental.

In some of the Polynesian islands the Deluge is

said to have lasted exactly forty days. This, no

doubt, is startling. It may be the result of mis-

sionary influence. But, even if it were not, the

coincidence between the Polynesian and the Jewish

accounts on that one point may be either purely

accidental, or may be founded on rude meteorological

calculations which we have not yet detected. I do

not like to quote coincidences from American tradi-

tions, because we know that we are never safe there

against Spanish by-notes; otherwise the account of

the Toltec deluge, and the statement that the

mountains were covered to. the depth of 'fifteen

cubits,' might be quoted as another undesigned

coincidence.^ According to the Chimalpopoca MS.,

the Creator produced His work in successive epochs,

man being made on the seventh day from dust and

ashes. Why, we may ask, on the seventh day ? But

others, without even insisting on the peculiar char-

acter of the seventh number, may simply ask, And

why not 1 There is much similarity between the Hindu

account of the Deluge and the Jewish; but no one

who has read the numerous accounts of a deluge in

other parts of the world, would feel much surprised

at this. At all events, if we admitted a common

origin of the two, or an actual borrowing, then to

1 Bancroft, Native Races, vol. v. p. 20.
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explain the differences between them would be

equally difficult. The only startling coincidence is,

that in India the flood is said to begin on the seventh

day after it had been announced to Manu. Consider-

ing, however, that the seventh day is mentioned in

the Bhagavata Purana only, I feel inclined to look

upon it as merely accidental. It might, no doubt,

have been borrowed from Jewish or even Moham-
medan sources ; but how can we imagine any reason

why So unmeaning a fact should have been taken

over, while on so many other points, where there was

every temptation to borrow, nothing was done to

assimilate the two accounts, or to remove features of

which, at that time, the Hindus might well be sup-

posed to have been ashamed ? I mention all this for

the sole purpose of preaching patience and caution

;

and I preach it against myself quite as much as

against others, as a warning against exclusive

theories.

On every page of these Mangaian legends there is

evidence that many of them owe their origin to

language, whether we adopt the theory that the

Mangaians played on the words, or that their words

played on them, Mr, Gill himself fully admits this,

but to say that the whole of the Mangaian mythology

and theology owed its origin to the oxydising process

to which language is exposed in every country, would

be to mistake the rust for the iron.

With all these uncertainties before us, with the

ground shaking under our feet, who would venture

to erect at present complete systematic theories of

mythology or religion "? Let any one who thinks

that all religion begins with fetishism, all worship
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with ancestor-worship, or that the whole of mytho-

logy everywhere can be explained as a disease of

language, try his hand on this short account of the

beliefs and traditions of Mangaia; and if he finds

that he fails to bring even so small a segment of the

world's religion and mythology into the narrow circle

of his own system, let him pause before he ventures

to lay down rules as to how man, on ascending from

a lower or descending from a higher state, must have

spoken, must have believed, must have worshipped.

If Mr. Gill's book were to produce no other effect but

this, it would have proved one of the most useful

works at the present moment. But it contains much
that in itself will deeply interest all those who have

learned to sympathise with the childhood of the

world, and have not forgotten that the child is the

father of the man ; much that will startle those who
think that metaphysical conceptions are incompatible

with downright savagery ; much also that will com-

fort those who hold that God has not left Himself

without a witness, even among the lowest outcasts

of the human race.
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with Old Testament, 204.
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ples of the, 205.
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lians to Russia, 423.— original of the PaTi^atantra, 470.— name for moon, 292.

Bugge, Prof. S., on Greek, Roman,
Jewish, and Christian ideas in

the Eddas, 534, 535.
Bundobel, for Bidpai, 437.
Bunsen, 372, 387.
Burgundy (Kings of), 119, 120.

Burning of widows, 34-39.
Bushby, H. T., on widow-burning,

39 »•

CABHAR, 45.

Cacus, 248.

C.ilere, 394.
Calf, 46.

Callaway, Bishop, 331, 577, 578,

581.
— Nursery Tales, Traditions and

Histories of the Zulus, 575,585.
Campbell, Mr., 561, 565.— descriptions of scenery, 561.
— West Highland Tales, 557, 564.— on ' Storiology,' 573.
Campo Santo of Bologna, 325.

Canarese translation of the Pajj/ca-

tantra, 415.
Canis, 46.

Caper, 46.

Cap(i)ta, 389.
Carlyle, Thomas, on Mythology,

137-

Carmen Saliare, 392.
Carpenter and nmsquito, tale of, 5 49.

Carta, papier, 22.

Caskets, story of the, in Merchant
of Venice, 448 n.

Cattle, 46.

Causa, cause, 'jo.

Celts, the, 561, 562, 563.
Cendrillon and Sodewa-Bai, 477.
Centum, 56.

Ceres (Skt. sarad), 392.
— from kar or sar, 393.— M. M. on, 394 n.

Cerfus, 392.
Cerus, or Kerus, 392.— Manus, 392.
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"Katpw, 149 w, 404.
Chambers, Mr., 556.
Champollion, 372.
Chandaka, or Sanna, Buddha's

driver, 453.
Chang Ngo, wife of How I, 572.
Change of ' d ' to ' 1

' in Greek,

254 n, 255.
Xapa, xapifiy, x°/"'C''A''"> 149 W-

Xapa, 404.
Charis, chief, Aphrodite, 14B.

— etymology of, 749 n.

— wife of Hephaistos, 402, 403.
Xapty, 402, 404.
Charites, 108, now, 141-148.— etymology of, 402.— Vedic Haritas, 519.
XdpiTfs, 249.
Xapi^ofiai, 404.
Charlemagne, 305.— and the toad and snake, 507.
Charles V, Rabelais' satii-e on,

438.
XapoTTOf, 404.
Ch9,vah, 217.

X-qv, 46.
XiXioi, 56.

Chimalpopoca MS., 596.
China, Jesuit missionai'ies in, 235.— moon in, 572.
Chose, 70.

Christ, carried by St. Christopher,

280,

Christian missionaries, 14.— religion, 165.

Christianity, Pantheism in, x.

Christians of St. Thomas in India,

463.
Christna, 232, 233.
Xpufta, 244.
Chrodhild, Kindscher on the name,

,
503-

Xpovos, 266.

Xpvaodpovos, 82.

Xpvaoi, 50.

Chrysorrhoas (St. John of Damas-
cus), 445.

Chuning, 42.

Chuo, pi. chuowi, 28, 46.

C. hwigeren, C. hweger, 32.

Cicero, 368.

Cinderella, 316.

Clemens of Alexandria, Stromata,

160 )i.

Clothes, name of, 49.
Clouds, likened to frogs, 507.
Colebrooke, H. T., on the duties of

a faithful widow, 36 n.

Colenso, Bishop, 331.
Colour, difference in, 245.
Comparative Grammar, 541.— Mythology, 1-153, 164, 208,

215, 227, 331, 541.
Prof. Blackie on, 196-200.
Sir G. W. Cox on, 196-200.

diiliculties of, 376.
three different aspectf?, 377.— Philology, precaution must be

exercised in, 543.— Theology, first attempt at, 447.
Comparetti, 282 n.

— on the Book of Sindbad, 443.
Comparison is not identification,

2S8.

Conde Lucanor, by Don Juan
Manuel, 442.

Consecrating a house, verses used

in, xxii.

Consilium (considium), 27.

Consobrinus, 34.

Copernican system, 41 1.

— heresy, 369.— theory, 370.
Corpus, 394.— Juris of Gagannatha, 36 w.

Correlative deities, xxi.

Cosmas, an Italian monk, 444.
Cosquin, on Barlaam and Josaphat,

456 n._

Cottier, his translation of fables

into French from Tuscan,

Couvade, the, 291.

Cow, 46.

Cox, G. W., on Comparative Mytho-
logy, 196-200.

— Manual of Mythology, 270.

Creare, 392.
Creation stories, Polynesian, xxii.

— Tahitian tradition of, 215.
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Creation tradition current in Man-
gaia, 594.

Creek nation, an^l the west, 305.
Cremare, 394.
Creuzer, 257, 287.

Critics, 346.
Crusaders, Persian and Arabic

stories brought back by the,

423-
Crusades, interchange of Eastern

and Western ideas during the,

443-
Cu, 46.

Cugino, 34.

Cupid, ifon.
Curtius, Professor G., 101 n, 149 n.

— — Zur Kritik der neuesten
Sprachforschung, 380 n.

— derivation of Vesta, 393.
of 6oivT], 401.

Customs, survivals in, 296.

Cymric, 379.
Cyrus, 281-285.

D and L interchangeable, 254 «.

Dabh, dabhra, 387, 387 n.

Dabshelim, King, 428.

Daeges edge, 1 30 n.

^a-qp, 32, 58, 25471.

Daga, dagian, 99.
Dah, to burn, 98, 385 «, 386-389 n.

Dahana, 3S6.

I'ahra (dabhra), 387 «.

Dahyu, 255.
Daiinh, 43.
Adl'oy, 256.
Daisy, myth of, 130 n.

AaKpv, 98, 254 n, 385, 386.

iJania, 43.
]3amascenus, Joannes, 445 et seq.

Danayu, 385 ».

Daniel, 285.

Dankwart, 120.

Aaoy, 256.

Daphne and Apollo, 100, loi, 1S5,

186.
— name of the Dawn, 372, 273,

393-— and Phcebos, 293.— same as AhanS., 422.

Daphne, 370, 386, 387, 404-410.— and daphne, laurel-tree, xxsiVj

387, 388.— Sanskrit Ahana, 370.— = Dahana, 389.
AacpvT], loi n, 282 n, 387.
Aa(pvr](p6poT, 96.
Daqyu, 255.
Darius, 41, 255.— the Median, 285.
Darmesteter, xxvi.

Darwin, 370, 371.
Das, to bite, 385.
Das, to perish, 256.

Dasa, people, enemy, 41, 254-
256.

Dasahanta, 254, 256.

Dis&n, ten, ci6.

Dasa-pati, 41, 256.

Dasa-patni, 97, 356, 552.
Dasent, Dr., 554, 558, 561.
— Popular Tales from the Norse,

.'^ir-SSo, 557-— on story of Wild Huntsman,

Aa<TVTi]S, 242.

Dasya, 282 n.

Dasya-nari, 97.
Dasyu, 41, 246, 254, 255.— = dasa, people, 41.

Dasyuhan, dasyuhanta, 254.
Dasyuhatyaya, 113.

Dasyus, 364.
Aavx""? (for Aaipvrj), 3S7.

Daughter, 22, 26, 27.

Daughter-in-law, 32.

Daur, 43.
Dautia, 255 n.

David Sahid of Ispahan, his Livre

des Lumiferes, 436.
Dawe, day, 99.
Dawn, 88, 95, 98-110, 113, 115,

116, 137, 138, 140, 141, 145,

149, 267, 575.— Brinton on the, xxx.
— myths of, 88.

— white one, 309.— (Ushas), 333, 334.— the, and Ked Riding Hood,

476.
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Dawn, as a frog, 509.— bhekl used as name for, 566.
— False Dawn, 567, 56S.
— mythological elements in story

of, 568.
— legends of, 570.— frog or toad symbol of, 571.— as bride, 571.
Day, 98, 149 J?.

Days, as thirty sisters, 394 n.

Daz (Zend), 389 n.

De Brosses, 590.
Dea, 34.
Death, myths of, xl.

Decem, 56.

Deehak, Dehak (ten evils), 2S5.

Decharme, Mythologie de la Gr^ce
ancienne, 408 re.

Dedicare (delicare), 254 «.

Deianeira, 97, 552.
Deiga, 255 ».

Adfius, 14971.

Dejeuner and diner, 323, 326.
Afica, 56.

Delbriick, Die neuste Sprachfor-

schung, 380 «.

Del governo de' regni, 433.
Deliades, 239.
Ari\ios, So.

A^A.oy, 149 71.

Delphos, 77.

Deluge, tradition of, 330.— in Polynesian islands, 596.— Toltec Deluge, 596.— similarity between Hindu and
Jewish account, 596.

Demeter, 200 n, 294, 394.
A(w(p6vTr)s, 254.
Der ez Zaferan, Jacobite Cloister

of, 465.
De Sacy, researches of, 562.

AeuTTOifa, SecrwoTJjy, 42, 256.

Deszimt, 56.
Deukalion, 12.

AfVTepos, 379.
Deutsch, E., 4S0.

Deva, bright, divine, god, 104.— bright god, 362.

Devapatnl, 552.
Devar, devara, 32, 59, 255 n.

Devata of the Moon (Soma), 353.
Devil, Aryan nations had no,

553-
Dew, 94, 95, 113.

— caused by Soma, 351.
Deweris, 32.

Dewyni, 56.

Dh^ra, stream, 357.
Dhava, man, 34.
Dliena, lip, 401.
Diabolus, 553.
Diadochi, reigns of the, 423.
AiaxToup, SiaKTOpos, 145.
Dialectic (period), 10.

— growth, 378, 3S0.

Dialogus Creaturarum, the, 439,

441 n.

DidyanaA, 91.

Diespiter, 209, 368 n.

Dietrich von Bern, 1 20.

Dieu, retains part of its original

meaning, ix.

Digamma (seolicnm), 95 n, 240.

Dih, the root, 255 ».

Dina, 149 re.

Diner and dejeuner, 323, 326.

Dingua, 254 n.

Dionysos, 73.

Directorium humanae vitae, 434,
468.

Dis, Dlsir, Icelandic, 511.
AicKos, 25471.

Div, 264 n.

— dyu, Dyaus, &c., 308.
Diva, 149 n.

DivaA s\svi (child of Dyaus), name
for Monn, 334.

Divaspati, 209.
AwSfKa, 56.

Dog, 46.

Dogs of Hell, 250 re.

Dominica, Lord's Day, 223.
Ao/xos, domtt, domus, 43.
Doni, his Italian translation of

fables, 435.
Donkey, 46.— in lion's skin, 550.
Dor, 43.
Drapsa, 357, 360.

Dribhlka, 248.
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Du (two^, 56.— to burn, 256.

Duces (Dukes), 326.

Dug'dhar, 22.

Dnh (to milk), root of duhitar, 26.

Duhitar, 22, 26, 30.

Av/^T^, 87 «.

Avco l,t\vo), 56.

— (Skt. dvau), 379.— (to dive into), 87.

Duo, 56, 379.
Duodecim, 56.

Avafxai rjKiov, 87.

Dvadasan, 56.

Dvar, dvaras, 43.
Dvau, 56, 379.
Dvitlya(Skt.), 379.
Dwi-deszimti, 56.

Dwi-lika, 56.

Dya"^, 334. 368 n, 369.— Zeus, Jupiter, xii.

— (deus, tLe bright), 80, 100, 149,

149??, 194, 249.— Aruslia, cliild of, 147, 149.— Moon, the child of, 334.— almost vanished in the Veda,

— only possible starting-point for

study of mythology, 369.— =Zeus, 370, 371, 391.
— supreme deity of bright sky,

396-
_

Dyaush pita, 398, 410.

Dyav-an, 274.
Dyotana, 99.
Dyu (to be brilliant), 98, 149 w,

274.

EAR, to, 47.
Earth, loS, 116, 14S.

— Erinyes, daughters of, 268.

East, the, in Aztec legend, 304.

Eastern Church, feast-days of

SS. Barlaam and Josaphat,

455-
Eat, in Hindustani, 296.

Eberhard, the great Duke of Wiir-

temberg, order? the German
translation of fables, 434.

Ech, 46.

Echidna, 252, 254, 284.
Echo, 273.

'Ex<«, 68.

Eckhart, Master, 345.
Eclipses, various legends on, 295.
Edda, 84, 117, 118, 120.

^HepofpoiTis, 266.

Egj-pfc, religion of, 300.
— is solar, 300.

Egyptian priests on the Gange^,

210.

Ehu, 46.

Ei (Ger.^, 563.
EiclihofF, 53 n.

ElSdii, flSvia, 145.
EiKocri, 56.

E(Xtdi'€s, flvdrfpa, 32.
Eipoy, 242.

'Ek Kopv(pTis, 389.
Ekadasan, 56.

Ekas, 56.

Ekatara, 563.
Elder Edda, 526, 531.

mythology of, 532.
likeness to the Veda, 532.
and to Homer, 532.

Electra, 409.
Elkosh, near Mossul, 463.
'EXXepa, 239.

Elze, Dr. Th., Die Sage und dcr

Ring, 506.

Em, 19.

Empedokles, 158.

'EvaA-ios, 52.

Endemos, 77 "•

'Ei'Sioy, 149 n,

""Ev^vfia, 87,

'Ei'Sva;, 87.

Endymion, 87-92.
— myth of Selene and, 86, 59.V
'Evvia, 56.

"Evvcne, 374.— rendered by insece, 375.
Ennius, 374, 375.
Ensis, 50.

Eorosh, 145 n.

Eos (Ushas, 'Hws>, 82, 84, 91-96,

108, 114, 149/!, 184, 272, 391.
— story of Eos andTithonos, 595.

'Hwj, 249.
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Epicharmos, T57.

E|iimetheus, 77.

'Etn^apeai, 384.
Epo-s, 46.

Equus, 46.

Er, Old High Grerman, 50.

Era, the earth, 323.
"Epafiai, (pdcu, 149 n.

'Eparu^, iparnvus, 1 49 n.

'Epiiivaj, 266.

Erida, 47.
^Epivvvftv, 149 n, 266, 402.

Erinnys or Erinys, 77 n, 266, 267,

268, 402.— =Sarawyfl, 519.
Erinyes, 409.— daughters of the Earth, 200, 268.

of Skotos, 268.

'Epiov, 242.

"Epts (strife), 71, 266.

'EpoTj, 95 n.

Eros, 15, 77, 85, 139-141. M5.
149 ?i, 151.

— the dawning sun, 140.

— child of Zeus, 147.— son of Aphrodite, 148.

— oldest of Greek gods, 149 ??.

"Epos, 149 w.

'EpvOpv?, no.
Eskimo, 291.

Esmi, 19.

Esquimaux legend of the sun, 1S7,

188.

Est, esti, 195.

'EaO-fjs, 49.
Esthonian tale of Koit and Am-

marick, 318.
'EffTia, 393.— derived from root vas, xxvii.

ifcte (statum), 68.

Ethnological Mythology, 287, 28 8.

Ethno-psychological Mythology,

297, 330, 331-
Etymological or Genealogical School

of Mythology, xvii, 298, 381,

406.— School of Philologists, 378.

Etymologische Forschungen (Pott),

386 n.

Etymology often uncertain, xix.

Euhemeristic theories, revived by
H. Spencer, 332.

Euhemerus, theory of, exploded,

308 n.

Eulenspiegel, 546.
Eumseos, swineherd, 12.

Eumenides, 409.— O. MuUer's Essay on the, 77 m.

Europe, name of, 51, 108 n.

Europeans in West Australia,

thought to be the departed,

310.
Eurydike, 108 n, 137, 138, 275.
Eur^mede, 108.

Eurynome, 77 «, 108.

Euryphaessa, 108, 184, 570.
Evpvs, 73, 108, 570.
Eurystheus, 122.

Eve, or Ive, 216.

— Polynesian tradition about, 394.
Evenos, 76.

Evolution, theory of, 370.

Ewe, 46.

Exemplario contra los enganos,

435 n.

Eye, 563.

FABLES, migration of, 412.— La Fontaine's, 412, 413.— ^sop's, 413.— of Plisedrus and Horace, 413.— in Sanskrit, 413, 414.
— animal, 414.— Buddhist, 414.— the PanA-atantra, 414.— the Hitopadesa, 415.— common Aryan, 419.— Arabic translation, 428, 431.— Greek translation, 432.— Latin translation, 433.— Hebrew translation, 434.— German translation, 434.— Italian, by Firenzuola and Doni,

435-— Syriac translation of, found by
Prof. Benfey, 460.

— of Pilpay, 645.— used by La Fontaine, 545.— ancient Aryan, 551.

VOL. IV. K r
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Fables, animal, 579.
Fad, 44.
Fafnir, the serpent, 117, 284.

Faihu, 46.

Fairy tales, their scientific interest,

540.— came to us from the East, 542.

Farah, 46.

Farrar, J. A., Paganism and Chris-

tianity, 354.
Fassradh, 49.
Father, 22,43.
— -in-law, 32,

Faths, 40.

Faut, il me, 70.

F^oh, A.-S., 27.

Feridun, 284.

Fetish, 296.

Fetishism, 590, 593.
Fick, 385 n.

Fidvdr, 56.

Fierbinger, Dr. J. von, xxiv.

Fihu, 46.

Filia (suckling"), 26.

Findo (Skt. bhid), 385.
Firdusi, 284.

Firenzuola, his Italian edition of

fables, 435.
Fithal, 46.

Flos, floris, 140.

Fly, 46.

Foal, 46.

Folk-lore, coincidences in, 291.— of the Aryan nations, 515.
Fontainebleau, forest of, 551.

Foreign words in all modern lan-

guages, 544.
Fors, fortuna, xxvii.

Four drives of Buddha, the, 449.
Fox, in Japanese proverb, 579 ».

Frater, 22.

Frau Krote, 490.— the old legend, 491.— — many forms of it, 494,

495-— why a toad, 501.
— Beckmann's view, 502.
— is Frau Grete, d. 1530, 504.— Dessau pronunciation, 505.— an old Teutonic deity, 511.

Frau Ejote, a survival of German
Mythology, 511, 512.

— her ring still carefully kept, 512.

— formed possibly from old Dawn
legends, 513, 514.

Frazer, Mr., 331.
Fredegond, 120.

Frederick the Great, 577.
Friday, 223, 225.

Frigere, frost, frus, 94.
Frog myths, 507 et s^q.

— gods in Mexico, 508.— story of, 564, 565, 568.— in Germany, 565.— bhekl, name of, 566.
— symbol of the Dawn, 571.— symbol of the Moon, 571.
Froschkonig, story of, 565, 573.
Fruma, 379.
Fucus, red, 510.
Fui, 68.

Fula, 46.

Future, Skuld, to niWovra, 68.

GADHELIC, 379.
Gsea, 73, 77 n.

Gah (gabh), 387.
G'ahusha, 384.
Ta\ws, 32.

(?amatar, 32, 33.

ra/i^pos, 32, 33.

Gan, root to _5'anitar, genitor, ytyt-

Trjp, 24, 42.

Ganaka, father, king, 42.

Gandharvas, i]o-ii2.

Ga?iesa and Janus, 209.
6'ani, _9'ani (mother), 42.

Ganit^r, _9'anitj'i', 24.

Gao, 46.

Gards, 43.
Gargantua, Rabelais', 438.
Gaspadorus, 42.
Gaspati, 42.

Gatavedas (the sun), 358.
Gautama, story of, 449.
Gavesh, to inquire, 29.

Gaveshana, research, 29.

Gavish^i, battle, 29.

Gemer, 33.
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Gender, a survival of generic clas-

sification, 289.

Genealogical Branch of Comparative
Mythology, 331.

Gener, 32, 33.
Genitor, genitrix, 24.

Geras, 71.

Gerhard, Prof. (Greek mythology),

259, 287.

German translation of fables, 434.
Germans, the, 561, 562, 563.
Geryones {T-qpvovqs), 252.
Gesta Eomanoruni, 549.
Ttiiaaadai, 384.
G^vev (son-in-law), 32.

Ghar, to glow, 403.
Gharma (Ofp/xos), 118, 403.
Ghri«a, heat, 403.
Ghrink, pity, 403.
GhjMii, heat, 403.
Ghrinin, pitiful, 403.
GhWta (butter), 358, 403.
GhritkMs, ghritasnas, 141.

Gill, Rev. W. W., 338, 587.— Myths and Songs from South
Pacific, 329, 586, 593.— Work of, 331.

Gird, 43 n.

Girna, mill-stone, pi. girnos, hand-
mill, 48.

Gladstone, Essay on ' Dawn of Crea-

tion and Worship,' 321.
— controversy with M. Ileville, 321.— on Solarism, 322.— on Etymology, 325.
Gloaming, 277, 278.
G16s, 32.

Go, pi. gavas, ox, cow, 28, 46.
Goat, 46.
God, German word, its derivation,

263.

God-worship, 592.
Go-go-yuga, 28.

Goose, 46.
<iopa (cowherd), 28.

< lopala, 209.

(iopayati, 28.

Gorgon, 2, 152, 248.

Gorod, 43.
Gosh^Aa (cow-pen, stable), 30.

R r

Gosh^Al (assembly), 30.
Goshu-yddh, 29.

Gospod, gospodin, gospodar, 42.

Gospodarz, 42.
Gothic, 526.— system, 207.

Gotra (originally hurdle), 28.

Gotra, herd of kine, 28.

Govedar (cowherd), 28.

Govedo, 46.

Govyado (herd), 28.

Gow, 46.

Goynga, 28.

Grab (grabh), 387.
Grammar, 377.— study of, neces-ary to anthro-

pologists, 2S7.

Grand Veneur, 551.
Granum, 48.

Grassmann, 393.
Gratus, 403.— and gratia, 404.
Great Hare, Algonkin legend of the,

305, 306.
— meaning of the name, 307, 308.— various stories about, 315.
Greece, history of (Grote), 3.— heroes of, 80.

— mythological language of, 137.— gods and heroes of Greece iden-

tical with those of India, 226.— worship of Nature in, 262.

Greek gods, 84 v, 264; (Eros,

oldest of the Greek gods), 15,

149 n,

— months, names of, 87.— philosophy, 165, 166.
— religion, 165.
— mythology, starting-point for

study of, 369.— comparative treatment of, 371.— form of the Pot au Lait, 432,
471.— translation of Kalila Dimna,
544-— Latin version of this, 544.— Italian translation, 544.

Greeks, the, 291, 561, 562, 563.— as cannibals, 294.
Grethe, princess of Dessau, 514.

2
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Grey, Sir George, on Maori customs,

311-

Grthya-8titra, 394 n.

Giimhild, 118.

Grimm, 53 n, 69, 75, 263, 373,

374- ^ ^— Burning of the Dead, 37 n.

— on German (Teutonic) mytho-

logy, 75, 368 n, 511, 512. 5 '6.

— on the words God and good,

263.
— the brothers. Kinder u. Haus-

marchen, 556, 573, 576, 577.

Grimm's Law, 98.— tjber die Namen des Donners,

535-
Grod, 43.
Grote (History of Greece), 3, 13,

73, 74, 76.
. c, ,

Grundziige des allgemeinen Sprach-

typus (Humboldt), 399 ».

Gubernatis, Count de, 572.

Gudrun, 1 18-120.

Gulth, 50.

Gu«a, 401.

Gundaharius, Gundicarius, 1 19.

TvvT], 42.

Gunnar (myth of), 118, 119, 121.

Guru (Skt.), 3S4.

Gwisk, 49.

HABERE, 67.

Hades, 77 «, 320.
— myths of, xl.

— of the Mhngaians, 595.— Tahitian name for, 595.
Haeckel, 370.
Hafr, 46.

Hagene, 117.

Hahn, Dr., 331.

Haims, 43.
Hale, Horatio, 331.
"AXy, 52.

Hamsa, 46.

Han, to kill ; hanta, 240.

Har, to shine, to glow, 403, 404.

Haras, heat, 403.
Har-at, 50.

Hare, Basuto legend of, 579.

Hari, harina, harit, harita, 245,

403, 404.
Harit, Haritas (Seven Sisters), 50,

141, 143, 149, 149 ». 249, 395,

403, 410.

Harivawsa, 3S5 n.

Harlequin, 551.

Harley, Lord, address to, loi.

— Rev. T., Moon Lore, 572.

Harun al Raschid, 431.
Harvest, 394.
Haryaksha, 404.
Haryata (gratus), 403.

Haryate, he desires, 403.

Haiird, 29 n, 43.
Hawai'i, 595.
Hawaiki, 595.
Heaven and Earth separated by

Varujia, xxiii.

created by Agni, xxiii.

separation of, Aryan tradition,

330.
creation of, stories connected

with, 330.
Hebe, 97.
Hebrew, 9.— form of the Kalilag and Dimnag,

471.— version of the Kalila Dimna the

source of European fables, 545.

Hecate, Hekate, 82, 210.

Hegel, 151.

Heifer, 46.

Heimskringla, 529.

Heine, 383.
Heinrich, der Eiserne, story of, 573.

Efj, 56.

'E«a*p70S', 407.
'E«aTfpos, 563.
'E«aT(ji', 56.

"EfcaToy, 'EKaTTj^oXos, 82.

Hektor, 158.

'EKvpos, tKVpa, 32.

Helena, 400.

Heliolatry, 299.

Helios, 80, 82, 86, 182, 183, 184,

272, 384, 398, 404. 407-
— cattle of (days), 279.

Hell, German goddess, 553.

Hellas, 151, 262.
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Hellen, 76, 77.
Hellequin of France, 551.
Hemera, 84, 384.
"Ev5fKa, 56.

Henotheism in Egypt, 300.

Henry, Victor, xxxii.

"Eaj9, 140.

Hephaistos, 402.
'Evrd, 56.

Hera, Her^ (worship in Argos),

122, 158, 246, 294.— from svara or vasra, xxvii.

— etymology of, 323.— chthonic elements in character

of, 323-
Herakleitos (Heraklitus), 12, 158,

161, 166.

Herakles, 96, 97, I2i, 122, 252, 260,

261.

— names of, 96.— death of, 96, 117.
— myth of, 121, 122.

— a real VHtrahan, 254.— stories of, 575.
Herbst, 394.
Hercules, story of, in Greece, 569.
Hermanfried, 120.

Hermann, Gottfried, 287.

Hermanricus, 121.

Hermeias, 395, 407, 410.

'Epfj.7]V(vuv, 402.

'Epi^Tjvtvu, 149 n.

Hermes, i6, 253, 261, 402.
— Dr. Mehlis on, 407, 407 n, 408.

'Epixrjs, 'Epfifias, 149 n.

Hero-worship, 592.
Heroes of history and solar legends,

305-
— and heroines swallowed by

monsters, 315 et seq.

Herse (dew), 93, 95, 95 n.

Hervey Islanders, 593.
Hesekiel, Fr., 494.
Hesiod, theogony of, 253.
Hesperides (evening star), 71.

Hessians or Chatti, xxxviii.

Hestia, 95 n, 294.

"E^, 56.

Highlands, Tales of West, 557 et seq.

'lKiT(atoS) ZeiJs, 78.

Hillebrandt, Alfred, Vedische My-
thologie, 328 71, 346, 354, 357,

359. 360, 362, 364.— on Soma, as moon and plant,

346, 347-— on Yama, 362.
Himalaya, 400, 589 n.

Hindu reckoning of time, 224.— widows, the supposed Vedic
authority for the burning of,

36.

Hindus, 561, 562, 563.— as cannibals, 294.
Hindustani, 564.
'iniroPovKuXos, 28.

Hipponoos, 240.
"Innos, 46.

Hirawyam, 50.
"loTQip, 95 n.

History of Greece (Grote), 3.

Hitopadesa, the, 415.— fable of the Brahman and the

rice, 416.— tales of the, 544.
Hi-wei, tao, 237, 238.

Hlaf-ord (bread-giver), 326.
Hog, 46.

Hogni, 1 19.

"OA.ot, 240.

Holstein saying on the sun, 317 m.

Holzmann, 385 n.

Home, 43.
Homer, 67, 83, 98, 153, 265, 266,

279. 368, 399. 669-— and Hesiod responsible for Greek
superstitions, 160.

— not the only feeders of religious

life in Greece, 166.

Homeric mythology, 324, 332, 374.— language, 324.— poetry, true purport of, 374.
Hoinonymes, 79.
Homonymy, 353.
Horace's fables, 413.
Horae, 64.
Horse, 46, 140-144.
Hosaeus, Dr., on Frau Krote's

ring, 503.
Hospodar, 42.

Hostes, 255.
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Hottentot legend of the moon, i88,

189.
— stories, 189 n.— tale of the moon, the insect, and

the hare, 318.

Hottentotic method, A. Lang's,

xxxiii.

Hottentotism, 330.

Hottentots, 577.— story of Renard the fox among,

579-
Hri, to be hot, 403.
Hrinite, he is angry, 403.
Hfl, 46.

Huet, friend of La Fontaine, 425.
Huet's Demonstratio Evangelica,

203.

Humboldt, Grundziige des allge-

meinen Sprachtypus, 399 n.

Hund, 46.

Huns, of Attila, 120.

Hurdle, 29 «.

Hui-ons, religion of the, 310, 311.

Hurt, 29 n.

Husain ben Ali, his Anv^ri Suhaili,

436-
Husson, on ancient mythology in

popular tales, 476-479.
Huxley, 370.

Hvaitei, hveit, hvit, 48.

Hyacinthus, 388.

'yypd K€\(v6a, 51-52.

"T€i, Zevs, 80, 366.

Ttos, 30 n.

Hyperion, 183, 184.

Hyperionides, 183.

'Tiro, 32 71.

'y(paivQ), 49.
Hypnos, 71, 73.

Hyponoia, xli.

'Ty, 46.

ICELAND, the settlement of,

528.— missionaries in, 528, 529.

Icelandic language, intere.st of, 526.

iXfi-o. ^lO(xa, 389.
Ida (Airfa, Purflravas son of), no,

149.

Iilaeos, 96, 121.

Idas, 76.

Idealistic philosophy, 156.

Identification and comparison, 2S8.

-i5?;j, derivatives in -i(uv and -iSt/j,

265.
Ignis, 391.
Ilpa or Ilya, the tree, 524.
Im, 19.

Impedimenta, impelimenta, 255 n.

Ina (the moon), 341, 595.— legend of, 340.— goddess of the moon, 352.
Inca, 122 w.

India, what can it teach us ? 359 n.

— lectures on, 330.— animals, names of domestic, the

same in England and in, 45.
Indian sages, stories of, 331.— and Persian use of Soma, 356.

Individual or statutable religions,

164.

Indo-European legends brought to

Europe by Aryas, 562.

Indra, 99, 100, 209, 245, 247, 249,

284, 333. 354. 357, 358, 363,

55 1 » 552.— i2ibhu, epithet of, 137.— horses of, 145.— name of, of Indian growth

(Jupiter Piuvius), 249.— sun the friend of, 334.— delivers the moon, 335, 364.
— moon the enemy of, 335.— his foremost place in the Veda,

347-— victory of, 354.— giver of rain, 359.— often identified with the sun,

363-— Sit& wife of 394 n.

— takes place of Dyaus, 396.— originally god of thunder-storm,

396-
Indu (drop), 249, 354, 357,359, 360.

396-— Brahman among the gods, 359.— charioteer of Indra, 360.

Induviae, 255 n.

Infinite and Invisible, belief in the,

290.
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Inscriptions, deciphering of, 372,

373-
Insula, 52.

lokaste, 282.

lole, 97.
-lojv, derivations in -tojv and -iSrjs,

265.
Ionic dialect, 379.
'los, poison, 97.
Irenfried, 120.

Irish (old), 22, 46.— St. Patrick converted the, 280.

— story of the pig and goose,

348-
Iron, 50.

Irrational, growth of the, 292.

Isfendiyar, 117.

Isis, 232.

1st, 195.
"laraip, 95 «.

Italian translation oftheStephanites
and Ichnelates, 432.

'IraXor, 46.

Itis, Ides, Idesa, 511.

Ivi.(Eve), 594.— bone, 216.

Izinganekwane nensumansumane
nezindaba zabantu, 575.

JACK THE GTANT-KILLEE,
story of, 581.

Jacolliet, La Bible dans I'lnde,

228 et seq.

Jade-stone, heating powers of, 296.

Janus, 209, 392.— and Garie«a, 209.

Japanese proverb of fox, 579 n.

Jatrew, 32.

Javai, 48.
Jeliovah, 237, 238, 390.
Jeinshid and Feridun in Persian

the same as Yaina and Traitana

in Skt., 307.
Jesus and Isis, 232.

Jewish and Pagan religions, coin-

cidences between, 202.

Jews and a pig as their totem,

xxxviii.

Jhftla, bridge, 589 n.

— of life, 589.

Joannes Damascenug, 444, 458.
Joasaph or Josaphat or I5oddhi-

sattva, 458.
Joel, translator of fables from

Arabic into Hebrew, 434.
Johannes of Capxia, author of Latin

translation of fables, 434.
preface to his fables, 545.
various European translations

of his book of fables, 545.
Jonah, legend of, 295, 316.

Jones, Sir William, 208, 211, 212,

577-— on the gods of Greece, Italy, and
India, 207, 209.

Jormunrek, 121.

Jornandes, 120.

Josaphat, his early life the same
as Buddha's, 452.

Josephus on the Sabbath, 221.

Juno, 398.— female counterpart of Jupiter,

323-
Jupiter (dyu, sky), 194, 209, 322,

358, 390. 398,411-— sub Jove frigido, 80.

— Pluvius, 249.— Juno female counterpart of, 323^— lesson of, 368.
— stories of, 575.

KADAMBATREE, 133.

Kafir races, 577.— dialects, 585.

Xakravaka, 132.

Kail, 209.

Kalila and Dimnah, Mongolian
translation of, 423 w.

when written, 426, 469.
Persian translation of, by

Nasr Allah, 435.
Spanish translation of, 437.
in Latin verse, 437-
Greek translation of, 544.
Latin version of, 544.
Hebrew version of, 544.
and Les Fables de Bilpay,

545-
Kalilag and Dimnag, 463.

Eenan on, 460, 463.
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Kalilag and Dimnag, finding MS.
of, 466.

Kalyke, 86, 88.

haKviTTOj, 88.

Kama, 146?), 147, 148.

Kans, 46.

Kdnpos, 46.

Kar, to make, 392.

Karen legend of Ta Ywa, 313,
— story of Frog-Prince, 565.

Kapfs, Pap0ap6<pojvoi, 242.

Kapiris, 394.
^art, 29 n.

Karta (pit), 43 n,

Kashmir, 589 ».

Kaaavcu, 49.
Kastor, 3S4.

KaTaavw, 49.
Kaunos, 75.
Kaum, 48.

Keary, C. F., some aspects of Zeus
and Apollo-worship, 40S n.

Kelly's Indo-European traditions,

516, 517 et seq.

Kephalos, 92, 96, 116.

Kepler, Zodia«U. light, 566.

Ker, 71.

Kerberos (the dark one), 250-252,
37o> 395-— identification of, with the San-
skrit 5arvara, 251, 370.

Kerbura and iS'abala, 250 ».

Kereia^pa, 284.

Kereth, Carthage, 43 n.

Kert, 43 ».

K-rTus ^Cerus), 392.
Keturi, 56,

Khalif Almansur, 426.

his court, 444.
Khoi-Khoi, supreme God of the,

287.

Khor, Khvar, 2 84.

Khosru Nushirvan, 462.
his physician, 427.

King, kingship, 42.
— Arthur, 305.— and his monkey, 549.
KirchhofF, 372.
A'itras, 141.

K\r]Ta, lion.

Klotho, 268.

Koitrf], an ideal language, 378.
Koit and Ammarik, 318.
Ki/tJ?, 43.
Karypliasia, 389.
Ko6-a (vessel

, 353^.

Kravya-ad (f/)«as-€5<u), 48.

KpeciKpayoi, 49.
Kriemhilt, 117-120.
Krish yto draw a furrow), 393.
Krishna, 209, 233.
Krodo, god of the winds, 502.— his image at Goslar, 502.

Kronike, 222.

Kronios, xxxvi.

Kronos, 13, 77 n, 222, 398.— swallowing his children, xxxv.
— legend of, 294, 295, 316.

Kpovos, Kpov'iQiv, Kpoi'iSTj's, 265, 266.

Krcite, time of reproach, 502.

Kshayathiya, 42.

Kuce, 46.

Kuhn, lion, 112 », 147-152,517-
,18.

— Herabkunft, 389 n. ,

— origin of Prometheus, 395.
Kvf^aiovs, ovos vapa, 425 ».

Kvaiv, 46.

Kiarna. (ground), 48.

KushfAa growing beneath the A.S-

vattha, 521-524.
— no such word in the Veda, 523.
Kuyava, 334.
Kwety-s, 48.

Kyrene, 75.

AAA2, 12.

Laboulaye, on Barlaam and Josa-

phat, 454.
Lacedogna, 255 ».

Lachesis, 268.

\a.xvos, Kaxvr], 49.
Lacruma, 255 n, 385.

La Fontaine's fables, 412, 545.— published in 1668, 413.— 2nd and 3rd editions, 1678, 1694,

413-— fable of Perrette borrowed from
the Pajiftatantra, 416.
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La Fontaine and David Sahid of

Ispahan's translation of Pilpay's

fables, 436.
Laios, 281, 282.

Lakonic forms, 140.

Lalita Vistara (Life of Buddha},

449.
Lana, 49.
Lang, Andrew, xv.

— and Mr. Taylor, xxxiii.

— Custom and Myth, 296.

Lang's, A., Hottentotic Method,
xxxiii.

— six classes of myths, xxxv et seq.

Language, mythology a disease of,

vii.

— influence of, on thought, x, 592.— the true key to animism, xii.

— German, 69.— favours the growth of the irra-

tional, 292.— Lectures on Science of, M. M.,

379 «, 389 «.

Laniger, 242, 247.
Aaos, 12, 255, 282 n.

Lao-tse, doctrines of, 236.

AdcpvT], 282 n.

Lapland, scenery of, 561.

Lapp legend of Day and Night,

190.

La Rivey, his translations of fables,

435 »•

La Eoche, 375.
Latin text of the milkmaid, 441 n.

— Church, feast-day of SS. Barlaam
and Josaphat, 455.

Latmian, 86, 88, 89.

Latmos, 88.

Latona, 88.

Lautia, 255 n.

Legends spring up in modern times,

500.— Indo-European, brought to Eu-

rope by Aryas, 562.
— two classes of, 562, 563.— Mangaian, 597.
Leo Allatius and the story of Bar-

laam and Josaphat, 433, 456.
Leo the Isaurian, 445.
Leontophontes, 255.

Leophontes (XiojcpovTtjs) , 149 w, 255,

256.

Le Page Kenouf, his Religion of

Egypt, 300.

Lepsius, standard alphabet, 585.

Lersch, Sprach-Philosophie der

Alten, 402 n.

Lesson of Jupiter, 534.
Leto, 88.

Leukippides, loo.

Levir, 32, 255 n.

Lewis, Sir G. C, 372, 373.— famous squib, 372, 373.— Astronomy of the Ancients,

372.
Libya, Kyrene in, 75.
Lichadian Islands, Lichas, 97.
Liebrecht, Dr. Felix, 442.— on Barlaam and Josaphat,

454-
Lih, 255 n.

Lion's skin, the, Plato's Kratylos,

424 n.

Lip, to anoint, 254 n.

AiffKos, 255 n, 282 n.

Litae, 77.

Lithuanian, 19, 46, 56.

Livre des Luniiferes, by David Sahid

of Ispahan, 436.
Lizard and stone, story of, 296.

Llewellyn and Gellert, 549.
A070S, 77.

J-oki, 553.
Lomaii, lomasya, 242.

Lotze, language and ideas, 292,

293 ».

Lucina, luna, 82.

Luci'u, lucrum, 70.

Ludwig, 376.
AvKTjyfVTjs, 80.

AvKos, 45.
Lunar race, 86.
— myths, 329.— mythology, 335.
Luo, 255 n.

Luther's Tischreden, 507.
Lupus, 45.
Lycia, Apollo falsely called son of

[AvKrjyevris), 80.

Lymphis, 255 11.
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MA, to fashion, 23.

Mabillon, 581.

Mac Phie of South Uist, 559, 562.

Madhu, 241.
Mag, 70.

Magath-s and Magvi, girl, 70.

Magus, son, 70.

Mahabharata, 385 n.

Mahl, 79.

Maid, 70.

MaKp6s, 73.
MdWos, 247 n.

Maluna-s, 48.

Mama Quilla, 302.

Man, his wife and shii-t, story of,

550-
Manasvin, Buddhist name for Va-

ruma, xxi.

Manes, 176.

Mangaia, 586, 593.— Myths and Songs from, 586.

— legends of, 593.— tradition of Eve (Ivi) in, 594.— tradition of creation, 594.— Ra, name of Sun-god in, 5.95.— story of Ina (the Moon), 595.
Maugaian legends, 597.— mythology, 597.
Mankind, a new idea, 5.

Mannhardt, 517.— his mythological researches,

xiv.

Mai/Tts, 96.

Manu, 108 n, 597.— Satyavrata, 209, 210.

Manuel, Don Juan, his Conde Lu-
canor, 442.

Maol a Chliobain, 582.

Maori story-tellers, 331.— god, 287.

Marchen, 552.
Mardln, library of, 465.
Mare, 52.

Marees, A. von, 494.
Marei, 53.

Marpessa, 76.

Mars, 596.
— and its inhabitants, 340.
Martyrologiura Romanum, the,

446 ».

Maru (desert), 53, 596,
Maruts, 357, 395, 396,— iZibhus, &c., identical in nature,

520.
— Vedic myth of, 595.— Hymns to, 595 n.

Mason, 565.
Master 'I'hief, the, 546.
Mat^r, mater, m^thir, mati, 22,

23-

Maui, god of the Maoris, 287, 311
et seq., 330.— legend of his death, 312.

— legend of his mother Taranga,

313-— visits the Western Land, 314.— fishes up New Zealand, 314.— a purely solar legend, 314.— solar hero of Polynesians, 594.
Maya, 219.

Media, 285.

Median, 284, 285.— king, 284.— dynasty, 285.

Medicae (Melicae), 255 n.

Meditor, 255 n.

Mehlis, Dr., 407.
— his Hermes, 407 n.

Mel, mellis, 241.

Melanesians, mythological system

of, 335-
Meleager, 116, 286.

McXerdo), 255, 282 n.

Melin, 48.

Memnon, 92.
Mene (the moon), 80.

Menelaos, 10.

Mencetios, 252.

Merchant of Venice, story of the

caskets, 448 n.

Mere, 53.
Merry and Monro, 376.

Metals known to the ancient Ar-
yans, 50.

Metaphysics of Aristotle, 84 n.

Meteoric explanation of Aryan
myths, 332.

Mtjtijp, 22, 82.

Metrodorus, 158.

Mexican storm-god, Tlaloc, 302.
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Mexico and Peru, religion of, solar,

301.
no monotheism in, 301.

Michabo, the Great Hare, 305.— highest divinity of the Algon-
kins, 306.— meaning of name, 307, 308.— spirit of light, 30S.

— Father of All, 309.
Might and main, 70.

Migration of fables, 412.
— of tales from East to West, 540,

543.
Miletos, 76.

Milkmaid, the fable of, first appear-

ance in English, 439.— instead of the Brahman, 441.
Mill, mill-stone, 48.

Mille, 56.

Minyans, the, 75-
Missionaries in Iceland the keepers

of the national traditions, 529.
Mistletoe and ash, healing powers

of, 521.

Mitra, day, xxii, 73, 109, 398, 405.

Mitra-Varuwau and Mithra Ahura,
xxvi.

Mlyn, 48.

Mnaseas, 77 w.

Mnemosyne, 115.

Mohawks, 588.

Moirai, the, xvi, 409.
Mola, 48.

Mollis, 241.

Moluches, sun-worship among the,

298.

Mommsen, 372.
Momos, 71.

Mongolians and Buddhists, 292.— conquerors carry Buddhist fables

to Russia, 423.— translation of Kalila and Dim-
nah, 423 n.

Monotheism in Egypt, 300,

Monstrum villosum, 248.

Moon, the measurer, xi.

— myths and names of the, 80, 91.

— Hottentot legend of the, 1S8,

189.
— spots in, 292.

Moon, hare in the, 292.
— Buddhist name for, 292.— worship of the, 299.— worship of, in Peru, 302.— various forms in which repre-

sented by Vedic poet;;, 334.— conceived as a masculine, 336.— agency of, 337.— spots on the, 340.— legend of the woman in the, 340.— originator of thunder and light-

ning, 341. 352-— waxing and waning of, 342, 343.— as abode of ancestral spirits, 342,

343-— as food for the gods, 343.— in Vedic mythology, 347.— under various names, 347.— the rainer, 350.— its influence on somnambulists,
&c., 352.

_— giver of rain, 353 n.

— conceived as a vessel (Ko«a), 353.— Soma lord or Devata of the, 353.— abode of the Fathers, 354,— symbol of life and immortality,

354.
. .— superstitions connected with, 355.— idea of immortal life derived

from, 361.
— as a frog, 508.
— formed from a frog, 508.— legends of, 570.— frog or toad symbol of, 571.— in China, 572.— Lore, Rev. T. Harley, 572.— Mangaian story of, 595.
Moral lessons in solar legends, 319.
More, 53.
Morgenstunde hat Gold im Munde,

421.
Moros, 71.

Moses, 232.

Mother, 22, 42.

Mother-in-law, 32.

Mouse (raflsh, f^vs, mus, mCts, mysz),

46.— and net, 550.
Mri, to die, 55.

Mridu, 241.
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Mucha, 46.

Muezzin, the, 567.
Ml/fa, 46.

Miiir, 53.

Mv\r], 48.
Muli, 48.

Mliller, Otfried, on the Eumenides,

— (Prolegomena zu einer wissen-

schaftlichen Mythologie), 397 n.

Mtirdha DivaA, 3*9.
Mvs, 46.
Mus, iTiiis, 46.

]Mus-ca, 46.

Mflsh (mus), 46.

MvOos, 77.

Myth, see Apollo, Daphne, En-
ilymion, Herkules, Selene, &c.

— legend and tale, 515.
Mythological (Mythopceic), 10.

Mythologie de la Grfece ancieniie

(Dechavme), 408.
Mythology, various views on, iii, iv.

— like an avalanche, iv.

— can seldom be studied as it was
originally, v.

— founded on natural phenomena,
vi.

— inevitable character of, vii, 592.— a disease of language, vii, 292.— belongs to the Science of Lan-
guage, vii.

— liistorical ingredients in, xv.

— different schools of Comparative,
xvii.

— charm of the Science of, xliii.

— Comparative, 75, 208, 215-227,

331-— German (Teutonic), 75.— Hindu, 83.
— of the Puriuias, 83.— of the Veda, 83.— Aryan, 91, 324.— Philosophy of (Schelling), 155,

259-— interest of, 156.
— nut religion, 164.— Greek, 164.— is history turned into fable,

167.

Mythology, exists now, 168.— inevitable, 168.
— meaning of, 169.— primitive, not necessarily re-

ligious, 174.— Homeric, 324, 332.— Olympian, 324.— Vedic, 328, 332.— ethno-psychological, 330, 331.— psychological, 331.— how it began, 344.— radical elements of, 344.— lowest stratum of, etymological,

35°-— local or dialectic in origin, 3S4.
— zooldgical, 572.— complete period of thought, 592.— Mangaian, 597.
Mythopceic (or Mythological) age,

10, 22.

— period, 587.
Myths as survivals, 293.— and legends once the intelligi-

ble utterance of intelligible

thought, 293.— agreement of, among nations

widely separated, 297.— rational meanings of, cannot
always be traced, 297.— Solar, 287-327.— Lun;ir, 329.— Aryan, 333.— origin of derivative, 344.— of the New World (Brinton),

353 «•

— and Songs from South Pacific,

Preface to, 586.

NAAN, 49.
Nabh, 49.
Nabha, nabhi, 49.
Naca, nacho, 53.
Nadh, 49.
Nah (nabh, nadh), 49, 387.
Nahan, 49.
Nakshatras, 348 n, 349.
Names, real cognomina, 477.
Namgea, village of, 589 n.

NamuA-i, 256.

Nanandar, 32.
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Nflpat, 33.
Ntipilt, apam napat = tlie sun, 87.

N^ptl, 33.

Narcissus, 388.

Nasr Allah, his Persian translation

of Kalila and Dimnah, 435.
National or traditional religions,

164.— Period of Language, 13.

Native Races (Bancroft), 596.
Nature, 262.

— -worship, 592.
Natus, 30.

Naus, navas, navis, 53.
Navan, 56.

Necto, 49.
Nefo, 33.

^

Nemsean lion, 253.
Nemesis, 71.

Neo, Nt'cu, 49.
Nepos, neptis, 33.
NrjOo}, 49.

New Zealanders, Maui, solar hero

of the, 311.

Nibban, Nirvama, 218 n.

Nibelung, Nibelunge, 117, 120.

— written down at the end of the

twelfth century, 119.

Nibelungenlied, 577.
Nicker, the, of the Mulde, 512.— =Nihhus, 512.

Nidagha (heat\ 386.

Niflung-, see Nibelung.
Nift, 3^.

Night, 77 w, 91, 147, 267.— swallowing day, 293.
Nike, 402.

Niobe, 180, 181.

Nirriti, land of the dead, 304.
Nirva?2a (dying), 218 n.

Nis (night), 391.
Niun, 56.

Nizflmi, 567.
Noah, 210.

— and Saturn identical, 202, 209.

Noir^, xi.

Non-Aryan languages and mytholo-
gies, 289.

Non-finite, 290.

Nomas, tlie three, 267, 525.

Nornir, 554.
Norse Tales, Dasent's, 517.

collected by Asbjornsen and
Moe, 536.— Old, 527!

Norsemen, the, 527.— their lantjuage only struck root

in Iceland, 527.
Nous, 158.

Novem, 56.

Nox (noc-tis), 391.
N?'?A;akshas, 146.
tivKTa (i'i5£), 145.

Numerals, 56.— in the Aryan languages, 543.
Nfoy, 32.

Nursery Tales, Zulu, 575.— German, s,~6.

Nuti, author of Del governo de'

regni,433.

Nyx, 71, 73, 84, 384, 391.

OCTO, 56.

Odin, 226, 227, 397, 397 «, 553-

554' 558.— Sii^urd, descendant of, 117.
— Wuotan, Wednesday, 535.— in story of Wild Huntsman, 551.
Odoacer, 120.

Odor, 255 n.

'OSvffCfiis, 255 n, 282 n.

Odyssey, 374, 407.
ffidipus, 275, 281-283.
Oi, 46.

075a, 69.

O?«-0j, 41.

OcvT], 56.

Olvos, 400.
Oi'j, 46.

Oizys, 71.

Ojibwas, their legend of Monedo,
315-

Okeanos, 71.

'Oktoi, 56.

Old and New Testaments should be
among the Sacred Books of the

East, 300.

Oldenburg, horn of, 493.
Old Testament Stories and Brah-

manical legends, 204.
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Old and New Testament, said to be
borrowed from the Brabmans
and Buddhists, 205.

Olfacit, 255 M.

'OKvffcrtvs, 255 n, 282 n.

Olympian gcds, 73.— mythology, 12, 324.
Omayyades, 426.
Oneiroi, 71, 73.
'Ovos, 46.

Oppiduru, 47.
Oradlo, oralo, 47.
Orati, 47.
Orcus, 59.
Original authorities, necessity of

giving, 519.
Origine des Eomans, Traite de 1^

Huet, 425.
"OpviOos = opmxos, 389.
Orpheus, 108, 137, 138, 275.
Orpheus is J?tbhu, 519.
Orphic hymns, 77 ».

— line, 16.

Orsini, the, xxxviii.

"OpOos, 253.
ypOptos, 253.
'Op0poP6as, coclc, 253.
'OpOpoyurj (swallow), 253.
OpOporpwi', opdpofpovTTjs, 254.
Orthros (vpOpos), 252, 254, 365, 56S.
"OpOpos, 56S.

fls, oJTos, derivative suffix, 142.
Osilu, 46.

Ovpavicuv, 87.

Ouranos, 365.
Ovpav6s, Ouranos, 72, 73.
Ovis, ovjza, 46.
Ox, 46.
Ozi-s, 46.

PA, to protect, root from which is

derived father, 24.

Pacific, South, Myths and Songs
from, 586.

Pada, 47.
Paganism and Christianity (J. A.

Farrer), 354.
Pa^as, 245.
UayyeveToip, 96.

Pa-la, 24.

Pa-laka, 24.

Palgrave, Journey through Central
and Eastern Arabia, 567.

Pali stories, 468.
Paltr, 30 M.

Pan, 273, 274.
Pan-Aryan mythology, 534, 535.
Pangenetor, 121.

Pajjini, 569.
PaMis, enemies of Indra, 360.
PdnksLU, 56.

PawAatantra, the, or Pentateuch, or

Pentamerone, 414, 415, 461,
470.— southern text of, 415.— Perrette borrowed from, 416.

— tales of the, 544.
Pantha, 52.

Paotr (boy), paotrez (yirl), 30 n.

Paper, papier, 22.

Par (root), 24.

Parable of the man pursued by
a unicorn, 44S.

Paradise and Sanskrit Paradesa,

475-
Paraskara, Gr/hya-SHtra, 394 n,

Parasu, 50.

Parcae, the German (the three
Nornes), 68, 267.— Teutonic, 68.

Parens, 24.

Paris, of Troy, 281, 283.
Parsza-s, 46.
Parvan, 357.
Past (Vurdh, ra yeyovura), 68, 267.
Pa«u, 46.

Patagonians, 291.
Patar, pater, Trarrip, 22, 24, 82.
Path, pathi, patlias, 44, 52.
Pati (husband), patni, 40, 41.
ndro?, 44.
Pattin, 41.
Pausani.us, 200 n,

Pavnmana (purified, brilliant),name
of Soma, 358.

Pavana (wind), 273.
Pavitra (sieve), 353.
Pa-yu, 24.

Pecu, pecus, pecku, 27, 46.
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Pecudiuin, peculiar, peculium, pe-

cunia, 27.

TleSov (pedum), 47.
Pegasos, 245.
Pehlevi or Huzvaresh, translations

of fables, 427, 467, 468.

Peiren, 239.
Pelops or Tantalus II, xxxvi.

Penki, 56.

TTfUTf, 56.

TTfcpvyoTfs, 384.
iTe<pv^uTts, 384.
Period, Rhematic, 9.— dialectical, 10-13.
— mythological (mythopceic), 10.

— national, 13.

nepKvos, 95 n.

Perrault, Contes de ma Mfere I'Oie,

318.

Perrette and the Pot au Lait,

412.— story of, in Italian by Giulo
Nuti, 479.— in Latin, by Petrus Possinus,

from Greek, 480.
— in Latin, by Johannes of Capua,

from Hebrew, 481.
— in German, in Buch der alten

Weisiheit, tx-anslated from the
Directorium, 482.

— in Spanish, from Arabic (1289"),

483.— in Latin verse, by Balbo, from
Arabic, 484.— in Latin verse, by Eegnerius,

.
485.

.— in Latin, Sermons, 4S6.
— in Spanish, El Conde Lucanor,

488.— in French, by Bonaventure des
Periers, 488.

Persephone, 77 «.

Perseus, 275, 281-283.
Persian and Arab stories brought

back by Crusaders, 423.— form of the Kalilag and Dimnag,
471.

Persians, 561.— and Indians, use of Soma, 356.
Peru, religion of, 302.

Peru, first civilisers of, and the

cave of Pacari Tampu, 309.— god of, 309.
Perum, 47.
Peruvian rain-god Viracocha, 302.
Petora, 56.

PfizTuaier, Zur Geschichte der
Wunder, xxxv n.

Phsedros of Plato, i, 2.

Phaedrus' fables, 413.— fable of bald man, 550.
(patwd, 1 10 11.

Phainis, epigram on, 11.

Phenomena of nature, worship of, in

tropics, 303.
Philology, Comparative, 263, 269.

and classical, 215, 227.
Philosophos, 564.
Pliilosophy, 156, 157.— in Greece, 165.— included in ancient religions,

166.

— a battle against mythology, 169.

Philotes, 71.

(polios, 149 n.

Phcsbus, So, 184, 284, 293, 3S7,

401, 407.
Phoibos Apollon, 91, 407.— and Daphne, 293, 345.
Phon, phontes (killer), 240.
Phonetic corruption, 378.
Phorkys, 77 n.

ipparrjp, 22 ; (pparpia, 43.
<p9ovip6s, (pduvos, 247 n.

<pvco, 68.

Pictet, 53 n.

Pilpay, the Indian sage, 413, 436.
Pindar, 15.

Pippal tree, drops Soma, 522.
Hiavpts, 56.

Pitar, pitri, 22, 23.

Pitrt's, xvi.

— or Manes, 520.
Pitys (pine-tree), 273, 274.
nAo7x6>i7, 375.
Planets, names of, in India, 225.
Plato, 2, 5, 15, 16, 151, iGo, 165,

,26s, 355.— his view of Homer, 161.

Platonic ideas, 84 n.
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Plutarch on the frog and the vernal

sun, 509.
Pluto, 553.
Pliiton, 294.

Pod, pons, pont, ponte, puente, 21.

Hotfifjv \ait)v, 28.

IloAts, 44.
Pol-linwo, 255 n.

Pollux,'' 384.
ncDAo?, 46.

Tlo\v5(VKri<!, 109.

rioXvf, TToAAoi, 240.

TIoXvTpowos, 374.— in sense of versutiis, 375.
Polynesian creation stories, xxii.

— Maru and Vedic Maruts, xxv.
— folk-lore, 329.— mythological system, 335.— stories, 594.— tradition about Eve, 594.— account of Deluge, 596.
Polynesians, mode of cookery

among, 584.— and Zulus, 584.— religion and mythology of, 493.— Maui solar hero of, 594.
Polyonomy, 78.— and Synonomy, viii.

Pomtis, 56.

Pons {see pod), 2T, 44, 52.

Ponti, 52.

Pontus, 52.

Pore, rropKos, porcus, 46.

Poseidon, lloadZSjv, 266, 294.

ndffiS, potsns, potis {ttotis), nuTVia,

40.

Positive philosophy, 157.

Possinus, author ofLatin translation

of Stepbanites and Ichnelates,

433-
Pott, Prof., 386, 518.
— Etymologisehe Forschungen,

386 M.

Powell on American Indian My-
thology, 508.

Prsesidium, praesilium, prsesul,

255 n.

Pra7i;etas, name for Varu?;a, xxi.

Prakrit, 130.

Pramantha, 395.

Prathama (Skt.), 379.
Prayers, Litse, called daughters of

Zeus, 78.

Preller, 287.— (Greek Mythology), 259.— Romische Mythologie, 392,

392 M.

Present (Verdhandi, rd ovro), 68,

267.

Primeval revelation, 205.
Primitive man, 289.
Primus, 379.
Princesse Tourne-sol, 318.

IV/sh, prtshat, p?7'shita, 94, 94 n,

95-
Pri'sni, 94 n.

Privatus, 59.
ripo/fa?, 94 «.

Prokris, 93, 96.

Prolegomena zu einer wissenschaft-

lichen IMythologie (0. Miiller),

397 n.

Prolt^gomenes de I'Histoire des

Religions (Reville), 321.

Prometheus, 249.— origin of, 395.
Prose Edda, 532.
Proserpina, 553.
Prosie, 46.

Protogeneia, 88, 89, 92.

XlpWTOS, 379-
Ilpof, irpa;f , 94, 95 n.

Prush, prushva, prushva (drop), 94,
94 m, 95.

^VX-Q, 172.

Psyche, 172, 175.
Psychological Mythology, 331.— School of philologists, 378.— of mythologists, xvii, 382.

PA. 274, 357.
Pullus, 46.

Pulii, 240.

Punch and Judy, story of, 569.

Pura??a, mythology of the, 83,

Pura?ias, 364.
Puri, 43.

Puni, 240.

Purttravas, 86, 107, 109-II4, 123-

I30> i35> 137-

Purnshottama, 1 26.
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Pflrva, 240.
Pftshan, 398, 405.
Putra, 30 n.

Pyrrha, wppa, 12, 76.

Pythagoiasi, 161, 166.

Pythis, 77.

QONG, and QAT, 293.

Ea, the sun in Polynesian and
Egyptian, xxv.

— name of Sun-god in Mangaia,

595-
Ra and Osiris, 300.

Rabelais, bis Gargantua, 43S.

Rabenschlacbt, 120.

Ra^r, 42.

Ragrata, 50.

Rabu eating the moon, 294, 295.
Raimond de Beziers, bis translation

of Kalila and Dimnah into

Latin verse, 437.
Rain influenced by moon, 350.
Rafc, 49.
Ralston, 317.
Rama, 394 n.

Ranzow, golden herrings of, 493.
Rap, no ra.

Rastell's translation of the Dialo-

gus Creaturarum, 439.
Ratha, 47.
Rava (ru), 109.

Ravawa, 118.

Ravenna, battle of, 120.

Ravi, no.
Rawlinson, 372.
Red (Skt. barit, fulvus), no.
Redbouse, On the natural pheno-

menon known in the East by
the name Sub-hi-Kazib, 567 n,

568.

Redivia, reduo, reluvium, 255 n.

Red Riding Hood, 295, 316, 476.
Reformation, legends arose at the

time of the, 496.
Reich, reiks, 42.

Reiuecke Fox, 306.

Reineke Fuchs, 579.— stratagem of, 580.

VOL. IV. S S

Religion, Aryan, 164.
— Christian, 165.— Greek, 165.
— coincidences between Jewish

and Pagan, 202.
— no race without, 289.— Vedique (Bergaigne), 389 n.

Religions, national or traditional,

164.

— individual or statutable, 164.

Remus, 283.

Remusat, Abel, 237 (first Chinese
scholar of bis time).

Renan, on Kalilag and Damnag,
460.

Renard the fox, traces of, among
Hottentots, 579.

Revelation, primeval, 205.

R^ville, on the religions of Mexico
and Peru, 301, 302.

— Prol(?gomfenes de I'Histoire des

Religions, 321.

Rex, regis, 42.

Rhampsinitus, 547, 549.
Rhea, 266, 398.
Rhematic Period, 9.

ii'jbhu, 137, 138, 249.
i?idu-pa, 241.

Rig-Veda, 92, 353, 354, 358, 358 n,

359. 360, 361, 362, 363 n, 364.— quoted in support of widow-burn-
ing, 36-38-

— only a fragment, 347.
-fftksha, 45.

Ring of Frau Krote, 490 et seq.

— its appearance, 493.— its age, 503-504.
i^isbis, 328.

River, a runner, xi.

— myths, 76.

Road, names for, 44.
Rohita, 143, 144.
Roman mythology, starting-point

for study of, 369.— comparative treatment of, 371.
Romance dialects, 18-22.

Romans, the, 561, 562.

Romasa, 107.

Romische Mythologie (Preller)

392 n.
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Eomulus, 281, 283, 305.

Roots, 180.

Koscher, Dr., 404.— on Apollon und Mars, 405, 406.

Eota, 47, 179.

Roth, i'rof., 94 n.

— on Yama, 362.
— derivation of Vesta, 393.
Eothkappchen and Ushas, 476.

Rouge, Vicomte de, 300.

Ru, ruber, rudliira, rufus, r6t, no.
Eu, to cry, 109.

Eudras, storm-gods, 357.— Indra ally of, 396.
Rugnam adreh, 567.
Rtlpa (form), rupee, rOpya (silver),

244.
Eusat, 245.

Eustein, 117.

SABALA, 251.

Sabbatli, sabbata, 221.

— Josephus on the, 2 2 1 ».

Sicrificial ideas secondary, 346.

Ssemund and the Old Edda, 531.

iSagas and law-books of Iceland, 531.

Sahasra (hazanra), sahasram, 56.

Saihs, 56.

8al, salila, 52.

Samasa {5iaaK(irj), 399.
Sama-veda, 363.
6'ambara, 256 n.

Samoa, 38 7.

Sander, F., xvi n.

Sanna, or Chandaka, Buddha's dri-

ver, 453.
Sanskrit numerals, 56.— mythology, 15 1.

— study of, 372.— fables in, 413, 467.— fables translated into Arabic,

544-— into Pehlevi, 544.— into Persian, 544.
Sap, 564.
Sapiens, 564.
Saptiln, 56.

Sara, 52.

Sarad(,harvest), 392, 393, 394.

Sarama, Sarameya, 251, 253, 400,

410, 479.
Sarameya, 395.— son of Sarama, 410.

Sarawyfl, the dawn, 200, 249, 266.

iSarbara, 256 ii, 370.— =Kerberos, 370.
/Sardhas, 392.
Sarff, 45.
Sarlra, 394.
(Sarkara, 475.
Sarpa, 45.
iSarvara, sarvarl (night), «arvarlka,

250. 251, 395.
S^rve, 240.

/Saturn, 56.

Satan, 553.
(Satapatlia Brahmana, 360.

Saturday, 223.

Saturn and Noah identical, 202.

Saturnus, 209.

(Savara (savara), 251.

Savitar (SavitrJ), Si, 147, 14S, 334.
39S, 405.

Sawaiki, 595.
Saxon (Old), 47.
Sayana, 375.
Sayce, Prof., 288.

Scandinavian Edda, 117.

— tales the same as Teutonic, 542.

Scheffer on sun-worship, 298.

Schelling, 259.
Schmidt, 0., 370.
Schmidt's sixth rule of Assimila-

tion, xxviii.

Schuld, schuldig, 68, 69.

Schwartz, 517.
Scott, Sir Walter, on mythology, 3 1 6.

Sea, 52, 53.

Sedere, 255 n.

Selene (moon), 384, 570.— (myth of, and Eiidymion), 80,

S6-89, 272, 273, 595.
Selish, race of N. W. American

Indians, 572.

Renvoi 6(ai, 409.
Sendebar, or Bidpay, 434.
Sensualistic philosophy, 156.

Septem, 56.

Septyni, 56.
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Sergius, a Christian, at Khali

f

Almansur's court, 444.
Serosh, 145 w.

Serpens, serpent, 45.
Serpent, 478.— with seven heads, 552.— worship, 592.
Servius, 392.
Seven wise masters, 443.
Sew, to, 49.
Sex, 56.

Shades of the departed, 176.

Shall, should, skal, skald, skuld,

skulda, soil, 68, 69.

Shawnees, sun-worship among the,

29S.

Sheep, 46.

Sibun, 56,

Siegbert, 120.

Sifrit, 116, 117, 120.

Sigurd, 116, 118-120, 284.
Sindbad, book of, 443.
Sirhan's Tail, 568.
Sister, sviisar, ganhar, soror, svistar,

svestra, siur, Weird sisters, 22,

267.

Sister-in-law, 32.

Sisu (child), name for moon, 334.
Sits, (furrow), 394.— wife of Rama, 394 n.

Sita, 118.

SiTos, 394 n.

Sltya (frumentum), 394 n.

Siuja, 49.
Siur, 22.

Siv, siuv-u, siwu, 49.
S'iva (Rudra), 14, 83.

Skar (kar), 393.
Skotos, the Erinyes daughters of,

77 n, 268.

Skuld (future), 68, 267.

Slaves, the, 561, 562.

Slavonic mythology, starting-point

for study of, 369.— tale of Vasilissa, 317.
Snorro Sturlason and the Younger

Edda, 531.
Snow, abode of (A. Wilson), 589 ?!.

Snow-white, and rose-red, 542-543.
Snu, 180 n.

Snucha, 32.

Snura, snusha, 32.

Sobaka, 46.

Socer, socrus, 32.

Socin, Dr. Albert, 464.
Sokrates, 158.— and ^sop's fables, 412.
Sol, 87, 181.

Solar (race), (heroes), (deity),

(myth), 86, 102, 105, 116.
— Myths, xiii.

in Greek, Roman, and Vedic
Myths, 297.
among various nations, 298,

299.— theory, pleaded for in M. M.'s.

Hibbert Lectures, 299.— — confirmed by subsequent
lecturers, 300.— legends and heroes of history,

305-— theory confirmed by Tylor's Pri-

mitive Culture, 310, 311.
— powers, belief in, found every-

where, 311.— legends, moral lessons in, 319.— Beyond, 320.
— explanation of Aryan myths,

332.— and lunar dualism, 338.
Solarism, 322.— Gladstone's views on, 322.
Solarist, M. M. as a, xiii.

Solium, 255
Soma, 400.

Soma, original character of, xl.

— und verwandte Gotter (A. Hille-

brandt), 328 n.

— as the moon, 338, 345, 346.— Haoma in Zend, 345.— plant, not clearly identified, 345,
346, 351, 352, 353, 357-— juice, 345, 353, 357.— Hillebrandt on, 346.— the moon, and Soma the plant in

the Veda, 348, 348 n, 349.— moon and plant, are they derived
from each other ? 350.— from su, 350.— the dew, 351.

S S 2
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Soma, beverage, 353.— clarified, 353.— the moon, 353, 354, 356, 357.— becomes a Vritra-hau, 354.— intoxicating liquor used only by
Indians and Persians, 356.

— four conceptions of, 356.
— embodiment of, 522, 524.
Somadeva, 562.
Soma-gopaA (guardian of the moon),

358.
S(5n (gen. sonar), 400.

Son, 31.

Son-in-law, 32.

Sono (I am), sum (sunt), sunt, soy,

son, suis (I am), sum, 18, 19.

Sophos, 564.
Soror, 22.

South American legend of Bochira,

319-
Sow, att, hft, vs, sus, sd, svinia, 46.

Spa, awciKa, 46.

Spae wife, 511.

Spakonor, 511.

Spanish translation of Kalila and
Dimnah, 437, 468, 471.

Spencer, Herbert, 312-315.
euhemeristic theories, 332.

Spider (flr»anabha, dpaxfr), arauea),

49.
Spirare, 172 n.

Spiritus lenis, 95 n.

Sprachforschung (Curtius, Del-

briick), 3S0 n.

Sprach - Philosophic der Alten
(Lersch), 402 ».

Sprachwissenschaft, Zum heutigen

Stand der (Brugmann), 3S0 n.

Spuo, 172 n.

Hrk, 394.
^Vapay, 394.
<Srl, 209.

SHta (roasted), 393.
St. Benedict, 581.— John of Damascus, 444.— Josaphat is Buddha, 457.— Thomas, Christians of, 463.— Varlaam, 456 n.

S8. Barlaam and Josaphat, 455,
45671.

SS. Barlaam and Josaphat, their

feast-days in the Eastern and
Latin Churches, 455.

Stahl, 172 M.

Stahmann, F., 494.
Stairo, atari, artipa (sterilis), 46.

Stare, 68.

Stars, men changed into, 291,

Steer, sthflra, «taora, ravpoi, taurus,

stiur, turfi, 46.

Stephanites andlchnelates,432, 468.
— — Italian translation of, 433.

Latin translation of, 433.
Stories, similar, found everywhere,

290.

Storiology, 573.
Styx, 77 n.

Su, to rain, 366.
— to beget, root of sflnd, sunus,

suta, 30 71.

Sub-hi-Kazib, 567 n.

' Sub Jove frigido,' 80.

<S'fldra (Sui-to-lo\ 246.

Sugar, 475, 476.
Suki, 245.
Sum (I am), asmi, esmi, ahmi, infii,

yesmi, im, em ; see sono (lam),

18, 19.

Sun-worship, 298, 299 et seq.

— our dependence on the, 298.— called Inti in Peru, 302.
— his wife, Mama Quilla, the moon,

302.
— as origin of life, Dr. Brinton on

the, 309.— first mortal to become immortal,

320.
— deity, as supreme deity, 337.— and moon amalgamated, 337.

as brothers, 338.
in the Polynesian Islands, 338.
in the Vedas, 339.
the eyes of Pra^apati, 339.— the eye of Zeus, 339.— as a frog, 508.

iSuna^sepa, story of, 234.
Sunday, 223.

Sunset and sunrise caused the

earliest thoughts of life and
death, 320.
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Sftnti, sunns, 30 n.

Superstitions connected with the

moon, 355.
Survivals, myths as, 293.
Sarya (sun), 80, 182, 333, 334, 405.— many names for, 334.
Sflryasya sisu (son of the Sun), 334.
iS'ushna, 334.
Suta, 26.

Sutlej, foaming torrent of, 5S9 n.

Suttee (widow-burning), 36, 39 n.

Svafhra (n.), 32.

Svan&.'is, 141.

Svar, sval, 181.

Svara (Hera), 246.

Sviisar, 22, 26.

SvasTd, svdsnm, 32.

Svasti, joy, happiness, 26.

Svayudha, 358.
Svekrfi, svekry, 32.

Svestra, 22.

-Sveta, 48, 108.

-Svit, 48.

Swabian peasants and tlie moon,

343-
Swallow, or eat, various meanings

of, 294, 295, 296.— myths, 295.

Swallowing, different kinds of, xxxv.

Swanhild, 121.

Swanwick, Miss A. (^schylus),

402 n.

Swift, 100.

Syala, 32, 34.

/8'yama, 250 «.

iS'yiiVa, 144.
Sylvestre de Sacy, his Essays, 544,

545-
, ,

.

Symeon, son of Seth, his Greek
translation of fables, 432.

Synonyms, synonomy, 79.

Syriac translation of the fables, dis-

covered by Benfey, 430 n, 460,

— text, and German translation by
Bickell, 467, 468.

Syrinx, 273.
Szeszi, 56.

Szimtas, 56.

Szu, 46.

S S

TAAROA, chief deity of Tahiti,

215, 216.

Taboo, xxxix.

Tag (Eng. day), 386.

Tagr,_255 n, 386.
Tahitian tradition of creation, 215.— name for Hades, 595.
Taihun, taihun taihund, 56.

Tak, 24.

Takshan, 43.
Tales, the modern patois of mytho-

logy, 516.— West Highland, 557, 564.— Zulu Nursery, 575-585.
Tamil, Tamulian people, 241.— translation of the Pawfcatantra,

415-
Tapallan, land of, 304.
Tar, derivative suffix, 24.

Taranga, mother of Maui, 313.
Tapacraa, rap&aativ, 52.

Tasmania, aborigines of, 179 n.

Taurus, ravpos, 46 ; see steer.

Ta Ywa, the Karen legend of,

313.
Tear (Skt. das), 386.

Techmer's Zeitschrift, 399 n.

Tell, William, 551.— last reflection of Sun-god, 551.
Telugu, translation of the Pan&a-

tantra, 415.
Tenere, auxiliary verb in Spanish,

68.

Tepi, 584.
TtTTopes, 56.

Teutonic Mythology (Grimm),
368 n, 535.
Dyaus starting-point for study

of, 369.
©dXacrca, 52.

Thales, 166.

Thanatos, 71.

Qapaaaa, 52.

Theanthromorphic conceptions, 324.
Thebes, Tales of Thebes and Argos,

270,

&((iv, 264.

Themis (Law"), wife of Zeus, xvi.

Theodoric the Great, 120, 1 2 1.

Theogony, 73, 83, 90, 253.

3
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Theogony, of Hesiod, 73.— Veda the real theogony of the
Aryan races, 83.

Theology, comparative, first attempt
at, 447.

0«os (9eoi), etymology of, 264.

6(pti6s, 403.
Theseus, 305.
Thetis, 87.

Theudas and Devadatta, 454.
Theuth, 77.
QoivT], 401.

Thorr, tonitrus, tanyatu Sitt., 535.
Thought, influence of languiige

on, X.

— influence ofold on living thought,
X.

— and language inseparable, 169,
170.

not the same thing, 171.— and grammar, certain forms of,

common to all mankind, 289.
Threis, 56.
&vydTr]p, 22, 82.

Thunder and lightning, Polynesian
legend of their origin, 341.

Qvai, 401.
&vpa,^ 43.
Thuringia, 120.

Thursday, 226.

Thusundi, 56.

Tides, influence of moon on, 352.— Travancore proverb on, 352.
Tiele, Le Mythe de Kronos, xxxv n.

Till Eulenspiegel, 580.
Timrjan, 43.
Titans, sons of, 395.
TtOtvai, 264,
Tithonos (the setting sun), 91, 92,

114, 273-— story of Eos and Tithonos, 595.
Tiu, 194.— Teutonic reflex of Dyaus, 396.
Tius (Gothic), 36S n.

Tiw (A.-S.), 36S n.

Tlalocavitl, wind of Paradise, 304.
Toad and frog legends, 506, 507.— Lat. rubeta, 510.— symbol of Dawn, 571.— symbol of Moon, 571.

Toad, story of, among N. W. Ameri-
can Indians, 572.

Todtenbestattung bei den Brah-
manen, by M. M., 39 n.

Toltec Deluge, 596.
Tom Thumb, story of, 580.
Toteiiiism or Otemism, xxxvii, 306.
Traits de I'Origine des Romans,

Huet, 425.
Traivawika, 246.
Trilyas, 56.

Tree-worship, 592.
Tres, Tpeis, 56.

TpiKi(pa\os, 254.
Trinity, the, 237.
Tpi(Tcu/iaTOj, 254.
Tritonia Athana (Benfey), 384 n.

Trojan horse, the story of, 424.— war, 92.

Troy, 281.

Truhana, Dona, in the Conde Lu-
canor, 442.

Trys, 56.

Tshiroki alphabet, 579 n.

Tsui Goab, god of the Hottentots,

307. 510-
— meaning of name, 287, 307.
Tiiisaita, 57.
Tukstantis, 56.

Tun (town), zaun, 29.

Turanian languages, 9.

Tflsimtons, 56.
Tvai, tvaitigjus, tva-lif, 56.

Twins, the 720 mentioned in the
Veda, 279 n.

Tylor, Dr., 33i- ,— theology of the Indians of

Nicaragua, 173.— primitive culture, 310,
Typhaon, 252, 253.
Typhon, 2.

Tyr (Old Norse), 368.

Tyr, gen. Tys (Eddie), 368 », 411,

535-

UFLAKANYANA, 580.— story of, 580, 581.

UAlakula, wooden weeding-stick,

584.
Ukhshan, ukshan, 46.
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Ukuhlonipa, 584.
Ulysses, Ulyxes, 255 n, 280, 551.

Unc, O. H. G., 45.
Ungury-s, 45.
Unicorn, nian pursued by, parable

of, 448.
Unknown, the, 290.

Unkulunkulu, god of the Zulus, 2S7,

390.
Unus, undecim, 56'.'

Ura, ura-bhra (laniger), uramathi
(wolf), urawa (rani\ ura?il

(sheep), urana (protector) ; see

(ir«a, 242-244, 248.

Uranos (Varuma), 13, 23, 72, 73.— and Gsea, xvi.

Ur«a (wool), firwanabha, (Xriia,

nabhi, drwa-vabhi (spider),

(irnayu (goat, spider), 49, 242-

243.
Ursus, 45.
Uru {iiipv), urli^i, 107, 570.
Urva, urvl, urviya, 79, 107.

Urvara, (field), 394.— is dpovpa, 394 n.

Urvasl, 107-114, 123-131, 135-137.
Urviya prathilnam, 570.
Ush, ushwa, usra, 149 n.

Usha, 148.

Ushapati, 148.

Ushas (Dawn), 333, 391.

Ushasa (Aurora), 108, 109, 140,

149 n.

Usikulumi, 583, 584.
Uzembeni, 583.

VABH, ve, weban, to weave, 49
Vaisya (householder),caste of the. 4 r.

Vaivasvata, 361.

Var, vri (root), 73, 139, 242, 243,

365-
VaraMii, parallel form to Vilru??a,

xxiv, 365.

Vari, 52.

Varlyasi, 108.

Varna (colour, caste), 244, 245.

Varai, gold, 244.
Vartika, 477.
Varuna (Uranos), 73, 109, 249,

365, 390-

Varuna (Uranos), night, xxii.

— separates heaven and earth, xxiii.

— Ovpavus, xxiii.

— and Ouranos, xviii, xix, xx.

— developed in an ethical sense,

XX.

— called Pra^-etas and Masnavin,
xxi.

Var-utra, Skt., cloak, xix.

Varvara, 242, 246.
Vas, to shine, xxvii.

— root, 95 M, 149 n.

— vas (van, ushi, vat', 142.

— vas (vasis), vasum, 145.— (to dwell), 393.
Vasilissa, Slave story of, 317.
VasishiAa, 108, no.
Vasra, 246.

Vasti, vastra, vestis, eaflijs, fassradh,

gwisk, 49.
Vastn, dawn, xxvii.

Vastu (d'ffTu), 43.
Vastya, a dwelling, and vesti-bulum,

nothing to do with vestiarium,
• xxvii.

Vasu , bright, superlative, Vasish</ta,

108.

— (the bright gods), 393.
Vasupati, 1 18.

— vat (van, vati, vat), 142.

Vasus, 143.

Vatea or Avatea, the moon, 3^8,

339-— legend of the child of,_ 339.
Vatsa, 46.

Veda, language of the, 20, 22.

— mythology of the, 83.— on Widow-burning, see Suttee,

Willow.
— the theogony of the Aryan races,

83-— great age of the, 214.
— supplied key to secrets in ancient

mythology, 328.

Vedic Varu)(a and Avestic Ah ura,

xxvi-xxvii.
— mythology, 328, 335.— value of, 332.
—

' solar elements of, 335.
•— poets on sun and moon, 339.
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Vedic Sanskrit the language of the

gods, 519.
Vei alphabet, 579 n-

Veih«, 41.
Vellere, 243,
Vellus, villus, volna, vulla, 243.

Verdhandi (Present), 6S, 267.

Verona or Bern, 120.

Versutus, 375.
Verto, 68.

Vertutnnus, 477.
Ve^a (house), 41.

Vesta, 149 n, 393.
Vestigia nulla retrorsum, 421.

Vicus, 41.

Vid, 95 n.

Vi-dhava, husbandless, 35, 35 n.

Vidua, viduare, viduue, vlduvo,

vidova, widow, 35, 59.

Vidvan, vidushl, I45.

Vieh, 27.

Vieo, 49.
Vigfusson, 511.

Viginti, 56,

Vilka-s, 45.
Villosus, villus, 243, 246.

Vindh, 35 n.

Vin«ati, 56.

Viracocha, great god of Peru, 309.

Vi*, Vaiffya, 41.

Vish»u, 126, 334.
Vish?iu«aiinan, 562.

Vi.-paiti, vi^pati, vispatnl, 41.

Vitaprish^Aa, 141.

"\'itulus, 46.
Volkerpsychologie, 383.

Vossius, De Origine et Progressu

Idolatriae, 203.

Vrtka, 45.
Vri'sh, 95.
VWshan, 108 )J.

Vj-it, 68.

Vritra, 102, 248, 249, 252, 253,

256, 334.— Orthros, xxviii.

— moon becomes a, 363.
— from var, to cover, 365.

V)ttra-han (demon-killer), 354.
Vulf, 45.

Vulla, 243.
Vurdh, 68, 267.

WALLACE, 370.

Waxing and waning of the moon,
how caused, 343.

Weave, to, 49.
Wednesday, 223.

Weeks and week-days, system of,

221, 223, 225.

Weird sisters, 267.

Welcker, 260-264, 287, 402 »?, 518.

Werden, 68.

West in Aztec legend, 304.— among ancient Aryans, 304.
— seat of the departed, 320.

Ulieat, 48.

\S'hite, meaning dawn, 308 ».

— beings, belief in, and the Span-

iards in Mexico, 309.

Wich, 41.

Widow-bumingr, Wilson, Grimm,
Koth, Bushby on, 34-39.

— the Rig-Veda does not enforce

the bumincr of, 37.
Wienas, wieuo-lika, 56.

Wiez-patis (lord), wifiz-patene

Uady). 41.

Wild Huntsman, story of, 551.

Wilford's researches in Sanskrit,

210, 211, 213.— deceived by the Pandits, 213.

Williams, Dr. W., 572.

Wilson, A., Abode of Snow, 589 n.

Wilson, H. H., 12371.

Wind, Pan, pavana, 273.

Wise-women, 511.
— different names, 511.

Witch-burning in Anhalt, 496 et

seq.

— table of expenses, 499.
Witchcraft, modern belief in, 555,

556.
Wiz, 48.

Wodan, not Buddha, 475.— day of, 225.

Wodenism, not Buddhism, 219.

Wolf, 45, 517.— and kid, story of, 295.
— and seven kids, 316 n.
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Wolfs Tail, 567.— in Arabic, 568.

Wordsworth, 63, 114.

Wuotan, 93, 226, 227, 397.
Wiirdig, his study of old archives,

496.

XENOPHANES, 160, 163, 166.

YAGUR-VEDA, no.
Yama (Yima), 106, 251, 320, =,19,

520, 524-— world of, 362.

Yataras, 32.

Yava, 48.

Ych, 46.

Yestersun, 337.
Yggdrasil, the ash, 522, 524, 525.— its three roots, 525.
Yoni, 38 n, 39.

Youdasf, Youasaf, and Bodhisattva,

454-
Young Edda, 531.
Yupanqui, Peruvian Inca, 122 n.

Yuvan (young), name for moon,

334-

ZANNONI, 325.
Zardan, friend of Barlaam, 453.
Zasi-s, 46.

Zaun (tdn, town), 29.

Zt'o, 48.

Zelva, 32.

Zfiv, to live, 265.

Zrjv (Zen), Zijs (see Zeus), 264.

Zena, 42,
Zend, 19, 20, 22, 46, 56, 284.

Zend-Avesta, 41, 256?;, 328, 577.
Zephyros, 384.
Zerno, zernov, 48.

ZtO iroLTfp, 368 n.

Zeus (Z6i;s), 12, 15, 16, 78, 80, 88,

96, 108 », 121, 149 n, 158, 194,

232, 249, 261-266, 294, 369,

370, 371. 398.408.— hegemony of, 408.— worship, 40S n.

ZivaaaOaif 384.
Zeus Kronion, 183.

ZET2 HATHP, 368.

Zio (Old High German), 368 n.

Zlato, zoloto, 50.

Zodiacal light, described by Kepler,

566.— by Palgrave, 567.
Zohak, 284.

Zoological Mythology (Count de

Gubernatis), 572.
Zoroaster {see Zarathustra and

Zerdusht, Zurthosht), 232.

Zoroastrians, ancestors of the, 56.

Ziillich, Ludwig, 495.
Zulu, tale of Princess Untombinde,

315.
Zulus, 363.— god of the, 287.— Nursery Tales of, 575.— a Kafir race, 577.— animal fables among the, 579.— peculiarities common to Zulu9

and Polynesians, 584.
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